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Message from the Conference Chair
Welcome to the 26th Annual Computer Security Applications Conference (ACSAC). ACSAC is one of the
premiere security conferences, unique in its focus on applied security. Our program is further strengthened
through the consistent participation of attendees from both government and industry in addition to academia,
resulting in stimulating conversations that help drive cybersecurity research forward.
We have a terrific program planned for this year! Our technical program features papers across a broad range
of topics, such as social networks, botnets, and security engineering. I would like to thank our program chair,
Michael Franz, and co-chair, John McDermott, for putting together an excellent program.
Thanks to Deb Frincke and Kevin Butler we have an exciting selection of guest speakers, including Doug
Maughan from the Science and Technology Directorate of the Department of Homeland Security as our Distinguished Practitioner and Tom Longstaff from the Applied Information Science Department of the Johns
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory as our Invited Essayist. We are also excited to have Giovanni Vigna from UC Santa Barbara and William Cheswick from AT&T as our classic papers authors.
In addition to speakers and technical papers, we also have a wonderful selection of panels and case studies,
including topics as diverse as cloud security, security economics, supply chain risk management, and the
federal cyber security research agenda. I would like to thank Hongxia Jin and Steve Rome for their work on
putting together such a great selection of panels and case studies.
Continuing due to its success last year, we have a fourth track for conference attendees that will focus on
FISMA training for government employees. I would like to thank Marshall Abrams and Ron Ross for organizing this session.
We will again have our popular works-in-progress (WiP) talks this year together with a poster session.
Thanks to Charles Payne (WiPs) and Ben Kuperman and James Early (posters) for their hard work on putting
together these sessions.
New this year, we will be hosting a career night in conjunction with the WiPs and poster session. Many
thanks go to Ben Cook and Kathyrn Hanselmann for making this session a success!
Thanks also go to Daniel Faigin for organizing a terrific line-up of tutorials and to Harvey Rubinovitz for
putting together the conference workshop. Both will be held before the conference itself, and feature topics
such as usable security and the state of the practice in intrusion detection. The workshop this year covers the
governance issues behind information technology and policy.
Without the generous help of a large number of volunteers, this conference would not be possible. In addition
to the people I’ve mentioned above, I would like to thank Art Friedman, Lillian Røstad, Mike Collins, Ken
Shotting, Kevin Butler, Ed Schneider, Christoph Schuba, Kristin Steen, Jay Kahn, and Robert Zakon for all
of their hard work and support.
And a special thanks goes to Jeremy Epstein for all of his work making arrangements with the hotel, and for
his dedication to making ACSAC a success.
I hope that you enjoy the conference - we have an amazing program this year in a location known for great
food and great music, and I look forward to meeting you there!
Carrie Gates, ACSAC 2010 Conference Chair
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Message from the Program Chairs
Welcome to the 26th Annual Computer Security Applications Conference. We are happy to present a
formidable technical program that is the work of many volunteers. We would like to thank all of these
volunteers for their contributions to ACSAC 2010.
First, thanks go to the authors. We received a total of 239 submissions this year. After some papers were
rejected on formal grounds or retracted by their authors, a total of 227 papers entered the reviewing phase, a
new record for ACSAC.
Second, our sincere gratitude goes to the Program Committee, who gave extra time to review the unexpectedly large number of submissions. Every paper was initially reviewed by two PC members. In this first
reviewing round, 132 papers received at least one score of “weak accept” or better and thereby proceeded to
the second stage. Additional reviews were solicited for all 132 papers. Of these, a total of 77 papers received
sufficiently high scores that they were ultimately discussed at the PC meeting.
An in-person PC meeting was held on Saturday, August 14th at SRI’s offices in Arlington, Virginia. We
are very grateful to Jeremy Epstein and SRI for hosting this all-day meeting. During the meeting, the PC
selected 29 papers for immediate acceptance and an additional 10 papers for conditional acceptance subject
to shepherding by members of the PC.
Reviews were double-blinded throughout: papers were submitted without author names and affiliations and
PC members never learned the identity of submitters until the reviewing process was complete. Throughout
the reviewing process, the two PC Chairs were the only people who knew which paper was authored by
whom. We took great care to manage potential conflicts, since in our double-blind process, reviewers were
often not even aware of such conflicts.
We are happy to report that all of the conditionally accepted papers made it into the final program. Thanks
go to the authors and to the shepherds for the time they collaboratively invested in improving these papers
for ACSAC 2010.
And finally, we thank the larger ACSAC community for your continuing support. Whether you are attending
ACSAC in person this year or reading these proceedings elsewhere, we hope that you will find these papers
interesting, inspiring, and relevant. Enjoy!
Michael Franz, ACSAC 2010 Program Chair
John McDermott, ACSAC 2010 Program Co-Chair
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Message from the Sponsor
Applied Computer Security Associates
ACSA had its genesis in the first Aerospace Computer Security Applications Conference in 1985. That conference was a success and evolved into the Annual Computer Security Applications Conference (ACSAC).
ACSA was incorporated in 1987 as a non-profit association of computer security professionals who have a
common goal of improving the understanding, theory, and practice of computer security. ACSA continues
to be the primary sponsor of the annual conference.
In 1989, ACSA began the Distinguished Practitioner Series at the annual conference. Each year, an outstanding computer security professional is invited to present a lecture of current topical interest to the security
community.
In 1991, ACSAC began the Best Paper by a Student Award, presented at the Annual conference. This award
is intended to encourage active student participation in the conference. The award winning student author
receives an honorarium and conference expenses. Additionally, our Student Conferenceship program assists
selected students in attending the Conference by paying for the conference fee. Applicants must be undergraduate or graduate students, nominated by a faculty member at an accredited university or school, and
show the need for financial assistance to attend this conference.
An annual prize for the Outstanding Paper has been established for the Annual Computer Security Applications Conference. The winning author receives a plaque and an honorarium. The award is based on both the
written and oral presentations.
ACSA initiated the Marshall D. Abrams Invited Essay in 2000 to stimulate development of provocative and
stimulating reading material for students of Information Security, thereby forming a set of Invited Essays.
Each year’s Invited Essay addresses an important topic in Information Security not adequately covered by
the existing literature.
This year’s ACSAC continues the Classic Papers feature begun in 2001. The classic papers are updates of
some of the seminal works in the field of Information Security that reflect developments in the research community and industry since their original publication. Each presentation also considers how these classical
security results will impact us in the years to come.
ACSA continues to be committed to serving the security community by finding additional approaches for encouraging and facilitating dialogue and technical interchange. In previous years, ACSA has sponsored small
workshops to explore various topics in Computer Security (in 2000, the Workshop on Innovations in Strong
Access Control; in 2001, the Workshop on Information Security System Rating and Ranking; in 2002, the
Workshop on Application of Engineering Principles to System Security Design). In 2003, ACSA became
the sponsor of the already established New Security Paradigms Workshop (NSPW). This year, ACSA is excited to welcome the Layered Assurance Workshop as an affiliated ACSA activity. ACSA also maintains a
Classic Papers Bookshelf that preserves seminal works in the field and a web site focusing on Strong Access
Control/Multi-Level Security.
ACSA is always interested in suggestions from interested professionals and computer security professional
organizations on other ways to achieve its objectives of encouraging and facilitating dialogue and technical
interchange. For more information on ACSA and its activities, please visit http://www.acsac.org/acsa
To learn more about the conference, visit the ACSAC web page at http://www.acsac.org
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ABSTRACT

access their services from mobile phones, making the access
to these sites ubiquitous.
The tremendous increase in popularity of social networking sites allows them to collect a huge amount of personal
information about the users, their friends, and their habits.
Unfortunately, this wealth of information, as well as the ease
with which one can reach many users, also attracted the interest of malicious parties. In particular, spammers are always looking for ways to reach new victims with their unsolicited messages. This is shown by a market survey about the
user perception of spam over social networks, which shows
that, in 2008, 83% of the users of social networks have received at least one unwanted friend request or message [16].
From a security point of view, social networks have unique
characteristics. First, information access and interaction is
based on trust. Users typically share a substantial amount
of personal information with their friends. This information
may be public or not. If it is not public, access to it is
regulated by a network of trust. In this case, a user allows
only her friends to view the information regarding herself.
Unfortunately, social networking sites do not provide strong
authentication mechanisms, and it is easy to impersonate a
user and sneak into a person’s network of trust [15]. Moreover, it often happens that users, to gain popularity, accept any friendship request they receive, exposing their personal information to unknown people. In other cases, such
as MySpace, the information displayed on a user’s page is
public by design. Therefore, anyone can access it, friend or
not. Networks of trust are important from a security point
of view, because they are often the only mechanism that
protects users from being contacted by unwanted entities.
Another important characteristic of social networks is the
diﬀerent levels of user awareness with respect to threats.
While most users have become aware of the common threats
that aﬀect the Internet, such as e-mail spam and phishing,
they usually do not show an adequate understanding of the
threats hidden in social networks. For example, a previous
study showed that 45% of users on a social networking site
readily click on links posted by their “friend” accounts, even
if they do not know that person in real life [10]. This behavior might be abused by spammers who want to advertise
web sites, and might be particularly harmful to users if spam
messages contain links to malicious pages.
Even though social networks have raised the attention of
researchers, the problem of spam is still not well understood.
This paper presents the results of a year-long study of spam
activity in social networks. The main contributions of this
paper are the following:

Social networking has become a popular way for users to
meet and interact online. Users spend a signiﬁcant amount
of time on popular social network platforms (such as Facebook, MySpace, or Twitter), storing and sharing a wealth of
personal information. This information, as well as the possibility of contacting thousands of users, also attracts the interest of cybercriminals. For example, cybercriminals might
exploit the implicit trust relationships between users in order
to lure victims to malicious websites. As another example,
cybercriminals might ﬁnd personal information valuable for
identity theft or to drive targeted spam campaigns.
In this paper, we analyze to which extent spam has entered social networks. More precisely, we analyze how spammers who target social networking sites operate. To collect
the data about spamming activity, we created a large and
diverse set of “honey-proﬁles” on three large social networking sites, and logged the kind of contacts and messages that
they received. We then analyzed the collected data and
identiﬁed anomalous behavior of users who contacted our
proﬁles. Based on the analysis of this behavior, we developed techniques to detect spammers in social networks, and
we aggregated their messages in large spam campaigns. Our
results show that it is possible to automatically identify the
accounts used by spammers, and our analysis was used for
take-down eﬀorts in a real-world social network. More precisely, during this study, we collaborated with Twitter and
correctly detected and deleted 15,857 spam proﬁles.

1.

vigna@cs.ucsb.edu

INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, social networking sites have become one of the main ways for users to keep track and communicate with their friends online. Sites such as Facebook,
MySpace, and Twitter are consistently among the top 20
most-viewed web sites of the Internet. Moreover, statistics
show that, on average, users spend more time on popular
social networking sites than on any other site [1]. Most social networks provide mobile platforms that allow users to
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• We created a set of honeynet accounts (honey-proﬁles)
on three major social networks, and we logged all the
activity (malicious or not) these accounts were able to
observe over a one-year period for Facebook and an
eleven-month period for Twitter and MySpace.

in October 2009. School and company networks are still
available, but their security is better, since to join one of
these networks, a user has to provide a valid e-mail address
from that institution (e.g., a university e-mail address).

2.2 The MySpace Social Network

• We investigate how spammers are using social networks, and we examine the eﬀectiveness of the countermeasures that are taken by the major social network
portals to prevent spamming on their platforms.

MySpace was the ﬁrst social network to gain signiﬁcant
popularity among Internet users. The basic idea of this network is to provide each user with a web page, which the user
can then personalize with information about herself and her
interests. Even though MySpace has also the concept of
“friendship,” like Facebook, MySpace pages are public by
default. Therefore, it is easier for a malicious user to obtain sensitive information about a user on MySpace than on
Facebook. Users might be proﬁled by gender, age, or nationality, and an aimed spam campaign could target a speciﬁc
group of users to enhance its eﬀectiveness.
MySpace used to be the largest social network on the Internet. Although it is steadily losing users, who are mainly
moving to Facebook [2], it remains the third most visited
site of its kind on the Internet.

• We identify characteristics that allow us to detect spammers in a social network.
• We built a tool to detect spammers, and used it on
a Twitter and Facebook dataset. We obtained some
promising results. In particular, we correctly detected
15,857 on Twitter, and after our submission to the
Twitter spam team, these accounts were suspended.

2.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Social networks oﬀer a way for users to keep track of their
friends and communicate with them. This network of trust
typically regulates which personal information is visible to
whom. In our work, we looked at the diﬀerent ways in which
social networks manage the network of trust and the visibility of information between users. This is important because
the nature of the network of trust provides spammers with
diﬀerent options for sending spam messages, learning information about their victims, or befriending someone (to appear trustworthy and make it more diﬃcult to be detected
as a spammer).

2.3 The Twitter Social Network
Twitter is a much simpler social network than Facebook
and MySpace. It is designed as a microblogging platform,
where users send short text messages (i.e., tweets) that appear on their friends’ pages. Unlike Facebook and MySpace, no personal information is shown on Twitter pages by
default. Users are identiﬁed only by a username and, optionally, by a real name. To proﬁle a user, it is possible to
analyze the tweets she sends, and the feeds to which she is
subscribed. However, this is signiﬁcantly more diﬃcult than
on the other social networks.
A Twitter user can start “following” another user. As a
consequence, she receives the user’s tweets on her own page.
The user who is “followed” can, if she wants, follow the other
one back. Tweets can be grouped by hashtags, which are
popular words, beginning with a “#” character. This allows
users to eﬃciently search who is posting topics of interest at
a certain time. When a user likes someone’s tweet, he can
decide to retweet it. As a result, that message is shown to
all her followers. By default, proﬁles on Twitter are public,
but a user can decide to protect her proﬁle. By doing that,
anyone wanting to follow the user needs her permission. According to the same statistics, Twitter is the social network
that has the fastest growing rate on the Internet. During
the last year, it reported a 660% increase in visits [2].

2.1 The Facebook Social Network
Facebook is currently the largest social network on the Internet. On their website, the Facebook administrators claim
to have more than 400 million active users all over the world,
with over 2 billion media items (videos and pictures) shared
every week [3].
Usually, user proﬁles are not public, and the right to view
a user’s page is granted only after having established a relationship of trust (paraphrasing the Facebook terminology,
becoming friends) with the user. When a user A wants to
become friend with another user B, the platform ﬁrst sends
a request to B, who has to acknowledge that she knows A.
When B conﬁrms the request, a friendship connection with A
is established. However, the users’ perception of Facebook
friendship is diﬀerent from their perception of a relationship in real life. Most of the time, Facebook users accept
friendship requests from persons they barely know, while in
real life, the person asking to be friend would undergo more
scrutiny.
In the past, most Facebook users were grouped in networks, where people coming from a certain country, town,
or school could ﬁnd their neighbors or peers. The default
privacy setting for Facebook was to allow all people in the
same network to view each other’s proﬁles. Thus, a malicious user could join a large network to crawl data from the
users on that network. This data allows an adversary to
carry out targeted attacks. For example, a spammer could
run a campaign that targets only those users whose proﬁles
have certain characteristics (e.g., gender, age, interests) and
who, therefore, might be more responsive to that campaign.
For this reason, Facebook deprecated geographic networks

2.4 Related Work
The success of social networks has attracted the attention
of security researchers. Since social networks are strongly
based on the notion of a network of trust, the exploitation of
this trust might lead to signiﬁcant consequences. In 2008, a
Sophos experiment showed that 41% of the Facebook users
who were contacted acknowledged a friend request from a
random person [8]. Bilge et al. [10] show that after an attacker has entered the network of trust of a victim, the victim will likely click on any link contained in the messages
posted, irrespective of whether she knows the attacker in
real life or not. Another interesting ﬁnding was reported
by Jagatic et al. [13]. The authors found that phishing attempts are more likely to succeed if the attacker uses stolen
information from victims’ friends in social networks to craft
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their phishing emails. There are also botnets that target
social networks, such as koobface [9].
Brown et al. [12] showed how it would be possible for
spammers to craft targeted spam by leveraging the information available in online social networks. As for Twitter,
Krishnamurthy et al. studied the network, providing some
characterization of Twitter users [14]. Yardi et al. [18] ran
an experiment on Twitter spam. They created a popular
hashtag on Twitter, and observed that spammers started
using it in their messages. They also discuss some features
that might allow one to distinguish a spammer from legitimate users, such as node degree and frequency of messages.
Another work that studied social network spam using honeyproﬁles was conducted by Webb et al. in 2008 [17]. For this
experiment, 51 proﬁles were created on MySpace, which was
the largest social network at the time. The study showed a
signiﬁcant spam activity. The honey-proﬁles were contacted
by 1,570 spam bots over a ﬁve-month period.
Compared to their work, our study is substantially larger
in size and covers three major social networks, and the honeypot population we used is representative of the average
population of these networks, both from an age and nationality point of view. Moreover, we leverage our observation
to develop a system able to detect spammers on social networks.
This system has detected thousands of spam accounts on
Twitter, which have been subsequently deleted.

3.

(e.g., proﬁles created from accounts in the France network
were used in networks associated with francophone countries). This was a manual process. For larger networks (e.g.,
New York, Germany, Italy) up to three accounts were created, while only one account was set up for smaller ones. In
total, we created 300 accounts on the Facebook platform.
On MySpace, we crawled 4,000 accounts in total. This
was easier than on Facebook because, as mentioned in Section 2.2, most proﬁle pages are public. Similar to Facebook,
our aim was to generate “average” proﬁles based on the user
population of the social network. After data collection, we
looked for common names and ages from proﬁles with different languages, and created proﬁles in most nations of the
world. We created 300 accounts on MySpace for our experiment.
While on Facebook and MySpace, birth date and gender are needed for registration, on Twitter, the only information required for signing up is a full name and a proﬁle
name. Therefore, we did not ﬁnd it necessary to crawl the
social network for “average” proﬁle information, and we simply used ﬁrst names and surnames from the other social networks. For each account, the proﬁle name has been chosen
as a concatenation of the ﬁrst and last name, plus a random
number to avoid conﬂicts with already existing accounts.
Similarly to the other networks, we created 300 proﬁles.
We did not create more than 300 proﬁles on each network
because registration is a semi-automated process. More precisely, even though we could automatically ﬁll the forms required for registration, we still needed a human to solve the
CAPTCHAs involved in the process.

DATA COLLECTION

The ﬁrst goal of our paper was to understand the extent
to which spam is a problem on social networks, as well as the
characterization of spam activity. To this end, we created
900 proﬁles on Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter, 300 on
each platform. The purpose of these accounts was to log
the traﬃc (e.g., friend requests, messages, invitations) they
receive from other users of the network. Due to the similarity
of these proﬁles to honeypots [4], we call these accounts
honey-proﬁles.

3.2 Collection of Data
After having created our honey-proﬁles, we ran scripts
that periodically connected to those accounts and checked
for activity. We decided that our accounts should act in a
passive way. Therefore, we did not send any friend requests,
but accepted all those that were received.
In a social network, the ﬁrst action a malicious user would
likely execute to get in touch with his victims is to send
them a friend request. This might be done to attract the
user to the spammer’s proﬁle to view the spam messages
(on MySpace) or to invite her to accept the friendship and
start seeing the spammer’s messages in her own feed (on
Facebook and Twitter).
After having acknowledged a request (i.e., accepted the
friendship on Facebook and MySpace or started following
the user on Twitter), we logged all the information needed
to detect malicious activity. More precisely, we logged every
email notiﬁcation received from the social networks, as well
as all the requests and messages seen on the honey-proﬁles.
On some networks, such as Facebook, the notiﬁcations and
messages might be of diﬀerent types (e.g., application and
group invitations, video posts, status messages, private messages), while on other platforms, they are more uniform
(e.g., on Twitter, they are always short text messages). We
logged all types of requests on Facebook, as well as wall
posts, status updates, and private messages. On MySpace,
we recorded mood updates, wall posts, and messages. On
Twitter, we logged tweets and direct messages.
Our scripts ran continuously for 12 months for Facebook
(from June 6, 2009 to June 6, 2010), and for 11 months
for MySpace and Twitter (from June 24, 2009 to June 6,
2010), periodically visiting each account. The visits had

3.1 Honey-Profiles
Our goal was to create a number of honey-proﬁles that
reﬂect a representative selection of the population of the
social networks we analyzed. To this end, we ﬁrst crawled
each social network to collect common proﬁle data.
On Facebook, we joined 16 geographic networks, using a
small number of manually-created accounts. This was possible because, at the time, geographic networks were still
available. Since we wanted to create proﬁles reﬂecting a diverse population, we joined networks on all continents (except Antarctica and Australia): the Los Angeles and New
York networks for North America, the London, France, Italy,
Germany, Russia, and Spain ones for Europe, the China,
Japan, India, and Saudi Arabia ones for Asia, the Algeria
and Nigeria ones for Africa, and the Brazil and Argentina
networks for South America. For each network, we crawled
2,000 accounts at random, logging names, ages, and gender
(which is the basic information required to create a proﬁle
on Facebook). Afterwards, we randomly mixed this data
(names, surnames, and ages) and created the honey-proﬁles.
Gender was determined by the ﬁrst name. Each proﬁle was
assigned to a network. Accounts created using data from a
certain network were assigned either to this network or to
a network where the main language spoken was the same
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Network
Facebook
MySpace
Twitter

Friend Requests From Spammers
Ham Friend Requests

N. of requests

20

10

Network
Facebook
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Twitter

0
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800

Overall
72,431
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13,113

Spammers
3,882
0
11,338
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Table 2: Messages received on the various social networks.

(a) Friend requests received.
Spam messages
Ham messages

700

the victims. Depending on the social network, the nature
of these messages can change: they are status updates on
Facebook, status or mood updates on MySpace, and tweets
on Twitter.
During our study, we received a total of 4,250 friend requests. As can be seen in Table 1, the amount of requests
varies from network to network. This might be caused by
the diﬀerent characteristics of the various social networks.
As one would expect, we observed the largest amount of
requests on Facebook, since it has the largest user base.
Surprisingly, however, the majority of these requests proved
not to come from spam bots, but from real users, looking
for popularity or for real persons with the same name as one
of our honey-proﬁles. Another surprising ﬁnding is that, on
MySpace, we received a very low number of friend requests.
It is not clear what is the reason of the disparity between
this social network and Facebook, since MySpace also provides a mechanism to easily post messages on users’ pages.
Daily statistics for friend requests received on Facebook and
Twitter are shown in Figures 1(a) and 2(a).
Information about the logged messages is shown in Table 2. Overall, we observed 85,569 messages. Again, there is
a big disparity between the three social networks. On Twitter, interestingly, we recorded the largest amount of spam
messages. Given the smaller size of the network’s user base,
this is surprising. Daily statistics for messages received on
Facebook are shown in Figure 1(b), while those for Twitter
are reported in Figure 2(b). We do not show a graph for
MySpace because the number of messages we received was
very low.
On Facebook, we also observed a fair amount of invitations to applications, groups, and events, as well as posting
of photos and videos in our honey-proﬁles’ feeds. However,
since none of them were spam, we ignored them for the subsequent analysis.

600
N. of messages

Spammers
173
8
361

Table 1: Friend requests received on the various social networks.
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(b) Messages received.
Figure 1: Activity observed on Facebook

to be performed slowly (approximately one account visited
every 2 minutes) to avoid being detected as a bot by the
social networking site and, therefore, having the accounts
deleted.

4.

Overall
3,831
22
397

ANALYSIS OF COLLECTED DATA

As mentioned previously, the ﬁrst action that a spammer
would likely execute is to send friend requests to her victims.
Only a fraction of the contacted users will acknowledge a request, since they do not know the real-life person associated
with the account used by the bot1 . On Twitter, the concept
of friendship is slightly diﬀerent, but the modus operandi
of the spammers is the same: they start following victims,
hoping that they will follow them back, starting to receive
the spam content. From the perspective of our analysis,
friendships and mutual follow relationships are equivalent.
When a user accepts one of the friend requests, she lets the
spammer enter her network of trust. In practice, this action
has a major consequence: The victim starts to see messages
received from the spammer in her own news/message feed.
This kind of spamming is very eﬀective, because the spammer has only to write a single message (e.g., a status update
on Facebook), and the message appears in the feeds of all

4.1 Identification of Spam Accounts
Tables 1 and 2 show the breakdown of requests that were
received by our honey-proﬁles. We can see that the honeyproﬁles did not only receive friend requests and messages
from spammers, but also a surprising amount from legitimate accounts. Even if friend requests are unsolicited, they
are not always the result of spammers who reach out. In
particular, many social network users aim to increase their
popularity by adding as friends people they do not know. On

1

We assume that most spam accounts are managed in an
automated fashion. Therefore, from this point on, we will
use the terms spam proﬁle and bots interchangeably.
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40

sages) from real users. On MySpace, we detected 8 spammers. On Twitter, we detected 361 spammers out of 397
contacts.

Adds by spammers
Legitimate adds

35

N. of requests
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4.2 Spam Bot Analysis

25

The spam bots that we identiﬁed showed diﬀerent levels
of activity and diﬀerent strategies to deliver spam. Based on
their spam strategy, we distinguish four categories of bots:

20
15

1. Displayer: Bots that do not post spam messages, but
only display some spam content on their own proﬁle
pages. In order to view spam content, a victim has to
manually visit the proﬁle page of the bot. This kind of
bots is likely to be the least eﬀective in terms of people
reached. All the detected MySpace bots belonged to
this category, as well as two Facebook bots.
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(a) Users starting following honey-proﬁles
250

Spam messages
Ham messages

2. Bragger: Bots that post messages to their own feed.
These messages vary according to the networks: on
Facebook, these messages are usually status updates,
while on Twitter these are the tweets. The result of
this action is that the spam message is distributed and
shown on all the victims’ feeds. However, the spam
is not shown on the victim’s proﬁle when the page is
visited by someone else (i.e., a victim’s friends). Therefore, the spam campaign reaches only victims who are
directly connected with the spam bot. 163 bots on
Facebook belonged to this category, as well as 341 bots
on Twitter.
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3. Poster: Bots that send a direct message to each victim. This can be achieved in diﬀerent ways, depending
on the social network. On Facebook, for example, the
message might be a post on a victim’s wall. The spam
is shown on the victims feed, but, unlike the case of a
“bragger”, can be viewed also by victim’s friends visiting her proﬁle page. This is the most eﬀective way
of spamming, because it reaches a greater number of
users compared to the previous two. Eight bots from
this category have been detected, all of them on the
Facebook network. Koobface-related messages also belong to this category (see [9]).

(b) Messages received
Figure 2: Activity observed on Twitter.

Facebook, since all our honey-proﬁles were members of a geographic network (as long as these were available), it is also
possible that people looking for local “friends” would have
contacted some of our accounts. In particular, we observed
that this occurs with more frequency on smaller networks (in
particular, some Middle Eastern and African ones). Moreover, since we picked random combinations of ﬁrst and last
names, it happened that some of our honey-proﬁles had the
same name as a real person, and, as a consequence, the account was contacted by real friends of this person. Since
not all friend requests and messages are malicious, we had
to distinguish between spammers and benign users.
To discriminate between real users and spam bots, we
started to manually check all the proﬁles that contacted us.
During this process, we noticed that spam bots share some
common traits, and formalized them in features that we then
used for automated spam detection. We will describe these
features in detail in Section 5.
We found that, of the original 3,831 accounts that contacted us on Facebook, 173 were spammers. Moreover, on
Facebook, during the last months of logging, the ratio of
spam messages compared to legitimate ones dramatically
dropped. The reason is that when a legitimate user adds
our honey-proﬁle to her friend list, this honey-proﬁle starts
appearing on her friends’ pages as a friend suggestion. This
leads to a number of additional friend requests (and mes-

4. Whisperer: Bots that send private messages to their
victims. As for “poster” bots, these messages have to
be addressed to a speciﬁc user. The diﬀerence, however, is that this time the victim is the only one seeing
the spam message. This type of bots is fairly common
on Twitter, where spam bots send direct messages to
their victim. We observed 20 bots of this kind on this
network, but none on Facebook and MySpace.
We then examined the activity of spam bots on diﬀerent
networks. On Facebook, we observed an average of 11 spam
messages per day, while, on Twitter, the average number of
messages observed was 34. On MySpace, we did not observe
any direct spam message. The reason is that all the spam
bots on MySpace are “displayers.” The diﬀerence between
Twitter and Facebook activity is caused by the apparently
diﬀerent responses of the two social networks to spam. More
precisely, we observed that Facebook seems to be much more
aggressive in ﬁghting spam. This is demonstrated by the
fact that, on Facebook, the average lifetime of a spam account was four days, while on Twitter, it was 31 days. On
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Mobile Interface.

MySpace, no spam accounts have been deleted during our
observation.
As shown in Figures 1(a) and 2(a), many spam requests
arrived during the ﬁrst days of our experiment, especially on
Facebook. All the early-days spammers have been quickly
deleted from Facebook (the one with the longest life lasted
one month), while most of the Twitter ones were deleted
only after we ﬂagged them to their spam team.
It is also interesting to look at the time of the day when
messages and friend requests are sent. The reason is that
bots might get activated periodically or at speciﬁc times to
send their messages. Benign activity, on the other hand,
follows the natural diurnal pattern. During our observation,
we noticed that some bots showed a higher activity around
midnight (GMT -7), while in the same period of time, the
ham messages registered a low.
Another way to study the eﬀectiveness of spam activity is
to look at how many users acknowledged friend requests on
the diﬀerent networks. On Facebook, the average number
of conﬁrmed friends of spam bots is 21, on MySpace it is 31,
while on Twitter, it is 350. We assume that the diﬀerence
in number of people reached is probably due to the diﬀerent lifetime of the bots in the diﬀerent networks. The low
activity of the bots on MySpace might be the cause of both
the low numbers of bots detected on that network and their
longer lifetime.
We identiﬁed two kinds of bot behavior: stealthy and
greedy bots. Greedy ones include a spam content in every
message they send. They are easier to detect, and might lead
users to ﬂag bots as spammers or to revoke their friendship
status. Stealthy bots, on the other hand, send messages that
look legitimate, and only once in a while inject a malicious
message. Since they look like legitimate proﬁles, they might
convince more people to accept and maintain friendships.
Of the 534 spam bots detected, 416 were greedy and 98
were stealthy (note that ten spam proﬁles were “displayers,”
and 20 were “whisperers.” These bots, therefore, did not use
updates or tweets to spam).
Another interesting observation is that spam bots are usually less active than legitimate users. This probably happens
because sending out too many messages would make detection by the social network too easy. For this reason, most
spam proﬁles we observed, both on Facebook and Twitter,
sent less than 20 messages during their life span.
While observing Facebook spammers, we also noticed that
many of them did not seem to pick victims randomly, but,
instead, they seemed to follow certain criteria. In particular, most of their victims happened to be male. This was
particularly true for campaigns advertising adult websites.
Since Facebook does not provide an easy way to search for
people based on gender, the only way spammers can identify their victims is by looking for male ﬁrst names. This
intuition led us to another observation. The list of victims
targeted by these bots usually shows an anomalous repetition of people with the same ﬁrst name (e.g., tens of proﬁles
with only four diﬀerent given names). This might happen
because spam bots are given lists of ﬁrst names to target.
In addition, Facebook people search does not make a diﬀerence between ﬁrst and last name while searching. For this
reason, these gender-aware bots sometimes targeted female
users who happened to have a male name as last name (e.g.,
Wayne).

Most social networking sites have introduced techniques
to prevent automatic account generation and message sending. On Facebook, for example, a user is required to solve
a CAPTCHA [5] every time she tries to send a friend request. A CAPTCHA has to be solved also every time an
account is created. Moreover, the site uses a very complicated JavaScript environment that makes it diﬃcult for bots
to interact with the pages. On the other hand, the complexity of these sites made them not very attractive to mobile
Internet users, who use less powerful devices and slower connections.
To attract more users and to make their platform more
accessible from any kind of device, major social networks
launched mobile versions of their sites. These versions offer the main functionality of the complete social networking
sites, but in a simpler fashion. To improve usability, no
JavaScript is present on these pages, and no CAPTCHAs
are required to send friend requests. This has made social networks more accessible from everywhere. However,
the mobile environment provides spammers with an easy
way to interact with these sites and carry out their tasks.
This is conﬁrmed by our analysis: 80% of bots we detected
on Facebook used the mobile site to send their spam messages. However, to create an account, it is still necessary to
go through the non-mobile version of the site. For Twitter
spam, there is no need for the bots to use the mobile site,
since an API to interact with the network is provided, and,
in any case, there is no need to solve CAPTCHAs other than
the one needed to create a proﬁle.

5. SPAM PROFILE DETECTION
Based on our understanding of spam activity in social networks, the next goal was to leverage these insights to develop
techniques to detect spammers in the wild. We decided to
focus on detecting “bragger” and “poster” spammers, since
they do not require real proﬁles for detection, but are just
detectable by looking at their feeds. We used machine learning techniques to classify spammers and legitimate users. To
detect whether a given proﬁle belongs to a spammer or not,
we developed six features, which are:
FF ratio (R): The ﬁrst feature compares the number of
friend requests that a user sent to the number of friends she
has. Since a bot is not a real person, and, therefore, nobody
knows him/her in real life, only a fraction of the proﬁles contacted would acknowledge a friend request. Thus, one would
expect a distinct diﬀerence between the number of friend requests sent and the number of those that are acknowledged.
More precisely, we expect the ratio of friend requests to actual friends to be large for spammers and low for regular
users. Unfortunately, the number of friend requests sent is
not public on Facebook and on MySpace. On Twitter, on the
other hand, the number of users a proﬁle started to follow is
public. Therefore, we can compute the ratio R = following
/ followers (where following, in the Twitter jargon, is the
number of friend requests sent, and followers is the number
of users who accepted the request).
URL ratio (U): The second feature to detect a bot is the
presence of URLs in the logged messages. To attract users
to spam web pages, bots are likely to send URLs in their
messages. Therefore, we introduce the ratio U as:
U = messages containing urls / total messages.
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Since, in the case of Facebook, most messages with URLs
(link and video share, group invitations) contain a URL to
other Facebook pages, we only count URLs pointing to a
third party site when computing this feature.
Message Similarity (S): The third feature consists in
leveraging the similarity among the messages sent by a user.
Most bots we observed sent very similar messages, considering both message size and content, as well as the advertised
sites. Of course, on Twitter, where the maximum size of the
messages is 140 characters, message similarity is less signiﬁcant than on Facebook and MySpace, where we logged messages up to 1,100 characters. We introduced the similarity
parameter S, which is deﬁned as follows:
S=

P

We trained our classiﬁer using 1,000 proﬁles. We used the
173 spam bots that contacted our honey-proﬁles as samples
for spammers, and 827 manually checked proﬁles from the
Los Angeles network as samples for legitimate users. A 10fold cross validation on this training data set yielded an
estimated false positive ratio of 2% and a false negative ratio
of 1%. We then applied our classiﬁer to 790,951 proﬁles,
belonging to the Los Angeles and New York networks. We
detected 130 spammers in this dataset. Among these, 7 were
false positives. The reason for this low number of detected
spammers might be that spam bots typically do not join
geographic networks. This hypothesis is corroborated by the
fact that among the spam proﬁles that contacted out honey
proﬁles, none was a member of a geographic network. We
then randomly picked 100 proﬁles, classiﬁed as legitimate.
We manually looked at them to search for false negatives.
None of them turned out to be a spammer.

c(p)
,
la lp

p∈P

where P is the set of possible message-to-message combinations among any two messages logged for a certain account,
p is a single pair, c(p) is a function calculating the number
of words two messages share, la is the average length of messages posted by that user, and lp is the number of message
combinations. The idea behind this formula is that a proﬁle
sending similar messages will have a low value of S.
Friend Choice (F): The fourth feature attempts to detect whether a proﬁle likely used a list of names to pick its
friends or not. We call this feature F , and we deﬁne it as:
F =

5.2 Spam Detection on Twitter
On Twitter, is much easier to obtain data than on Facebook, since most proﬁles are public. This gave us the possibility to develop a system that is able to detect spammers
in the wild. The results of our analysis were then sent to
Twitter, who veriﬁed that the accounts were indeed sending
spam and removed them.
To train our classiﬁer, we picked 500 spam proﬁles, coming either from the ones that contacted our honey proﬁles,
or manually selected from the public timeline. We included
proﬁles from the public timeline to increase diversity among
spam proﬁles in our training dataset. Among the proﬁles
from the public timeline, we chose the ones that stood out
from the average for at least one of the R, U , and S features. We also picked 500 legitimate proﬁles from the public
timeline. This was a manual process, to make sure that no
spammers were miscategorized in the training set. The R
feature was modiﬁed to reﬂect the number of followers a
proﬁle has. This was done because legitimate proﬁles with
a fairly high number of followers (e.g., 300), but following
thousands of other proﬁles, have a high value of R. This
is a typical situation for legitimate accounts following news
proﬁles, and would have led to false positives in our system.
Therefore, we deﬁned a new feature R , which is the R value
divided by the number of followers a proﬁle has. We used it
instead of R for our classiﬁcation.
After having trained the classiﬁer, it was clear that the F
feature is not useful to detect spammers on Twitter, since
both spammers and legitimate proﬁles in the training set
had very similar values for this parameter. This suggests
that Twitter spam bots do not pick their victims based on
their name. Therefore, we removed the F feature from the
Twitter spam classiﬁer. A 10-fold cross validation for the
classiﬁer with the updated feature set yielded an estimated
false positive ratio of 2.5% and a false negative ratio of 3%
on the training set.
Given the promising results on the training set and the
possibility to access most proﬁles, we decided to use our
classiﬁer to detect spammers in real time on Twitter. The
main problem we faced while building our system was the
crawling speed. Twitter limited our machine to execute only
20,000 API calls per hour. Thus, to avoid wasting our limited API calls, we executed Google searches for the most
common words in tweets sent by the already detected spammers, and we crawled those proﬁles that were returned as

Tn
,
Dn

where Tn is the total number of names among the proﬁles’
friend, and Dn is the number of distinct ﬁrst names. Our
observation showed that legitimate proﬁles have values of
this feature that are close to 1, while spammers might reach
values of 2 or more.
Messages Sent (M): We use the number of messages sent
by a proﬁle as a feature. This is based on the observation
that proﬁles that send out hundreds of messages are less
likely to be spammers, given that, in our initial analysis,
most spam bots sent less that 20 messages.
Friend Number (FN): Finally we look at the number of
friends a proﬁle has. The idea is that proﬁles with thousands
of friends are less likely to be spammers that the ones with
a few.
Given our general set of features, we built two systems to
detect spam bots on Facebook and Twitter. Since there are
diﬀerences between these two social networks, some features
had to be slightly modiﬁed to ﬁt the characteristics of the
particular social network. However, the general approach
remains the same. We used the Weka framework [7] with a
Random Forest algorithm [11] for our classiﬁer. We chose
this algorithm because it was the one that gave the best
accuracy and lowest false positive ratio when we performed
the cross-validation of the training set.

5.1 Spam Detection on Facebook
The main issue when analyzing Facebook is to obtain a
suitable amount of data to analyze. Most proﬁles are private, and only their friends can see their walls. At the beginning of this study, geographic networks were still available,
but they were discontinued in October 2009. Therefore, we
used data from various geographic networks, crawled between April 28 and July 8 2009, to test our approach.
Since on Facebook the number of friend requests sent out
is not public, we could not apply the R feature.
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results. This approach has the problem that we can only detect proﬁles that send tweets similar to those of previously
observed bots. To address this limitation, we created a public service where Twitter users can ﬂag proﬁles as spammers.
After a user has ﬂagged someone as a spammer, we run our
classiﬁer on this proﬁle data. If the proﬁle is detected as a
spammer, we add this proﬁle to our detected spam set, enabling our system to ﬁnd other proﬁles that sent out similar
tweets.
Every time we detected a spam proﬁle, we submitted it
to Twitter. During a period of three months, from March
06, 2010 to June 06, 2010, we crawled 135,834 proﬁles, detecting 15,932 of those as spammers. We sent this list of
proﬁles to Twitter, and only 75 were reported by them to be
false positives. All the other submitted proﬁles were deleted.
In order to evaluate the false negative ratio, we randomly
picked 100 proﬁles, classiﬁed as legitimate by our system.
We then manually checked at them, ﬁnding out that 6 were
false negatives.
To show that our targeted crawling does not aﬀect our
accuracy or false positive ratio, but just narrowed down the
set of proﬁles to crawl, we picked 40,000 proﬁles at random
from the public timeline and crawled them. Among these,
we detected 102 spammers, with a single false positive. We
can see that our crawling is eﬀective, since the percentage of
spammers in our targeted (crawled) dataset is 11%, whereas
in the random set, it is 0.25%. On the other hand, the false
positive ratio on in both datasets is similarly low.

visited all the URLs that we observed. Then, we clustered
all the proﬁles that advertised the same page. We list the
top eight campaigns, based on the number of observed messages, in Table 3. Since we had most detections on Twitter,
these campaigns targeted that network. It is interesting to
notice, however, that bots belonging to three of them were
observed on Facebook as well.
Some campaigns showed a large number of bots, each
sending a few messages per day, while others send many
messages using few bots. In addition, the fact that bots of
a campaign can act in a stealthy or greedy way (see Section 4.2) leads to signiﬁcantly diﬀerent outcomes. Greedy
bots that send spam with each message are easier to detect
by the social network administrators. On the other hand, a
low-traﬃc spam campaign is not easy to detect. For example, the bots from Campaign 1 sent 0.79 messages per day,
while the bots from the second campaign sent 0.08 messages
per day on average. The result was that the bots from Campaign 1 have an average lifetime of 25 days, while the bots of
Campaign 2 lasted 135 days on average. In addition, Campaign 2 reached more victims, as shown by an average of 94
friends (victims) per bot, while Campaign 1 only reached 52.
This suggests that a relationship exists between the lifetime
of bots and the number of victims targeted. Clearly, an effective campaign should be able to reach many users, and
having bots that live longer might be a good way to achieve
this objective.
From the point of view of victims reached, stealthy campaigns are more eﬀective. Campaigns 4 and 7 both used a
stealthy approach. Of the messages sent, only 20-40% contained spam content. As a result, bots from Campaign 4
had an average lifetime of 120 days, and started following
460 proﬁles each. Among these, 87 users on average followed
the bots back. Campaign 7 was the most eﬀective among
Twitter campaigns, both considering the number of victims
and the average bot lifetime. To achieve this, this campaign
combined a low rate of messages per day with a stealth way
of operating. The bots in this campaign have an average
lifetime of 198 days and 1,787 victims, of which, on average,
112 acknowledged the friend request.
From the observations of the various campaigns, we developed a metric that allows us to predict the success of a
campaign. We consider a campaign successful if the bots
belonging to it have a long lifetime. For this metric, we
introduce the parameter Gc , deﬁned as follows:

5.3 Identification of Spam Campaigns
After having identiﬁed single spammers, we analyzed the
data to identify larger-scale spam campaigns. With “spam
campaign,” we refer to multiple spam proﬁles that act under the coordination of a single spammer. We consider two

Campaign

Campaign 1
Campaign 2
Campaign 3
Campaign 4
Campaign 5
Campaign 6
Campaign 7
Campaign 8

Gc =

05/01/09

07/01/09

09/01/09

11/01/09

01/01/10

03/01/10

((

q

−1
Md
·Sd

−1
Md
·Sd )+1)2

, 0 ≤ Gc ≤ 1.

In the above formula, Md is the average number of messages
per day sent and Sd is the ratio of actual spam messages (0 ≤
Sd ≤ 1). Empirically, we see that campaigns with a value of
Gc close to 1 have a long lifetime (for example, Campaign 7
has Gc = 0.88, while Campaign 2 has Gc = 0.60), while for
campaigns with a lower value of this parameter, the average
lifetime decreases signiﬁcantly (Campaign 1 has Gc = 0.28
and Campaign 5 has Gc = 0.16). Thus, we can infer that a
value of 0.5 or higher for Gc indicates that a campaign has
a good chance to be successful. Of course, if a campaign is
active for some time, a social network might develop other
means to detect spam bots belonging to it (e.g., a blacklist
of the URLs included in the messages).
Activity of bots from diﬀerent campaigns is shown in Figure 3. Each row represents a campaign. For each day in

05/01/10

Day

Figure 3: Activity of campaigns over time.

bots posting messages with URLs pointing to the same site
as being part of the same campaign. Most bots hide the real
URL that their links are pointing to by using URL shortening services (for example, tinyurl [6]). This is typically
done to avoid easy detection by social networks administrators and by the users, as well as to meet the message length
requirements of some platforms (in particular, Twitter). To
determine the actual site that a shortened URL points to, we
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SN
T
T
T,F
T
T,F
T,F
T
T

Bots
485
282
2,430
137
5,530
687
860
103

# Mes.
1,020
9,343
28,607
3,213
83,550
7,298
4,929
5,448

Mes./day
0.79
0.08
0.32
0.15
1.88
1.67
0.05
0.4

Avg. vic.
52
94
36
87
18
23
112
43

Avg. lif.
25
135
52
120
8
10
198
33

Gc
0.28
0.60
0.42
0.56
0.16
0.18
0.88
0.37

Site adv.
Adult Dating
Ad Network
Adult Dating
Making Money
Adult Site
Adult Dating
Making Money
Ad Network

Table 3: Spam campaigns observed.
which we observed some activity from that campaign, a circle is drawn. The size of circles varies according to the number of messages observed that day. As can be seen, some
campaigns have been active over the entire period of the
study, while some have not been so successful.
We then tried to understand how bots choose their victims. The behavior seems not to be uniform for the various
campaigns. For example, we noticed that many victims of
Campaign 2 shared the same hashtag (e.g., “#iloveitwhen”)
in their tweets. Bots might have been crawling for people
sending messages with such tag, and started following them.
On the other hand, we noticed that Campaigns 4 and 5 targeted an anomalous number of private proﬁles. Looking at
their victims, 12% of them had a private proﬁle, while for a
random picked set of 1,000 users from the public timeline,
this ratio was 4%. This suggests that bots from these campaigns did not crawl any timeline, since tweets from users
with a private proﬁle do not appear on them.
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CONCLUSIONS

Social networking sites have millions of users from all over
the world. The ease of reaching these users, as well as the
possibility to take advantage of the information stored in
their proﬁles, attracts spammers and other malicious users.
In this paper, we showed that spam on social networks is
a problem. For our study, we created a population of 900
honey-proﬁles on three major social networks and observed
the traﬃc they received. We then developed techniques to
identify single spam bots, as well as large-scale campaigns.
We also showed how our techniques help to detect spam
proﬁles even when they do not contact a honey-proﬁle. We
believe that these techniques can help social networks to
improve their security and detect malicious users. In fact,
we develop a tool to detect spammers on Twitter. Providing
Twitter the results of our analysis thousands of spamming
accounts were shut down.
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ABSTRACT

more than 400 million active users [4] worldwide, MySpace
has more than 70 million members [9] in U.S., Twitter has
more than 75 million users [13] and LinkedIn has more than
44 million members [7]. This rapid growth of OSN websites
has given rise to a number of security attacks. A representative example is a worm named Koobface, which spread
in Facebook and MySpace in August 2008 [6] [10] [14]. It
has generated 56 variants and has infected many other websites such as Tagged, Friendster, MyYearBook, Fubar.com,
Hi5 and Bebo [1] [3] [8]. Besides Koobface, there are other
worms, such as Mikeyy worm [12] and Samy worm [24] that
have also caused havoc in OSN websites.
OSN websites have become an attractive target for these
worms (hereinafter referred to as OSN worms) because of
the following properties of the online social networks. First,
online social networks are small-world networks [21], which
means they have the properties of small average shortest
path length and high clustering. The small average shortest path length property can reduce the propagation time
from one user account to another user account. Meanwhile,
the high clustering property suggests that users are tightly
connected together, which facilitates the explosion of OSN
worms. Second, online social networks are also scale-free
networks [25], which are a class of power-law networks where
high-degree nodes tend to connect with other high-degree
nodes. When an OSN worm infects the account of a popular
user (i.e., user with a large number of friends), this scale-free
property suggests that the worm can infect another popular
account shortly. As a result, the worm can achieve exponential growth by propagating to the large friends set of
these popular users. Moreover, OSN worms also leverage
social engineering [6] to increase the authenticity of worm
messages.
By exploiting these properties of online social networks,
OSN worms exhibit fast spreading characteristics similar
to the ones observed in Internet worms. However, existing Internet worm detection mechanisms can not be directly
applied to detecting OSN worms. This is because Internet worm detection heavily relies on the unique patterns of
worm scanning traﬃc or the misbehavior of infected hosts,
but neither of them can be observed in the propagation of an
OSN worm. From the perspective of OSN websites (i.e., the
server side), an infected user account does nothing but sending messages or posting updates as normal users do when the
actual infection is taking place in the browser (i.e., the client
side). This makes the detection of OSN worms a new and
interesting problem.
In this paper, we propose an early warning OSN worm

Worms propagating in online social networking (OSN) websites have become a major security threat to both the websites and their users in recent years. Since these worms
exhibit unique propagation vectors, existing Internet worm
detection mechanisms cannot be applied to them. In this
work, we propose an early warning OSN worms detection
system, which leverages both the propagation characteristics of these worms and the topological properties of online
social networks. Our system can eﬀectively monitor the entire social graph by keeping only a small number of user
accounts under surveillance. Moreover, the system applies
a two-level correlation scheme to reduce the noise from normal user communications such that infected user accounts
can be identiﬁed with a higher accuracy. Our evaluation
on the real social graph data obtained from Flickr indicates
that by monitoring ﬁve hundreds users out of 1.8 million
users, the proposed detection system can detect the burst of
an OSN worm when less than 0.13% of total user accounts
are infected. Besides, by adopting simple countermeasures,
the detection system is also shown to be very helpful for
worm containment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Security and Protection

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Worm Detection, Online Social Networks, Decoy, Dominating Set, Early Warning

1. INTRODUCTION
The popularity of online social networking (OSN) websites
has been boosted in recent years. For example, Facebook has
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Worm message

detection system. Early warning is essential for OSN worm
detection because it provides administrators the opportunity
to apply worm containment and elimination measures without aﬀecting a large portion of user accounts. Meanwhile,
achieving early warning in the detection of fast spreading
worms is also a challenging problem [20].
Our approach leverages the properties of online social networks and the inherent propagation characteristics of OSN
worms. More speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst build a surveillance network based on the small-world and scale-free properties of
the social graph to collect suspicious worm propagation evidence. We maximize the surveillance coverage by monitoring only a small fraction of user accounts. These accounts
are selected by investigating the vertex properties of the social graph. We also realize that detection based on suspicious evidence alone is prone to high false positives, because
worm activities are highly likely to be drown out in normal
user activities. As such, we further propose a scheme to
eﬀectively ﬁlter out the noise in the surveillance network.
The implementation of the system is ﬂexible, it can either
reside on a dedicated server or be distributed within the
OSN websites.
Our experimental results based on a real-life social graph
dataset consisting of over 1.8 million users and 22.6 million
friend links demonstrated the eﬀectiveness of our detection
system. The outbreak of an OSN worm can be detected
when only 0.13% of the total user accounts are infected.
Moreover, our detection system is simple in design, like a
lightweight network intrusion detection system (NIDS), and
it only needs to process a relatively small number of (suspicious) propagation evidence collected from the users in an
EDS. We believe this could be a practical and easy solution
for OSN websites that are currently struggled with OSN
worms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides the background on various OSN worms and characterizes their propagation vectors. We describe the design
of the proposed detection system in Section 3. In Section
4, we evaluate its eﬀectiveness in worm detection. We discuss several limitations of our work in Section 5 and describe
some related works in Section 6. Finally, we conclude our
work in Section 7.

Hi, A
See you in this video.
Http://youtube.com/..

Infected
User

User B

Hi, B...

1

Hi, C...

User C
Hi, D...

2
3

User D
User A

Hi, E...

Koobface

User E

4
User A’s
Friend list
Fake “Youtube” website

Figure 1: Koobface worm infection cycle

Mikeyy worm propagates by posting updates on an infected user’s proﬁle to encourage the “follower” (people who
can automatically receive the updates in their proﬁles) to
visit www.StalkDaily.com, which was owned by the attacker.
When a follower who is interested in the update clicks to see
the poster’s proﬁle, a self-replicated JavaScript code is injected into the follower’s proﬁle. After the injection, similar
updates are posted on the infected follower’s proﬁle to repeat
the infection cycle.
Despite the diﬀerences in the infection vectors of these two
worms (E.g., downloading malware versus self-replicating JS
code), both of them propagate following the social connections (E.g., friends or followers) of an infected account; in
other words, their propagations follow the topology of the
online social network (i.e., the social graph). One reason of
this similarity is that social connections provide worms an
opportunity to exploit social engineering such that the clickthrough rate of the malicious content can be increased. Besides, as mentioned before, topological properties of online
social networks (e.g., small-world) can facilitate the spread
of worms. Another similarity shared by both worms is the
generation of passively noticeable activities such as worm
messages and worm updates. This is because OSN worms
are normally generated with certain malicious purposes such
as advertising malicious websites or distributing malware.
In this paper, we limit our discussion to OSN worms that
exhibit the above two properties. That is, we aim to detect worms that propagate following the social connections
and generate passively noticeable worm activities. We acknowledge that not all existing OSN worms exhibit both
the above properties and future OSN worms could take different formats. For example, Samy worm [2], a cross-site
scripting (XSS) worm on MySpace, is one which does not
generate activities passively noticeable by friends, so it is
out of the scope of this work. We believe it would be better
addressed by solutions focused on XSS vulnerabilities [24].
Indeed, the vulnerability exploited by Samy worm has been
ﬁxed and hence Samy worm does not work now, whereas the
OSN worms we are addressing here remain a big threat to
OSN sites.

2. BACKGROUND
Various OSN worms spread themselves by exploiting different features of the OSN websites. Nonetheless, their propagation vectors share certain similarities, which will be characterized by examining two representative OSN worms: Koobface and Mikeyy.
Figure 1 illustrates the propagation ﬂow of Koobface in
Facebook. User A receives a worm message from one of her
friends (step 1) after this friend was infected by Koobface.
Within this worm message, there is a link to a video clip
hosted on a fake YouTube website. When user A clicks that
link, the browser is redirected to the fake YouTube webpage
(step 2), where the user is prompted by a request to install
an update for “Adobe Flash player” plugin, which is actually
a malware. After user A installs the claimed browser plugin
(step 3), Koobface infects user A’s Facebook account and
iterate its infection cycle by sending similar worm messages
to all the friends in user A’s proﬁle (step 4). Actually, besides sending messages, Koobface also sends invitations or
composes posts, both of which contain similar worm content.

3.

SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we elaborate the design of the OSN worm
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detection system, starting with a system overview.
As suggested by the high clustering property, the neighborhoods (i.e., friends) of most user accounts are densely
connected. Therefore, for each neighborhood, our system
only needs to monitor the “popular” user (i.e., the one with
most friends in a neighborhood) to cover the entire neighborhood. Meanwhile, the scale-free property implies that a
user with a large friend set tends to be friends with other
users with large friend sets. This indicates that not all the
popular users need to be monitored. Indeed, our system will
only select a few of such users to maintain the surveillance
coverage.

To leverage this advantage, we adapt the idea of honeypot
here as “decoy friend”. A decoy friend is a low-interactive
honeypot, and it is created and added into a normal user’s
friends list by the detection system. When a user account is
infected by an OSN worm, decoy friends of that account can
receive worm evidence. Similar ideas have been suggested
in [30, 16] for other types of networks. In [30], the authors
assume decoys only receive malicious messages. However,
the same assumption does not hold in our work. In fact, our
system treats the collected information from decoys only as
suspicious evidence because some normal user activities can
also be observed by decoys.
Decoys form a disguised surveillance network. We assign
each decoy to be friends with several normal users so that
a decoy can not be easily spotted because of its small number of friends. In addition, there are a few practical concerns regarding applying decoy friends in real world OSN
websites. The ﬁrst potential concern is related to user’s
information privacy because decoys collect suspicious information in the network. However, since users’ data are all
stored and kept in the OSN websites, we think our system
will not cause new data/information leakage. Nevertheless,
to alleviate such possible concern, our system will only keep
the suspicious information for a short period of time. The
second concern is that users might be reluctant to accept
decoy friends. As such, a website will need to consult its
users before assigning decoy friends to them. In fact, the
OSN websites could provide incentives to encourage users
to accept decoy friends. After all, both users and the OSN
websites try to avoid worm infections for their own beneﬁts.
The third concern is on the number of decoy friends to be
deployed in an OSN website. Besides user’s reluctance, the
population of decoys may negatively impact the popularity
of an OSN website, because decoy friends do not contribute
to any interactive activities such as discussions or communications. To this end, our system strives to limit the number
of decoy friends while preserving the detection eﬀectiveness.
We will discuss this design issue in the next section.

3.1 Overview
The general idea of our detection system is to deploy a
disguised surveillance network being part of the online social networks to collect worm propagation evidence and to
identify worm infections. Figure 2 illustrates the framework
of our detection system, which consists of four major components. The conﬁguration module retrieves from the administrator of the OSN website the social graph, based on
which it determines where to collect evidence. The evidence
collecting module gathers suspicious worm propagation evidence observed in an OSN website. The worm detection
module identiﬁes and reports a worm infection based on the
input from the evidence collecting module. When an infection is detected, this module passes an alarm together with
the infection information to the administrator of the OSN
website via the communication module. The communication
module provides all the necessary communications between
an OSN website and the other modules. We will explain the
design details of these modules in the following subsections.
One noteworthy property of our design is that each module only represents a combination of certain functionalities,
and these functionalities can be implemented either within
a dedicated server or in a distributed way. This property
extends the ﬂexibility of the system implementation, and it
will be further discussed in Section 4.

3.3

Configuration Module

The most important function of the conﬁguration module
is deploying decoys, which consists of two consecutive steps:
selecting normal users and assigning decoy friends to these
users. This module also performs other functions such as
maintaining the conﬁguration information of the system.

3.3.1

Selecting Normal Users

Because of the practical concerns on applying decoys, our
system only selects a small set of users (hereinafter referred
to as “selected users set”) to be friends with decoys. Meanwhile, the objective of early warning favors a suﬃciently
large portion of users being kept under the surveillance of
our system. Hence, the question is how to choose as small
as possible a selected users set to achieve early warning. We
formalize this problem in the context of social graph: Given
a directed graph G = (V, E), where each vertex denotes a
user in the social network and each edge represents a connection between two users 1 , choose a minimum set of vertices
such that each vertex either belongs to the set or there ex-

Figure 2: Detection System Overview

3.2 Evidence Collecting Module
The evidence collecting module is in charge of gathering
worm propagation evidence (e.g., worm messages, worm updates). However, given the huge amount of information exchanged in an OSN website, the challenge is how to collect
only suspicious worm evidence. Since OSN worms follow the
social connections in propagation, a friend of an infected user
account is more likely to receive worm propagation evidence.

1
in the case of mutual acquaintance between two users, such
as in Facebook if A is friends with B, then B is also friends
with A, this connection needs to be represented by two directed edges.
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Algorithm 1 Maximum Coverage Algorithm
Input: Graph G = (V, E)
Output: Monitored user set C
1: C ← ∅
2: while |C| < k and V ̸= ∅ do
3:
maxcover ← 0
4:
for ∀v ∈ V do
5:
coverv ← 2-hops coverage of v
6:
if maxcover < coverv then
7:
maxcover ← coverv
8:
end if
9:
end for∪
10:
C ← C {v}
11:
V ← V − {v}
12:
for ∀u ∈ V and (v, u) ∈ E do
13:
for ∀(u, w) ∈ E do
14:
V ← V − {w}
15:
end for
16:
V ← V − {u}
17:
end for
18:
Update degree of each v ∈ V
19: end while

ists a path that ends at this vertex and starts from some
vertex within the set. The length of this path is at most r
hops. This problem is also known as extended dominating
set problem [29] [19], which is NP-complete.
The choice of r aﬀects the size of the selected users set.
Therefore, it is carefully reasoned based on the following
study of a real world social graph. Our study ﬁrst conﬁrms
that given the same number of users, a larger r can cover a
larger portion of the same social graph, so a larger r is desirable if at all possible. We also ﬁnd that a worm starts from
a single user can infect at most 0.08% of all users in two-hop
propagation and 0.26% of all users in three-hop propagation.
If our system sets r = 3, it is very likely that by the time
worm propagation is detected, 0.26% of all users have been
infected. This exceeds the early warning criterion (0.19%)
suggested in [20], so our system sets r = 2 as the coverage radius. Our study also suggests that it is not necessary
to cover the entire social graph, because degree distribution
of the vertices in a social graph follows power law distribution [25]. This property indicates that many vertices do
not even have any connections. For example, over 20% of
users in our evaluation data have no connections. These
vertices are very unlikely to become the victim of a worm,
and the eﬀort of covering such vertices would produce a set
with the size comparable to the size of the graph. Based on
these studies of the properties of a social graph, we relax the
constraint about covering the entire graph and redeﬁne the
problem as follow:

the OSN website and associates two decoy friends to each
user by adding them into the user’s friends list (The justiﬁcation of this scheme is discussed in Section 3.4). This
module also modiﬁes the account preference of each decoy
friend (according to the setting of the OSN website) so that
information received by decoy friends can be collected by
the evidence collecting module.

Maximum Coverage Problem: Given a social graph G =
(V, E) and a number k, choose a set of vertices with size of
at most k such that the number of other vertices that are
covered by this set with coverage radius r = 2 reaches the
maximum.

3.4

Worm Detection Module

This module identiﬁes the infected user accounts based
on the suspicious worm propagation evidence. To distinguish actual worm evidence from normal user communications, this module applies correlation test on the suspicious
evidence. The correlation test is based on similarities in the
content and the structure of worm propagation evidence.
One reason behind this similarity is that worm messages
or updates composed by the same worm usually serve the
same purpose (e.g., advertising a malicious link). Another
reason is that the automatic message generation algorithms
run by worms tend to reuse words and phrases because of
the limited size of their candidate words set.
In this module, we employ a two-level spatial-correlation
scheme, namely local correlation and network correlation.
To provide necessary information to correlations, our system
maintains a data structure called suspicious propagation evidence list (SPEL), which is associated with each selected
user. In SPEL, every piece of evidence is stored as a {decoy
friend ID, receiving time, content} tuple.
Local Correlation: Local correlation performs similarity test among suspicious evidence collected by two decoy
friends assigned to the same selected user. The purpose of
associating two decoy friends with one user is to oﬀer a local
reference such that upon receiving any evidence from one
decoy friend, the system can search the other decoy friend’s
SPEL for similar evidence. One of the following scenarios
will happen:

The maximum coverage problem is also NP-complete. The
previous extended dominating set problem reduces to it.
Since both the scale-free property and the power-law distribution of degree suggest that high-degree vertices are more
likely to be infected by a worm than most other low-degree
vertices, these high degree vertices should be included in
the selected users set with high priority. Besides, research
on modelling epidemics in topological networks [15] [26] [31]
also indicates that the more edges a node has, with a higher
probability it will be infected quickly by an epidemic. These
results suggest the following greedy heuristic: At each step,
we add one vertex into the set such that the intersection
between this vertex’s 2-hop coverage and the remaining vertices is maximum. Based on this heuristic, we design the
following approximate algorithm.
The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(knm2 ) where
n = |V | and m = |E|. In practice, our system pre-processes
the social graph to reduce the size of the graph such that the
performance of the algorithm could be improved. Besides,
since social graphs grow with time, we may run this algorithm periodically(e.g., once a week) to reﬂect such growth.

3.3.2 Assigning Decoy Friends
After a candidate selected users set is chosen, the conﬁguration module sends the set to the OSN administrator, who
will contact these users (with incentives) and return the ﬁnal
set of users that are willing to accept decoy friends. Upon
receiving the ﬁnal set, this module creates decoy proﬁles in

1. Only one of the two decoy friends has received this
message. With a high probability, this is worm prop-
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agation evidence because a normal user is unlikely to
send messages to one of his/her decoy friends, especially given that he/she knows which is a decoy.
2. Both decoy friends have received similar but not identical messages. With a high probability, this is worm
propagation evidence because only the infected users
send customized worm messages to each friend.
3. Both decoy friends receive the same message or update 2 . It could be either a group message or a worm
message with the same content. In this case, the scheme
resorts to network correlation for further identiﬁcation.
Network Correlation: Network correlation is performed
with input from all decoy friends. Upon receiving the same
evidence from two decoy friends of a user, network correlation searches for similar evidence by computing the similarity score between the received evidence and any other
evidence in the SPELs of other decoys. If similar evidence
(e.g., with a similarity over 90%) is found, with high probability, both pieces of evidence can be conﬁrmed as worm
propagation evidence. We realize that some normal communications among users may have the similar propagation
pattern as worm messages. For example, the outbreak of a
large-scale event may cause similar or same messages distributed within an OSN. We will discuss this case in Section
6.
To examine the similarity between two pieces of suspicious propagation evidence, our scheme applies a simple
measurement of similarity based on the metric of edit distance editDist() [23]. By this measurement, the similarity
between evidence Ea and evidence Eb can be evaluated as
follow:
sim(Ea , Eb ) =

1
1 + editDist(Ea , Eb )

Figure 3: An example of two level correlation

3.5

Communication Module

The communication module acts as the interface of the
detection system since it processes all necessary communications between the system and the OSN website. For example, it coordinates the communications between the conﬁguration module with the administrator during system setting
up. It receives propagation evidence from the OSN websites and passes them to the evidence collecting module. It
also sends the worm infection alarm to the administrator on
behalf of the worm detection module.

(1)

where editDist() follows the deﬁnition of Levenshtein edit
distance [22]. We acknowledge that more complex similarity
measurements may generate more accurate results, but since
that is not the focus of this paper, we will consider the other
metrics in our future work.
Figure 3 gives an example illustrating the mechanism of
two-level correlation. In this example, users A, B, C belong to the selected users set, and each of them is associated
with two decoy friends. We assume that the worm ﬁrst infects D, then it infects both E and A. After that, B is
infected as well. At the time A was infected, if the worm
sends customized messages to A’s decoy friends A1 and A2,
the system can identify A’ s infection by local correlation
between A1 and A2 (Scenario 2). If both A1 and A2 receive the same message (or update), the system checks the
SPELs of all other selected users (e.g., B and C ) and compares the received suspicious evidence with stored evidence.
Because neither B or C is infected at this time, no match
is found. Therefore, the evidence received by both A1 and
A2 is stored in the SPEL of A. After B is infected, the same
procedure is preformed and a match can be found between
the evidence stored in the SPEL of A and the evidence just
received by B1 and B2. At this time, the infection of both
A and B can be identiﬁed.

4.

SYSTEM EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the OSN worm detection system on the real world social graph of Flickr [5]. There
are 1,846,198 users and 22,613,981 friend links in the social
graph, and the average friend number per user is 12.24. The
data set is crawled from Flickr for a measurement study [25],
We evaluate the detection system with three objectives.
The ﬁrst objective is early warning. We deﬁne early warning in terms of the number of infected accounts by the time
the worm is detected. This metric is borrowed from Internet
worm detection. As suggested in [20], a worm detection system is deemed as an early warning system if the worm propagation is detected when less than 0.19% of all vulnerable
hosts are infected. The second objective is to test the detection system under various worm propagation behaviors as
well as under practical constraints such as user reluctance.
The third objective is to examine the eﬀectiveness of our
system in worm containment with simple countermeasures
provided.
To assess the practicability of the system design, we also
discuss the implementation of the detection system in real
world OSN websites.

4.1

2

Since updates are automatically displayed to all the friends
by the OSN website, updates cannot appear in the previous
scenarios

Simulation Model

Our simulation model consists of four modules as shown in
Figure 4. The initialization module takes the social graph
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as input and output the set of selected users (the default
size of the set is 500). For each selected user, this module
adds two edges in the social graph from the vertex (representing the user) to the two new vertices (representing two
decoy friends). It also creates and associates a SPEL with
each selected user. Worm propagation starts from certain
user(s). The propagation module models worm propagation by repeating two consecutive phases, namely sending
worm messages (both messages and updates are referred as
messages in evaluation) and infecting users. In the process
of sending worm messages, our simulator chooses either to
send worm messages to all the friends or to a fraction of
friends randomly chosen from the friends list of an infected
user. Each worm message is randomly selected from the
a predeﬁned worm messages set. We assume each recipient of worm messages gets infected with a probability of
Puser . The probability is randomly assigned for each user
and keeps constant in each worm propagation. The monitor module performs correlation tests on suspicious worm
messages. Once a worm infection is identiﬁed, the postprocessing module can output the infection statistic such as
percentage of infected users.

Decoy Friends
List

Correlation

Users w/
Suspicious
Worm Msg.

Send worm msg.

<Starting user(s), Msgs>

Infect user w/ Puser

Monitor

Propagation

Post-processing
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Social
Graph

Choose selected user set

Selected User Set

the time these worms are detected and the results are showed
in Table 1 and Figure 5.
Table 1 lists the average infection numbers on detection
for both worms. The maximum infection number is 2420,
which is only 0.13% of all the users. This indicates the detection system fulﬁlls the early warning requirement. In addition, Table 1 shows the average infection number of Mikeyy
worm is larger than that of Koobface worm. This is because
the detection of Mikeyy worm infections requires both local
correlation and network correlation. Next, we will use the
Mikeyy worm propagation model for evaluation.

Infection
Statistics

Figure 4: OSN Worm Simulation Model

Since a few random variables are used in each propagation,
we repeat each propagation for 100 times in our evaluation
to reduce the impact of randomness. After that, we display
the results as the mean values of these iterations as well as
95% conﬁdence intervals of the means.
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4.2 Early Warning Detection

Figure 5: Infection Number versus Diﬀerent Initial
User Accounts

In this part of evaluation, we examine whether the detection system can achieve early warning. To this end, we
test the detection system in the propagation of two representative OSN worms, namely Koobface worm and Mikeyy
worm. A user account infected by Koobface worm sends
diﬀerent (customized) messages to the its two decoy friends.
In Mikeyy worm propagation, an infected account delivers
the same message to both decoys.
A crucial factor in worm propagation is the initially infected user account(s) (i.e., hitlist) because the total friend
numbers of the initial account(s) can aﬀect the worm propagation speed. To conduct a more comprehensive test, we
choose 22 accounts from the Flickr dataset with diﬀerent
friend numbers (from 1 to 26,185, where 26,185 is the maximum number of friends) as initial infected user accounts and
start worm propagation from these accounts in both worm
cases. Then we measure the average infection numbers by

Figure 5 conﬁrms that in general propagations starting
from “popular” users can infect more user accounts. However, we also notice that in some cases worm propagation
starting from less popular initial users can infect more user
accounts than the propagations starting from more popular initial users. For example, in both worms, propagations
starting from the user with 531 friends infects more accounts
than propagations from the user with 1246 friends. The reason is that popular users are more likely to be included in
the selected users set. If a user A, who has more friends than
another user B, has decoy friends, the infection of A will be
detected faster than infection of B. Therefore, a worm starting from A may infect less accounts than the same worm
starting from B. Another reason, as demonstrated in [25], is
that social graph tends to exhibit a tightly-connected “core”
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Table 1: Infection Number on Detection for Koobface and Mikeyy Worms
Worm Type Avg. Infection # Max Infection # Min Infection #
Koobface
700
1851
2.75
Mikeyy
1023
2420
2.8

of high-degree vertices connected with each other because
of its scale-free metric and the positive assortatively coeﬃcient. This property implies that when a “popular” user is
infected, even if it does not belong to the selected user set,
it is very likely to infect another “popular” user in a short
time and this infection can be detected because the other
“popular” user has decoy friends. This observation also justiﬁes the heuristic we adopt in Algorithm 1, where we start
with high-degree vertices.

when more friends are targeted, more accounts can be infected by worms. Therefore, OSN worms will tend to use as
many contacts in the friends lists as possible if their goal is
to enlarge infection.

4.4

As mentioned previously, not all the users in the selected
users set are willing to accept decoy friends. Besides, we also
consider the scenario where some of the decoys are spotted
so that worms can avoid these decoys in propagation. To
evaluate the detection system in these scenarios, we study
worm propagations where only a part (randomly chosen) of
the selected users set has decoy friends. We ﬁrst choose
a selected users set of 2000 users by Algorithm 1. After
that, we randomly choose 100 to 2000 users from this set
to assign decoy friends and then run worm propagations for
each case. Again, for each set, worm propagation starts
from the previously mentioned 22 diﬀerent user accounts
and the average infection numbers by the time of detection
are illustrated in Figure 7.

4.3 Impact of Worm Behavior

Infection Number (when worm is detected)

Infection Number (when worm is detected)

In this part, we evaluate the detection system under behavior discrepancy of OSN worms. More speciﬁcally, we
consider that an OSN worm randomly chooses a fraction of
friends of an infected user as its propagation targets. We
note current OSN worms infect all friends, making them
easier to detect. Our evaluation is to show the eﬀectiveness of our scheme against more intelligent worms. The impact of this behavior discrepancy is that some decoy friends
may not receive propagation evidence even if the user accounts to which they are attached have been infected. To
test our detection system under this assumption, we simulate worm propagations with usage of friend lists from 10%
to 100%. For each percentage, worm propagation starts from
the above 22 diﬀerent accounts and the average results are
showed in Figure 6.
1800
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Figure 7: Infection Number versus the Size of Selected Users Set
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Figure 7 clearly shows that a larger set of selected users
with decoy friends can detect worms with fewer infected
user accounts. For example, 1500 selected users set can detect worm propagations when only 314 user accounts are infected. However. when the size of the set is smaller or equal
to 100, the infection number is larger than 3000, which implies that early warning may not be fulﬁlled with a selected
users set at this size. On the other hand, the infection numbers are restrained less than 1000 when the set size is larger
or equal to 500. This result shows the eﬀectiveness of our detection system under the impact of a partial working surveillance network. It also indicates that the administrator of an
OSN should encourage more users (if at all possible) to accept decoy friends, e.g., with incentives.

Figure 6: Infection Number versus Diﬀerent Percentages of Friends lists
In Figure 6, all the worm propagations are detected when
less than 1600 user accounts are infected. This indicates
that the detection system can still achieve early warning
when worms randomly choose targets from friend lists. We
notice that even the worms using only 10% of the friend
lists can still be detected. Hence, as long as worms have
no knowledge about the identities of decoys, shrinking the
size of target lists to reduce the probability of hitting decoys
is ineﬀective to the attacker. On the other hand, if somehow worms spot some decoys, they can evade these known
decoys (we will discuss the impact of this scenario in the
next section). Another trend illustrated by Figure 6 is that

4.5

Containment Measures

Upon detecting a worm propagation, the system will notify the administrators of OSN websites. In addition, the
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detection system can assist in suppressing worm propagations by adopting some simple countermeasures, such as
warning the friends of infected users [11] (1-hop warning)
by decoy friends or also warning the friends of friends (2hops warning) if the privacy setting of a selected user allows
the decoy friends to retrieve the friends information. In this
study, we assume users will raise their vigilance after receiving the warning messages and for simplicity here we assume
they will not be aﬀected by the worm. The following results
demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of such warning mechanisms
in worm containment.
x 10
5

evidence collecting module is composed of an email client
and a Web browser. By conﬁguring the preference of each
decoy account in Facebook, this program will be notiﬁed via
emails about any suspicious evidence received by decoys.
Upon the arrival of a notiﬁcation email, the program of collecting module logs into the decoy account through the Web
browser, retrieves the suspicious evidence and writes the evidence into the corresponding user’s SPEL in the database.
After that, the program invokes the worm detection program to process the evidence. The worm detection program
can send notiﬁcation to the administrator of Facebook via
the secure channel if it identiﬁes any infection based on the
existing evidence in the database.
Although this implementation is based on Facebook, the
features of Facebook used by the system (e.g., email notiﬁcation) are widely supported by other OSN websites. Therefore, we believe this implementation can be adapted for
other OSN websites with a slight modiﬁcation. Moreover,
our system can also be implemented in a distributed way.
For example, the detection functionalities of the system may
be distributed among decoys such that each decoy can perform its own worm detection by sharing suspicious evidence
with other decoys.

4
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LIMITATIONS

In this section, we discuss some limitations of our detection system.
One practical concern is raised from the scenario where
normal messages spread in a worm-like pattern within an
OSN website due to the outbreak of a large-scale event. For
example, a breaking news can be broadcasted from one user
to all his friends and keep multiplying in this way. There
could be little diﬀerence between the propagation pattern
of this news and an OSN worm. Unless there exists an approach to automatically distinguish the normal news from
a worm message based on the content, little can we do to
avoid the false alarms caused by this scenario. For example,
if a posted link in a collected suspicious message is pointed
to some well-known news websites, we may ignore it. Otherwise, which we believe is a very rare case, simple manual
checking of the message content by an administrator will
address the false alarm problem.
Another practical concern is in regards to the infection
speed of OSN worms. Although one characteristic of OSN
worms is fast infection, some of the worm infection cycles
may be longer than the detection time window because users
may respond to worm messages with diﬀerent latencies. In
this case, the only solution is to expand the time span of
correlation. However, this could also degrade the performance of the detection system. As such, there is a trade-oﬀ
between the computation resource and the demand of OSN
websites.

6

Propagation Time

Figure 8: Worm Propagation versus Diﬀerent Containment Measures

Figure 8 compares the infection numbers with and without warnings (both 1-hop and 2-hops warnings). The results
are based on a setting where a set of 500 selected users are
used to detect and warn other users. Figure 8 illustrates
that warnings can eﬀectively suppress the worm propagation. A 2-hop warning approach can limit the infected user
number to a small value compared with the case in which no
warning is issued. A 1-hop warning prevents nearly half of
the users from being infected compared with the no warning
case. These results with the simple countermeasures (e.g.,
1-hop and 2-hops warnings) indicate the detection system is
helpful in worm containment.

4.6 Example Implementation
We discuss a practical implementation of the worm detection system in detail based on a realworld OSN website,
Facebook.The system can reside in a dedicated server. It
has access to the Internet so that the server can visit Facebook and communicate with the administrator of Facebook
through a secured channel (e.g., HTTPS or SSH). The modules run as programs on the server. All the modules have
access to a database, which stores datasets such as the social
graph of Facebook, selected users set, accounts of generated
decoys and their login credentials, SPELs set, and identiﬁed
worm evidence. The conﬁguration module retrieves the social graph from the database and outputs selected users set
to the database. It can also invoke an instance of a Web
browser to register the decoy accounts on Facebook. The

6.

RELATED WORK

In the area of Internet worm early detection, various detection strategies have been proposed. Gu et al. suggested
an algorithm based on local victim information [20], in which
they used destination-source correlation to capture the pattern in incoming and outgoing scanning traﬃcs of a host
before and after it is infected by a scan-based worm. They
also looked for worm’s anomalous scanning patterns, such as
high scan rate to identify the outbreak of a worm. However,
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their approach does not apply to OSN worm detection because no such scan traﬃc are present. Dagon et al. proposed
a detection technique [18] using honeypot to monitor the entire infection process (infection cycle) rather than just the
beginning and the end. They recorded memory event, network event and disk event to perform logistic analysis looking for correlation. Their approach requires no signature in
advance and has the advantage of coping with polymorphic
worms. However, lack of infection processes in OSN worms
prevent applying their approach here. In fact, due to very
limited worm activities, any approaches relying on detailed
infection procedure is not suitable here.
Bu et al. suggested a worm detection scheme [17] based
on the extraction of the alteration of arrival unsolicited scan
rates in the early stage of worm propagation. Their work
suggested a novel signal indicating the outbreak of an Internet worm, but this approach suﬀers from the problem of too
many potential sources for false positive rate. Wagner et al.
provided an entropy based worm detection algorithm [27].
They utilized entropy to quantify the diﬀerence of randomness observed in worm traﬃc and in normal traﬃc. The
source IP address ﬁelds will be less random in worm traﬃc
than in normal traﬃc since the scanning hosts’ IP address
were seen more than other hosts. Their strategy oﬀered an
alternative way to detect the propagation activities of an
Internet worm. However, both of these approaches rely on
the characteristics exhibited in worms’ scanning traﬃc. For
an OSN worm, no scan is necessary and the infection trafﬁcs are relatively simple compared to that of internet worm.
Unlike packets with various attributes transmitted during
the propagation of Internet worms, OSN worms merely generate messages. Moreover, there is no hierarchical structure
in the organization of a social network. All peers are equal
in the social graph, which means no auxiliary information is
available for decisions of the location of a worm detector.
There are some other worm detection algorithms that are
not based on scanning traﬃc. Wang et al. proposed an
anomalous payload-based worm detection algorithm [28], a
worm propagation can be identiﬁed if correlation of ingress
and egress payload alerts is observed. In an OSN worm, the
actual payload is downloaded in the browser, which cannot
be observed by OSN websites. This is actually exploited by
OSN worms to bypass any ﬁltering based detection scheme
deployed in OSN websites. However, one thing we can borrow from this work is the idea of correlation. As showed in
this paper, we adopt correlation in worm activities to improve the detection accuracy.

infected. Even taking user reluctance into consideration, our
system can still achieve early warning detection. Moreover,
the detection system is also demonstrated to applicable to
worm containment by adopting some simple countermeasures. This can provide valuable assistance to OSN websites
in ﬁghting against worm propagations in future.
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ABSTRACT

can group tweets by topic. For example, #Haiti and #Super Bowl
are the two trending hashtags on Twitter in January 2010. Symbol
@ followed by a username in a tweet enables the direct delivery
of the tweet to that user. Unlike most online social networking
sites (i.e., Facebook and MySpace), Twitter’s user relationship is
directed and consists of two ends, friend and follower. In the case
where the user A adds B as a friend, A is a follower of B while B
is a friend of A. In Twitter terms, A follows B. B can also add A as
his friend (namely, following back or returning the follow), but is
not required. From the standpoint of information ﬂow, tweets ﬂow
from the source (author) to subscribers (followers). More speciﬁcally, when a user posts tweets, these tweets are displayed on both
the author’s homepage and those of his followers.
Since 2009, Twitter has gained increasing popularity. As reported in June 2010, Twitter is attracting 190 million visitors per
month and generating 65 million Tweets per day [30]. It ranks the
12th on the top 500 site list according to Alexa [5]. In November
2009, Twitter emphasized its value as a news and information network by changing the question above the tweet input dialog box
from “What are you doing” to “What’s happening”. To some extent, Twitter is in the transition from a personal micro-blogging
site to an information publish venue. Many traditional industries
have used Twitter as a new media channel. We have witnessed successful Twitter applications in business promotion [1], customer
service [3], political campaigning [2], and emergency communication [21, 35].
The growing user population and open nature of Twitter have
made itself an ideal target of exploitation from automated programs,
known as bots. Like existing bots in other web applications (i.e., Internet chat [14], blogs [34] and online games [13]), bots have been
common on Twitter. Twitter does not inspect strictly on automation. It only requires the recognition of a CAPTCHA image during
registration. After gaining the login information, a bot can perform
most human tasks by calling Twitter APIs. More interestingly, in
the middle between humans and bots have emerged cyborgs, which
refer to either bot-assisted humans or human-assisted bots. Cyborgs have become common on Twitter. After a human registers
an account, he may set automated programs (i.e., RSS feed/blog
widgets) to post tweets during his absence. From time to time, he
participates to tweet and interact with friends. Cyborgs interweave
characteristics of both humans and bots.
Automation is a double-edged sword to Twitter. On one hand,
legitimate bots generate a large volume of benign tweets, like news
and blog updates. This complies with the Twitter’s goal of becoming a news and information network. On the other hand, malicious
bots have been greatly exploited by spammers to spread spam or
malicious contents. These bots randomly add users as their friends,
expecting a few users to follow back1 . In this way, spam tweets
posted by bots display on users’ homepages. Enticed by the appealing text content, some users may click on links and get redirected
to spam or malicious sites2 . If human users are surrounded by ma-

Twitter is a new web application playing dual roles of online social networking and micro-blogging. Users communicate with each
other by publishing text-based posts. The popularity and open
structure of Twitter have attracted a large number of automated programs, known as bots, which appear to be a double-edged sword to
Twitter. Legitimate bots generate a large amount of benign tweets
delivering news and updating feeds, while malicious bots spread
spam or malicious contents. More interestingly, in the middle between human and bot, there has emerged cyborg referred to either
bot-assisted human or human-assisted bot. To assist human users in
identifying who they are interacting with, this paper focuses on the
classiﬁcation of human, bot and cyborg accounts on Twitter. We
ﬁrst conduct a set of large-scale measurements with a collection of
over 500,000 accounts. We observe the difference among human,
bot and cyborg in terms of tweeting behavior, tweet content, and
account properties. Based on the measurement results, we propose
a classiﬁcation system that includes the following four parts: (1)
an entropy-based component, (2) a machine-learning-based component, (3) an account properties component, and (4) a decision
maker. It uses the combination of features extracted from an unknown user to determine the likelihood of being a human, bot or
cyborg. Our experimental evaluation demonstrates the efﬁcacy of
the proposed classiﬁcation system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General—Security and Protection

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Automatic Identiﬁcation, Bot, Cyborg, Twitter

1. INTRODUCTION
Twitter is a popular online social networking and micro-blogging
tool, which was released in 2006. Remarkable simplicity is its distinctive feature. Its community interacts via publishing text-based
posts, known as tweets. The tweet size is limited to 140 characters. Hashtag, namely words or phrases preﬁxed with a # symbol,
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Some advanced bots target potential users by keyword search.
Due to the tweet size limit, it is very common to use link shortening service on Twitter, which converts an original link to a short
one (i.e., http://bit.ly/dtUm5Q). The link illegibility favors bots to
2
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licious bots and spam tweets, their twittering experience deteriorates, and eventually the whole Twitter community will be hurt.
The objective of this paper is to characterize the automation feature
of Twitter accounts, and to classify them into three categories, human, bot, and cyborg, accordingly. This will help Twitter manage
the community better and help human users recognize who they are
tweeting with.
In the paper, we ﬁrst conduct a series of measurements to characterize the differences among human, bot, and cyborg in terms
of tweeting behavior, tweet content, and account properties. By
crawling Twitter, we collect over 500,000 users and more than 40
million tweets posted by them. Then we perform a detailed data
analysis, and ﬁnd a set of useful features to classify users into the
three classes. Based on the measurement results, we propose an
automated classiﬁcation system that consists of four major components: (1) the entropy component uses tweeting interval as a measure of behavior complexity, and detects the periodic and regular
timing that is an indicator of automation; (2) the machine-learning
component uses tweet content to check whether text patterns contain spam or not3 ; (3) the account properties component employs
useful account properties, such as tweeting device makeup, URL
ration, to detect deviations from normal; (4) the decision maker is
based on Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and it uses the linear
combination of the features generated by the above three components to categorize an unknown user as human, bot or cyborg. We
validate the efﬁcacy of the classiﬁcation system through our test
dataset. We further apply the system to classify the entire dataset
of over 500,000 users collected, and speculate the current composition of Twitter user population based on our classiﬁcation results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
covers related work on Twitter and online social networks. Section
3 details our measurements on Twitter. Section 4 describes our
automatic classiﬁcation system on Twitter. Section 5 presents our
experimental results on classiﬁcation of humans, bots, and cyborgs
on Twitter. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Twitter has been widely used since 2006, and there are some
related literature in twittering [24, 25, 43]. To better understand
micro-blogging usage and communities, Java et al. [24] studied
over 70,000 Twitter users and categorized their posts into four main
groups—daily chatter (e.g., “going out for dinner"), conversations,
sharing information or URLs, and reporting news—and further classiﬁed their roles by link structure into three main groups—information
source, friends, and information seeker. Their work also studied
(1) the growth of Twitter, showing a linear growth rate; (2) its network properties, showing the evidence that the network is scalefree like other social networks [27]; and (3) the geographical distribution of its users, showing that most Twitter users are from the
US, Europe, and Japan. Krishnamurthy et al. [25] studied a group
of over 100,000 Twitter users and classiﬁed their roles by followerto-following ratios into three groups: (1) broadcasters, which have
a large number of followers; (2) acquaintances, which have about
the same number on either followers or following; and (3) miscreants and evangelists (e.g., spammers), which follow a large number
of other users but have few followers. Their work also examined
the growth of Twitter, revealing a greater than linear growth rate. In
a more recent work, Yardi et al. [43] investigated spam on Twitter.
According to their observations, spammers send more messages
than legitimate users, and are more likely to follow other spammers
than legitimate users. Thus, a high follower-to-following ratio is a
sign of spamming behavior. Kim et al. [10] analyzed Twitter lists
as a potential source for discovering latent characters and interests
of users. A Twitter list consists of multiple users and their tweets.
Their research indicated that words extracted from each list are representative of all the members in the list even if the words are not
used by the members. It is useful for targeting users with speciﬁc
interests.
Compared to previous measurement studies on Twitter, our work
allure users.
3
Spam is a good indicator of automation. Most spam messages are
generated by bots, and very few are manually posted by humans.
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covers a much larger group of Twitter users (more than 500,000)
and differs in how we link the measurements to automation, i.e.,
whether posts are from humans, bots, or cyborgs. While some similar metrics are used in our work, such as follower-to-following
ratio, we also introduce some metrics, including entropy of tweet
intervals, which are not employed in previous research. In addition
to network-related studies, several previous works focus on sociotechnological aspects of Twitter [21, 23, 32, 35, 45], such as its use
in the workplace or during major disaster events.
Twitter is a social networking service, so our work is also related
to recent studies on social networks, such as Flickr, LiveJournal,
Facebook, MySpace, and YouTube [6, 7, 27]. In [27], with over 11
million users of Flickr, YouTube, LiveJournal, and Orkut, Mislove
et al. analyzed link structure and uncovered the evidence of powerlaw, small-world, and scale-free properties. In [7], Cha et al. examined the propagation of information through the social network of
Flickr. Their work shows that most pictures are propagated through
the social links (i.e., links received from friends rather than through
searches or external links to Flickr content) and the propagation is
very slow at each hop. As a result of this slow propagation, a picture’s popularity is often localized in one network and grows slowly
over a period of months or even years. In [6], Cha et al. analyzed
video popularity life-cycles, content aliasing, and the amount of illegal content on YouTube, a popular video sharing service. While
YouTube is designed to share large content, i.e., videos, Twitter is
designed to share small content, i.e., text messages. Unlike other
social networking services, like Facebook or YouTube, Twitter is a
micro-content social network, with messages being limited to 140
characters.
As Twitter is a text-based message system, it is natural to compare it with other text-based message systems, such as instant messaging or chat services. Twitter has similar message length (140
characters) to instant messaging and chat services. However, Twitter lacks “presence” (users show up as online/ofﬂine for instant
messaging services or in speciﬁc rooms for chat) but offers (1)
more access methods (web, SMS, and various APIs) for reading
or posting and (2) more persistent content. Similar to Twitter, instant messaging and chat services also have problems with bots and
spam [14, 40]. To detect bots in online chat, Gianvecchio et al. [14]
analyzed humans and bots in Yahoo! chat and developed a classiﬁcation system to detect bots using entropy-based and machinelearning-based classiﬁers, both of which are used in our classiﬁcation system as well. In addition, as Twitter is text-based, email
spam ﬁltering techniques are also relevant [17, 41, 44]. However,
Twitter posts are much shorter than emails and spaced out over
longer periods of time than for instant messages, e.g., hours rather
than minutes or seconds.
Twitter also differs from most other network services in that automation, e.g., message feeds, is a major feature of legitimate Twitter usage, blurring the lines between bot and human. Twitter users
can be grouped into four categories: humans, bots, bot-assisted humans, and human-assisted bots. The latter two, bot-assisted humans and human-assisted bots, can be described as cyborgs, a mix
between bots and humans [42].

3.

MEASUREMENT

In this section, we ﬁrst describe the data collection of over 500,000
Twitter users. Then, we detail our observation of user behaviors and
account properties, which are pivotal to automatic classiﬁcation.

3.1

Data Collection

Here we present the methodology used to crawl the Twitter network and collect detailed user information. Twitter has released
a set of API functions [39] that support user information collection. Thanks to Twitter’s courtesy of including our test account to
its white list, we can make API calls up to 20,000 per hour. This
eases our data collection. To diversify our data sampling, we employ two methods to collect the dataset covering more than 500,000
users. The ﬁrst method is Depth-First Search (DFS) based crawling. The reason we choose DFS is that it is a fast and uniformed
algorithm for traversing a network. Besides, DFS traversal implicitly includes the information about network locality and clustering.
Inspired by [15, 18], we randomly select ﬁve users as seeds. For
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act with friends. For example, he may write a post like “I just saw
Yankees lost again today. I think they have to replace the starting
pitcher for tomorrow’s game." The content carries intelligence and
originality. Speciﬁcity means that the tweet content is expressed
in relatively unambiguous words with the presence of consciousness [36]. For instance, in reply to a tweet like “How you like
iPad?", a speciﬁc response made by human may be “I like its large
touch screen and embedded 3G network”. On the other hand, a
generic reply could be “I like it".
The criteria for identifying a bot are listed as follows. The ﬁrst is
the lack of intelligent or original content. For example, completely
retweeting tweets of others or posting adages indicates a lack of
originality. The second is the excessive automation of tweeting,
like automatic updates of blog entries or RSS feeds. The third is
the abundant presence of spam or malicious URLs (i.e., phishing
or malware) in tweets or the user proﬁle. The fourth is repeatedly
posting duplicate tweets. The ﬁfth is posting links with unrelated
tweets. For example, the topic of the redirected web page does not
match the tweet description. The last is the aggressive following
behavior. In order to gain attention from human users, bots do mass
following and un-following within a short period of time. Cyborgs
are either human-assisted bots or bot-assisted humans. The criterion for classifying a cyborg is the evidence of both human and bot
participation. For example, a typical cyborg account may contain
very different types of tweets. A large proportion of tweets carry
contents of human-like intelligence and originality, while the rest
are automatic updates of RSS feeds. It represents a usage model,
in which the human uses his account from time to time while the
Twitter widget constantly runs on his desktop and posts RSS feeds
of his favorite news channel. Lastly, the uncertain category is for
non-English users and those without enough tweets to classify. The
samples that are difﬁcult and uncertain to classify fall into this category, and are discarded. Some Twitter accounts are set as "private"
for privacy protection, and their web pages are only visible to their
friends. We do not include such type of users in the classiﬁcation
either, because of their inaccessibility.
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Figure 1: CDF of Tweet Count
each reached user, we record its follower list. Taking the following direction, the crawler continues with the depth constraint set
as three. We customize our crawler with a core module of PHP
cURL. Ten crawler processes work simultaneously for each seed.
After a seed is ﬁnished, they move to the next. The crawl duration
lasts four weeks from October 20th to November 21st, 2009, and
429,423 users are logged.
Similar to the work in [25] and [43], we also use the public timeline API to collect the information of active users, increasing the
diversity of the user pool. Twitter constantly posts the twenty most
recent tweets in the global scope. The crawler calls the timeline
API to collect the authors of the tweets included in the timeline.
Since the Twitter timeline frequently updates, the crawler can repeatedly call the timeline API. During the same time window of
the DFS crawl, this method contributes 82,984 users to the dataset.
We totally collect 512,407 users on Twitter combining both methods.

3.2 Ground Truth Creation
To develop an automatic classiﬁcation system, we need a training
data set that contains known samples of human, bot, and cyborg.
Among collected data, we randomly choose different samples and
classify them by manually checking their user logs and homepages.
The training set includes one thousand users per class of human,
bot and cyborg, and thus in total there are three thousand classiﬁed samples. A test set of three thousand samples is created in a
similar way. Both sets serve as the ground truth dataset, containing
8,350,095 tweets posted by the sampled users in their account lifetime4 , from which we can extract useful features for classiﬁcation,
such as tweeting behaviors and text patterns.
Our log-based classiﬁcation follows the principle of the Turing
test [36]. The standard Turing tester communicates with an unknown subject for ﬁve minutes, and decides whether it is a human
or machine. Classifying Twitter users is actually more challenging
than it appears to be. For many users, their tweets are less likely to
form a relatively consistent context. For example, a series of successive tweets may be hardly relevant. The ﬁrst tweet is the user
status, like “watching a football game with my buds.” The second
tweet is an automatic update from his blog. The third tweet is a
news report RSS feed in the format of article title followed by a
shortened URL.
For every account, the following classiﬁcation procedure is executed. We thoroughly observe the log, and visit the user’s homepage (http://twitter.com/username) if necessary. We carefully check
tweet contents, visit URLs included in tweets (if any), and decide
if redirected web pages are related with their original tweets and
if they contain spam or malicious contents. We also check other
properties, like tweeting devices, user proﬁle, and the numbers of
followers and friends. Given a long sequence of tweets (usually
we check 60 or more if needed), the user is labeled as a human if
we can obtain some evidence of original, intelligent, speciﬁc and
human-like contents. In particular, a human user usually records
what he is doing or how he feels about something on Twitter, as he
uses Twitter as a micro-blogging tool to display himself and inter-

As mentioned before, Twitter API functions support detailed user
information query, ranging from proﬁle, follower and friend lists to
posted tweets. In the above crawl, for each user visited, we call API
functions to collect abundant information related with user classiﬁcation. Most information is returned in the format of XML or
JSON. We develop some toolkits to extract useful information from
the above well-organized data structures. Our measurement results
are presented in the question-answer format.
Q1. Does automation generate more tweets? To answer Question 1, we measure the number of tweets posted in a user’s lifetime 5 . Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the tweet counts, corresponding to the human, bot and cyborg
category. It is clear that cyborg posts more tweets than human and
bot. A large proportion of cyborg accounts are registered by commercial companies and websites as a new type of media channel
and customer service. Most tweets are posted by automated tools
(i.e., RSS feed widgets, Web 2.0 integrators), and the volume of
such tweets is considerable. Meanwhile, those accounts are usually maintained by some employees who communicate with customers from time to time. Thus, the high tweet count in the cyborg
category is attributed to the combination of both automatic and human behaviors in a cyborg. It is surprising that bot generates fewer
tweets than human. We check the bot accounts, and ﬁnd out the
following fact. In its active period, bot tweets more frequently than
human. However, bots tend to take long-term hibernation. Some
are either suspended by Twitter due to extreme or aggressive activities, while the others are in incubation and can be activated to form
bot legions.
Q2. Do bots have more friends than followers? A user’s tweets
can only be delivered to those who follow him. A common strategy
shared by bots is following a large number of users (either targeted
with purpose or randomly chosen), and expecting some of them
will follow back. Figure 2 shows the scatter plots of the numbers

4
4,431,923 tweets in the training set, and 3,918,172 tweets in the
test set.

5
It is the duration from the time when his account was created to
the time when our crawler visited it.
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Monday to Friday, and less active during the weekend, Saturday
and Sunday, bots have roughly the same activity level every day
of the week. Interestingly, cyborgs are the most active ones on
Monday and then slowly decrease their tweeting activities during
the week; on Saturday cyborgs reach their lowest active point but
somehow bounce back a bit on Sunday. Such a cyborg activity
trend is mainly caused by their message feeds and the high level of
news and blog activities at the start of a week. Similarly, the hourly
behavior of human is more active during the daytime, which mostly
overlaps with ofﬁce hours. The bot activity is nearly even except a
little drop in the deep of night. Some more advanced bots have the
setting of “only tweet from a time point to another,” which helps
save API calls [37]. Thus, they can tweet more in the daytime to
better draw the attention of humans.
Figure 5 shows account registration dates grouped by quarter.
We have two observations from the ﬁgure. First, the majority of
accounts (80.0% of humans, 94.8% of bots, and 71.1% of cyborgs)
were registered in 2009. It conﬁrms the dramatic growth of Twitter
in 2009. Second, we do not ﬁnd any bot or cyborg in our ground
truth dataset earlier than March, 2007. However, human registration has continued increasing since Twitter was founded in 2006.
Thus, old accounts are less likely to be bots.
Q4. How do users post tweets? manually or via auto piloted
tools? Twitter supports a variety of channels to post tweets. The
device name appears below a tweet preﬁxed by “from.” Our whole
dataset includes 41,991,545 tweets posted by 3,648 distinct devices. The devices can be roughly divided into the following four
categories. (1) Web, a user logs into Twitter and posts tweets via the
website. (2) Mobile devices, there are some programs exclusively
running on mobile devices to post tweets, like Txt for text messages, Mobile web for web browsers on handheld devices, TwitterBerry for BlackBerry, and twidroid for Android mobile OS. (3)
Registered third-party applications, many third-parties have developed their own applications using Twitter APIs to tweet, and registered them with Twitter. From the application standpoint, we
can further categorize this group into sub groups including website
integrators (twitpic, bit.ly, Facebook), browser extensions (Tweetbar and Twitterfox for Firefox), desktop clients (TweetDeck and
Seesmic Desktop), and RSS feeds/blog widgets (twitterfeed and
Twitter for Wordpress). (4) APIs, for those third-party applications
not registered or certiﬁcated by Twitter, they appear as “API" in
Twitter.
Figure 6 shows the makeup of the above tweeting device categories. Among them, the website of Twitter is the most widely
used and generates nearly half of the tweets (46.78%), followed
by third-party devices (40.18%). Mobile devices and unregistered
API tools contribute 6.81% and 6.23%, respectively. Table 1 lists
the top ten devices used by the human, bot, and cyborg categories,
and the whole dataset6 .
More than half of the human tweets are manually posted via
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Figure 3: CDF of ratio of Followers over Friends

of followers and friends for the three categories. For better illustration, the scale is chopped and a small amount of extraordinary
points are not included. In Figure 2, there are three different groups
of users: group I where the number of one’s followers is clearly
greater than the number of its friends; group II where the situation
is reverse; and group III where the nodes stick around the diagonal.
In the human category, as shown in Figure 2(a), the majority of
the nodes belong to group III, implying that the number of their
followers is close to that of their friends. This result complies with
[27], revealing that human relationships are typically reciprocal in
social networks. Meanwhile, there are quite a few nodes belonging
to group I with far more followers than friends. They are usually
accounts of celebrities and famous organizations. They generate
interesting media contents and attract numerous subscribers. For
example, the singer Justin Timberlake has 1,645,675 followers and
39 friends (the ratio is 42,197-to-1).
In the bot category, many nodes belong to group II, as shown in
Figure 2(b). Bots add many users as friends, but few follow them
back. Unsolicited tweets make bots unpopular among the human
world. However, for some bots, the number of their followers is
close to that of their friends. This is due to the following reason.
Twitter imposes a limit on the ratio of followers over friends to suppress bots. Thus, some more advanced bots unfollow their friends
if they do not follow back within a certain amount of time. Those
bots cunningly keep the ratio close to 1. Figure 3 shows the ratio
of followers over friends for the three categories. The human ratio
is the highest, whereas the bot ratio is the lowest.
Q3. Are there any other temporal properties of Twitter users
helpful for differentiation among human, bot, and cyborg? Many
research works like [11] and [9] have shown the weekly and diurnal
access patterns of humans in the Internet. Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
present the tweeting percentages of the three different categories
on daily and hourly bases, respectively. The weekly behavior of
Twitter users shows clear differences among the three categories.
While humans are more active during the regular workdays, from

6
The whole dataset contains around 500,000 users, and the human,
bot and cyborg categories equally contain 1,000 users in the training dataset.
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Figure 6: Tweeting Device Makeup

Quarter/Year
Figure 5: Account Registration Date (Grouped by Quarter)

ing fake luxury brands or pharmaceutical products7 . However, the
tweet size is up to 140 characters, which is rather limited for spammers to express enough text information to allure users. Basically,
a spam tweet contains an appealing title followed by an external
URL. Figure 7 shows the external URL ratios (namely, the number of external URLs included in tweets over the number of tweets
posted by an account) for the three categories, among which the
URL ratio of bot is highest. Some tweets by bots even have more
than one URL8 . The URL ratio of cyborg is very close to the bot’s
level. A large number of cyborgs integrate RSS feeds and blog
updates, which take the style of webpage titles followed by page
links. The URL ratio of human is much lower, on average it is only
29%. When a human tweets what is he doing or what is happening around him, he mainly uses text and does not often link to web
pages.
Q6. Are users aware of privacy and identity protection on Twitter? Twitter provides a protected option to protect user privacy.
If it is set as true, the user’s homepage is only visible to his friends.
However, the option is set as false by default. In our dataset of
over 500,000 users, only 4.9% of them are protected users. Twitter also veriﬁes some accounts to authenticate users’ real identities.
More and more celebrities and famous organizations have applied
for veriﬁed accounts. For example, Bill Gates has his veriﬁed Twitter account at http://twitter.com/billgates. However,
in our dataset, only 1.8% of users have veriﬁed accounts.

the Twitter website. The rest of top devices are mobile applications (Tweetie, UberTwitter, Mobile web, Txt, TwitterBerry ) and
desktop clients (TweetDeck, Echofon and Seesmic). In general,
tweeting via such devices requires human participation. In contrast,
the top tools used by bots are mainly auto piloted, and 42.39% of
bot tweets are generated via unregistered API-based tools. Bots
can abuse APIs to do almost everything they want on Twitter, like
targeting users with keywords, following users, unfollowing those
who do not follow back, or posting prepared tweets. Twitterfeed,
RSS2Twitter, and Proxifeed are RSS feed widgets that automatically pipeline information (usually in the format of the page title
followed by the URL) to Twitter via RSS feeds. Twitter Tools and
Twitme for WordPress are popular WordPress plug-ins that integrate blog updates to Twitter. Assetize is an advertising syndicator
mainly targeting at Twitter, and twitRobot is a bot tool that automatically follows other users and posts tweets. All these tools
only require minimum human participation (like importing Twitter
account information, or setting RSS feeds and update frequency),
and thus indicate great automation.
Overall, humans tend to tweet manually and bots are more likely
to use auto piloted tools. Cyborgs employ the typical human and
bot tools. The cyborg group includes many human users who access their Twitter accounts from time to time. For most of the time
when they are absent, they leave their accounts to auto piloted tools
for management.
Q5. Do bots include more external URLs than humans? In our
measurement, we ﬁnd out that, most bots tend to include URLs
in tweets to redirect visitors to external web pages. For example,
spam bots are created to spread unsolicited commercial information. Their topics are similar to those in email spam, including
online marketing and afﬁliate programs, working at home, sell-

7
A new topic is attracting more followers on Twitter. It follows
the style of pyramid sales by asking newly joined users to follow
existing users in the spam network.
8
Many such accounts belong to a type of bot that always appends
a spam link to tweets it re-tweets.
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CDF

Rank
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10

Table 1: Top 10 Tweeting Devices
Bot
Cyborg
API (42.39%)
Twitterfeed (31.29%)
Twitterfeed (26.11%)
Web (23.00%)
twitRobot (13.11%)
API (6.94%)
RSS2Twitter (2.66%)
Assetize (5.74%)
Twitter Tools (1.24%)
HootSuite (5.22%)
Assetize (1.17%)
WP to Twitter (2.40%)
Proxifeed (1.08%)
TweetDeck (1.54%)
TweetDeck (0.99%)
UberTwitter (1.19%)
bit.ly (0.91%)
RSS2Twitter (1.18%)
Twitme for WordPress (0.84%)
Twaitter (0.86%)

Human
Web (50.53%)
TweetDeck (9.19%)
Tweetie (6.23%)
UberTwitter (3.64%)
Mobile web (3.02%)
Txt (2.56%)
Echofon (2.22%)
TwitterBerry (2.10%)
Twitterriﬁc (1.93%)
Seesmic(1.64%)

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

All
Web (46.78%)
TweetDeck (9.26%)
Twitterfeed (7.83%)
API (6.23%)
Echofon (2.80%)
Tweetie (2.50%)
Txt (2.13%)
HootSuite (2.10%)
UberTwitter (1.71%)
Mobile web (1.53%)
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conditional entropy [28]. The corrected conditional entropy is deﬁned as follows.
A random process X = {Xi } is deﬁned as a sequence of random
variables. The entropy of such a sequence of random variables is
deﬁned as:
X
H(X1 , ..., Xm ) = −
P (x1 , ..., xm ) log P (x1 , ..., xm ),

4. CLASSIFICATION
This section describes our automated system for classiﬁcation of
Twitter users. The system classiﬁes Twitter users into three categories: human, bot, and cyborg. The system consists of several
components: the entropy component, the machine learning component, the account properties component, and the decision maker.
The high-level design of our Twitter user classiﬁcation system is
shown in Figure 8. The entropy component uses corrected conditional entropy to detect periodic or regular timing, which is a sign
of automation. The machine learning component uses a variant of
Bayesian classiﬁcation to detect text patterns of known spam on
Twitter. The account properties component uses account-related
properties to catch bot deviation from the normal human distribution. Lastly, the decision maker uses LDA to analyze the features
identiﬁed by the other three components and makes a decision: human, cyborg, or bot.

X1 ,...,Xm

(1)
where P (x1 , ..., xm ) is the joint probability P (X1 = x1 , ...,
Xm = xm ).
The conditional entropy of a random variable given a previous
sequence of random variables is:
H(Xm | X1 , ..., Xm−1 ) = H(X1 , ..., Xm ) − H(X1 , ..., Xm−1 ).
(2)
Then, based on the conditional entropy, the entropy rate of a random process is deﬁned as:
H(X) = lim H(Xm | X1 , ..., Xm−1 ).

4.1 Entropy Component

m→∞

The entropy component detects periodic or regular timing of the
messages posted by a Twitter user. On one hand, if the entropy or
corrected conditional entropy is low for the inter-tweet delays, it
indicates periodic or regular behavior, a sign of automation. More
speciﬁcally, some of the messages are posted via automation, i.e.,
the user may be a potential bot or cyborg. On the other hand, a high
entropy indicates irregularity, a sign of human participation.

(3)

The corrected conditional entropy is computed as a modiﬁcation
of Equation 3. First, the joint probabilities, P (X1 = x1 , ..., Xm =
xm ) are replaced with empirically-derived probabilities. The data
is binned into Q bins, i.e., values are converted to bin numbers
from 1 to Q. The empirically-derived probabilities are then determined by the proportions of bin number sequences in the data.
The entropy estimate and conditional entropy estimate, based on
empirically-derived probabilities, are denoted as EN and CE respectively. Second, a corrective term, perc(Xm ) · EN (X1 ), is
added to adjust for the limited number of sequences for increasing
values of m [28]. The corrected conditional entropy, denoted as
CCE, is computed as:

4.1.1 Entropy Measures
The entropy rate is a measure of the complexity of a process [8].
The behavior of bots is often less complex than that of humans
[12,22], which can be measured by entropy rate. A low entropy rate
indicates a regular process, whereas a high entropy rate indicates
a random process. A medium entropy rate indicates a complex
process, i.e., a mix of order and disorder [20].
The entropy rate is deﬁned as either the average entropy per random variable for an inﬁnite sequence or as the conditional entropy
of an inﬁnite sequence. Thus, as real datasets are ﬁnite, the conditional entropy of ﬁnite sequences is often used to estimate the
entropy rate. To estimate the entropy rate, we use the corrected

CCE(Xm | X1 , ..., Xm−1 ) =
CE(Xm | X1 , ..., Xm−1 ) + perc(Xm ) · EN (X1 ),

(4)

where perc(Xm ) is the percentage of unique sequences of length
m and EN (X1 ) is the entropy with m ﬁxed at 1 or the ﬁrst-order
entropy.
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phishing and malware pages. The component converts each URL9
into hash values based on Google’s rules, and performs the local
lookup from the downloaded Google’s blacklists. Appearance in
Google’s blacklists raises a red ﬂag for security breach. GSB is
also applied by Twitter for the link safety inspection [38]. The ﬁfth
property is whether a Twitter account is veriﬁed. No bot in our
ground truth dataset is veriﬁed. The account veriﬁcation suggests a
human. The last property is the account registration date. According to Figure 5, 94.8% of bots were registered in 2009.
The account properties component extracts these properties from
the user log, and sends them to the decision maker. It assists the entropy component and the machine-learning component to improve
the classiﬁcation accuracy.

The estimate of the entropy rate is the minimum of the corrected
conditional entropy over different values of m. The minimum of
the corrected conditional entropy is considered to be the best estimate of the entropy rate from the limited number of sequences.

4.2 Machine Learning Component
The machine learning component uses the content of tweets to
detect spam. We have observed that most spam tweets are generated by bots and only very few of them are manually posted by
humans. Thus, the presence of spam patterns usually indicates automation. Since tweets are text, determining if their content is spam
can be reduced to a text classiﬁcation problem. The text classiﬁcation problem is formalized as f : T × C → {0, 1}, where f is
the classiﬁer, T = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn } are the texts to be classiﬁed, and
C = {c1 , c2 , ..., ck } are the classes [31]. A value of 1 for f (ti , cj )
indicates that text ti belongs to class cj , whereas a value of 0 indicates it does not belong to that class. Bayesian classiﬁers are very
effective in text classiﬁcation, especially for email spam detection,
so we employ Bayesian classiﬁcation for our machine learning text
classiﬁcation component.
In Bayesian classiﬁcation, deciding if a message belongs to a
class, e.g., spam, is done by computing the corresponding probability based on its content, e.g., P (C = spam|M ), where M is a
message and C is a class. If the probability is over a certain threshold, then the message is from that class.
The probability that a message M is spam, P (spam|M ), is
computed from Bayes theorem:

4.4

P (M |spam)P (spam)
=
P (M )
(5)
P (M |spam)P (spam)
.
P (M |spam)P (bot) + P (M |not spam)P (not spam)

P (spam|M ) =

The message M is represented as a feature vector f1 , f2 , ..., fn ,
where each feature f is one or more words in the message and each
feature is assumed to be conditionally independent.
P (spam|M ) =
P (spam)
P (spam)

n
Q
i=1

n
Q
i=1

P (fi |spam)

P (fi |spam) + P (not spam)

n
Q
i=1

P (fi |not spam)

Decision Maker

Given an unknown user, the decision maker uses the features
identiﬁed by the above three components to determine whether it
is a human, bot, or cyborg. It is built on Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [26]. LDA is a statistical method to determine a linear
combination of features that discriminate among multiple classes
of samples. More speciﬁcally, its underlying idea is to determine
whether classes differ in light of the means of a feature (or features),
and then to use that feature (or features) to identify classes. It is
very similar to analysis of variance (ANOVA) [29] and (logistic)
regression analysis [19]. However, a big difference is that LDA has
a fundamental assumption that independent variables are normally
distributed. In other words, it is assumed that variables represent a
sample from a multivariate normal distribution. Our classiﬁcation
involves three classes, human, bot and cyborg. Thus, it is a case
of multiclass LDA. Multiclass LDA has the following key steps.
First, it needs a training set and a test set that contain those samples
already classiﬁed as one of the C classes. Samples in the two sets
should not overlap with each other. Second, a discriminant model
is created to use effective features to identify classes. Choosing features and assigning weights to features are the two important tasks
in the model creation. In the early data collection stage, one usually includes several features to see which one(s) contributes to the
discrimination. Some features are of very limited value for discrimination, and should be removed from the model. Our model uses
forward stepwise analysis. In this way, the model is built step-bystep. At each step, all the features are evaluated, and the one that
contributes the most to the discrimination is added into the model.
The selection process continues to next step. Suppose m features,
< v1 , v2 , ..., vm > are selected. Each class Ci has a classiﬁcation
function. With those functions, we can compute the classiﬁcation
score of an unknown sample for each class, by using the following
linear equation:

.

(6)
The calculation of P (spam|M ) varies in different implementations of Bayesian classiﬁcation. The implementation used for
our machine learning component is CRM114 [4]. CRM114 is a
powerful text classiﬁcation system that offers a variety of different
classiﬁers. The default classiﬁer for CRM114 is Orthogonal Sparse
Bigram (OSB), a variant of Bayesian classiﬁcation, which has been
shown to perform well for email spam ﬁltering. OSB differs from
other Bayesian classiﬁers in that it treats pairs of words as features.

Si = wi0 +

n
X

wi1 v1 + wi2 ∗ v2 + ... + wim ∗ vm

(7)

i=1

where i denotes the respective class, Si denotes the classiﬁcation
score of the sample for class Ci , wi0 denotes a constant for class
Ci , and wij denotes the weight of j-th feature in class Ci .
The sample is classiﬁed into the class with the highest classiﬁcation score. The model uses the training set to decide feature
weights. Every sample in the training set is already known for the
actual class it belongs to. The model keeps adjusting weights till
it reaches the maximum accuracy for the training set. Third, the
test set is used to validate the classiﬁcation accuracy of the model.
Since discriminant functions are derived from the training set, it is
inappropriate to reuse it for the validation. The test set contains
new data different from the training set, and generates more accurate validation results.

4.3 Account Properties Component
Besides inter-tweet delay and tweet content, some Twitter accountrelated properties are very helpful for the user classiﬁcation. As
shown in Section 3.3, obvious difference exists between the human
and bot categories. The ﬁrst property is the URL ratio. The ratio indicates how often a user includes external URLs in its posted
tweets. External URLs appear very often in tweets posted by a bot.
Our measure shows, on average the ratio of bot is 97%, while that
of human is much lower at 29%. Thus, a high ratio (e.g., close to
one) suggests a bot and a low ratio implies a human.
The second property is tweeting device makeup. According to
Table 1, about 70% tweets of human are posted via web and mobile
devices (referred as manual devices), whereas about 87% tweets of
bot are posted via API and other auto-piloted programs (referred as
auto devices). The third property is the followers to friends ratio.
Figure 3 clearly shows the difference between human and bot. The
fourth property is link safety, i.e., to decide whether external links
in tweets are malicious/phishing URLs or not. We use Google’s
Safe Browsing (GSB) API project [16], which allows us to check
URLs against Google’s constantly-updated blacklists of suspected

5.

EVALUATION

In this section, we ﬁrst evaluate the accuracy of our classiﬁcation
system based on the ground truth set that includes both the train9

For a shortened URL, our component uses PHP cURL to get the
original one from the redirected HTTP response header, instead of
actually visiting the page.
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Table 2: Multi-class LDA Weights
Human
Cyborg
Constant
-25.9879 -15.7787
Entropy
14.2524
9.7128
Bayesian text
-0.0018
0.0164
URL ratio
-3.4474
3.3059
Manual device %
16.4601
13.0164
Auto device %
8.5910
7.6849
Followers to friends ratio
0.0007
0.0002

ing set are inputted into the classiﬁer. LDA generates a weight table
(Table 2) to achieve the maximum accuracy. In other words, it includes as many users as possible, whose classiﬁed class matches
actual class. The weights are then used by the decision maker to
classify users.
The larger the (standardized) weight, the larger is the unique contribution of the corresponding feature to the discrimination. Table
2 shows that, entropy, URL ratio, and manual/auto device percentage are the important features for the classiﬁer. Only those shown
to be statistically signiﬁcant should be used for classiﬁcation, and
non-signiﬁcant ones should be ignored. Thus, some features collected by the account properties component in Section 4.3, including followers to friends ratio, link safety, account veriﬁcation and
registration date, are excluded from the classiﬁer.
Here we brieﬂy explain why several features, such as followers
to friends ratio, link safety, account veriﬁcation, and registration
date, are not as important in the actual discrimination as expected.
Bots used to have more friends than followers [25], and the ratio is
less than one in this situation. However, there have emerged some
more sophisticated bots that unfollow their friends if they do not
follow back within a certain amount of time. They cunningly keep
the ratio close to one. This strategy makes the ratio feature less
useful. Most spam bots spread spam links on Twitter, instead of
phishing or malicious links which are the primary target of the link
safety inspector. Only 0.2% of the users in the training set do not
pass the link safety inspection. Thus, the link safety feature has
little weight under LDA due to its statistical insigniﬁcance. Similarly, account veriﬁcation has a very small weight, because it is also
quite rare. Only 1.8% of the users are veriﬁed. Lastly, account registration dates greatly overlap among bots, humans, and cyborgs,
making this feature not useful for discrimination as well.

Bot
-17.2416
4.4136
0.1366
8.5222
13.0950
18.3765
0.0003

ing and test datasets. Then, we apply the system to classify the
entire dataset of over 500,000 users collected. With the classiﬁcation results, we further speculate the current composition of Twitter
user population. Finally, we discuss the robustness of the proposed
classiﬁcation system against possible evasions.

5.1 Methodology
As shown in Figure 8, the components of the classiﬁcation system collaborate in the following way. The entropy component calculates the entropy (and corrected conditional entropy) of intertweet delays of a Twitter user. The entropy component only processes logs with more than 100 tweets10 . This limit helps reduce
noise in detecting automation. A lower entropy indicates periodic or regular timing of tweeting behavior, a sign of automation,
whereas a higher entropy implies irregular behavior, a sign of human participation. The machine learning component determines if
the tweet content is either spam or not, based on the text patterns
it has learned. The content feature value is set to −1 for spam but
1 for non-spam. The account properties component checks all the
properties mentioned in Section 4.3, and generates a real-numbertype value for each property. Given a Twitter user, the above three
components generate a set of features and input them into the decision maker. For each class, namely human, bot and cyborg, the
decision maker computes a classiﬁcation score for the user, and
classiﬁes it into the class with the highest score. The training of the
classiﬁcation system and its accuracy are detailed as follows.

5.3

Classiﬁcation System Accuracy

To validate the accuracy of our proposed classiﬁcation system,
we create a test set containing one thousand users of each class. It
does not share any samples with the training set. The confusion
matrix listed in Table 3 shows the classiﬁcation results on the test
set.
The “Actual” rows in Table 3 denote the actual classes of the
users, and the “Classiﬁed” columns denote the classes of the users
as decided by the classiﬁcation system. For example, 949 in the
“Human” row and column means that 949 humans are classiﬁed
(correctly) as humans, whereas 51 in the “Human” row and “Cyborg” column means that 51 humans are classiﬁed (incorrectly) as
cyborgs. There is no misclassiﬁcation between human and bot.
We examine the logs of those users being classiﬁed by mistake,
and analyze each category as follows.

5.2 Classiﬁcation System Training
The classiﬁcation system needs to be trained before being used.
In particular, the machine learning component and the decision
maker require training. The machine learning component is trained
on spam and non-spam datasets. The spam dataset consists of spam
tweets and spam external URLs, which are detected during the creation of the ground truth set. Some advanced spam bots intentionally inject non-spam tweets (usually in the format of pure text without URLs, such as adages11 ) to confuse human users. Thus, we do
not include such vague tweets without external URLs. The nonspam dataset consists of all human tweets and cyborg tweets without external URLs. Most human tweets do not carry spam. Cyborg
tweets with links are hard to determine without checking linked
web pages. They can be either spam or non-spam. Thus, we do not
include this type of tweets in either dataset. Training the component with up-to-date spam text patterns on Twitter helps improve
the accuracy.
The decision maker is trained to determine the weights of the
different features for classiﬁcation. We use Statistica, a statistical
tool [33], to calculate the feature weights. More speciﬁcally, the
datasheet of feature values and the actual class of users in the train-

• For the human category, 5.1% of human users are classiﬁed
as cyborg by mistake. One reason is that, the overall scores of
some human users are lowered by spam content penalty. The
tweet size is up to 140 characters. Some patterns and phrases
are used by both human and bot, such as “I post my online marketing experience at my blog at http://bit.ly/xT6klM.
Please ReTweet it." Another reason is that the tweeting interval distribution of some human users is slightly lower than
the entropy means, and they are penalized for that.
• For the bot category, 6.3% of bots are wrongly categorized
as cyborg. The main reason is that, most of them escape the
spam penalty from the machine learning component. Some
spam tweets use very obscure text content, like “you should
check it out since it’s really awesome. http://bit.ly/xT6klM".
Without checking the spam link, the component cannot determine if the tweet is spam merely based on the text.

10

The inter-tweet span could be wild on Twitter. An account may be
inactive for months, but suddenly tweets at an intensive frequency
for a short-term, and then enters hibernation again. It generates
noise to the entropy component. Thus, the entropy component does
not process logs with less than 100 tweets. Besides, in practice it is
nearly impossible to determine automation based on a very limited
number of tweets.
11
A typical content pattern is listed as follows. Tweet 1, A friend
in need is a friend in deed. Tweet 2, Danger is next neighbor to
security. Tweet 3, Work home and make $3k per month. Check out
how, http://tinyurl.com/bF234T.

• For the cyborg category, 9.8% of cyborgs are mis-classiﬁed
as human, and 7.4% of them are mis-classiﬁed as bot. A
cyborg can be either a human-assisted bot or a bot-assisted
human. A strict policy could categorize cyborg as bot, while
a loose one may categorize it as human.
Overall, our classiﬁcation system can accurately differentiate human from bot. However, it is much more challenging for a classiﬁcation system to distinguish cyborg from human or bot.
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Actual

Table 3: Confusion Matrix
Classiﬁed
Human Cyborg Bot
Human
949
51
0
Cyborg
98
828
74
Bot
0
63
937

Total
1000
1000
1000

man, bot, or cyborg. The effectiveness of the classiﬁcation system
is evaluated through the test dataset. Moreover, we have applied the
system to classify the entire dataset of over 500,000 users collected,
and speculated the current composition of Twitter user population
based on the classiﬁcation results.

True Pos.%
94.90%
82.80%
93.70%
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ABSTRACT

1.

The JavaScript language is a core component of active and
dynamic web content in the Internet today. Besides its great
success in enhancing web applications, however, JavaScript
provides the basis for so-called drive-by downloads—attacks
exploiting vulnerabilities in web browsers and their extensions for unnoticeably downloading malicious software. Due
to the diversity and frequent use of obfuscation in these attacks, static code analysis is largely ineﬀective in practice.
While dynamic analysis and honeypots provide means to
identify drive-by-download attacks, current approaches induce a signiﬁcant overhead which renders immediate prevention of attacks intractable.
In this paper, we present Cujo, a system for automatic
detection and prevention of drive-by-download attacks. Embedded in a web proxy, Cujo transparently inspects web
pages and blocks delivery of malicious JavaScript code. Static
and dynamic code features are extracted on-the-ﬂy and analysed for malicious patterns using eﬃcient techniques of machine learning. We demonstrate the eﬃcacy of Cujo in
diﬀerent experiments, where it detects 94% of the driveby downloads with few false alarms and a median run-time
of 500 ms per web page—a quality that, to the best of our
knowledge, has not been attained in previous work on detection of drive-by-download attacks.

The JavaScript language is a ubiquitous tool for providing active and dynamic content in the Internet. The vast
majority of web sites, including large social networks, such
as Facebook and Twitter, makes heavy use of JavaScript for
enhancing the appearance and functionality of their services.
In contrast to server-based scripting languages, JavaScript
code is executed in the web browser of the client and thus
provides means for directly interacting with the user and the
browser environment. Although the execution of JavaScript
code at the client is restricted by several security policies,
the interaction with the browser and its extensions alone
gives rise to a severe security threat.
JavaScript is increasingly used as basis for drive-by downloads, attacks exploiting vulnerabilities in web browsers and
their extensions for unnoticeably downloading malicious software [see 15, 16]. These attacks take advantage of the tight
integration of JavaScript with the browser environment to
exploit diﬀerent types of vulnerabilities and eventually assume control of the web client. Due to the complexity of
browsers and their extensions, there exist numerous of these
vulnerabilities, ranging from insecure interfaces of thirdparty extensions to buﬀer overﬂows and memory corruptions
[5, 7, 11]. Four of the top ﬁve most attacked vulnerabilities
observed by Symantec in 2009 have been such client-side
vulnerabilities involved in drive-by-download attacks [2].
As a consequence, detection of drive-by downloads has
gained a focus in security research. Two classes of defense
measures have been proposed to counteract this threat: First,
several security vendors have equipped their products with
rules and heuristics for identifying malicious code directly
at the client. This static code analysis, however, is largely
obstructed by the frequent use of obfuscation in drive-by
downloads. A second strain of research has thus studied detection of drive-by downloads using dynamic analysis, for
example using code emulation [8, 17], sandboxing [4, 6, 16]
and client honeypots [14, 16, 21]. Although eﬀective in detecting attacks, these approaches suﬀer from either of two
shortcomings: Some approaches are limited to speciﬁc attack types, such as heap spraying [e.g., 8, 17], whereas the
more general approaches [e.g., 4, 14] induce an overhead prohibitive for preventing attacks at the client.
As a remedy, we present Cujo1 , a system for detection
and prevention of drive-by-download attacks, which combines advantages of static and dynamic analysis concepts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General—
Security and protection; I.5.1 [Pattern Recognition]: Models—Statistical
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Drive-by downloads, web security, static code analysis, dynamic code analysis, machine learning
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INTRODUCTION

Cujo = “Classiﬁcation of Unknown Javascript cOde”

Web services

Embedded in a web proxy, Cujo transparently inspects web
pages and blocks delivery of malicious JavaScript code to
the client. The analysis and detection methodology implemented in this system rests on the following contributions
of this paper:

Internet

• Lightweight JavaScript analysis. We devise eﬃcient
methods for static and dynamic analysis of JavaScript
code, which provide expressive analysis reports with
very small run-time overhead.

Forwarding
/ Blocking

Loader

• Generic feature extraction. For the generic detection
of drive-by downloads, we introduce a mapping from
analysis reports to a vector space that is spanned by
short analysis patterns and independent of speciﬁc attack characteristics.

JavaScript
sandbox

Feature
extraction

Detection

Dynamic analysis
JavaScript
lexer

• Learning-based detection. We apply techniques of machine learning for generating detection models for static
and dynamic analysis, which spares us from manually
crafting and updating detection rules as in current security products.

Feature
extraction

Detection

Static analysis
Analysis component

Caching capability

Detection model

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of Cujo.

An empirical evaluation with 200,000 web pages and 600
real drive-by-download attacks demonstrates the eﬃcacy of
this approach: Cujo detects 94% of the attacks with a falsepositive rate of 0.002%, corresponding to 2 false alarms in
100,000 visited web sites, and thus is almost on par with
oﬄine analysis systems, such as Jsand [4]. In terms of runtime, however, Cujo signiﬁcantly surpasses these systems.
With caching enabled, Cujo provides a median run-time of
500 ms per web page, including downloading of web page
content and full analysis of JavaScript code. To the best of
our knowledge, Cujo is the ﬁrst system capable of eﬀectively
and eﬃciently blocking drive-by downloads in practice.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Cujo and its
detection methodology are introduced in Section 2 including
JavaScript analysis, feature extraction and learning-based
detection. Experiments and comparisons to related techniques are presented in Section 3. Related work is discussed
in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes.

2.

Web client

results are cached, if all embedded and external code associated with a web page has not changed within a limited
period of time.

2.1

JavaScript Analysis

As ﬁrst analysis step, we aim at eﬃciently getting a comprehensive view on JavaScript code. To this end, we inspect all HTML and XML documents passing our system
for occurrences of JavaScript. For each requested document,
we extract all code blocks embedded using the HTML tag
script and contained in HTML event handlers, such as onload and onmouseover. Moreover, we recursively pre-load all
external code referenced in the document, including scripts,
frames and iframes, to obtain the complete code base of the
web page. All code blocks of a requested document are then
merged for further static and dynamic analysis.
As an example used throughout the following sections, we
consider the JavaScript code shown in Figure 2. The code is
obfuscated using a simple substitution cipher and contains
a routine for constructing a NOP sled, an array of NOP
instructions common in most memory corruption attacks.
Analysis reports for the static and dynamic analysis of this
code snippet are shown in Figure 3 and 4, respectively.

METHODOLOGY

Drive-by-download attacks can take almost arbitrary structure and form, depending on the exploited vulnerabilities as
well as the use of obfuscation. Eﬃcient analysis and detection of these attacks is a challenging problem, which requires
careful balancing of detection and run-time performance.
We address this problem by applying lightweight static and
dynamic code analysis, thereby providing two complementary views on JavaScript code. To avoid manually crafting
detection rules for each of these views, we employ techniques
of machine learning, which enable generalizing from known
attacks and allow to automatically construct detection models. A schematic view of the resulting system is presented
in Figure 1.
Cujo is embedded in a web proxy and transparently inspects the communication between a web client and a web
service. Prior to delivery of web page data from the service
to the client, Cujo performs a series of analysis steps and
depending on their results blocks pages likely containing malicious JavaScript code. To improve processing performance,
two analysis caches are employed: First, all incoming web
data is cached to reduce loading times and, second, analysis

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

a = "";
b = "{@xqhvfdsh+%(x<3<3%,>zkloh+{1ohqjwk?4333,{.@{>";
for (i = 0; i < b.length; i++) {
c = b.charCodeAt(i) - 3;
a += String.fromCharCode(c);
}
eval(a);

Figure 2: Obfuscated JavaScript code for generating
a NOP sled.

2.1.1

Static Analysis

Our static analysis relies on basic principles of compiler
design [3]: Before the source code of a program can be interpreted or compiled, it needs to be decomposed into lexical
tokens, which are then fed to the actual parser. The static
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analysis component in Cujo takes advantage of this process
and eﬃciently extracts lexical tokens from the JavaScript
code of a web page using a customized Yacc grammar.
The lexical analysis closely follows the language speciﬁcation of JavaScript [1], where source code is sequentially
decomposed into keywords, punctuators, identiﬁers and literals. As the actual names of identiﬁers do not contribute to
the structure of code, we replace them by the generic token
ID. Similarly, we encode numerical literals by NUM and string
literals by STR. An example of this basic decomposition is
illustrated in the following

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Figure 3: Example of static analysis.
1
2
3

x = foo(y) + "bar"; −→ ID = ID ( ID ) + STR ;

4
5

where keywords and punctuators are represented by individual tokens, while identiﬁers and strings are subsumed by the
generic tokens ID and STR, respectively.
To further strengthen our static analysis for detection of
drive-by-download attacks, we make two reﬁnements to the
lexical analysis. First, we additionally encode the length of
string literals as decimal logarithm. That is, STR.01 refers to
a string with up to 101 characters, STR.02 to a string with
up to 102 characters and so on. Second, we add EVAL as a
new keyword to the analysis. Both reﬁnements target common constructs of drive-by-download attacks, which involve
string operations and calls to the eval() function.
Although obfuscation techniques may hide code from this
static analysis, several programming constructs and structures can be distinguished in terms of lexical tokens. As an
example, Figure 3 shows an analysis report of lexical tokens
for the example code given in Figure 2. While the actual
code for generating a NOP sled is hidden in the encrypted
string (line 2), several patterns indicative for obfuscation,
such as the decryption loop (line 3–5) and the call to EVAL
(line 7), are accessible to means of detection techniques

2.1.2

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

SET
SET

global.a TO ""
global.b TO "{@xqhvfdsh+%(x<3<3%,>zkloh
+{1ohqjwk?4333,{.@{>"
SET global.i TO "0"
CALL charCodeAt
SET global.c TO "120"
CALL fromCharCode
SET global.a TO "x"
...
SET global.a TO "x=unescape("%u9090");
while(x.length<1000)x+=x;"
SET global.i TO "46"
CALL eval
CALL unescape
SET global.x TO "<90><90>"
SET global.x TO "<90><90><90><90>"
...
SET global.x TO "<90> ... 1024 bytes ... <90>"

Figure 4: Example of dynamic analysis.
Although this lightweight analysis provides only a coarse
view on the behavior of JavaScript code in comparison to
oﬄine analysis [e.g., 4, 14, 21], it enables accurate detection
of drive-by downloads with a median run-time of less than
400 ms per web page, as demonstrated in Section 3.4. As an
example, Figure 4 shows a behavior report for the code snippet given in Figure 2. The ﬁrst lines of the report cover the
decryption of the obfuscated string, which is ﬁnally revealed
in lines 10–11. Starting with the call to eval, this string is
evaluated by the interpreter and results in the construction
of a NOP sled with 1024 bytes in line 18.

Dynamic Analysis

For dynamic analysis, we adopt an enhanced version of
ADSandbox, a lightweight JavaScript sandbox developed
by Dewald et al. [6]. The sandbox takes the code associated with a web page and executes it within the JavaScript
interpreter SpiderMonkey2 . The interpreter operates in
a virtual browser environment and reports all operations
changing the state of this environment. Additionally, we
invoke all event handlers of the code to trigger functionality dependent on external events. As result of this dynamic
analysis, the sandbox provides a report containing all monitored operations of a given JavaScript code.
To emphasize behavior related to drive-by-download attacks, we extend the dynamic code analysis with abstract
operations, which represent patterns of common attack activity. These abstract operations are encoded as regular expressions and matched on-the-ﬂy during the monitoring of
JavaScript code. Currently, Cujo supports two of these operations: First, we indicate typical behavior of heap-spraying
attacks, such as excessive allocation of memory chunks by
appending the operation HEAP SPRAYING and, second, we mark
the use of browser functions inducing a re-evaluation of strings
by the interpreter using the operation PSEUDO-EVAL. While
both abstract operations are indicative for particular attacks, they are not suﬃcient for detection alone and a full
inspection of behavior reports is required.
2

ID = STR.00 ;
ID = STR.02 ;
FOR ( ID = NUM ; ID < ID . ID ; ID ++ ) {
ID = ID . ID ( ID ) - NUM ;
ID + = ID . ID ( ID ) ;
}
EVAL ( ID ) ;

2.2

Feature Extraction

In the second analysis step, we extract features from the
analysis reports of static and dynamic analysis, suitable for
application of detection methods. In contrast to previous
work, we propose a generic feature extraction, which is independent of particular attack characteristics and allows to
jointly process reports of static and dynamic analysis.

2.2.1

Q-gram Features

Our feature extraction builds on the concept of q-grams,
which has been widely studied in the ﬁeld of intrusion detection [e.g., 10, 18, 22]. To unify the representation of static
and dynamic analysis, we ﬁrst partition each report into a
sequence of words using white-space characters. We then
move a ﬁxed-length window over each report and extract
subsequences of q words at each position, so-called q-grams.
The following example shows the extraction of q-grams with
q = 3 for two code snippets of static and dynamic analysis,
respectively,
˘
¯
ID = ID + NUM −→
(ID = ID), (= ID +), (ID + NUM) ,
˘
¯
SET a.b to "x" −→
(SET a.b to), (a.b to "x") .

SpiderMonkey, http://www.mozilla.org/js/SpiderMonkey
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φ(x)

As a result of this extraction, each report is represented
by a set of q-grams, which reﬂect short patterns and provide
the basis for mapping analysis reports to a vector space.
Intuitively, we are interested in constructing a vector space,
where analysis reports sharing several q-grams lie close to
each other, while reports with dissimilar content are separated by large distances. To establish such a mapping, we
associate each q-gram with one particular dimension in the
vector space. Formally, this vector space is deﬁned using the
set S of all possible q-grams, where a corresponding mapping
function for a report x is given by
`
´
φ : x → φs (x) s∈S
(
1 if x contains the q-gram s,
with φs (x) =
0 otherwise.

w

Figure 5: Schematic vector representation of analysis reports with maximum-margin hyperplane.
the vector space and checking if it falls on either the malicious or benign side of the hyperplane. This learning-based
detection of drive-by downloads is illustrated in Figure 5.
Formally, the detection model of an SVM corresponds to
a vector w and bias b, specifying the direction and oﬀset
of the hyperplane in the vector space. The corresponding
detection function f is given by
X
f (x) = φ(x), w + b =
φs (x) · ws + b.
s∈S

and returns the orientation of φ(x) with respect to the hyperplane. That is, f (x) > 0 indicates malicious activity in
the report x and f (x) ≤ 0 corresponds to benign data.
In contrast to many other learning techniques, SVMs possess the ability to compensate a certain amount of noise in
the labels of the training data—a crucial property for practical application of Cujo. This ability renders the learning
process robust to a minor amount of unknown attacks in the
benign portion of the training data and enables generating
accurate detection models, even if some of the web pages
labeled as benign data contain drive-by-download attacks.
Theory and further details on this ability of SVMs are discussed in [13, 20].

Efﬁcient Q-gram Representation

At the ﬁrst glance, the mapping φ seems inappropriate
for eﬃcient analysis: the set S covers all possible q-grams of
words and induces a vector space of very large dimension.
Fortunately, the number of q-grams contained in a report is
linear in its length. An analysis report x containing m words
comprises at most (m − q) diﬀerent q-grams. Consequently,
only (m − q) dimensions are non-zero in the vector φ(x),
irrespective of the dimension of the vector space. It thus
suﬃces to only store the q-grams contained in each report x
for a sparse representation of the vector φ(x), for example, using eﬃcient data structures such as sorted arrays [19]
or Bloom ﬁlters [22]. As demonstrated in Section 3.4, this
sparse representation of feature vectors provides the basis
for very eﬃcient feature extraction with median run-times
below 1 ms per analysis report.

2.3

2.3.2

Efﬁcient Classiﬁcation of Q-grams

For eﬃciently computing f , we again exploit the sparse
representation of vectors induced by φ. Given a report x,
we know that only q-grams contained in x have non-zero
entries in φ(x), that is, all other dimensions in φ(x) are zero
and do not contribute to the computation of f (x). Hence,
we can simplify the detection function f as follows
X
X
f (x) =
φs (x) · ws + b =
φs (x) · ws + b,
s∈S

Learning-based Detection

s in x

where we determine f (x) by simply looking up the values
ws for each q-gram contained in x. As a consequence, the
classiﬁcation of a report can be carried out with linear time
complexity and a median run-time below 0.2 ms per report
(cf. Section 3.4). For learning the detection model of the
SVM we employ LibLinear [9], a fast SVM library which
enables us to train detection models from 100,000 reports
in 120 seconds for dynamic analysis and in 50 seconds for
static analysis.

As ﬁnal analysis step of Cujo, we present a learning-based
detection of drive-by-download attacks, which builds on the
vectorial representation of analysis reports. The application
of machine learning spares us from manually constructing
and updating detection rules for static and dynamic code
analysis, and thereby limits the delay to detection of novel
drive-by downloads.

2.3.1

maximum margin
benign code

The function φ maps a report x to the vector space R|S|
such that all dimensions associated with q-grams contained
in x are set to one and all other dimensions are zero. To
avoid an implicit bias on the length of reports, we normalize
φ(x) to one, that is, we set ||φ(x)|| = 1. As a result of
this normalization, a q-gram counts more in a report that
has fewer distinct q-grams. That is, changing a constant
amount of tokens in a report containing repetitive structure
has more impact on the vector than in an analysis report
comprising several diﬀerent patterns.

2.2.2

drive-by downloads

Support Vector Machines

For automatically generating detection models from the
reports of attacks and benign JavaScript code, we apply the
technique of Support Vector Machines (SVM) [see 13, 20].
Given vectors of two classes as training data, an SVM determines a hyperplane that separates both classes with maximum margin. In our setting, one of these classes is associated with analysis reports of drive-by downloads, whereas
the other class corresponds to reports of benign web pages.
An unknown report φ(x) is now classiﬁed by mapping it to

2.3.3

Explanation

In practice, a detection systems must not only ﬂag malicious events but also provide insights into the detection
process, such that attack patterns and exploited vulnerabilities can be inspected during operation. Fortunately, we can
adapt the detection function for explaining the decision process of the SVM. During computation of f , we additionally
store the individual contribution φs (x)·ws of each q-gram to
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the ﬁnal detection score f (x). If an explanation is requested,
we output the q-grams with largest contribution and thereby
present those analysis patterns that shifted the analysis report x to the positive side of the hyperplane. We illustrate
this concept in Section 3.3, where we present explanations
for detections of drive-by-download attacks using reports of
static and dynamic analysis.

The attack data sets are listed in Table 1(b) and have
been mainly taken from Cova et al. [4]. In total, the attack data sets comprise 609 samples containing several types
of drive-by-download attacks collected over a period of two
years. The attacks are organized according to their origin:
the Spam Trap set comprises attacks extracted from URLs
in spam messages, the SQL Injection set contains drive-by
downloads injected into benign web sites, the Malware Forum set covers attacks published in Internet forums, and the
Wepawet-new set contains malicious JavaScript code submitted to the Wepawet service4 . A detailed description of
these classes is provided in [4]. Moreover, we provide the Obfuscated set which contains 28 attacks from the other sets
additionally obfuscated using a popular JavaScript packer5 .

The learning-based detection completes the design of our
system Cujo. As illustrated in Figure 1, Cujo uses two
independent processing chains for static and dynamic code
analysis, where an alert is reported if one of the detection
models indicates a drive-by download.
This combined detection renders evasion of our system
diﬃcult, as it requires the attacker to cloak his attacks from
both, static and dynamic analysis. While static analysis
alone can be thwarted through massive obfuscation, the hidden code needs to be decrypted during run-time which in
turn can be tracked by dynamic analysis. Similarly, if fewer
obfuscation is used and the attacker tries to spoil the sandbox emulation, patterns of the respective code might be visible to static analysis. Although this argumentation does
not rule out evasion in general, it clearly shows the eﬀort
necessary for evading our system.

3.

3.2

EVALUATION

After presenting the detection methodology of Cujo, we
turn to an empirical evaluation of its performance. In particular, we conduct experiments to study the detection and
run-time performance in detail. Before presenting these experiments, we introduce our data sets of drive-by-download
attacks and benign web pages.

3.1

Data Sets

We consider two data sets containing URLs of benign
web pages, Alexa-200k and Surﬁng, which are listed in Table 1(a). The Alexa-200k data set corresponds to the 200,000
most visited web pages in the Internet as listed by Alexa3
and covers a wide range of JavaScript code, including several search engines, social networks and on-line shops. The
Surﬁng data set comprises 20,283 URLs of web pages visited
during usual web surﬁng at our institute. The data has been
recorded over a period of 10 days and contains individual
sessions of ﬁve users. Both data sets have been sanitized by
scanning the web pages for drive-by downloads using common attack strings and the GoogleSafeBrowsing service.
While very few unknown attacks might still be present in the
data, we rely on the ability of the SVM learning algorithm
to compensate this inconsistency eﬀectively.
(a) Benign data sets
Data set
Alexa-200k
Surﬁng

# URLs
200,000
20,283

3.2.1

True-positive Rates

Table 2 and 3 show the detection performance in terms
of true-positive rates for Cujo and the other methods. The
static and dynamic code analysis of Cujo alone attain a
true-positive rate of 90.2% and 86.0%, respectively. The
combination of both, however, allows to identify 94.4% of the
attacks, demonstrating the advantage of two complementary
views on JavaScript code.
A better performance is only achieved by Jsand which is
able to almost perfectly detect all attacks. However, Jsand
generally operates oﬄine and spends considerably more time
for analysis of JavaScript code. The anti-virus tools, ClamAv and AntiVir, achieve lower detection rates of 35%
and 70%, respectively, although both have been equipped
with up-to-date signatures. These results clearly conﬁrm
the need for alternative detection techniques, as provided
by Cujo and Jsand, for successfully defending against the
threat of drive-by-download attacks.

(b) Attack data sets
Data set
# attacks
Spam Trap
256
SQL Injection
22
Malware Forum
201
Wepawet-new
46
Obfuscated
84

4

Table 1: Description of benign and attack data sets.
The attack data sets have been taken from [4].
3

Detection Performance

In our ﬁrst experiment, we study the detection performance of Cujo in terms of true-positive rate (ratio of detected attacks) and false-positive rate (ratio of misclassiﬁed
benign web pages). As the learning-based detection implemented in Cujo requires a set of known attacks and benign
data for training detection models, we conduct the following
experimental procedure: We randomly split all data sets into
a known partition (75%) and an unknown partition (25%).
The detection models and respective parameters, such as
the best length of q-grams, are determined on the known
partition, whereas the unknown partition is only used for
measuring the ﬁnal detection performance. We repeat this
procedure 10 times and average results. The partitioning
ensures that reported results only refer to attacks unknown
during the learning phase of Cujo.
For comparing the performance of Cujo with state-ofthe-art methods, we also consider static detection methods, namely the anti-virus scanner ClamAv6 and the web
proxy of the security suite AntiVir7 . As ClamAv does not
provide any proxy capabilities, we manually feed the downloaded web pages and respective JavaScript code to the scanner. Moreover, we add results presented by Cova et al. [4]
for the oﬄine analysis system Jsand to our evaluation.

Wepawet Service, http://wepawet.cs.ucsb.edu
JavaScript Compressor, http://dean.edwards.name/packer
6
Clam AntiVirus, http://www.clamav.net/
7
Avira AntiVir Premium, http://www.avira.com/
5

Alexa Top Sites, http://www.alexa.com/topsites
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Attack data sets
Spam Trap
SQL Injection
Malware Forum
Wepawet-new
Obfuscated
Average

Benign data sets

Cujo
static

96.9%
93.8%
78.7%
86.3%
100.0%
90.2%

dynamic

combined

98.1%
88.3%
71.2%
84.1%
87.3%
86.0%

99.4%
98.3%
85.5%
94.8%
100.0%
94.4%

Alexa-200k
Surﬁng

ClamAv
41.0%
18.2%
45.3%
19.6%
—
4.8%
35.0%

AntiVir
58.2%
95.5%
83.1%
93.5%
—
54.8%
70.0%

Benign data sets
Alexa-200k
Surﬁng
Cova et al.

Jsand [4]
99.7%
100.0%
99.6%
—
100.0%
—
99.8%

0.001%
0.000%

0.002%
0.000%

ClamAv
0.000%
0.000%
—

AntiVir
0.087%
0.000%
—

Jsand [4]
—
—
0.013%

ticular, we present explanations for the detection techniques
detailed in Section 2.3 using q-grams of static and dynamic
analysis reports, where we select the best q for each analysis
type from the previous experiment.
As the ﬁrst examples, we consider the q-grams (4-grams)
reported by Cujo for the static analysis of two detected
drive-by downloads. Figure 6(a) shows the top ﬁve q-grams
contributing to the detection of a heap-spraying attack. Some
patterns indicative for this attack type are clearly visible:
the ﬁrst q-grams match a loop involving strings, while the
last q-grams reﬂect an empty try-catch block. Both patterns are regularly seen in heap spraying, where the loop
performs the actual spraying and the try-catch block is used
for inhibiting exceptions during memory corruption.
Figure 6(b) shows the q-grams reported for the static detection of an obfuscated drive-by download. At the ﬁrst
glance, the top q-grams indicate only little malicious activity. However, they reveal the presence of a XOR-based
decryption routine. Patterns of a loop, the XOR operator
and a call to the EVAL function here jointly contribute to the
detection of the obfuscation.

False-positive Rates

Table 4 and 5 show the false-positive rates on the benign
data sets for all detection methods. Except for AntiVir
all methods attain reasonably low false-positive rates. The
combined analysis of Cujo yields a false-positive rate of
0.002%, corresponding to 2 false alarms in 100,000 visited
web sites, on the Alexa-200k data set. Moreover, Cujo does
not trigger any false alarms on the Surﬁng data set.
The high false-positive rate of AntiVir with 0.087% is
due to overly generic detection rules. The majority of false
alarms shows the label HTML/Redirector.X, indicating a potential redirect, where the remaining alerts have generic labels, such as HTML/Crypted.Gen and HTML/Downloader.Gen. We
carefully veriﬁed each of these alerts using a client-based
honeypot [21], but could not determine any malicious activity on the indicated web pages.
For the false alarms raised by Cujo we identify two main
causes: 0.001% of the web pages in the Alexa-200k data set
contain fully encrypted JavaScript code with no plain-text
operations except for unescape and eval. This drastic form
of obfuscation induces the false alarms of the static analysis. The 0.001% false positives of the dynamic analysis result
from web pages redirecting error messages of JavaScript to
customized functions. Such redirection is frequently used
in drive-by downloads to hide errors during exploitation of
vulnerabilities, though it is applied in a benign context in
these 0.001% cases.

Contribution
φs (x) · ws
0.044
0.043
0.042
0.039
0.039

Features
s ∈ S (4-grams)
+ STR.01 , STR.01
WHILE ( ID .
= ID + ID
{ TRY { VAR
) { } }

(a) Top q-grams of a heap-spraying attack
Contribution
φs (x) · ws
0.124
0.121
0.112
0.104
0.096

Features
s ∈ S (4-grams)
= ID + ID
; EVAL ( ID
( ID ) ^
) ; } ;
STR.01 ; FOR (

(b) Top q-grams of an obfuscated attack

Overall, this experiment demonstrates the excellent detection performance of Cujo which identiﬁes the vast majority
of drive-by downloads with very few false alarms—although
all attacks have been unknown to the system. Cujo thereby
signiﬁcantly outperforms current anti-virus tools and is almost on par with the oﬄine analysis system Jsand.

3.3

combined

0.001%
0.000%

Table 5: False-positive rates of ClamAV, AntiVir
and Jsand on the benign data sets.

Table 3: True-positive rates of ClamAV, AntiVir
and Jsand on the attack data sets. The Wepawetnew data set is a recent version of Wepawet-old.

3.2.2

dynamic

Table 4: False-positive rates of Cujo on the benign
data sets. Results have been averaged over 10 runs.

Table 2: True-positive rates of Cujo on the attack
data sets. Results have been averaged over 10 runs.
Attack data sets
Spam Trap
SQL Injection
Malware Forum
Wepawet-new
Wepawet-old
Obfuscated
Average

Cujo
static

Figure 6: Examples for the explanation of static detection. The ﬁve q-grams with highest contribution
to the detection are presented.
As examples for the dynamic analysis, Figure 7(a) shows
the top q-grams (3-grams) contributing to the dynamic detection of a heap-spraying attack. Again the attack type is
clearly manifested: the ﬁrst q-gram corresponds to the abstract operation HEAP SPRAYING DETECTED which is triggered

Explanations

After studying the detection accuracy of Cujo, we explore
its ability to equip alerts with explanations, which provides a
valuable instrument for analysis of detected attacks. In par-
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Contribution
φs (x) · ws
0.190
0.121
0.053
0.053
0.036

372 ms

Features
s ∈ S (3-grams)
HEAP SPRAYING DETECTED
CALL unescape SET
SET global.shellcode TO
unescape SET global.shellcode
TO "%90%90%90%90%90%90%90...

681 ms

(a) Top q-grams of a heap-spraying attack
Contribution
φs (x) · ws
0.036
0.030
0.025
0.024
0.024

1697 ms

Features
s ∈ S (3-grams)
CALL unescape CALL
CALL fromCharCode CALL
CALL eval CONVERT
parseInt CALL fromCharCode
CALL createElement ("object")

Loading
Pre−Loading
Analysis

Figure 8: Median run-time of Cujo per URL on
10,000 URLs from the Alexa-200k data set.

(b) Top q-grams of an obfuscated attack

Static

Dynamic

3

10
Run−time per URL (ms)

Figure 7: Examples for the explanation of dynamic
detection. The ﬁve q-grams with highest contribution to the detection are presented.

by our sandbox and indicates unusual memory activity. The
remaining q-grams reﬂect typical patterns of a shellcode construction, including the unescaping of an encoded string and
a so-called NOP sled.
A further example for dynamic detection is presented in
Figure 7(b), which shows the top ﬁve q-grams of an obfuscated attack. Several calls of functions typical for obfuscation and corresponding substitution ciphers are visible,
including eval and unescape as well as the conversion functions parseInt and fromCharCode used during decryption of
the attack. The last q-gram reﬂects the instantiation of an
object likely related to a vulnerability in a browser extension, though the actual details of this exploitation are not
covered by the ﬁrst ﬁve q-grams.
It is important to note that these explanations are speciﬁc
to the detection of individual attacks and must not be interpreted as stand-alone detection rules. While we have only
shown the top q-grams for explanation, the underlying detection models involve several million diﬀerent q-grams and
thus realize a far more complex decision function.

3.4
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Figure 9: Statistical breakdown of run-time for
JavaScript lexing (LX), sandbox emulation (SE),
feature extraction (FE) and detection (DE).
external JavaScript code and the actual analysis of Cujo.
Surprisingly, most of the time is spent for loading and preloading of content, whereas only 14% is devoted to the analysis part of Cujo. As we will see in the following section,
we can greatly beneﬁt from this imbalance by employing
regular caching techniques.
A detailed statistical breakdown of the analysis run-time
is presented in Figure 9, where the distributions of run-time
per URL are plotted for the static and dynamic analysis separately. Each distribution is displayed as a boxplot, in which
the box itself represents 50% of the data and the lower and
upper markers the minimum and maximum run-time per
URL. Additionally, the median is given as a middle line in
each box. Except for the sandbox emulation, all components
induce a very small run-time overhead ranging between 0.01
and 10 ms per URL. The sandbox analysis requires a median run-time of 370 ms per URL which is costly but still
signiﬁcantly faster then related sandbox approaches.

Run-time Performance

Given the accurate detection of drive-by downloads, it remains to show that Cujo provides suﬃcient run-time performance for practical application. Hence, we ﬁrst examine
the individual run-time of each system component individually and then study the overall processing time in a real
application setting with multiple users. All run-time experiments are conducted on a system with an Intel Core 2 Duo
3 GHz processor and 4 Gigabytes of memory.

3.4.1

2

10

3.4.2

Operating Run-time

In the last experiment, we evaluate the run-time of Cujo
in a real application setting. In particular, we deploy Cujo
as a web proxy and measure the time required per delivery
of a web page. To obtain reproducible measurements, we
use the Surﬁng data set as basis for this experiment, as it
contains multiple surﬁng sessions of ﬁve individual users.
For comparison, we also employ a regular web proxy, which
just forwards data to the users. As most of the total run-time
is spent for loading and pre-loading of resources, we enable
all caching capabilities in Cujo and the regular proxy.
Results for this experiment are shown in Figure 10, where
the distribution of run-time per URL is presented as a den-

Run-time of Components

For the ﬁrst analysis, we split the total run-time of Cujo
into the contributions of individual components as depicted
in Figure 1. For this, we add extra timing information to
the JavaScript analysis, the feature extraction and learningbased detection. We then measure the exact contributions
to the total run-time on a sample of 10,000 URLs from the
Alexa-200k data set.
Figure 8 shows the median run-time per URL in milliseconds, including loading of a web page, pre-loading of
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Closest to our work is the analysis system Jsand developed by Cova et al. [4] as part of the Wepawet service.
Jsand analyses JavaScript using the framework HtmlUnit
and the interpreter Rhino which enable the emulation of
an entire browser environment and monitoring of sophisticated interaction with the DOM tree. The recorded behavior
is analysed using 10 features speciﬁc to drive-by-download
attacks for anomalous activity. Due to its public web interface, Jsand is frequently used by security researchers to
study novel attacks and has proven to be a valuable analysis
instrument. However, its broad analysis of JavaScript code
is costly and induces a prohibitive average run-time of about
25 seconds per web page [cf. 4].
Finally, the system Noxes devised by Kirda et al. [12]
implements a web proxy for preventing cross-site scripting
attacks. Although not directly related to this work, Noxes
is a good example of how a proxy system can transparently
protect users from malicious web content. Obviously, this
approach targets only cross-site scripting attacks and does
not protect from other threats, such as drive-by downloads.

Regular proxy
Cujo proxy

90%

3500

4000

4500

Figure 10: Operating run-time of Cujo and a regular
web proxy on the Surﬁng data set.

sity plot. As expected the regular proxy ranges in the front
part of the plot with a median processing speed of roughly
150 ms per request. The run-time of Cujo is slightly shifted
to the right in comparison with the regular proxy. However,
the median run-time lies around 500 ms per web page, thus
inducing only a minimal delay at the web client. For example, the median run-time for visiting web pages from the
domains google.com and yahoo.com using Cujo is 460 ms
and 266 ms, respectively.
In contrast to the regular proxy, the run-time distribution of Cujo shows an elongated tail, where few web pages
require more than 3,000 ms for processing due to excessive
analysis of JavaScript code. For instance, visiting pages from
facebook.com induces a median run-time of 1,560 ms. Still,
this experiment demonstrates that Cujo strongly beneﬁts
from caching capabilities, such that only a minor delay can
be perceived at the web client.

4.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented Cujo, a system for eﬀective and eﬃcient prevention of drive-by downloads. As an
extension to a web proxy, Cujo transparently inspects web
pages using static and dynamic detection models and allows
for blocking malicious code prior to delivery to the client.
In an empirical evaluation with 200,000 web pages and 600
drive-by-download attacks, a prototype of this system signiﬁcantly outperforms current anti-virus products and enables detecting 94% of the drive-by downloads with few false
alarms and a median run-time of 500 ms per web page—a
delay hardly perceived at the web client.
While the proposed system does not generally eliminate
the threat of drive-by downloads, it considerably raises the
bar for adversaries to infect client systems. To further harden
this defense, we currently investigate combining Cujo with
oﬄine analysis and honeypot systems. For example, malicious code detected using honeypots might be directly added
to the training data of Cujo for keeping detection models
up-to-date. Similarly, oﬄine analysis might be applied for
inspecting and explaining detected attacks in practice.

RELATED WORK

Since the ﬁrst discovery of drive-by downloads, analysis
and detection of this threat has been a vital topic in security research. One of the ﬁrst studies on these attacks
and respective defenses has been conducted by Provos et al.
[15, 16]. The authors inspect web pages by monitoring a web
browser for anomalous activity in a virtual machine. This
setup allows for detecting a broad range of attacks. However, the analysis requires prohibitive run-time for on-line
application, as the virtual machine needs to be restored and
run for each web page individually.
A similar approach for identiﬁcation of drive-by downloads is realized by client-based honeypots, such as CaptureHPC [21] and PhoneyC [14]. While Capture-HPC also relies on monitoring state changes in a virtual machine, PhoneyC emulates known vulnerabilities to capture attacks in a
lightweight manner. Although eﬀective in identifying web
pages with malicious content, client-based honeypots are designed for oﬄine analysis and thus suﬀer from considerable
run-time overhead.
In contrast to these generic techniques, other approaches
focus on identifying particular attacks types, namely heapspraying attacks. For example, the system Nozzle proposed
by Ratanaworabhan et al. [17] intercepts the memory management of a browser for detecting valid x86 code in heap
objects. Similarly, Egele et al. [8] instrument SpiderMonkey for scanning JavaScript strings for the presence of executable x86 code. Both systems provide an accurate and
eﬃcient detection of heap-spraying attacks, yet they fail to
identify other common types of drive-by-download attacks,
for example, using insecure interfaces of browser extensions
for infection.
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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Instruction-set randomization (ISR) is a technique based on
randomizing the “language” understood by a system to protect it from code-injection attacks. Such attacks were used
by many computer worms in the past, but still pose a threat
as it was conﬁrmed by the recent Conﬁcker worm outbreak,
and the latest exploits targeting some of Adobe’s most popular products. This paper presents a fast and practical implementation of ISR that can be applied on currently deployed
software. Our solution builds on a binary instrumentation
tool to provide an ISR-enabled execution environment entirely in software. Applications are randomized using a simple XOR function and a 16-bit key that is randomly generated every time an application is launched. Shared libraries
can be also randomized using separate keys, and their randomized versions can be used by all applications running
under ISR. Moreover, we introduce a key management system to keep track of the keys used in the system. To the
best of our knowledge we are the ﬁrst to apply ISR on truly
shared libraries.
Finally, we evaluate our implementation using real applications including the Apache web server, and the MySQL
database server. For the ﬁrst, we show that our implementation has negligible overhead (less than 1%) for static HTML
loads, while the overhead when running MySQL can be as
low as 75%. We see that our system can be used with little cost with I/O intensive network applications, while it
can also be a good candidate for deployment with CPU intensive applications, in scenarios where security outweighs
performance.

Code-injection, randomization, security, performance

1.

INTRODUCTION

Instruction-set randomization [25, 4] is a technique based
on randomizing a system’s language (i.e., its instruction set)
to prevent code-injection attacks. Such attacks occur when
the attacker is able to execute arbitrary code remotely, or
locally but as a diﬀerent user (e.g., a user with elevated
privileges like the administrator). They usually follow the
exploitation of buﬀer overﬂows [35, 3, 27] and other memory
corruption vulnerabilities, like dangling pointers [20, 34] and
format string attacks [39], that allow attackers to redirect
execution to the injected code.
In the past, code-injection attacks (CI) accounted for almost half of the advisories released by CERT [43], and were
used by many computer worms to infect new hosts [41, 11,
12, 29, 44]. More recently, they have been overshadowed
by cross-site scripting and SQL-injection attacks, but the
recent Conﬁcker worm outbreak [36], and the multiple vulnerabilities discovered in Adobe’s popular software [1, 42]
came as a reminder that CI attacks still pose a signiﬁcant
threat to a large number of systems.
ISR is a general approach that defeats all types of remote
code-injection regardless of the way it was injected into a
process. It operates by randomizing the instructions that
the underlying system “understands”, so that “foreign” code
such as the code injected during an attack will fail to execute. It was initially proposed as a modiﬁcation to the
processor to ensure low performance overheads, but unfortunately this proposal has had little allure with hardware
vendors. Instead, software implementations of ISR on x86
emulators have been created, mainly to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, as they incur large runtime overheads [25, 4]. Software only implementations of ISR using
dynamic binary translation have been also proposed [24],
but have seen little use in practice as they cannot be directly applied to commodity systems. For instance, they do
not support shared libraries or dynamically loaded libraries
(i.e., they require that the application is statically linked),
and increase the code size of encoded applications.
This paper describes a fast and practical software implementation of ISR for commodity systems. Our implementation is based on Intel’s dynamic instrumentation tool called
PIN [26], which provides the runtime environment. Application code is randomized using the XOR function and a
16-bit key, which is randomly generated every time the ap-
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2.

plication is launched to make it resistant against key guessing attacks [40].
Multiple keys can be used to randomize diﬀerent parts of
the application. For instance, every shared library used by
the system can be randomized using a diﬀerent key, creating a randomized copy of each library. While additional disk
space will be required to store the randomized versions, during runtime all binaries running under ISR will be using the
same randomized copy. Also, original (native) code can be
combined with randomized code. The keys used to encode
the various libraries are managed using SQLite [32], a selfcontained and serverless database engine. Libraries can be
randomized once and reused by multiple applications, while
frequently re-randomizing them also protects them against
key guessing attempts. Finally, we assume (as does past
work) that the attacker does not have access to the randomized code (i.e., it is a remote attacker), so a known ciphertext
attack against the key is not possible.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized
in the following:

INSTRUCTION-SET RANDOMIZATION

Instruction-set randomization as a mean to thwart codeinjection attacks has been presented in detail in previous
work [25, 4]. In this section we will only brieﬂy describe the
technique, mainly focusing on its application on binaries.
ISR is based on the observation that code-injection attacks need to position executable code within the address
space of the exploited application and then redirect control to it. The injected code needs to be compatible with
the execution environment for these attacks to succeed. In
other words, the attacker needs to be able to “talk” to the
target system in its own “language”. For binary programs,
this means that the code needs to be compatible with the
processor and software running at the target. For instance,
injecting x86 code into a process running on an ARM system will most probably cause it to crash, either because of
an illegal instruction being executed, or due to an illegal
memory access. We should note that in this example it is
possible to compose (somewhat limited) machine code able
to run without errors on both ARM and x86.
ISR builds on this observation to block attackers from executing code injected in vulnerable processes. An execution
environment employing a randomly generated instruction
set is used to run processes, causing injected code to fail.
While exploitation attempts will still cause a DoS by crashing the targeted application, attackers are not able to perform any useful action such as installing malware or rootkits.
The strength of the technique lies in the diﬃculty of guessing the instruction set used by a process. Of course, if an
attacker has access to the randomized binary, he can launch
an attack against the applied transformation to attempt to
learn the new instruction set, something that requires local
access to the target host. This work (and ISR in general)
is primarily focused on protecting against remote attacks
on network services (e.g., http, dns, ssh, etc.), where the
attacker does not have access to the target system or the
randomized binaries. Consequently, attackers cannot launch
attacks against the key that require access to the ciphertext.
However, remote attackers can still attempt to guess the
key used to randomize the instruction set [40]. Such guessing attacks will cause the application to crash and restart
for each failed attempt to correctly guess the key. We can
mitigate such attacks by either using a more complicated
encoding algorithm (e.g., bit transposition, AES, etc.) and
a larger key to increase the complexity of the attack, or
by frequently re-encoding the binary using a new key every
time it is executed as we discuss below. The reader can refer
to our earlier work on ISR [25] for additional discussion on
randomization using larger keys.

• We implemented instruction-set randomization for commodity systems using Intel’s PIN framework (our implementation of ISR is freely available from https:
//sourceforge.net/projects/isrupin/)
• Our implementation operates on currently deployed binaries, as it does not require recompilation, or changes
to the underlying system (i.e., the operating system
and hardware)
• Our system supports dynamically linked executables,
as well as dynamically loaded libraries. We also introduce a key management scheme for storing and keeping track of the keys used to randomize shared libraries
and applications. To the best of our knowledge we are
the ﬁrst to apply ISR on shared libraries
• Executables are re-randomized every time they are
launched, and shared libraries are re-randomized at
custom intervals to protect the key from guessing attacks such as [40]
The overhead of our implementation can be as low as 10%
compared with native execution. We are able to run popular servers such as the Apache web server, and the MySQL
database server, and show that running Apache using ISR
has negligible eﬀect on throughput for static HTML loads,
while the overhead for running MySQL is 75%. We also
evaluate the cost of completely isolating the framework’s
data from the application. This memory protection (MP)
requires more invasive instrumentation of the target application, and it has not been investigated by previous work on
software-based ISR, since it incurs signiﬁcant overhead. We
show that adding MP over ISR does not reduce Apache’s
throughput, while it imposes an extra 57% overhead when
running MySQL.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
oﬀers a brief description of ISR. Our implementation is discussed in Section 3. We evaluate the performance of our
framework in Section 4. Related work is examined in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are in Section 6.

2.1

ISR Operation

CPU instructions for common architectures, like x86 and
ARM, consist of two parts: the opcode and operands. The
opcode deﬁnes the action to be performed, while the operands are the arguments. For example, in the the x86 architecture a software interrupt instruction (INT) comprises of
the opcode 0xCD, followed by a one-byte operand that speciﬁes the type of interrupt. We can create new instruction
sets by randomly creating new mappings between opcodes
and actions. We can further randomize the instruction set
by also including the operands in the transformation.
For ISR to be eﬀective and eﬃcient, the number of possible
instruction sets must be large, and the mapping between the
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is able to handle dynamically linked applications by supporting multiple instruction sets per process (i.e., instructions
randomized with diﬀerent keys).

new opcodes and instructions should be eﬃcient (i.e., not
completely arbitrary). We can achieve both these properties by employing cryptographic algorithms and a randomly
generated secret key. As an example, consider a generic
RISC processor with ﬁxed-length 32-bit instructions. We
can eﬀectively generate random instruction sets by encoding instructions with XOR and a secret 32-bit key. In this
example, an attacker would have to try 232 combinations in
the worst case to guess the key. Architectures with larger instructions (i.e., 64 bits) can use longer keys to be even more
resistant to brute-force attacks. On the other hand, simply
increasing the length of the key used with XOR will not improve security, since the key can be attacked in a piece-meal
fashion (i.e., by guessing the ﬁrst 32 bits of the key that correspond to a single instruction). The situation is even more
complicated on architectures with variable sized instructions
like the x86. Many instructions in the x86 architecture are
1 or 2 bytes long. This eﬀectively splits the key in four or
two sub-keys of 8 and 16 bits respectively. Thus, it is possible that an attacker attempts to guess each of the sub-keys
independently, as shown by Sovarel et al. [40].
The deﬁciencies of XOR randomization on architectures
like the x86 can be overcome by using other ciphers for
randomizing instructions. For instance, bit transposition
of larger blocks (e.g., 160 bits) would greatly increase the
work factor for an attacker, and cannot be attacked in a
piece-meal fashion. Hu et al [24] propose the use of AES
encryption on blocks of 128 bits to ensure that an attacker
cannot break the randomization. In both cases larger blocks
of data need to be accessible at runtime, and more processing is required to decode the instructions. We have taken
a diﬀerent approach to protect the keys. First, we employ
multiple keys for the encoding of an application (i.e., a different key for each shared library). Second, we randomize
an application every time it is launched with a new random
key, and third we frequently re-randomize shared libraries.
Finally, we note that the security of the approach depends
on the fact that injected code will raise an exception (e.g., by
accessing an illegal address or using an invalid opcode), after it has been de-randomized by the execution environment.
While this will generally be true, there are a few permutations of injected code that will result in working code that
performs the attacker’s task. This number is statistically
insigniﬁcant [5].

2.2

3.

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented ISR in software on 32-bit Linux for dynamically and statically linked ELF executables and libraries.
This section describes the components of our implementation. It should be noted that while the current implementation works on Linux, it can be easily ported to other platforms also supported by the runtime.

3.1

Randomization of Binaries

ELF (the executable and linking format) is a very common
and standard ﬁle format used for executables and shared libraries in many Unix type systems like Linux, BSD, Solaris,
etc. Despite the fact that it is most commonly found on
Unix systems, it is very ﬂexible and it is not bound to any
particular architecture or OS. Also, the ELF format completely separates code and data, including control data such
as the procedure linkage table (PLT), making it an ideal
format for applying binary randomization.
We modiﬁed the objcopy utility, which is part of the GNU
binutils package to add support for randomizing ELF executables and libraries. objcopy can be used to perform certain transformations (e.g., strip debugging symbols) on an
object ﬁle, or simply copy it to another. Thus, it is able
to parse the ELF headers of an executable or library and
access its code. We modiﬁed objcopy to randomize a ﬁle’s
code using XOR and a 16-bit key. We also extended objcopy
to randomize shared libraries in ELF format. Randomizing
using XOR does not require that the target binary is aligned,
so it does not increase its size or modify its layout.
While our current implementation is currently able to randomize only ELF binaries, support for other binaries can be
easily added. For instance, we plan to extend objcopy to
also randomize Portable Executable (PE) binaries for Windows operating systems [28].

3.2

Shared Libraries

Most executables in modern OSs are dynamically linked
to one or more shared libraries. Shared libraries are preferred because they accommodate code reuse and minimize
memory consumption, as their code can be concurrently
mapped and used by multiple applications. As a result, mixing shared libraries with ISR has proven to be problematic
in past work. Our implementation of ISR supports multiple instruction sets (i.e., multiple randomization keys) for
the same process, enabling us to use plain shared libraries
with a randomized executable. Furthermore, it enables us
to randomize each library with its own key, and share it
amongst all processes running under ISR like an ordinary
shared library.
We create a randomized copy of all libraries that are needed,
and store them in a shadow folder (e.g., “/usr/rand lib”).
For stronger security, each library is encoded using a different key, while we can also periodically re-randomize all
the libraries using new keys. When an application is loaded
in the runtime environment, we modify its environment so
it ﬁrst looks for shared libraries in a shadow folder. If a
randomized version of a library is not found, it proceeds to
look for a plain version in the usual system locations (e.g.,
“/usr/lib” and “/lib” on Linux, and “c:\windows\system32”

ISR Runtime

A randomized process requires the appropriate execution
environment to de-randomize its instructions before they are
executed. Previous work on ISR has demonstrated that it is
possible to implement such an environment both in hardware
and software. In both cases, the environment needs access
to the key used during the randomization. The key can be
stored within the executable, or in a database. Storing it
within the application is compact and removes the need for
external storage (i.e., a DB), but could expose the key if the
application leaks information.
Additionally, programs frequently make use of libraries,
which may or may not be randomized. ISR needs to be able
to detect when execution switches from a randomized piece
of code to a plain one, and vice-versa. Detecting such context switches can be complex (specially in hardware), and
in fact previous work has only handled statically linked executables. We will show in Section 3 that our implementation
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fetched is within the memory range of a shared library we
use its key for decoding, or assume no decoding is necessary
if no key is present. All instructions not associated with
a library are considered to be part of the executable and
are decoded using its key. To avoid performing a lookup for
every instruction fetched, we cache the last used key. During
our evaluation this simple single entry cache achieved high
hit ratios, so we did not explore other caching mechanisms.

for Windows). Of course, a process can be forced to only
use randomized code if that is required. Moreover, multiple
shadow folders can be used concurrently. For instance, if a
process crashes (e.g., a crash could be triggered by a failed
exploitation attempt), we may re-encode all shared libraries
to thwart key guessing attacks.

3.3

Key Management

Supporting multiple instruction sets for every process notably increases the number of keys that are active in the
system at any given time. Thus, key management becomes
an important aspect of the system, and specially because
shared libraries can be randomized with their own key, and
multiple versions of the libraries may co-exist in the system.
Previous work proposed to store keys within the ELF ﬁles,
which removes the need for separate storage for the keys.
While this approach is robust, it leaves keys vulnerable to
exposure if an application leaks data because of a bug or an
error. In the past information leakage has been exploited
to bypass address space layout randomization (ASLR) [19].
Additionally, storing the key within the executable might
not be feasible when using binary formats other than ELF.
Instead, we store the keys for executables and libraries
in a database, using the sqlite database system. Sqlite is a
software library that implements a self-contained, serverless
SQL database engine. The entire database is stored in a
single ﬁle, and it is accessed directly by our tool (using the
sqlite library) without the need to run additional processes.
The keys are indexed using the library’s full path, and the
operation of retrieving a key from the DB is fast. As it is
an operation that it is only performed when an application
is launched or a dynamic library is loaded, its performance
is not critical for the system.

3.4

3.5

Memory Protection (MP)

When executing an application within PIN, they both operate on the same address space. This means that in theory
an application can access and modify the data used by PIN
and consequently ISR. Such illegal accesses may occur due
to a program error, and could potentially be exploited by an
attacker. For instance, an attacker could attempt to overwrite a function pointer or return address in PIN, so that
control is diverted directly into the attacker’s code in the
application. Such a control transfer would circumvent ISR
enabling the attacker to successfully execute his code. To
defend against such attacks we need to protect PIN’s memory from being written by the application.
When PIN loads and before the target application and its
libraries gets loaded, we scan the address space to identify all
memory pages used by PIN. We mark these memory pages
by asserting a ﬂag in an array (page-map), which holds one
byte for every addressable page. For instance, in a 32-bit
Linux system, processes can typically access 3 out of the 4
GBytes that are directly addressable. For a page size of 4
KBytes, this corresponds to 786432 pages, so we allocate 768
KBytes to store the ﬂags for the entire address space. At
runtime, when additional memory is used by PIN, we update
the ﬂags for the newly used pages in the page-map. Memory
protection is actually enforced by instrumenting all memory
write operations performed by the application, and checking
that the page being accessed is valid according to the pagemap. If the application attempts to write to a page “owned”
by PIN, the instrumentation causes a page-fault that will
terminate it.
Introducing memory protection further hardens the system
against code-injection attacks, but incurs a substantial overhead. However, forcing an attacker to exploit a vulnerability
in this fashion is already hardening the system considerably,
as he would have to somehow discover one of the few memory locations which can be used to divert PIN’s control ﬂow.
Alternatively, we can use address space layout randomization to decrease the probability of an attacker successfully
guessing the location of PIN’s control data.

PIN Execution Environment

We implemented the de-randomizing execution environment using Intel’s dynamic binary instrumentation tool PIN.
PIN [26] is an extremely versatile tool that operates entirely
in user-space, and supports multiple architectures (x86, 64bit x86, ARM) and operating systems (Linux, Windows,
MacOS). It operates by just-in-time (JIT) compiling the target’s instructions combined with any instrumentation into
new code, which is placed into a code cache, and executed
from there. It also oﬀers a rich API to inspect and modify
an application’s original instructions.
We make use of the supplied API to implement our ISR
runtime framework. First, we install a callback that intercepts the loading of all ﬁle images. This provides us with
the names of all the shared libraries being used, as well as
the memory ranges where they have been loaded in the address space. We use the path and name of the library to
lookup its key in the database and load it. We save the library’s key and memory address range in a hash table-like
data structure that allows us to quickly lookup a key using
a memory address. The existence of a key in the database
also indicates that the library is encoded, so no special handling is required to load system libraries (i.e., not encoded
libraries).
The actual de-randomization is performed by installing
a callback that replaces PIN’s default function for fetching
code from the target process. This second callback reads
instructions from memory, and uses the memory address
to lookup the key to use for decoding. If the instruction

3.6

ISR Exceptions

While all instructions in the application are encoded, there
are cases where certain external and unencoded instructions
need to be executed in the context of the process. For instance, some systems inject code within the stack of a process when a signal is delivered. These signal trampolines are
used to set up and clean up the context of a signal handler.
The instructions are a type of legitimate code-injection performed by the system, and need special handling or their
execution will lead to a crash. Fortunately, signal trampolines are very small (approximately 5-7 instructions long),
and the instructions used are ﬁxed on every system (i.e.,
the same instructions are used for all signals in the system).
When a signal is delivered to a process, we scan the code
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being executed to identify trampolines, and execute them
without applying the decoding function.
Moreover, modern Linux systems frequently include a readonly virtual shared object (VDSO) in every running process.
This object is used to export certain kernel functions to user
space. For instance, it is used to perform system calls, replacing the older software interrupt mechanism (INT 0x80).
This object needs to be treated in the same manner as plain
shared libraries, allowing the execution of non-randomized
code. Since this is a read-only object, we can safely do so.

Native
ISR
ISR−MP
65

20

Startup Procedure

When a dynamically linked application is executed, the
loader looks for shared libraries in certain predeﬁned locations (e.g., “/usr/lib”, “/lib”, etc.), as well as locations
speciﬁed in the environment (i.e., the environment variable
LD_LIBRARY_PATH). To enable the loading of the randomized
versions of shared libraries, we need to add the shadow folder
in the search path. We cannot do so by adding the folder in
the system’s library search path, as that would cause these
libraries to be used instead of the originals for all running
applications. Instead, we use LD_LIBRARY_PATH. Unfortunately, as PIN itself is dynamically linked we cannot set the
variable directly. We employ a wrapper program that we
launch using PIN. The wrapper adds the shadow folder in
the library search path, and launches the target application,
which then looks for libraries in the shadow folder ﬁrst.

4.

PIN
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Figure 1: Execution time of basic Linux utilities.
The ﬁgure draws the mean execution time and standard deviation when running four commonly used
Linux utilities.

PERFORMANCE

Dynamic instrumentation tools usually incur signiﬁcant
slowdowns on target applications. While this is also true
for PIN, we show that the overhead is not prohibitive. We
conducted the measurements presented in this section on a
DELL Precision T5500 workstation with a dual 4-core Xeon
CPU and 24GB of RAM running Linux.
Figure 1 shows the mean execution time and standard
deviation when running several commonly used Linux utilities. We draw the execution time for running ls on a directory with approximately 3400 ﬁles, and running cp, cat,
and bunzip2 with a 64MB ﬁle. We tested four execution scenarios: native execution, execution with PIN and no instrumentation (PIN’s minimal overhead), our implementation of
ISR without memory protection (MP), and lastly with MP
enabled (ISR-MP). The ﬁgure shows that short-lived tasks
suﬀer more, because the time needed to encode the binary
and initialize PIN is relatively large when compared with the
task’s lifetime. In opposition, when executing a longer-lived
task, such as bunzip2, execution under ISR only takes about
10% more time to complete.
For all four utilities, when employing memory protection
to protect PIN’s memory from interference, execution takes
signiﬁcantly longer, with bunzip2 being the worst case requiring almost 4 times more time to complete. That is because memory protection introduces additional instructions
at runtime to check the validity of all memory write operations. Another interesting observation is that running
bunzip2 under ISR is slightly faster from just using PIN.
We attribute this to the various optimizations that PIN introduces when actual instrumentation is introduced.
We also evaluate our implementation using two of the
most popular open-source servers: the Apache web server,
and the MySQL database server. For Apache, we measure
the eﬀect that PIN and ISR have on the maximum through-

put of a static web page, using Apache’s own benchmarking
tool ab over a dedicated 1 Gb/s network link. To avoid high
ﬂuctuations in performance due to Apache forking extra processes to handle the incoming requests in the beginning of
the experiment, we conﬁgured it to pre-fork all worker processes (pre-forking is a standard multi-processing Apache
module), and left all other options to their default setting.
Figure 2 shows the mean throughput and standard deviation of Apache for the same four scenarios used in our ﬁrst
experiment. The graph shows that Apache’s throughput
is more limited by available network bandwidth than CPU
power. Running the server over PIN has no eﬀect on the attainable throughput, while applying ISR, even with memory
protection enabled, does not aﬀect server throughput either.
Finally, we benchmarked a MySQL database server using
its own test-insert benchmark, which creates a table, ﬁlls
it with data, and selects the data. Figure 3 shows the time
needed to complete this benchmark for the same four scenarios. PIN introduces a 75% overhead compared with native
execution, while our ISR implementation incurs no observable slowdown. Unlike Apache, enabling memory protection
for MySQL is 57.5% slower that just using ISR (175% from
native). As with Apache, the benchmark was run at a remote client over a 1 Gb/s network link to avoid interference
with the server.

5.

RELATED WORK

Instruction-set randomization was initially proposed as a
general approach against code-injection attacks by Gaurav
et al. [25]. They propose a low-overhead implementation of
ISR in hardware, and evaluate it using the Bochs x86 emulator. They also demonstrate the applicability of the approach
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Figure 3: MySQL test-insert benchmark. It measures
table creation, data insertion, and selection. The
ﬁgure draws total execution time as reported by the
benchmark utility.

Figure 2: Apache web server throughput. The ﬁgure
draws the mean reqs/sec and standard deviation as
measured by Apache’s benchmark utility ab.

on interpreted languages such as Perl, and later SQL [9].
Concurrently, Barrantes et al. [4] proposed a similar randomization technique for binaries (RISE), which builds on
the Valgrind x86 emulator. RISE provides limited support
for shared libraries by creating randomized copies of the libraries for each process. As such, the libraries are not actually shared, and consume additional memory each time
they are loaded. Furthermore, Valgrind incurs a minimum
performance overhead of 400% [18], which makes its use impractical.
The work closest to ours is by Hu et al. [24]. They also
employ a virtual execution environment based on a dynamic
binary translation framework named STRATA. Their implementation uses AES encryption with a 128-bit key, which requires that code segments are aligned at 128-bit blocks. Unlike our implementation, they do not support self-modifying
code, and they produce randomized binaries that are signiﬁcantly larger from the originals (e.g., the randomized version
of Apache was 77% larger than the original). Also, to the
best of our knowledge previous work on ISR does not address the implications introduced by signal trampolines and
VDSO, nor does it investigate the costs involved with protecting the execution environment from the hosted process
(STRATA protects only a part of its data).
Address obfuscation is another approach based on randomizing the execution environment (i.e., the locations of
code and data) to harden software against attacks [7, 33].
It can be performed at runtime by randomizing the layout
of a process (ASLR) including the stack, heap, dynamically
linked libraries, static data, and the process’s base address.
Additionally, it can be performed at compile time to also
randomize the location of program routines and variables.
Shacham et al. [38] show that ASLR may not be very effective on 32-bit systems, as they do not allow for suﬃcient
entropy. In contrast, Bhatkar et al. [8] argue that it is possible to introduce enough entropy for ASLR to be eﬀective.
Meanwhile, attackers have successfully exploited ASLR en-

abled systems by predicting process layout, exploiting applications to expose layout information [19], or using techniques like heap spraying [16].
Hardware extensions such as the NoExecute (NX) bit in
modern processors [22, 33] can stop code-injection attacks
all together without impacting performance. This is accomplished by disallowing the execution of code from memory
pages that are marked with the NX bit. Unfortunately, its
eﬀectiveness is dependent on its proper use by software. For
instance, many applications like browsers do not set it on all
data segments. This can be due to backward compatibility
constraints (e.g., systems using signal trampolines), or even
just bad developing practice.
PointGuard [14] uses encryption to protect pointers from
buﬀer overﬂows. It encrypts pointers in memory, and decrypts them only when they are loaded to a register. It is implemented as a compiler extension, so it requires that source
code is available for recompilation. Also, while it is able to
deter buﬀer overﬂow attacks, it can be defeated by format
string attacks that frequently employ code-injection later
on. Other solutions implemented as compiler extensions include Stackguard [15] and ProPolice [21]. They operate by
introducing special secret values in the stack to identify and
prevent stack overﬂow attacks, but can be subverted [10].
Write integrity testing [2] uses static analysis and “guard”
values between variables to prevent memory corruption errors, but static analysis alone cannot correctly classify all
program writes. CCured [30] is a source code transformation system that adds type safety to C programs, but it
incurs a signiﬁcant performance overhead and is unable to
statically handle some datatypes. Generally, solutions that
require recompilation of software are less practical, as source
code or parts of it (e.g., third-party libraries) are not always
available.
Dynamic binary instrumentation is used by many other
solutions to retroﬁt unmodiﬁed binaries with defenses against
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remote attacks. For instance, dynamic taint analysis (DTA)
is used by many projects [31, 17, 13, 23], and is a able to detect control hijacking and code-injection attacks, but incurs
large slowdowns (e.g., frequently 20x or more). Due to their
large overhead, dynamic solutions are mostly used for the
analysis of attacks and malware [6], and in honeypots [37].

[8]

[9]

6.

CONCLUSIONS

We described a fast and practical implementation of ISR
based on Intel’s dynamic instrumentation tool PIN. Our implementation works on commodity systems, and does not
require the recompilation or relinking of target applications.
Binaries are randomized at execution time, while shared libraries can be encoded beforehand and shared between the
processes executing using ISR. Moreover, we introduce a
simple management scheme to keep track of the randomized shared libraries and their associated keys.
Our solution operates with relatively small overhead that
makes it an attractive countermeasure to retroﬁt security
sensitive applications with. Applying it on the Apache web
server has negligible eﬀect on throughput for static HTML
loads, while MySQL performs approximately 75% slower.
Furthermore, we show that the overhead is largely attributed
to PIN, and can be easily mitigated when applied on longrunning I/O driven applications such as network services.
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ABSTRACT

to find a technique to overwrite a pointer in memory. Overflowing
a buffer on the stack [5] or exploiting a format string vulnerability [26] are well-known examples of such techniques. Once the
attacker is able to hijack the control flow of the application, the
next step is to take control of the program execution to perform
some malicious activity. This is typically done by injecting in the
process memory a small payload that contains the machine code to
perform the desired task.
A wide range of solutions have been proposed to defend against
memory corruption attacks, and to increase the complexity of performing these two attack steps [10, 11, 12, 18, 35]. In particular,
all modern operating systems support some form of memory protection mechanism to prevent programs from executing code that
resides in certain memory regions [33]. The goal of this technique
is to protect against code injection attacks by setting the permissions of the memory pages that contain data (such as the stack and
the heap of the process) as non-executable.
One of the techniques to bypass non-executable memory without
relying on injected code involves reusing the functionality provided
by the exploited application. Using this technique, which was originally called return-to-lib(c) [31], an attacker can prepare a fake
frame on the stack and then transfer the program execution to the
beginning of a library function. Since some popular libraries (such
as the libc) contain a wide range of functionality, this technique
is sufficient to take control of the program (e.g., by exploiting the
system function to execute /bin/sh).
In 2007, Shacham [29] introduced an evolution of return-to-lib(c)
techniques [23, 27, 31] called Return-Oriented Programming (ROP).
The main contribution of ROP is to show that it is possible for an
attacker to execute arbitrary algorithms and achieve Turing completeness without injecting any new code inside the application.
The idea behind ROP is simple: Instead of jumping to the beginning of a library function, the attacker chains together existing
sequences of instructions (called Gadgets) that have been previously identified inside existing code. The large availability of gadgets in common libraries allows the attacker to implement the same
functionality in many different ways. Thus, removing potentially
dangerous functions (e.g., system) from common libraries is ineffective against ROP, and does not provide any additional security.
ROP is particularly appealing for rootkit development since it
can defeat traditional defense techniques based on kernel data integrity [36] or code verification [24, 28]. Another interesting domain is related to exploiting architectures with immutable memory protection (e.g., to compromise electronic voting machines as
shown in [7]). ROP was also recently adopted by real attacks observed in the wild as a way to bypass Windows’ Data Execution
Prevention (DEP) technology [2].

Despite the numerous prevention and protection mechanisms that
have been introduced into modern operating systems, the exploitation of memory corruption vulnerabilities still represents a serious
threat to the security of software systems and networks. A recent exploitation technique, called Return-Oriented Programming
(ROP), has lately attracted a considerable attention from academia.
Past research on the topic has mostly focused on refining the original attack technique, or on proposing partial solutions that target
only particular variants of the attack.
In this paper, we present G-Free, a compiler-based approach that
represents the first practical solution against any possible form of
ROP. Our solution is able to eliminate all unaligned free-branch
instructions inside a binary executable, and to protect the aligned
free-branch instructions to prevent them from being misused by an
attacker. We developed a prototype based on our approach, and
evaluated it by compiling GNU libc and a number of real-world
applications. The results of the experiments show that our solution
is able to prevent any form of return-oriented programming.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [OPERATING SYSTEMS]: Security and Protection

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Return-oriented programming, ROP, return-to-libc

1.

INTRODUCTION

As the popularity of the Internet increases, so does the number of
attacks against vulnerable services [3]. A common way to compromise an application is by exploiting memory corruption vulnerabilities to transfer the program execution to a location under the control of the attacker. In these kinds of attacks, the first step requires
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2.

The great interest around ROP quickly evolved into an arms race
between researchers. On the one side, the basic attack technique
was extended to various processor architectures [6, 7, 14, 15, 34]
and the feasibility of mounting this attack at the kernel level was
demonstrated [19]. On the other side, ad-hoc detection and protection mechanisms to mitigate the attack were proposed [9, 13, 16,
22]. To date, existing solutions have focused only on the basic attack, by detecting, for instance, the anomalous frequency of return
instructions executed [9, 16], or by removing the ret opcode to
prevent the gadget creation [21]. Unfortunately, a recent advancement in ROP [8] has already raised the bar by adopting different
instructions to chain the gadgets together, thus making all existing
protection techniques ineffective.
In this paper, we generalize from all the details that are specific
to a particular exploitation technique to undermine the foundation
on top of which return-oriented programming is built: the availability of instruction sequences that can be reused by an attacker.
We present a general approach for the IA-32 instruction set that
combines different techniques to eliminate all possible sources of
reusable instructions. More precisely, we use code rewriting techniques to remove all unaligned instructions that can be used to link
the gadgets. Moreover, we introduce a novel protection technique
to prevent the attacker from misusing existing return or indirect
jump/call instructions.
We implemented our solution under Linux as a pre-processor
for the popular GNU Assembler. We then evaluated our tool on
different real-world applications, with a special focus on the GNU
libc (glibc) library. Our experiments show that our solution
can be applied to complex programs, and it is able to remove all
possible gadgets independently from the mechanism used to connect them together. A program compiled with our system is, on
average, 26% larger and 3% slower (when all the linked libraries
are also compiled with our solution). This is a reasonable overhead
that is in line with existing stack protection mechanisms such as
StackGuard [11].
This paper makes the following contributions:

GADGETS

Before presenting the details of our approach, we establish a
more precise and general model for the class of attacks we wish
to prevent. Therefore, we generalize the concept of return-oriented
programming by abstracting away from all the details that are specific to a particular attack technique.

2.1

Programming with Gadgets

The core idea of return-oriented programming is to “borrow” sequences of instructions from existing code (either inside the application or in the linked libraries) and chaining them together in
an order chosen by the attacker. Therefore, in order to use this
technique, the attacker has to first identify a collection of useful
instruction sequences that she can later reuse as basic blocks to
compose the code to be executed. A crucial factor that differentiates return-oriented programming from simpler forms of code reuse
(such as traditional return-to-lib(c) attacks) is that the collection of
code snippets must provide a comprehensive set of functionalities
that allows the attacker to achieve Turing completeness without injecting any code [29]. The second step of ROP involves devising
a mechanism to manipulate the control flow in order to chain these
code snippets together, and build meaningful algorithms.
Note that these two requirements are not independent: To allow
the manipulation of the control flow, the instruction sequences must
exhibit certain characteristics that impose constraints on the way
they are chosen. For example, sequences may have to terminate
with a return instruction, or they may have to preserve the content
of a certain CPU register. In this paper, we use the term Gadget to
refer to any valid sequence of instructions that satisfies the control
flow requirements.
In a traditional ROP attack, the desired control flow is achieved
by placing the addresses of the gadgets on the stack and then exploiting ret instructions to fetch and copy them to the instruction
pointer. In other words, if we consider each gadget as a monolithic instruction, the stack pointer plays the role of the instruction
pointer in a normal program, transferring the control flow from one
gadget to the next. Consequently, gadgets are initially defined by
Shacham as useful snippets of code that terminate with a ret instruction [29].
However, the use of ret instructions is just one possible way
of chaining gadgets together. In a recent refinement of the technique [8], Checkoway and Shacham propose a variant of ROP in
which return-like instructions are employed to fetch the addresses
from the stack. Because these sequences are quite rare in regular
binaries, indirect jumps (e.g., jmp *%eax) are used as gadget terminators to jump to a previously identified return-like sequence. In
theory, it is even possible to design control flow manipulation techniques that are not stack-based, but that store values in other memory areas accessible at runtime by an attacker (e.g., on the heap or
in global variables).
As a result, in order to find a general solution to the ROP threat,
we need to identify a property that all possible variants of returnoriented programming have in common. Kornau [34] identified
such a property in the fact that every gadget, in order to be reusable,
has to end with a “free-branch” instruction, i.e., an instruction that
can change the program control flow to a destination that is (or that
can be under certain circumstances) controlled by the attacker. According to this definition, in each gadget, we can recognize two
parts: the code section that implements the gadget’s functionality
and the linking section that contains the instructions used to transfer the control to the next gadget. The linking section needs to end
with a free branch, but it can also contain additional instructions.
For instance, a possible linking section could be the following se-

• We present a novel approach to prevent an attacker from
reusing fragments of existing code as basic blocks to compose malicious functionality.
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
a general solution to defeat all forms of ROP. That is, our
solution can defend against both known variations and future
evolutions of the attack.
• We developed G-Free, a proof-of-concept implementation to
generate programs that are hardened against return-oriented
programming. Our solution requires no modification to the
application source code, and can also be applied to system
applications that contain large sections of assembly code.
• We evaluated our technique by compiling gadget-free versions of glibc and other real-world applications.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we
analyze the key concepts of return-oriented programming.In Section 3, we summarize proposed defense techniques against memory
corruption attacks and ROP. In Section 4, we present our approach
for compiling gadget-free applications. In Section 5, we describe
our prototype implementation. In Section 6, we show the results of
the experiments we conducted for evaluating the impact and performance of our system. Finally, in Section 7, we briefly conclude
the paper.
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Figure 1: Examples of different gadgets that can be extracted from a real byte sequence
quence: pop %ebx; call *%ebx.

2.2

and de-randomizing the addresses of target functions [25].
Various approaches proposed by the research community aim
at impeding ROP attacks by ensuring the integrity of saved return
addresses. Frantsen et al. [17] presented a shadow return address
stack implemented in hardware for the Atmel AVR microcontroller,
which can only be manipulated by ret and call instructions.
ROPdefender [22] uses runtime binary instrumentation to implement a shadow return address stack where saved return addresses
are duplicated and later compared with the value in the original
stack at function exits. Even though ROPdefender is suitable for
impeding basic ROP attacks, it suffers from performance issues
due to the fact that the system checks every machine instruction
executed by a process.
Another method, called program shepherding [20], can prevent
basic forms of ROP as well as code injection by monitoring control
flow transfers and ensuring library code is entered from exported
interfaces.
Other approaches [9, 13] aim to detect ROP-based attacks relying on the observation that running gadgets results in execution of
short instruction sequences that end with frequent ret instructions.
They proposed to use dynamic binary instrumentation to count the
number of instructions executed between two ret opcodes. An
alert is raised if there are at least three consecutive sequences of
five or fewer instructions ending with a ret.
The most similar approach to ours is a compiler-based solution
developed in parallel to our work by Li et al. [21]. This system
eliminates unintended ret instructions through code transformations, and instruments all call and ret instructions to implement return address indirection. Specifically, each call instruction
is modified to push onto the stack an index value that points to a return address table entry, instead of the return address itself. Then,
when a ret instruction is executed, the saved index is used for
looking up the return address from the table. Although this system
is more efficient compared to the previous defenses, it is presented
as a solution specifically tailored for gadgetless kernel compilation,
and it exploits characteristics of kernel code for gadget elimination
and increased performance. Moreover, the implementation requires
manual modifications to all the assembly routines.
It is important to note that none of the defenses proposed so far
can address more advanced ROP attacks that utilize free-branch
instructions different from ret. The solution we present in this
paper is the first to address all free-branch instructions, and the first
that can be applied at compile-time to protect any program from
ROP attacks.

Gadget Construction

In the x86 architecture, gadgets are not limited to sequences of
existing instructions. In fact, since the IA-32 instruction set does
not have fixed length instructions, the opcode that will be executed
depends on the starting point of the execution in memory. Therefore, the attacker can build different gadgets by jumping inside existing instructions.
Figure 1 shows how, depending on the alignment of the first and
last instruction, it is possible to construct three different kinds of
gadgets. Gadget1 is an aligned gadget that only uses “intended”
instructions already present in the function code. Gadget2 is a
gadget that contains only “unaligned” instructions ending with the
unintended call *%eax. Finally, Gadget3 starts by using an
unintended add instruction, then re-synchronizes with the normal
execution flow, and ends by reaching the function return. This example demonstrates how a short sequence of 14 bytes can be used
for constructing many possible gadgets. Considering that a common library such as libc contains almost 18K free branch instructions and that each of them can be used to construct multiple
gadgets, it is not difficult for an attacker to find the functionality he
needs to execute arbitrary code.
If we can prevent the attacker from finding useful instruction
sequences that terminate with a free branch, we can prevent any
return-oriented programming technique. We present our approach
to reach this goal in Section 4.

3.

RELATED WORK

Several defense mechanisms attempt to detect memory exploits
which represent a fundamental basic block for mounting return-tolib(c) attacks. StackGuard [11] and ProPolice [18] are compiletime solutions that aim at detecting stack overflows. PointGuard
encrypts pointers stored in memory to prevent them from being corrupted [10]. StackShield [35] and StackGhost [17] use a shadow return address stack to save the return addresses and to check whether
they have been tampered with at function exits. A complete survey
of traditional mitigation techniques together with their drawbacks
is presented in [12]. Our solution, in order to avert ROP attacks,
prevents tampering with the return address as well; but it does not
target other memory corruption attacks.
One of the most effective techniques that hamper return-to-lib(c)
attacks is Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [32]. In
its general form, this technique randomizes positions of stack, heap,
and code segments together with the base addresses of dynamic libraries inside the address space of a process. Consequently, an
attacker is forced to correctly guess the positions where these data
structures are located to be able to mount a successful attack. Despite the better protection offered by this mechanism, researchers
showed that the limited entropy provided by known ASLR implementations can be evaded either by performing a brute-force attack
on 32-bit architectures [30] or by exploiting Global Address Table

4.

CODE WITHOUT GADGETS

Our goal is to provide a proactive solution to build gadget-free
executables that cannot be targeted by any possible ROP attack. In
particular, we strive to achieve a comprehensive, transparent, and
safe solution. By comprehensive, we mean that we would like our
solution to eliminate all possible gadgets by removing the linking
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mechanisms that are necessary to chain instruction sequences together. Transparent means that this process must require no intervention from the user, such as manual modifications to the source
code. Finally, we would like to present a solution that is safe: That
is, it should preserve the semantics of the program, be compatible
with compiler optimizations, and support applications that contain
routines written in assembly language.
In order to reach our goals, we devise a compiler-based approach
that first eliminates all unaligned free-branch instructions inside
a binary executable, and then protects the aligned free-branch instructions to prevent them from being misused by an attacker.
We achieve the first point through a set of code transformation
techniques that ensure free-branch instructions never appear inside
any legitimate aligned instruction. This leaves the attacker with
the only option of exploiting existing ret and jmp*/call* instructions. To eliminate this possibility, we introduce a mechanism
that protects these potentially dangerous instructions by ensuring
that they can be executed only if the functions in which they reside
were executed from their entry points.
Consequently, an attacker can only execute entire functions from
the start to the end as opposed to running arbitrary code. This effectively de-generalizes the threat to a traditional return-to-lib(c)
attack, eliminating the advantages of achieving Turing completeness without injecting any code in the target process.
Our approach uses a combination of techniques, namely alignment sleds, return address encryption, frame cookies and code rewriting. The rest of this section describes each technique in detail.

4.1

Figure 2: Application of an alignment sled to prevent executing
an unaligned ret (0xc3) instruction
jumps into the binary at an arbitrary point and executes a number
of unaligned instructions, when she reaches the sled, the execution
will be forced to realign with the actual code. Thus, it will never
reach any unintended opcode present in the instructions following
the sled.
The simplest way to implement an alignment sled is to use a
sequence of nop instructions (see Figure 2 for an example). The
number of nop instructions must be determined by taking into consideration the maximum number of consecutive nop bytes (0x90)
that can tail a valid instruction. If we set the length to anything
less than that, an attacker could find an unintended instruction that
encompasses the whole sled and any number of bytes from the following instruction, in which case the execution will continue in an
unaligned fashion. In the IA-32 architecture, the longest such sequence becomes possible when we have both an address displacement and an immediate value entirely composed of 0x90 bytes [4],
which makes a total of 8 bytes. Additionally, we can have either a
ModR/M byte, a SIB byte or an opcode with the value 0x90 (but
only one of them at a time). As a result, we can safely set the
number of nop instructions in our sled to 9.
Note that the sled length calculation presented in this section is
an over-approximation: By also taking into account the bytes preceding the sled and which instructions they can possibly encode, it
is possible to automatically compute the required sled length caseby-case.
Finally, we prepend the sled with a relative jump instruction to
skip over the sled bytes. Consequently, if the execution is already
aligned it will hit the jump and not incur the performance penalty
of executing the sequence of nop instructions.

Free Branch Protection

The first set of techniques aim to protect the aligned free-branch
instructions available in the binary. These include the actual ret
instructions at the end of each function and the jmp*/call* instructions that are sometimes present in the code.
Unfortunately, these instructions cannot be easily eliminated without altering the application’s behavior. In addition, replacing them
with semantically equivalent pieces of code is likely not going to
solve the problem because the attacker could still use the replacements to achieve the same functionality.
Therefore, we propose a simple solution inspired by existing
stack protection mechanisms (e.g., StackGuard [11]). The goal is
to instrument functions with short blocks of code to ensure that
aligned free-branch instructions can only be executed if the running
function has been entered from its proper entry point. In particular, we employ two complementary techniques: an efficient return
address encryption to protect ret instructions, and a more sophisticated cookie-based technique we additionally apply only to those
functions that contain jmp*/call* instructions. In Section 4.3,
we discuss the possibility that an attacker attempts to exploit these
protection blocks, and in Section 5.5 we show how we avoid this
threat in our prototype.
Finally, we prepend the code performing the checks with alignment sleds. Alignment sleds are special sequences of bytes by
which we enforce aligned execution of a set of critical instructions. In particular, we use this technique to prevent an attacker
from bypassing our free branch protection code by executing it in
an unaligned fashion.

4.1.1

4.1.2

Return Address Protection

This technique involves instrumenting entry points of the functions that contain ret instructions with a short header that encrypts
the saved return address stored on the stack. Before ret instructions, we then insert a corresponding footer to restore the return
address to its original value. If an attacker jumps into a function
at an arbitrary position and eventually reaches our footer, the decryption routine processes the unencrypted return address provided
by the attacker, computes an invalid value and the following ret
instruction attempts to transfer the execution flow to an incorrect
address that the attacker cannot control. This technique is similar
to the random XOR canary implemented by StackGuard [11].
The encryption method we utilize is a simple exclusive-or of the
return address with a random key. Since this solution does not affect the layout of the stack in any way, it does not require any further modifications to the function code.

Alignment Sleds

An alignment sled is a sufficiently-long sequence of bytes, encoding one or more instructions that have no effect on the status
of the execution. Its length is set to ensure that regardless of the
alignment prior to reaching the sled, the execution will eventually
land on the sled and execute it until the end. Even if an attacker

4.1.3

Frame Cookies

In order to prevent the attacker from using existing jmp*/call*
instructions, we need to adopt another protection mechanism. To
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ModR/M
0xc2
0xc3
0xca
0xcb

Operand 1
%eax, %ax,
%eax, %ax,
%ecx, %cx,
%ecx, %cx,
SIB
0xc2
0xc3
0xca
0xcb

Base
%edx
%ebx
%edx
%ebx

%al
%al
%cl
%cl

Operand 2
%edx, %dx,
%ebx, %bx,
%edx, %dx,
%ebx, %bx,

those pairs of registers never appear together in a generated instruction. When we detect such an instruction, we can perform the compiler’s register allocation stage again, this time enforcing a different register assignment. As an alternative, we can perform a local
reallocation by temporarily swapping the contents of the original
operand with a new register, and then rewriting the instruction with
this new register as its operand. In this way, we can bring forth an
acceptable register pairing for the same instruction.
Finally, in some cases, the ModR/M byte could be used to specify an opcode extension and a single register operand. Sometimes,
it is possible to rewrite these instructions using the same techniques
described above to replace the register operand with a different one.
However, floating point instructions can use implicit operands that
cannot be substituted with others (e.g, fld %st(2)). Since all
these instructions can have the ret opcode only in their second
byte, we instead prepend them with an alignment sled. This leaves
to the attacker only one byte (the opcode that specifies the FPU instruction) before the unaligned ret, and it is therefore impossible
to use this byte to create any gadget.

%dl
%bl
%dl
%bl

Scaled Index
%eax*8
%eax*8
%ecx*8
%ecx*8

Table 1: ModR/M and SIB values encoding ret opcodes
this end, we instrument entry points of the functions that contain
jmp*/call* instructions with an additional header to compute
and push a random cookie onto the stack. This cookie is an exclusiveor of a random key generated at runtime and a per-function constant
generated at compile time. The constant is used for uniquely identifying the function and it does not need to be kept secret.
Then, we prepend all the jmp*/call* instructions with a validation block which fetches the cookie, decrypts it, and compares
the result with the per-function constant. If the cookie is not found
or the values do not match, we invalidate the jump/call destination
causing the application to crash. Finally, in the function footer, we
insert a simple instruction to remove the cookie from the stack.
A significant consequence of this technique is that it alters the
layout of the stack by storing an additional value. This requires us
to fix the memory offsets of some of the instructions that access
the stack according to the location where we store the cookie (we
discuss the details of this issue in Section 5).

4.2

4.2.2

Code Rewriting

The second set of techniques we adopt in our approach focus on
removing any unaligned free-branch instructions.
In the IA-32 architecture, instructions consist of some or all of
the following fields: instruction prefixes, an opcode, a ModR/M
byte, a SIB (Scale-Index-Base) byte, an address displacement, and
finally, an immediate value. A ret instruction can be encoded with
any of the 0xc2, 0xc3, 0xca or 0xcb bytes, and, as such, can be
part of any of the instruction fields (excluding the prefixes). On the
other hand, jmp*/call* instructions are encoded by two-byte
opcodes: an 0xff followed by an ModR/M byte carrying certain
three-bit sequences. Hence, in addition to appearing inside a single
instruction, they can also be obtained by a combination of two bytes
coming from two consecutive instructions.
In this section, we discuss the various cases and describe the code
rewriting techniques we use to eliminate all unintended free-branch
opcodes.

4.2.1

Instruction Transformations

ret bytes appear in opcodes encoding movnti (0x0f 0xc3)
and bswap (0x0f 0xc8+<register_identifier>) instructions. In the first case, movnti acts like a regular mov operation except that it uses a non-temporal hint to reduce cache pollution. Thus, we can safely replace it with a regular mov without
any significant consequence. For the second, the opcode is determined according to the operand register and can encode a ret byte
when certain registers are specified as the operand; therefore, as
described in the previous section, we can perform a register reallocation to choose a different operand and obtain a safe bswap
opcode.

4.2.3

Jump Offset Adjustments

Jump and call instructions may contain free-branch opcodes when
using immediate values to specify their destinations. For instance,
jmp .+0xc8 is encoded as “0xe9 0xc3 0x00 0x00 0x00”.
A free-branch opcode can appear at any of the four bytes constituting the jump/call target. If the opcode is the least significant
byte, it is sufficient to append the forward jump/call with a single
nop instruction (or prepend it if it is a backwards jump/call) in order to adjust the relative distance between the instruction and its
destination:
jmp .+0xc8

⇒

jmp .+0xc9
nop

However, when the opcode is at a different byte position, the
number of nop instructions we need to insert increase drastically
(256 for the second, 64K for the third and 16M for the last byte).
Fortunately, it is highly uncommon to have a free-branch opcode
in one of the most significant bytes. For example, a jump offset
encoded by “0x00 0x00 0xc3 0x00” indicates a 12MB forward jump. Considering the fact that jump instructions are ordinarily used for local control flow transitions inside a function, a 12MB
offset would be infeasible in practice. Even if we were to come
across such an offset, it is still possible to relocate the functions or
code chunks addressed by the instruction to remove the opcodes.

Register Reallocation

The ModR/M and the SIB bytes are used for encoding the addressing mode and operands of an instruction. The use of certain
registers as operands cause either the ModR/M or the SIB byte to
be set to a value that corresponds to a ret opcode. The possible undesired encodings of these bytes are shown in Table 1. For
instance, an instruction that specifies %eax as the source operand
and %ebx as the destination, such as movl %eax, %ebx, assigns the value 0xc3 to the ModR/M byte. Similarly, using %edx
as the base and (%ecx * 8) as the scaled index, the instruction
addl $0x2a,(%edx,%ecx,8) contains 0xca in its SIB byte.
In order to eliminate the unintended ret opcodes that result
from such circumstances, we must avoid all of the undesired register pairings listed in Table 1. We achieve this by manipulating
the register allocation performed during compilation to ensure that

4.2.4

Immediate and Displacement Reconstructions

Several arithmetic, logic and comparison operations can take immediate values as an operand, which may contain free-branch instruction opcodes. We can remove these by substituting the instruction with a sequence of different instructions that construct the immediate value in steps while carrying the same semantics. The fol-
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lowing examples demonstrate the reconstruction process, assuming
that %ebx is free or has been saved beforehand:
addl $0xc2, %eax

⇒

addl $0xc1, %eax
inc %eax

xorb $0xca, %al

⇒

movb $0xc9, %bl
incb %bl
xorb %bl, %al

unable to intercept part of the final code. Therefore, we implemented our prototype in two separate components: an assembly
code pre-processor designed to work as a wrapper for the GNU
Assembler (gas), and a simple binary analyzer responsible
for gathering some information that is not available in the assembly source code.
In this section, we describe G-Free, a prototype system we developed based on the techniques presented in Section 4, and we
discuss some of the issues we encountered while compiling glibc
using our prototype.

Instructions that perform memory accesses can also contain freebranch instruction opcodes in the displacement values they specify
(e.g., movb %al, -0x36(%ebp) represented as “0x88 0x45
0xca”). In such cases, we need to substitute the instruction with a
semantically equivalent instruction sequence that uses an adjusted
displacement value to avoid the undesired bytes. We achieve this by
setting the displacement to a safe value and then compensating for
our changes by temporarily adjusting the value in the base register.
For example, we can perform a reconstruction such as:
movb $0xal, -0x36(%ebp)

4.2.5

⇒

5.1

The assembly code pre-processor intercepts the assembly code
generated by cc1 (the GNU C compiler included in the GNU
Compiler Collection) or coming directly from an assembly
language source file. It then performs the required modifications to
remove all the possible gadgets, and finally passes the control to the
actual gas assembler. We must stress that in this implementation
we modify neither the compiler nor the assembler; both are completely oblivious to the existence of our pre-processing stage. We
only replace the gas executable with a small wrapper responsible
for invoking our pre-processor before executing the assembler.
Our system successfully handles assembly routines written using
non-standard programming practices. It supports position independent code (PIC) and compiler optimizations, including all of the
GCC standard optimization levels (in fact, glibc does not compile if GCC optimizations are disabled).
There is one significant implication of directly working with assembly code: Our pre-processor is not exposed to the numeric values of immediate operands and memory displacements since these
are often represented by symbolic values until linkage. Thus, it is
not possible for us to identify all of the instructions that contain unintended free-branch opcodes just by looking at the assembly code.
In order to address this issue, we use a two-step compilation approach. First, our system compiles a given program without doing
any modifications to the original code. During this compilation, our
pre-processor tags each of the instructions that contain immediate
values or displacements with unique symbols. This information is
then exported in the final executable’s symbol table. In a second
step, we use a binary analyzer to read the symbol table of the executable and check whether any of the instructions pointed to by our
tagged symbols needs to be rewritten because it contains unaligned
free-branch instructions. This analysis produces a log of the tags
corresponding to the instructions we need to modify. This log is
consumed by the pre-processor during a second compilation phase
in order to provide it with the previously missing information.
Unfortunately, inserting a nop at a certain position to fix a jump
offset may actually affect the offsets of many other jumps since it
alters the whole address space of the binary. Our prototype binary
analyzer does not consider the overall structure of the binary file
when reporting the instructions to fix. Therefore, while fixing a
set of jump offsets, several other offsets may start to contain freebranch opcodes. This makes it necessary to perform several compilations until all the offsets are fixed. Note that in this process, we
may need to fix a single jump instruction several times. However,
since inserting nop instructions between a jump and its destination
can only increase the offset but never decrease it, we are sure to
find a safe offset after a finite number of iterations.
A more optimized analyzer that can perform a global analysis
and take into account the target of every jump instruction would
eliminate this problem. It would also produce smaller executables
since recompilations insert otherwise unnecessary nop bytes.

incl %ebp
movb %al, -0x37(%ebp)
decl %ebp

Inter-Instruction Barriers

Unintended jmp*/call* opcodes can result from the combination of two consecutive instructions. This happens when the last
byte of an instruction is 0xff and the first byte of the following
instruction encodes a suitable opcode extension. We can remove
these unintended jmp*/call* opcodes by inserting a barrier between two such instructions, effectively separating them and destroying the unintended opcode. For the barrier, the trivial choice
of a nop instruction is not suitable since an 0xff followed by a
0x90 still encodes an indirect call. Thus, we have to choose a safe
nop-like alternative, such as “movl %eax, %eax”.

4.3

Limitations of the Approach

By applying the techniques presented in this section, it is possible to remove all unaligned free-branch instructions from a binary,
and to protect the aligned ones from being misused by an attacker.
However, since our protection mechanism does not remove the free
branches, but prepends a short piece of code to protect them, the
result of the compilation will still contain some gadgets.
In fact, an attacker may skip the alignment sled by directly jumping into the return address or indirect jump/call protection blocks.
This may result in executing a useful instruction sequence (intended
or unintended) which terminates at the free-branch instruction we
intend to protect.
However, since our approach only requires inserting two very
short pieces of code, the number of possible gadgets that can be
built is very limited and the gadget sizes are restricted to few instructions. By keeping this issue in mind, it is, therefore, possible to specifically craft the return address and indirect jump/call
protection blocks to make sure they do not contain any convenient
gadgets.
In particular, we discuss the techniques we used in our prototype
implementation and the number and type of gadgets that are left in
the applications compiled by our tool in Section 5.5.

5.

Assembly Code Pre-Processor & Binary
Analyzer

IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation efforts primarily focus on creating a fullyautomated system that would not require any modifications to the
program’s source code or to the existing compilation tools. Unfortunately, system-wide libraries, which are the primary targets of
ROP attacks, often rely on hand-tuned assembly routines to perform low-level tasks. This makes a pure compiler-based solution
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5.2

Random Keys

5.5

As described in Section 4, our approach requires a random value
to encrypt both the return address and the cookie stored on the
stack. For this purpose, our prototype inserts a key generation routine at the beginning of the program’s entry point (or initialization
routine if it is a library). In our prototype, this routine simply reads
a 32-bit random value from the Linux special file /dev/random and
stores the value in a global memory location.
If the attacker has a way to read arbitrary memory locations before performing the actual attack, he could be able to fetch the
per-process random key and use it to craft the required values on
the stack to defeat our implementation. This limitation is common to many canary-based stack protection mechanism such as
StackGuard [11] and ProPolice [18]. However, this problem can
be avoided by substituting the per-process random key with a perfunction key computed at runtime in the function headers.

5.3

As previously explained in Section 4, our solution protects
aligned free-branch instructions by introducing two short blocks of
code: the return address protection block and the indirect jump/call
protection block (the current implementations are shown in Figure 3). These two pieces of code are the only ones in the final
executable that can still contain gadgets and, therefore, they must
be carefully designed to prevent any possible attack.
The return address protection code is 11 bytes long and all bytes
are under our control, with the exception of the 4-byte address of
the random key, which could change for each compiled program
and for shared libraries at each relocation. To ensure that the code
is safe to use, we need to prevent this value from containing potentially dangerous instructions. In our implementation, we control
the least significant two bytes by automatically inserting appropriate alignment directives into the assembled code when defining the
key storage location, ensuring that the address always ends with the
innocuous “0xf0 0x00” sequence. In addition, according to the
Linux process memory layout, the most significant address byte of
the .bss section (where we store our random key) is limited in
practice to 0x08 for regular ELF executables and 0xb* for shared
libraries 1 . Therefore, it encodes either a variation of a load immediate into register instruction (e.g., mov $IMM, %reg), or an or
instruction between two 8-bit operands.
The indirect jump/call protection block is 19 bytes long and contains an additional 4-byte-long dynamic section, the per-function
constant identifier we generate at compile time to compute the
cookie. The example shown in Figure 3 (that uses a 0x0f0f1f76
function identifier) is entirely gadget-free because it contains no
aligned or unaligned instruction sequences that would make it possible for an attacker to reach jmp *%edx without invalidating its
contents. In fact, any logic/arithmetic operation that does not yield
a result of zero (e.g., incl %ebp, unless %ebp overflows) clears
the zero flag in the processor and prevents the use of the conditional
jump jz .+4 (this instruction only jumps if the zero flag is set in
the processor). Consequently, the value inside %edx is cleared.
Different values of the function identifier could potentially introduce a new and useful gadget; but since these constants can be
arbitrarily chosen and do not need to be kept secret, we can easily
work around problematic cases. In order to minimize the risk in the
first place, we use simple heuristics such as using bytes that represent invalid opcodes (e.g., 0x0f 0x0f) and avoiding dangerous
opcodes such as those encoding mov or free-branch instructions.
Figure 4 shows all the gadgets that can be extracted from our
current system implementation. As can be seen, apart from the
ability to load the %eax with a controlled value (popl %eax),
the gadgets have no value.

Stack Reference Adjustments

We store our cookie just above the saved return address in the
stack, shifting the frame base upwards by 4 bytes. Since a function
usually uses the %ebp register to reference the stack relative to
the frame base, and our cookie is located below the frame base,
references to the stack local variables remain unchanged. On the
contrary, references to function parameters which are stored below
the frame base, and therefore below our cookie, need to be adjusted
by 4 bytes.
We achieve this by simply correcting each positive displacement
to %ebp by adding to it the size of our cookie:
movl 0x8(%ebp), %eax

⇒

movl 0xc(%ebp), %eax

Note that compiler optimizations that adopt Frame Pointer Omission (FPO) use the stack pointer to reference arguments and local
variables. In this case, we need to compute the displacement of
the stack pointer to the function’s frame at any given position in
the function in order to identify and fix the references and locate
our cookie in the stack. This requires a comprehensive stack depth
analysis. We have designed our pre-processor to perform this analysis on the fly without the need for any extra pass over the source
file, even when the execution flow of the processed function is nonlinear. We keep track of push & pop operations and arithmetic
computations on the stack pointer and update the system’s view of
stack depth accordingly. Depending on the state of the stack, we
can then decide whether a stack access (e.g., 120(%esp)) points
to a local variable or to a function’s parameter, so that we can apply
the displacement adjustment where appropriate.

5.4

Return Address and Indirect Jump/Call
Protection Blocks

Conditional Code Rewriting

Our prototype implements all immediate and displacement reconstruction strategies we described in Section 4. However, to
reduce the performance overhead, we apply those transformations
only when absolutely necessary. Otherwise, we use a faster approximate solution. In particular, during the first compilation phase, we
prepend each instruction that contains free-branch opcodes among
its immediate or displacement fields with an alignment sled. The
sled protects the instruction, but does not actually remove the free
branch from the code. Therefore, an attacker can sometimes build
very short gadgets that fit the few bytes between the end of the sled
and the unaligned free-branch instruction.
Our system automatically checks these bytes after the compilation. If it detects that they do indeed contain valid instructions,
it falls back to the safer (but slightly less efficient) immediate or
displacement reconstruction methods.

5.6

Compiling glibc
During our case study of compiling glibc using G-Free, we
have encountered several issues requiring particular care. These
were mostly related to unconventional programming practices used
for dealing with low-level tasks, or manually optimized assembly
code. This section explains our observations in this regard, and
explains how we cope with these special cases.
Multiple Entry Points: We have come across various functions in
glibc that include more than one possible entry point. Our system
1
The Linux process memory layout dictates that dynamic shared libraries are loaded at the address range
0xc0000000-0x40000000, starting from higher addresses.
As a result, in practice almost any shared library has 0xb* as the
most significant address byte of its .bss section.
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Indirect jump/call protection code
50
a1 00 f0 fd b7
35 76 1f 0f 0f
39 45 04
58
74 02
31 d2
freebranch:
ff e2

Return address protection code
50
pushl
a1 00 f0 fd b7 movl
31 44 24 04
xorl
58
popl

%eax
0xb7fdf000, %eax
%eax, 0x4(%esp)
%eax

pushl
movl
xorl
cmpl
popl
jz
xorl

%eax
0xb7fdf000, %eax
$0x0f0f1f76, %eax
%eax, 0x4(%ebp)
%eax
freebranch
%edx, %edx

jmp

*%edx

Figure 3: Code inserted to protect the aligned return and indirect jump/call instructions
Gadget A.1
00 f0
fd
b7 31
44
24 04
58

addb
std
movb
incl
andb
popl

Gadget A.3
04 58

%dh, %al

addb

$0x58, %al

$0x31, %bh
%esp
$0x04, %al
%eax
Gadget B.1

Gadget A.2
f0 fd
b7 31
44
24 04
58

45
incl
04 58
addb
74 02
jz
31 d2
xorl
freebranch:
ff e2
jmp

lock std
movb
$0x31, %bh
incl
%esp
andb
$0x04, %al
popl
%eax

%ebp
$0x58, %al
freebranch
%edx, %edx
*%edx

Figure 4: Gadgets available in the return address (A) and in the indirect jump/call (B) protection blocks
successfully detects such functions and instruments all entry points
with the appropriate headers. Additionally, we prepend each header
that lies in the execution path of other entry points with a jump
instruction to skip over the header, ensuring that only one header is
executed per function call.
Functions that Access the Saved Return Address: In glibc, we
have encountered a single function, namely setjmp that accesses
the saved return address on the stack. setjmp, together with the
function longjmp, is used for implementing non-local jumps: a
call to setjmp saves the current stack context to restore it afterwards when longjmp is invoked. This behavior conflicts with our
return address protection scheme. Since the return address is stored
in an encrypted form on the stack, a call to setjmp saves the encrypted return address and a subsequent call to longjmp results
in an illegal memory access. In order to solve this problem, we
modified our prototype to detect when the saved return address is
moved to a register and perform the decryption on the duplicated
value to ensure correct functionality.
Jumps between Functions: In numerous cases, a function directly jumps to another one without saving the return address, essentially making that jump an exit point. During compilation, we
check every jump destination to recognize jumps outside the current function and treat them as regular exit points for inserting the
necessary footers. These footers are not meant to protect a freebranch instruction, since none follows, but to restore the return address to its original value before transferring the execution flow to
another function.

6.

goal, we performed a set of experiments in which we measured the
impact of our code transformations in terms of performance and
size overheads of the binaries produced by our tool.
In our tests, we combined the G-Free pre-processor with gas
2.20 and GCC 4.4.3. All the experiments were performed on
a 2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo T7300 machine with 2GB of memory,
running Arch Linux (i686) with Linux kernel 2.6.33.

6.1

Compilation Results

Since ROP attacks usually extract their gadgets from common
libraries, we focus our evaluation on glibc version 2.11.1. The
original version compiled without G-Free contains 9921 ret instructions (6106 of which unaligned) and 8018 jmp*/call* instructions (6602 of which unaligned). This sums up to almost 18K
free-branch opcodes, each of which can be potentially used by an
attacker to build many different gadgets.
After we compiled glibc using our system, all unintended ret
and jmp*/call* instructions were either removed or made ineffective by prepending them with an alignment sled. In addition,
all aligned free-branch instructions were protected by adding our
return and indirect jump/call protection blocks. As a result, the library compiled with G-Free contained only the four type of gadgets
we present in Figure 4.
However, due to the newly inserted code and instruction rewriting techniques, the size of the gadget-free version of the library
increased by 30%. Although this value might appear to be high,
one third of the overhead is caused by nop instructions included
in the alignment sleds. As already discussed in Section 5, most of
these could be eliminated by a more optimized implementation.
Unfortunately, providing a gadget-free version of glibc is not
sufficient to completely prevent ROP attacks, since the attacker
could still build the gadget set from other libraries or the application binary itself. Therefore, to achieve a complete protection

EVALUATION

The main goal of our evaluation is to show that our technique can
be applied to compile real-world applications and produce gadgetfree executables. To demonstrate that we are able accomplish this
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Program Name
Original
G-Free Size
Unaligned
Unaligned
Number of
Number of
and Version
Size(KB)
(Overhead)
ret
jmp*/call* functions with RAP functions with JCP
glibc 2.11.1
1320.4
1728.4 (30.9%)
6106
6602
2817
827
gzip 1.4
72.7
92.4 (27.0%)
433
410
122
10
grep 2.6.3
86.3
106.3 (23.2%)
523
369
174
20
dd coreutils-8.5
48.0
57.9 (20.6%)
252
181
95
8
md5sum coreutils-8.5
30.9
37.7 (22.1%)
203
86
68
3
ssh-keygen openssh-5.5p1
140.6
182.5 (29.7%)
607
712
271
20
lame 3.98.3
322.6
406.6 (26.0%)
2228
1342
669
28
Table 2: Statistics on binaries compiled with G-Free (RAP=Return Address Protection, JCP=indirect Jump/Call Protection)
Execution Time (seconds)
Program Name
Test case
Original Version G-Free Version (Overhead)
gzip
Compress a 2GB file
66.5
68.4 (2.9%)
grep
Search in a 2GB file
81.3
82.9 (2.0%)
dd
Create a 2GB zero-filled file
86.6
88.9 (2.6%)
md5sum
Compute hash of a 2GB file
82.5
82.9 (0.6%)
ssh-keygen
Generate 100 2048-bit RSA keys
51.2
53.6 (4.6%)
lame
Encode a 10 min long wav file
115.5
122.0 (5.6%)
Table 3: Performance comparisons when the application and all the linked libraries are compiled with G-Free
against ROP, it is necessary to compile the entire application and
all the linked libraries with our technique. To demonstrate that our
tool can be applied to this more general scenario, we include in our
evaluation a number of common Linux applications.
Table 2 shows statistics about the binaries compiled with G-Free.
Our tool was able to successfully remove all unintended instructions and protect the aligned ones with an average size increase of
25.9% (more than half of which were caused by redundant nop instructions). The last two columns show that most of the functions
can be protected by our very efficient return address encryption
technique while very few of them required the more complex indirect jump/call protection block. This is a consequence of the fact
that, according to what we observed in our experiments, programs
rarely use jmp*/call* instructions.

6.2

In this paper we propose a novel, comprehensive solution to defend against return-oriented programming by removing all gadgets
from a program binary at compile-time. Our approach targets all
possible free-branch instructions, and, therefore, is independent
from the techniques used to link the gadgets together. We implemented our solution in a prototype that we call G-Free, a preprocessor for the GNU Assembler. Our experiments show that
G-Free is able to remove all gadgets at the cost of a very low performance overhead and an acceptable increase in the file size.

8.

Performance Measurements

Table 3 shows the performance overheads we measured by running the different applications compiled with our prototype (this includes the gadget-free versions of the programs and all their linked
libraries). For each application, we designed a set of programspecific test cases, summarized in Column 2 of the table. The average performance overhead was 3.1% – a value comparable with
the overhead caused by well known stack protection systems such
as StackShield [35] and StackGuard [11].
Since a library cannot be run as a standalone program, we evaluated the performance overhead of our gadget-free version of glibc
using a set of well-known benchmarks. In particular, we downloaded and installed the Phoronix Test Suite [1] which provides one
of the most comprehensive benchmark sets for the Linux platform.
Table 4 lists a sample of the benchmarks that represent different
application categories such as games, mathematical and physical
simulations, 3D rendering, disk and file system activities, compression, and well-known server applications. The results indicate that
the performance overhead of an application using our gadget-free
version of glibc is on average 1.09%.
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ABSTRACT

of registered users is large. To get over this barrier, in ACSAC’09 Yang et al. [36] proposed a new approach to achieve
anonymous password authentication.
At the core of Yang et al.’s approach stands the concept
of password-protected credentials. In particular, a user is issued a credential to be used for authentication, and she protects the credential with a password; subsequently to log-in
with the server, the user first releases the credential from her
password-protected credential using the password, and then
engages in the authentication process with the server using
the credential. With this approach, the cost incurred upon
the server is to check the validity of the user’s credential,
thus constant. It can be seen that Yang et al.’s approach
actually trades portability of password for server efficiency.
Thus for the approach to be useful, the password-protected
credentials must not require any secure facility for storage,
and they can be entrusted to any portable devices, even
public directories.
Yang et al.’s approach indeed makes a step forward over
the conventional approach for anonymous password authentication [36]. However, that scheme is still far from being
of practical use. (1) It has no support of membership withdrawal. In practical applications, from time to time the
server often needs to revoke some users’ access right under
certain circumstances. (2) It does not consider online guessing attacks. In fact, none of the other existing anonymous
password authentication schemes [1, 31, 34, 35] has ever
considered this issue. Indeed, it turns out that online guessing attacks become particularly troublesome in the setting
of anonymous password authentication. On the one hand,
the server needs to discern users in case of attacks, so as to
take system-level measures as in regular password authentication, e.g., block the victim user’s account. On the other
hand, discrimination of users is not allowed in order to preserve user privacy, and worse yet, there does not always exist
a TTP (Trusted Third Party) to help revoke user anonymity.
This contrasts sharply to other privacy preserving primitives
(e.g., group signature and anonymous credential) where a
TTP is often assumed for anonymity revocation.
Our Contributions. To advance anonymous password authentication a step further towards practicality, in this work
we attempt to solve the above problems existed in Yang et
al.’s scheme. Specifically, our contributions are summarized
below.
- We adopt the BBS signature [5, 2] (in place of the CL
signature [16] in Yang et al.’s scheme) to establish a basic
scheme, which is comparable to Yang et al.’s scheme. Our
scheme has considerably better efficiency in terms of both

The conventional approach for anonymous password authentication incurs O(N ) server computation, linear to the total
number of users. In ACSAC’09, Yang et al. proposed a new
approach for anonymous password authentication, breaking
this lower bound. However, Yang et al.’s scheme has not considered membership withdrawal and online guessing attacks,
two issues must be addressed before anonymous password
authentication is acceptable for practical use. Thus our main
thrust in this work is to provide solutions to these issues.
We do not just work upon Yang et al.’s scheme; rather, we
use a set of different primitives, and as a result, our scheme
has much better performance. We prove the security of our
scheme. Furthermore, we empirically evaluate the efficiency
of our scheme, and implement a proof-of-concept prototype.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Security

Keywords
password authentication, anonymity, guessing attack

1.

INTRODUCTION

To meet the growing need for protection of individual privacy, recently anonymous password authentication has been
proposed to reinforce regular password authentication with
additional protection of user privacy, such that logins made
by the same user cannot be linked by the server. An inherent drawback of anonymous password authentication in the
conventional setting, where the server keeps a password file
containing N user passwords, is that the server has to perform O(N ) computation in responding to a login request.
This clearly makes the system unscalable when the number
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personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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permission and/or a fee.
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computation and communication.
- We then extend the basic scheme to support membership
withdrawal, by employing the dynamic accumulator [24].
We stress that while the idea of using dynamic accumulator to facilitate membership withdrawal is not a surprise,
considering the fact that such a tool has been commonly
used in group signature and alike, we must be very careful
in handling the witnesses (resulted from the accumulator)
amid the password protected credentials, so as not to inflict
offline guessing attacks.
- We are the first to consider online guessing attacks in
anonymous password authentication. In fact, addressing online guessing attacks in this setting poses tremendous challenges. In particular, we discuss various methods, and our final countermeasure is a virtual TTP (vTTP) based anonymity
revocation strategy, where the server and a number of (e.g.,
t-out-of-N ) users form a virtual TTP, such that TTP-based
anonymity revocation is enabled.
- We formulate and analyze the security of our scheme.
Furthermore, we empirically evaluate the performance of our
scheme, and obtain promising experimental results. We also
implement a simple proof-of-concept prototype to illustrate
the usage of our scheme in practice.
Organization. The rest of the work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related work, followed by
Section 3 which provides an overview of the main cryptographic primitives to be used in our constructions. In Section 4, we propose a basic scheme using the BBS signature,
which is then extended to support membership withdrawal.
We discuss to address online guessing attacks in Section 5.
Security definition and analysis of our scheme are presented
in Section 6. Section 7 reports the results of experimental performance evaluation and proof-of-concept prototype
implementation, and Section 8 concludes the work.

2.

that O(N ) is the lower bound in achieving anonymous password authentication in the conventional setting where the
server holds a password file containing all user passwords.
To break this bound, in ACSAC’09 Yang et al. [36] proposed a new approach of password-protected authentication
credentials. However, Yang et al.’s scheme does not support
membership withdrawal and does not consider online guessing attacks, two issues must be addressed for anonymous
password authentication to be useful in reality.
We all know that safe management of private keys is fundamental to the use of public key primitives. Although
smartcards can be used to store private keys, it is not convenient, as smartcards need the supporting infrastructure
(e.g, smartcard reader) to operate. The concept of passwordenabled PKI [30] has been proposed to solve this issue, with
the private keys being protected by passwords. There are
two general approaches for password-enabled PKI: (1) to
store a private key on a trusted storage facility, and when
needed, the owner retrieves the private key after authenticating to the facility using password [27, 32]; (2) to split
a private key into two parts, where the owner holds a part
derived from her password, and a trusted facility holds the
other part; a use of the private key requires the two parts to
cooperate. A concern of both approaches is that the storage
facility must be trusted, as it learns the private keys.
The software smartcard [22] can be viewed as a special
case of password-enabled PKI, without requiring the presence of a trusted facility. Its main idea is to encrypt private keys with passwords, and an encrypted private key does
not need further protection. For such password-encrypted
private keys to be secure against offline guessing attacks,
the corresponding public keys must be hidden; otherwise,
the relationship between public/private keys allows for offline guessing attacks. This, however, contradicts the main
advantage of PKI that the public keys are public. As a
matter of fact, the situation faced by password-encrypted
private keys is quite similar to that confronted by passwordprotected credentials. However, as the credentials are to
be used upon a server only, it is not an issue to hide the
verifiability of credentials from other subjects.
In [4], an approach was proposed on how to store/retrieve
a password-scrambled credential on/from a storage facility,
while without letting the facility learn the password/credential.
This actually amounts to the very first element of our whole
approach, namely, a password-protected credential can be
placed to any facility. It is simply assumed in [4] that no
external information (e.g., from the protocol where a credential is used) is available to assist offline guessing attacks,
while we are going far beyond that by looking into the harder
situation of concretizing this assumption.

RELATED WORK

Password authentication is an intensively explored field
in the literature, e.g., [7, 8, 10, 11, 21, 23, 26]. It is well
known that the best a password authentication protocol can
achieve (in terms of the security of user passwords) is that
an attacker has no way to validate his guesses of password
unless interacts online with the server and sees the server’s
accept/reject feedbacks. Such online guessing attacks are
inherent because of the low entropy of passwords, and can
only be addressed by complementary system-level measures,
e.g., locking one’s account once the number of failed login
attempts made in the name of a user exceeds a threshold.
It is also clear that in general, password authentication
does not protect user privacy. Anonymous password authentication is a primitive strengthening password authentication with the protection of user privacy. The first anonymous password authentication scheme was proposed in [34],
which combines a password-only protocol with a PIR (Private Information Retrieval) protocol, with the former generating a shared key between the user and the server, and
the latter achieving user privacy protection. Afterwards,
several schemes that improve [34] in one way or another
were presented [31, 35]. In addition, [1] considered anonymous password authentication in a three-party scenario (i.e.,
user-gateway-server). The server computation in all of these
schemes [1, 34, 31, 35] is O(N ), linear to the total number
of N users. This is not surprising, and it can be shown

3.

PRELIMINARIES

3.1

Notations

Bilinear Pairings. Let G1 , G2 , GT be cyclic groups of prime
order q. A bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → GT has the following
properties.
- Bilinear: ∀u ∈ G1 , v ∈ G2 and x, y ∈R Zq , e(ux , v y ) =
e(u, v)xy . Throughout the paper, a ∈R S means a is
randomly chosen from S.
- Non-degenerate: let g be a generator of G1 , and h be
a generator of G2 , e(g, h) 6= 1.
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3.2

Building Primitives

they are drawn1 . In Yang et al.’s scheme, the CL signature
[16] is used to instantiate user credentials, and the Paillier
encryption [28] is used to implement the server’s homomorphic encryption. This combination actually yields a very
expensive scheme: the Paillier encryption works in a group
of Zn∗2 (where n is a RSA-type modulus), while the CL signature involves costly zero-knowledge range proofs , e.g., [3].
Aimed at better performance, we choose the BBS signature [5, 2] in our construction to replace the CL signature.
On the one hand, the BBS signature does not invoke any
range proof; on the other hand, this allows us to evade the
Paillier encryption and to use more efficient multiplicative
homomorphic encryption (e.g., the ElGamal encryption).
Better yet, to achieve the same level of security, the required
length of the group elements in G1 of the BBS signature is
much shorter than that in the RSA-type group of the CL
signature, which results in much shorter protocol transcript
in our scheme. For concreteness, a performance comparison
is provided shortly. In particular, a user’s credential is defined to be a BBS signature (M, k, s) signed on the user’s
1
identity u, subject to M = (au · bs · d) k+χ (see above).
R-BBS Signature. We still follow Yang et al.’s rationale
in achieving limited verifiability: the server holds homomorphic encryption, and users partially encrypt their credentials
to break the public verifiability of the credentials. But the
homomorphic encryption used here is multiplicative, satisfying E(m1 ) · E(m2 ) = E(m1 · m2 ), where E(.)/D(.) denote
encryption/decryption, respectively. The reason for multiplicative homomorphic encryption is that there exist efficient
schemes, e.g., the standard ElGamal encryption.
In particular, we choose to encrypt s, and a user’s passwordprotected credential is hu, [M, k]pw , E(s)i. To avoid linkage
by the server, each time in using the credential, the user first
randomizes E(s) by computing s∗ = E(r) · E(s) = E(r · s),
where r ∈R Zq . Then the user sends s∗ to the server,
who decrypts and computes B = br·s . Since the user does
not know r.s, she cannot perform P oK{(M 0 , k, u0 , s0 , r) :
0
0
e(M 0 , W · hk ) = e(a, h)u · e(b, h)s · e(d, h)r }, where M 0 =
r
0
0
M , u = r · u, s = r · s. Fortunately, since it holds that
−1
e(M, W ·hk ) = e(a, h)u ·e(B, h)r ·e(d, h), the user can perform P oK{(M, k, γ, u) : e(M, W · hk ) = e(a, h)u · e(B, h)γ ·
e(d, h)}, where γ = r −1 (mod q) (Note that although the
user does not know r · s, she can still compute e(B, h) from
the equation). This proof is essentially a variant of the
original BBS signature, by proving a randomization of the
original signature (M, k, s, u). We thus refer to it as RBBS signature. The reason why the server accepts this
proof is due to the obvious reduction from R-BBS signature
to BBS signature: a forger that produces a R-BBS signature (M, k, γ, u) and r · s clearly generates a BBS signature
(M, k, r · s · γ, u).
Instantiation of R-BBS Signature. To be specific, below
we give an instantiation of R-BBS, denoted by ΠR-BBS . Recall
that the prover has in possession M, k, γ, and e(B, h). The
prover begins by committing to M as T1 = M · g0α , T2 = g1α ,
where g0 , g1 ∈ G1 are pre-defined parameters, and α ∈R Zq .

BBS Signature. Boneh et al. [5] proposed short group
signature (BBS signature for short), and later [2] transferred
the BBS signature into a signature with efficient protocols,
like [16]. Let e : G1 × G2 → GT be a bilinear map as defined
above, and h be a generator of G2 . The public key of the
BBS signature is (W = hχ , h ∈ G2 , a, b, d ∈ G1 ), and the
private key is (χ ∈ Zq ). A BBS signature signed upon a
message m is defined to be (M, k, s), where k, s ∈R Zq , and
1
M = (am · bs · d) k+χ ∈ G1 .
Signature Verification: A BBS signature (M, k, s, m) can
be verified with respect to the public key as e(M, W · hk ) =
e(a, h)m · e(b, h)s · e(d, h). This verification procedure can
be carried out in a zero-knowledge proof protocol that enables the holder of the signature to prove the possession
of (M, k, s, m) to a verifier, while without revealing any
information on the signature. For brevity, we denote the
zero-knowledge proof by P oK{(M, k, s, m) : e(M, W · hk ) =
e(a, h)m · e(b, h)s · e(d, h)}, and the details can be found in
[2].
Dynamic Accumulator. Dynamic accumulator is a primitive allowing a large set of values to be accumulated into a
single quantity, the accumulator; and for each value, there
exists a witness, which is the evidence attesting that the
value is indeed contained in the accumulator. The proof
of showing that a value is accumulated in an accumulator
can be zero-knowledge, which reveals nothing to the verifier
on the value and the witness. A concrete construction of
dynamic accumulator is due to Nguyen [24], with the details as follows. Let e : G1 × G2 → GT be a bilinear map,
and ḡ, ~ be generators of G1 , G2 , respectively. The public parameters include (Wacc = ~χacc , ~), and the private
key is (χacc ∈ Zq ). The accumulator for a set of values
Q`
(v1 , v2 , · · · , v` ) is defined as Λ = ḡ j=1 (vj +χacc ) . For vi , the
Q`
witness is wi = ḡ j=1,j6=i (vj +χacc ) . As such, (wi , vi ) satisfies
wivi +χacc = Λ, which can be verified by e(wi , Wacc · ~vi ) =
e(Λ, ~) using the public information. For brevity, the zeroknowledge proof showing that vi is accumulated in Λ is denoted by Πacc = P oK{(wi , vi ) : e(wi , Wacc · ~vi ) = e(Λ, ~)},
with the details in [2, 24].

4.

A SCHEME WITH SUPPORT OF MEMBERSHIP WITHDRAWAL

In this section, we first present a basic scheme, which is
comparable to Yang et al.’s scheme in [36]. We then extend
the scheme to support membership withdrawal.

4.1

Overview

Recall that in Yang et al.’s scheme, a password-protected
credential essentially consists of two parts: one is a symmetric encryption of certain elements of the user credential with
password, while the other is an encryption of other elements
under the server’s homomorphic encryption. The passwordprotected credential does not solicit further protection, as
the homomorphic encryption part has broken the verifiable
structure of the credential with respect to outsiders, and
achieves limited verifiability to the server only. Moreover, to
withstand offline guessing attacks, the elements encrypted
by password themselves must not have recognizable patterns, and should be uniformly random in the domains where

1
In Yang et al.’s scheme, the elements encrypted by password are v, k, s2 . While Yang et al. did not specify how the
encryption proceeds, it should be clear that direct encryption of k is not secure, as k in the CL signature [16] is of a
particular length. Hence, k must be left in the clear amid
the password-protected credential in their scheme.
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Then, the following holds:
e(T1 , W · hk )

=

e(T1 , W ) · e(T1 , h)k

=

e(M, W · hk ) · e(g0α , W · hk )

=

e(a, h)u · e(B, h)γ · e(d, h) · e(g0 , W )α ·
e(g0 , h)α·k

(C) selects a public/private key pair for ElGamal encryption, with E(.)/D(.) denoting encryption/decryption, respectively;
(D) picks a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ0 , and
a MAC MAC : {0, 1}κ1 × G21 → {0, 1}κ1 , where κ0 , κ1 are
appropriate numbers.
Registration: Users need to register to the server in
advance, each getting an authentication credential. The
server issues each user a credential, which is a BBS signature
(M, k, s) signed upon the user identity u. Upon receipt of
her credential, the user protects (M, k) using a symmetric
key encryption with a key derived from her password pw,
d 1 = [M, k]pw ; encrypts s using the server’s public
i.e, cred
d 2 = E(s). The complete password-protected
key, i.e., cred
d 1 , cred
d 2 i. Finally, the user puts the
credential is hu, cred
password-protected credential to her preferred storage, e.g.,
handphone, USB flash memory, or a public facility.
Authentication Protocol: Suppose a user u already has
d 1 , cred
d 2 i available
her password-protected credential hu, cred
at the point of login. The authentication protocol between
the user and the server is as follows.

(1)

Let α̃ = α · k. From Equation (1), the user clearly needs to
prove the knowledge of u, k, γ, α, α̃, subject to the following
relations:
µ
¶k
e(T1 , W )
1
· e(a, h)u · e(B, h)γ · e(g0 , W )α ·
=
e(d, h)
e(T1 , h)
e(g0 , h)α̃ ,
T2

= g1α ,

1=(

1 k α̃
) · g1
T2

(2)

The proof of knowledge of u, k, γ, α, α̃ proceeds as follows.
The user picks random ru , rk , rγ , rα , rα̃ ∈R Zq , and computes the following:
¶ rk
µ
1
· e(a, h)ru · e(B, h)rγ · e(g0 , W )rα ·
R1 =
e(T1 , h)
e(g0 , h)rα̃ ,
1
(3)
R2 = g1rα ,
R3 = ( )rk · g1rα̃
T2

Step 1. The user does the following:
d 1 with her password
(1) recovers (M, k) by opening cred
pw;
d 2 by com(2) picks random r ∈R Zq to randomize cred
∗
puting s = E(r) · E(s) = E(r · s);
(3) picks x ∈R Zq , and computes X = g x ;
∗
(4) picks NA ∈R {0, 1}κ1 , and computes NA
= E(NA ).
(5) constructs Cmt(ΠR-BBS ) using the above R-BBS signature instantiation over (M, k, γ = r −1 (mod q), u);
∗
Finally sends s∗ , X, NA
, Cmt(ΠR-BBS ) to the server as
a login request:

We define {T1 , T2 , R1 , R2 , R3 } = Cmt(ΠR-BBS ). The prover
sends Cmt(ΠR-BBS ) to the verifier, who sends back a random
challenge c ∈ Zq . Upon receipt of the challenge, the prover
continues to compute (modulo q):
su = r u + c · u s γ = r γ + c · γ s k = r k + c · k
sα = rα + c · α sα̃ = rα̃ + c · α̃

(4)

∗
User −→ Server: s∗ , X, NA
, Cmt(ΠR-BBS )
Let {su , sγ , sk , sα , sα̃ } = Res(ΠR-BBS ). The prover sends Res(ΠR-BBS )
to the verifier, who accepts if all the following hold:
Step 2. Upon receipt of the login request, the server does
the following:
R2 · T2c = g1sα
(5)
0
(1) computes, in turn, s0 = D(s∗ ), and B = bs ;
1 sk sα̃
y
(2) picks y ∈R Zq and computes Y = g ;
(6)
R3 = ( ) · g1
0
∗
T
(3) computes NA
= D(NA
), and computes Mac =
¶c
µ2
¶ sk
µ
0
e(T1 , W )
1
su
sγ
MAC(N
,
Y,
X);
A
=
· e(a, h) · e(B, h) ·
R1 ·
e(d, h)
e(T1 , h)
(4) picks NB ∈R Zq , and sends back NB , Y, Mac to the
sα
user:
e(g0 , W ) · e(g0 , h)sα̃
(7)
Server −→ User: NB , Y, Mac
For this instantiation, we have the following theorem, and
The
user
does the following:
Step
3.
the proof is not included herein due to the limited space.
(1) validates Mac, and aborts if invalid;
(2) taking NB as challenge, constructs and sends
Theorem 1. The above instantiation, ΠR-BBS , is honestRes(ΠR-BBS ) to the server;
verifier zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of a tuple (M, k, γ, u),
(3) ends the protocol by computing a shared key sk =
subject to
H(NA , NB , Y x ).
e(M, W · hk ) = e(a, h)u · e(B, h)γ · e(d, h)
User −→ Server: Res(ΠR-BBS )

4.2

Details of Basic Scheme

Step 4. The server computes sk = H(NA , NB , X y ) upon
verification of Res(ΠR-BBS ).

Based on the above discussions, we present a basic scheme
as follows.
Setup: To set up the system parameters, the server does
the following:
(A) determines a bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → GT as
defined earlier, and sets up the public key for the BBS signature as (W = hχ ∈ G2 , h ∈ G2 , a, b, d ∈ G1 ), and the
private key as (χ ∈ Zq );
(B) publishes g ∈ G1 as part of the public information;

It is not necessary to elaborate on the protocol step by
step, as the description is already clear. We only point out
that the user authenticates to the server by showing the
possession of a valid credential, while authentication of the
server to the user is by the fact that only the server can
∗
correctly decrypt NA
.
Performance Comparison. To be specific on the performance
advantages of our scheme, below we report an analytic per-
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Yang et al.’s scheme
Our Scheme
a

b

Table 1: Performance Comparison
Computationa
User
Server
48 · EXPN + 4 · EXPN 2
55 · EXPN + 2 · EXPN 2
11 · EXPG1 + 5 · EXPGT 7 · EXPG1 + 6 · EXPGT
+2 · PAIRINGb
+4 · PAIRINGb

We mainly count # of EXPonentiations; besides, a multi-exponentiation is treated as multiple EXPs (e.g.,
g0x g1y is counted as 2 EXPs).
We treat e(a, h), e(d, h), e(g0 , h) as part of the public system parameters, as they are fixed quantities.

formance comparison between our scheme and Yang et al.’s
scheme. For fairness, let the two schemes achieve the same
level of security, e.g., 80 bits, then |q| = 160 bits, |G1 | = 171,
|G2 | = |GT | = |GN | = 1024 bits (see, e.g., [20]); moreover,
the following relation holds for computation cost, 1·EXPG1 ≈
1.EXPGT ≈ 1.EXPGN ≈ 0.25 · EXPGN 2 ≈ 0.25 · PAIRING. As
such, it can easily see that our scheme is considerably superior to Yang et al.’s scheme in terms of both computation
and communication, according to Table 1.

4.3

Communication
(bits)
33|GN | + 2|GN 2 |
7|G1 | + |GT | + 6|q|

witness by herself, with the help of her old witness, her own
k, together with the new accumulator Λ and the event trigger k (that causes the update) published by the server. The
details can be found in [2, 24].

5.

COUNTERMEASURES TO ONLINE GUESSING ATTACKS

Recall that online guessing attack is inherent, impossible
to be eliminated at the protocol level, due to the low entropy of passwords. However, in regular password authentication, system-level measures, e.g., freezing a victim user’s
account, are effective. In contrast, online guessing attack
becomes particularly troublesome in anonymous password
authentication (both the password-protected credential approach and the conventional approach), where discrimination of users is not allowed. In this section, we propose a
virtual TTP (vTTP) based strategy to counter against online guessing attacks.

Support of Membership Withdrawal

We next extend the above scheme to support membership
withdrawal. Once a user withdraws, her credential must be
revoked by the server. To this end, we employ the dynamic
accumulator in [24]. In particular, the server accumulates
k’s of all valid credentials (recall that a user’s credential is
(M, k, s)), and each user is issued a corresponding witness;
in authentication, a user needs to show that the k element
of her credential is contained in the server’s accumulator
with the help of the witness. We stress that while the idea
of using dynamic accumulator to accommodate membership
withdrawal is straightforward, care must be taken in handling the witness amid the password-protected credential,
so as not to incur offline guessing attacks. Below we outline
the extensions to be made to the above basic scheme.
In the Setup phase, the server also sets up public key
(Wacc = ~χacc , ~ ∈ G2 ) and private key (χacc ∈ Zq ) for
the dynamic accumulator, under the same bilinear map e :
G1 × G2 → GT of the BBS signature. In the Registration phase, the server accumulates
k’s of all users, and
Q`
publishes an accumulator Λ = ḡ j=1 (kj +χacc ) at the end
of the registration phase. Accordingly, a user u is given a
witness w, along with the credential (M, k, s). We must
be very careful in protecting w amid the password protected credential. Specifically, since w, k form a verifiable
pair, i.e., e(w, Wacc · ~k ) = e(Λ, ~), neither of them can
be protected by password; otherwise, offline guessing attacks apply. Hence both will be left in the clear. Thus
d1 =
a user’s password-protected credential is hu, k, w, cred
d
[M ]pw , cred2 = E(s)i. Note that revelation of both w and k
is not an issue, because they alone do not suffice for authentication, and their role is simply to vouch for the validity
of the credential in use. In the Authentication Protocol,
the user needs to extend ΠR-BBS in the basic scheme to include
Πacc = P oK{(w, k) : e(w, Wacc · ~k ) = e(Λ, ~)}. We denote
the resulting proof as Π1 , where Π1 = P oK{(M,
k, s, u, w) :
V
e(M, W · hk ) = e(a, h)u · e(b, h)s · e(d, h) e(w, Wacc · ~k ) =
e(Λ, ~)}. We omit the details, as it is a direct combination
of ΠR-BBS and Πacc .
In case of user dynamics, e.g., an existing user withdraws
or a new user enrols in, each valid user can generate a new

5.1

Intuitions

To lead to the final vTTP-based method, we begin with a
discussion of several potential methods that may be useful
in mitigating online guessing attacks in certain applications.
This also serves to help better understand the challenges
posed by online guessing attacks in the setting of anonymous
password authentication.
All-Or-Nothing Method. Without being able to discern individual users, a straightforward method is to freeze all user
accounts in case of online guessing attacks. In particular,
the server counts failed login attempts, and locks all users’
accounts as long as the total number of failures thus far
suffices to endanger a user’s password (assuming all failed
logins are targeted at the same user). However, this all-ornothing method is clearly not satisfactory, as it affects all
users.
Enforcement of Short-term Credentials. An alternative method
is to alleviate the consequences of online guessing attacks
even when they succeeded. The idea is to enforce shortterm credentials, such that even if an attacker recovers a
user’s password and credential by online guessing attacks,
he cannot use the credential for long. Specifically, we mandate that a user credential is valid only for a limited period of time, and it expires after the period. Technical
details follow. A credential has a expiry time τ , so the
credential for user u is a BBS signature (M, k, s), where
1
M = (au0 · aτ1 · bs · d) k+χ , and a0 , a1 ∈ G1 are public parameters of the BBS signature. Consequently, τ is also left
un-protected in the password-protected credential, which is
d 1 = [M ]pw , cred
d 2 = E(s)i. At the time of
then hu, k, w, τ, cred
login, Π1 is extended to be P oK{(M, k, s, u, w, τ ) : e(M, W ·
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V
u
τ
s
k
hk ) = e(a
V 0 , h) ·e(a1 , h) ·e(b, h) ·e(d, h) e(w, Wacc ·~ ) =
e(Λ, ~) τ ≥ T }, where T is current time.
However, the main problem with this method is how to
determine an appropriate validity period for a credential: if
too short, then the user would be forced to frequently update
credentials; if too long, the intended goal of damages-control
would be constrained.
TTP-based Anonymity Revocation. Following other privacy preserving primitives such as group signature and anonymous credential (e.g., [15, 17]), another alternative is to allow the server to revoke user anonymity in case of attacks,
so that the server can inform the victim user or withdraw
her credential. Anonymity revocation is normally performed
by a TTP in other privacy-preserving primitives. We observe that in some applications of password authentication,
a TTP-based structure indeed exists. For example, in a
federated enterprise composed of a headquarter and many
branches, it is reasonable to expect the headquarter to be
the TTP for its subsidiaries.
We thus give a method, assuming the presence of a (offline) TTP for anonymity revocation. Suppose that the TTP
holds public key encryption, e.g., ElGamal encryption, where
ET T P (.)/DT T P (.) denote encryption/decryption, respectively.
Then at the time of login, the user additionally sends E =
ET T P (ξ u ) to the server in step 1, where ξ ∈ G1 , and Π1 is exk
u
tended to be PV
oK{(M, k, s, u, w) : e(M, W
V · h ) = e(a, h) ·
e(b, h)s ·e(d, h) e(w, Wacc ·~k ) = e(Λ, ~) E = ET T P (ξ u )}.
Consequently, when online guessing attacks arise, the server
asks the TTP to recover ξ u from E.
Here ξ u is called identity tag, from which the owner u can
be located. To facilitate mapping from ξ u to u, the server
maintains a table of pairs of (ξ u , u) for all users. Note that
the reason why we choose to “identity escrow” ξ u rather than
u is simply for ease of zero-knowledge proof.

that the server together with a number of users (e.g., t-outof-N ) can open identity escrow. Indeed, users have motive
in participating in anonymity revocation, as any one of them
can be the victim. For this method to work, the following
properties must be satisfied:
P1. The server alone cannot revoke user anonymity.
P2. Even if all users collude, they cannot revoke user anonymity.
Key Generation. To fulfil the above properties, we need a
public key encryption: (1) there is no trusted “dealer” that
helps distribute shares of the private key to the shareholders; (2) the private key should not be reconstructed on any
entity at any time. The dynamic threshold cryptosystems,
e.g., [18, 19, 25, 29], have these features. The ElGamal-type
schemes in [29, 25] fit our context. The major issue to be
addressed is how to generate the key pair for the vTTP,
to meet P1 and P2. Suppose each user has a key pair
(pki , ski ) = (g xi ∈ G1 , xi ∈ Zq ) for ElGamal encryption2 ;
also, suppose the server re-uses his ElGamal encryption, and
let the key pair be (P KServer = g xS , SKServer = xS ). The
idea of generating the key pair (P KvTTP , SKvTTP ) for the
vTTP is depicted in Figure 1(a): first, the N users (who are
willing to participate in anonymity revocation) coordinate
to generate the public key P KU = g xU using the dynamic
threshold encryption scheme (e.g.,[25]), such that t-out-of-N
users can decrypt ciphertexts generated under P KU , while
without construction of SKU = xU 3 . Then the server computes P KvTTP = P KSever · P KU = g xS +xU . The corresponding SKvTTP should be xS + xU , but it is never really
computed. With the presence of P KvTTP , the authentication protocol between a user and the server remains the same
as in the above TTP-based method, with the only exception
of vTTP replacing TTP.
In principle, dynamic threshold cryptosystems allow for
user withdrawal/enroment, but that involves all users to
update their key shares. To mitigate this issue, an alternative key generation strategy is depicted in Figure 1(b): N
users are partitioned into t groups, and each group generates
a key pair (P Ki , SKi ), i = 1, 2, · · · , t, under the dynamic
threshold encryption scheme. Then P KvTTP = P KServer ·
P K1 · · · P Kt , and SKvTTP = SKServer + SK1 + · · · + SKt .
Anonymity revocation requires a cooperation among the server
and the t groups. In this method, update of key shares due
to user dynamics is restricted to a particular group, without
affecting other groups. Again, do not confuse user dynamics
in this context with that in password authentication, and
they are not necessarily relevant: a user can be permitted
to remain on board for anonymity revocation as long as she
are still happy to do so, even she has withdrawn from the
password authentication system; and vice versa (see also
footnote 2).
Abuse of Anonymity Revocation. An issue remains to be
discussed is how to prevent the server from abusing this

5.2

Details of vTTP
The above TTP-based method is promising, provided that
a TTP presents. However, in the setting of password authentication, there does not always exist a TTP. Without the
assistance of TTPs for anonymity revocation, an alternative
in the literature is “self-enforcing” anonymity revocation, in
the sense that the server itself can revoke user anonymity,
in case unusual events occur. We have checked some of the
primitives of this nature in the literature, e.g., [2, 13, 33],
among many others, and found that their techniques cannot
be applied in our case. The reason is that in their systems, to
enable self-enforceable anonymity revocation, some elements
of a user credential must be committed to deterministically
in the zero-knowledge proof of credential showing. However,
in our case since the server knows all credentials, every element of a credential must be committed to in a randomized
form (e.g., T1 , T2 in ΠR-BBS ); otherwise, the server can enumerate all credentials against the commitment to determine
the actual credential in question. Although we do not know
for sure whether deterministic commitment is a necessary
condition to achieve self-enforcing anonymity revocation, it
seems the case!
Virtual TTP. Our final strategy is virtual TTP (vTTP)
based anonymity revocation, enlisting the help of users for
anonymity revocation. In particular, the server and users
form a virtual TTP, replacing the real TTP in the above
TTP-based method. The basic idea is to secret-share the
private key of TTP among the server and all N users, such

2
We remind not to confuse this key held by a user with
her credential. This key is independent of password authentication, and it should be managed in a secure facility.
This, however, does not negate the portability of passwordprotected credential, as the key is not used for authentication. Indeed, if a user is not willing to help in anonymity
revocation, then she does not need to have this key.
3
In fact, to decrypt a ciphtertext, each user generates a partial ciphertext by applying her own private key, and t or
more partial ciphertexts appropriately combined together
yields the plaintext.
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Figure 1: Key Generation Strategies
anonymity revocation mechanism, e.g., the server asks to
open the identity escrow of a valid login. A simple solution
is mandating the server to publish all revealed user identities, together with the corresponding protocol transcripts, in
a public directory where all users are free to access. As such,
abuses by the server can be found out by users. This will become clearer shortly in our proof-of-concept implementation
(see Section 7).
Discussions (Weakness of vTTP). We remark that a weakness of this vTTP-based anonymity revocation is that it requires timely assistance from users. Thus in practice, the
promptness of anonymity revocation cannot always be guaranteed. We leave it as an open problem to find more effective
countermeasures than the vTTP-based method.

6.

SECURITY DEFINITION AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we formulate the security notions for passwordprotected credentials, and then analyze the security of our
scheme.
Adversary Model. Two types of adversaries are considered: outsiders and the server, with respect to different security objectives defined below. An outsider adversary is
defined to be a coalition of any entities (including especially
other valid users), other than the server and the user who is
under attack.
Security Definition. The following security notions are
defined for password-protected credential systems.
Security of Password. The adversary that is interested in
acquiring user passwords is outsiders. Indeed, it is not possible to prevent the server from learning user passwords by
offline guessing attacks, given the verifiability of credentials
to the server. However, exposure of user passwords to the
server is not an issue in the context of password authentication. We distinguish between passive and active/malicious
outsider adversary. The foremost security requirement for
password-protected credentials is that by offline guessing attacks, a passive outsider adversary learns nothing on the underlying password from a password-protected credential, as
well as by eavesdropping on the authentication protocol between the (credential) owner and the server. This notion is
captured by a simulator S which can interact with the adversary, in disguise of the owner, although it has no knowledge
of her password-protected credential and password. For-
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mally, we play a game between a challenger and a PPT
(Probabilistic Polynomial Time) adversary. The challenger
C sets up the system by invoking Setup, and enrols users
by executing Registration. Afterwards, C gives the public
system parameters and all but uj ’s password-protected credentials to the adversary A, who is also offered the following
oracles:
GetCred(i): C returns to A the credential of user ui , for any
i 6= j .
ExeAuth(j): C tosses a coin to decide whether to use uj or
S. If the former, C simply invokes Authentication Protocol
between uj and the server, and sends the protocol script together with uj ’s password-protected credential to A. Otherwise, C returns to A the simulated transcript by S, which includes the simulated authentication protocol transcript and
a simulated password-protected credential. We say that a
system achieves security of password with respect to passive
outsider adversary, if A cannot distinguish whether C is using uj or S.
For an active outsider adversary, we know that an unavoidable attack is that the adversary A first obtains a “credential” by opening the password-protect credential with a
guessed password; then engages in Authentication Protocol with the server using the “credential”, and validates the
guess by seeing the accept/reject feedback from the server.
We say that a system achieves security of password with respect to active outsider adversary, if the best A can achieve
in validating its guesses of password is by taking advantage
of such online guessing attacks.
Unlinkability. The adversary against unlinkability is the
server. It requires that the server cannot link different logins
by the same user. This notion is, again, captured by a game
between a challenger and a PPT adversary as below. The
challenger C sets up the system and enrols users by executing
Setup and Registration, respectively, and gives all generated
information, be it public or private, including all user credentials to the server adversary AS (except the private key
of vTTP). Afterwards, for a challenge user uj , C uses either
uj or a simulator S, depending on a coin toss, to engage
in Authentication Protocol with AS . We say that a system
achieves unlinkability, if AS cannot distinguish whether C is
using uj or S.
Authenticated Key Exchange. The adversary against the
Authentication Protocol is clearly outsiders. An outsider adversary can try to attack entity authentication or key secrecy

of the protocol, other than exposing user password. In the
literature, formulation of such authenticated key exchange
protocols is well studied, e.g., [6, 9, 12, 14], to name but
a few. It is not hard to adapt these existing models such
as [6] to our case, and the details are omitted due to the
limited space. However, an important note is that session
corruption is not allowed in our model: if, by corrupting a
session, the adversary learns the random coins used in the
commitments of credential elements, then the adversary can
de-randomize the commitments and in turn perform offline
guessing attacks against the de-randomized quantities.
Security Analysis. We analyze the security of our final scheme (i.e., basic scheme + membership withdrawal +
vTTP-based anonymity revocation), and have the following
theorem.

erty in a weaker variant of the model [6] by not allowing for
session corruption. Our Authentication Protocol essentially
is a combination of the signature based authenticator and
the (public key) encryption based authenticator in [6]. Security of our protocol (in terms of authenticated key exchange)
thus follows from the security of the two authenticators, according to the rationale of the modular protocol design and
analysis [6]4 . It should be noted that the encryption based
authenticator is proven secure in [6], given that the encryption is CCA2 secure; while in our protocol, the ElGamal
encryption (i.e., E(.)) is only CPA secure. This is not an
issue, as session corruption is not allowed in our model and if
both entities immediately erase their local states (e.g., NA ),
once the shared key is established.

7.

Theorem 1. Our scheme achieves security of password,
unlinkability, and authenticated key exchange.
Proof. (Sketch) (1) Security of Password: For passive
adversary, it suffices to show how to construct the simulator. Let Π2 = P oK{(M,
k, s, u, w) : e(M, W · V
hk ) =
V
u
s
k
e(a, h) · e(b, h) · e(d, h) e(w, Wacc · ~ ) = e(Λ, ~) E =
EvT T P (ξ u )}, which is the zero-knowledge proof by the user
in our scheme. The real transcript (between a user and
the server) that the challenger gives to the adversary is
∗
[s∗ , X, NA
, EvT T P (ξ u ), Cmt(Π2 ), NB , Y, Mac, Res(Π2 ), hu, k, w,
[M ]pw , E(s)i]. To imitate the transcript, the simulator se∗
lects s̄∗ ∈R G21 , X̄ ∈R G1 , N̄A
∈R G21 , Ē ∈R G21 , Ȳ ∈R
κ1
G1 , Mac ∈R {0, 1} , M ∈R [.], sE ∈R G21 , and invokes the
simulator of Π2 to generate Cmt(Π2 ), c̄, Res(Π2 ). In addition, the simulator also generates a pair (w̄, k̄) by invoking
the extractor of Πacc . Then the output of the simulator is
∗
[s̄∗ , X̄, N̄A
, Ē, Cmt(Π2 ), c̄, Ȳ , Mac, Res(Π2 ), hu, k̄, w̄, M , sE i]. We
show that the simulator’s output is computationally indistinguishable from the real transcript. Due to the semantic
∗
security of ElGamal encryption, s̄∗ , N̄A
, Ē, s̄E is computa∗
∗
tionally indistinguishable from s , NA , EvT T P (ξ u ), E(s); similarly, other elements can also be shown indistinguishable
under appropriate (computational) assumptions. Of special
attention is M and [M ]pw : we must guarantee that M is
uniformly random over G1 , and the distribution of [M ]pw
is uniform over the range of [.] for all possible pw. Indeed,
the former is the case due to the BBS signature, and for the
latter, any practical symmetric key encryption scheme has
that property.
For active adversary, we argue that in our protocol the
only potential leakage of the credential information is through
s∗ and Π2 . As such, active attacks are no better than passive
eavesdropping, and thus the only way left for the adversary
to validate his guesses of the target password is by interacting online with the server.
(2) Unlinkability: Given the above proof, how to construct
the simulator is straightforward, and we omit the details.
We just want to stress that the server adversary is much
more powerful than the above outsider adversary, as it has
been given virtually all system information (public and private), including especially the challenge user’s credential.
The insight why such a powerful adversary still cannot distinguish is that every element of the user credential is committed to in a randomized form, e.g., T1 , T2 in ΠR-BBS , which
makes a PPT adversary unable to distinguish without the
knowledge of the random coins.
(3) Authenticated Key Exchange: We can prove this prop-
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IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

We have two objectives for our implementation: (1) empirically evaluate the efficiency of our scheme; (2) provide
a proof-of-concept prototype, illustrating the usage of our
proposal in practice.

7.1

Performance Evaluation

We conducted extensive experiments on the efficiency of
our (final) scheme. The programs were written in C/C++,
and the underlying elliptic curves and pairing operations
were implemented based on the Miracl library5 . In particular, we used DDH-hard subgroups of an MNT elliptic curve
with pairings, where |q| = 159 bits, and the curve has an embedding degree of 6. Our implementation also made use of
HMAC, SHA-1, PRNG (Pseudorandom Number Generator)
in the Miracl library, and our own codes of ElGamal-type
encryption. For the experiments, the client program runs
on a Fujitsu notebook, Intel Core2 Duo CPU, 2.53GHz, OS
Windows XP, and the server program runs on a PC, Dell
Dimension 9150, Intel 3.0 GHz CPU, 1GB RAM, OS Windows XP. We experimented with different number of users
simultaneously authenticating with the server, and the average time it takes for a user, respectively, and the server to
complete the authentication protocol is reported below.
Timing (ms)

User
385

Server
430

The results indicated that our scheme has high efficiency,
should be acceptable for practical applications.

7.2

Proof-of-Concept Prototype

For the prototype, we mainly provide Web-based interfaces to implement the vTTP-based anonymity revocation.
It is our hope that the prototype can serve as a simple demon
to illustrate how our proposal can be used in practice.
Login interface. To participate in anonymity revocation,
a user first logs in to the system through the login interface
shown in Figure 2(a), where the user needs to provide her
identity, her share of the vTTP public key, together with
a short (zero-knowledge) proof of the corresponding private
key. At the server side, the server keeps a repository of all
public keys whose owners have agreed to offer assistance for
anonymity revocation.
4
We noticed that some (minor) attacks have been found
against the two authenticators, but incidentally, all are due
to session corruption.
5
M.Scott. Indigo software: http://indigo.ie/∼mscott.

Figure 2: User Interfaces
Ask-for-Help list. Once her login request is verified, the
user is navigated to the Ask-for-Help interface, shown in
Figure 2(b), which lists all the protocol transcripts that need
the user’s help for anonymity revocation. Notice that each
entry is succeeded by the number of partial ciphertexts that
have already been collected; also, the user is offered the
option to select which entries she is interested in. The user
then retrieves her private key from the storage and clicks
the “Yes” button to start decryption of the selected protocol
transcripts one by one. Each resulting partial ciphertext
will be sent to the server, who then updates the Bulletin
(see below). The user can immediately check the bulletin to
see whether her results are correctly reflected in the bulletin.
Public bulletin. The bulletin is free of access to the public, and it consists of a Completed List and a Pending List,
as shown in Figure 2(c). The completed list contains the set
of protocol transcripts, wherein the involved user identities
have been successfully revealed. The pending list shows the
protocol transcripts that have not collected sufficient number of partial ciphertexts from users. For each pending item,
all of its collected partial ciphertexts are displayed below it.
This facilitates users who have contributed to anonymity
revocation to check whether their partial ciphertexts are
correctly handled by the server. Once there are sufficient
number of partial ciphertexts, the server performs the final
decryption and moves the item to the completed list. The
pending list serves as an important deterrence to discourage
the server from abuses of anonymity revocation.

8.

user credentials. An alternative we have in mind (which
can avoid the use of homomorphic encryption ) is that the
server does not publish the public key of the BBS signature,
so that the signatures cannot be publicly verified. We have
checked several options (e.g., keeping secret W , or a, b, d, or
h), and some of them seem work. As a future direction, we
will continue to explore along this line.

9.
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ABSTRACT

to various man-in-the-middle attacks. Even if a secure channel can be established, it is still not clear how the additional
device can help in authenticating subsequent messages rendered on the untrusted terminal’s display.
A number of recent works utilize cameras in the mobile
devices to provide an alternative realtime communication
channel from a display unit to a mobile device: messages
are rendered on the display unit in a form of, say 2D barcodes, which are then captured and decoded by the mobile device via its camera. Although such visual channel
could be eavesdropped by “over-the-shoulder” attacks, it is
arguably impossible to modify or insert messages, and thus
secure against man-in-the-middle attack. Visual channel has
been exploited in a few works in verifying the session key
exchanged over an unsecured channel, for instance seeingis-believing proposed by McCune et al. [16]. There are also
proposals on verifying untrusted display, for example, Clarke
et al. propose verifying the display screen using stabilized
camera device [5]. In this paper, we take a step further by investigating authentication of interactive sessions, with consideration that most cameras are unable to cover the whole
screen in a single view with suﬃcient precision. An example
of interactive session is online banking application where a
user can browse and selectively view pervious transactions,
and carry out new transactions. A typical screenshot would
contain important information like the user’s account information, and less sensitive information like advertisements,
help information, and navigation information, as shown in
Figure 1(a).
During an interaction session, after a session key ks has
been securely established between the server and the mobile
device (could be established using seeing-is-believing [16]),
there could be many subsequent communication messages
that require protection by ks . These messages may need to
be rendered over diﬀerent pages, or in a scrolling webpage
where not all of them are visible at the same time. We remark that it is not clear how to protect them. For instance,
one may render the messages as 2D barcodes, each protected
by the same ks . To view the message in a 2D barcode, the
user moves the mobile device over the barcode, and the device will capture, authenticate and display the message on
its display panel. However, as there are many barcodes associated with the same key, it is possible for a dishonest terminal to perform “rearrangement” attack: replays barcodes
or shows barcodes in the wrong order.
The above attack arises due to the limitation that the
camera is unable to capture the whole screen with suﬃcient
precision. We treat the problem as the authentication of

Communication channel established from a display to a device’s camera is known as visual channel, and is helpful in
securing key exchange protocol [16]. In this paper, we study
how visual channel can be exploited by a network terminal
and mobile device to jointly verify information in an interactive session, and how such information can be jointly presented in a user-friendly manner, taking into account that
the mobile device can only capture and display a small region. Motivated by applications in Kiosk computing and
multi-factor authentication, we consider three security models: (1) the mobile device is trusted, (2) at most one of the
terminal or the mobile device is dishonest, and (3) both the
terminal and device are dishonest but they do not collude
or communicate. We give a few protocols and investigate
them under the abovementioned models. We point out a
form of replay attack that renders some other straightforward implementations cumbersome to use. To enhance userfriendliness, we propose a solution using visual cues embedded into the 2D barcodes and incorporate the framework
of “augmented reality” for easy veriﬁcations through visual
inspection. We give a proof-of-concept implementation to
show that our scheme is feasible in practice.

Keywords
Visual channel, Sub-region authentication, 2D-barcodes, Userfriendly veriﬁcation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Securing connection to a server through an untrusted network terminal is challenging even if the user has additional
factor for authentication like one-time-password token, smartcard, or a mobile phone. One of the hurdles is the diﬃculty
in securely passing information from the terminal to the device, and presenting the jointly veriﬁed authentic information to the user in a user friendly manner. Using traditional
channel to connect the device and the terminal, like wireless connection or plug-and-play connection, are subjected

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for proﬁt or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the ﬁrst page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speciﬁc
permission and/or a fee.
ACSAC ’10 Dec. 6-10, 2010, Austin, Texas USA
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-4503-0133-6/10/12 ...$10.00.
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such dishonest mobile device, our proposed method requires
the mobile device to extract and produce a human readable
proof from the authentication tag. A corresponding proof
is also shown in the terminal’s display and hence the user
can visually verify whether they are consistent, as shown in
Figure 1(c).
In addition to security requirements, user experience is
also important. Requiring the user to take snapshot of the
screen is rather disruptive from the user’s point of view.
We employ augmented reality to provide better user experience in veriﬁcation. The design of our 2D barcode and
the subregion authentication takes usability into consideration and ﬁts nicely in the framework of augmented reality.
One example is as shown in Figure 1(b). The screenshot
displayed by the terminal is a combination of sensitive data
and non-sensitive data like advertisement and menu. The
sensitive data are replaced by 2D barcodes with visual cue
as described before. The user treats the mobile device as
an inspection device and places the mobile phone over the
region to be inspected. In realtime, the mobile device captures and veriﬁes the 2D barcode. If it is authentic, the
decrypted message is displayed. The non-sensitive portion
of the screenshot is also displayed as it is to help the user to
navigate. We give a proof-of-concept system implemented
on Android mobile phones and evaluate its performance to
show the feasibility of our methods.

messages rendered in a sequence of large 2D regions, where
only region in a small rectangular window can be captured
at one time. There are a few straightforward methods to
overcome the rearrangement attack. For instance, one may
prevent the attack by requiring the user to scan all the barcodes with his mobile device, and all the messages will be
authenticated and rendered by the mobile device. However,
it is troublesome for the user to scan all the barcodes, and
there are situations where the user only wants to view some,
but not all, of the messages. In addition, it is less preferred
to navigate and browse the messages (e.g. a large table of
transactions) within the relatively small display panel. In
Section 6, we will discuss a few other straightforward methods and their limitations.
Our solution is to use a barcode scheme that given a message m and a visual cue v, is able to produce a barcode
image that not only carries m as its payload, but also visually appears as v (see examples in Figure 1(b) and Figure 1(c)). Our paper realizes such barcode scheme using
technique borrowed from fragile image watermarking [15],
where the visual cue is the “host” image, and the payload
is embedded as the “watermark”. To embed a long message into several barcodes, our main idea is to have a visual
cue on each barcode indicating its position. By visually inspecting the visual cues, the user can readily verify that the
barcodes are in the correct arrangement. For example, in
Figure 1(b), the visual cues are numeric numbers increasing
by 1 from left to right, top to bottom. The black dot beside
the number “2” indicates that the barcode is at the end of
the row, and the black block beside the number “8” indicates
that it is the last (i.e. bottom-right) barcode. With the arrangement of barcodes veriﬁed, the user can then browse
selective barcodes independently with his mobile device.
In our security analysis, we consider the four parties setting where a user, who has a mobile device, wants to interact
with a server via a network terminal. We focus on three security models. In the ﬁrst model, the network terminal, including its CPU, keyboard and display unit, is untrusted by
the user, whereas the mobile device is trusted. This model is
motivated by the challenging problem in securing Kiosks [11,
13], where Kiosks are untrusted public network terminal like
workstations in Internet café.
In the second model, motivated by two-factor authentication, we consider scenarios where both the mobile and the
terminal are not trusted by the user, but at least one of the
terminal or mobile carries out the protocol honestly. This is
to reﬂect the concern that either the terminal or the mobile
could be, but less likely both are, compromised. We found
that under the ﬁrst model, it is possible to provide both
conﬁdentiality and authenticity; whereas under the second
model, although authenticity can be achieved, it is not clear
how to achieve conﬁdentiality.
In the third model, we take one step further and consider a tricky setting where both the terminal and mobile
device could be dishonest, but they do not collude in the
sense that they do not know how to communicate with each
other. This model is motivated by scenarios where the terminal and mobile device are compromised, but independently
by two diﬀerent adversaries, for instance, a dishonest mobile
device that always says “authentic” for whatever authentication it is supposed to carry out, and a network terminal
which is remotely controlled by a malicious party who wants
to deceive the user to accept a particular message. To detect

Organization
We formally deﬁne our problem and three adversary models in Section 2. Assuming the existence of a barcode scheme
that is secure against rearrangement attack, we propose two
protocols and analyze them under the three adversary models in Section 3. We give a construction for the required
barcode scheme using visual cues in Section 4 and discuss
the design of visual cue symbols in Section 5. We compare our solutions with possible alternative methods in Section 6. We describe our proof-of-concept implementation in
Section 7 and measure its performance in Section 8. A discussion of existing work is given in Section 9. Section 10
gives a conclusion of our paper.

2.

MODELS AND FORMULATION

There are four parties involved in our problem: the user,
the server, the mobile device and the network terminal. Let
us call them User, Server, Mobile, and Terminal respectively. In our framework, the term “user” literately refers to
a person, and the mobile device is equipped with a camera,
input device, a small display unit and suﬃcient computing
power.
A summary of our notations is given in Table 1 and the
communication channels among the four parties are as shown
in Figure 2. Note that there is no direct communication link
between Mobile and Server. With 3G mobile network and
WiFi connection widely available, one may argue that the
model should consider such a link. Nevertheless, there are
situations where the connection is not available due to cost
or other constrains. In addition, there are also security concerns if the mobile device has Internet connection during
the transactions: if Mobile can directly communicate with
a remote malicious party, it may collude and conduct coordinated attack with Terminal and the malicious party.
We consider the following security models for the channel
between Server and User:
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(a) A bank transaction webpage.

(b) Method 1: mobile device is trusted. (c) Method 2: mobile device could be dishonest.

Figure 1: Illustration of our schemes: Figure 1(a) is the bank transaction screenshot which contains a sensitive
transaction table to be protected. Figure 1(b) illustrates method 1 where the sensitive table is replaced by
barcodes; and the mobile device captures, veriﬁes and decodes part of the table. Figure 1(c) illustrates
method 2 where the sensitive table is displayed with barcodes; the user compares the tables on both the
terminal and mobile.

3.

1. Model 1: Terminal is not trusted by User, but Mobile
is trusted and we want to protect both conﬁdentiality
and authenticity.
2. Model 2: At least one of Terminal and Mobile is honest and we want to protect authenticity.
3. Model 3: Both Terminal and Mobile could be dishonest but they do not collude and we want to protect
authenticity.
In Model 3, we treat the dishonest Terminal and Mobile
as two diﬀerent adversaries AT and AM with two diﬀerent
goals. AT is the dishonest terminal and its intension is to
trick the user to believe that a given message m is authentic.
The actual value of m is not determined prior to the connection. We can view it as a randomly chosen message that is
passed to the AT . The adversary AM is the dishonest mobile
and has an easier goal: it is free to construct any message
and trick the user to wrongly believe that it is authentic.
An example of AM is one who always accepts whatever veriﬁcation it is tasked to do. To capture the notion that they
do not collude, we impose the restriction that AT and AM
do not know how to communicate with each other, and the
forge message m is randomly chosen. Hence, we exclude
the attack where AT covertly sends the message m to AM
through the visual channel.
Mobile Device
Visual Channel

Input Device

Display Unit

Public Network

Server

Display Unit

Network Terminal

PROTOCOLS

We now give our proposed protocols for securing the communication between Server and User assuming we have a
barcode embedding technique that can protect the integrity
and conﬁdentiality of its payload, and visible visual cue can
be rendered onto the barcode to indicate the barcode location as in Figure 1(b). Given a message m, a visual cue v,
and a session key ks , let us write the barcode (represented
as images) as B(ks , m, v). For clarity in presentation, we
ﬁrst consider the case where the message can be embedded
into one barcode block whose size is small enough to be entirely captured by Mobile’s camera with suﬃcient precision.
Thus, we take the visual cue v as a single dot, indicating to
the user that there is only a single barcode to be read. We
will later study the case for multiple messages in Section 4
and Section 5.
We assume that Server has already established a long
term shared key with Mobile when the user registers an
account with the server. In additional, for model 2 and
3, we assume that User has established a password with
Server which is secret to Mobile. Before each interactive
session, Server authenticates User and Mobile to get a session key ks , which is to be kept secret from Terminal. A
secure key exchange can be derived from modiﬁed seeingand-believing [16] and combination of the proposed method
in this section. Due to space constrain, we do not include
details on key exchange in this paper.

User
Input Device

Figure 2: The communication channels among the
four parties.

3.1

Server to User

Consider the case where Server wants to send a message
mS to User. We propose two methods, denoted MS1 and
MS2 (message from server), where method MS1 is more userfriendly compared to MS2, but it requires that Mobile is
trusted.

MS1. To send a message mS to User, the following steps
are carried out. (1) Server generates a barcode image B(ks ,
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mU
mS
kT
kE
kV
ks
v
B(ks , m, v)
TkT (m)
EkE (m)
ECC(m)
A→B:m
C
A −→ B : m

Table 1: Summary of Notations.
The message from User to Server.
The message from Server to User.
The key for message authentication scheme.
The key for encryption.
The key for embedding visual cue.
The session key where ks = (kT , kE , kV ).
A visual cue symbol.
A barcode image encoding a message m and visual cue v under key ks .
An authentication tag of a message m under key kT .
An encryption of a message m under key kE .
An error correcting encoding of a message m.
The entity A sends a message m to another entity B.
The entity A sends a message m to B using C as a relay point.

MU1. MU1 consists of the following steps to send a message mU to Server. (1) User enters mU to Mobile. (2) Mobile computes and shows User the encrypted form EkE (mU )
TkT (EkE (mU )) in readable characters (for e.g. using uuencode). (3) User sends displayed string to Server through
Terminal’s input device. (4) Server accepts mU if the tag is
valid. Below is a summary for MU1:

mS , v) and sends the barcode to Terminal. Recall that ks is
the established session key, and v is the appropriate visual
cue. (2) Terminal displays the barcode. (3) User inspects
and veriﬁes the visual cue is valid. (4) Mobile captures the
barcode. (5) If Mobile successfully veriﬁes the payload mS
embedded in the barcode, it displays mS . If Mobile fails to
verify mS , then it displays an error message e.
Below is a summary for MS1:

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. Server → Terminal: B(ks , mS , v);
2. Terminal → User: v;
3. User veriﬁes the visual cue v;
4. Terminal → Mobile: B(ks , mS , v);

MU2.

In scenarios where the conﬁdentiality of mU is
not required, we can employ a more user friendly protocol
MU2 as follow: (1) User enters mU through Terminal’s input
device, and Terminal forwards mU to Server. (2) Server
generates a barcode B(ks , mU c, v), where c is a randomly
generated nonce. Server sends the barcode to Terminal.
(3) Terminal displays the barcode, and User visually veriﬁes that the visual cue v is correct. (4) Mobile captures the
barcode and rejects if the barcode is not authentic. (5) Mobile renders the message mU and the nonce c on its display.
(6) If mU is consistent with the message User entered in step
(1), User enters c to Terminal, and Terminal forwards it to
Server. (7) Server rejects if the nonce c is wrong.
Although involves more steps, MU2 is less tedious from
the user’s point of view, since User does not need to enter
mU using Mobile’s input device. The corresponding steps
for MU2 are summarized below:

5. Mobile → User: mS if mS is authentic, e otherwise.

MS2. The main diﬀerence in this method from the previous MS1 is that, the message mS is displayed by both
Terminal and Mobile, and thus User is able to detect if one
of them is dishonest. (1) Server ﬁrst generates a barcode
image B(ks , mS , v), then it sends both the barcode image
and the message mS to Terminal. (2) Terminal displays the
barcode, side-by-side with mS . (3) User inspects and veriﬁes
the visual cue. (4) Mobile captures the barcode and rejects
if the barcode is not authentic, otherwise, displays mS . (5)
User reads mS from Mobile’s display panel and Terminal’s
display. (6) User accepts mS if the mS in step (2) is consistent with mS in step (4). Below is a summary for MS2:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3.2

User → Mobile: mU ;
Mobile → User: EkE (mU )TkT (EkE (mU ));
User Terminal
−→ Server: EkE (mU )TkT (EkE (mU ));
Server accepts mU if the tag TkT (EkE (mU )) is valid.

Server → Terminal: B(ks , mS , v), mS ;
Terminal → User: v, mS1 ;
User veriﬁes v;
Terminal → Mobile: B(ks , mS , v);
Mobile → User: mS2 ;
User accepts mS1 if mS1 = mS2 .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

User to Server

Now we consider the following methods MU1 and MU2
(message from user) for sending the message mU to Server.
Method MU1 protects both conﬁdentiality and authenticity of the message, whereas method MU2 protects only the
authenticity but involves less user operation.

3.3

User Terminal
−→ Server: mU ;
Server → Terminal : B(ks , mU c, v);
Terminal → User: v;
Terminal → Mobile: B(ks , mU c, v);
Mobile → User: mU , c;
User Terminal
−→ Server: c;
Server accepts mU if c is consistent, rejects otherwise.

Analysis

In this section, we analyze our methods under diﬀerent
adversary models.
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Model 1 (Mobile is trusted)

Table 2 summarizes the security and user friendliness of
our methods under diﬀerent models.

In Model 1, we use MU1 for sending message to Server,
and use MS1 for Server to send message to User to achieve
conﬁdentiality and authenticity of the communication channel.
For both methods, Terminal plays the role of a relay point
for passing message and thus a malicious Terminal is the
man-in-the-middle. Hence, this is the classical setting where
the two end points (Server and Mobile) having a shared key
want to communicate over a public channel. The cryptographic technique (encryption and message authentication
code) can secure the channel and provide both conﬁdentiality and authenticity.
It is clear that MU2 and MS2 cannot protect the conﬁdentiality under this model as the messages are sent in clear
through Terminal, and thus they are not suitable in this
model.

4.

VISUAL CHANNEL

A main component in building our visual channel is the
construction of 2D barcode with visual cues: given a secret
key ks = (kT , kE , kV ), a message m, and a visual cue symbol
v we want to produce a 2D barcode B(ks , m, v) such that
the cue v is clearly visible, and the message m can be extracted under noise. On the other hand, there are security
requirements on the conﬁdentiality of m and integrity of m
and v. Any modiﬁcation on m and v must be detected with
high probability.

4.1

Construction Overview

There are a number of stages in constructing the visual
channel:

Model 2 (At least one is honest)

1. (Encryption-then-MAC): Given m, and the keys kE , kT ,
the message m is protected using encryption and MAC
with key kE and kT respectively, and get m0 = EkE (mU )
TkT (EkE (mU )).
2. (Error correcting): Error correcting code is then applied on the result m0 , and get ECC(m0 ), let us call
this m1 .
3. (Embedding visual cue): Given a message m1 , a key
kV , and a visual cue v represented as a 2D array of
bits, the m1 is embedded into a larger 2D array of bits
I which visually appear as v, Section 4.2 gives details
on the embedding process.
4. (Adding control point and rendering): A set of control
points(red dots in Figure 1(b)) is then added around
I for image registration purpose.

In Model 2, we use MU2 to send message to Server, and
use MS2 for Server to send message to User. We want to
achieve authenticity of the message mS . We are not interested in conﬁdentiality here. It is an interesting future work
to investigate whether conﬁdentiality can be achieved under
this model.
Suppose Terminal is dishonest. In both directions of the
communication, we can treat the barcode as the MAC of
the message, mU and mS respectively. Since Terminal does
not have the key used in generating the barcode, this is a
classical setting and the authenticity of the message inherit
from the MAC we used in the barcode construction.
On the other hand, let us consider the case where the
Mobile is dishonest. In MU2, Terminal is honest and will
forward mU to Server as it is, thus, it is impossible for Mobile to modify mU without Server notices. Similarly, in
MS 2, since the actual message mS is displayed by the honest Terminal, User can compare the displayed message and
thus any modiﬁcation can be detected.
Note that MU1 and MS1 is not secure in this model: if
Mobile is dishonest and change the message to m , there is
no way for User or Server to verify it.

Thus, our barcode is a black and white image with red
pixels.

4.2

Encoding with Visual Cue

When a message is too large, multiple barcodes are required to encode it. As mentioned in the introduction, multiple barcodes protected by a single session key are subjected to “rearrangement” attack. To detect the attack, we
propose binding location information to the barcode using
visual cue. This section gives a method in embedding the
visual cue. Note that the process of embedding a visual cue
to a barcode can be viewed as the embedding process in digital watermarking, where the visual cue is the host, and the
barcode is a message to be “watermarked” to the host.
Given a n-bits message m1 , let us arrange it as a x by
y binary matrix where n = x · y and x is even. Let us
assume that the given visual cue is a x/2 by y pixels image
where each pixel is either 0 (representing a black pixel) or
1 (representing a white pixel). Therefore, every 2 bits in
m is associated with 1 pixel of the visual cue, and together
they can be represented with 3 black-and-white pixels in the
ﬁnal barcode. The 3 pixels are arranged in a “L”-shape as
shown in Figure 3(a). Let us call the 3 pixels as a L-block.
The 23 combination of values in a L-block is divided into
two groups: W and B. The L-blocks in W have more white
pixels and thus the L-blocks appear as “white”. Conversely,
the L-blocks in B will appear as “black”.
Given a binary value v1 ∈ {0, 1} of a pixel of the visual
cue image, we want to encode two bits b1 , b2  into a three

Model 3 (No collusion)
It turns out that the protocol we used in method 2, i.e.
MU2 and MS2, can achieve authenticity in this model as
well.
Let us ﬁrst analyze MU2. Recall that the goal of a dishonest Terminal is to trick Server to accept a message mU .
To do so Terminal must send Server the message mU , and
obtain a barcode b contains mU and c. Server accepts mU
only if the veriﬁcation code c is presented. Since c is randomly chosen, Terminal is unlikely to succeed in guessing c.
Therefore, he needs to get c from user. Without any hint
from Terminal, Mobile is not able to display the message
that the user is expecting.
Now let us analyze MS 2. In this case the dishonest Terminal wants to trick User into accepting a message mS . To
achieve the goal, it must display mS side-by-side with the
barcode. As Terminal does not know the key ks he is unable
to forge the barcode. Now, consider the dishonest Mobile.
Recall that there is no communication from the Terminal
to Mobile, the Mobile is unable to display the message mS
which is required to trick User to accept mS .
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Model 1
Model 2
Model 3

Table 2: Summary of Methods.
MU 1
MU 2
MS 1
MS 2
C, A, U1 A, U1, U2 C, A, U1, U2 A, U1, U2
N
A, U1, U2
N
A, U2
N
A, U1, U2
N
A, U2

Note: C, A, N are related to security goals and U1, U2 are related to usability.
C: conﬁdentiality is achieved; A: authenticity is achieved; N: none of C and A can be achieved.
U1: no user comparison of messages is required; U2: no user input via Mobile’s input device is required.

lare et al. [2] show that when the encryption EkE achieve indistinguishability under chosen-plaintext attack (IND-CPA),
and the message authentication scheme TkT is strongly unforgeable (SUF-CMA), then the Encrypt-then-MAC composition method achieves IND-CPA, INT-CTXT (integrity
of ciphertexts) and IND-CCA ((adaptive) chosen ciphertext
attack).
(a) Two groups of L-blocks.

Integrity of visual cue
An adversary may try to modify some L-shape blocks
such that the visual cue on two barcode blocks are swapped,
and thus, he can rearrange the two blocks without being
detected. As discussed in Section 4.2, any modiﬁcation of
an L-shape block’s brightness will have 14 chance of not being
detected. Suppose at least β number of L-shape blocks have
to be modiﬁed in order to deceive the user, then the chances
of not being detected will be ( 14 )β , where β depends on the
size of a barcode block, and the visual cue design.
However, the above analysis does not hold when we consider the whole process of decoding, where the error correction is included. Recall that, due to inevitable noise, we need
to apply error correcting before extracting EkE (mS ). Therefore, when small number of L-shape blocks are corrupted,
the payload m1 can still be correctly decoded. Hence, the
choice of error-correction and the design of the cues cannot
be done separately. Furthermore, some error-correction code
can correct more errors than its guaranteed level in some situations. Due to the concern of forgery, it is important not
to correct those errors.
To prevent an adversary from making small changes that
can deceive the user and yet get veriﬁed, one design consideration of the visual cue is to choose symbols with large
mutual Hamming distance from each other. In our implementation to be described in Section 7, we use numerical
digits as visual cue, where the minimum hamming distance
for two symbols is 14 “L-blocks” (for example, the number
“1” and “7”, “0” and “8”). We choose parameters of error
correcting code that is able to tolerate 4 bits noise for every 63 bits. Note that modifying a “L-blocks” may result in
two bits ﬂipped, thus, the probability that an attacker can
modify the visual cue of a barcode to another is less than
Φ(3; 14, 0.75) = 3.98% where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the binomial distribution B(14, 0.75).

(b) Tile up with L-blocks.
Figure 3: L-blocks for constructing visual cues

pixels L-block, such that the brightness of the L-block can
be adjusted according to v1 . For instance, if v1 = 1, the
encoding outputs only elements in W . Since there are 4
elements in W , it is possible to encode the two bits b1 and
b2 . Beside for the value of v1 , there is no further constraint
on how the encoding of b1 , b2  to the 4 elements in W is to
be done. In order to prevent the adversary from modifying
the appearance of the visual cue, the mapping from the 2
bits b1 , b2  to the three pixels of the associated L-block,
p1 , p2 , p3 , has to be kept secret. Hence, the key space for
encoding a bit pair is 4! × 4! = 576.
To decode a barcode, Mobile applies the decoding and
decryption functions in a reverse order and ignore the bit
v1 . That is, it ﬁrst extracts the bit pairs from every Lblocks, and get the message m . Next, error correcting is
applied and the authenticity of the message can be veriﬁed.

4.3

Security Analysis

We would like our barcode scheme to achieve the following
properties: (1)authenticity and conﬁdentiality of mS and (2)
the integrity of visual cue.

Modifying control points
The adversary may try to modify the control points and
this may cause failure in decoding, giving a string of “random” bits which is unlikely to pass the MAC authentication check. Hence, modiﬁcations of control points at most
amount to a denial of service attack, which is not our main
concern.

Authenticity and conﬁdentiality of message
The authenticity and conﬁdentiality of the message embedded in our barcode scheme rely on the security of the underlying encryption and message authentication scheme. Bel-
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5.

VISUAL CUES FOR VERIFICATION OF
MULTIPLE BARCODES

In this section, we discuss a few designs of visual cue, in
particular, for barcodes appeared in a linear sequence, and
barcodes rendered as table. Recall that the main purpose
of the visual cue is to bind location information to the barcodes, so that User can visually verify that the barcodes are
in the correct arrangement.

Linear Sequential Barcodes.
Consider a sequence of barcodes appearing in the order B1 ,
B2 , . . . , Bn . The order of appearance gives implicit structure
of the encoded message. For instance, the message could be
a string divided into substrings where each substring is encoded in a single barcode. Hence, it is important to protect
the order of appearance, even if the user may not be interested in viewing all of them. A natural visual cue would be
a counter, starting from 1, that is, the visual cue of block
Bi is i. To indicate the end of the sequence, the last block
contains a special symbol, say “.” in our example, to indicate
end of sequence.

(a) Mobile captures every blocks, then veriﬁes
and renders the whole message.

Barcodes in Table Structure.
Consider a table of messages where each message is encoded in a barcode. The barcodes are depicted in the natural
table arrangement: for any 2 messages in the same row, the
corresponding barcodes are also in the same row, and likewise for columns. To protect the arrangement, we propose
the following rules of assigning the visual cue:
R1 The numerical value of the visual cue symbol on the
top row, leftmost block is 1. The value increments
by 1 from left to right. At the end of the row, the
increment process continues at the leftmost block of
the row below if any.

(b) Mobile displays the location(row/column)
information encoded in the barcodes.

R2 The rightmost block in each row has the additional cue
which is a black dot indicating this is the end of row.

Figure 4: Illustration of alternative methods (for
simplicity, only the barcodes and mobile device are
shown here).

R3 The rightmost block in the bottom row has an additional large black rectangle indicating this is the last
block.

Embedding a HMAC of all blocks.

Figure 1(b) shows an example of such barcode table. To
verify that a table of barcodes are in the correct arrangement, User simply needs to verify the continuity of the
counter, every but the last row ends with a small dot, and
the last barcode ends with a big dot. It is easy to verify
that by imposing the above rules, any insertion, deletion
or rearrangement of the barcodes can be detected by visual
inspection.

6.

In this method, given a long message mS , Server computes
a HMAC for the whole mS and embeds mS and its tag into
a few barcodes. During authentication, the user ﬁrst scans
across all the barcodes, then Mobile responds whether the
HMAC agree with the content in the barcodes (Figure 4(a)).
If so, Mobile renders the long message and user navigates
to obtain the required information. The advantages of this
method are (1) the user does not need to verify the visual
cue, and (2) the barcode is more eﬃcient in the sense that
it does not need to embed the visual cue.
However, there are a few disadvantages of this method.
Firstly, the scanning process could be less preferred when
the user only want to browse a subset of the message (e.g.
a user who wants to check a particular record from a list
of transactions). Secondly, it is not easy to navigate using
the relatively smaller display panel in the mobile device.
Furthermore, it is not clear how to extend this method to
cater for the setting where Mobile is not trusted: one could

ALTERNATIVE METHODS

Besides using visual cues, there are other techniques to
ensure that the barcodes are in correct order. This section
compares our scheme with a few alternatives. In general, our
scheme uses more pixels to carry the visual cue symbols.
On the other hand, it has the advantage of requiring less
user involvement, incurring less disruption and exploiting
the terminal’s large display panel. A brief illustration of the
alternative methods is given in Figure 4.
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display the message in both Terminal and Mobile, but it is
not easy for the user to verify that the displayed messages
are consistent when the message is long.

Encoding location hints in barcode.
When the message can be represented as a form of table,
one may try to secure the authenticity by using the row and
column attributes as location information: Given a table mS ,
Server ﬁrst divides it into sub-tables, then it encodes each
sub-table together with the corresponding row and column
attributes into barcodes. When Mobile decodes the barcode,
it shows the corresponding attributes of the sub-table as
shown in Figure 4(b).
The advantage of this method is that it does not require
the user to scan barcodes or verify visual cues, and the user
can readily browse a sub-table of interest. While rearrangement attack can be prevented as the row and column information are encoded in the barcode, this method is still
subjected to deletion attacks: the adversary may remove or
duplicate an entire row of barcode without being detected.
Although the “deletion attack” could be patched by encoding
more information, for example, by indicating the total number of barcodes, the user is required to be involved in tedious
veriﬁcation, like counting the number of barcode blocks.

7.

Figure 5: An example of our experiment: browse
and verify information on monitor 2 using phone 1.

Image Processing Issues.
We use oversampling technique to reduce the noise of a
captured image: one bit in the barcode is rendered using
2 × 2 pixels. Let us call a group of 2 × 2 pixels a “superpixel”. Such oversampling can reduce the noise due to misalignment and mitigating other artifacts, but it also reduce
the channel capacity by a factor of 4. For image registration, each barcode has four 5×5 red dots at the four corners,
helping the mobile phone recognize the starting and ending
of each barcode. When two barcode are next to each other,
we combine the adjacent red dots.

IMPLEMENTATION

The usability of our proposed method can be improved using “augmented reality” as described in the introduction. We
implemented a proof-of-concept system using mobile phones
and personal computers.

Deploying Machines and Softwares.
We implemented our method on Android API targeting
at OS version v1.6 (Donut), and tested on three mobile devices: (1) a Acer Liquid mobile phone running on Android
OS v1.6 with a 3.5 inches 480 × 800 TFT display screen,
256MB RAM, 768 MHz processor, video streaming maximum rate at 20 fps; (2) a Motorola Milestone XT mobile
phone running on Android OS v2.1-update1 with a 3.7 in
480 × 854 FWVGA display screen, 256MB RAM, 720 MHz
processor and video streaming maximum rate of 24 fps; and
(3) a HTC Legend mobile phone running on Android OS
v2.1 with 3.2 inches 320 × 480 HVGA display screen, 384
MB RAM, 600 MHz processor, video streaming maximum
rate at 30 fps. Let us call these three mobile phones phone
1, phone 2 and phone 3 respectively. We tested the system on three diﬀerent display units: (1) a 19 inch ﬂat TFT
monitor in Dell model Optiplex 755; (2) a 13.3 inch display
of a Toshiba portege M900 laptop; and (3) a 15 inch Dell
CRT monitor. All conﬁguration of the display units such
as brightness resolution are reset to the default setting. Let
us call these three display units monitor 1, monitor 2 and
monitor 3 respectively. Figure 5 shows an example of our
experiment settings.

8.

PERFORMANCE

In this section we measure the performance of our proofof-concept implementation in terms of error rate, frame rate
and channel capacity.

Error Rate.
We measure the average error rate in reading superpixels
with diﬀerent phones on diﬀerent monitor. A block 50 by
50 superpixels, together with the 4 red control points are displayed and captured by the mobile device. The errors could
be due to motion blur, lens distortion, monitor’s refreshing
rate, inaccurate image registration, aliasing, and incorrect
white balance or focus. Figure 6 shows the result of bit error rates of the barcodes when the four red control points are
correctly detected, where the crosses are the bit error rate
of a particular captured barcode, the blue plus symbols are
the average bit error rates of diﬀerent phone and monitor,
and the red boxes cover the regions between ﬁrst quartile
and third quartile. Although the error rate is aﬀected by
the aforementioned factors, Figure 6 shows that the average
error rate is acceptable for error correcting to be carried out.

Choice of Parameters.

Frame Rate and Decoding Rate.

We use AES with 128 bit key for encryption scheme,
HMAC based on SHA1 for message authentication code, and
calculator fonts of numeric digits as visual cues symbols. We
use a (63, 36, 11)-BCH error correcting code [3] to correct
errors. That is, for every 36 bits, we add 27 redundant bits
and we are able to correct 5 error bits.

Our implementation incorporates the framework of “augmented reality”: we display the captured video stream as
it is, and render the decoded message on top of the video
in a separate thread. While the video stream is rendered
close to the maximum frame rate of the phone model, the
decoding and displaying of message run at a lower rate. The
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2D barcodes. There are many 2D barcode designs, for example, QR code [1] and the High Capacity Color Barcode
(HCCB) [18] that uses colored triangles. Many barcodes
are designed to encode data in printed copies. There are
also proposals that use other types of sources in the visual
channel. Collomosse et al. proposed “Screen codes” [6] for
transferring data from a display to a camera-equipped mobile device, where the data are encoded as a grid of luminosity ﬂuctuation within an arbitrary image. A challenging
hurdle in using hand-held cameras to establish the channel
is motion blur. A few stabilization algorithms are developed
for handheld camera [21, 17], and for 2D barcodes [4].
Similar to our scheme, Costanza et al. [7] suggested a technique to embed designs into barcodes to increase the expressiveness and to bring visually meaning to them. These systems recognize the barcodes based on the topology, rather
than geometry, of the codes [8], and were initially developed for tracking objects in tangible user interfaces and augmented reality applications [9]. Augmented reality has been
exploited to enhance user experience on many applications
including education [14], gaming [22], outdoor activities [23].
Rekimoto et al. [19] Using 2D barcodes as the visual tags in
the augmented reality environment, where a camera can capture the barcode on physical object and link them to their
information.

Figure 6: The bit error rate of the three phones
capturing barcodes on diﬀerent monitors.
average decoding rate of our implementation is over 5 cycles
per second running on all the three mobile phones.

Capacity of Visual Channel.

10.

We now give calculation for the size of payload (size of mS ,
the message Server sends to User) that can be embedded
in a block that occupies 10000 pixels (2500 superpixels) of
Terminal’s display unit. Recall that we used 2 × 2 pixels to
encode 1 bit of the barcode, employed a (63, 36, 11) BCH error correcting code, and used L-block to preserve the related
location. Thus the payload is 10000 × 14 × 36
× 23 = 952 bits
63
for such a block.

In this paper, we investigated how visual channel can be
deployed to enhance security of the communication between
server and user in various settings. We pointed out that although authentication of an individual barcode can be easily
carried out, the interesting technical challenge is in the veriﬁcation of the relationships among several barcodes. This
leads us to look into the problem of “subregion authentication” where a user wants to verify selective small pieces of
data within a large dataset. Although there are a few methods to overcome the problem, they introduce disruptions
during the interactive session and are thus less user-friendly.
To achieve seamless interactions, we proposed using visual
cue to bind location information to the barcode, so as to aid
the user in visually verifying the data.
Our protocols demonstrated that, the visual channel “enhanced” with the visual cue, together with the mobile device’s input/output device, jointly provide more ﬂexibility
in designing secure protocols. Viewing from another perspective, our investigation highlights limitations of visual
channel, for instance, the observation that conﬁdentiality is
diﬃcult to achieve under the setting where either the mobile device or the terminal could be dishonest. Our solution
serves as an interesting example where security is achieved
by coupling computer’s processing power with human perceptual system. The design of our barcode also serves as an
interesting application of fragile watermark.
To illustrate the concept, we implemented the framework,
tested on three mobile devices and evaluated it with three
types of monitors. The performance of our system is promising and the usability is enhanced with “augmented reality”.

9.

RELATED WORK

There is an extensive amount of literatures exploiting the
camera as an additional visual channel for communication.
Jacobs et al. [12] gave a method that establishes a channel from a controllable light source to a camera. McCune
et al. proposed seeing-is-believing [16], which carries out
authentication and key-exchange over a visual channel established between a device’s display and another device’s
camera. Clarke et al. [5] described a protocol to verify the
content on the untrusted terminal by pixel mapping or optical character recognition with a mobile device. Wong et
al. [24] built a prototype on a Nokia Series 60 handphone
that provides 46 bits for authentication over the visual channel. Sharp et al. [20] gave a system where the sensitive
information displayed in the public terminal is blurred or
redacted, whereas the mobile device displays the content
in the subregion around terminal’s mouse pointer in clear.
However, the location of the mouse is sent by the terminal and hence potentially a malicious terminal could send
the wrong location without begin detected, and thus compromise message integrity. Garriss et al. [10] proposed a
protocol that a user can leverage his mobile device to identify, verify Kiosk and submit VM to Kiosk for the user to
work on.
Data can be transmitted to a camera eﬀectively using

CONCLUSION
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ABSTRACT

guish their passwords. In this paper we explore methods to
increase the security of cued-recall graphical passwords1 .
We chose to study Persuasive Cued Click-Points (PCCP),
a click-based graphical password system in which users select
click-points on more than one image [6]. PCCP has been
shown to have good usability, while avoiding hotspots that
have been shown to aﬀect the security of other click-based
graphical password systems [7].
We address the threat of guessing attacks. This danger
arises when the total number of possible passwords is small,
or when attackers can predict likely passwords. The design
of PCCP reduces the predictability of passwords by inﬂuencing users during password creation. The number of possible
passwords with its standard conﬁguration is 243 , slightly less
than that of 7-character random text passwords. A gap in
previous literature is that usability tests for graphical password schemes (in general) have only been tested for conﬁgurations with password spaces smaller than that of common
text passwords. To address this, we explored increasing security in PCCP, conducting a study modifying two parameters: the size of the images presented, and the number of
click-points in each password. The study included 82 participants who completed two sessions scheduled two weeks
apart. Our results show that both manipulations aﬀect the
usability of the system and memorability of the passwords.
Moreover, when adjusted to provide the same level of security, both manipulations have similar eﬀects on usability and
memorability. This suggests that when increasing security,
constraints of devices and user preferences might be accommodated. For example, when designing for mobile devices,
smaller images and more click-points might be used due to
smaller screen sizes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we
ﬁrst provide some general background on graphical passwords, and more detail on PCCP. We then introduce our
study methodology, and its results. Finally, we discuss the
implications of the results and oﬀer our conclusions.

Graphical passwords have been proposed to address known
problems with traditional text passwords. For example,
memorable user-chosen text passwords are predictable, but
random system-assigned passwords are diﬃcult to remember. We explore the usability eﬀects of modifying system
parameters to increase the security of a click-based graphical password system. Generally, usability tests for graphical
passwords have used conﬁgurations resulting in password
spaces smaller than that of common text passwords. Our
two-part lab study compares the eﬀects of varying the number of click-points and the image size, including when diﬀerent conﬁgurations provide comparable password spaces. For
comparable spaces, no usability advantage was evident between more click-points, or a larger image. This is contrary
to our expectation that larger image size (with fewer clickpoints) might oﬀer usability advantages over more clickpoints (with correspondingly smaller images). The results
suggest promising opportunities for better matching graphical password system conﬁgurations to device constraints,
or capabilities of individual users, without degrading usability. For example, more click-points could be used on smartphone displays where larger image sizes are not possible.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The problems of knowledge-based authentication, typically text-based passwords, are well known. Users often
create memorable passwords that are easy for attackers to
guess, but strong system-assigned passwords are diﬃcult for
users to remember [25]. Users also tend to reuse passwords
across many accounts [17] and this increases the potential
impact if one account is compromised. Alternatives such as
graphical passwords [4, 26] use images instead of text for
authentication. They attempt to leverage the pictorial superiority eﬀect [23] which suggests that humans are better
able to remember images than text. Some graphical password systems also provide cueing [9], whereby a memory
retrieval cue is provided to help users remember and distin-

2.

BACKGROUND

Graphical password systems [4, 26] are a type of knowledgebased authentication that rely on the human ability to better recognize and remember images than textual or verbal
information [23]. They fall into three main categories:
Recall: (also known as drawmetric [11]) Users recall and
reproduce a secret drawing on a blank canvas (which may
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include grid-lines for guidance). Example systems include
Draw-A-Secret [20] and Pass-Go [27].
Recognition: (also known as cognometric [11] or searchmetric [24]) Users recognize and identify images from a previously memorized portfolio from a larger set of decoy images. Example systems include PassFaces [10] and Déjà
Vu [13].
Cued-recall: (also known as locimetric [11]) Users identify and target previously selected locations within one or
more images. The images act as memory cues to help recall
these locations. Example systems include PassPoints [31]
and Persuasive Cued Click-Points [6].
Other approaches to authentication are token-based systems and biometrics. While applicable in some cases, these
have potential drawbacks, such as risks of loss, and privacy
implications [21]. Password managers have also been proposed, but usability issues and the dangers of centralization
remain unsolved problems [8].
In cued-recall click-based graphical passwords [4, 31], passwords consist of clicking on speciﬁc locations on one or more
images. To log in, the user must click on these previously
selected locations. The user is not expected to repeat exact pixel selections. In most systems, an invisible tolerance
square is deﬁned around each click-point so that any of the
enclosed pixels are considered acceptable. Alternatively, a
grid may be visible to users [3].
In this paper, we focus on Persuasive Cued Click-Points
(PCCP) [6]. In PCCP, a user is presented with a number
of images in sequence, and must choose one click-point per
image. The ﬁrst image is assigned by the system, but each
subsequent image is determined by the user’s previous click.
In other words, clicking on diﬀerent locations on an image
results in diﬀerent next images. This provides users with
feedback about the correctness of their password entry attempt — if they see the correct image, they can be fairly
certain they have selected the correct click-point on the previous image. However, this implicit feedback is not useful to
attackers who do not know the correct sequence of images.
Earlier click-based password schemes have a security weakness which makes passwords easier for attackers to predict.
Users tend to select similar locations on images, forming
hotspots [19, 15, 30, 29]. They also tend to select their clickpoints in predictable geometric patterns [7, 29]. To help
create more secure passwords, PCCP includes “persuasive”
elements. As shown in Figure 1, the system assists users
only during password creation by providing a viewport that
highlights a random part of the image. Users must select
a click-point within this viewport. If users are unable to
ﬁnd a memorable point in the current viewport, they may
press the shuﬄe button to randomly reposition the viewport. Studies [6, 7] show that this viewport, together with
the shuﬄe button, causes click-points to be more randomly
distributed, addressing the predictability problem seen in
earlier schemes.
PCCP is stronger against password-guessing attacks than
other click-based password systems and also maintains login
times and success rates comparable to text passwords [6].
However, to be seriously considered as a replacement for text
passwords, PCCP needs to be at least as secure as standard
text passwords. We can adjust the security of PCCP by manipulating several parameters, which in turn aﬀect the size
of the theoretical password space. However, little research
of this nature has been undertaken.

Table 1: Theoretical password space for diﬀerent
text passwords.
Number of Characters
n Password Space (bits)
95
6
39
95
8
53
95 10
66

Table 2: System parameters for the six experimental
conditions and distribution of participants (N).
Click- Condition Password
w
h
points
Name
Space
N
(in bits)
Small 451 331
5
S5
44
14
451 331
6
S6
53
14
451 331
7
S7
61
14
Large 800 600
5
L5
52
14
800 600
6
L6
63
12
800 600
7
L7
73
14

The theoretical password space for a password system is
the total number of unique passwords that could be generated according to the system speciﬁcations. Ideally, a larger
theoretical password space lowers the likelihood that any
particular password may be guessed. For text passwords,
the theoretical password space is typically reported as 95n ,
where n is the length of the password, and 95 is the number
of typeable characters on the US English keyboard. Table 1
gives the theoretical password space for text passwords of
diﬀerent lengths. For PCCP, the theoretical password space
is calculated as: ((w × h)/t2 )c , where the size of the image in pixels (w × h) is divided by the size of a tolerance
square (t2 , typically 192 ), to get the total number of tolerance squares per image, then is raised to the power of
the number of click-points (c). Table 2 shows the theoretical password space for PCCP with diﬀerent parameters.
As shown in the tables, the theoretical password space for
PCCP can be adjusted to approximate the space of text
passwords of varying lengths. For example, an 8-character
text password has approximately the same password space
(253 or 53 bits) as a PCCP password with a small image size
(451 × 331 pixels) and 6 click-points, or a large image size
(800 × 600 pixels) and 5 click-points.
The eﬀective password space represents the set of passwords that users are likely to create. For example, in the
absence of enforced rules, users of text passwords typically
include only lowercase letters, limiting the eﬀective password
space to 26n . For an 8-character password, this would result
in a password space of 38 bits. Only rough estimates of the
eﬀective password space are available because user choice
is based on personal preference rather than mathematical
principles. Commonly available text password attack tools
such as John the Ripper [12] include dictionaries of up to 40
million entries, or 25 bits. Similarly, hotspots and patterns
reduce the eﬀective password space in click-based graphical
passwords. Since PCCP signiﬁcantly reduces the occurrence
of hotspots and patterns, its eﬀective password space approaches the theoretical password space. By matching the
theoretical password space of PCCP to that of text passwords, the corresponding eﬀective password space of PCCP
is at least as large (and likely larger) than for text passwords.
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Our independent variables were the image size and the
number of click-points. As shown in Table 2, there were six
experimental conditions: S5 (small image, 5 click-points);
S6 (small image, 6 click-points); S7 (small image, 7 clickpoints); L5 (large image, 5 click-points); L6 (large image, 6
click-points); and L7 (large image, 7 click-points). The small
image size was 451 × 331 pixels (the size used in the original
PCCP study [6]) and the large image size was 800×600 pixels
(standardizing to a 4:3 aspect ratio). These speciﬁc settings
were chosen to approximate the theoretical password space
of text passwords. Our dependent variables concerned usability, and were success rates, duration of password entry,
and number of errors. Conditions with shorter durations,
fewer errors and higher success rates were judged to have
better usability. The level of security was based on the theoretical password space as determined by the independent
variables. We also intended to explore the eﬀects of the different conditions on user behaviour in click-point selection,
possibly resulting in clustering which reduces the eﬀective
password space.
A between-subjects design was used, and the 82 participants (47 females and 35 males) were randomly assigned
to one of six study conditions. All participants were regular computer users accustomed to using text passwords. The
majority of the participants were university undergraduates,
but no participants were studying computer security.
Participants took part in two one-on-one sessions with
the experimenter, scheduled approximately two weeks apart.
The sessions were 1 hour and 30 minutes long, respectively.
Based on previous data, we anticipated that users would
be very successful at remembering their passwords during
their ﬁrst session. We had participants wait two weeks before their second session in an eﬀort to counteract ceiling
eﬀects and provide measurable diﬀerences. Previous studies
have shown ceiling eﬀects where participants are extremely
successful at remembering their passwords within an hour
of creating them, and thus most success rates are close to
100%, providing no measurable diﬀerences when in fact differences between conditions may be present.
In their ﬁrst session, participants initially practiced creating and re-entering passwords for two ﬁctitious accounts,
a blog and an online gaming account. This was used to explain the experimental process and familiarize participants
with the system. The practice data was discarded and participants did not need to remember these passwords later on.
Next, participants created and re-entered PCCP passwords
for six ﬁctitious accounts (library, email, bank, online dating, instant messenger, and work). In their second session,
participants tried to re-enter these same six passwords.
The experiment used a custom stand-alone J# application running on a Windows desktop computer. A set of
465 images was used, and no images were repeated between
or within passwords for a given user. The small and large
image conditions shared the same images except that they
were displayed at diﬀerent resolutions. Figure 1 shows the
user interface for creating passwords with the two diﬀerent image sizes. The size of the viewport during password
creation was kept consistent at 75 × 75 pixels across all conditions. Similarly, the tolerance square during all password
re-entry phases was 19 × 19 for all conditions. There were
ﬁve experiment phases over the two sessions. In the ﬁrst session, participants completed the create, conﬁrm, login and
recall-1 phases. In the second session, participants com-

Figure 1: User interface for password creation for
the small and large image sizes in PCCP.

3.

STUDY

Our study explored ways of increasing the password space
of PCCP by changing the conﬁguration of the system. With
PCCP, three parameters can be manipulated: the image
size, the number of click-points per password, and the size of
the tolerance square. In this study, we increased the number
of click-points in each password and increased the size of
the images presented. Our goal was to determine which
manipulation resulted in better usability and memorability
for approximately equivalent password spaces (as a proxy for
security). We chose to keep the size of the tolerance square
constant (set to 19×19 as determined in previous studies [31,
5]) because its size is constrained by human visual acuity [16]
and ﬁne motor control. We had three hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1(a): Increasing the number of click-points
will decrease usability (as deﬁned below).
Hypothesis 1(b): Increasing the size of the image will
decrease usability.
Hypothesis 2: For conditions with approximately comparable theoretical password spaces, the condition with the
larger image size will have better usability (i.e., L5 would
have better usability than S6, and L6 would have better
usability than S7).
Our rationale for hypothesis 2 was that conditions with
fewer click-points would have better usability because we
speculated that the cognitive load and the physical task of
entering another click-point would dominate the inspection
task of ﬁnding a click-point on a larger image.
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Table 3: Success rates on ﬁrst attempt, within 3 attempts and multiple attempts (eventual success) per phase.
First Attempt
Within 3 Attempts
Eventual Success
Session 1
Session 2
Session 1
Session 2
Session 1
Session 2
Condition Login Recall-1
Recall-2 Login Recall-1
Recall-2 Login Recall-1
Recall-2
S5
91%
87%
25%
100%
95%
37%
100%
99%
42%
S6
83%
89%
28%
99%
93%
40%
100%
93%
48%
S7
92%
85%
18%
99%
91%
32%
100%
96%
42%
L5
91%
82%
18%
100%
94%
33%
100%
94%
45%
L6
94%
93%
18%
98%
97%
27%
100%
100%
36%
L7
92%
82%
5%
100%
96%
14%
100%
100%
36%
pleted the recall-2 phase, and were debriefed and compensated for their time. Descriptions of the experiment phases
are given below. For each of the six accounts:
Create Phase (Session 1): Participants selected points
on images to create their password.
Conﬁrm Phase (Session 1): Participants re-entered
the same password to make sure they remembered it. They
could re-try as many times as necessary and could reset their
password if it was forgotten.
Login Phase (Session 1): Participants attempted to
log in to the account using the same password. They could
re-try as many times as necessary and could reset their password if it was forgotten.
Once the user had created all their passwords:
Recall-1 Phase (Session 1): Participants attempted to
log in to each account in a shuﬄed order. Multiple attempts
were allowed and participants could say they had forgotten
a password to move to the next account.
Recall-2 Phase (Session 2): Two weeks later, participants attempted to log in to their accounts in the same shufﬂed order. Multiple attempts were allowed and participants
had the option of saying they had forgotten a password to
move to the next account.

For durations, we took the mean of successful password entry times for each user. For errors, we again calculated the
mean number of errors for successful password entries.
To test hypotheses 1(a) and 1(b), statistical tests evaluating for main eﬀects of number of click-points and image
size were necessary. For statistical tests exploring the effect of number of click-points, we created three distributions
grouped on the number of click-points and ignoring image
size (i.e., one distribution combining S5 and L5 data, one
including S6 and L6, and one including S7 and L7). Similarly, to explore the eﬀect of image size, we created two
distributions based solely on image size (i.e., one distribution including
g S5,, S6,, and S7,, and one distribution including
g
L5, L6, and L7).
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RESULTS

In this section, we report on the eﬀects of the independent variables (number of click-points and image size) on
success rates, errors and durations of password entry. We
used statistical analysis to determine whether diﬀerences in
the data were likely to reﬂect actual diﬀerences between conditions or whether these might reasonably have occurred by
chance. Speciﬁc tests will be described throughout the section as they are reported. In all cases, we regard a value of
p < .05 as indicating statistical signiﬁcance. In such cases
there is less than a 5% probability that these results occurred by chance. In the tables reporting statistics, results
in bold are statistically signiﬁcant. Several ﬁgures in this
section show boxplots to illustrate distributions. Boxplots
show the median, the inner quartiles (as a box), and the
outer quartiles (as whiskers).
We report on each dependent variable individually, assessing each in relation to the two hypotheses. The phases from
Session 1 (create, conﬁrm, login, recall-1) provide a measure
of usability in the short-term, while Session 2’s recall-2 phase
provides a measure of usability after two weeks. Results for
each hypothesis are summarized at the end of this section.
Since each user had six separate passwords, we aggregated
the data by users to ensure independence in the data. For
success rates, we tabulated the number of successful password entries per user, giving a number between 0 and 6.

2

4.

Table 4: Regression tests for success rates for each
phase, only the most relevant measure is reported.
First
Within 3
Attempt
Attempts
Session 1
Session 2
Login
Recall-1
Recall-2
Number of
p = 0.906 p = 0.762 p = 0.043
Click-points
Image
p = 0.914 p = 0.643 p = 0.017
Size

5

6

7

Click-points

451x331

800x600

Image Size

Figure 2: Recall-2 number of successes per user by
click-points (left) and by image size (right).

4.1

Success Rates

We report success rates at three diﬀerent levels: ﬁrst time
success, success within three attempts, and eventual success.
First time success occurs when the password is entered correctly on the ﬁrst attempt, with no mistakes or restarts.
Success rates within three attempts indicate that fewer than
three mistakes or restarts occurred. Eventual success rates
indicate that the participant made multiple attempts, but
was eventually successful. Mistakes occur when the participant presses the Login button but the password entry is
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Table 5: Mean times in seconds and two-way ANOVA results comparing all 6 conditions for each phase.
Session 1
Session 2
Condition
Create (s)
Conﬁrm (s)
Login (s)
Recall-1 (s)
Recall-2 (s)
S5
66.9
21.2
16.1
21.5
50.5
S6
109.1
23.3
19.6
20.9
61.5
S7
81.1
28.6
20.8
25.0
75.1
L5
106.2
24.1
18.1
19.3
74.3
L6
103.8
30.2
20.8
23.7
90.5
L7
95.1
32.7
22.0
27.9
81.0
Number of
F (2, 76) = 0.99, F(2, 76) = 4.56 F(2, 76) = 5.46 F (2, 76) = 2.40 F (2, 57) = 0.98
Click-points
p = 0.375
p = 0.013
p = 0.006
p = 0.097
p = 0.382
Image Size
F (1, 76) = 1.68 F(1, 76) = 4.39
F (1, 76) = 1.73 F (1, 76) = 0.24 F (1, 57) = 3.51
p = 0.200
p = 0.039
p = 0.193
p = 0.623
p = 0.066

150

seconds

50

100

200
50

100

seconds

150

200

Hypothesis 2: Wilcoxon tests showed no signiﬁcant differences between S6 and L5 in any phase. Similarly, no
signiﬁcant diﬀerences in success rates were found between
S7 and L6. Therefore, we have no evidence that having a
larger image or more click-points had a larger impact on
participants’ ability to remember their passwords, oﬀering
no support for hypothesis 2.

incorrect. Restarts occur when the participant presses the
Reset button midway through password entry and restarts
password entry. They are analogous to pressing delete while
entering text, except that PCCP’s implicit feedback helps
users detect and correct mistakes during login.
Success rates were examined for the login, recall-1 and
recall-2 phases. For hypotheses 1(a) and 1(b), linear regressions were used to look for signiﬁcant eﬀects of number of click-points and image size. In hypothesis 2, we
used Wilcoxon (Mann-Whitney) tests to compare the distributions of the conditions with similar levels of security.
Wilcoxon tests are similar to independent sample t-tests,
but make no assumptions about the distributions of the
compared samples, which is appropriate to the count data
in these individual conditions. During the ﬁrst session (login and recall-1), we consider success on ﬁrst attempt to be
the most important measure of success since users’ memory
of the password will still be fresh. For recall-2, occurring
after two weeks, we consider success within 3 attempts as
the most appropriate measure since it most closely reﬂects
account lockout practices for real systems. Results of statistical tests in this section are based these two choices.
Table 3 reports success rates for the login, recall-1 and
recall-2 phases. Success rates were very high in Session 1,
indicating that participants were very successful at remembering their passwords after a short time period. Success
rates after two weeks were much lower, reﬂecting the diﬃculty of the memory task. For clarity, Table 3 shows percentages, but the statistical tests were based on the count of
successes per user over the six accounts, yielding a number
from 0 to 6. Figure 4 shows boxplots indicating the ranges
of these counts, distinguishing the diﬀerent ranges by both
click-points and image sizes. Table 4 shows the results of statistical tests using regression to determine whether the differences between the ranges might have occurred by chance.
Hypothesis 1(a): Table 4 shows that in Session 1, neither the login or recall-1 phases showed any signiﬁcant effects for the number of click-points. For recall-2, there was a
signiﬁcant eﬀect of number of click-points (p = 0.043) when
considering success within three attempts. This evidence
supports hypothesis 1(a) with respect to success rates.
Hypothesis 1(b): As shown in Table 4, varying the image size did not lead to any signiﬁcant eﬀects in the login
or recall-1 phases. In the recall-2 phase, there was a signiﬁcant eﬀect of image size (p = 0.017). This evidence supports
hypothesis 1(b) with respect to success rates.

5

6
Click-points

7

451x331

800x600

Image Size

Figure 3: Recall-2 times per user by click-points
(left) and by image size (right).
Table 6: t-tests for times: Hypothesis 2
Session
Phase
S6 vs. L5
S7 vs. L6
Create
t(25) = 0.108 t(16) = −1.426
p = 0.915
p = 0.173
Conﬁrm t(23) = −0.319 t(24) = −0.362
p = 0.753
p = 0.720
Session 1
Login
t(26) = 1.058
t(15) = 0.018
p = 0.300
p = 0.986
Recall-1
t(14) = 0.851
t(21) = 0.303
p = 0.409
p = 0.765
Session 2 Recall-2
t(8) = −0.790
t(2) = −0.049
p = 0.453
p = 0.965

4.2

Times

Times were measured for each password entry from when
the ﬁrst image appeared on the screen until the participant
successfully logged in. This included the time to enter their
username, as well as any time making mistakes (pressing
the login button and having the system say that the password is incorrect) or resulting from restarts (analogous to
pressing the backspace key when entering a text password).
All eventually successful password attempts were included
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Table 7: Mean number of errors per phase.
Session 1
Session 2
Condition Conﬁrm Login Recall-1
Recall-2
S5
0.43
0.17
0.49
1.33
S6
0.28
0.29
0.05
1.08
S7
0.35
0.11
0.33
2.40
L5
0.45
0.10
0.12
1.79
L6
0.35
0.10
0.17
4.88
L7
0.75
0.10
0.48
4.28

8
errors

4.4

6

10

Participants in all conditions made very few errors when
entering their passwords during Session 1. For the conﬁrm,
login and recall-1 phases, the mean number of errors per account for each phase was less than 1 (Table 7). After two
weeks (recall-2), participants made many more errors, as reﬂected in means ranging between 1.08 and 4.88 errors. This
contributed to the longer recall-2 times seen in Section 4.2.
The boxplots in Figure 4 show the mean number of errors
per user in the recall-2 phase.
Hypothesis 1(a): Kruskal-Wallis tests showed no eﬀect
of number of click-points on errors in any phase, therefore
oﬀering no support for hypothesis 1(a).
Hypothesis 1(b): In Session 1, increasing the image
size had no signiﬁcant eﬀect on errors. However, there was
a signiﬁcant eﬀect of image size (χ2 (1, n = 63) = 8.846, p =
0.003) in the recall-2 phase, indicating that having larger
images caused participants to make more errors after two
weeks. This result supports hypothesis 1(b), which stated
that increasing image size would decrease usability.
Hypothesis 2: Wilcoxon tests were used to compare the
number of errors between S6 and L5 and between S7 and
L6. Results showed no signiﬁcant diﬀerences in any phases,
providing no evidence to support hypothesis 2.

We chose three measures of usability: success rates, times
and number of errors. As we describe above, phases from the
ﬁrst session (create, conﬁrm, login, and recall-1) use success
on ﬁrst attempt as the measure of success. Recall-2 uses
success within 3-attempts instead. Times and errors include
all activity until successful login.
Hypothesis 1(a): Increasing the number of click-points
will decrease usability. We found partial support for hypothesis 1(a). Although several results indicate a trend towards
decreased usability with additional click-points, few statistically signiﬁcant results were found. The statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences were in the recall-2 success rates, and in
the times taken to conﬁrm and login with passwords.
Hypothesis 1(b): Increasing the size of the image will
decrease usability. We found evidence supporting hypothesis
1(b). Signiﬁcant eﬀects of image size were seen in the recall-2
phase for both successes and errors. Users with large images
had lower success rates and made more errors than those
with small images. A similar trend was seen in recall-2 time
results, but statistical tests were not signiﬁcant.
Hypothesis 2: For conditions with approximately comparable theoretical password spaces, the condition with the
larger image size will have better usability. There were no
signiﬁcant diﬀerences for success rates, times, or number of
errors. Our results provide no support for hypothesis 2.
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6
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10

in the time calculations. We ran two-way ANOVAs to examine the main eﬀects of number of click-points and image
size. ANOVAs compare variance of the means for multiple
samples and identify whether any of the samples are likely
to come from diﬀerent distributions. We used independent
samples t-tests to test for signiﬁcant diﬀerences in times between S6 and L5, and between S7 and L6. These tests compare variance of the means between two distributions.
Mean times for each phase are reported in Table 5 and the
distributions for recall-2 are seen in Figure 3. No clear pattern emerges in the mean times taken to create passwords,
but a general increase in median times can be seen in other
phases as more click-points or larger images are used. As
should be expected, participants took much longer to reenter their passwords after two weeks (recall-2), but as intended, this allows comparison between conditions. Table 5
also displays the two-way ANOVA results for main eﬀects of
number of click-points and image size.
Hypothesis 1(a): As seen in Table 5, only the conﬁrm
and login phases show statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences for
number of click-points. These duration results provide little
evidence to support hypothesis 1(a).
Hypothesis 1(b): During recall-2, small increases in median times can be seen in Figure 3 as larger images are used.
The only statistically signiﬁcant eﬀect of image size is seen
in the conﬁrm phase. These results oﬀer very little evidence
that image size aﬀects time for password entry, and do not
support hypothesis 1(b).
Hypothesis 2: As shown in Table 6, no signiﬁcant differences in durations were seen for S6 vs. L5 or for S7 vs.
L6. Participants in conditions with comparable theoretical password spaces could create and recall their passwords
equally quickly. We therefore found no evidence to support
hypothesis 2 with respect to times.

5

6
Click-points

7

451x331

800x600

Image Size

Figure 4: Recall-2 number of errors per user by
click-points (left) and by image size (right).

4.3

Errors

An error was recorded every time a participant restarted
their password attempt or failed to login because their password was incorrect. Since error distributions were nonnormal, we used several non-parametric tests for analysis.
When comparing across all conditions, we ran Kruskal-Wallis
tests (conventionally reported as χ2 ), which are similar to
ANOVAs, but used when the distribution of the samples is
skewed, as is common with error counts. When comparing two speciﬁc conditions, we conducted Wilcoxon (MannWhitney) tests to check for signiﬁcant diﬀerences.
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Figure 5: J-statistics for distributions of 5, 6, or 7
click-points. Data from the larger image is scaled to
allow for aggregation.

Figure 6: J-statistic for distributions of small and
large images. Data from the larger images is scaled
to allow generation of comparable J-statistics.

5.

eﬀects of the number of click-points on clustering. Points
on each line contain statistics for passwords created using
either 5, 6, or 7 click-points. The J-statistic for each image
is distinct; the connecting lines are only included for readability. As with earlier analysis in this paper, data from the
small (451 × 331) and large (800 × 600) images are grouped
together based on the number of click-points per password.
For example, the 5 click-point line represents all passwords
containing 5 click-points regardless of whether they were created on small or large images. The point coordinates on the
large images are re-scaled to the coordinate system of the
small image so that all data is presented at 451 × 331 dimensions. This aligns features on the small and large versions of
the same images. The lines on the graph do not show any
consistent relationship between each other.
To our knowledge, there is no statistical test to compare
sets of J-statistics to each other. If we regard the data as
categorical, we can identify six categories stemming from
the possible orderings: 5-6-7, 5-7-6, 6-5-7, 6-7-5, 7-5-6, 7-65. For example, in Figure 5 the alphamat image falls in the
5-7-6 category because J(9) for 5 click-points is larger than
J(9) for 7 click-points, which is larger than J(9) for 6 clickpoints. We can then apply a chi-squared test between the
observed results and the expected results (equal probability
for each category). This test shows no signiﬁcant diﬀerences
(χ2 (5, n = 60) = 5.675, p = 0.339). We therefore ﬁnd no
evidence for a diﬀerence in clustering between the diﬀerent
numbers of click-points.
Figure 6 shows the level of clustering for the 30 images,
distinguishing the eﬀects of image size. Each line contains
the statistics for passwords created on either the small or
large images. For each of the two cases, data from 5, 6, and 7
click-points are combined. In other words, all passwords created on large images (regardless of how many click-points)
are grouped together, and all passwords created on small
images (regardless of how many click-points) form a second
group. The data from the large images are again scaled to
ensure comparability of the J-statistic.
For most images, the graph indicates that the larger images have less clustering (J(9) closer to 1) than the smaller
images. If we regard the data as categorical, we could distinguish two categories representing whether the small or
large image size has stronger clustering. We applied a chisquared test between the observed results and the expected
results (equal probability for each category). This test shows

CLICK-POINT CLUSTERING

During PCCP password creation, users pressed the shufﬂe button when they were unable or unwilling to select a
click-point within the currently highlighted viewport. We
expect fewer shuﬄes to lead to more randomly distributed
passwords, and hence greater security. In this study, there
was large variability in the number of shuﬄes but no clear
pattern emerged. The median number of shuﬄes per password for all conditions is less than ﬁve, indicating that most
participants pressed the shuﬄe button less than once per
image (passwords consisted of between 5 and 7 images).
Passwords should be as random as possible while still
maintaining memorability. Clustering of click-points on an
image across users creates what are known as hotspots. Attackers who can determine likely hotspots (through image
analysis or by gathering a sample of passwords from even a
small number of people [30]) would be better positioned to
launch an eﬀective dictionary guessing attack. Ideally, a system would minimize the occurrence of hotspots. PCCP attempts to accomplish this through the randomly-positioned
viewport, however, users may shuﬄe the viewport to ﬁnd a
memorable location. We explored whether either image size
or number of click-points had an eﬀect on user choice.
To analyze the randomness and clustering of our twodimensional spatial data, we turned to point pattern analysis [14] commonly used in biology and earth sciences. Our
analysis used spatstat [2], a spatial statistics package for the
R programming language.
We used the J-statistic [28] as a measure of click-point
clustering on a subset of images for which we had suﬃcient
data. Our system ensured that 30 of the images were shown
to every participant, giving enough data points for analysis on these particular images. To measure the clustering of points in a dataset, the J-statistic combines nearestneighbour calculations and empty-space measures for a given
radius r. When J(r) = 0, it indicates that all points cluster
at the same location. When J(r) = 1, the points are randomly dispersed across the space. Finally, when J(r) > 1,
the points are uniformly distributed. For passwords, we
want results closer to J(r) = 1 since this would be least
predictable by attackers. We examined clustering at J(9).
A radius of 9 approximates the size of the 19 × 19 tolerance
squares used by our system during password re-entry.
Figure 5 shows the level of clustering for the 30 images,
with image names on the x-axis. This ﬁgure illustrates the
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membering a password for one account can disrupt the memory of a password for another account. This psychological phenomenon is known as interference [1]. In our study,
participants each created six passwords, each of which was
only tenuously linked to a user account. These accounts
(library, email, bank, blog, online dating, instant messenger, and work) were denoted only by coloured banners on
the login screen (see Figure 1). Although we attempted to
emphasize to the user that each account was distinct, there
was no practical diﬀerence between them. In real life, accounts would be separated from each other by appearance
of the website, or created at diﬀerent times. Participants
likely had a hard time distinguishing their passwords from
each other, and this interference might have led to more
diﬃculty in remembering them after two weeks.
Although our study focused on several speciﬁc conﬁgurations of PCCP, it is important to consider the general
underlying principles involved.
Image Size: The size of the images shown in each password seems to relate to several human factors. The user
likely responds to the appearance of the image with a quick
visual survey of the image. While principles of visual attention apply to this survey, the nature of the survey may
change with familiarity, or even with exposure to other images or events that relate to the image. The human visual system involves several approaches, including taking in
the overall impression, and responding to various attractors.
Our initial speculation was that these might be the dominant factors, and we did not expect them to vary much with
image size.
For closer inspection of an image, however, the eye will
be directed to speciﬁc parts of the image. Such close visual inspection requires high acuity vision using the fovea,
the area of the retina with a high density of photoreceptor
cells [16]. The size of the fovea limits foveal vision to an angle of approximately 1◦ within the direct line to the target
of interest. At a normal viewing distance for a computer
screen, say 60cm, this results in sharp vision over an area of
approximately 4cm2 . The size of the image, and the number
of attractors, will then determine the number of foveal areas
the user will inspect, and the distance of the saccades as
they move from one target to another will also be a factor.
Several factors will aﬀect how PCCP users survey an image. PCCP is a cued-recall scheme, so users will be looking
for cues to remind them where to click. PCCP also gives implicit feedback with each image about the previous click, by
displaying the correct image if user choose the correct clickpoint. This means that the user will be assessing whether or
not the current image is familiar to them. Then, once users
have recognized the image and found their click-point, they
must position the cursor correctly using a mouse, touchpad
or other pointing device. The time taken to position the
cursor may be predicted by Fitts’ Law, which determines
targeting time from the distance and target size [22]. However, we typically observe users moving the cursor to follow
their gaze as they examine the image, so the ﬁnal movement
to a click-point is typically very short.
Click-points: The number of click-points in a PCCP
password requires a repetition of all the elements involved in
ﬁnding and clicking on a single point. We initially assumed
this repetition would make the number of click-points a more
important factor than the size of the image in determining
the usability, but the study results did not support this. In

a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in clustering for the small and large
images (χ2 (1, n = 60) = 9.603, p = 0.002), indicating that
larger images have signiﬁcantly less clustering.
In summary, from Figure 5 it appears that additional
click-points do not lead to user behaviour resulting in more
clustering. However, larger images appear to inﬂuence user
choice towards less clustering. This is probably due to the
relatively smaller size of the viewport on the larger images.
This result suggests that PCCP’s shuﬄe mechanism and
viewport (if kept at the same size) is more eﬀective in reducing clustering, and therefore promoting security, when used
with larger images.

6.

DISCUSSION

We did not see large diﬀerences in how the number of
click-points and image size aﬀected usability. We expected
that increasing the image size would have little or no eﬀect
on usability and memorability but we found that it had a
similar eﬀect to increasing the number of click-points.
This presents an opportunity, suggesting that other considerations can be taken into account when increasing security. In a situation where choosing a click-point is comparatively diﬃcult (as for a person with a poor ﬁne motor
control), this might be accommodated by having fewer clickpoints, but larger images. More click-points might be appropriate in a situation where screen size was limited, such as on
a mobile device. The equivalent demands on usability when
increasing security thus give increased ﬂexibility in design.
The conditions under which participants created and used
their passwords are clearly artiﬁcial. In real life, it is extremely unlikely that a user would create six passwords in a
row, then not see them again for two weeks, until they tried
to log into all six accounts. The design of our study was
meant to emphasize diﬀerences between the six conditions
by making the task harder. The results of the study for
the create, conﬁrm, and login phases are similar to results
seen in an earlier study of PCCP [6] and are consistently
good, with only small diﬀerences between conditions. Further work is needed to conﬁrm real-life usability. We have
developed a web-based infrastructure that will allow us to
conduct such tests in the near future.
Table 8: Image sizes required, by space and clicks.
Bits Clicks X(pixels) Y(pixels) X(cm) Y(cm)
52
6
442
332
11
9
52
5
806
605
21
16
52
4
1986
1489
51
38
52
3
8916
6687
229
171
52
2
179727
134795
4608
3456
62
6
788
591
20
15
62
5
1613
1210
41
31
62
4
4723
3542
121
91
62
3
28305
21229
726
544
62
2
1016688
762516
26069
19552

Multiple passwords are an important issue in authentication. Users typically have many diﬀerent accounts and
are asked to remember many diﬀerent passwords [17]. This
places an increased memory burden on users, and can lead
to security and usability problems such as forgetting passwords, and confusing passwords across accounts [18]. Re-
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Implications for Mobile Devices: Our participants
managed well with passwords of 5, 6, and 7 click-points in
length, so an alternative exploration might be to consider
more click points, and allow the image size to be reduced
while still maintaining a large password space. Table 9 shows
possibilities, using typical small sizes on mobile devices. For
example, a small mobile phone might have 120 × 80 pixels,
whereas a Blackberry Curve 8300 has 320 × 240 pixels, while
the Blackberry Bold and the Apple iPhone have 480 × 320
pixels. Mobile devices sometimes involve a touchscreen instead of a stylus, and often use a dense pixel pitch so images
appear physically smaller than the equivalent dimensions on
a computer screen. In the table, we accommodate this by
using a tolerance region for the mobile devices of 38 × 38:
the size of square onscreen keyboard elements on an iPhone.
For the iPhone screen, this would require 8 clicks for a 52
bit password space. These numbers seem potentially acceptable, especially as we frequently type words of that many
characters. This suggests that a graphical password scheme
such as PCCP might be usable on mobile devices. The small
screens will not be compatible with the current viewport because its current size highlights too much of the image to
eﬀectively reduce clustering. We are currently exploring a
redesigned viewport mechanism. The increasing use of mobile devices for secure online transactions indicates a need
for more secure passwords than simple screen unlock mechanisms, and we believe a system such as PCCP has potential
for both usability and security.

a pure-recall system, we would expect to see serial memory
eﬀects, which cause people to better remember the items
at the beginning and end of an ordered list. With PCCP’s
cued-recall, however, we expect milder serial memory eﬀects,
because participants respond to each picture as an individual cue. However, it is certainly possible that users begin
to learn the pattern of click-points and anticipate where to
focus their gaze, and move their cursor. This anticipation
may reduce the work needed per image in ways that have
not yet been fully explored.
Table 9: Click numbers required, by space and size.
Bits
52
52
52
52
52
62
62
62
62
62

X(pixels)
800
451
320
240
80
800
451
320
240
80

Y(pixels)
600
331
480
320
120
600
331
480
320
120

Tolerance
19
19
38
38
38
19
19
38
38
38

Clicks
5
6
8
9
19
6
7
9
11
23

Alternative Conﬁgurations: It appears that factors
such as increasing the number of click-points or image size
balance each other out, at least for the settings in our study.
To consider the general underlying principles, we might speculate about more extreme possibilities. In our study, the two
image sizes used were 451 × 331 pixels and 800 × 600 pixels. The tolerance region of the scheme was 19 × 19 pixels,
which meant that the images had approximately 414 and
1330 click areas distinguishable to the system, respectively.
Our LCD display measured 43cm (17in) diagonally with a
resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixels. The small image measured
about 12cm × 9cm, or 84cm2 , and the large image about
21cm × 16cm or 336cm2 . Our study showed that users can
cope with inspecting and selecting click-points on images of
both sizes within a reasonable amount of time: mean login times were approximately 20 seconds, including entry of
username and all click-points.
In our S6 and L5 conditions, the theoretical password
space is approximately 52 bits. In S7 and L6, it is about
62 bits. Knowing that the image sizes in these conditions
were usable, we explore larger sizes in order to decrease the
number of click-points while keeping the password space the
same. Table 8 shows some possibilities. For example, even
requiring only 3 clicks and keeping the aspect ratio the same
would require an image size of 8916 × 6687 pixels for 52 bits,
and 28305×21229 pixels for 62 bits. These would seem to be
unreasonable sizes for graphical password images, and would
involve a very large number of areas to be inspected. As the
number of click-point required decreases, the size of the images implied must grow exponentially, and quickly reaches
the bounds of usability. We do navigate on very large virtual
displays when using cartographic browsers such as Google
Earth. This is only manageable, however, through the use
of the zoom and pan capabilities, and so the interaction in
fact involves a number of clicks.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored the issue of how increasing the
security of a click-based graphical password scheme would
aﬀect usability and memorability. We tested PCCP with
diﬀerent parameters in order to evaluate its usability when
the theoretical password space is increased. We found that
increasing the number of click-points or increasing the image
size both have usability and memorability impacts. While
varying parameters to hold constant the size of the theoretical password space, we found no evidence of diﬀerences between conﬁgurations varying the number of click-points and
image size. Additionally, we explored the eﬀects of number
of click-points and image size on user behaviour resulting in
clustering of click-points. We found no evidence that the
number of click-points had an eﬀect, but it appeared that
larger images led to less clustering.
These results have important implications for practical
conﬁguration of graphical password schemes in various contexts. For example, the results suggest that for mobile devices with small screens, it might be possible to increase security by using smaller images and more click-points while
retaining usability and memorability. Conversely, larger images appear to lead to less clustering, suggesting an issue
that should be considered in future research.
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ABSTRACT

Keywords

Fingerprint-protected Universal Serial Bus (USB) drives have
seen increasing deployment recently to protect mobile data.
Compared to regular USB drives, a fingerprint-protected
USB drive has an integrated optical scanner and a private
partition/drive (for example, drive G: on MS Windows),
which is not accessible before a successful fingerprint authentication.
This paper studies the security of a representative fingerprintprotected USB drive called AliceFDrive. Our results are
twofold. First, through black-box reverse engineering and
manipulation of binary code in a DLL, we bypassed AliceFDrive’s fingerprint authentication and accessed the private
drive without actually presenting a valid fingerprint. This
authentication bypass is a class attack in that the modified
DLL can be distributed to any naive users to bypass AliceFDrive’s fingerprint authentication.
Second, in our security analysis of AliceFDrive, we developed a program to automatically recover fingerprint reference templates from AliceFDrive, which may make AliceFDrive worse than a regular USB drive: when Alice loses her
fingerprint-protected USB drive, she does not only lose her
data, she also loses her good-quality fingerprints, which are
hard to recover as Alice’s fingerprints do not change much
over a long period of time.

fingerprint authentication, fuzzy vault, USB drive
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1.

INTRODUCTION

There have been several highly publicized security breaches
of data on mobile storage devices, including the theft of
a portable hard disk, owned by a US Department of Veteran Affairs employee, that had confidential data of about
26.5 millions of people [Electronic Privacy Information Center(2006)]. As a result, people have rushed to various security solutions for mobile data, including fingerprint-protected
Universal Serial Bus (USB) flash drives. For example, the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) has been providing its
employees fingerprint-protected USB drives to protect mobile clinical trial data.
A fingerprint-protected USB flash drive (called fingerprint
USB drive hereafter) looks like a regular USB drive, except
that it has an integrated fingerprint scanner. When a fingerprint USB drive is plugged into a computer running MS Windows, a new read-only default drive (for example, drive F:)
will appear, on which a program can be found. This program
may be automatically run to, among several other things,
request fingerprint-based user authentication. (When the
fingerprint-protected USB drive is used the first time, its
owner can enroll one or more fingerprints.) If the fingerprint authentication succeeds, a new private drive/partition
(for example, drive G:) will show up, on which the owner
can write and read data. This new private drive will not be
accessible if the fingerprint authentication fails.
A fingerprint USB drive has good usability as the owner
does not have to remember any reusable passwords. If the
drive is stolen/lost, supposedly, an adversary will still not
be able to read the data on the private drive, due to the
lack of appropriate fingerprints.
As a biometric, fingerprint authentication has been first
used by government systems and commercial systems that
require high-level security (such as a nuclear plant). It has
also appeared in many popular Hollywood spy movies such
as The Bourne Identity, The Bourne Ultimatum, and Enemy of the State. This history might give ordinary users
a perception that fingerprint-protected USB drives offer a
high-level security.
In this paper, we explore the following questions: does a
fingerprint-protected USB drive really provide better security than a regular USB drive? How hard is it to break the
fingerprint protection? Our study is performed on a representative fingerprint-protected USB drive, called AliceFDrive 2 — standing for Alice’s Fingerprint Drive — through-

out this paper. This pseudonym is used to avoid identifying a specific fingerprint USB drive manufacturer or brand
name, as it is not our intention to malign the particular fingerprint USB manufacturer and brand that we tested. AliceFDrive is chosen randomly from its many peers on the
market for no particular reason.
Our security analysis focuses on AliceFDrive’s software.
We treat the AliceFDrive’s hardware as a black box and
leave it untouched. Unlike a hardware vulnerability, a software vulnerability is suspectable to class attacks: softwarebased exploits for a software vulnerability can be downloaded and used by naive users without knowledge of the
vulnerability or the exploit; hence, they are more severe.
Our study uses publicly available information only, including AliceFDrive’s user’s manual, disassembler and debugging toolkits IDA Pro 4.9 [Hex-Rays(2007)] and Ollydbg 1.10
[Yuschuk(2004)], and documents accessible on the web.
The discoveries of this study on AliceFDrive are twofold.
First, we demonstrate that, contrary to our initial expectations, it is straightforward to modify the binary code of
AliceFDrive to bypass its fingerprint authentication and access its private drive. This modified binary code can be
used by other naive AliceFDrive users to circumvent AliceFDrive’s fingerprint authentication. Second, we first reverse
engineered the format of AliceFDrive’s fingerprint minutia
points and then developed a program to automatically retrieve fingerprint minutia templates from AliceFDrive. From
these fingerprint minutia templates, using fingerprint recovery techniques from the research community [Cappelli
et al.(2007)Cappelli, Lumini, Maio, and Maltoni, Cappelli
et al.(2006)Cappelli, Lumini, Maio, and Maltoni, Hill(2001),
Blomme(2003)], we could reconstruct Alice’s fingerprints.
This may make fingerprint USB drives worse than regular
USB drives: when AliceFDrive is stolen, Alice does not only
lose her data on the drive, she also loses her good-quality
fingerprints, which are hard to recover as her fingerprints
remain unchanged in a long period.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we give some background information on fingerprint authentication. In Section 3 we describe, from a user’s
perspective, AliceFDrive and give our initial analysis. In
Section 4, we describe our security analysis on AliceFDrive,
including methods to bypass the fingerprint authentication,
the fingerprint minutia format used by AliceFDrive, and details on recovering fingerprint minutia templates from AliceFDrive. Further discussions on the security of AliceFDrive are given in Section 5. Concluding remarks are given
in Section 6.

2.

global, local, and very fine levels. At the global level, fingerprints are categorized in terms of their overall shape, including left loop, right loop, whorl, arch and tented arch. Global
level fingerprint characteristics are often not sufficient to differentiate people. Local level fingerprint characteristics consider minute ridge details called minutia points, including
ridge ending, bifurcation, lake, independent ridge, point or
island, spur, and crossover. Among these minutia points,
ridge ending and bifurcation are the most popular and can
be well captured by most scanners on the market. Further fine-grained ridge details, including sweat pores, skin
creases, scars, and others, have also potential for identification and authentication but they require very high-quality
scanner to capture. Minutia-based fingerprints are the most
popular these days.
In a fingerprint authentication system, Alice first enrolls
her fingerprint with an authentication server, which captures
Alice’s fingerprints, extracts the minutia points, generates a
reference template and stores it. Later, when an entity wants
to be authenticated as Alice, a fresh fingerprint image is captured and it is compared by the authentication server against
the stored reference template. Various minutia point-based
fingerprint matching algorithms have been developed and
they are often threshold based: the fresh fingerprint image
is considered genuine as long as it has a threshold or more
common minutia points with the reference template. As
a result, unlike password or cryptographic key-based comparison, fingerprint matching is close, not exact, matching.
The selection of a threshold value depends on the security
requirement level.

3.
3.1

ALICEFDRIVE
A user’s perspective

AliceFDrive comes with a user’s manual that describes,
from an end user’s perspective, AliceFDrive’s features. AliceFDrive’s main feature is to protect files stored on the private drive/partition. In addition to regular files, Alice can
also store both favorite web site URLs (i.e., the favorites in
Internet Explorer and the bookmarks in Firefox) and confidential website log-in information (such as user names and
passwords) to AliceFDrive. Access to these files on AliceFDrive requires fingerprint authentication.
When AliceFDrive is plugged for the first time into a computer running MS Windows, a program automatically runs
and it prompts Alice to enroll her fingerprints. Alice can
enroll up to ten fingerprints.
After one or more fingerprints are enrolled, when AliceFDrive is plugged into a computer, two new drives appear, a
read-only default drive that contains one executable and a
public USB drive. (This public drive acts like regular USB
drive and is not discussed in Section 1, as it is not securitysensitive.) The executable on the default drive will automatically run for fingerprint authentication. If fingerprint
authentication succeeds, the public drive will disappear and
a private drive containing confidential data will show up.
Alice can back up her enrolled fingerprints and other user
credentials to a file.
Other than claiming AES-256 based “fingerprint encryption,” AliceFDrive’s user manual does not provide details
about its security design and implementation.

BACKGROUND ON FINGERPRINT AUTHENTICATION

Human fingers have friction ridges that are necessary for
hands to hold objects firmly [Maltoni et al.(2009)Maltoni,
Maio, Jain, and Prabhakar]. The spaces between ridges are
called valleys. These friction ridges and valleys form fingerprints and it is believed that fingerprints exhibit individual
patterns for both identification and entity authentication.
There are several levels of fingerprint patterns, namely
2
The name of Alice follows the traditional setting of communication security, where Alice is always the message sender
and Bob is the receiver. For USB storage security, only one
party, Alice, is involved.

3.2
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Structure of authentication programs

The read-only default drive of AliceFDrive has only one
program, AutoRun.exe, which automatically runs when AliceFDrive is plugged. On Windows XP, an observance on
this program shows that AutoRun.exe copies some authentication programs, from an unknown source, to C:\Documents
and Settings\All Users\Application Data\AliceFDrive . These
fingerprint authentication programs include one executable
(AliceFDrive.exe, 2716 kilobytes) and five Dynamic Link Library (DLL) files:

in buffer pFingerImage), a fingerprint reference template
(stored in buffer pEnrolledFeatures);
• bAPI4 HMFVVerify verifies a given image (stored in buffer
pFingerImage) against a given set of fingerprint reference
templates (stored in buffer ppEnrolledFeatures) and returns
a matching result. bAPI4 HMFVVerify returns 0 if the verification process fails and returns 1 if the process succeeds.
The matching result is stored in piStatus and a value of 2
indicates success, a value of 1 indicates failure. If a match
is indeed found, piMatchedID stores the ID of the matched
reference template.

PTSDK4 SS500A PTFV.dll (32 kilobytes), PTFVLib.dll (20 kilobytes), LTTS1NDUT176.dll (912 kilobytes), LTTUSB.dll (232
kilobytes), and PasswordBank.dll (372 kilobytes).
Both the executable and the DLLs are called a module. The
first step of our security analysis is to find the calling relationship
among these modules.

3.2.1

• bAPI4 GetImage calls the optical scanner to get an image
and stores the result in buffer picture.

Static module analysis

With IDA Pro [Hex-Rays(2007)], we observed that AliceFDrive.exe imports some functions from PTSDK4 SS500A PTFV.dll
and the names of these functions start with bAPI4 . For example,
there are two functions bAPI4 HMFVEnroll and bAPI4 HMFVVerify. (bAPI may stand for biometric Application Programming
Interface (API) [ANSI/INCITS(2002)].)
AliceFDrive.exe also imports some functions from PasswordBank.dll, with function names such as iGetOpenIE , iOpenUrl,
and iSaveFormData. These names suggest that PasswordBank.dll
is responsible for storing mobile URL favorites and user passwords.
Further analysis with IDA Pro indicates that PTSDK4 SS500A PTFV.dll statically imports some functions from PTFVLib.dll
and some other functions, through dynamic loading, from LTTS1NDUT176.dll. Also through dynamic loading, LTTS1NDUT176.dll
imports some functions from LTTUSB.dll.
In AliceFDrive, the functions imported by one module from another tend to have meaningful names, such as bAPI4 HMFVEnroll.
These function names suggest their purposes. However, the types
of these functions’ parameters are not known and without them,
one would have to study assembly code to understand how AliceFDrive’s functions/modules are implemented. This can be a huge
task, as AliceFDrive’s modules/functions are fairly complex. For
example, AliceFDrive.exe has 2845 internal functions – functions
defined and used in the same module, PTFVLib.dll has 161 internal functions, LTTS1NDUT176.dll has 550 internal functions,
and LTTUSB.dll has 273 internal functions. In other words, without parameter types, it would be very hard to study AliceFDrive’s
security mechanisms.

3.2.2

Using Google

We next used help from Google by searching those meaningful
function names such as bAPI4 HMFVEnroll. Google only returned two results and we ended up with a Programmer’s Guide
for Fingerprint’s SDK [Wison Technology Corp.(2009)]. This
manual describes a product, Wison Technology OR 200 Optical Sensor and this name does not match AliceFDrive. However,
the functions described in the manual bear the same names as
those exported from PTSDK4 SS500A PTFV.dll. For example,
this manual describes bAPI4 HMFVEnroll, bAPI4 HMFVVerify,
and bAPI4 GetImage as
bAPI4_HMFVEnroll(int iResolution, int iWidth, int iHeight,
BYTE * pFingerImage, BYTE *pEnrolledFeatures,
DWORD *pwEnRetSize, int *piStatus)
bAPI4_HMFVVerify(int iResolution, int iWidth, int iHeight,
BYTE *pFingerImage, BYTE **ppEnrolledfeatures,
int iEnrolledNum, int *piMatchedID,
int *piStatus)
bAPI4_GetImage (BYTE *picture, int timeout, int iResolution,
int *piWidth, int *piHeight)
This manual also describes that
• bAPI4 HMFVEnroll generates, from a given image (stored
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This manual helps our study in two ways. First, with the
functions’ parameter types, we can now debug the fingerprint
authentication code in a more guided manner. Second, it allows
us to develop our own code to call AliceFDrive’s DLLs directly,
which introduces a lot of flexibility in our study.
It is worth noting that the information provided by this manual is not complete. For example, in what format is the image
returned by bAPI4 GetImage? It is not clear from the manual
and we have to reverse engineer that by ourselves.

4.

SECURITY ANALYSIS

In our security analysis, we consider the following scenario:
Alice loses her AliceFDrive to Bob, who does not have any a
priori information about Alice’s fingerprints. Bob’s goal is to
access AliceFDrive’s private drive without actually presenting a
valid fingerprint and if possible, recover Alice’s fingerprints from
AliceFDrive. Bob may purchase from the market a brand-new
fingerprint-protected USB of the same type as AliceFDrive. Such
a new USB drive will be called BobFDrive and Bob enrolls his own
fingerprints on it. Note that BobFDrive has the same software
programs as AliceFDrive. In the following description, we use
“we” and “Bob” interchangeably.
Our security analysis of AliceFDrive consists of three steps.
First, we shall investigate how hard it is to circumvent AliceFDrive’s fingerprint authentication. Second, we will figure out the
format of AliceFDrive’s fingerprint reference templates, if they
are stored on AliceFDrive at all. Third, we will try to recover
Alice’s fingerprints from AliceFDrive.

4.1

Bypassing fingerprint authentication

Function bAPI4 HMFVVerify described in Section 3.2.2 takes
a fresh fingerprint image and compares it against a set of fingerprint reference templates enrolled earlier. Understandably, this
method is likely called before AliceFDrive’s private drive is available. One way to bypass AliceFDrive’s fingerprint authentication
is to modify bAPI4 HMFVVerify’s binary code so that, regardless of the given fresh fingerprint sample, this function returns 1,
*piStatus always returns 2, and its matching ID *piMatchedID
always returns 0.
To find the details of the required changes, the following analysis was performed on BobFDrive. Within IDA Pro, we ran AliceFDrive.exe and set a breakpoint at bAPI4 HMFVVerify. We
then stepped into function bAPI4 HMFVVerify, which actually
calls function bPTFVVerify () of PTFVLib.dll.
We ran AliceFDrive.exe twice, one with a correct fingerprint
and the other with an incorrect fingerprint. We then found that
inside bPTFVVerify () of PTFVLib.dll, another function is called
and after this call, there is a conditional jump (instruction JZ/JE
in assembly language, which has opcode value 0x74 ) on register
EAX. It jumps when the fresh fingerprint is valid and does not
jump under an invalid fingerprint.
To bypass fingerprint authentication, we modified this conditional jump to an unconditional jump (instruction JMP in assembly language, with opcode value 0xEB ). A test with this
modification in memory succeeded. IDA Pro 4.9 does not support changing binary code persistently. We used OllyDbg 1.10
[Yuschuk(2004)] to save the change back to PTFVLib.dll. We
then tested this modified PTFVLib.dll on AliceFDrive on another computer. With the modified DLL, when provided a non-

matching fingerprint, AliceFDrive’s authentication program reported an authentication success and mounted the private drive.
A further inspection of function bPTFVVerify () (of PTFVLib.dll)
reveals that the above change works only when there are more
than one enrolled reference templates. If AliceFDrive has only
one enrolled reference template, another subroutine is called and
its return value (stored in register EAX) is inspected with instruction TEST EAX, EAX. When EAX has a non-zero value,
the given fresh fingerprint is considered non-matching and the execution path jumps to a new location with instruction “JNZ”. To
bypass fingerprint authentication for this case, we simply modified
“TEST” (with opcode value 0x85 ) to “SUB” (with opcode value
0x2B ) and this change worked. We used OllyDbg to save this
modification persistently back to PTFVLib.dll and the modified
PTFVLib.dll was tested successfully.
The above binary code modification is a class attack and a
user without any knowledge about fingerprint authentication or
binary code analysis can use the modified DLL to bypass the
fingerprint authentication and access the private drive of an AliceFDrive USB.
This two-byte change of PTFVLib.dll, from 0x74 to 0xEB and
from 0x85 to 0x2B respectively, surprised us a little bit. AliceFDrive is a security-related product and we did not expect the
authentication bypass to be this easy.

4.2

Recovering minutia templates from AliceFDrive

Afterward, we created several variants of this high-quality image through some minor changes, such as removing a ridge that
has two minutia points and connecting two ridges to change a
minutia point. By enrolling these variants, we hope to infer useful
information about the format of AliceFDrive’s minutia template
format.
For example, when we removed a ridge with two minutia points,
we noticed that the sixth byte of the reference template (returned
by bAPI4 Enroll()) decremented by two (from 24 to 22) and the
overall size of the reference template decreased by 12 (from 151
to 139). We then inferred that that the sixth byte must be part of
a field indicating the number of minutia points in the fingerprint
and each minutia point is represented by six (i.e., 12
) bytes. This
2
also lets us infer that a reference template has a header of seven
bytes (i.e., (151 − 24 × 6)).
For this seven-byte header, the first byte is 0x09 in most situations and the meaning of the second byte is still unknown to
us. The sixth and the seventh bytes together, in the little endian
format, denote the number of minutia points in the fingerprint.
We will explain the third, fourth and fifth bytes shortly.
For each minutia point, in what format are its six bytes? We
checked several standards for minutia point representation, including ANSI/INCITS 378-2004 [ANSI/INCITS(2004)], ANSI/NISTITL1-2007 [NIST(2007)], CDEFF [NIST(2009), Podio et al.(2004)Podio,
Dunn, Reinert, Tilton, Struif, Herr, et al.], and ISO IEC 19794-2
[ISO/IEC(2005)]. None of them work for AliceFDrive. This made
us think that AliceFDrive uses a proprietary format.

An attack perhaps more serious than the circumvention of fingerprint authentication on AliceFDrive is to retrieve Alice’s fingerprints. A person’s fingerprints do not change much over a
long period of time and thus cannot be simply revoked. If Bob
can reconstruct Alice’s fingerprints from AliceFDrive, it would be
very hard to recover from this attack and this may raise serious
security and privacy concerns. (It is controversial whether fingerprints are fully secret data [O’Gorman(2003)], as Alice may leave
her fingerprints here and there such as on a water bottle and a
desk, but it is more in agreement that fingerprints should be kept
as private as possible.)
Our initial thought on this attack is encouraged by the format
of function bAPI4 HMFVVerify, which takes a fresh fingerprint
image and a set of reference templates. This implies that the reference templates must exist, in the clear, somewhere in memory.
In what format are these reference templates? Can we develop
our own program to directly retrieve these reference templates
from AliceFDrive?

4.2.1

Determining minutia template format

To reverse engineer the format of the fingerprint minutia used
by AliceFDrive, we developed a program to call the bAPI4 Enroll()
function, which takes a fingerprint picture (stored in buffer pFingerImage) and returns the corresponding reference template in
pEnrolledFeatures. (This method has to be called three consecutive times (with the same or close image) to get a reference
template.)
Before we can call bAPI4 Enroll(), we need to figure out the
format of the image in pFingerImage, which is not described by
the SDK manual of Section 3.2.2. Using IDA Pro, we followed
a normal authentication and dumped the image to a file, which
has 89600 bytes, and then analyzed the file. The image is not
in JPG, BMP or any other popular graphic formats. Since the
resolution of the scanner is 280 by 320 and 89600 = 280 × 320,
we guessed that each pixel is represented by one byte. We then
treated the dumped file as a text file and broke it into lines of
280 bytes. The resulting file was opened in a text editor and it
looked like a fingerprint. We then inferred that the image is in
raw format and this guess was confirmed when we converted it to
an image file and viewed it.
Next, we selected a high-quality fingerprint image (see Figure
1), in which minutiae points are clearly identifiable. This fingerprint image comes from [Maio and Maltoni(1997)] and it has been
processed with binarization so that it should be easy for any fingerprint enrollment algorithm, including AliceFDrive, to extract
reference templates.

Figure 1: A fingerprint picture after binarization.
Reprinted with permission from [Maio and Maltoni(1997)]. c 1997 IEEE.

To determine the format of the six bytes for a single minutia
point, we followed the execution of bAPI4 HMFVEnroll, which is
the most labor-intensive step in this study. Our study shows that
bAPI4 HMFVEnroll first processes, in many complex steps, the
given fingerprint image into a global structure. bAPI4 HMFVEnroll
then processes this global structure into a flat structure and returns it in pEnrolledFeatures. In this flattening operation, four
variables are packaged to a 32-bit word, where the first 11 bits
of the 32-bit word comes from the first variable, the next 11 bits
from the second variable, the next 2 bits from the third variable
and the remaining 8 bits from the fourth variable. This 32-bit
word is then saved in little endian format.
We guessed that these four variables might represent the coordinates, including x and y, the type, and the angle of the minutia
point respectively. To verify this guess, we interpreted the reference template returned by bAPI4 HMFVEnroll as guessed above
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Figure 2: Recovered minutia template
Figure 3: Picture marked with
recovered minutia points, after
some transformations

to get a set of minutia points and then drew a figure with the
minutia points in terms of their coordinates (x, y), types and angles (see Figure 2); we next tried to match this figure with the
enrolled fingerprint image (that is, Figure 1). If our guess is correct, we should be able to superimpose the figure on the original
fingerprint image. There was no immediate matching between
the figure and the image. However, when the image was rotated
180 degrees and flipped, we could match the figure and the image
after three transformations (see below for more details on these
transformations). The result is depicted in Figure 3, where red
circles denote minutia points of type ridge ending, blue diamonds
denote minutia points of type bifurcation, and arrows denote angles of the minutia points.
In Figure 3, three transformations are used in the drawing of
minutia points. First, the origin of the natural coordinate system
for the minutia points is located at the left bottom and its y axis
of the coordinate system grows upward; in contrast, the origin
of the image is located at the upper left corner and its y axis
grows downward. To superimpose the figure with the image, in
Figure 3, the minutia points’ y coordinates are adjusted toward
the image’s coordinate system. Second, in the reference templates
returned by bAPI4 HMFVEnroll, the coordinates of all minutia
points are relative to a fixed point, whose location is determined
by the third, the fourth, and the fifth bytes of the seven-byte
header of the reference template. More specifically, the third
byte is the y coordinate of the fixed point and the x coordinate
of the fixed point is stored in the fourth and fifth bytes in little
endian format. This relative adjustment is used in generating
Figure 3. Third, each minutia point’s angle uses one byte and
its value ranges from 0 to 255. To represent any degrees between
360
0 and 359, a multiplication factor of 256
is used when the byte
value is interpreted as degrees.
The quality of Figure 3 gives us high confidence that our interpretation of the reference template is correct. Our next task is to
study how to retrieve reference templates from AliceFDrive.

4.2.2

puter program to automatically retrieve reference templates from
AliceFDrive directly.
In our tracing of AliceFDrive’s authentication program, we noticed a call to function bAPI4 ReadSecureArea with three parameters (dst, 40, 0), where dst is a buffer of 0x5000 bytes. After
this call, the retrieved data is then processed and immediately
afterward, the reference templates appear in cleartext in memory. The processing subroutines look fairly complex but their program structure does look like an Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) T-box-based implementation [Daemen and Rijmen(2002),
National Institute of Standards and Technology(2001)], where
AES T-box is generated beforehand and is used in decryption.
The processing subroutines comprise a subroutine that looks like
AES key scheduling and it takes 16 bytes of 0xf f, which might
be the AES key.
To verify this observation, we developed a program that first
calls bAPI4 ReadSecureArea to read data and then decrypts it
with AES-128 with 16 bytes of 0xf f as the key.
The decrypted text consists of several parts: it starts with a
16-byte ASCII string, “AliceFDrv AESKEY”, followed by some
fields and a set of user profiles, including user names, passwords
and their Windows domain names. The decrypted text ends with
a binary string, which looks like a set of reference templates. We
then interpreted the reference template section with the reference template structure obtained in Section 4.2.1 and the second
reference templates is depicted in Figure 4.
To verify our interpretation of minutia points retrieved from AliceFDrive, we talked to Alice and obtained an image of her second
enrolled fingerprint. Figure 5 was drawn by superimposing Figure
4 on Alice’s fingerprint image with a shifting of (x = 20, y = 50).
(This shifting is necessary due to the displacements of Alice’s finger in two different scans, namely her enrollment scan and the
later scan.)
The high quality of Figure 5 further confirms our interpretation
of AliceFDrive’s reference templates. Once we have recovered Alice’s fingerprint minutia templates, we may be able to reconstruct
Alice’s fingerprints with existing techniques of fingerprint reconstruction from minutia templates [Galbally et al.(2008)Galbally,
Cappelli, Lumini, Maltoni, and Fierrez, Cappelli et al.(2007)Cappelli,
Lumini, Maio, and Maltoni, Cappelli et al.(2006)Cappelli, Lumini, Maio, and Maltoni, Ross et al.(2007)Ross, Shah, and Jain].
This will allow us to impersonate Alice for a very long time.
AliceFDrive also supports user profile backup and with the

Retrieving minutia templates from AliceFDrive

The parameters of bAPI4 HMFVVerify imply that AliceFDrive’s
reference templates exist in the clear in memory and we have
confirmed this by running AliceFDrive’s authentication program
within IDA Pro. However, reading memory of a computer program usually requires some expertise and may be a daunting task
for ordinary users. An even better break is to develop a com-
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Summary
5.2

Using fuzzy vault and some problems

The security improvements discussed in Section 5.1 are heuristic in that they are theoretically breakable: given enough efforts
and time, they can always be broken.
An ultimate secure solution to fingerprint-protected USB drive
is to derive a consistent cryptographic key from close fingerprints
and use it to encrypt all data on the private drive [Juels and Sudan(2002), Juels and Sudan(2006)]. In this way, the fingerprintbased authentication can not be bypassed: an adversary can manipulate the authentication program’s execution path but without a valid fingerprint, the same cryptographic key can not be
reconstructed and consequently, the encrypted data on the private drive cannot be decrypted. Also, in this solution, no plain
reference template is stored on AliceFDrive and thus an adversary
can not reconstruct it from a stolen/lost AliceFDrive.
Since fingerprints captured from the same finger are often close,
but not exactly the same, due to a lot of environmental factors
(such as the quality of the scanner, moisture, and scratches), the
main challenge of this approach is to extract the same cryptographic key from close-but-not-exactly-the-same fingerprints.
More specifically, for minutia-based fingerprints that are represented by a set of minutia points, how to extract consistent cryptographic keys from close sets?
The concepts of fuzzy extractor [Dodis et al.(2004)Dodis, Reyzin,
and Smith, Dodis et al.(2008)Dodis, Ostrovsky, Reyzin, and Smith]
and fuzzy vault [Juels and Sudan(2002), Juels and Sudan(2006)]
have been developed to address this problem. There have been a
couple of set-based fuzzy extractor/vault constructions, including
the one by [Juels and Sudan(2002), Juels and Sudan(2006)] and
its improvement by [Dodis et al.(2004)Dodis, Reyzin, and Smith,
Dodis et al.(2008)Dodis, Ostrovsky, Reyzin, and Smith], which
are based on the set difference metric. A construction based on
the set intersection and its improvement can be found in [Socek
et al.(2007)Socek, Božović, and Ćulibrk, Wang et al.(2008)Wang,
Huff, and Tjaden]. These constructions allow fuzzy comparison
of close sets in the “encrypted” form and assume that the comparison of elements in the close sets is either exact (i.e., an element

DISCUSSIONS

As shown in Section 4, AliceFDrive, as a security product,
is highly vulnerable to authentication bypass and its fingerprint
minutia templates can be recovered from the drive. In this section, we shall discuss how these vulnerabilities can be fixed or at
least, mitigated to improve AliceFDrive’s security.

5.1

150

employed to foil debugging of the authentication programs. This
would not stop a committed attacker, but it would increase the
time and effort necessary for the attack.

In this section, we described two ways to break AliceFDrive.
First, through two byte changes to the PTFVLib.DLL, AliceFDrive’s fingerprint authentication was bypassed and its private
drive was accessed without ever presenting a valid fingerprint.
This is a class attack as the modified DLL can be downloaded
and used by any naive users to bypass AliceFDrive’s fingerprint
authentication.
Second, we developed a program that can automatically retrieve reference templates from AliceFDrive. Using existing techniques of fingerprint reconstruction from minutia points, we could
reconstruct Alice’s fingerprints from a lost AliceFDrive. This
poses serious security and privacy concern as now Alice does not
only lose her private data, but also her good-quality fingerprints,
which remains unchanged for a long period and cannot be simply
revoked.

5.
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Figure 5: Retrieved minutia template on a
fresh fingerprint, after alignment

Figure 4: A minutia template retrieved from
AliceFDrive

4.3

50

Program structure and code/API obfuscation

The security analysis of AliceFDrive can be made more difficult
in several ways.
First, the structure of AliceFDrive’s authentication programs
can be made less obvious. Our security analysis was greatly aided
by the simple calling relationship among AliceFDrive’s six modules (i.e., one executable and five DLLs), the meaningful function
names exported by these modules, and the document found by
Google on these functions and their parameters.
The location of code of interest for authentication bypass can
be made hard to find if the function names are scrambled and
the code is obfuscated. Also, anti-debugging techniques can be
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from one set is considered in another close set if and only if the
element itself — not a close copy — appears in the second set) or
very close. (Exact element-level comparison is required when an
existing fuzzy vault scheme does not use chaff points and when
chaff points are indeed used, element-level comparison should be
very close.) These fuzzy extractor/vault schemes provide provable security. However, requiring element-level exact or very-close
comparison makes them not practicable for minutia point-based
fingerprints. Given two minutia-based fingerprints from the same
finger, due to displacement, rotation, and distortion, before alignment, a minutia point in one fingerprint can be pretty far from
its matching point in the close fingerprint.
To use these existing fuzzy vault schemes, a fresh fingerprint
has to be pre-aligned before it is used by a fuzzy vault scheme.
This pre-alignment would require AliceFDrive to store some helper
data about the fingerprint and this help data may leak information about the fingerprint, making the system less secure or even
insecure. In other words, the provable security provided by the
original fuzzy extractor/vault scheme is lost. Nandakumar et al.
implements such a tradeoff and stores curvature of the fingerprint
as helper data [Nandakumar et al.(2007)Nandakumar, Jain, and
Pankanti]. The exact security of this implementation remains to
be studied.
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Integrating a processor to the fingerprint
USB drive

AliceFDrive uses a host computer to run its program for fingerprint enrollment and fingerprint verification, making it susceptible to this security analysis. One natural security improvement
is to integrate to AliceFDrive a tamper-resistant microprocessor
and have it perform the fingerprint enrollment and verification
function. In this way, fingerprint authentication cannot be simply bypassed and fingerprint reference templates can be better
protected.
One challenge facing such a microprocessor integration design is
that the fingerprint enrollment and verification procedures are often computation-intensive and an embedded microprocessor with
limited computation power may not handle these computations
very well.

6.

CONCLUSION

USB drives with large storage capacity support data mobility
and improve productivity. They also pose serious security challenges. Fingerprint-protected USB drives protect a private USB
partition with fingerprint authentication and have been increasingly popular. This paper analyzes the security of AliceFDrive, a
representative fingerprint-protected USB drive.
In our study, we showed that it is straightforward — just the
change of two bytes in a DLL of the authentication programs —
to bypass AliceFDrive’s fingerprint authentication. This authentication bypass is a class attack, as any naive users can download
the modified DLL and bypass AliceFDrive’s fingerprint authentication.
In this study, we also developed our own program to automatically recover fingerprint reference templates from AliceFDrive. With existing techniques of reconstructing fingerprints
from minutia point templates, we could reconstruct Alice’s fingerprints and impersonate Alice for a long period of time.
It is our hope that this study will inspire the information security community to search for better solutions to improve the
security of fingerprint-protected USB drives.
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ABSTRACT

cams, VoIP appliances, print servers and video conferencing
units reside on the same networks as our personal computers and enterprise servers and together form our world-wide
communication infrastructure. Widely deployed and often
misconfigured, embedded network devices constitute highly
attractive targets for exploitation.
Although common wisdom enforces the suspicion that embedded devices tend to be less secure then general purpose
computers and often trivial to exploit, evidence of such insecurities is mostly anecdotal. To fully appreciate the scope
and scale of the embedded threat, we must move beyond
analysis of individual embedded devices and their vulnerabilities. In order to formulate realistic and effective mitigation strategies against current and next generation embedded device exploitation, we first pose and answer several
fundamental questions:

We present a quantitative lower bound on the number of
vulnerable embedded device on a global scale. Over the
past year, we have systematically scanned large portions of
the internet to monitor the presence of trivially vulnerable
embedded devices. At the time of writing, we have identified over 540,000 publicly accessible embedded devices
configured with factory default root passwords. This constitutes over 13% of all discovered embedded devices.These devices range from enterprise equipment such as firewalls and
routers to consumer appliances such as VoIP adapters, cable
and IPTV boxes to office equipment such as network printers and video conferencing units. Vulnerable devices were
detected in 144 countries, across 17,427 unique private
enterprise, ISP, government, educational, satellite provider
as well as residential network environments. Preliminary results from our longitudinal study tracking over 102,000 vulnerable devices revealed that over 96% of such accessible
devices remain vulnerable after a 4-month period. We believe the data presented in this paper provides a conservative
lower bound on the actual population of vulnerable devices
in the wild. By combining the observed vulnerability distributions and its potential root causes, we propose a set of
mitigation strategies and hypothesize about its quantitative
impact on reducing the global vulnerable embedded device
population. Employing our strategy, we have partnered with
Team Cymru to engage key organizations capable of significantly reducing the number of trivially vulnerable embedded
devices currently on the internet. As an ongoing longitudinal study, we plan to gather data continuously over the next
year in order to quantify the effectiveness of community’s
cumulative effort to mitigate this pervasive threat.

1.

– How have embedded devices been exploited in the past?
How feasible is large scale exploitation of embedded
devices? (Section 2)
– How can we quantitatively measure the level of embedded device insecurity on a global scale? (Section
3)
– How can compromised embedded devices be used to
benefit malicious attackers? (Section 4)
– How many vulnerable embedded devices are there in
the world? What are they? Where are they? (Section
5)
– What are the most efficient methods of securing vulnerable embedded devices? (Section 6)
The purpose of our project is to quantify and trend the
level of insecurity of embedded devices currently in the wild.
To this end, we first establish an observed lower bound on
the number of trivially vulnerable embedded devices on the
internet. We do this by assuming the role of the least sophisticated malicious attacker (See Section 3.1), who only
tries to log into publicly reachable embedded devices using well known default root credentials. Section 3 describes the default credential scanner we developed using
standard tools such as nmap, which positively identified
over 540,000 wide open embedded devices.
Vulnerable devices were detected in 144 countries, in
enterprise, ISP, government, educational, satellite provider
as well as residential network environments1 . We discov-

INTRODUCTION

Embedded network devices have become an ubiquitous
fixture in the modern home, office as well as in the global
communication infrastructure. Routers, NAS appliances,
home entertainment appliances, wireless access points, web
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permission and/or a fee.
ACSAC ’10 Dec. 6-10, 2010, Austin, Texas USA
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-4503-0133-6/10/12 ...$10.00.

1

Military networks are intentionally excluded from our scan,
although a collaborative effort is currently underway to carry
out the same scan on US military networks.
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Total
IPs Devices
Scanned
Targeted
3,223,358,720 3,912,574

Vulnerable
Devices
540,435

Vulnerability
Rate
13.81%

bound on the distribution of trivially exploitable network
embedded devices over functional (Section 5.1), spatial (Section 5.2), organizational (Section 5.3) and temporal (Section
5.5) domains.
The embedded device default credential scanner created
for this experiment is designed to identify efficiently and
safely the vulnerable embedded devices on the network. It
does this by testing whether one can remotely login into a
device using well known default root credentials. The verification process is designed to use minimal resources on the
target embedded device. The scanner currently supports
73 unique embedded device types including consumer appliances, home networking devices, office appliances, enterprise
and carrier networking equipment, data-center power management devices, network security appliances, server lightsout-management controllers, IP camera surveillance systems,
VoIP devices, video conferencing appliances as well as ISP
issued modems and set-top boxes.
While the embedded security threat has been generally
known for some time, the data presented in this paper provides a real-world quantitative assessment of the scale and
scope of the embedded threat on a global level. Analysis of our results yields several interesting features within
the observed vulnerability distributions. The features presented in Section 5 presents insights into the root causes of
the existence of vulnerable embedded devices. By combining the observed vulnerability distributions and its potential
root causes, we formulate a set of mitigation strategies and
hypothesize about its quantitative impact on reducing the
global vulnerable device population.
Many forces will undoubtably change the observable lower
bound of embedded device insecurity as time goes on. For
example, the out-of-the-box security of new embedded products may change. Network operators controlling large homogeneous sets of devices may improve their security, as may
small and medium size organizations like private enterprises
and educational organizations. The level of malicious exploitation will also indirectly contribute to the overall effort
dedicated to improving embedded device security. Lastly,
it is our hope that the data and mitigation strategies reported in this paper will generate more awareness of this
pervasive threat. In order to quantify the scope of the embedded device insecurity threat over time and detect such
forces at work, we plan to continue our scanning activities
to conduct an ongoing longitudinal study over the next year.
Section 5.5 discusses the preliminary results of our longitudinal study over the past four months.

Table 1: Scale and Result of the Latest Global Default Credential Scan.
ered vulnerable devices across a diverse spectrum of product types, including consumer appliances, home networking
devices, office appliances, enterprise and carrier networking equipment, data-center power management devices, network security appliances, server lights-out-management controllers, IP camera surveillance systems, VoIP devices, video
conferencing appliances as well as ISP issued modems and
set-top boxes. Section 5 presents detailed analysis of the
data collected by our default credential scanner.

Figure 1: Distribution of Vulnerable Embedded Devices in IPv4 Space. Total Number of Vulnerable
Devices Found: 540,435.

1.2

While the observed quantity and distribution of embedded
devices configured with default root passwords demonstrate
a global, pervasive phenomenon, we believe the data presented in this paper represent a conservative lower bound
on the actual population of vulnerable devices in the wild.
Evidence suggests that this lower bound can be raised significantly by slightly escalating the level of sophistication of
our assumed attacker [11].

1.1

Outline

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys recent developments related to embedded device insecurity in white-hat and black-hat communities as
well as popular literature. Section 3 describes our methodology with emphasis on the steps taken to ensure a safe and
ethical experimental protocol. Section 4 describes a variety
of novel malicious uses of the vulnerable devices discovered
by our scanner. Section 5 presents the analysis of data gathered from our latest global scan as well as preliminary results
from our ongoing longitudinal study. Section 6 presents a
set of remediation strategies, along with an quantitative estimates of its potential effect with respect to the global vulnerable device population. We conclude in Section 7 with a
summary of our contributions.

Contributions

We present the first quantitative measurement of embedded device insecurity on a global scale, along with preliminary results from an ongoing longitudinal study of the same
subject. By assuming the role of the least sophisticated
attacker (see Section 3.1), we present an observed lower
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2.

RELATED WORKS

all administrative interfaces to protect the device from other
attackers.

Evidence of embedded device insecurity and exploitation
has been presented in both white-hat and black-hat venues
for quite some time. The creation and propagation characteristics of hypothetical malnets exploiting vulnerable wireless routers have been described by several researchers [10,
19]. For example, Traynor et al. showed that an adversary
can potentially compromise over 24,000 routers in Manhattan in less than 2 hours [19]. The data from our scan indicates that trivially exploitable embedded devices exist in
sufficient quantity and concentration for such hypothetical
attacks to be feasible. Our data also corroborates that phishing attacks using compromised consumer electronics such as
home routers [20] can be carried out on a large scale by
technically unsophisticated attackers.
Existing evidence clearly reenforces the common wisdom
that embedded devices are generally less secure then general
purpose computers and are often trivial to exploit. However,
the available literature tends to focus on specific vulnerabilities or vulnerable devices.
For example, a recent Wired.com article [9] announced
a vulnerability found on the administrative interface of the
SMC8014 series cable modem, potentially affecting 65,000
Time Warner customers. Numerous research projects [18,
11] targeting specific device types have demonstrated that
large numbers of vulnerabilities within ubiquitous embedded device types. According to Bojinov et al., an audit of
common embedded administrative interfaces from 16 major
manufacturers yielded significant vulnerabilities from all of
the 21 devices considered [11].
The evolution of embedded device exploitation tools and
techniques demonstrate an accelerating maturation of malicious attacks against embedded devices. While proof of
concept Cisco IOS exploits and shellcode have been publicly
available since 2003 [13, 16], recent evidence suggests that
attackers are scanning for and exploiting consumer routers
to build modest size bot-nets, mainly for DDOS purposes.
The appearance of tutorials [5] and simple to use tools to
find and control specific consumer routers indicate that embedded device exploitation techniques are beginning to diffuse out of research circles, and into the general black-hat
community.
To the best of our knowledge, the first consumer router
botnet, psyb0t, was reported by Dronebl.org in 2008 [6].
While no detailed analysis of the bot was published, we
do know that it primarily targeted mipsel OpenWRT and
DD-WRT devices using default passwords. It is suspected
that the psyb0t botnet observed in 2008 was a proof of concept test of the technology [7], as the botnet was quickly
shutdown by its operators following Dronebl.org’s public announcement of its existence.
The current generation of embedded device malcode may
be related to existing unix tools like Kaiten.c [1]. A survey of black hat literature circa 2008 shows at least one
document describing the process of compromising similar
consumer routers using password guessing and existing unix
IRC bots [5]. This may help to explain why the majority
of victim embedded devices exploited thus far have been
unix-based consumer routers. For example, psyb0t targeted
only home routers and heavily leveraged the unix-like operating environment found on its victim devices. Specifically,
psyb0t used commands like wget and chmod to download
its payload onto victim devices and used iptables to block

2.1

Next Generation Embedded Malcode

Existing embedded device malcode such as psyb0t depend heavily on its victim devices’ similarity to traditional
unix systems. While development of such malcode is relatively straightforward, it constrains the vulnerable population to low-end consumer appliances running unix-like operating systems. For example, enterprise networking devices
like Cisco routers and switches run on proprietary operating systems like IOS, which do not resemble traditional unix
architecture. However, recent advancements in exploitation
and root-kitting techniques for proprietary operating systems like Cisco IOS [17, 14] could allow attackers to compromise high-end enterprise devices like backbone routers
and firewalls. It is highly likely that the next generation of
embedded device malcode will have greater ability to compromise heterogeneous device types, stealthier and more sophisticated command and control channels, as well as other
malicious capabilities aside from DDOS.
Furthermore, as data presented in Section 5 suggest, the
current population of trivially vulnerable embedded devices
is quite high. Therefore, the next generation of malcode capable of compromising heterogeneous device types will easily
be able to infect significantly more devices then psyb0t and
kaiten.c in their current state.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

The default credential scanner is designed to quickly sweep
large portions of the internet. Each scan takes approximately four weeks and involves two or three sweeps of the
entire monitored IP space (Section 3.4 discusses how the
monitored IP ranges are selected.)
Multiple sweeps across the same IP space is desirable for
two reasons. First, embedded devices on residential networks have unpredictable availability. Therefore, multiple
sweeps increase the scanner’s probability of observing a vulnerable device when it is connected to the network. Second,
multiple sweeps across the same address space over months
and years allow us to conduct a longitudinal study on the
vulnerability rates of embedded devices around the world.
In Section 5, we present the results of our latest scan, containing over 540,000 observed vulnerable devices, as well as
analysis of preliminary data gathered by tracking approximately 102,000 vulnerable embedded devices over a span of
four months in Section 5. This is an ongoing study, and we
plan to publish the results of a detailed longitudinal study
over the next year when the data becomes available.

3.1

Threat Model

For the sake of establishing a lower bound on the state of
embedded device insecurity in the wild, we assume the role
of the least sophisticated malicious attacker. The attacker
has unrestricted access to the internet but is unable to exploit any vulnerabilities found on any devices. Instead, the
attacker has access to the network scanner nmap and a list
of well known factory default root credentials for popular
network embedded devices.
For the remainder of the paper, we define a vulnerable
device as any device that is reachable on the internet and
allows the attacker to gain root privileges by using factory
default credentials.
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Total IPs Scanned

Number of Coun- Number of Orgatries Scanned
nizations Scanned
3,223,358,720
193
17,427
Most Heavily Scanned Countries
US
CN
JP
1,477,339,136
217,273,088
177,494,016
GB
DE
CN
111,457,280
107,387,648
77,328,896

User Access Verification
Username:
Figure 2: Common Cisco Telnet Login Prompt.

Table 2: Key Statistics on the Scope and Geographical Distribution of the IP Ranges Currently Monitored by the Default Credential Scanner.

3.3

3.2

Default Credential Scanner: A Three Phase
Process

The default credential scan process is straightforward and
can be broken down into three sequential phases: recognizance, identification, and verification.
Recognizance: First, nmap is used to scan large portions
of the internet for open TCP ports 23 and 80. The
results of scan is stored in a SQL database.
Identification: Next, the device identification process connects to all listening Telnet and HTTP servers to retrieve the initial output of these servers2 . The server
output is stored in a SQL database then matched against
a list of signatures to identify the manufacturer and
model of the device in question (See 3.3).
For example, Figure 2 shows a telnet login prompt
common to Cisco routers and switches.
Verification: Once the manufacturer and model of the device are positively identified, the verification phase uses
an automated script to attempt to log into devices
found in the identification phase. This script uses only
well known default root credentials for the specific device model and does not engage in any form of brute
force password guessing. We create a unique device
verification profile for each type of embedded device
we monitor. This profile contains all information necessary for the verification script to automatically negotiate the authentication process, using either the device’s Telnet or HTTP administrative interface. Figure 3.2 shows two typical device verification profiles,
one for the administrative Telnet interface for Cisco
switches and routers, the other for the HTTP administrative interface for Linksys WRT routers using HTTP
Basic Authentication. Each device verification profile
contains information like the username and password
prompt signatures, default credentials as well as authentication success and failure conditions for the particular embedded device type. Once the success or
failure of the default credential is verified, the TCP
session is terminated and the results are written to an
encrypted flash drive for off-line analysis. (See 3.5).

3.4

Network Range Selection

We initially directed our scan towards the largest ISPs
in North and South America, Europe and Asia. As we iteratively refined our scanning infrastructure, we gradually
widened the scope of our scan to include select geographical
locations within the United States. After testing our default credential scanner for over six months to ensure that it
caused no harm to the scanned networks, we finally allowed
the scanner to operate globally. Using a reverse lookup of
the MaxMind GeoIP database [2], we included every /24 network in the IPv4 space which is associated to a geographical
location. Table 2 shows some key metrics on the scope of
the IP ranges which we currently monitor.

3.5

Ethical Considerations and Due Diligence

The technical methodology of our project is straightforward. However, the necessary means of gathering real-world
data on the vulnerability rates of embedded device have
raised an ethical debate.
3

http://www.hacktory.cs.columbia.edu
For example, the Polycom VSX 3000 video conferencing
unit uses the device’s serial number as the default password.
4

2

Device Selection

The full list of devices currently monitored by our default
credential scanner can be found on our project webpage3 .
In order for an embedded device to be included in this list,
its default root credentials must be well known and obtainable through either manufacturer documentation or simple
search engine queries. The default credential scanner does
not engage in any form of brute force password guessing.
The device selection process is manual and iterative. We
begin by analyzing data gathered by the recognizance phase
of our scanner, which collects the initial output from active Telnet and HTTP servers found by NMAP. We maintain three sets of signatures: non-embedded devices, noncandidate embedded devices and candidate embedded devices. Signatures of non-embedded devices include those of
popular HTTP servers such as Apache and IIS as well as
Telnet common authentication prompts of general purpose
operating systems. Signatures of non-candidate embedded
devices include those that do not ship with a well known default credential4 . Signatures of candidate embedded devices
include string patterns that positively identify the device as
one that we are actively monitoring. After the recognizance
data is tagged using these three signature sets, we manually
inspect the remaining records, tagging, creating new signatures and device verification profiles.

In case of HTTP, we issue the ’get /’ request
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On one hand, the simple act of port scanning a remote network across the internet can be construed as a hostile and
malicious attack. On the other hand, we can not move beyond vague and anecdotal suspicions of the embedded device
security problem unless we gather large scale, quantitative
evidence of the problem currently in the wild.
As advocated in a recent position paper on the ethics of
security vulnerability research [15], this line of proactive vulnerability research serves an important social function and
is neither unethical nor illegal with respect to US
law.
The experimental results contain sensitive information on
a large number of vulnerable devices in the world, some of
which reside in sensitive environments. Therefore it is the
responsibility of the research team to uphold a high standard for ethical behavior and due diligence when engaging
in such sensitive research. The operating environment must
be isolated and fortified against compromise and data exfiltration. Furthermore, each member of the research team
must agree to adhere to a clear experimental protocol to
ensure that no harm is done.
A trivial network scanner can be implemented with little
work. However, using such a scanner openly on a global
scale is irresponsible and ethically unacceptable. Therefore
we have invested a large portion of of energy to create a
secure research environment and a responsible experimental
protocol in order to ensure that our activities cause no harm:

participating in research are first given access to a separate DMZ containing a development copy of the scan
system with no sensitive data. Access to the production environment is given to students only after they
have acknowledged and demonstrated understanding
of the experimental protocol.
Proper handling of sensitive data at rest. Sensitive experimental data is purged from the production database
regularly, then transferred to an IronKey [4] USB stick
for encrypted offline storage. This is done to minimize
the amount of data available for exfiltration in case of
a compromise of the research environment.
Notifications of vulnerabilities through trusted channels.
Significant vulnerabilities are reported to Team Cymru,
who brokers communications between our research team
and the appropriate contacts. Sensitive information
detailing the vulnerable devices is either physically handed
off to Team Cmyru members or transferred using encrypted channels.

4.

MALICIOUS POTENTIAL OF EMBEDDED DEVICE EXPLOITATION

This section discusses several novel ways of exploiting vulnerable embedded devices due to their unique functions and
hardware capabilities. After auditing the functional capabilities of many different embedded devices, we have concluded
that the attacks described below are trivially possible among
a majority of embedded devices within the appropriate functional categories. All attacks discussed below can be carried
out through legitimate manipulation of the administrative
interface. More importantly, as the data presented in Section 5 illustrate quantitatively, there exists a large population of embedded devices vulnerable to each of the attacks
discussed below. Although DDOS attacks using embedded
devices have certainly been carried out on a relatively large
scale, most of the other attacks described in this section have
not. However, considering the data presented in Section 5,
we posit that it is only a matter of time before such attacks
are carried out systematically on a large scale.
We have engaged several major organizations to mitigate
some of the issues discussed below. Therefore, specific details regarding organization names and device model information are withheld when appropriate.

Doing no harm. Bound by the ethics principal of the duty
not to harm, we have taken numerous steps to ensure
that our research activities do not interfere with the
normal operations of the networks we monitor. To
this end, the default credential scanner is designed to
use minimal external resources in order to accurately
verify device vulnerability. We scan target networks
in /24 blocks in non-sequential order in order to minimize the number of incoming TCP requests destined
to any individual organization. Detailed activity logs
are kept to ensure that no device or network is unnecessarily probed multiple times during a single scan.
Overall, non-embedded devices and non-candidate embedded devices will receive at most 6 TCP packets over
a period of several minutes. The scanner’s outbound
packet-rate is policed and monitored in order not to
overwhelm any in-path networking devices. Lastly,
4.1 Massive DDOS Potential
each IP address used by our scanner runs a pubic
webpage describing the intention and methodology of
The heterogeneous nature of embedded administrative inour project [3]. This page also provides instructions
terfaces makes orchestrating large DDOS attacks using emfor permanently opting-out of the scan. (See Table
bedded devices a logistic challenge. Vulnerable embedded
6). Such requests are monitored by both our research
devices clearly exist in large numbers in the wild. However,
team as well as the Columbia University NOC, and are
it is often believed that embedded operating systems are
promptly honored without question.
too diverse; and capturing the long tail of this diversity is
Implementing a secure research environment. The scan required to carry out large scale exploitation. Data gathered
system is contained in a DMZ network behind a Cisco
by our default credential scanner reveal that many large vulASA firewall. Scanning nodes are isolated from the
nerable homogenous device groups exist in the wild. In fact,
university network. Inbound access to this protected
the top 3 most vulnerable device types represent over 55%
network can only be established by using IPSec VPN.
of all vulnerable devices discovered by our latest scan. In
Outbound access by the scanning nodes are limited
other words, there exists at least 300,000 vulnerable embedto the ports which they are scanning (Telnet, HTTP,
ded devices which can be controlled via 3 similar Telnetetc).
based administrative interfaces. The exact model of these
Compartmentalization of access to sensitive information.three device groups have been anonymized. However, these
VPN access to the scan system DMZ is granted only
three device groups are centrally managed by various service
to active members of the research team. New students
providers around the world, and thus can be systematically
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4.4

Enterprise Credential Leakage via Accidental Misconfiguration

It is common practice for organizations that operate large
homogenous collections of networking equipment to apply
the same set of administrative credentials to all managed
devices. While this significantly reduces the complexity and
cost of managing a large network, it also puts the network
at risk of total compromise. Using a single master root password for all networking devices is safe so long as every device
is correctly configured at all times, and the master password
is not leaked. If an enterprise networking device is brought
online with both factory default credentials, as well as the
master credentials of the organization, an attacker can easily obtain the master root password for the entire network.
While this event is unlikely, the probability of such a misconfiguration quickly increases with the size and complexity
of the organization, specially when human error is taken into
account. We have not verified that such an attack is feasible; however, our data indicate that enterprise networking
devices residing within large homogenous environments have
been misconfigured with default root credentials.

Figure 3: Distribution of Vulnerable Devices Across
Unique Device Types. The Top 3 Device Types Constitute 55% of the Entire Vulnerable Device Population.

5.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

secured in a feasible manner. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the top 12 most frequently encountered vulnerable
embedded device types.

4.2

VoIP Appliance Exploitation

VoIP adapters like the Linksys PAP2, Linksys SPA and
Sipura SPA are consumer appliances, which provide a gateway between standard analog telephones and VoIP service
providers. In many cases, the publicly accessible HTTP interface of such devices will display diagnostic information
without requiring any user authentication. This information usually includes the name of the customer, their phone
number(s), a log of incoming and outgoing calls, and relevant information regarding the SIP gateway to which the
device is configured to connect. Once authenticated as the
administrative user, an attacker can usually retrieve the customer’s SIP credentials, either by exploiting trivial HTTP
vulnerabilities5 or redirecting the victim to a malicious SIP
server.

4.3

Figure 4: Embedded Device Vulnerability Rates of
Monitored Countries (Threshold = 2%).

Data Leakage via Office Appliance Exploitation

Enterprise printers servers and digital document stations
are ubiquitous in most work environments. According to
our data, network printers also constitute one of the most
vulnerable types of embedded devices. For example, our
default credential scanner identified over 44,000 vulnerable
HP JetDirect Print Servers in 2,505 unique organizations
worldwide. Since high-end print servers and document stations often have the capability of digitally caching the documents it processes, we posit that an attacker can use such
devices not only to monitor the flow of internal documents,
but also to exfiltrate them as well.
5
Credentials are sometimes displayed in clear-text within
HTML password fields. While this appears to hide the passwords in the web browser, it does not hide it in the HTML
source.
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In this section we present latest data gathered by our default credential scanner as well as preliminary results from
our ongoing longitudinal study, tracking approximately 102,000
vulnerable devices over a span of four months. We also
present statistics on the level of human and organizational
responses received by Columbia University regarding our
scanning activities. Figure 4 shows a heat map of embedded
device vulnerability rates across monitored countries.
Section 5.1 shows the breakdown of vulnerable embedded devices across 9 functional categories; Enterprise
Devices, VoIP Devices, Home Networking Devices, Camera/Surveillance, Office Appliances, Power Management Controllers, Service Provider Issued Equipment, Video Conferencing Units, and Home Brew Devices. Section 5.2 shows
the breakdown of vulnerable embedded devices across 6 continents. Section 5.3 shows the breakdown of vulnerable devices across 5 types of organizations; Educational, ISP,
Private Enterprise, Government, and Unidentified.

5.1

Breakdown of Vulnerable Devices by Functional Categories

5.2

Breakdown of Vulnerable Devices by Geographical Location

Figure 5: Discovered Candidate Devices (Top) and Vulnerable Devices (Bottom) By By Organization Type.

Figure 6: Discovered Candidate Devices (Top) and Vul-

We organized 73 unique embedded device types monitored
by our scan into 9 functional categories. Detailed categorization of monitored devices can be found on our project
webpage6 . Figure 5 shows the distribution of all discovered
candidate embedded devices (top) and the distribution of
vulnerable embedded devices (bottom) across the different
functional categories. Table 3 shows the total number candidate embedded devices discovered within each functional
category as well as their corresponding vulnerability rate.

Using the MaxMind GeoIP database[2], we categorized all
discovered candidate and vulnerable embedded devices according to the continent in which they are located. Figure
6 shows the distribution of all discovered embedded devices
(top) and the distribution of vulnerable embedded devices
(bottom) across 6 continents. Table 4 shows the total number of candidate embedded devices as well as the corresponding vulnerability rate within each continent.

nerable Devices (Bottom) By Geographical Distribution.

– Asia represents the continent with the most number
of candidate embedded devices and accounts for approximately 80% of all discovered vulnerable embedded devices.
– South Korea contains the largest number vulnerable
embedded devices out of all monitored nations.
– While 33% of all discovered candidate embedded devices reside within North America, only 12% of all
vulnerable embedded devices are found there.

– While Service Provider Issued Equipment accounts
for only 35% of all discovered candidate embedded devices, it represents 68% of all vulnerable embedded
devices.
– While Enterprise Networking Equipment accounts
for 43% of all discovered candidate embedded devices,
it only represents 6% of all vulnerable embedded devices.
6

http://www.hacktory.cs.columbia.edu
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5.3

Breakdown of Vulnerable Devices by Organizational Categories

Enterprise Devices
VoIP Devices
Home Networking
Camera/Surveillance
Office Appliances
Power Management
Service Provider Issued
Video Conferencing
Home Brew

Vul. Rate
2.03%
15.34%
7.70%
39.72%
41.19%
7.23%
27.02%
55.44%
4.93%

Total Devices
1,689,245
104,827
445,147
5,080
132,991
7,429
1,362,347
43,349
122,159

Table 3: Vulnerability Rate by Device Category.
Vul. Rate
5.36%
21.69%
4.76%
4.12%
0.37%
17.98%

Africa
Asia
Europe
North America
South America
Oceania

Total Devices
19,363
1,731,089
450,019
1,335,575
402,163
85,941

Table 4: Total Discovered Candidate Embedded Devices and Corresponding Vulnerability Rates By Geographical Location (Continental).

Educational
ISP
Priv. Enterprise
Government
Unidentified

Unique
Orgs
1,371
2,374
4,070
494
9,118

Vul.
Rate
32.83%
17.43%
16.40%
10.38%
2.54%

Total Devices
156,992
2,095,292
554,101
44,460
1,103,775

Table 5: Vulnerability Rate By Organization Type.

5.4

Community Response to Default Credential Scanner Activity

The default credential scanner is designed to direct interested parties to a public webpage which describes the intent
and methodology of our project[3]. Each IP address used by
the scanner also hosts a public HTTP server which redirects
visitors to the public project webpage. We tracked access
to this webpage using Google Analytics as a way to gauge
the global community’s awareness of our scanning activities.
Figure 8 shows the number and geographical distribution of
visitors over the past six months. The initial spike of visitors
in October 2009 coincided with the publication of an article
regarding preliminary results of our project [8]. Since then,
our continuous scanning activity attracted 87 visitors over
the last 5 months.

Figure 7: Discovered Candidate Devices (Top) and Vulnerable Devices (Bottom) By By Organization Type.

Using the MaxMind GeoIP Organization database[2], we
categorized all monitored network ranges into 17,427 individual organizations. This was then divided into 4 general
organization types; Educational, Internet Service Provider
(ISP), Private Enterprise, and Government. 9118 organizations could not be accurately classified, and were left in
Unidentified category. Figure 7 shows the distribution of all
discovered embedded devices (top) and the distribution of
vulnerable embedded devices (bottom) across the 5 organization types. Table 5 shows the total number of candidate
embedded devices as well as the corresponding vulnerability
rate within each organization type.

Total Conversations
36

– ISP networks contain the most number of candidate
embedded devices and house over 68% of all discovered
vulnerable embedded devices.
– While Educational networks contain only a modest
number of candidate embedded devices, it has the highest per category vulnerability rate of 32.83%

Supportive
14

Opt-Out
Request for Information,
Requests
but Not Opt-Out
14
22
Tone of Counter-Party
Neutral
Hostile
15
7

Table 6: Email Correspondences Received from Network Operators Regarding Scanning Activity.
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Figure 8: Daily Page Access Analytics For Scan Project Information Page [www.hacktory.cs.columbia.edu].
Oct 19, 2009 - April 12, 2010.
Vulnerable Devices Tracked
Tracked Devices Currently Online
Tracked Devices Currently Vulnerable

102,896
54,429
52,661

sist and grow endemically for the near future. In order to
effectively reduce the total population of vulnerable embedded devices in the wild, we must carefully consider the best
methods for securing existing legacy devices. Since existing devices are by definition under the administrative control of some individual or organization, successful mitigation
strategies must actively engage these network operators in
order to fix the problem.
According to the data presented in Section 5, a few groups
of network operators contribute disproportionally large numbers of vulnerable embedded devices to the global population. For example, we discovered over 300,000 vulnerable
embedded devices operating in homogenous environments
within two ISP networks in Asia. Overall, embedded devices operated by residential ISPs constitute over 68% of
the entire vulnerable population. Since ISPs centrally manage large numbers of vulnerable embedded devices, they are
the ideal candidates to engage to mitigate the embedded
security threat.
While immediately effective, engaging individual organizations and manufacturers to fix pockets of vulnerable devices can only impede the growth of the embedded security
threat but not solve it. In order to improve categorically the
security posture of both new and legacy embedded devices,
we must develop methods of delivering effective host-based
protection onto large numbers of proprietary embedded devices running heterogeneous operating systems. We believe
that a novel, injectable code structure called Parasitic Embedded Machines (PEM) [12] currently under development
by the Columbia Intrusion Detection Systems Lab provides
a viable solution to this challenging problem.

Table 7: Preliminary Longitudinal Study Tracking
102,896 Vulnerable Devices Over 4 Months.
Table 6 shows a breakdown of all communications between
the operators of the networks monitored by our scanner and
our research team. The conversations were all initiated by
the counter-party via email, usually requesting further information or to be excluded from the scan. We answered
36 conversations in total, 14 of which requested certain IP
ranges to be permanently excluded. 1,798 /24 networks were
excluded as a result of these requests. 61% of all interested
parties which detected our scanning activity and contacted
us decided to allow the scan to continue. The geographical location of the counter-parties correlates closely to the
heat map in Figure 8. We did not receive any correspondence from ISP organizations or organizations from Asia,
even though the majority of vulnerable devices were discovered within such IP ranges.

5.5

Preliminary Longitudinal Results

Table 7 shows the preliminary results of our longitudinal
study. We retested 102,896 vulnerable embedded devices
discovered at the end of December, 2009. As of April 20,
2010, 54,429 of the retested devices are still publicly accessible, out of which 52,661 devices remain vulnerable.
In other words, approximately 96.75% of accessible vulnerable devices are still vulnerable after a 4 month period,
and factory default credentials have been removed from only
3.25% of the same set of devices.

6.

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We presented the first quantitative measurement of embedded device insecurity on a global scale as well as a preliminary longitudinal study tracking vulnerable embedded
devices over a 4 month period. We developed an embedded device default credential scanner capable of efficiently
and safely identifying vulnerable embedded devices on the
network. The scanner does this by testing whether one can
remotely login into a device using its well-known manufacturer supplied default credentials. Using this scanner, which
currently monitors 73 common embedded device types, we
identify over 540,000 publicly accessible vulnerable devices
in 144 countries. Vulnerable embedded devices were discovered in 17,427 unique organizations on 6 continents including
government, ISP, private enterprise, educational and satel-

REMEDIATION STRATEGY

The least sophisticated attacker modeled in this experiment can be defeated by simply discontinuing the use of
well-known default credentials on embedded devices. However, the overall cost of implementing this naive mitigation
strategy will likely be quite high in reality. In the unlikely
event that all embedded device manufacturers universally
agree to discontinue the use of well-known default passwords
henceforth, we are still faced with the challenge of retroactively fixing the vulnerable legacy embedded devices in use
throughout the world today. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that the embedded security threat will likely per-
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lite provider networks. Preliminary results from our longitudinal study tracked 102,896 vulnerable devices discovered
in December 2009. Out of the 54,429 devices currently online from the original population, 96.75% such devices still
remain vulnerable today. By breaking down the observed
vulnerable embedded device population across functional,
geographical and organizational categories, we were able to
identify key groups which contribute a disproportionately
large number of vulnerable devices to the global population. Lastly, using observations derived from the presented
data, we proposed a set of realistic mitigation strategies to
effectively reduce the total population of vulnerable embedded devices. This study demonstrates that there is a very
large population of trivially vulnerable embedded devices
available for exploitation by the least sophisticated adversary. We posit that the size of this vulnerable population
can be significantly increased by escalating the level of sophistication of the assumed attacker. Since no widely available host-based defenses exist, vulnerable embedded devices
constitute a serious and pervasive security problem.
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Abstract - The advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) is
revolutionizing electrical grids. Intelligent AMI “smart meters” report real time usage data that enables efficient energy generation and use. However, aggressive deployments
are outpacing security efforts: new devices from a dizzying
array of vendors are being introduced into grids with little
or no understanding of the security problems they represent.
In this paper we develop an archetypal attack tree approach
to guide penetration testing across multiple-vendor implementations of a technology class. In this, we graft archetypal attack trees modeling broad adversary goals and attack
vectors to vendor-specific concrete attack trees. Evaluators
then use the grafted trees as a roadmap to penetration testing. We apply this approach within AMI to model attacker
goals such as energy fraud and denial of service. Our experiments with multiple vendors generate real attack scenarios
using vulnerabilities identified during directed penetration
testing, e.g., manipulation of energy usage data, spoofing
meters, and extracting sensitive data from internal registers. More broadly, we show how we can reuse efforts in
penetration testing to efficiently evaluate the increasingly
large body of AMI technologies being deployed in the field.

1.

recent years. Such expenditures are driving the dizzying
array of new products that reach the market almost every
day.
The transition of electric meters to digital systems is not
without risks. New technologies offer new opportunities for
adversaries to manipulate the grid to further their malicious
ends. Moreover, deployments are outpacing security efforts:
new devices and technologies are being introduced into grids
with little or no real understanding of the security problems
they represent. Current penetration testing efforts are piecemeal, ad hoc and often superficial. Not surprisingly, new
vulnerabilities are being found almost as quickly as AMI
products are being deployed [33, 20, 9].
Prudence critically demands better analyses of AMI system security: manufacturers and utilities must leverage modeling and analysis efforts for the large body of systems towards a global understanding of the security problems they
represent. Efforts like the NIST smart grid guidelines [30]
are a step in the right direction, but only identify affirmative
steps for secure systems. They do not posit the causes and
effects of critical vulnerabilities, nor identify a roadmap for
offensive testing of smart meter technology. In the absence of
guidance on these key issues, current industrial pen-testing
strategies focus on specific vendor lines and are agnostic to
critical security concerns–such as utilities’ concerns with revenue protection from fraud and cost of operations.
In this paper, we design and execute a systematic penetration testing process for AMI systems and uncover a number
of real attacks on commercially available systems. Our contributions in this effort include:

INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is changing
the way electric energy is produced, priced, and consumed.
The introduction of digital sensors–smart meters–in homes
and enterprises has allowed regional and national producers to more efficiently produce and deliver energy [18]. In
short, the vast yet antiquated analog control system that
has served electricity consumers for decades is entering the
information age. Here AMI is evolving and being deployed
quickly. In the US, the recent stimulus package allocates
US $4.5 billion for smart grid technology development [25],
with the energy sector making substantial additional investments. Similar efforts are under way internationally, with
the EU, Canada, and China launching broad initiatives in

• We develop a new approach to guiding penetration
testing. This approach uses vendor independent archetypal attack trees to model broad adversary goals and
attack vectors, and concrete attack trees to instantiate
specific attack subgoals on vendor systems.
• We develop archetypal and concrete attack trees for
three important classes of attacks, (a) energy fraud, (b)
denial of service, and (c) targeted disconnect. These
trees represent practical (and in some cases trivial)
attacks that can be carried out in widely deployed AMI
systems.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
ACSAC ’10 Dec. 6-10, 2010, Austin, Texas USA
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-4503-0133-6/10/12 ...$10.00.

• We identify from our penentration testing results of
one and one half years a broad range of security vulnerabilities for two popular AMI vendors, and use them
to instantiate real attack scenarios in fielded systems.
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Representative attacks include the manipulation of energy usage data and signaling as it traverses public
networks, spoofing meter identity, and physically extracting sensitive data from meters.

be described in terms of attack trees. When considering a
particular attack against a particular instance of a system,
e.g. a company’s network, its parameters are instantiated
with the specific details of that system. The concept of
attack trees is based on that of fault trees, which were originally use to model the dependencies between potential faults
in aviation and nuclear power systems [8, 32].
Attack trees by themselves are useful as a guide for penetration testing. However, once the knowledge of system
interfaces has been exhausted and the concrete attacks are
developed, we resort to standard pen-testing techniques such
as reverse engineering [6], fuzz testing [28], and the construction of custom attack tools. For example, we later examine
an energy fraud attack based on a meter spoof program written in Python.
Documented throughout, our methodology for directing
penetration testing includes:

In this work, we focus solely on AMI: neighborhood-level
smart grids including smart meters, utility management services, and the communications between them. However,
there is nothing specific to AMI in the archetypal attack
tree approach. The explored techniques are applicable to a
broad range of products such as SCADA, medical devices,
or automotive systems. We begin the exploration of this
approach and its use in the next section.

2.

METHODOLOGY

An attack tree is a structure for enumerating the kinds
of attacks that achieve a particular adversarial goal [27]. It
does this by recursively breaking down a goal into finerand finer-grained subgoals and finally to a set of attacks
that achieve the original goal. An example attack tree that
formed the genesis of this work [24] is shown in Figure 1.
The root specifies the end goal, committing energy fraud by
forging the energy usage information reported to the utility. The internal nodes (those with parents and children)
describe the different combinations of conditions that must
be met to commit fraud. Finally, the leaves of the tree are
the attacks necessary for energy fraud. The final attribute of
the tree is the conjunctions (AND/OR) between each layer
of child nodes. These specify whether all or just one of the
child branches must be followed to reach the goal in the
parent node.
What we notice about this example is that the attacks
at the leaves of the tree are fairly general, and seem applicable to most smart metering systems. This suggests that
this type of tree is a widely applicable tool. However, because it lacks details about any specific system, its usefulness is limited in finding concrete vulnerabilities. Because
we are pen-testing multiple commercially available metering systems, we will want to further specify the details of
each attack in this generic tree. Thus, as we learn about the
individual systems, we extend this generic tree with vendorspecific attack strategies. These ideas can be refined into
two types of attack trees: archetypal and concrete.
The process of grafting a concrete tree to an archetypal
tree is shown in Figure 2. For a given adversarial goal, one
may define an archetypal tree that enumerates strategies for
reaching the goal against any system of a given architecture.
In the case of the example above, the goal is forged energy
demand and the architecture is smart metering. Each leaf
of an archetypal tree is an archetypal attack. A concrete tree
then refines an archetypal attack with respect to a specific
vendor’s system. The subgoals in the concrete tree sensitive
to the security mechanisms present in the system, and thus
define the exact conditions under which the root goal can
be achieved. The leaves of the concrete tree are the concrete attacks which ultimately allow an adversarial goal to
be achieved. For the purposes of our study, we use penetration testing to determine the feasibility of each concrete
attack.
Our method is similar to that originally used for attack
patterns [14, 10]. An attack pattern is a parameterized description of an attack, e.g. an injection attack, that is generic
until its parameters are instantiated. Attack patterns may

1. Capture architectural description: Elicit the features of a general architecture for target domain (see
Section 3).
2. Construct archetypal tree: Given the architectural
description, design a generic and comprehensive archetypal tree for each adversarial goal (see Section 4).
3. Capture vendor-specific description: Identify the
structures and security mechanisms present the Systems Under Test (SUTs) that may thwart a given archetypal attack (see Section 5).
4. Construct concrete trees: Graft the vendor-specific
goals to an archetypal goal to form concrete trees (see
Section 6).
5. Perform Penetration Testing: Attempt to achieve
the concrete goals by performing penetration testing
on the SUT (see Section 7).

3.

THE ADVANCED METERING INFRASTRUCTURE

AMI may be divided into utility-side management, smart
electric meter deployments, and the networks that connect
these two. This section describes these three along with
AMI security concerns. At the edge of the AMI resides
its main component: smart electric meters. A smart meter is a digital equivalent of a stand-alone electromechanical
meter. Their most distinguishing characteristic is the use
of two-way network communication with utilities. Smart
meters have evolved from early Automated Meter Reading
(AMR) systems [5] to allow for automatic updates of dynamic pricing information [26] and curtailment of individual loads when the grid is under stress [11]. Internal storage is used to keep time of day measurements for Time of
Use (TOU) pricing schemes [18] and logs for both power
outages [17] and potential intrusions, the latter of which is
further explored in section 5.1.

3.1

Smart Meter Architectures

A smart meter is a networked embedded system equipped
with a special apparatus for sensing electrical currents flowing through wires. In this section, we tease out the details
of this definition, starting with the individual computing
platform and finishing with the network. Unless otherwise
specified, the features described in this section are present
in the vast majority of commercial smart meters.
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Figure 1: Example energy fraud attack tree. The Figure 2: Grafting concrete trees for two different
three subgoals beneath the root are labeled as (a), systems (S1 and S2) onto an archetypal attack tree
(b), and (c) for reference purposes.
for a specific adversarial goal.
Meters that are kept outside, such as those in the US, reside in protective socket enclosures, while those kept inside,
which is common in the EU, often do not require a socket.
The meter’s internals are further protected by its cylindrical housing which consists of a base and a removable cover.
To detect tampering by removal of the cover, a “flag” style
aluminum tamper seal connects the cover to the base. This
inexpensive seal consists of a stem which must be broken to
remove the cover and a flag with a stamped identifier for
the seal. As one might expect, there are no restrictions preventing the purchase of the seal with whatever flag marking
is desired, making the removal of a seal for the purposes of
physical tampering inconsequential.
The activities of a smart meter are coordinated by its
Microcontroller Unit (MCU). The majority of work done by
the MCU involves retrieving energy measurements from the
low-level meter engine and storing them in flash memory
for later transmission to the utility. Smart meter storage,
however, is not used for electrical measurements alone. Like
any general-purpose system, smart meters maintain logs of
event histories and operating conditions. While the set of
logged events varies between meter vendors, we cover the
logs relevant to our security analysis later.
For flexibility of installation, smart meters within the same
deployment can communicate over a number of different network mediums and topologies. Thus, meter firmware is designed to support a generic communication interface, leaving the specifics of a given network to a pluggable Network
Interface Card (NIC). The meter exports a generic serial interface to communicate with the NIC, leaving the processing
of specific network communication to the NIC.
If a meter is out of network communication with the utility
and configurations or repairs are needed, it can be controlled
locally through a standard infrared optical port located on
its front panel. These ports are accessed via a small optical
probe consisting of an LED and a photo-sensor at the range
of less than one inch. While most meter vendors follow the
physical layer standard for this port [4], the application layer
is often proprietary. Typically, the optical ports transmit all
data in the clear including passwords for user authentication.
This includes the meter’s administrator password.
One final component that deserves attention is the remote disconnect switch. If a utility wishes to disconnect a

customer’s power, it may do so remotely by transmitting
a request to the meter to open the switch. The request is
received by the digital portion of the meter, which issues
the signal to the switch to break the circuit for the power
flowing through the meter.

3.2

Meter Networks and Utility-Side Management

Given the sheer size of a utility’s customer base, achieving networking connectivity with a meter at each individual
home is a serious logistical challenge. Given the near impossibility of placing each individual meter on a public network,
smart meters are designed to form their own LANs, each of
which relies on a gateway device for communication between
the LAN and public network. Some common choices of LAN
and public network configurations are shown in Figure 3.
In the most common meter LANs, meters are connected
in an adaptive wireless mesh network. Each meter in the
mesh is a repeater that propagates data through the LAN
to a collector. In some cases, the collector may itself be a
meter. Power Line Communication (PLC) networks piggyback signalling over power distribution lines to form a star
network topology that directly connects each meter in the
LAN with the collector. The collector connects to the utility
via a backhaul network such as the cellular or landline phone
network, or the Internet.
On the utility end of the meter network resides a PC
or server machine responsible for performing all regularly
scheduled interactions with the meter. This machine runs a
commodity OS, e.g. Microsoft Windows, a database server
and the proprietary meter server software. If the utility
server is compromised, the entire meter deployment is compromised.

3.3

AMI Security Concerns

Since smart meters have first come under scrutiny, concerns have been raised regarding their accuracy, reliability,
security and privacy [23]. Academic and industrial pentesting efforts have found flaws in meter hardware [20], firmware [9]
and network protocols [24]. Recently, Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) has experienced problems with measurement
accuracy and meter network connectivity in their 5 million
meter deployment, one of the largest in the US [15]. The
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Figure 3: Connectivity of meters to utilities given two configurations of meter LANs.
addition of networks of such large numbers of devices to the
uncontrolled Internet has been known to leave systems vulnerable to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks stemming from
incompatibilities between their rigid proprietary designs and
the Internet’s open architecture [7, 31]. It will later be shown
that this is the case for one of our pen-tested systems.
In addition to basic cyber security concerns, the advanced
measurement capabilities of smart meters makes them a potential threat to privacy if used in an unrestricted manner.
This is due to their ability to implement Non-Intrusive Load
Monitoring (NILM), which can disaggregate the loads exerted by the individual appliances in a house from the net
load recorded at the electric meter [13]. Hart posited NILM’s
use as a means of surveillance over activities that are normally considered within the sanctity of the home [12]. More
recently, Lisovich et al. showed that the appliance information extracted by NILM is useful to recover some information
about occupant behavior [21]. While this paper is limited
to AMI related concerns, we mention that attacks on sensors in the grid’s core distribution network have also been
considered [22], along with the necessary conditions for such
attacks to lead to large scale cascading failures [19].

4.

is vendor-specific. An example of such a component
is the meter LAN. While an archetypal tree can prescribe an attack on a meter LAN, the attack can not
be specific to any particular LAN media.
2. The goal may be hindered by the presence of a vendorspecific protection mechanism. The addition of any
subgoals for circumventing vendor-specific protection
mechanisms is by definition not archetypal. Such details must be described in the concrete tree. An example of this can be seen in the following section on
energy fraud (Section 4.1), where nothing general is
known about the protection mechanisms present at the
collector’s link to the backhaul network.
If a subgoal does not meet these conditions, it is broken
down. In the following sections, we provide justification for
extending or terminating a given subgoal where instructive.

4.1

Energy Fraud

For our initial pen-testing efforts [24], we constructed an
archetypal tree for energy fraud (shown in Figure 1). It is
described here so that it may be instantiated later. We define energy fraud as any tampering with the metering infrastructure that leads to a customer not being billed for some
energy consumed. (Note that in this particular archetypal
tree, we do not consider using energy fraud to artificially
inflate a victim’s bill.) In AMI, fraud may be committed in
the field by modifying the recorded energy usage before it is
read by the utility. Known methods for fraud in electromechanical meters include interfering with the meter’s sensors
using magnets and rewinding usage gauges by inverting the
meter in the socket (thereby reversing current flow through
the meter).
Smart meters, present new opportunities for tampering
with usage data. As shown in the first level of subgoals in
the example tree, this can be done in three places (a) in the
meter’s low-level components, (b) the meter’s long-term storage, and (c) in transmission to the utility. The archetypal
attacks in this tree, as in the others, are labeled as T X.Y ,
where T is a letter specific to the tree, X is the index of
the subtree below the root to which the attack belongs, and
Y is the index of the attack within that subtree. Starting
with the physical attacks in subtree a, there are two means
to interrupt a smart meter’s physical measurement of usage. A1.1 simply requires that the meter is removed from
the path of current flow, and A1.2 that it be reversed in

ARCHETYPAL ATTACK TREES

Having reviewed the general architecture of smart metering systems, we may now construct archetypal trees that
describe attacks in a broad sense that is applicable to any
system within the architecture. An archetypal tree is an
attack tree that is general enough to be applicable to all
systems of a given architecture. As with a regular attack
tree, the root of an archetypal tree is a single adversarial
goal. This goal is repeatedly broken down into subgoals that
describe the individual conditions that must exist to reach
the root goal. Unlike a regular attack tree, the leaf nodes
of the archetypal tree are not targeted at a specific system.
Instead, the leaves constitute the points to which concrete
trees are grafted. It is thus critical that they be selected
to clearly define the boundary between broad architectural
goals and vendor-specific goals. While this is somewhat of
an art rather than a science, we have devised a set of criteria
to aid us in differentiating between archetypal and concrete
goals. If any of the following are true of a goal during the
construction of an archetypal tree, then it becomes a leaf
node, to which a concrete tree can be grafted.
1. The goal targets a component whose implementation
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Figure 4: Archetypal tree for Denial of Service.

Figure 5: Archetypal tree for targeted disconnect.

its socket. As described in section 3.1, virtually all smart
meters will log and report both of these events (power cycle
and reverse energy flow respectively). Thus, in the archetypal level, we already recognize that the log messages will
need to be cleared of these events. As a final note on physical attacks, because obtaining physical access to the meter is
specific to a particular installation, we do not consider this
prerequisite in either the archetypal or concrete trees. This
does not matter for the case of fraud because it is assumed
that the adversary already has access to her own meter.
Modifying logs and usage in meter storage is the goal of
subtree b. This can be achieved in one of two ways. Either the meter’s administrator password can be obtained
and used to clear the log files: A2.1 AND A2.2, or the physical storage device may be tampered without interfering with
the meter. As this is an archetypal tree, the implementation
of the storage is left unmentioned.
The strategies for forging usage data on the wire are shown
in subtree c. The interception of network communications
is assumed to be necessary both for the purposes of understanding the meter’s protocol stack, assuming it is nonstandard, and for interposing one’s self in the communication path with the utility. In the archetypal tree, we ignore
over which network (meter LAN or backhaul) the interception occurs, as well as any potential protection mechanisms.
Along with A3.1, the adversary must either hijack a session
between the meter and utility (A3.2) or impersonate a meter
for the entire session (A3.3).

4.2

Tamper
with Switch

done at a link or routing layer (D1.2) or at the transmission layer (D1.3). The latter seems like the more reasonable
method, as dropping a packet at an intermediate hop will
result in a retransmission by a higher layer.
The second strategy for command DoS prevents the meter
from executing a command once it is received. An extremely
simplistic method for doing this is to exhaust the meter’s input processing capability (D2.1). This could be done either
from the backhaul network or meter LAN. While effective,
this type of attack is not covert, and cannot guarantee the
command will fail. A more failsafe approach would be to
put the meter into an unresponsive state. This may be done
through interactions that exhaust a particular system resource, e.g. allocating and maintaining the maximum allowed number of open connections (D2.2), or by leveraging
a firmware bug causing a system hang (D2.3).

4.3

Targeted Disconnect of Electrical Service

Most meter vendors include remote disconnect functionality in their meters. The ability to disconnect a target’s
power can cause at best, inconvenience and in worse scenarios, financial or physical harm depending on the setting.
As described earlier, remote disconnect systems consist of a
physical switch that breaks the current flowing to the house,
and a set of remote commands to operate this switch. The
archetypal tree for this attack is shown in Figure 5.
The ideal case for an adversary would be to issue the disconnect command remotely. Doing this requires at least that
the ID be known for the target device (R1.1), and that its
administrator password has been recovered (R1.3). Notice
that this is the second archetypal tree with a leaf node requiring meter passwords to be recovered. This illustrates a
secondary usefulness of attack trees: they act as a reference
for quickly mapping security flaws to the adversarial goals
they enable.
We reason that the disconnect functionality will be accessible through the optical ports on most systems because optical port functionality needs to contain at least the network
functionality to allow the meter to function in the event that
it is not network accessible, e.g. the meter’s network card is
malfunctioning. This is the basis of archetypal attacks R1.3
and R1.4.
Finally, physical access to a meter may also be useful for
manipulating the disconnect switch, be it by mechanical or
electrical means (R2.2). From experience, we have found
that virtually all smart meters use the same tamper seal [1].
We have contacted the manufacturer of these seals and con-

Denial of Service

This section considers DoS attacks that prevent meters
from acting on commands such as usage queries, firmware
upgrades, and remote disconnects. This is a realistic adversary goal. For example, if the retrieval of meter log files
can be prevented for a sufficient period of time, a suspicious
event such as a meter power cycle can be erased when the
logs roll over with benign events.
The archetypal tree for meter DoS against meter command execution is shown in Figure 4. The adversary has
two choices for a general strategy, either prevent the command from reaching the meter, or prevent its execution on
the meter. The former can be achieved either through network resource exhaustion, or by tampering with the routing
of packets away from the meter. As the LAN media is system specific, we do not break this subgoal down any further
in the archetypal tree. A potentially more practical strategy
is to drop traffic destined for the meter. This may either be
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Figure 6: The two SUTs used in our experiments. In S1 (A), the collector also functions as a meter, and
relays data from a wireless mesh LAN to a telephone network backhaul. S2 (B) uses a dedicated device as a
collector to relay data between a PLC network and an Internet connection to the utility.
firmed that there are no limitations on the text which we
could have embossed on the flag.

5.

sits on the PBX along with the meter and utility machine.
Calls to the meter can be routed to the attacker machine
by modifying the PBX dial plan. The ability to perform
such rerouting using a commodity system was instrumental
in our instantiation of the energy fraud attack for S1.
For all communication, the utility machine initiates communication with collector meters, with the exception of alarm
conditions such as outage management or potential intrusions, in which case the meter preemptively contacts the
utility. We augmented the utility machine with a modem
monitor for analyzing the telephone protocol. What we
quickly found is that it largely conforms to the ANSI C12.21
standard for telephone modem communication with meters.
After this, the monitor was only needed to understand the
occasional deviations from the standard.
The PSTN backhaul link at the collector is guarded by an
“intrusion detection” mechanism. The purpose of this mechanism is to prevent both active and passive attacks from
telephony devices connected on the same link as the collector, i.e. via a line splitter. The intrusion detection mechanism will immediately terminate a call from the utility if
another device on the line goes off the hook. When a device goes off the hook, it receives a dial tone and voltage via
an onboard component called the Foreign Exchange Office
(FXO). All endpoint devices in a telephone network use an
FXO. The dial tone and voltage are supplied from the other
end of the line by the Foreign Exchange Service (FXS), usually implemented by the phone company. Because the meter
can detect when another device is receiving a voltage and
dial tone, it can terminate its current call.
The main operation of concern in S1 is the diagnostic protocol between the meter and utility. This protocol can perform many functions from a simple meter reading, to a full
check of every parameter set in the meter. For the purposes
of energy fraud we are mainly concerned with how this protocol performs energy usage readings. The utility initiates a
diagnostic by calling a collector, resulting in the collector responding with an identification message. An authentication
round is then carried out according to the default scheme
specified by ANSI C12.21 (ANSI X3.92-198) [3]. If authentication is successful, the utility will probe the meter for

SYSTEMS UNDER TEST

This section details the two Systems Under Test (SUTs)
that have been the subject of our penetration testing1 . We
will denote the two systems as S1 and S2. Besides the
meters themselves, this section covers the additional components needed to run utility-end software and to network
meters with the utilities. In describing the two systems, we
will refer to the utility machine or utility server to mean a
Microsoft Windows-based PC or laptop computer running
software for meter management. We found that Windows by
far the most common choice of utility-end operating system
across vendors. The attacker machine is used to represent
our machine used for various pen-testing purposes. In practice, this could be any machine within network reachability
of a meter that is controlled by an adversary.
The general environment for both systems is identical.
Both SUTs consist of several repeaters and a single collector,
the main difference being that in S2, the collector does not
function as a meter itself. We constructed sockets to allow
the meters in our lab to function using wall socket power.
The meters in S1 are able to run on 120V AC at 60 Hz,
while the meters in S2 require a 240V step up transformer.
A simple load was exerted by a small synchronous motor and
measured to check the proper installation of each meter.

5.1

S1 Specifics

An overview of S1 is given in Figure 6.A. In S1, utilities
communicate with meters via Public Switched Telephone
Service. For obvious security reasons, we were unable to
directly connect our collector to the telephone network. Instead, an Asterisk [29] based private branch exchange (PBX)
on an x86 Linux machine provided call routing between the
collector and utility machine. The PBX routes calls according to a table called the dial plan. The attacker machine
1

We do not reveal vendor identities here, as we are already
in contact with them, and both SUTs are already deployed
in the US and Europe.
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some variable number of parameters, after which the current net usages are read. This is the point in the protocol
where a usage forgery must occur. The remainder of the
protocol consists of potentially more parameter queries, and
finally a goodbye message. The meter LAN, a wireless mesh
operating in the 900 MHz band, is currently under evaluation.

Figure 8: The concrete trees for DOS in S2.
shares a reference number with a leaf in one or more archetypal attack trees to which it may be grafted. We instantiate
fraud and targeted disconnect for S1, and DoS for S22 .

6.1

Energy Fraud in S1

The archetypal attack tree for energy fraud presented three
broad strategies: tampering with the measurement process,
tampering with the recorded usage in meter storage, and
tampering with the usage data in transmission. For our first
attempt to implement a fraud attack in S1, we chose the
third strategy because of its relatively low invasiveness and
our understanding of the backhaul network operation. This
strategy terminated in three archetypal attacks: a mandatory requirement of being interposed on the backhaul link
(A3.1), and the option of either performing a man in the
middle attack (A3.2) or meter spoofing (A3.3). After evaluating the ANSI C12.21 specification via trace of S1’s telephonybased diagnostic protocol, we determined that meter spoofing was more straightforward. Thus, to complete the goal of
fraud in S1, we must instantiate and execute concrete trees
for archetypal attacks A1.1 and A1.3. Both concrete trees
are shown in Figure 7.
Archetypal attack A3.1 requires that the adversary be interposed somewhere on the path between the meter’s networking interface card (NIC) and the utility. In one extreme
end, this may be achieved by directly tampering with the
communications bus on which the NIC resides (a1.1). Two
more likely places are the mesh network (a3.1), and the telephone backhaul (a2.1). For the latter, the additional prerequisite of bypassing the “intrusion detection” mechanism
is necessary (a2.2).
The second archetypal attack for energy fraud requires
meter spoofing. This calls for three steps to successfully deliver forged usage data as part of S1’s diagnostic protocol.
First, the spoofing device must initiate a new diagnostic session with the utility. This will require first identifying itself
as the expected meter (a4.1), and second, completing the authentication round (a4.2). Once the session is established,
the spoofing device must answer all diagnostic queries up to
the forged demand (a5.1), and finally, insert the forged demand value (a6.1). The remainder of work to realize these
attacks is achieved by pen-testing as described in section 7.

S2 Specifics

Our testbed for S2 is shown in Figure 6.B. The main differences from S1 are the backhaul and meter LAN protocols,
and the collector, which does not function as a meter in S2.
Upon initial inspection, one notices that S2 is more accessible to remote attacks due to the use of an Internet-based
backhaul. This fact becomes useful when instantiating a
concrete tree for DoS against meter command execution.
The meter LAN uses a proprietary protocol that requires
special equipment to analyze.
Though the application layer protocol between the utility
and collector is proprietary, two thing are clear from initial
inspection. First, an initial association between the two is
started by the collector, and each subsequent command execution is started by the utility. This suggests that both
directions should be considered when designing a concrete
DoS attack. Second, in the initial association, the collector
transmits its unique ID number and associated network address in the clear to the utility. Thus, knowing this ID for a
target collector may be useful in a DoS attack.

6.

D2.2

Receive at
Spoofed
Collector

Interpose on
Collector
PSTN Link

Figure 7: The concrete trees for energy fraud in S1.

5.2

D1.3

CONCRETE ATTACK TREES

Concrete attack trees function as a guide for penetration
testing a specific system. As with the archetypal trees, we
use basic guidelines to determine when a concrete tree is
specific enough. Any details not elaborated in the concrete
tree must either already be known about the system, or
must be discovered during pen-testing. In constructing the
concrete trees for fraud, DoS, and targeted disconnect, we
use the following two rules:
1. A goal should be a leaf if it is achievable completely by
known means in the system. This is the simplest case
as no additional pen-testing is required. Several leaves
in the concrete DoS tree are of this type.
2. A goal should be a leaf if no vulnerability is yet known
that would allow it to be executed. At this point, determining the existence of a vulnerability enabling the
goal becomes the job of penetration testing.

6.2

Denial of Service in S2

Unlike the two concrete trees for energy fraud, the root
nodes of the two for DoS are combined by disjunction in the
archetypal tree. Thus, fulfilling the requirements of either
2
While there are a large number of attempted attacks, we
find the ones described here to be the most instructive.

We instantiate concrete trees for the three adversarial
goals for S1 and S2 below. The root of each concrete tree
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Figure 9: The concrete trees for targeted disconnect S1.
tree is sufficient for achieving denial of command execution.
Recall that there are two options because communication in
S2 may be initiated by both the collector and the utility
at different points in time. The first tree (D1.3) requires
another device to spoof the collector node in order to receive
any commands destined for meters and drop them en route.
This requires first the necessary reconnaissance to determine
the collectors network ID (d1.1), and to establish a new
session with the utility using that ID (d1.2). Finally, the
spoofed collector can receive and drop commands from the
utility (d1.3). All three of these are leaves in the concrete
tree because they are achievable using known actions within
the system.
The other option for DoS against utility command execution is to allocate a maximum number of sessions in the
meter (D2.2). First, it must be determined on which port
the meter listens for commands (d2.1). If this is possible, an
attempt may be made to open multiple sessions on this port
in an attempt to exhaust either memory or OS resources
in the meter (d2.2). Both concrete attacks are leaf nodes
because pen-testing of S2 is needed to determine how they
may be executed in practice.

6.3

in S1’s diagnostic protocol) (r2.1). Once authenticated, the
command can be issued (r2.2).

7.

RESULTS

We now turn to the results of the penetration testing to
achieve each goal as summarized in Table 1.

7.1

Energy Fraud by Forged Usage Data

The energy fraud attack in S1 works as follows. First,
an adversarial device is interposed on the PSTN link from
a collector (a2.1) so as not to trigger the intrusion detection mechanism (a2.2). This was achieved by interposing
our PBX on the line. Recall that the purpose of the intrusion detection feature is to protect meter communication in
situations where the link to the PSTN is shared with that already present in a house. The PBX is used to route incoming
calls to the meter to a laptop computer that impersonates
the meter using a Python program we wrote. This is sufficient for circumventing the intrusion detection mechanism
for two reasons. First, routing a call to the laptop need not
involve the meter at all. Second, if the PBX is used for the
purposes of eavesdropping on communication between the
meter and utility, it cannot be detected by the intrusion detection mechanism that can only sense other FXOs on the
line (as described in section 5.1). Thus two requirements of
A3.1 are satisfied.
Once the adversarial laptop has been contacted by the
utility, it must identify itself as the target meter (a4.1) and
complete the authentication round (a4.2). This was possible
without knowing the meter’s password, which is used to derive the key for the authentication protocol. Spoofing meter
identification only required using the ID which was printed
on the meter’s nameplate. Completing the authentication
round without knowing the password required one observation about the protocol: the meter generates the nonce used
for mutual authentication, but nonces are not tracked by the
utility’s server. Thus, a replayed nonce is sufficient for replaying the remainder of the authentication protocol. What
was not initially obvious was that the meter places the nonce
in a special field as part of the identification round. Thus,
replaying both the identification and authentication rounds
of ANSI C12.21 is sufficient for spoofing the meter during a
diagnostic.
The remaining protocol up to forged demand insertion
may also be replayed in this manner, satisfying (a5.1). The
final task towards energy fraud is inserting a forged net usage value into the diagnostic. This requires adding two additional pieces of information along with the numerical usage
value. First, a one byte checksum of the value is placed in
the application-layer header, and second a CRC is placed in
the MAC layer header, again as specified in ANSI C12.21.

Targeted Disconnect in S1

The final concrete attack tree analyzed here is for the disruption of electrical service. As an adversary would ideally
want to execute this attack remotely, we chose archetypal
attacks R1.1 - R1.3 for instantiation. In S1, the meter ID is
printed on the front of each meter, making R1.1 achievable
by visual inspection. The concrete trees for R1.2 and R1.3
are shown in Figure 9.
Two strategies are feasible for meter password recovery in
S1 (R1.3). If the optical port can be physically monitored,
then the password can be obtained upon the next visit by
the utility (r1.1). Alternatively, if the contents of meter
storage can be extracted, the password may be recoverable,
though potentially only in a hashed format (r1.3). As both
of these are physical attacks, they may only be used to recover a password from a single meter. This would normally
be a limiting factor in the impact of an attack against S1,
but we observe that its architecture encourages utilities to
use the same password for a large number of meters. In
the administrative utility-end software, a single password
set (consisting of a read-only and administrative user) is
chosen for a template program that is pushed to the meters
at configuration time. This makes it very tedious to create
a different program template for each meter. A brute force
guessing attack is not considered, as the maximum length of
a password in S1 is well over ten bytes. The final archetypal
attack needed is the issuance of the command to the target meter. This requires that the known password be used
in the mutual authentication round (the same as that used
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Table 1: Summary of concrete attacks and discovered vulnerabilities for each adversarial goal.

7.2

Ref.

Description

a2.1
a2.2
a4.1
a4.2
a5.1
a6.1

Interpose between utility and collector
Defeat modem intrusion detection
Identify self as meter
Complete authentication round
Run diagnostic up to usage data
Transmit forged usage data

d1.1
d1.2
d1.3

Determine collector ID
Initiate association with utility
Receive and drop packets

d2.1
d2.2

Determine meter listening port
Allocate sessions until failure

r1.2
r2.1
r2.2

Physically extract passwords
Mutually authenticate with meter
Issue disconnect command

Enabling Feature or Vulnerability
Energy Fraud in S1
Telephone line may be accessible.
The mechanism cannot detect an FXS.
A meter’s ID is printed on its faceplate.
Lack of nonce-tracking allows replayed authentication.
Protocol is standardized.
Usage data is not integrity protected.
Denial of Service in S2
The ID is transmitted in the clear.
Initialization uses a simple init message.
The utility uses the IP address of the initiator of the most recent
association.
The collector is responsive to port scanning.
The collector does not handle many sessions robustly.
Targeted Disconnect in S1
Passwords are stored in the clear in EEPROM storage.
The encryption key is derived from passwords.
Administrative software is commercially available.

Denial of Service Against Command Execution

found that the collector was vulnerable to crashing while
processing malformed packets. While we had not planned
on systematically exploring methods for leveraging software
bugs (D2.3), the use of fuzz testing would make a viable
addition to the archetypal tree.

Two concrete attack trees were previously introduced for
Denial of Service against the execution of utility commands
by meters in S2. The first assumed that an association could
be formed between the utility and a device impersonating a
collector (d1.1,d1.2). At this point, the fake collector could
simply drop all commands issued by the utility (d1.3). The
initial association with the utility is initiated by an init
sent by the collector. This message, which is transmitted in
the clear, contains the unique serial number used to identify
the collector. The utility assumes that the source IP address
of the init message is the collector. Any device may submit an init message to the utility, but will not be able to
establish a secure channel without knowing the collector’s
symmetric key. This does not prevent the DoS attack however, as receiving the init message causes the utility to drop
its previous association with the real collector. After this,
the collector will only attempt to create a new association
if it is rebooted or if some alarm condition occurs such as a
power outage or potential physical tampering. A subsequent
second forged init would suffice to immediately break this
association.
The other concrete attack tree in this category is based
on the idea that the collector has a maximum number of
sessions which can be reached (D2.2). In practice, finding
the port on which a collector listens for utility requests (d2.1)
is done using the nmap [2] utility to perform a port scan of
the collector. What we found was that while attempting to
open many concurrent TCP connections on the collector’s
listening port, the collector would become unresponsive after
fewer than ten such connections. If continual attempts at
establishing new connections were made at the rate of once
per ten seconds, the collector remains unresponsive, and the
utility-end server is unable to complete any commands on
that collector, thus satisfying d2.2.
Under the category of DoS, we do have one result that was
found completely independently of the methodology presented in this paper. The use of a software fuzz tester [16]

7.3

Targeted Disconnect

The final result we explore is the application of concrete
trees R1.2 and R1.3 to disrupting electric service at a target meter by subverting its remote disconnect feature. We
were unable to verify the efficacy of this attack due to fact
that our S1 meters do not include the optional physical disconnect switch. However, we reason by inspection that the
attack is possible. The first step needed to issue the remote disconnect command is password recovery (R1.3). After some experimentation, we found that concrete attack
(r1.2) is possible. By desoldering a small SPI-based EEPROM memory chip from the S1 collector’s radio card, we
were able to extract the plaintext password. While this is a
potentially dangerous operation, given that the same password may be used throughout a deployment, the payoff is
high. Upon discovering that the meter passwords may be
extracted from memory, a check of the archetypal trees reveals that A2.1 from Figure 1 is also satisfied, enabling several alternate strategies for energy fraud. This demonstrates
the usefulness of archetypal attack trees in mapping newly
discovered vulnerabilities to adversarial goals.
Once the password is recovered, it must be used to perform the default C12.21 authentication function with the
target meter (r2.1). This authentication is a keyed hash
based on the DES cipher, and thus requires a DES key.
An internet search revealed that one distributor of S1 had
placed the manual for the utility-end software in a publicly
accessible directory. The manual revealed the fact that the
first eight bytes of the password are used to derive a DES key.
This is done using an unknown obfuscation method. The
easiest procedure to use the recovered passwords for authenticating to the target meter would be to obtain the utilityend software, which can be purchased from third party distributors, and provide it the password to issue the discon-
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nect command (r2.2). Otherwise, a degree of reconnaissance
and reverse engineering will be necessary to determine the
obfuscation method.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated a technique for evaluating the security of the myriad of devices being deployed into
the AMI. We have shown that we can leverage focused penetration efforts in one vendor to others, and explored where
such evaluations must focus solely on the unique artifacts
of a system under test. In so doing, this work has sought
not only to streamline security analysis, but also to ensure
greater and more consistent coverage of potential attacker
goals and methods.
Yet there is much work left to be done. Government agencies such as the NIST and the Federal Energy Regulation
Commission (FERC) continue to provide the essential guidelines for the design and maintenance of AMI security infrastructure. Complementary efforts at codifying penetration
testing of AMI such as the one documented in this paper
are essential to the future reliability of electric power grids.
In the future, we will expand the base of attacker goals and
associated trees, as well as extend this work to other vendor
devices. It is through these collected efforts that we hope
to garner a broad view of the security issues in AMI, and
ultimate positively influence the safety of smart grid.
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ABSTRACT

research being performed at the time, which culminated in
the MIT Lincoln Laboratory’s intrusion detection system
evaluation effort. Even though the results of this effort were
criticized and misused, they still represent one of the most
systematic and interesting attempts to measure, compare,
and even stimulate research in security.
Then, in Section 4, I describe some of the shortcomings
that gave network intrusion detection a bad name, but I also
discuss how the lessons learned in developing intrusion detection systems have been taken into account in shaping a
larger research field, involved with the detection of compromises at many levels.

Research on network intrusion detection has produced a
number of interesting results. In this paper, I look back
to the NetSTAT system, which was presented at ACSAC in
1998. In addition to describing the original system, I discuss some historical context, with reference to well-known
evaluation efforts and to the evolution of network intrusion
detection into a broader field that includes malware detection and the analysis of malicious behavior.

Keywords
Intrusion Detection, Network Security

1.

2. THE NETSTAT SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

The NetSTAT system was a network-based intrusion detection system. NetSTAT extended the state transition analysis technique (STAT) [4] to network-based intrusion detection in order to represent attack scenarios in a networked
environment. However, unlike other network-based intrusion detection systems that monitored a single sub-network
for patterns representing malicious activity, NetSTAT was
oriented towards the detection of attacks in complex networks composed of several sub-networks. In this setting,
the messages that are produced during an intrusion attempt
may be recognized as malicious only in particular subparts
of the network, depending on the network topology and service configuration. As a consequence, intrusions cannot be
detected by a single component, and a distributed approach
is needed.
The NetSTAT approach models network attacks as state
transition diagrams, where states and transitions are characterized in a networked environment. The network environment itself is described by using a formal model based
on hypergraphs [1, 15].
The analysis of the attack scenarios and the network formal descriptions determines which events have to be monitored to detect an intrusion and where the monitors need
to be placed. In addition, by characterizing in a formal
way both the configuration and the state of a network it
is possible to provide the components responsible for intrusion detection with all the information they need to perform
their task autonomously with minimal interaction and traffic
overhead. This can be achieved because network-based state
transition diagrams contain references to the network topology and service configuration. Thus, it is possible to extract
from a central database only the information that is needed
for the detection of the particular modeled intrusions. Moreover, attack scenarios use assertions to characterize the state

Network intrusion detection systems (NIDSs) have evolved
from their academic beginnings into mainstream commercial products, and network intrusion detection is now considered a “mature technology.” From the early networkbased systems (such as EMERALD [13], NSM [3], Bro [11],
and NetSTAT [16]), dozens of network-based systems have
been proposed in research and many have transitioned to
the commercial world to become products (see, for example,
Snort [14], which is the most popular open-source network
intrusion detection system today).
Even though network intrusion detection is considered a
mature technology and research in this field is sometimes
considered “dead,” network attacks are still prevalent, largescale abuse of network resources are an everyday reality,
and sophisticated attacks seem to be able to easily bypass
commercial intrusion detection systems. So what happened
to network intrusion detection?
In this paper, I look back to some early research in network
intrusion detection, namely the NetSTAT system, which was
presented at ACSAC in 1998 [16]. I describe the system in
Section 2 and present some interesting contributions which
are still unmatched by the current state-of-the-art tools.
In Section 3, I discuss how, in the late nineties, there
was a push to compare and evaluate the intrusion detection

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
ACSAC ’10 Dec. 6-10, 2010, Austin, Texas USA
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-4503-0133-6/10/12 ...$10.00.
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Figure 1: The NetSTAT architecture.
of the network. Thus, it is possible to automatically determine the data to be collected to support intrusion analysis
and to instruct the detection components to look only for
the events that are involved in run-time attack detection.
This solution allows for a lightweight, scalable implementation of the probes and focused filtering of the network event
stream, delivering more reliable, efficient, and autonomous
components.

as a set containing all the interfaces that can access the
communication bus. In this way, it is possible to precisely
model the concept of network traffic eavesdropping, which
is the basis for a number of network-related attacks. In addition, topological properties can be described in a simple
way since hosts and links are treated uniformly as edges of
the hypergraph.
The network model is not limited to the description of
the connection of elements. Each element of the model has
some associated information. For example, hosts have several attributes that characterize the type of hardware and
operating system software installed. The reader should note
that in this model “host” is a rather general concept. More
specifically, a host is a device that has one or more network interfaces that can be the (explicit) source and/or destination of network traffic. For example, by this definition,
gateways and printers are considered to be hosts. Links
are characterized by their type (e.g., Ethernet). Interfaces
are characterized by their type and by their corresponding
link- and network-level addresses. This information is represented in the model by means of functions that associate
the network elements with the related information.
The network services portion of the network fact base
contains a description of the services provided by the hosts
of a network. Examples of these services are the Network
File System (NFS), the Network Information System (NIS),
TELNET, FTP, “r” services, etc. The fact base contains a
characterization of each service in terms of the network/transport protocol(s) used, the access model (e.g., request/reply),
the type of authentication (e.g., address-based, passwordbased, token-based, or certificate-based), and the level of
traffic protection (e.g., encrypted or not). In addition, the
network fact base contains information about how services
are deployed, that is, how services are instantiated and accessed over the network.
Figure 2 shows an example network. In the hypergraph

2.1 Architecture
NetSTAT is a distributed application composed of the following components: the network fact base, the state transition scenario database, a collection of general-purpose probes, and the analyzer. A high-level view of the NetSTAT
architecture is given in Figure 1.

2.1.1 Network Fact Base
The network fact base component stores and manages the
security-relevant information about a network. The fact
base is a stand-alone application that is used by the Network Security Officer to construct, insert, and browse the
data about the network being protected. It contains information about the network topology and the network services
provided.
The network topology is a description of the constituent
components of the network and how they are connected.
The network model underlying the NetSTAT tool uses interfaces, hosts, and links as primitive elements. A network
is represented as a hypergraph on the set of interfaces [15].
In this model, interfaces are nodes while hosts and links are
edges; that is, hosts and links are modeled as sets of interfaces. This is an original approach that has a number of
advantages. Because the model is formal, it provides a welldefined semantics and supports reasoning and automation.
Another advantage is that this formalization allows one to
model network links based on a shared medium (e.g., Ethernet) in a natural way, by representing the shared medium
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describing the network, interfaces are represented as black
dots, hosts are represented as circles around the corresponding interfaces, and links are represented as lines connecting
the interfaces. The sample network is composed of five links,
namely L1 , L2 , L3 , L4 , and L5 , and twelve hosts. Hereinafter, it is assumed that each interface has a single associated IP address, for example interface i7 is associated with
IP address a7 . The outside network is modeled as a composite host (the double circle in the figure) containing all the
interfaces and corresponding addresses not in use elsewhere
in the modeled network. As far as services are concerned,
host fellini is an NFS server exporting file systems /home
and /fs to kubrick and wood. In addition, fellini is a
TELNET server for everybody. Host jackson exports an
rlogin service to hosts carpenter and lang.

tions include reading, writing, and executing files. For a
complete description of the state transition analysis technique see [12]. For NetSTAT the original STAT technique
has been applied to computer networks, and the concepts of
state, assertions, and signature actions have been characterized in a networked environment.

States and Assertions.
In network-based state transition analysis the state includes the currently active connections (for connection oriented services), the state of interactions (for connectionless
services), and the values of the network tables (e.g., routing tables, DNS mappings, ARP caches, etc). For instance,
both an open connection and a mounted file system are part
of the state of the network. A pending DNS request that has
not yet been answered is also part of the state, such as the
mapping between IP address 128.111.12.13 and the name
hitchcock. For the application of state transition analysis
to networks the original state transition analysis concept of
assertion has been extended to include both static assertions
and dynamic assertions.
Static assertions are assertions on a network that can be
verified by examining the network fact base; that is, by examining its topology and the current service configuration.
For example, the following assertion:

2.1.2 State Transition Scenario Database
The state transition scenario database is the component
that manages the set of state transition representations of
the intrusion scenarios to be detected.
The state transition analysis technique was originally developed to model host-based intrusions [4]. It describes computer penetrations as sequences of actions that an attacker
performs to compromise the security of a computer system.
Attacks are (graphically) described by using state transition
diagrams. States represent snapshots of a system’s volatile,
semi-permanent, and permanent memory locations. A description of an attack has a “safe” starting state, zero or more
intermediate states, and (at least) one “compromised” ending state. States are characterized by means of assertions,
which are functions with zero or more arguments returning
Boolean values. Typically, these assertions describe some
aspects of the security state of the system, such as file ownership, user identification, or user authorization. Transitions
between states are indicated by signature actions that represent the actions that, if omitted from the execution of an
attack scenario, would prevent the attack from completing
successfully. Typical examples of host-based signature ac-

service s in server.services|
s.name == "www" and
s.application.name == "CERN httpd";
identifies a service s in the set of services provided by host
server such that the name of the service is www and the
application providing the service is the CERN http daemon1 .
As another example, the following assertion:
Interface i in gateway.interfaces|
i.link.type == "Ethernet";
1
The only (possibly) nonstandard notation used in the assertions is the use of “|” for “such that”.
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denotes an interface of a host, say gateway, that is connected
to an Ethernet link.
These assertions are used to customize state transition
representations for particular scenarios (e.g., a particular
server and its clients). In practice, they are used to determine the amount of knowledge about the network fact base
that each probe must be provided with during configuration
procedures.
Dynamic assertions can be verified only by examining
the current state of the network. One examples is NFSMounted(filesys, server, client), which returns true if
the specified file system exported by server is currently
mounted by client. Another example is ConnectionEstablished(addr1, port1, addr2, port2), which returns true
if there is an established virtual circuit between the specified
addresses and ports. These assertions are used to determine
what relevant network state events should be monitored by
a network probe.

of the link-level messages used to deliver the datagram. For
example, the signature action:
[IPDatagram d]{i_x,i_y}|
d.options.sourceRoute == true;
represents an IP datagram that is delivered from interface
i_x to interface i_y and that has the source route option
enabled. This event can be observed by looking at the linklevel messages used in datagram delivery along the path(s)
from i_x to i_y. It is also possible to write signature actions
that refer to specific link-level messages in the context of
datagram delivery. For example, the signature action:
Message m in [IPDatagram d]{i_x,i_y}|
m.dst != i_y;
represents a link-level message used during the delivery of
an IP datagram such that the link-level destination address
is not the final destination interface (i.e., the message is not
the last one in the delivery process).
Events representing single UDP datagrams or TCP segments are represented by specifying encapsulation in an IP
datagram. For example, the signature action:

Transitions and Signature Actions.
In NetSTAT, signature actions are expressed by leveraging an event model. In this model, events are sequences of
messages exchanged over a network.
The basic event is the link-level message, or message for
short. A link-level message is a string of bits that appears on
a network link at a specified time. The message is exchanged
between two directly-connected interfaces. For example the
signature action:

[IPDatagram d [TCPSegment t]]{i_x,i_y}|
d.dst == a_y and
t.dst == 23;
denotes the sequence of messages used to deliver a TCP
segment encapsulated into an IP datagram such that the
destination IP address is a_y and the destination port is 23.
TCP virtual circuits are higher-level, composite events. A
virtual circuit is identified by the tuple (source IP address,
destination IP address, source TCP port, destination TCP
port) and is composed of two sequences of TCP segments exchanged between two interfaces. Each of these two sequences
defines a byte stream. The byte stream is obtained by assembling the payloads of the segments in the corresponding
sequence, following the rules of the TCP protocol (e.g., sequencing, retransmission, etc.). The streams are denoted by
streamToClient and streamToServer.
For example, the signature action:

Message m {i_x,i_y}|
m.length > 512;
represents a link-level message exchanged between interfaces
i_x and i_y whose size is greater than 512 bytes.
Basic events can be abstracted or composed to represent
higher-level actions. For example, IP datagrams that are
transported from one interface to another in an IP network
are modeled as sequences of link-level messages that represent the intermediate steps in the delivery process. Note
that the only directly observable events are link-level messages appearing on specific links. Therefore, the IP datagram “event” is observable by looking at the payload of one
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network, following the configuration they receive at startup
from the analyzer, which is described in the following section. Probes are general-purpose intrusion detection systems
that can be configured remotely and dynamically following
any changes in the modeled attacks or in the implemented
security policy. Each probe has the structure shown in Figure 3.
The filter module is responsible for filtering the network
message stream. Its main task is to select those messages
that contribute to signature actions or dynamic assertions
used in a state transition scenario from among the huge number of messages transmitted over a network link. The filter
module can be configured remotely by the analyzer. Its
configuration can also be updated at run-time to reflect new
attack scenarios, or changes in the network configuration.
The performance of the filter is of paramount importance,
because it has strict real-time constraints for the process of
selecting the events that have to be delivered to the inference
engine. In the current prototype the filter is implemented
using the BSD Packet Filter [8] and a modified version of
the tcpdump application [9].
The inference engine is the actual intrusion detecting system. This module is initialized by the analyzer with a set
of state transition information representing attack scenarios
(or parts thereof). These attack scenarios are codified in
a structure called the inference engine table. At any point
during the probe execution, this table consists of snapshots
of penetration scenario instances (instantiations), which are
not yet completed. Each entry contains information about
the history of the instantiation, such as the address and services involved, the time of the attack, and so on. On the
basis of the current active attacks, the event stream provided by the filter is interpreted looking for further evidence
of an occurring attack. Evolution of the inference engine
state is monitored by the decision engine, which is responsible for taking actions based on the outcomes of the inference
engine analysis. Some possible actions include informing the
Network Security Officer of successful or failed intrusion attempts, alerting the Network Security Officer during the first
phases of particularly critical scenarios, suggesting possible
actions that can preempt a state transition leading to a compromised state, or playing an active role in protecting the
network (e.g., by injecting modified datagrams that reset

TCPSegment t in
[VirtualCircuit c]{i_x,i_y}|
c.dstIP == a_y and
c.dstPort == 80 and
t.syn == true;
denotes a segment that has the SYN bit set and belongs
to a virtual circuit established between interfaces i_x and
i_y and that has destination IP address a_y and destination
port 80.
Events at the application level can be either encapsulated
in UDP datagrams or can be sent through TCP virtual circuits. In the former case, the application-level event can be
referenced by indicating the corresponding datagram and
specifying the encapsulation. For example, the signature
action:
[IPDatagram d
[UDPDatagram u
[RPC r]]]{i_x,i_y}|
d.dst == a_y and
u.dst == 2049 and
r.type == CALL and
r.proc == MKDIR;
represents an RPC request encapsulated in a UDP datagram
representing an NFS command.
In the TCP virtual circuit case, application-level events
are extracted by parsing the stream of bytes exchanged over
the virtual circuit. The type of application event determines
the protocol used to interpret the stream. For example, the
following signature action:
[c.streamToServer [HTTPRequest r]]|
r.method == "GET";
is an HTTP GET request that is transmitted over a TCP
virtual circuit (defined somewhere else as c), through the
stream directed to the server side2 .

2.1.3 Probes
The probes are the active intrusion detection components.
They monitor the network traffic in specific parts of the
2

This original formulation of the NetSTAT state transition
language was subsequently refined into a general-purpose
state transition language, called STATL [2].
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Once the attack scenarios contained in the state transition scenario database have been customized over the given
network, another module, called the configuration builder,
translates the results of the analysis engine to produce the
configurations to be sent to the different probes. Each configuration contains a filter configuration, a set of state transition information, and the corresponding decision tables to
customize the probe’s decision engine.

network connections.)
Probes are autonomous intrusion detection components.
If a single probe is able to detect all the steps involved in
an attack then the probe does not need to interact with
any other probe or with the analyzer. Interaction is needed
whenever different parts of an intrusion can be detected only
by probes monitoring different subparts of the network. In
this case, it is the analyzer’s task to decompose an intrusion
scenario into sub-scenarios such that each can be detected
by a single probe. The decision engine procedures associated
with these scenarios are configured so that when part of a
scenario is detected, an event is sent to the probes that are in
charge of detecting the other parts of the overall attack. This
simple form of forward chaining allows one to detect attacks
that involve different (possibly distant) sub-networks.

2.2 Example
Consider, as an example, an active UDP spoofing attack.
In this scenario an attacker tries to access a UDP-based service exported by a server by pretending to be one of its
trusted clients, that is, by sending a forged UDP-over-IP
datagram that contains the IP address of one of the authorized clients as the source address. The receiver of a spoofed
datagram is usually not able to detect the attack. For this
example, consider the network presented in Figure 2 and assume that host lang is attacking host fellini by providing
an NFS request that pretends to come from wood, who is
a trusted, authorized client. Host fellini receives the request encapsulated in a link-level message from chaplin’s
interface i33 to fellini’s interface i4 . Host fellini has no
means to distinguish this message from the final link-level
message used to deliver a legitimate request coming from
wood. Therefore, fellini cannot determine if the datagram
is a spoofed one. The spoofing can be detected, however,
by examining the message on link L2 . In this case, since
the link-level message comes from bergman’s interface i91
while it should come from wood’s interface i7 , the datagram
can be recognized as spoofed. In general, if one considers
a single link-level message that encapsulates a UDP-overIP datagram, the datagram may be considered spoofed if
there is no path between the interface corresponding to the
datagram source address and the link-level message source
interface in the network obtained by removing the link-level
message source interface from the corresponding link.
This attack scenario is described in Figure 5 using a state
transition diagram. The scenario assumes that two networks have been defined, Network and ProtectedNetwork.
Network is a reference to the network modeled in the fact
base; ProtectedNetwork is a sub-network that contains the
hosts that must be protected against the attack.
The starting state (S1 ) is characterized by assertions that
define the hosts, interfaces, addresses, and services involved
in the attack. The first assertion states that the attacked
host victim belongs to the protected network. The second
assertion states that there is a service s in the set of services
provided by victim such that the transport protocol used is
UDP, and service authentication is based on the IP address
of the client. The third assertion states that a_v is one of the
IP addresses where the service is available. The fourth assertion says that a_t is one of the addresses that the service
considers as “trusted”. The following assertions characterize
the attacker. In particular, the fifth assertion states that
there exists a host attacker that is different from victim
and that doesn’t have the trusted IP address. The sixth
assertion states that i is one of the attacker’s interfaces.
The signature action is a spoofed service request. That
is, a UDP datagram that pretends to come from one of the
trusted addresses, although it did not originate from the
corresponding interface. Actually the signature action is a
link-level message m that belongs to the sequence of mes-

2.1.4 Analyzer
The analyzer is used to analyze and instrument a network
for the detection of a number of selected attacks. It takes as
input the network fact base and a state transition scenario
database and determines:
• which events have to be monitored; only the events
that are relevant to the modeled intrusions must be
detected;
• where the events need to be monitored;
• what information about the topology of the network is
required to perform detection;
• what information must be maintained about the state
of the network in order to be able to verify state assertions.
Thus, the analyzer component acts as a probe generator
that customizes a number of general-purpose probes using
an automated process based on a formal description of the
network to be protected and of the attacks to be detected.
This information takes the form of a set of probe configurations. Each probe configuration specifies the positioning of a
probe, the set of events to be monitored, and a description of
the intrusions that the probe should detect. These intrusion
scenarios are customized for the particular sub-network the
probe is monitoring, which focuses the scanning and reduces
the overhead.
The analyzer is composed of several modules (see Figure 4). The network fact base and the state transition scenario database components are used as internal modules for
the selection and presentation of a particular network and
a selected set of state transition scenarios. The analysis engine uses the data contained in the network fact base and the
state transition scenario database to customize the selected
attacks for the particular network under exam. For example,
if one scenario describes an attack that exploits the trust relationship between a server and a client, that scenario will
be customized for every client/server pair that satisfies the
specified trust relationship3 . This customization allows one
to instantiate an attack in a particular context. Using the
description of the topology of that context it is then possible
to identify what the sufficient conditions for detection are or
if a particular attack simply cannot be detected given the
current network configuration.
3
Thus, state assertions are treated as if they were universally
quantified.
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Message m in [IPDatagram d [UDPDatagram u]]{i, a_v.interface} |
d.src == a_t and
d.dst == a_v and
u.dst == s.port and
not (Network.detachFromLink(m.src)).existsPath(m.src, d.src.interface);

S

S

1

2

Compromised
Host victim in ProtectedNetwork.hosts;
Service s in victim.services |
s.protocol == "UDP" and
s.authentication == "IPaddress";
IPAddress a_v in s.addresses;
IPAddress a_t in s.trustedAddr;
Host attacker in Network.hosts |
attacker != victim and
not attacker.IPaddresses.contains(a_t);
Interface i in attacker.interfaces;

Figure 5: UDP spoofing attack scenario.
sages used to deliver an IP datagram from interface i to the
interface associated with the address of the attacked host.
The IP datagram enclosed in the message has source address a_t and destination address a_v. The IP datagram
encloses a UDP datagram, whose destination port is the
port used by service s. In addition, the message is such
that, if one considers the network obtained by removing
the message source interface from the corresponding link
(i.e., Network.detachFromLink(m.src)), there is no path
between the interface corresponding to the datagram IP
source address and the link-level message source interface.
For example, consider a link-level message exchanged between bergman’s interface i91 and chaplin’s interface i32 .
The message is an intermediate step in the delivery of a
UDP-over-IP datagram to fellini; the IP source address
of the datagram is wood’s a7 . Intuitively, it is clear that a
message originated by wood and intended for fellini cannot come from one of bergman’s interfaces, because there is
no path in the network that would require bergman to act
as a forwarder of the datagram. One way to check for this
is by removing the source interface of the message (i91 ) and
checking whether or not there still exists a path from the
host whose IP address is the source of the datagram (wood)
to the host that contains the interface that was removed
(bergman). The second state (S2 ) is a “compromised” state.
The analysis of the attack starts by identifying the possible scenarios in the context of a modeled network. Thus, the
analysis engine determines all the possible combinations of
victim host, attacked service, spoofed address, and attacker
in a particular network. A subset of the scenarios for the
network in Figure 2 is presented in Table 1. In all scenarios
fellini is the attacked host, NFS is the service exploited,
and the spoofed address can be kubrick’s or wood’s.
The next step in the analysis is to determine where the
events associated with the signature action can be detected.
For each of these scenarios, the analysis engine generates all
the possible datagrams between the interface of the attacker
and the interface of the victim. In practice, the engine finds

all the paths between the interfaces defined by the scenario
and, for each path, generates the sequence of messages that
would be used to deliver a datagram. For each message
the predicate contained in the clause of the signature action is applied. The messages that satisfy the predicate are
candidates for being part of the detection of the scenario.
For example, consider the scenario where carpenter is attacking fellini by pretending to be wood. In this case,
the spoofed datagram is generated from interface i11 and
delivered through three messages to fellini’s interface i4 .
The first message is between carpenter and bergman, the
second one is between bergman and chaplin, and the third
one is between chaplin and fellini. Of these three messages only the first two satisfy the predicate of the signature
action. Therefore, to detect this particular scenario one either needs a probe on L3 looking for link-level messages
from carpenter’s interface i11 to bergman’s interface i92 , or
a probe on L2 looking for messages from bergman’s interface
i91 to chaplin’s interface i32 . In both cases, the IP source
address is a7 , the destination IP address is a4 , and the destination UDP port is the one used by the NFS service. By
analyzing all the scenarios, one finds that in order to detect
all possible spoofing attacks it is necessary to set up probes
on links L1 , L2 , and L4 .

3. EVALUATING INTRUSION DETECTION
SYSTEMS
Network intrusion detection systems should not be difficult to evaluate: given a traffic dump collected during real
or simulated intrusions, a NIDS should be able to detect a
subset of the attacks while producing a certain (hopefully
low) number of false positives. This is not as straightforward with other types of intrusion detection systems (e.g.,
host-based systems and application-based systems), because
the quantity and quality of information collected about the
actions performed by the OS and its applications can vary
dramatically. In addition, systems that use an anomaly-
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victim
fellini
fellini
fellini
fellini
...
fellini
fellini
fellini
fellini

s
NFS
NFS
NFS
NFS
...
NFS
NFS
NFS
NFS

a_v
a4
a4
a4
a4
...
a4
a4
a4
a4

a_t
a5
a7
a5
a7
...
a5
a7
a5
a7

attacker
Outside
Outside
hitchcock
hitchcock
...
lang
lang
carpenter
carpenter

i
i0
i0
i11
i11
...
i10
i10
i11
i11

Table 1: Possible scenarios for the UDP spoofing attack.
dreds of attack instances. As another example, a system
that flagged every single packet as malicious would have an
effectiveness of 100% because all attacks would be detected,
but it would also have an abysmal precision. Therefore, the
obvious choice is to multiply the two measures above to take
into account these two important aspects of intrusion detection.
The values of these metrics are shown in Table 2 for the
systems that participated in the 1999 MIT Lincoln Laboratory evaluation. According to the proposed metrics, UCSB’s
NetSTAT would be the winner of the 1999 competition,
closely followed by SRI’s EMERALD.
Even though the evaluation failed to declare a clear winner and, in addition, there were some criticisms against the
evaluation process [10], the dataset produced was immensely
popular, and it is without doubt the most used dataset in
the intrusion detection community.
Unfortunately, the MIT/LL dataset and the corresponding truth files were used in a series of scientific publications
in which the performance of intrusion detection systems,
evaluated on the non-blind dataset, were compared to the
performance of the intrusion detection systems that participated in the blind evaluation, with nefarious and unfair
results. Since then, the dataset has become outdated, and
nowadays it is used very seldom in research publications.

based approach to intrusion detection necessitate training
data, which should be realistic, complete, and attack-free
(note that “realistic and attack-free” could be considered an
oxymoron). This type of data is particularly hard to collect
and/or generate.
Even though the creation of a dataset that can be leveraged to compare the performance of intrusion detection systems is a challenging task, in 1998 and 1999 a group of researchers from the MIT Lincoln Laboratory courageously
embarked in an effort to produce such a dataset, which included both training data and test data (with truth files)
in the form of network packets, OS audit records, and file
system dumps [6, 7].
These datasets were used to evaluate a number of intrusion detection systems being developed by academic researchers. At the beginning of the evaluation process, the
attack-free training data was given to the participants, and,
after a while, the test data containing attacks was distributed
(without truth files). The participants then had to identify
the attacks and submit their detection alerts, which were
then evaluated with respect to the truth files.
The results of the evaluation were disclosed only partially,
without declaring a “winner,” and with great care in not
making any single group look bad. Therefore, instead of a
single score, the authors of the evaluation provided a set
of scores that took into consideration various characteristics of the systems involved, creating a no-winner/no-loser
situation. We think that this was a missed opportunity to
foster research by creating a competition with a clear winner, as was later demonstrated by other challenges (e.g., the
DARPA Grand Challenge for unmanned vehicles), which by
having a clear winner motivated the competitors, fostered
innovation and creativity, and provided great publicity for
both the participants and the funding agency.
To determine a winner, a more draconian approach to
evaluation would have been to simply compose the recall
and precision of the intrusion detection systems. More precisely, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of a system one
could compute the percentage of hits H over the total number of attacks T , that is, (H/T ) ∗ 100. This is a measure
of how many attacks were actually detected with respect to
the overall set of attacks (i.e., the recall). Then, in order
to characterize how precise the system is, one would compute the percentage of false alarms F over the total number
of detections H + F , that is (H/(H + F )) ∗ 100. For example, a system with three detections and no false alarms
would have a precision of 100%, but it would not be very
effective at detecting attacks if the dataset contained hun-

4. THE DEATH (AND REBIRTH) OF INTRUSION DETECTION
In the years following the MIT/LL evaluation, there was
an increased skepticism towards network intrusion detection
and its ability to detect attacks, especially 0-day exploits and
mutations of existing attacks [17]. In addition, researchers
started to develop attacks against stateful intrusion detection system, exposing the challenge of detecting low-traffic,
slow-paced attacks that last months (if not years).
In general, there was a shift from the analysis of network
data to the analysis of host data, under the assumption
that only by monitoring the end nodes one could possibly
detect sophisticated attacks. Therefore, during the early
2000s, academia started losing interest in network intrusion
detection, while, at the same time, the use of commercial
network intrusion detection systems became an established
best-practice in enterprise networks. This happened sometimes in disguise, for example by relabeling NIDS as “intrusion prevention systems” to describe network intrusion
detection systems with traffic-blocking responses.
Around 2003-2004 it looked like research on the “classic”
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Hits
False Positives
H/T
H/H + F
H/T ∗ H/H + F

GMU

NYU

43
16
21.3
72.9
15.5

21
74
10.4
22.1
2.3

RST
Elman
Network
37
5351
18.3
0.7
0.1

RST
State
Tester
26
429
12.9
5.7
0.7

RST
String
Transd.
26
117
12.9
18.2
2.3

SRI
Derbi

SRI
Estat

SRI
EMERALD

SunySB UCSB
STAT

17
48
8.4
26.2
2.2

29
96
14.4
23.2
3.3

94
13
46.5
87.9
40.9

7
2
3.5
77.8
2.7

88
4
43.6
95.7
41.7

Table 2: Hits, false positives (in absolute values), recall, precision, and composition of recall and precision (in
percentages) for the systems involved in the MIT Lincoln Laboratory 1999 IDS evaluation, which contained
202 attacks.
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Even though the term “Intrusion Detection” sometimes
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such as the OS and the web. For example, web-based intrusion detection systems (normally referred to as “Web Application Firewalls”, for marketing purposes) leverage knowledge about the characteristics of web applications and their
logic, in order to identify attacks. Nonetheless, these systems mostly use concepts that were researched and applied
more than two decades ago.
This “re-invention” of network intrusion detection techniques and approaches shows how intrusion detection (be
it network-based, web-based, or host-based) is still an important research problem. As new attacks and new ways
of compromising systems are introduced, both researchers
and practitioners will develop (or re-discover) techniques for
the analysis of events that allow for the identification of the
manifestation of malicious activity.
The next challenge will be to expand the scope of intrusion
detection to take into account the surrounding context, in
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missions, tasks, and stakeholders, when analyzing data in
an effort to identify malicious intent.
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is rare. Why? What are the primary barriers to applying the
scientific method to information security projects? What are the
main differences between the projects that apply the scientific
method to experimental information security projects and those
that promote software/tool development without applying a
traditional scientific approach? In this essay, I explore three main
barriers to achieving a more universal application of the scientific
method to experimental information security projects. These are:
•
Time to publish as a primary driver
•
Standard of peer reviews in conferences and journals
•
Expectation of a breakthrough in every publication

Overview
In the past year, there has been significant interest in promoting
the idea of applying scientific principles to information security.
The main point made by information security professionals who
brief at conferences seems to be that our field of information
security is finally mature enough to begin making significant
strides towards applying the scientific approach. Audiences
everywhere enthusiastically agree and thrash themselves for
bypassing science all along, bemoaning the fact that we could be
“so much further along” if we only did science. Of course, after
the presentation is over, everyone goes back to the methods that
have been used throughout our generation to generate prototypes
and tools with no regard for the scientific principles involved.

Although these drivers are evident in many academic
publications, it must be noted that much of the work in computer
science, and more importantly, information security does not
concern the development of the body of scientific knowledge, but
in getting a job done. This is closely aligned to computer
engineering or software engineering, both of which are often
associated with computer science departments. Many practicing
computer scientists work in the area of information security by
producing innovative tools and techniques to solve specific
technical problems in information security. Many of these
practitioners have a computer science degree, but have never been
formally trained in the application of scientific method, nor do
they need to be to have successful careers in information security.
The overarching goal in this area of information security is to get
the job done in terms of writing a program to accomplish a task,
rather than on exploring the and testing the range of possibilities
(experimenting) and implementing a better solution. Practical,
working systems that can be quickly implemented tend to prevail.
This follows the old IETF mantra of “rough consensus and
running
code.”
(see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rough_consensus).

The type of information security1 projects in scope for this essay
are experimental projects that produce a new approach or
support/refute a theoretical result. The use of the scientific
method in theoretical information security and in computer
science more generally is well documented and mature (even if
not universally applied). The focus of the “science of security”
publications in FY09-10 is in the area of experimentation and
applied information security research. Thus our focus here is also
in the comparison of experimental information security research
that does or does not use a traditional scientific method in the
execution of the project and in the publication of the results. The
definition of the scientific method we use in this essay is well
documented and not further described here.
Finding agreement in the use of the scientific method is
practically universal, finding participation in the scientific method

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

In this sense, the Science in “Computer Science” is a misnomer –
many CS graduates are never formally trained in the scientific
method and its use in experimental information security. Some CS
curricula teach basics in terms of computational logic,
programming languages, data structures, database, artificial
intelligence, etc., but do not teach scientific experimentation.
Many other academic curricula, like Math, and even English,
often develop students who ultimately work as programmers,
developers, or researchers, but they also lack formal education in
scientific method. The curricula that do teach scientific methods,
such as Psychology, Biology, Physics, etc. lead to few people who
work on information security. However, as more of these
professionals enter the field, the call for a scientific approach
becomes increasingly urgent.

1

We use the term information security to clarify that the types of
projects in scope address the confidentiality, integrity, or
availability of information assets. While it is common to use the
term cyber security to address perhaps a wider set of topics, the
definition of cyber security is not as well defined or accepted, and
thus is more likely to cause confusion over the types of projects
included herein.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior
specific permission and/or a fee.
ACSAC ¹10 Dec. 6-10, 2010, Austin, Texas USA
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-4503-0133-6/10/12 ...$10.00.
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Time to Publish as a Primary Driver

Standard of Peer Reviews in Conferences and
Journals

The application of the scientific method to experimental
information security projects usually takes significantly more time
than is available for the development of a demonstration/prototype
tool. A carefully conceived experiment requires planning around a
well-formed hypothesis, assuring that the tests against the
hypothesis are sufficient to potentially refute the hypothesis. In
the likely event that the experiment will support the hypothesis,
the domain of the test environment must be sufficient to build an
argument that the hypothesis holds in a significantly extensive
context. This frequently means many runs of the experiment over
a wide variety of input variations to assure the relationship
between the domain and range of the system under test (SUT) is
as predicted by the hypothesis.

Of course, rapidly producing many publication submissions based
on prototypes and demonstrations would be irrelevant if the
selection criteria in conferences and journals favored science over
demonstration.
In many natural and social science journals and conferences, a
submission must demonstrate the use of good science principles in
order to be considered for publication. In scientific areas such as
Physics, Chemistry, Psychology, and many others, the entire
culture is focused on the critical evaluation of scientific evidence.
A reviewer in these disciplines has an enormous responsibility to
represent the critical review of the entire readership. Her primary
responsibility is to discredit the potential publication before it can
be discredited by the readership. A well respected journal or
conference gains a reputation for the inclusion of only a small
subset of submissions that cannot be discredited, so thus must be
published to allow another researcher to reproduce the results or
possibly refute the hypothesis while hopefully proposing an
alternative.

In contrast, many experimental tests take a developed prototype or
demonstration system and provides a narrow set of performance
characteristics. Since there is no hypothesis to test, there is no
possibility of refuting a hypothesis. All that is generated is a series
of observations of the SUT. The tests can be performed in a
narrow set of domain variables since the test is designed to show
performance in the environment for which the SUT was designed.
Since no failure is possible in this situation, the tests need not be
extensive to lead to results that may be published.

In cultures such as the natural and social sciences described
above, critical reviewers are trained throughout their career to
evaluate submissions for scientific rigor. New ideas are not simply
given credence for being clever, but must be supported with
scientific evidence. Only then can the new idea be incorporated
into the scientific body of knowledge and used to make further
predictions.

Even when a rigorous scientific test is designed, the pressure to
publish quickly may lead to an inadequate exploration through
extensive and multiple trials. There is a tendency to test a very
limited set of functionality or a small number of parameters. This
approach supports the hypothesis, but only for a limited
environment. These tests answer specific questions such as testing
an implementation X in environment Y and it’s ability to detect Z.
Variations X’ in alternative environments Y’ may be limited. The
full operating range or characteristics of our technology may not
be included in the rush to publish.

In sharp contrast to this culture, the majority of the information
security reviewers consider the technological implementation of
new ideas to be of high worth. A description of a new tool that
implements a feature that has not yet been conceived is of great
interest to most of the reviewing community. A critical review of
this type of submission usually focuses on the quality of the
description itself, and of any duplication the tool might have with
previous tools that have been created (often to assure there is a
reference to this prior work). In this case, experimental design is
neither desired nor appreciated in the submission, and may be
excluded for a reduced page count.

The publication of a well-designed experiment must follow a
rigorous structure that will allow readers of the publication to
fully repeat the experiment. This includes the domain (data and
input settings), full description of the SUT (including any
implementations), and the architecture of the test environment.
This implies that this data was carefully captured during the
experiment, which again takes a carefully planned experimental
methodology. When simply executing performance tests of a
prototype/demonstration system, the standard is not to capture the
experiment in full detail, but to instead describe the performance
of the prototype/demonstration. The publication is not designed to
allow others to re-create the experiment but instead to motivate
the use of the prototype in their environment. Since there is not
carefully described domain description for the test, the result
(range) of the prototype in a new environment cannot be
accurately predicted.

Expectation of a Breakthrough in Every
Publication
If you accept the previous two points (time to publish and
standard of peer review) as driving the culture of scientific
discourse in information security, a natural expectation for shortterm R&D is to create a novel new system and publish the result.
These new systems are designed to solve particular problems
(such as intrusion detection or secure computing), but the
approach to solving the problem is to use insight to create a novel
solution that attempts to solve the problem at large. The
“breakthrough” solutions are shown to be effective in a lab
environment or small set of enterprise environments and described
as a prototype demonstration of the novel concept.

A well-defined experiment has a much more powerful predictive
value, but given that it takes a much longer time to achieve, there
is significant pressure on researchers to publish a higher volume
of results more quickly than running a series of experiments.
Since the metric for most academics in the area of information
security is number of publications rather than quality of
experimental results, rewards are gained by minimizing a
scientific approach and putting out as many publications on new
prototypes/demonstrations as possible. Since we get what we
incentivize, time to publish becomes a primary driver for choosing
prototyping over science.

While there is absolutely nothing wrong with the generation of
technology based on novel concepts (this is how many companies
succeed), this is not a scientific approach to solving problems in
information security. Using a scientific approach would create
reusable knowledge or explore causal relationships rather than
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If this is a goal to be at least partially achieved, the three barriers
to adoption described in this article must be addressed. Each of
these poses a significant challenge to the field as they address the
culture of our process, which one can argue has successfully
produced commercially successful products. Yet the basic
problem of information security remains. Could we begin to
eliminate these problems through the application of experimental
science in information security? If we do not create at least a
small sub-culture that applies scientific method to experimental
information security, we may never know. If we do create such a
sub-culture that embraces experimental science in information
security, it might be best to treat this delicate new community as a
“skunk-works” from the main body of information security R&D.
This would involve creating a series of publication venues that use
reviewers from this new community, create expectations that will
appeal largely to this community (and not to the information
security community at large), and which creates a body of
knowledge that is formed outside of the mainstream of
information security R&D. The success or failure of this
community will pivot on its ability to solve fundamental questions
in information security in a way that cannot be ignored by the
mainstream.

focus on the apparatus used to gain these results. By equating the
process of “scientific discovery” with technology innovation, we
create an expectation that scientific publications should always
contain a breakthrough technology as a core benefit. This
expectation leads to a reduced number of accepted publications
that show incremental progress in the understanding of how
information security actually works, and instead promotes
publications that fully describe a technology breakthrough.

Conclusions and Way Forward
It is certainly possible that in this field, the traditional scientific
approach is not commercially viable from a product development
standpoint. It can easily be argued that given the rapid pace of
technological advance, we should be promoting innovative
technological solutions over scientific investigation. We do have
mature and rigorous scientific investigation in computer science
more generally and in information security from a theoretical and
cryptographic perspective. While we don’t often use these results
to drive innovation, there are specific instances where we have
used results from theoretical computer security to drive a security
product.

It possible that the current climate of our funding agencies in the
US and EU are disposed to fund the creation of this community
given a clear definition and leadership in its formation. For
members of this conference that both have a deep understanding
and appreciation of experimental science and for future program
managers that might fund such an approach, it is time to come
together to produce the “grand experiment” of the creation of a
sub-community of information security that rejects ad-hoc
solutions in favor of scientific evidence that increase our
understanding of information security.

If this is the case, why the clamor for scientific method in
experimental information security? Given the advances in other
experimental sciences, the hope is that we can begin to develop
lines of information security products that are incrementally better
as time goes on, not just by adding features to an implementation,
but by understanding the underlying causality of information
security and addressing the problem at its most fundamental level.
Applying the scientific method to our experiments will enable a
more purposeful approach to discovering the exact conditions
under which our innovations can be expected to operate,
providing much greater utility in our future products.
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ABSTRACT

1.

In this work we show that once a single peer-to-peer (P2P)
bot is detected in a network, it may be possible to eﬃciently
identify other members of the same botnet in the same network even before they exhibit any overtly malicious behavior. Detection is based on an analysis of connections made
by the hosts in the network. It turns out that if bots select
their peers randomly and independently (i.e. unstructured
topology), any given pair of P2P bots in a network communicate with at least one mutual peer outside the network
with a surprisingly high probability. This, along with the
low probability of any other host communicating with this
mutual peer, allows us to link local nodes within a P2P
botnet together. We propose a simple method to identify
potential members of an unstructured P2P botnet in a network starting from a known peer. We formulate the problem
as a graph problem and mathematically analyze a solution
using an iterative algorithm. The proposed scheme is simple
and requires only ﬂow records captured at network borders.
We analyze the eﬃcacy of the proposed scheme using real
botnet data, including data obtained from both observing
and crawling the Nugache botnet.

Botnets, which are networks of compromised hosts (bots)
under the control of a botmaster, have become a major
threat in recent years. Botnets are used to perform various malicious activities such as spamming, phishing, stealing sensitive information, conducting distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attacks, scanning to ﬁnd more hosts to compromise, etc. Bots which perform such malicious activity,
occasionally go over the radar and get detected by Intrusion/Anomaly/Behavior Detection Systems present within
the network. In fact, network administrators routinely discover bots which are then immediately quarantined or removed. However, some interesting and important questions
remain, such as: “Does the network contain more bots
of the same type which haven’t been exposed yet?”
“Can the discovered bot be leveraged to ﬁnd other dormant bots of the botnet before they commit any malicious activity?” “Can all this be done without any
access to backbone traﬃc and only from netﬂow data
from the edge router?”
A common and fairly obvious approach to ﬁnd dormant
bots is to characterize the Command and Control (C&C)
channel from the discovered bot’s recent traﬃc and identify hosts that exhibit similar C&C traﬃc characteristics.
For example, botnets with a centralized C&C architecture,
where all bots receive commands from a few central control servers, the source of the C&C messages can be used
to characterize the corresponding C&C channel and reveal
potential dormant bots [23].
However, characterizing the C&C channel is in general not
a trivial task for botnets that utilize a peer-to-peer (P2P)
architecture involving no central server. For example, this
kind of source analysis falls short for P2P botnets as here
the botmaster can use any node to inject C&C messages. To
receive and distribute C&C messages, each P2P bot communicates with a small subset of the botnet (i.e. peer list)
[30, 14, 18] and maintains its own peer list independently.
Hence, no obvious common source of C&C messages can be
observed, thereby preventing the linking of the discovered
bot with the dormant bots. Furthermore, features based on
packet sizes and timings, such as packets per ﬂow, bytes per
ﬂow, ﬂows per hour, etc. may not be useful in characterizing
a C&C channel, since botmasters can easily randomize such
features thereby obtaining diﬀerent feature values for each
bot [29]. Botnets such as Nugache, Storm, Waledac and
Conﬁcker employ advanced encryption mechanisms [30, 14,
18, 28, 27] making characterization based on packet contents
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INTRODUCTION

infeasible.
In this paper we propose an eﬃcient technique to discover additional P2P bots in a network after one such bot
has been discovered. Speciﬁcally, the proposed technique
provides a list of hosts ordered by a degree of certainty,
that potentially belong to the same P2P botnet as the discovered bot. Network administrators can use this list as a
starting point of their investigation and potentially identify
more bots in their network once they discover one. The
proposed technique is based on the simple observation that
peers of a P2P botnet communicate with other peers in order to receive commands and updates. Although diﬀerent
bots may communicate with diﬀerent peers, we show that
for P2P botnets with an unstructured topology, where bots
randomly pick peers to communicate with, there is a surprisingly high probability that any given pair of P2P bots
communicate with at least one common external bot during
a given time window. In other words, there is a signiﬁcant
probability a pair of bots within a network have a mutual
contact. We present a precise mathematical derivation of
this probability as a function of the size of a botnet and the
number of peers a bot contacts. Notice that we focus on
P2P botnets with unstructured topology in this work and
the term ”P2P botnet“ refers to unstructured P2P botnets
in the rest of the paper unless stated otherwise.
In order to discover dormant bots, we ﬁrst construct a mutual contacts graph where every host is a node and two nodes
share an edge if they share a mutual contact. The weight or
capacity on an edge is the number of mutual contacts shared
between the corresponding hosts incident on the edge. Then
given a discovered bot or seed bot, we present an iterative
algorithm, which identiﬁes other potential members of the
botnet by iteratively computing a level of conﬁdence to each
host on the graph. We declare the hosts which have conﬁdence levels higher than a threshold as potential members
of the same P2P botnet as the seed-bot. We present experimental results with real and simulated traﬃc to measure the
eﬀectiveness of our technique. We also present mathematical analysis characterizing the structure of a mutual contact
graph.
In addition to being simple and eﬀective the proposed
scheme has the following desirable properties:
• The proposed method is not an anomaly detection
scheme and hence doesn’t require P2P bots to exhibit
any overtly malicious activity.
• Similarly, it is not a behavior clustering algorithm and
therefore doesn’t require any common behavior exhibited by all the bots.
• It utilizes the pairwise mutual-contact relationships
between pairs of bot peers, which arise due to P2P
C&C communications. We validate the existence of
such relationships both mathematically and experimentally.
• The proposed method is generic and doesn’t depend
on speciﬁc properties of speciﬁc botnets. Therefore,
it doesn’t require reverse engineering bot binaries or
C&C protocols [3].
• Contrary to existing graph-based network traﬃc analysis methods [26] [19], the proposed method doesn’t
require any access to backbone traﬃc. Mutual-contact
relationships are deduced locally at an edge router.
In the rest of this paper, we explain the basic idea and details of the proposed method in Section 2. Following that,
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Figure 1: Illustration of P2P Botnet communications for a network (a) and its corresponding
mutual-contact graph (b). The network contains 2
benign hosts and 3 bots (Hosts A, B, and C). The
bots are members of a P2P botnet with 9 bots in total. Mutual-contact relationship among hosts, which
is indicated by red dashed arrows in (a), are represented by the mutual-contact graph in (b). The edge
capacities are determined by the number of mutual
contacts between nodes.
we present our experimental results with the Nugache botnet in Section 3. In Section 4, we present a mathematical
analysis that provides insights on why the proposed scheme
works and its limitations. Then in Section 5, we discuss
practical limitations of the proposed scheme, possible evasion techniques and their implications on P2P botnets. We
present the related work in Section 6. Finally, we conclude
the paper and discuss future work in Section 7.

2.

FINDING FRIENDS OF AN ENEMY

In this section, we present the basic idea and the details
of the proposed algorithm. We ﬁrst begin with an intuitive
explanation in the next subsection and then provide a more
detailed and formal explanation in subsequent subsections.

2.1

Basic Idea

Consider the botnet illustrated in Figure 1(a). The basic
idea of the proposed method is that, Host A can be linked
to Host B since they both communicate with Host X (the
mutual contact). Similarly Host B and Host C are linked
together through Host Y and Host Z. As a result, if Host
A becomes known as a member of a P2P botnet, then by
examining its connections, one may suspect that Host B
is likely to be a member due to the presence of a mutual
contact with the known bot Host A. Similarly, if Host B is
likely to be a member, then Host C is likely to be a member
as well.
Now it is clear that, aside from P2P botnet traﬃc, legitimate traﬃc probably includes several mutual-contacts
among hosts as well. For instance, there are some very popular servers that almost every host in the network communicates with such as google.com, microsoft.com. etc. As a
result, every host in the network would be linked to most
of the other hosts through such popular mutual-contacts.
However, if H ost A is a known bot and both H ost A and
H ost B have been in communication with H ost X, and H ost
X has not talked to almost anyone else within our network,
then it is likely that H ost B is a member of the same botnet as H ost A. Hence in our mutual contact based analysis
we restrict ourselves to private mutual-contacts. Private
mutual contacts are mutual contacts which communicate
with less than k internal hosts during an observation win-
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dow. Here, k is the privacy-threshold. Private mutual
contacts capture the intuition that it is very unlikely that
external peers which are part of a botnet will be communicating with many internal hosts that do not belong to the
botnet. Therefore, private mutual-contacts can be strong indicators of peer relationships among hosts within a botnet.
In the rest of this paper, we use the term mutualcontacts to mean private mutual contacts.
The question then remains that given a known bot, how
do we systematically rank all the hosts in our network based
on their likelihood of being a member of the same P2P
botnet using private mutual contact relationships they exhibit? To do this, we ﬁrst extract mutual-contacts from the
ﬂow records captured at the network border for a time window prior to discovering the seed-bot. We then represent
the mutual-contact relationships among hosts by a directed
graph called the mutual-contacts graph, such that: 1. Nodes
represent the hosts in the network. 2. There is a bidirectional edge between two nodes if the corresponding hosts have
at least one mutual-contact during the given time window.
3. Each edge has a capacity determined by the number of
mutual-contacts between corresponding nodes.
As an example, the mutual-contact graph for the network
illustrated in Figure 1(a) is shown in Figure 1(b). Now intuitively speaking, it is expected that hosts which are likely to
be P2P bots are at a short distance from the seed-bot on a
mutual-contacts graph since such hosts are expected to have
mutual-contacts with the seed-bot itself and/or with other
hosts which have mutual-contacts with the seed-bot. In fact,
we observe this behavior in various real world botnets as presented later in Table 1. Furthermore, the more the mutual
contacts that a host has with the seed bot and other suspected bots, the more likely it is that this host is also a
bot. The mutual contacts graph illustrated in Figure 2(a)
displays such behavior (black edges). Based on these two
intuitions, we propose a scheme that iteratively computes a
conﬁdence level of being a member of the same P2P botnet
as the seed bot for each node. This iterative process can
be illustrated as pumping red dye into the mutual-contacts
graph from the node representing the seed-bot as depicted in
Figure 2(b). During the process, the dye coming to a node
is distributed across its outgoing edges proportional to their
capacities. Therefore, the dye accumulated in a node reﬂects
our conﬁdence for that host being a part of the same botnet
as the seed-bot. Inspired by this illustration, we named our
proposed algorithm the “Dye-Pumping Algorithm”.
In Figure 2(b), it is also observed that along with the P2P
bots, few benign hosts also share mutual-contacts with P2P
bots (via green edges in Figure 2(a)), and therefore receive
some amount of dye. Such hosts potentially result in false
positives. However, we expect the capacity of the edges connecting these benign hosts to P2P bots to be usually lower
thereby keeping the dye accumulated on these benign hosts
below a threshold in most cases. In later sections we provide
detailed experimental and mathematical analysis, that supports our intuition that a majority of the false positives can
be eliminated while maintaining reasonable false negatives,
by choosing a suitable threshold. But ﬁrst, in the following
subsections, we present each step of this algorithm in greater
detail.

2.2
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Figure 2: (a) Illustration of a mutual-contacts
graph. P2P bots tend to share mutual-contacts
with each other (black edges). Also some benign
hosts share mutual-contacts among themselves (blue
edges), which may be due to a legitimate P2P application. (b) Illustration of the dye-ﬂow in the DyePumping algorithm.
nodes correspond to hosts and the edges indicate private
mutual-contacts. Each edge on the graph has a capacity
which is determined by the exact number of mutual-contacts
between corresponding hosts. More formally, if Eij represents the capacity of the edge between nodes Ni and Nj ,
then we can write:
Eij = Eji = |S(Ni ) ∩ S(Nj )|
where S(Ni ) represents the set of mutual-contacts which Ni
was in communication with during the observation period
and | · | represents the cardinality of a set. Notice that,
if nodes Ni and Nj don’t share any mutual-contacts then
there is no edge between them on the graph or equivalently
Eij = 0.

2.3

The “Dye-Pumping" Algorithm

Once the mutual-contacts graph is constructed, the dyepumping algorithm is executed to compute the conﬁdence
levels of hosts being part of the P2P botnet. The dyepumping algorithm iteratively pumps dye to the mutualcontacts graph from the seed node and picks the nodes which
accumulates more dye than a threshold. During the process,
dye coming to a node is distributed to other nodes proportional to a heuristic called the dye-attraction coeﬃcient,
which helps the algorithm to funnel more dye towards the
nodes which are more likely to be P2P bots.
Dye-Attraction Coeﬃcient is denoted by γji , and indicates what portion of the dye arriving at Node j will be
distributed to Node i in the next iteration. Intuitively, it
represents our conﬁdence on Node i being a P2P bot given
that Node j is a P2P bot. Such conﬁdence gets higher as
Node i and Node j share more private mutual-contacts with
each other. On the other hand, our conﬁdence reduces if
Node i shares mutual-contacts with many other nodes in the
graph. The reason is that we expect to have few bots in our
network and therefore if a host shares mutual-contacts with
many other hosts, then these mutual-contacts are probably
due to a diﬀerent application other than botnet C&C. Consequently, we compute the dye-attraction coeﬃcient from
Node j to Node i as follows:
Eji
γji =
(Di )β

The “Mutual-Contacts” Graph

We denote the mutual-contacts graph constructed from
the ﬂow records of a network by G = (N, E), where the
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where Di is the degree of Node Ni (i.e. number of neighbors
or edges that Ni has) and β is the Node Degree Sensitivity Coeﬃcient. Basically, nodes with high degrees receive
less and less dye as β increases.
The Dye-pumping Algorithm has three inputs, namely
the edge capacities (Eji ) of the mutual-contacts graph (E
represents the matrix containing all Eji values), the index (s) of the seed node Ns , and the number of iterations
(maxIter). Given these inputs, the dye-pumping algorithm
ﬁrst computes the dye-attraction coeﬃcients from edge capacities and forms the transition matrix T such that:
Eji
T(i, j) = γji =
(Di )β
where i = 1, ..., v and j = 1, ..., v. Also T(i, j) = 0 if i = j.
Notice that the transition matrix of a mutual-contacts graph
with v nodes is a v × v square matrix.
Following that, the algorithm normalizes T, so that each
of its columns sums to 1 (i.e. stochastic matrix). If T indicates the normalized transition matrix, the normalization
procedure can be written as T(i, j) = vT(i,j) . After
i=1

than thr are declared as potential members of the same P2P
botnet as the seed bot.
Notice that the algorithm involves a constant number of
matrix multiplications. Hence, the complexity of a naive
implementation of the algorithm is cubic in the number of
nodes. However, both dye-level vector (L) and transition
matrix (T) are sparse. Therefore one can implement the
dye-pumping algorithm asymptotically faster by using fast
sparse matrix multiplication techniques.

3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Detecting Nugache Peers
In order to systematically assess the performance of the
proposed scheme against a real-world botnet, one needs to
know the IP addresses of the members of a P2P botnet in
a given network. Otherwise, nothing can be said about the
true positive or false alarm rate without knowing the ground
truth. One way to obtain the ground truth is to blend real
botnet data into the network traﬃc and make few hosts look
as if they have been infected by the botnet. This strategy
essentially aggregates real botnet traﬃc and real user trafﬁc on some of the hosts and therefore provides a realistic
scenario. From the proposed scheme’s perspective, to make
a host look like a P2P bot, one can ﬁrst capture the ﬂow
records of the network, which contains the host, during a
time window. Then one can collect the ﬂow records form a
real P2P bot during a similar time window. Following that,
one can change the bot’s IP address in these botnet ﬂow
records to a selected host’s IP address and append them to
the ﬂow records of the entire network so that, along with its
original traﬃc, the selected host will appear as if it has also
communicated with the external IP addresses that the real
bot has talked to.
In order to establish the ground truth for our experiments,
we utilize the data collected from the Nugache botnet, which
has been thoroughly studied in [30][8]. Brieﬂy speaking,
Nugache is a P2P botnet that uses random high-numbered
ports for its communication over TCP. The data we use
in our experiments was compiled by the Nugache crawler
presented in [10] and its communication between Nugache
peers.

T(i,j)

normalization, the algorithm iteratively pumps dye to the
mutual-contacts graph from the seed node. For this purpose,
let the column vector L is the dye level vector, where L(i)
indicates the dye level accumulated at node i. The pumping
begins with ﬁlling the seed node with dye and leaving the
others empty such that:



L(i) =

1,
0,

if s = i
elsewhere

Once the seed node is ﬁlled with dye, the algorithm pumps
dye from the seed node across the mutual-contacts graph.
Since the outgoing edges distribute the dye accumulated
within a node proportional to their capacities, the dye levels
at next iteration can be computed as:
L(i) =

v


T(j, i)L(j)

j=1

which can be also written in matrix form as L = TL. At
each iteration, after updating L, the algorithm pumps more
dye to the graph from the seed node by updating L(s) =
L(s) + 1. Following that the vector L is normalized after
each iteration as L = v L
. Finally after maxIter iti=1

Nugache Botnet Data: Details on the Nugache botnet
and Nugache crawler can be found in [30] and [8]. In summary, the C&C protocol of Nugache enables querying a peer
for its list of known peers and a list of recently communicated peers. Using this functionality, the crawler starts from
a series of seed peers and traverses the botnet by querying
peers for their list of known peers. The crawler maintains
the list of recently communicated peers for each accessible
Nugache peer. Consequently, when it ﬁnishes crawling, it
produces list of recently communicated peers for several Nugache peers.
In our experiments, we used the data collected by the
crawler when Nugache was active. To collect data, the
crawler was executed repeatedly for 9 days, where each execution lasted roughly 30 to 45 minutes. We used a 24-hour
observation window for our experiments. Hence, we employed several randomly selected 24-hour segments of the
crawler data from the 9-day results in our experiments to
cover the botnet dynamics during all 9 days. We observed
that in any of these 24-hour segments, 904 Nugache peers
responded to the crawler on an average. We also observed
that 34% of all possible pairs of Nugache peers communi-

L(i)

erations, the dye-pumping algorithm outputs the dye-level
vector L. The steps of the dye-pumping algorithm are summarized below:
Algorithm 1 Dye_P umping(E, s, maxIter)
1: T ← computeT ransitionM atrix(E)
2: T ← normalize(T)
3: L ← [0, 0, ..., 0]tr {initialize L as a zero vector}
4: for iter = 1 to maxIter do
5:
L(s) ← L(s) + 1 {Pump dye from the seed node}
6:
L ← L
{Normalize dye level vector}
L(i)

7:
L ← TL {Distribute dye in network for one iteration}
8: end for
9: output L
Once the algorithm outputs the vector L, the dye level
of each node (L(i)) indicates the conﬁdence level for the
corresponding host being a member of the same P2P botnet
as the seed node. To have a more conclusive result, we set a
threshold thr such that the nodes having a dye level greater
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Experiments with Nugache: In order to assess the performance of the proposed scheme in detecting Nugache bots,
we randomly picked m Nugache peers from a randomly selected 24-hour segment of the crawler data. Then, we computed the mutual-contacts graph corresponding to these m
Nugache peers based on the recently-communicated peers
ﬁeld of the crawler data. We then randomly picked m internal hosts from the mutual-contacts graph corresponding to
the background traﬃc. Finally, we superposed the mutualcontacts graph of the Nugache peers onto in the mutualcontacts graph of the background traﬃc where m Nugache
peers coincide with m selected internal hosts. This procedure essentially blends Nugache traﬃc into the background
traﬃc so that each of these m selected internal hosts looked
as if they communicated with the peers that the corresponding m Nugache peers communicated with. Consequently,
each of these m selected hosts becomes a real Nugache peer
and constitutes the ground truth as far as the proposed
scheme is concerned.
Once we obtained the superposed mutual-contacts graph,
we randomly selected one of the m hosts as the seed bot
and ran the Dye-Pumping algorithm to detect the other m−
1 hosts whose ﬂow records were modiﬁed according to the
Nugache crawler data. We set the number of iterations to
maxIter = 5 for Dye-Pumping algorithm since it is almost
impossible to ﬁnd P2P botnet peers more than 3 hops away
from the seed node due to the Erdős-Rényi model as will be
explained in Section 4. In the end, we returned the list of
hosts which accumulate more dye than the threshold as P2P
bots. To obtain statistically reliable results, we repeated the
experiment 100 times, each time with diﬀerent selection of
m hosts and m Nugache peers. We also picked a diﬀerent
24-hour segment of crawler data at every 20th repetition.
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Figure 3: Node Degree and Clustering Coeﬃcient
distributions of the mutual-contacts graph of the
background traﬃc for diﬀerent privacy threshold (k)
values.
cated with at least one mutual-contact on average.
Background Traﬃc: In order to obtain background trafﬁc that we could blend with Nugache traﬃc, we captured
the ﬂow records observed at the border of Polytechnic Institute of NYU network during a typical weekday (i.e. the
observation window is 24 hours). Collected ﬂow records indicate that there were 2128 active IP addresses in our network during the observation window. We then extracted
mutual-contacts from the recorded data. To ensure a valid
communication (i.e. not a scan ﬂow), we only considered
external IPs which exchanged suﬃcient amount of data (i.e.
at least 256 bytes) in both directions with at least one internal IP. Finally we built the corresponding mutual-contacts
graph to serve as a basis for our experiments.
We immediately observed in the mutual-contacts graph
that DNS servers within the network shared a signiﬁcantly
large number of mutual-contacts with each other. As a matter of fact, DNS servers constituted the highest-magnitude
entries of the ﬁrst eigenvector of the matrix (E) whose entries are the corresponding edge capacities (Eij ). This is
not surprising since DNS servers in a network communicates
with many other DNS servers around the world. Obviously
this relationship among DNS servers dominates the mutualcontacts graph and taints the results of the Dye-Pumping
algorithm. Hence, we removed all the edges of the 11 DNS
servers in the network from the mutual-contacts graph.
The mutual-contacts graph extracted from the background
traﬃc suggests that majority of the hosts share none or very
few mutual-contacts with other nodes. This can be observed
in Figure 3(a), where we plot the distribution of node degrees (i.e. no of edge of a node). Figure 3(a) also shows,
as expected, that nodes usually have a higher degree in the
mutual contact graph when a higher privacy threshold (k)
value is used to construct the graph.
We then looked at the clustering coeﬃcient, which is deﬁned as the ratio of the number of the actual edges of a node
to the number of all possible edges among it’s neighbors.
We plot the clustering coeﬃcient distribution of the nodes
in Figure 3(b). We observe that the mutual contact-graph
is a lot more clustered than a comparable random graph (i.e
same number of nodes and edges). For instance the clustering coeﬃcient distribution of a random graph comparable to
the mutual-contacts graph with k = 5 has a mean of 0.006
and standard deviation of 0.009. This suggests that there are
communities of hosts in the observed network where community members usually communicate with the same external
IPs that are exclusive to the corresponding community. One
can speculate that these communities may represent peers

Results (Precision & Recall): To gauge the algorithm’s
performance, we computed the average precision and recall.
In our context, precision can be deﬁned as the ratio of the
number of Nugache peers in the returned list of hosts to the
length of the returned list. On the other hand, recall can be
deﬁned as the ratio of the number of Nugache peers in the returned list to the number of all Nugache peers in the network
except the seed bot (m − 1). Figure 4 presents the average
precision and recall values for diﬀerent number of Nugache
peers (m) and diﬀerent threshold values (thr). We set the
privacy threshold k = 5 and node degree sensitivity coeﬃcient β = 2. It is observed that several dormant Nugache
peers can be identiﬁed by the proposed technique when the
threshold is set to an appropriate value. For instance, in
Figure 4(c) we observe that, if there are 17 Nugache peers
in the network, the proposed scheme on average returns 35
hosts, 11 of which are Nugache peers. As a result, upon
obtaining the list of potential P2P bots, a network administrator can perform a more detailed investigation (perhaps
physically) on the hosts in the list and potentially uncover
several dormant P2P bots. Meanwhile, the returned list also
contains some hosts which are not Nugache peers since such
hosts happen to be connected to one or more Nugache bots
on the mutual-contacts graph due to mutual-contacts created by other applications. Interestingly, it is observed in
Figure 4 that both precision and recall values increase as
the number of bots (m) increases. This is due to a property
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Figure 4: Experiment results with Nugache. The parameters are k = 5 and β = 2
of Erdős-Rényi random graphs that−as will be explained in
the next section− the probability of having a short path between two nodes increases with the number of nodes. It is
also observed that, increasing the threshold increases precision but decreases recall, as is naturally expected for any
detection system.

result in which precision levels for a given network.

4.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

The essence of the proposed algorithm is that the members of a P2P botnet tend to have mutual-contacts and
therefore are closely connected on a corresponding private
mutual-contacts graph. In fact, the dye-pumping algorithm
performs better if P2P bots in a network are connected to
the seed node through shorter and higher-capacity paths,
which yield higher volume of dye ﬂow from the seed node
to the other bots. Although our experimental results in
the previous section tend to validate our intuition, some
signiﬁcant questions remain to be addressed to mathematically validate the approach and show its applicability to the
general problem that goes beyond speciﬁc instances of P2P
botnets. Question such as how likely is it that two peer
bots will have a mutual contact? How does this probability
vary with the size of the botnet and the number of peers
contacted by each bot. Next, how likely is it that the mutual contact graph will have a connected component that
spans peer bots? How does one characterize the properties
of the mutual contacts graph? In this section we address
these questions and present a mathematical analysis that
supports our approach and validates the experimental results reported in the previous section.

Eﬀects of Privacy Threshold (k): When we repeated
the experiments for diﬀerent k values, we did not observe
a major change in the precision performance. On the other
hand, we observed, as shown Figure 5(a), that recall performance improves as we decrease k as long as the number
of P2P bots in the network is low. The recall performance
improves because more background traﬃc is ﬁltered out for
lower k, thereby removing a signiﬁcant portion of the benign
edges. However, if there are many P2P bots in the network
and if k is small (i.e. k = 3), more than k of them are
likely to communicate with several common external peers
and therefore some of the botnet communications are likely
to be ﬁltered out as well. The eﬀect of this phenomenon can
be observed in Figure 5(a), where recall performance diminishes for large number of Nugache peers. Hence, based on
Figure 5(a) we can say that k = 5 was an appropriate setting
for our network.
Eﬀects Node Degree Sensitivity Coeﬃcient (β): As
explained in Section 2.3, larger β values result in less dyeﬂow towards the nodes which have high degrees on a mutualcontacts graph. We would like to restrict the dye-ﬂow to
high-degree nodes, because edges between bots and highdegree nodes are probably not due to botnet communications but rather due to some other application which causes
many of the edges that high-degree nodes have. Larger β
values cause the dye to concentrate around the seed-bot and
therefore improve the precision performance as observed in
Figure 5(b). On the other hand, since the algorithm cannot
reach far in the mutual-contacts graph for larger β values,
the recall performance drops as β gets larger as observed in
Figure 5(c). According to our experiments, β = 2 turned
out to be an appropriate setting for our network.

4.1

Random Peer Selection Model

The ﬁrst question we posed was the likelihood of peer
bots having a mutual contact. But before we answer that,
we would like to ﬁrst justify the framework in which we
examine this question. Recall that our framework assumes
that bots independently and randomly select the peers with
which they communicate. How does this assumption bias
our analysis? In this subsection we address this question
and argue that this represents the worst case situation for
our analysis.
In a P2P network some peers might be more available
than others and therefore they have a higher probability of
being selected by other peers [14][18] [21] [1]. Obviously,
having such preferred peers in a P2P botnet increases the
chance ﬁnding mutual-contacts between P2P bots in a network. However, the worst case, as long as unstructured
P2P botnets are considered, from our work’s point of view
is when there is no preferred peer in the botnet and all
peers have equal probability of being contacted by any other
peer, thereby minimizing the probability of private mutualcontacts between peers.
To investigate the probability of mutual-contacts in the
worst case, we consider a generic botnet model, where each

In summary, diﬀerent values of the parameters k and β
yield a tradeoﬀ between precision and recall. When deploying the proposed scheme, a network administrator should
ﬁrst decide on the minimum tolerated precision level and
then set the parameters accordingly. For this purpose, artiﬁcial P2P botnet traﬃc generated by the Random Peer
Selection model described in Section 4.1 could be used as
a ground truth to determine which parameter values would
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Figure 5: Eﬀects of diﬀerent parameters. The non-varying parameters are set to k = 5, β = 2 and thr = 5×10−4
edges, thereby allowing the dye-pumping algorithm to identify them.

bot picks peers independently and randomly. The model has
two conﬁgurable parameters such that; “B” is the number of
all peer in the botnet and “C” is the number of peers that
each peer communicate with during a speciﬁc observation
window. Based on these parameters, each bot (bi ) in the
model communicates with a uniform random subset (Si ) of
all B −1 available bots (excluding itself) in the model, where
the cardinality of each subset is C.

4.2

Having established that it is quite likely that two peer bots
will have a mutual contact we now turn our attention on the
expected structure of the mutual contacts graph. After all,
the Dye-Pumping algorithm can only identify the P2P bots
which are connected to the seed-bot via short paths on the
mutual-contacts graph. Bots which are isolated from the
seed-bot cannot be accessed by the algorithm. In this subsection, given a bot-edge probability, we investigate how the
P2P bots are expected to be oriented on a private mutualcontacts graph and what portion of the P2P nodes can be
accessed by the dye-pumping algorithm.
To understand the structure of the subgraph formed by
members of a P2P botnet on a mutual-contacts graph, suppose that there are m bots in the network, and therefore
the corresponding m nodes on the graph. Let the set X =
{X1 , X2 , ..., Xm } denote these nodes and pe denote the probability of having an edge between any given Xi and Xj , for
i = j where 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Since pe is the
same for any pair of Xi and Xj , the subgraph formed by
the nodesX1 , X2 , ..., Xm on a private mutual-contacts graph
is an Erdős-Rényi random graph [11][12], where each possible edge in the graph appears with equal probability.
One interesting property shown by Erdős and Rényi is
that, Erdős -Rényi graphs have a sharp threshold of edgeprobability for graph connectivity [12]. More speciﬁcally,
if the edge-probability is greater than the threshold then
almost all of the graphs produced by the model will be connected. Erdős and Rényi have shown the sharp connectivity
threshold is lnθθ , where θ is the number of nodes in the
graph. Therefore, if the bot-edge probability of a P2P botnet is pe = lnmm , then the dye-pumping algorithm potentially
identiﬁes all other P2P bots from a given seed bot with high
probability as long as there are more than m bots in the network. In other words, it gets easier for the proposed method
to reveal P2P bots as the botmaster infects more hosts in the
network. However, even if the bot-edge probability is below
the threshold, the dye-pumping algorithm can still identify
some of the P2P bots, which happen to be connected to the
seed node on the private mutual-contacts graph.
In conclusion, according to the random peer selection model,
members of a P2P botnet are expected to be closely connected to each other on a private mutual contacts graph
despite large botnet sizes.

Bot-Edge Probability: Having justiﬁed our framework,
we now address the question about the probability of two
peer bots having a mutual contact. In the random peer selection model, the probability of having an edge between
two arbitrary bots bi and bj (i.e. bot-edge probability, pe ) is
actually the probability of the intersection of the corresponding subsets being non-empty; such that pe = P r(Si ∩Sj = ∅).
Since the number of elements in the intersection of two uniform random subsets can be computed using hypergeometric
distribution, we can write the bot-edge probability as:

C B−1−C 
pe = 1 − 0 B−1C

(1)

C

Bot-edge probabilities are plotted in Figure 6(a). It is
observed that, similar to the Birthday Paradox, as the number of contacted peers increases, the bot-edge probability
increases very rapidly. Consequently, even for a fairly large
botnet with 50k peers, the bot-edge probability is almost
0.5 when peers contact only 200 other peers during the observation window.
Bot-Edge Capacity: Although, high bot-edge probabilities works in favor of the dye-pumping algorithm, the capacities of those edges are also important. It is obvious that, the
higher the bot-edge capacities the better the dye-pumping
algorithm performs. In the random peer selection model,
the probability of a peer contacted by two given peers is
 C 2
. Therefore, since there are B peers in total, we can
B
write the expected capacity of bot edges (E[Cp]) as:

 2

C2
C
B=
(2)
B
B
which is also the expected value of the corresponding hypergeometric distribution. Figure 6(b) plots the expected
bot-edge probabilities. It is observed that, regardless of the
botnet size, expected bot-edge capacity rapidly exceeds 1
and continues to increase as the number of contacted peers
increases. Figure 6 suggests that the members of a P2P botnet will most probably be well connected with each other
on a private mutual-contacts graph through high capacity
E[Cp] =

Friends Stay Closely Connected (ErdősRényi Subgraphs)
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ﬁrewall was also set to block all SMTP traﬃc to prevent
any spam traﬃc. We observe that both Storm and Waledac
communicate with fairly high number of unique peers during 24 hours, and therefore create many mutual-contacts as
presented in Table 1. On the contrary, Nugache peers are
less active and create far less mutual-contacts as observed
in Table 1. Nevertheless, in Section 3, the proposed scheme
is shown to successfully detect several Nugache peers, which
are introduced to the network using the crawler data, despite their low communication activities. To collect data
for Nugache, the bots were installed on a Pentium IV, 1GB
RAM, running VMware Server with a Windows XP guest,
as well as on bare metal machines on comparable hardware
running Windows XP. The traces were captured within the
protected network using a customized honeywall [32] and
also using full-packet capture on an extrusion prevention
system running OpenBSD with strict packet ﬁlter rules, as
described in [10] The captured packets were converted to
ﬂow records using the SiLK tools [4] for establishing mutual
contact sets and validating the algorithm.
Table 1: Summary of observed P2P botnet behavior.
Δ : Average number of unique IP addresses that a
bot communicates with each day.  : the number of
mutual-contacts (the bot-edge capacities) between
the two bots during 24 hours.
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Δ

Δ

Δ

Storm
5180 2861 4681 2886 4022 2323
Waledac 1145 341
775
300
1012 358
Nugache
45
0
53
1
49
0
Using a Structured P2P Topology: A botmaster can
adopt a structured P2P topology to decrease the probability
of mutual contacts by making peers in a same network to
communicate with diﬀerent sets of peers from each other. To
achieve this, peers in a same network have to coordinate with
each other so that they won’t communicate with the peers in
each other’s peer list. In some sense, peers in a same network
have to form their own tiny botnet among themselves and
appear as a single node to the remaining of the P2P botnet.
These intra-network communications among the peers in a
same network, however, would potentially yield new means
of detecting P2P bots in a network. Nevertheless, even if
a botmaster manages to deploy a mutual-contact-free P2P
architecture, two or more networks can choose to share their
ﬂow records to exploit the mutual-contacts among P2P bots
in diﬀerent networks, which are unavoidable since the botmaster cannot know which networks would collaborate in
the ﬁrst place. For such mitigation strategies, cooperating
networks can use privacy-preserving set operations such as
[7] to share data between networks without revealing any
sensitive information.
Poisoning Clusters: The purpose of cluster poisoning for
P2P networks is to destroy clustering structure of a graph
by creating bogus edges [5]. Cluster poisoning appears to
be very hard to achieve in our context. In order to perform
poisoning, a botmaster has to create an edge between a P2P
bot and a benign node on a mutual-contacts graph. For this
purpose, she needs to make both the bot and the benign
host communicate with a mutual external IP. To do so, the
botmaster has to listen to the traﬃc of the benign host and
make the P2P bot contact with an external host which the
benign host has communicated with. But this is not a trivial
task for a botmaster, unless she also possesses a router or a
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Figure 6: Properties of random peer selection model
for diﬀerent botnet sizes (B) and diﬀerent number of
contacted peers (C) are plotted in Figure 6(a). Solid
lines indicate the theoretical computation and the
stars point the empirical estimation. Inner ﬁgures
magniﬁes the region where 0 < C < 100

5.

LIMITATIONS AND POTENTIAL
IMPROVEMENTS

The proposed method is able to identify P2P bots in a network as long as they are clustered through short and high
capacity paths on a private mutual-contacts graph. Therefore, botmasters need to disturb this clustering structure in
order to evade the proposed method. In this section, we review these possible evasion strategies, and their implications
on the creation and maintenance of P2P botnets.
Eliminating Private Mutual-Contacts: One way to eliminate private mutual contacts is by increasing the popularity of private mutual-contacts that P2P bots in a network
communicate with. If their popularity gets higher than
the privacy threshold (k), they will be omitted by the proposed scheme and will not result in edges in private mutualcontacts graphs. However, in order to achieve this, a botmaster has to control more than k hosts in that particular
network, so that they can collectively boost a contact’s popularity beyond the privacy threshold. To defend against this
strategy, the privacy threshold (k) needs to be set as large as
possible. Although, as discussed in Section 3, high k values
impairs the recall performance of the proposed scheme, for
smaller networks it is often possible to ﬁnd an appropriate k
value since a botmaster is unlikely to have too many bots in a
small network. On the other hand, for large networks which
potentially contain many P2P bots, the proposed technique
can be applied on smaller subnets separately and independently to increase the likelihood that the number of P2P
bots in each subnet remain below the privacy threshold.
Decreasing The Probability of Mutual-Contacts: Decreasing the probability of observing mutual-contacts between P2P bots is equivalent to decreasing the bot-edge
probability (pe ). As discussed in Section 4, a botmaster has
to either(or both) increase the botnet size (B) or decrease
the number of peers that each bot communicates with (C) in
order to lower pe . It is clear that increasing B and decreasing C will inversely aﬀect a P2P botnet’s robustness and
eﬃciency. Although it may be possible for a botmaster to
pull pe down to a lower value, we observed in a controlled environment that peers of today’s botnets such as Storm and
Waledac have very high bot-edge probabilities. To collect
data for Storm and Waledac, we infected two Pentium IV,
512MB RAM Windows XP hosts, which were completely
isolated from the rest of the network by a ﬁrewall. The
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nets in a network. Although clustering based botnet detection schemes are successful in detecting many current P2P
bots, botmasters can evade them by assigning diﬀerent tasks
to the bots in the same network or by randomizing their
communication patterns as acknowledged in [15]. In [29],
authors systematically investigate such evasion techniques.
Also, clustering based schemes fall short in detecting idle
P2P bots which haven’t exhibited any overt behavior yet.

proxy in the same network.

6.

RELATED WORK

Early botnets employed centralized command and control
(C&C) servers to distribute commands and updates to individual bots, usually through IRC or HTTP protocols [9].
Although a centralized structure is simple and easy to manage, it suﬀers from a single point of failure and is susceptible
to traditional defenses such as domain revocation, DNS redirection, blacklisting etc. Therefore, botmasters have begun
to adopt a P2P architecture for C&C channels. In [20], authors argue that it is harder to detect P2P bots especially
with a limited view of their traﬃc from a single Autonomous
System. In P2P botnets each bot acts both as a server and
a client allowing botmasters to publish commands and updates from any point in the botnet[14][18]. In [6], authors
investigate the eﬀects of diﬀerent botnet structures.
There have been numerous techniques proposed to detect
botnets. In [25] and [24], the authors employ machine learning techniques where they train classiﬁers with diﬀerent features to detect botnet C&C ﬂows. In [31], Strayer et. al.
proposed a technique to detect botnet activity by exploiting
temporal correlations between C&C activities of the bots
belonging to the same botnet. Binkey and Singh proposed a
technique to detect IRC botnets in [2] using botnet-related
anomalies in TCP and IRC statistics. Another IRC botnet
detection scheme was proposed by Goebel and Holz in [13],
where the authors exploited the structure and evolution of
IRC nicknames used by IRC bots. In [23], Karasaridis et.
al. combined traﬃc aggregates with IDS alarms to identify
centralized botnets within a Tier-1 ISP. In [16], Gu et. al.
proposed BotHunter, which searches for a speciﬁc pattern
of events in IDS logs to detect successful infections caused
by centralized botnets.
All the above schemes were designed to detect either speciﬁc botnets that they were trained for, or centralized botnets. In general, detecting P2P bots in a network is harder
since there is no trivial correlation that allows us to link together the P2P bots in a network, especially when bot peers
communicate with each other using encryption and through
random ports [14, 18, 10].
As a completely diﬀerent problem from ours, crawler based
methods were proposed to enumerate P2P bots globally in
[22] and [18]. Since crawlers cannot enumerate P2P bots
behind NAT and/or ﬁrewall in [21] Kang et. al. proposed a
sybil attack based passive monitoring scheme to enumerate
P2P bots even behind NAT or ﬁrewall. However, P2P bot
enumeration methods are not intended to identify local P2P
bots in a network. Also, they require implantation of bot
peers which requires reverse engineering of a bot binary and
its C&C protocol.
Coming back to our problem, there have been few techniques proposed which are able to detect local P2P bots
assuming that P2P bots exhibit similar malicious activities
and similar connection patterns. In [17], Gu et. al. proposed BotSniﬀer to detect bots based on spatial-temporal
correlation between bot responses to commands. Following
that, in [15], Gu et. al. proposed BotMiner which clusters
the hosts in a network by their malicious activity and communication patterns. Their results showed that members of
a botnet usually fall within the same cluster. Similarly, in
[33], Yen and Reiter proposed a scheme called TAMD, where
traﬃc containing similar external IPs, similar payloads and
similar internal platform types are aggregated to detect bot-

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a simple and eﬃcient method
to identify local members of a P2P botnet in a network,
starting from a known member of the same botnet in the
same network. The basic idea of the proposed method is
that, the members of a botnet are more likely to have mutualcontacts with each other than with benign hosts. We evaluate the proposed method using real P2P botnet (Nugache)
data captured by a crawler. We also provide a mathematical
analysis of the C&C structure of P2P botnets to characterize
the performance of the proposed method. Both our analysis
and experiments show that the proposed scheme is able to
identify several dormant P2P bots in a network.
There are some limitations of the proposed scheme as discussed in Section 5. Perhaps the most important one is that,
a botmaster can evade detection if she employs a structured
P2P topology which ensures that her bots avoid mutualcontacts while communicating with each other. However,
developing such a mechanism is not trivial for today’s botnets and currently available P2P topologies. Nevertheless,
even if a botmaster achieves such a topology, two or more
networks can mitigate this by sharing their network trafﬁc, possibly in a privacy-preserving manner, to exploit the
mutual-contacts which will possibly occur between peers in
diﬀerent networks. We leave the exploration of the beneﬁts of data-sharing as future work. In addition, we plan
to study on a new P2P botnet architectures, which potentially evade the proposed scheme at least in some scenarios.
This will allow us to further improve the proposed scheme
to withstand potential evasion strategies, which might be
employed by next generation botnets.
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ABSTRACT

1.

Botnets constitute a serious security problem. A lot of effort has
been invested towards understanding them better, while developing and learning how to deploy effective counter-measures against
them. Their study via various analysis, modelling and experimental methods are integral parts of the development cycle of any such
botnet mitigation schemes. It also constitutes a vital part of the process of understanding present threats and predicting future ones.
Currently, the most popular of these techniques are “in-the-wild”
botnet studies, where researchers interact directly with real-world
botnets. This approach is less than ideal, for many reasons that we
discuss in this paper, including scientific validity, ethical and legal
issues. Consequently, we present an alternative approach employing “in the lab” experiments involving at-scale emulated botnets.
We discuss the advantages of such an approach over reverse engineering, analytical modelling, simulation and in-the-wild studies.
Moreover, we discuss the requirements that facilities supporting
them must have. We then describe an experiment in which we emulated a 3000-node, fully-featured version of the Waledac botnet,
complete with an emulated command and control (C&C) infrastructure. By observing the load characteristics and yield (rate of
spamming) of such a botnet, we can draw interesting conclusions
about its real-world operations and design decisions made by its
creators. Furthermore, we conducted experiments with sybil attacks launched against it and verified their viability. However, we
were able to determine that mounting such attacks is not so simple:
high resource consumption can cause havoc and partially neutralise
them. Finally, we were able to repeat the attacks with varying parameters, in an attempt to optimise them. The merits of this experimental approach is underlined since by the fact that it would have
been difficult to obtain these results by other methods.

Botnets constitute one of the most worrying computer security
threats. Practically all Internet users have experienced the ill effects of botnets, whether by receiving large volumes of spams daily,
having their confidential information stolen, lost access to critical
Internet services, etc. Botnets are complex and large distributed
systems consisting of several thousands, and in some cases, millions of computers. In order to develop a good understanding of
such a distributed system and gain insights on its vulnerabilities
and weaknesses, it is necessary to study the system as a whole. To
that purpose, efforts need to be made to understand how the various
parts of the system interact, and in particular how the size and scale
of such systems affect their performance.
While analysis by reverse engineering of botnet binaries can initially help us better understand them, it does not always provide
the “big picture” in terms of botnet operations. This is because its
other parts might not be visible or accessible. Beyond that, we can
partially increase our understanding by observing and analysing inthe-wild botnets as a whole, giving indirect visibility of some of
these inaccesible components. Studies such as [6, 15, 16, 18, 22]
conducting experiments with in-the-wild botnets, have contributed
to furthering understanding of botnets. Nonetheless, this method
can be problematic, owing to the following: (i) In order to experiment with in-the-wild botnets, researchers need to create entities
which join the botnets and perform the tasks the researchers stipulate. If a significant number of entities is added to a botnet, it is
possible that the botnets operators will detect the presence of these
entities, and possibly implement counter-measures to protect their
botnets, and in so doing, potentially shift the botnet arms race further in their favour. On the other hand, if the number of such entities
introduced constitutes only a small portion of the overall botnet, we
might not be able to accurately observe or predict at-scale effects.
(ii) There are legal and ethical issues involved in performing inthe-wild botnet research; for example, in some jurisdictions (particularly in Europe), it is considered unethical and even illegal to
create entities that join a botnet, despite the fact that their purpose
might be to disrupt the botnet. There are also potential risks involved in doing in-the-wild botnet research: some researchers who
investigated botnets have reported that their domains have received
distributed DoS attacks from the botnets [12, 21]. (iii) It is difficult to get statistically significant results for experiments involv-
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ing in-the-wild botnets. Values that are ascertained for variables
via a single experiment run—which often require several weeks or
months to complete—may be outliers rather than being representative values. In principle, the only way to guarantee that the results are statistically significant is to repeat the experiment multiple
times until the standard deviation of the values are within acceptable limits. As highlighted above, it may be undesirable or even
counter-productive to perform an experiment on in-the-wild botnets
multiple times. Nonetheless, statistical significance is very important because the changing conditions of the environment (churn of
infected population, actions by humans, etc.) could give the appearance that, for example, a mitigation strategy is effective, even
though the experimenter just happened to be “lucky” at the time of
the experiment. (iv) Since in-the-wild botnets experiments are not
controlled and (normally) cannot be repeated, they do not allow us
to explore the full design space and potential choice of parameters,
for example, those related to mitigation strategies being developed.
Thus, the solution tested and validated in a single in-the-wild experiment could be far from optimal. For example, a failed experiment
because of an unlucky bad choice of parameters could lead us to
believe that a promising approach will not work, and cause us to
prematurely abandon it . Simulation studies and analytical modelling have also been employed for botnet investigations. Analytical models are often complex, and all but the more simplistic models are hard to understand and resolve. While mathematical models like Markov chains [3] and immunological equations have been
used for other kinds of malware, e.g. worms, botnet-specific analytical modelling has been less common, either addressing propagation properties [8], performance of the C&C infrastructure using
graph theory [11, 25], or other techniques [19]. Simulation results,
on the other hand, are more accessible and can be obtained by using ready-made network simulators such as Opnet/Omnet, ns2, etc.
and adapting them to specific protocols, or by home-coding special purpose discrete-event simulators tailored to model a particular botnet (e.g. the Kademlia/Storm simulator in [9,10], and generic
botnet models in [7, 23]). However, while it is easier to more precisely measure these performance criteria in simulations, this approach has the disavantadge that all aspects of the botnet must either be modelled and implemented, or simply modelled away and
ignored. This is particularly problematic for two reasons. First, except for finer-grained, network-based simulators (and even then), it
is hard to model and appropriately reproduce the network transmission characteristics of the Internet. Second, it is also quite hard to
model and simulate the behaviour of the universe of infectable machines and users, which is particularly important in understanding
the “churn” within the botnet due to infection/disinfection, poweron-power-off cycles, etc.
For these reasons, at-scale emulation studies, where conditions
as close as possible to the real-world are reproduced in a controlled
environment, are perhaps the best alternative to in-the-wild studies.
Emulation studies allow controlled repetition of the experiments to
see whether variations in environmental parameters, whether these
are controlled (by experiment design) or uncontrolled (but measurable) variables, significantly affect performance results. Moreover,
they are paramount in threat prediction research, in that they allow
us to safely explore the botnet design space in scenarios where the
botnet operating parameters have been optimised, something that
would be unthinkable with in-the-wild experimentation. On the
other hand, in comparison with simulation studies, where artificial
models are used in lieu of real botnet entities, in emulation experiments, botnet entities that are either identical or slightly adapted
versions of their real-world counterparts, are executed in controlled
environments. While this at-scale approach requires large amount

of system resources and experimental preparation efforts, it is worth
pursuing due to its many advantages. First, as mentioned above,
this approach allows researchers to have greater control over the
experimental environment; consequently, more thorough investigation encompassing greater variation of experiment parameters can
be undertaken. Second, botnet emulation experiments can provide
information about botnets that would be very difficult or virtually
impossible to ascertain via in-the-wild studies, via simulation experiments, or via reverse engineering analyses. Third, evaluating
botnet mitigation schemes using emulated botnets rather than inthe-wild studies, allows researchers the privilege of hiding their
ammunition from botnets operators, until the mitigation schemes
are fully developed and optimised, at which point, the schemes can
be made available to appropriate authorities or those who feel “the
calling” and have the resources, and clout or mandate to overtly
go on the offence against botnets. Fourth, in addition to facilitating more thorough evaluation of botnet mitigation schemes (as
highlighted above), emulation studies can be conducted in significantly less time than in-the-wild studies. Therefore, with this approach, security researchers and practitioners can be more effective
and proactive in the fight against botnets. Finally, at-scale botnet
emulation provides an avenue for investigating botnets that does
not present the same level of legal and ethical issues involved in
actively investigating botnets in-the-wild.
For all of these reasons, we jointly endeavoured to develop a different approach for conducting such at-scale, in-the-lab botnet emulation experiments, as an alternative to these other methods of botnet analysis. In this paper, we introduce the philosophy, methodology and tools of this approach, and present a case study involving a
particular botnet. The experiment described herein involved recreating in the lab an isolated version of the Waledac botnet [4, 20]
consisting of approximately 3,000 nodes, and further, testing and
validating a mitigation scheme against it (sybil attack), that we had
theorised was possible in such previous work. The specific contributions of the paper are the following: (i) we introduce and show
the feasibility of recreating and studying isolated at-scale botnet in
a secure environment, (ii) we provide the first significant evidence
that the Waledac botnet is vulnerable to sybil attack by demonstrating it in the lab, (iii) we illustrate how such emulated botnets can be
used to validate, refine and optimise botnet takedown mechanisms,
and (iv) we illustrate how at-scale experimentation of this type can
be used to obtain otherwise unaccessible information by revealing
previously unknown details about the non-visible components and
design decisions taken by Waledac creators and operators.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
some previous work in the construction of experimental platforms
supporting botnet research. We then discuss the criteria that this
type of platforms should meet in order to support at-scale botnet
emulation experiments in a safe and scientifically sound manner.
We also describe the testbed and generic tools that we have used
to conduct our 3000-node botnet emulation experiment with the
Waledac botnet. Waledac itself and the experiment are described in
Section 3, where we also discuss the results obtained. This includes
both results about the viability of the sybil attack we described in
previous work [4] and, more interestingly, some valuable insights
regarding Waledac design and operations, that could not have been
obtained by other methods. We discuss the relevance of these results with respect to validating this kind of experimental approach
in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5 by summarizing our contributions, presenting some limitations of our work and highlighting
avenues for future research.

2.
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BOTNET EMULATION EXPERIMENTS

2.1

Related Work

are identical (or close to identical) in functionality to those found
in the wild. To achieve this, it is necessary that very few changes (or
ideally none at all) be made to the bot binaries that are used to reproduce the botnets. Changes should be restricted to those that are
necessary (if any are required) to overcome anti-virtualisation and
anti-debugging capabilities in the bot binaries. This constraint necessitates that nodes in the emulation platform be configured with
IP addresses that are hard coded in the bots binaries, and that the
necessary DNS databases be setup to resolve these addresses.
Flexibility. We desire to have an emulation platform that is capable of reproducing any botnet after the necessary reverse engineering and investigative work has been done to elucidate the structure
of the botnet command and control. Therefore, flexibility is an
important requirement. The emulation platform should be easily
configurable to adapt various overlay network topologies with for
example, variable proportions of bots with private (unroutable) IP
addresses versus bots with public IP addresses: proportions that
mirror those observed in the in-the-wild botnet.
Sterilisability. To guarantee the integrity of the experiments, virtual machines (VM) need to be “sterilised” in order to remove any
artifacts associated with the malware infection. In certain cases,
this requires removal and re-installation of the VMs. Efficient mechanisms are therefore needed to accomplish these tasks.

The idea of using laboratory experimentation facilities for botnet
research is not new. PlanetLab [17], Emulab [24], and DETER [2]
are popular network testbeds that are based on computers hosted at
multiple facilities. DETER in particular is specially geared towards
security research. These experimental platforms, though they have
proven to be very valuable facilities for researchers, are not that
suitable for high risk security experiments, such as botnets emulation, owing to the risk of malware “breaking” through logical barriers and escaping into the wild.
With regards to work related to high risk security experiments,
a botnet evaluation environment is described in [1] that is a “plugin” for Emulab-enabled network testbeds. This work is an initial
step in building a scalable laboratory testbed for experiments with
botnets, but one of the approaches the authors have used to contain the network traffic within the testbed is to give the nodes unroutable (private) IP addresses, which severely limits the type of
experiments that can be run on the testbed. Moreover, they only
managed hundreds of malicious bots, thus not allowing at-scale
emulation of large modern botnets. Jackson et al. [13] use DETER to deploy their System for Live Investigation of Next Generation bots (SLINGbot) which, according to the authors, “enables
researchers to construct benign bots for the purposes of generating
and characterizing botnet command and control traffic”. We took
a quite different approach mainly because we wanted to run high
risk experiments, e.g. involving real malware binaries, and thus we
decided to totally isolate our environment from the Internet.
Finally, John et al. [14] created a platform named Botlab which
monitors the behaviour of spam-oriented bots. Some of the goals
of this work is similar to ours, they are both geared to studying
botnets. However, there are significant differences. In their work,
real-world in-the-wild botnets are monitored, while in ours a complete botnet is reproduced in an isolated and secure environment.

2.2

2.3

Design Criteria

The two computer security research labs involved in this work
have both adopted stringent security rules and scientific criteria.
This is a requirement in order to be able to conduct safe and relevant experimental security research in general, and botnet emulation experiments in particular. A full description of these facilities
and the associated criteria is given in [5]. We reproduce here the
criteria that we consider are specifically applicable to botnet emulation experiments.
Highly secured. Malware can be potentially highly contagious and
is (by definition) developed for malicious intents. Consequently,
experiments involving malware should therefore take adequate precautionary measures to ensure that it is not accidentally released
into the wild during the course to the experiment. Perhaps the
only way of adequately mitigating risk associated to this threat is
for the experiment environment to be completely isolated from the
Internet and other networks. Thus we build our emulation platform based on an isolated cluster within highly secured facilities.
The physical security of the labs includes strong physical barriers
(floor-to-ceiling walls, reinforced doors, etc.), surveillance systems
(cameras, motion detectors), a separate access control system using
multi-factor authentication. In terms of logical security, the cluster
is completely isolated from other computer networks (air gapped).
Scale. We desire to have an emulation platform capable of supportingat scale experiments; i.e. involving several thousands of bots. The
choice followed was to heavily rely on virtualisation. This allowed
us to have upwards of 30 virtual bots per physical machine.
Realism. An important requirement of our botnet emulation platform is that it be capable of reproducing botnets that in principle
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Hardware and Tools

In order to meet these criteria, we used an isolated cluster as our
emulation platform. The cluster consists of 98 blades, each having
a quad-core processor, 8 Gb of RAM, dual 136 Gb SCSI disks and a
network card with 4 separate gigabit Ethernet ports. The blades are
contained in two 42U racks. The blades are interconnected with
two separate sets of switches (each in their own 42U rack) such
that two physically separated networks are created: a) a control
network used for transmitting commands and data necessary for
controlling the experiments, and b) an experiment network used
for transmitting the experiment traffic, including in this case botnet
activity (spam, C&C traffic, etc.). Having two physically separated
networks helps to guarantee the integrity of the experiment, in that,
commands and data necessary for controlling the experiment can
be sent via a separate network. This ensures that the control traffic
does not interfere with the transmission of the experiment traffic,
thus preserving the validity of timing measurements made on it.
We present a brief overview of the virtualisation and configuration management tools we employed.
Virtualisation: To maximise the versatility and capability of the
emulation platform, we sought a feature rich virtualisation technology that is able to emulate both Windows and Linux. Consequently, we choose the VMWare ESX product as the hypervisor for
the blades, which allows good efficiency and ease of configuration.
Configuration and management: We used the Extreme Cloud
Administration Toolkit (xCAT), an open-source tool, for configuring and managing the emulation platform. xCAT is particularly
attractive for this purpose since it contains VMWare functionalities; for example, xCAT can create defined number of VMs with
a single command, such as, mkvm vm[001-098], thus creating
98 VMs which are assigned names vm01, vm02, ..., vm098. From
a management point of view, xCAT operates as follows. First it
requires tables containing host configuration information, including details such as machine template (i.e. location and name of the
ghost image), hostname, IP address, etc. These tables can be filled
manually using a text editor or they can be generated using perl
or any other scripting language. When the tables are filled, xCAT
can be issued commands causing the tables to be committed to the
xCAT database. It incorporates powerful image deployment, con-

Observing without interference. This is paramount in order to
maintain the scientific soundness of the results, and also to enforce
isolation.
Simulating network characteristics and user behaviour. This is
a very hard problem that is not just relevant to botnet research. It
is essentially a modelling problem combined with significant engineering issues.

figuration and control commands, that take the information from
the database, and use remote boot technology such as PXE or the
ESX API, to order hosts to do the required tasks. Thus, the experiment design, deployment and management process for emulated experiments is as follows. First, xCAT tables must be filled
to facilitate the deployment and configuration of appropriate host
images containing ESX. Following this, the researchers produce
an abstract, high-level description of the desired environments, and
build necessary VM templates or ghost images (e.g. a VM template
for each type of bot, gateways, SMTP servers, etc.). Next, the researchers decides on a network topology, addressing plan and host
naming convention. xCAT tables then need to be filled to facilitate the deployment and configuration of these entities (ESX hosts,
VMs, and their configurations). Depending on the size of the experiment, xCAT tables can be filled manually or automatically using
scripts, regular expressions or a combination of both.

2.4

3.

THE WALEDAC EXPERIMENT

To exemplify this methodology, we now describe how we applied it in constituting an isolated Waledac botnet and launching
our sybil attack against it.

3.1

Overview of Waledac

Waledac is a prominent botnet which first appeared in November 2008, shortly after the Storm botnet became inactive. Waledac
employs a “home grown” peer-to-peer (P2P) network infrastructure
for its C&C. Other researchers and members of our group [4, 20]
had previously reversed engineered the Waledac binary and obtained details about its mode of operation. Here, we will limit our
description of Waledac to the aspects relevant to the goals of this
research, i.e. disruption of its C&C through sybil attacks.
Waledac botnet uses a four layered C&C architecture. The first
layer contains bots that are referred to as spammers. These are machines with private IP addresses residing behind Network Address
Translator (NAT) devices. Spammers are essentially the “worker”
bots and constitute approximately 80% of the botnet. Their principal role is to send spam, harvest email addresses from files stored
on the infected machines, and harvest confidential information (e.g.
usernames and passwords) from the network traffic that traverses
the infected machines.
Waledac binaries are hardcoded with a list consisting of 100 to
500 contact information of repeaters. This list—which is referred
to as a RList—is stored in XML format in a registry key. An RList
has a global Unix timestamp and between 100 to 500 records that
contain the following fields: a 16-byte ID, an IP address, a port
number, and a Unix timestamp. The list is sorted in descending
order of timestamp (oldest at the top of the list). The RLists play
a key role in facilitating Waledac operations and maintaining the
P2P infrastructure, in the following ways: (i) The Rlist allows each
node to “know” a small subset of the botnet nodes. A spammer, for
example, contacts the repeaters in its RList, at frequent intervals,
and request “jobs” (i.e. tasks to perform). The repeater will in turn,
forward the job request to a protector, which will subsequently forward the request to the C&C server, and relay the response (the
work order) to the repeater, which will issue the work order to the
spammer. (ii) The RList provides a means of propagating identification information of repeaters which recently join the botnet. This
process is facilitated as follows. All bots regularly send update
messages to their known repeaters. For a bot S that wishes to send
an update message we have two possibilities: a) if S is a spammer, it extracts 100 records from its RList and sends this extract to
a randomly selected repeater; and b) if S is a repeater, it selects
99 records from its RList, adds its own record (containing its identification information and the current timestamp) to the top of the
list, and sends the list to the selected repeater. When the recipient bot R receives the list, it reciprocates the process, by sending a
list containing 100 records of repeaters it knows of, back to bot S.
The recipient of an update list uses the list to update its RList, as
indicated below in Section 3.3.
In addition to an RList, each repeater also has a cryptographicallysigned protector list, containing identification information on the
protectors. The repeaters regularly exchange signed protector lists.

Experiment Methodology

Generally speaking in order to prepare, design and conduct an
at-scale botnet emulation experiment (some or all of) the following
steps are followed:
1. Capture of botnet client code, through various methods (honeypot, collaborators, etc.).
2. Gather information on the botnet in order to understand as
much as is possible about the botnet architecture and modes
of operation. Examples of information that are required are
(i) communications protocols and message formats; (ii) authentication process for gaining access to the botnet; (iii)
categories of bots and the hierarchical relationship between
them; and (iv) C& C architecture. This information can typically be obtained by reverse engineering bots and analysing
their communication traffic.
3. Passively monitoring the botnet by observing infected machines and/or joining the botnet with special purpose passive
botnet-like programmes (crawlers), in order to continue to
gain information on its structure, in particular the C&C infrastructure, including formats of commands, location and
characteristics of C&C servers, etc.
4. Construction of a surrogate C&C infrastructure complete with
servers and any intermediary proxies.
5. Construction of realistic operating environment for the botnet in the lab, including infectable/infected machines (ideally showing human driven-like behaviour), ancillary network services (DNS, SMTP, DHCP, etc.), a realistic emulated network architecture, and, of course, counter-measures
and mitigation schemes against it.
6. Determination of metrics to be measured, based on research
questions that experiment must answer.
7. Implementation of methods for measuring these metrics and
extracting the results in usable form for further analysis.
The main challenges in following this methodology involve:
Maintaining isolation. This means both a) maintaining spatial
and logical isolation between the experimental and control components (achieved in our setup through physical separation), and
b) maintaining isolation between the whole facility and the outside
world (security criterion). In addition, it also means time and logical separation between successive experiment runs (sterilisability
criterion).
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messages the C&C server sends to the bots in response to those it
receives from them. The server code is a Python script that is capable of responding to all such requests in a similar manner as the
original C&C server. For example, we observed that spam orders
issued to bots contain between 500 and 1,000 email addresses. We
mimic this functionality by creating five different spam order messages, each containing between 500 and 1,000 addresses and programmed the C&C to send them to bots requesting spam jobs. We
also implemented the failback scheme as follows: every 10 minutes
the script creates an RList containing the identification information
of the most active repeaters; this list is placed on a HTTP host. All
HTTP requests from the Waledac binaries to the hardcoded failback
domains are directed to this host. As is the case for Waledac C&C
server, our C&C server utilises 1024-bit RSA and 128-bit AES keys
to provide confidentially services for the messages the C&C server
and the bots exchange. The server runs on a VM that is the only
one to run on that blade.
(vi) Constitute the botnet. Finally, we issue commands to the VMs
to start running the Waledac binaries. We can similarly stop and
re-start the experiment at will. The botnet we constituted for our
experiment consisted of 500 repeaters, 2,300 spammer, 8 protectors and the C&C server (for a total of 2,809 nodes in the botnet).
This proportion is close to that which is observed in the wild for
Waledac. It should be noted that the protectors we created are actually components of the C&C server, and not separate machines: we
assigned 8 network interfaces—each with a different IP address—
to the C&C server for this purpose. These addresses are set to be
identical to those of the real Waledac protectors. This was necessary because the protectors identification information hardcoded in
the bots binaries is signed and we have no knowledge of the corresponding private key.
(vii) Setup environment. In addition to the blades in the cluster, we
used standalone Linux machines to setup the ancillary infrastructure needed for the botnet to run. These standalone machines provide services, such as DNS, SMTP and DHCP, that would normally
be present in the Internet. They constitute a simple reproduction of
part of the “environment” within which the real botnet would operate. These machines were of course connected to the experiment
network of the cluster.

Figure 1: Experimental setup

The private key for signing such lists is known only to the C&C
server, and the public key certificate for verifying them is embedded in the bot code. Note that it would be nonsensical to sign RLists
since any bot (even if infiltrated) must be able to provide them.
More interestingly, commands from the server are not signed either, something that could provide some level of protection against
a sybil attack. However, the traffic between the server and the bots
is encrypted with AES-128, using a key that is chosen by the server
(and was probably meant to be a session key).
Waledac also provide a failback mechanism that allows bots to
maintain connection to the botnet even if the repeaters listed in its
RList are not reachable. The failback mechanism works as follows:
if a bot makes 10 consecutive unsuccessful attempts to contact a
repeater, the bot connects to a HTTP server (the URL for the servers
are hardcoded in the Waledac binary) and download an updated
RList. These lists are updated every 10 minutes on the server, so
that they contain the most recently “heard of” repeaters.

3.2

3.3

Mitigation scheme and implementation

By reverse engineering the Waledac code and analysing its network traffic, we had previously conjectured [4] that Waledac was
vulnerable to sybil attacks, due to characteristics of the home-made
P2P protocol it uses for C&C. In addition, because the IP address
of a bot needs not be unique (bots are primarily identified by their
16-byte ID), it is possible to generate large number of sybils—with
unique IDs but with the same IP address—whilst using few machines, thus making this attack relatively easy to mount.
We indicated in Section 3.1 that bots use the update messages
they receive, containing a 100-entry extract of the sender’s RList, to
update their RList. For each entry i in the update list, the recipient
computes a new timestamp:

Waledac emulation

The overall setup and architecture for our emulation experiment
involving a contained Waledac botnet is depicted in Figure 1. The
process we employed to constitute it is as follows:
(i) Create VM templates. First, we installed the binaries on Windows XP VMs and created xCat VM templates associated with
them. We created separate templates for spammer and repeaters.
(ii) Add the IP addresses of 500 repeaters to the RLists. We deleted
the entries in the original RLists, and added the identification information of the 500 repeaters we used for the experiment.
(iii) Add script to issue commands to the VMs. We created a Python
script and added it to the VM template. This script allows us to
issue commands to the VM, for example, to start and stop execution
of the Waledac binaries, to clean the VMs, to restore the RList to
its initial state, and delete the RList dumps (see Section 3.4).
(iv) Deploy the VM templates. Next, we utilised xCAT to install the
VM templates on the blades (approximately 30 VMs per blade).
(v) Setup C&C server. Through our in-the-wild investigation of
Waledac, we were able to determine the type and the format of the

NewTSi = CurrentTS − |UpdateTS − TSi |
where CurrentTS is the current timestamp, UpdateTS is the list’s
global timestamp and TSi is the timestamp of the entry. The recipient then replaces the timestamp and inserts the entry in its RList
at the correct location: recall that an RList is sorted in descending
order of timestamp. All entries beyond position 500 are deleted.
By analysing the binaries, we also discovered that Waledac bots
do not check the update lists they receive to determine if they contain more than 100 records. It is therefore possible to craft special
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Figure 2: Botnet activities before and after sybil attack being launched.
update messages that will cause all the entries in the RLists of the
recipients to be entirely replaced by the sybil records. This can easily be accomplished by placing 500 sybil records in the update list
and set the timestamp of all the sybil entries, to a value that is identical to the list’s global timestamp. This guarantees that the NewTS
for all the sybil entries will be equal to the current timestamp; consequently these 500 sybil entries will be placed at the top of the
recipient’s RList and all the others will be deleted.
The extent to which a bot can be controlled and isolated when it
receives such a message, depends on the type of bot.
If the bot is a repeater. After receiving the message from the sybil,
a race condition situation arises. Since the repeater’s identity information is likely to be in other bots’ RLists, they are likely to send
the repeater update messages whose entries could replace some of
the sybil entries in its RList. To maximise the chances that the
repeater remains completely isolated, the sybils need to continue
sending update messages to the repeater at short time intervals.
If the bot is a spammer. In this case the result of the sybil attack
is more effective, since the spammer cannot be contacted directly.
When it receives an update from a sybil, and the entries in its RList
are consequently completely replaced by sybil entries, the spammer
will become completely isolated from other bots. It should be noted
though, that in order to infiltrate a spammer’s RList, the sybils first
need to infiltrate the RLists of repeaters whose identity information
are in the RList of the spammer. Also, in order to mantain isolation,
the sybils need to remain active until all the Waledac domains that
are encoded in the affected bots are disactivated, otherwise the bots
will resort to the failback mechanism we described in Section 3.1,
and download a “clean” RList from a Waledac HTTP server.
For the sybil attack implementation, we used three separate entities: (a) fake repeaters (sybils), (b) attackers, and (c) a sybil C&C
server. The role of the sybils is to passively respond to update
messages—sent to sybils—with responses containing the specially
crafted update message we described above, whereas the attackers’
role is to target specified numbers of repeaters and send them the
specially crafted update messages. The records in the update messages all contain sybil ID information. The attackers send these
messages to the targeted repeaters once every minute. This rate was
utilised because we observed that the Waledac bots in-the-wild send
between 2 to 5 update messages during a two-minute time period.
The role of the sybil C&C server is to prevent the “turned” bots
from resorting to the failback mechanism. We indicated in Section 3.1 that if a bot makes 10 consecutive unsuccessful attempts

to contact repeaters, the bot will connect to a Waledac Web server
and download an updated RList. In order to prevent this from happening, the sybils are programmed to relay all messages from the
turned bots to the sybil C&C server. The sybil C&C server will
in turn send harmless spam orders to the turned bots. We use the
following feature of Waledac to issue these harmless orders: spammers are supplied with a special SMTP server IP address that they
are required to use to test if they are capable of sending spams. Before sending spam, spammer try to connect to this special SMTP
server and send spam only if they succeed. We therefore send the
bots the address for an “SMTP server” that is unreachable. In so
doing, we can ensure that the bots the sybils control, do not send
spam.
We employed three VM to host the sybils, one VM to launch the
attackers and another VM to run the sybil C&C server.

3.4

Experiment results

We utilised the following metrics for assessing the effectiveness
of the sybil attack mitigation scheme.
Spam output. We measure the spam output of the botnet, over a
fixed time period, before and after we launch the attack. To facilitate spam output measurement, we programmed our botnet C&C
server to send spam orders with email addresses belonging to the
same domain. This allows us to more easily count the number of
spam sent by counting DNS requests to that domain.
Connectivity of the botnet. In order to determine the extent to
which the sybil attack affects the connectivity of the botnet, we
measure the number of NOTIFY messages the C&C server receives
over a fixed time period, before and after we launch the attack.
NOTIFY messages are the second message that a bot sends when it
dialogues with the C&C server. Counting only NOTIFY messages
allows us to filter out noise due to failed connection requests.
Percentage of sybils in RList. The goal of the attack is to replace
the entries in RLists with sybil records, which will utlimately isolate the bots. This parameter is thus an intermediary indicator of
effectiveness. We measure it by way of a Python running on the
bots, that dumps RList to a file each time it is modified, and send
these files to an FTP server via the control network. We then analyse these files to determine the percentages of sybils in the RList.
In addition to measuring the above metrics, we also wish to determine the degree of success of the attack when subsets of known
repeaters are targeted, vice targeting all known repeaters. We consequently performed 3 sets of experiments, targeting 200, 100 and
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Figure 3: Percentage RList infections by sybils.
25 repeaters, respectively.
The first set of experiments was used to benchmark the botnet.
We performed 3 experiment runs; for each run, we allow the botnet activities to reach a steady state, then we measure spam output
and botnet connectivity. The average values—for the 3 experiment
runs—for these measures were 13,200 emails per minutes and 120
NOTIFY messages per minute, respectively.
The next set of experiments assessed the efficacy of the sybil
attack by determining the steady state values of the above metrics,
before and after the attack begins. We performed 3 experiment runs
for each set of experiments and compute the average values for the
the runs. As indicated in Table 1, the standard deviation values
obtained are relatively small, and we therefore believe that these
results are statistically significant.
Figure 2(a) shows the spam output of the botnet before and after
the sybil attack begins. The dotted vertical line indicates the time
that the attack begins. The graph shows that the attack is a success
and that the spam output drastically falls after less than an hour.
We also observe that after the sybil attack begins, there is an initial
decrease in the spam output, with a subsequent gradual return to its
original level, and even rising significantly above it, before the final
fall. Furthermore, we can see that the time taken to reach the final
fall is longer with 200 and 100 targets than it is with 25, which is
also not so intuitive.
We think the main cause of these two surprising and interesting
effects is the load on the C&C servers, both the sybil and the malicious one. The C&C servers are overloaded and cannot keep up
with the computing time required for cryptographic operations. As
mentioned in [4], the Waledac botnet uses RSA with 1024 bits keypairs and AES-128. Through our observation of the Waledac botnet
in-the-wild, we discovered that the C&C server used the same AES
session key for all bots, for approximately 10 months. We initially
thought that this was a design error made by the botnet creators, but
when implementing the Waledac C&C server we discovered that it
was not impossible to generate a session key for each bot, because
it overloads the server with cryptographic computation. Waledac
bots are too verbose and if a good availability of the C&C server
is desired, there is no choice but to keep the same session key for
all active connections (at least for several minutes) and give bots
the same set of encrypted orders. Hence it is likely that this was no
mistake, but rather a conscious design choice by Waledac creators.
However, as the sybil attack progresses, the sybil C&C server has
fewer cryptographic operations to perform because we use exactly

the same strategy as the Waledac C&C server in-the-wild: we use
the same session key and pre-encrypt the work orders in batch mode
before they need to be sent. Thus as the attack progresses the sybil
C&C server availability does not decrease too significantly since it
does not have to encrypt any orders, hence allowing it to control an
increasing number of bots, and adequately handle their requests.
It is important to note that there is a delay between the moment
we completely infect a spammer’s RList and the moment it stops
sending spam: a bot will not contact the C&C server until it has
finished its current task.
As the attack progresses and we gain a hold within the botnet,
we decrease the load on the real C&C server, which becomes more
available for the non-poisoned bots. Thus, these bots receive orders
every time they ask (which is not a normal situation, even in-thewild) and continue to spam in a more efficient way than in a normal
state. During that short interim time period, the botnet is more
efficient under attack than in its normal state. It should be noted
that if we had given more resources to the C&C server to start with,
this effect would probably be less important, but as we attributed
4 processors and 8 Gb RAM for its VM, we think it is realistic to
assume that this effect would also be observed in-the-wild.
Figure 2(b) shows the number of NOTIFY messages the C&C
server receives before and after the sybil attack begins. The number of NOTIFY messages the C&C server receives is essentially
a measure of the connectivity of the botnet. The figure indicates
that, as expected, there was a gradual decrease in the number of
messages that arrive at the C&C server, after the sybil attack commences. After the attack begins, the more efficient attack is the one
with 25 targets. This is also a consequence of the load on the sybil
C&C server. Because it is overwhelmed with the more aggressive
attacks, it refuses connections. After a transition period, the 100
and 200 targets attacks become eventually more effective as the
sybil C&C server has fewer cryptographic computation to perform.
Figure 3(a) shows the percentage of sybils entries in all repeaters
RList (targets and non-targets). After an initial transitory phase
where the more aggressive attacks (more targets) seem more efficient, we reach a stage of equivalent linear growth in the number of
sybil-controlled machines in the RLists, This is due to the fact that
propagation of sybil records in the RList of non-sybil, non-targeted
bots is dependent on the rate of RList updates between non-targeted
real bots, which is the same for all attacks.
Figure 3(b) shows the percentage of poisoning on the targeted
repeaters only. We can observe that it is quicker to fully control
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25 direct targets than 100 or 200, because of the race condition
faced by these direct targets: the more bots we target, the higher
the chance that we lose some races and have sybil records replaced
by real ones.

4.

lation are a necessary tool in botnet research.
Since fake repeaters responding to update messages sent to targeted repeaters were easily overloaded, we can deduce that this
task requires more resources than the attackers, whose role it is to
send specially crafted update messages to the targeted repeaters in
order to place fake repeaters in their RList. We did not directly
address the question of what would have been the optimal value
for the ratio of fake repeaters to attackers, i.e. how to best allocate
sybil machines to these roles. However, by running the experiments
multiple times, it became clear that the resources we allocated for
responding to update messages sent to the fake repeaters were inadequate, since large number of messages that were addressed to
the fake repeaters were dropped, simply because the service queue
was being filled. Whereas this observation could also have been
made via in-the-wild botnet experiments, it is much easier to verify
via in-lab experiments such as this.
Finally, the last example has nothing to do not with the attack,
but rather with the botnet and the botmasters themselves. By not
only directly observing the bot clients but also the reconstructed
botnet C&C server, we were able to “wear the shoes” of the botmaster and were thus able to identify some of the performance and
design challenges that botnet creators and botmasters must face. In
particular, what would have been a textbook solution to ensure data
confidentiality and integrity, i.e. the use of unique symmetric keys
for each session between a bot and the C&C server, turned out to
be non viable due to the size of the botnet. Without at-scale experimentation in the scale of several thousand bots, we would never
have discovered this fact. This illustrates that, surprising to some
(including some of us!), one can indeed learn a lot about the bad
guys even in the lab. In other words, field work is not by itself the
end-all of botnet and cyber criminality research.

DISCUSSION

As previously discussed, at-scale botnet emulation in the lab displays several advantages with respect to other analysis methods.
The Waledac experiments that we have conducted exemplifies the
viability of this approach and provides clear indications of some of
these advantages.
First, we were able to assess the efficacy of the mitigation scheme
directly by measuring the following three parameters: (i) the number of NOTIFY messages arriving at the C&C server within a given
time period, (ii) the number of spam sent within a given time period; and (iii) the penetration ratio of sybil identification within the
bots peer lists (RLists). These parameters provide the most effective means of measuring the connectivity and productivity of the
botnet. Whereas we were easily able to measure these parameters
via such botnet emulation experiments, the value of these parameters are virtually impossible to ascertain—particularly items (i) and
(iii)—via in-the-wild botnet studies.
Second, we were able to address and answer questions about attack optimisation. In particular, in our attack the role of fake repeaters (the sybils) is to target a specified subset of repeaters by
sending them specially crafted update messages. An important
question that needed to be answered regarding the implementation
of the mitigation scheme is, what is the ideal number of repeaters to
target? It is very difficult to design in-the-wild botnet experiments
to find answer to this question. Moreover, even if it were possible
to do so, these experiments would likely take several weeks or even
months to complete, whereas botnet emulation experiments supply
the answer to this question within a few hours.
Moreover, some of the experiment results seem counter-intuitive.
They indicate, for example, that targeting higher number of repeaters does not necessarily cause the efficacy of the mitigation
scheme to increase. By performing the experiment multiple times
and observing the same trend, it became clear that the larger the
number of repeaters that are targeted, the more update requests will
be sent to the fake repeaters (sybils) that respond to update messages sent to sybils; and if the number of update messages sent to
the sybils increase beyond a given threshold, many of these messages will be dropped and consequently will not be serviced. This
leads to higher number of repeaters that are under the control of the
sybils resorting to the failback mechanism (as outlined in Section
3.1) and download “clean” RList, and in so doing, breaking free of
the control of the sybils. Becoming aware of this fact is important
for a couple of reasons. Firstly, it provides pointers as to how the
mitigation scheme can be made more stealthy, since in targeting
smaller number of repeaters it is likely that the probability of the
botnet operators detecting the presence of the counter-botnet agents
in the botnet will decrease. Secondly, this awareness provides indicators as to how the counter-botnet agents can allocate their resources to maximise the efficacy of the counter-botnet operations.
In essence, we were able to discover this phenomenon (repeaters
re-joining the real botnet because of sybil overload) by running an
at-scale botnet emulation experiment where we could observe and
note the behaviour of bot clients. Again, it would have been very
difficult to notice this by passive in-the-wild botnet observation,
unless researchers have machines that join the botnet and play an
active role in them (i.e. send spam and support criminal activities),
something that many would consider dangerous and questionable.
Thus, this constitutes a third example of why at-scale botnet emu-

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented an alternative approach for conducting
botnet research: at-scale botnet emulation in laboratory conditions.
We have discussed its generic advantages with respect to other approaches like analytical modelling, simulation studies, and in-thewild botnet experimentation. In a nutshell, it provides a greater
verifiable realism than analytical models, simulation methods or
small-scale emulations, while providing greater levels of control
and safety, and presenting fewer ethical and legal problems than
in-the-wild experimentation.
In order to deliver such advantages, however, botnet emulations
must be run on platforms or testbeds that meet certain criteria. We
have postulated and described such necessary criteria. Namely: i)
security, to mitigate risks of accidental or unauthorised release of
botnet code or information about them; ii) scalability, in order to
be able to emulate botnets of large enough size so that similar phenomena as those in a real botnet can be observed; iii) realism, for
the same reason; iv) flexibility, so that experiments can easily be repeated, under varying controlled conditions and for different types
of botnets and/or mitigation schemes, and v) sterilisability, so that
results from previous experiments do not affect that of future ones.
Using the isolated security testbeds based on virtualisation [5],
we were able to mount a set of at-scale emulation experiments of
the Waledac botnet involving close to 3,000 bots. The controlled
conditions of the lab and the full visibility on the botnet and the
ancillary infrastructure (the botnet’s “operating environment”) allowed us to measure performance metrics for both the botnet and
attacks agains it that would have been very hard to measure in inthe-wild botnet, such as i) spam yield (i.e. number of spams per
minute sent by the bots), ii) botnet activity (i.e. number of NOTIFY
messages per minute), and iii) penetration of sybils into the botnet
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(a) Average (30 min period before attack) and Std deviation values for spam output
Experiment
25 targets
100 targets
200 targets

Average
13219
13433
13582

Standard deviation for the spam output each 2 minutes after the start of the attack
403.27 389.29 102.75 149.51 101.22 528.81 182.02 121.48 211.20 230.79 274.75 169.00 445.75 325.85 395.44
180.07 546.72 195.69 327.22 22.61 326.74 271.37 250.24 339.77 338.79 511.07 187.33 171.66 315.68 462.08
506.29 348.47 144.76 312.90 769.54 56.01 493.12 239.83 450.14 160.21 662.21 378.59 154.85 406.08 562.96

(b) Average (30 min period before attack) and Std deviation values for job request reaching the C&C
Experiment
25 targets
100 targets
200 targets

Average
185
176
172

23.33
19.22
25.70

19.09
39.59
12.22

7.78
21.63
5.51

Standard deviation for the number of job requests that reach the C&C server
3.54
1.41
0.71
7.78
5.66
4.95
0.71
0.71
1.41
0.71
5.03
2.52
3.00
6.03
0.00
0.58
0.00
0.58
0.58
0.00
10.02 16.07 4.58
7.00
2.31
4.04
1.73
0.58
0.58
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.58
0.58

(c) Std deviation values for percentage RList infection for all the repeaters
Experiment
25 targets
0.00
100 targets
0.00
200 targets
0.00

1.00
0.50
1.65

Standard deviation for percentages of RList infection each 2 minutes during the transition state
2.52
0.58
2.31
2.31
1.53
2.65
2.65
0.00
0.58
0.58
0.00
0.00
0.82
2.22
1.50
2.38
1.63
2.63
2.00
1.26
1.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
2.08
1.73
1.53
5.00
0.58
2.08
2.65
1.73
1.00
0.58
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.58

(d) Std deviation values for percentage RList infection for the target repeaters
Experiment
25 targets
0.00
100 targets
0.00
200 targets
0.00

1.97
1.53
4.78

Standard deviation for percentages of RList infection each 2 minutes during the transition state
2.90
0.71
0.71
1.54
0.00
2.83
0.00
2.83
0.00
2.12
2.12
0.00
0.58
2.00
0.58
0.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.49
2.87
2.36
2.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.24
1.83
0.00
0.00

1.41
0.00
0.71

Table 1: Standard deviation values for the experiment runs

(i.e. percentage of sybils in bot peer lists). The results obtained
by measurement of these quantities can be summarised as follows.
With respect to the efficacy and viability of the sybil attack, we can
conclude that:

race, etc.) that could easily outweigh the benefits of such research.
In addition, without running an actual C&C server in the lab for an
at-scale reproduction of the botnet, it would not have been possible
to confirm that the design choices made by the botnet creators were
due to performance issues. This cannot be deduced from real-world
botnet observation, unless one has gained access to the actual C&C
server, a very unlikely proposition.
Thus, we hope to have made a strong case for the use of at-scale
botnet emulation as a fundamental tool in botnet research, complementary at least, and superior in many respects to other botnet and
counter-measure study techniques. Nonetheless, there are some important limitations to this approach.
First, they require access to testing facilities that meet the abovementioned criteria; this is unfortunately not the case today for many
good and well-established botnet researchers. National and international collaborative efforts like those in which the authors are
involved, or the US DETER project are one way to address this.
However, even though it is understandable that actual usage of the
facilities might be restricted, more collaboration and sharing of procedures, tools and standards would greatly benefit the community
as a whole and encourage researchers and research funders to follow that path.
Second, while we were very careful in the fidelity of the botnet
emulation portion of our experimental setup, the emulation of the
operating environment of the botnet is somewhat simplistic. Aspects of the environment that can be included in that category are:
i) a more realistic model and emulation of the Internet (including Layer 3 and below characteristics such as topology, latency,
adressing, etc.) as it interconnects the bots, the C&C server and
the ancillary infrastructure, ii) a more realistic model describing
the natural oscillations in botnet population —also referred to as
churn or birth-death process— due to user action such as infection/disinfection, powering on and off, diurnal usage patterns, etc.
Internet networks and user modelling is another field of research
all on its own, and a very hard one at that. Nonetheless, we are
currently working on ways to easily and transparently port and implement such given models to our security testbeds, which would

1. The sybil attack as implemented is indeed effective and achieves full disruption within an hour.
2. Workload on the sybil C&C server is an important factor to
consider, as it creates a transient “window of detection” that
could allow the botmaster to detect the attack before he completely loses control of the botnet.
3. It is not necessary to poison the RList of all or even many
repeaters for the attack to succeed. In fact, targeting smaller
numbers of repeaters (as few as 5% of them) yields essentially the same disruption results as wider attacks (targeting
up to 40% of the repeaters), while somewhat mitigating the
workload problem of the sybil attack C&C server.
With respect to the actual botnet, we were able to deduce the following facts from our results:
4. Workload on the actual C&C server is also a problem. We
suspect that this is the real reason why common session keys
started to be used 10 months into the botnet deployment, and
not due to a programming or design mistake, as was initially
suspected. This is also the probable reason why server commands are not signed.
It is very important to note that it would have been very difficult,
and in some cases impossible, to reach these same conclusions by
resorting to other methods of botnet analysis. While the efficacy
of the sybil attack on the real botnet could have been measured by
continuous monitoring the attacked botnet, it is unlikely that the attack designer would have had a chance to run several experiments
to find out that limited targeted attacks are a better option. In addition, and as mentioned above, testing counter-measures in-the-wild
could bave several negative side-effects (retaliation, premature disclosure of mitigation strategies, premature beginning of an arms
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allow us to test the impact of changes in network configuration and
user behaviour on botnet and counter-measure efficacy. This, we
hope, will lead to very fruitful research, as we, the good guys, do
in principle control the network and can positively affect user behaviour through education or regulation.
Finally, none of our experiments emulate the behaviour of an important part of the botnet: the botmaster, who deploys and operates
the botnet and that has, in principle, clearly defined objectives for
doing so (e.g. profit). While it is not as easy to capture the “botmaster code” into the lab as it was for the bot code itself, it would
be relatively easy to adapt our botnet emulation to allow for interactive “gaming” of a botmaster vs. botnet attacker scenario, where
both are played by security researchers in real time or off-line by
surrogate “game” engines that play out pre-defined strategies. This
approach would allow us to quantify the typical payoff matrices
that are used in game theory to try to predict the ultimate outcome
of such scenarios.
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ABSTRACT

tion algorithm, self-defense mechanisms, updating via Web
and P2P, and eﬃcient local propagation. As a result, it has
infected millions of victims in the world and the number is
still increasing even now [16, 28].
It is clear that the complex nature of Conﬁcker makes it
one of the state-of-the-art malware, and therefore the analysis of Conﬁcker is very important in order to defend against
it. A full understanding of Conﬁcker can also help us in
comprehending current and future malware trends. Existing research of Conﬁcker analysis mainly falls into two categories. The ﬁrst focuses on analyzing the Conﬁcker binary and its behavior, revealing its malicious tricks such as
the domain generation algorithm [23, 30]. In this direction,
SRI researchers [23] and the Honeynet project [30] already
provided excellent reports that analyzed Conﬁcker in great
detail. The second research category mainly focuses on analyzing the network telescope data [2] or DNS sinkhole data
[13] to reveal the propagation pattern and victim distribution characteristics of Conﬁcker on the Internet. There are
very few studies in this direction, which is probably because
it is very hard to obtain large scale real-world data of victims and the amount of data should be large enough to cover
victims’ global behavior. CAIDA [2] and Team Cymru [13]
provided some initial reports which contain some very basic
statistics on the scanning pattern and propagation information of Conﬁcker. However, for a worm/bot that has infected
so many victims and has so much potential to damage the
Internet, it deserves a much deeper study. Such study is
necessary because by analyzing this state-of-the-art botnet,
we can gain more knowledge of current malware, e.g., how it
diﬀers from previous generation malware and whether such
diﬀerences represent future trends or not. These deeper investigations could also provide new insights in developing
new detection and defense mechanisms for current and future malware.
In this paper, we attempt to provide a deeper empirical measurement study of Conﬁcker. We have collected a
large-scale data set which contains almost 25 million Conﬁcker victims with the help of Shadowserver.org (details on
data collection are discussed in Section 3). We believe such
scale is large enough to uncover Conﬁcker’s global patterns.
We provide an extensive measurement of various distribution patterns of Conﬁcker victims. Furthermore, we use
a comparison- and cross-check-based methodology in our
measurement study. We study the similarities and diﬀerences between Conﬁcker and several other publicly reported
worms/botnets. Then we analyze how these diﬀerences may
aﬀect existing reputation-based detection approaches. We

Conﬁcker [26] is the most recent widespread, well-known
worm/bot. According to several reports [16, 28], it has infected about 7 million to 15 million hosts and the victims are
still increasing even now. In this paper, we analyze Conﬁcker
infections at a large scale, including about 25 millions victims, and study various interesting aspects about this stateof-the-art malware. By analyzing Conﬁcker, we intend to
understand current and new trends in malware propagation,
which could be very helpful in predicting future malware
trends and providing insights for future malware defense.
We observe that Conﬁcker has some very diﬀerent victim
distribution patterns compared to many previous generation worms/botnets, suggesting that new malware spreading
models and defense strategies are likely needed. Furthermore, we intend to determine how well a reputation-based
blacklisting approach can perform when faced with new malware threats such as Conﬁcker. We cross-check several DNS
blacklists and IP/AS reputation data from Dshield [6] and
FIRE [7], and our evaluation shows that unlike a previous
study [18] which shows that a blacklist-based approach can
detect most bots, these reputation-based approaches did relatively poorly for Conﬁcker. This raised the question, how
can we improve and complement existing reputation-based
techniques to prepare for future malware defense? Finally,
we look into some insights for defenders. We show that
neighborhood watch is a surprisingly eﬀective approach in
the Conﬁcker case. This suggests that security alert sharing/correlation (particularly among neighborhood networks)
could be a promising approach and play a more important
role for future malware defense.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Conﬁcker worm (or bot) [26] ﬁrst appeared in November
2008 and since then it has rapidly and widely spread in the
world within a short period. It exploits a NetBIOS vulnerability in various Windows operating systems and utilizes
many new, advanced techniques such as a domain genera-
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also investigate possible aspects that may be useful for Conﬁcker and future malware defense.
In short, this paper makes the following contributions:

how they are distributed diﬀerently from previous generation malware, and how this aﬀects current reputation-based
defense mechanisms. In addition, we want to understand
if there are some eﬀective techniques for early detection of
future variations of Conﬁcker.

• We provide a large-scale empirical study of almost 25
million Conﬁcker victims. By analyzing this data, we
reveal many interesting aspects that were previously
unknown and show that Conﬁcker victims exhibit a
very diﬀerent distribution pattern from many previously reported botnets or worms. This diﬀerence could
be a new trend or some ignored facts that are potentially important for future malware defense. Detailed
information is in Section 4.

3.

• We evaluate the eﬀectiveness of existing reputationbased approaches for detecting emerging malware threats.
They are considered as promising in defending against
unknown malware compared to traditional signaturebased approaches [1]. Through cross-checking several
DNS blacklists and reputation data from Dshield [6]
and FIRE [7], our evaluation shows that these reputationbased approaches are not eﬀective for Conﬁcker defense. This suggests that these reputation-based approaches need to be signiﬁcantly improved and complemented by other techniques. Detailed information
is in Section 5.
• We study the Conﬁcker data and ﬁnd that neighborhood watch is surprisingly eﬀective to detect or predict new victims. This could suggest that alert sharing/correlation (among distributed collaborators, particularly neighborhood networks) could be an eﬀective and promising technique to defend against future
emerging threats and it needs more attention for such
research. Detailed information is in Section 6.

2.

RELATED WORK

Conﬁcker binary analysis. Porras et al. from SRI International provided a very extensive study of the Conﬁcker
binary analysis [23]. They analyzed several variants of Conﬁcker and revealed how Conﬁcker propagates, how it infects
others, how it evades anti-virus tools and how it updates
itself. This provided very detailed and valuable information
of Conﬁcker behavior. The Honeynet project [30] also provides a detailed analysis of Conﬁcker binary. These studies
also provide scanning tools for detecting Conﬁcker victims
in the network.
Conﬁcker data analysis. With the use of the telescope
data, researchers from CAIDA provided a simple analysis
on Conﬁcker propagation [2]. The Telescope data mainly
contains scanning traﬃc from Conﬁcker victims, which reveals Conﬁcker victim location and timing information to
display how Conﬁcker emerges and spreads on the Internet.
However, such data is not complete due to the size limit of
(passive) monitoring networks. Recently, researchers started
to use the DNS sinkholing technique [13] to collect much
more accurate Conﬁcker victim data. A report from Team
Cymru[13] analyzed the behavior of Conﬁcker victims and
provided some general distribution and propagation information. However, there is still a lack of some deep analysis
of Conﬁcker victims such as how diﬀerent the victims are
from previous malware. This paper is a ﬁrst attempt to
provide an empirical deep study of Conﬁcker victims, reveal

DATA COLLECTION

An interesting feature of Conﬁcker is the resilient function
of updating itself. To avoid detection, it automatically generates new domain names (of updating servers) [23, 30] and
connects to those domain names to download an updated
version of itself. This function greatly supports Conﬁcker to
increase the survivability and resilience. However, once the
domain generation algorithm was cracked by researchers, it
also provides a way to sinkhole and track the victims. By
registering new domain names that will be used by Conﬁcker victims on controlled servers, defenders can collect
visits from hosts infected by Conﬁcker. This approach is
widely known as DNS sinkholing and has been successfully
adopted by researchers that study Conﬁcker [13].
With the aid of Shadowserver.org, we have collected the
Conﬁcker sinkhole data captured from January 1, 2010 to
January 8, 2010. During this period, we observed 24,912,492
unique IP addresses of Conﬁcker victims. We note that the
accurate counting of worm/botnet victims is not an easy
task because of the existence of DHCP, NAT, and many
other issues [31, 25]. For example, Stone-Gross et al. [25]
pointed out that there is a slight diﬀerence between the number of IP addresses and the number of real infected hosts.
This is the limitation of almost all existing worm/botnet
measurement studies. We do not intend to solve this problem in this paper. We simply report our observations from
our collected data. Although the number may not be exact,
with such a large scale it at least provides an estimation of
overall characteristics and statistics of the Conﬁcker botnet.
To obtain more interesting results, we surveyed previous
work [15, 14, 19, 18, 31, 32, 24] about the behavior of nefarious worms and bots/botnets. They are used to compare
with our Conﬁcker result and to help us track whether infection trends have changed. Based on the information they
provide, we selected seven measurement studies, which are
summarized in Table 1. Of these, three are well-known network worms [15, 14, 19] and four are botnets [18, 31, 32,
24]. Note that some studies of botnets do not specify botnet
names in their work, but they show the result of malicious
nodes that send spam emails. Since most spam emails are
delivered by botnets [18], we can reasonably assume that
their studies represent the behavior of some bots or malware.

4.

WHO IS WORKING FOR THE CONFICKER
BOTNET?

In this section, we provide a basic but important networklevel examination, which demonstrates fundamental characteristics of Conﬁcker victims. We review how Conﬁcker victims are distributed over the IP address space and ASes.
Also, we investigate the bandwidth of Conﬁcker victims and
domain names that Conﬁcker victims belong to. Finally, we
survey portions of countries where Conﬁcker victims heavily
exist. Some of them are already provided by other studies
[2, 13], but our work is more than just providing basic measurement results. To comprehend the radical alteration of
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Malware [Work]
Botnet 1 [18]
Botnet 2 [31]
Botnet 3 [32]
Waledac [24]
CodeRed [15]
Slammer [14]
Witty [19]

Type
Botnet
Botnet
Botnet
Botnet
Worm
Worm
Worm

Data Source
Sinkhole server
Hotmail
Spamhaus
Inﬁlatrion into Waledac
Measurement
Measurement
Measurement

Data Collection Time
Aug. 2004 ∼ Jan. 2006
Jun. 2006 ∼ Sep. 2006
Nov. 2006 ∼ Jun. 2007
Aug. 2008 ∼ Sep. 2009
Jul. 2001 ∼ Oct.2001
Jan. 2003
Mar. 2004

Table 1: Data source of previous worms/bots for comparison.
malware, we compare Conﬁcker victims’ network-level characteristics with those of previous well-known bots or worms.

4.1

ther and discovered that there are 40,278 Conﬁcker victims
in the 123.19.* network, which is around 61.9% of all possible IP addresses in that /16 subnet. Similar characteristics
were observed in nearby networks such as the 123.22.* and
the 123.23.*1

Distribution Over Networks

We plotted each victim’s IP address to determine how
Conﬁcker victims are distributed over the IP address space
and found that they are not uniformly distributed in the
whole IP address space; instead the distribution is highly
biased, mostly concentrated in some speciﬁc ranges.

Result 1.1. (Distribution over IP address space Comparison) Some portions of IP address ranges were already aﬀected by the previous botnets, but some ranges such
as 109.* - 125.* are unique to Conﬁcker.

Result 1. (Distribution over the IP address space)
Most of hosts infected by Conﬁcker are concentrated in several speciﬁc IP address ranges.

Comparing the distribution of Conﬁcker victims over the
IP address space with that of previous bots, we ﬁnd that
some ranges are similar to the previous results and some are
unique to Conﬁcker. The ranges of (77.* - 96.*) and (186.* 222.*) are widely known as major locations of the Waledac
bot [24]. Yet the interesting thing is that while the range
of (109.* - 125.*) is one of the signiﬁcant locations of Conﬁcker, Waledac has no signiﬁcant number of victims in that
range. In addition, [18] investigated the IP address ranges
of hosts infected by bots and they denoted that the ranges
of (80.* - 90.*) and (210.* - 220.*) were major locations of
bots, which is similar to Waledac analysis. However, both
previous studies still did not point out the range of (109.*
- 125.*) as a heavy contributor of bots. We tried to understand why the range of (109.* - 125.*) was not seen before.
After investigating the data in this range, we concluded that
the reason is most likely a change of infection trend, and we
will elaborate on this in Result 2.1.
Since it is nearly impossible to monitor the entire Internet,
it is more eﬃcient to focus on speciﬁc (suspicious) networks
that are more likely to contain commands directed by a botmaster. The IP address ranges within wide spikes, which are
shown in Figure 1, can be good candidates that need to be
focused.

4
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Figure 1: Distribution of infected hosts over IP address.

Insight from Result 1 and 1.1 (Monitoring Networks more eﬃciently) It is impossible to monitor all the
IP addresses on the Internet, but we can monitor a limited
number of speciﬁc ranges to eﬃciently detect commands and
attacks in infected networks. Even though the ranges may be
diﬀerent for each botnet, there are still some common parts
and they are good candidate ranges to monitor.

Figure 1 depicts the distribution of victims over the IP
address space. The presence of several wide, sharp spikes,
which represent densely infected areas, reveals that the victims are not uniformly distributed. Since the IP address
ranges within these wide spikes could be regarded as more
vulnerable, we inspected three notable wide spikes in detail.
They are in the range of (109.* - 125.*), (77.* - 96.*), and
(186.* - 222.*) and they cover around 87% of all victims.
In particular, the widest and most prominent spike which is
in the range of (109.* - 125.*), includes 9,303,423 infected
hosts and accounts for 37.34% of the total number of Conﬁcker victims. To get a more detailed view, we narrowed
down the scope from the ranges to more speciﬁc networks.
In the widest spike, we found that 123.* and 124.* networks
are the main contributors. They comprise 1,701,438 infected
hosts and account for 6.83% of all victims. We analyzed fur-

1
Since the 123.* network is in Class A network, it seems
that there is no meaning in splitting it into subnetworks.
However, people commonly split Class A networks into several /16 subnets to manage them eﬃciently. As in the case
of 123.* network, we found that it is divided and assigned
to several network providers. The 123.19.* network is one
of them and it is assigned to VietNam Post and Telecom
Coorperation and its inetnum is 123.19.0.0 - 123.19.255.255.
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North America (particularly in USA), while in [31] and [32]
in which data was collected in 2006 - 2007, it was emphasized that bots spread widely over the world. However, in
the case of Conﬁcker, ASes in the USA are no longer shown
in the top 20 list. Instead, most highly infected ASes are
located in Asia and South America.
From this result, we conclude that the trend of major locations of bot infected hosts is still changing; (i) mainly located
in North America, (ii) widely spread over the World, (iii)
popular in Asia and South America. This trend guides us
to observe Asia and South America more closely than North
America, which used to be the major source of spam email
when we built blacklists to prevent spam at the time. It is
important that the trend of major sources of bots is changing. Also, we ﬁnd that four ASes in Conﬁcker are never seen
in previous results. Two of them are in Asia (Vietnam and
India) and two of them are in South America (Brazil).

Representing identities of Conﬁcker-infected hosts by IP
address is often preferable in a way that it is precise and
elaborate. However, the number of the infected IP addresses
is so large that this makes it hard to grasp the global view
of Conﬁcker victims. Hence, we use the Autonomous System (AS), which is a useful method for clustering hosts on
the Internet for easier management and has been applied in
previous measurement work, to group the hosts infected by
Conﬁcker.
Result 2. (Distribution over ASes) Of all infected
hosts, the top two ASes account for 28.37% of all victims
and top 20 ASes cover 52.54% of all victims. In particular,
most of the top rated ASes are located in Asia.
Conﬁcker victims are concentrated in a few ASes and most
of the top infected ASes are located in Asia. As shown in
Table 2, around 30% of infected hosts belong to one of only
two ASes and more than 50% of infected hosts belong to one
of the (top) 20 ASes. Most highly infected ASes are mainly
distributed in Asia, particularly in China. This result also
suggests that an approach to detect malicious hosts based
on ASes would be practical.

ASN
4134
4837
7738
3462
45899
27699
9829
8167
3269
9121
9394
4812
4788
8402
8151
17974
4808
3352
8708
3320

# Host
2825403
1435411
385672
280957
273577
260848
248444
237465
231020
207849
195088
182015
180876
141130
138567
137991
137672
135276
128228
126520

AS Name
CHINA-BACKBONE
CHINA169-BACKBONE
TELECOMUNICACOES
HINET
VPNT-AS-VN
TELECOMUNICACOES
BSNL-NIB
TELESC
ASN-IBSNAZ
TTNET
TELEFONICA
CRNET
CHINANET-SH-AP
TMNET-AS-AP
CORBINA-AS
UNINET
TELKOMNET-AS2-AP
CHINA169-BJ
TELEFONICA-DATA-ESPANA
RDSNET

Insight from Result 2 and 2.1. (Change of Infection Trend) North America used to be the main contributors of botnets, but now Asia and South America contribute
more. This means that the locations of the main sources of
botnets are changing and we may chase this trend (e.g., new
malware spreading models and defense strategies are probably needed).

Country
China
China
Brazil
Taiwan
Vietnam
Brazil
India
Brazil
Italia
Turkey
China
China
Malaysia
Russia
Mexico
Indonesia
China
China
Romania
Germany

4.2

Distribution Over Domain Names

In this section, we inspect the domain names of each victim using DNS reverse lookup.3 A domain name indicates a
group in which a host belongs and it can be a good way to
reveal the host itself because domain names are expressed
in easy and comprehensible words.
Result 3. (Distribution over Domain Name) The
.br, .net and .cn domains cover around 24.42% of Conﬁcker
victims. Interestingly, one of the third level domains covers
around 7% of infected hosts, which means it contains more
than 1,700,000 victims.
As shown in Table 4, only a few domains account for about
20% of hosts infected by Conﬁcker. This does not solely apply to top level domains but to all second level domains
and third level domains as well. In the case of top and second level domain names, their scope is quite broad and it
is hard to ﬁnd any big advantage when compared to IP address range or AS number. However, for third level domain
names, it is possible to focus on small sets of victims. It is
useful to monitor victims because the top third level domain
includes numerous Conﬁcker victims. In particular, we ﬁnd
that domain 163data.com.cn accounts for 6.88% of infected
hosts. Also, more than 99% of victims in 163data.com.cn include the word dynamic in their fourth level domain names.
From this, we can guess that they are using dynamic IP addresses, as their names imply. This result is similar to [31]
which uncovers dynamic IP addresses as a main source of
most spam emails.

Table 2: Conﬁcker victims in the top 20 ASes.
Result 2.1. (Distribution over ASes - Comparison)
Even though the top two ASes were also sources of previous
botnets, most of other top rated ASes are newly emerged in
the Conﬁcker case.
By comparing the result of the distribution over ASes with
that of previous bots, we ﬁnd that even if there are common
ASes between Conﬁcker and previous bots, there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the locations of infected ASes. Some
studies [18, 31, 32] investigated which ASes are the major
sources of the botnets that deliver spam emails2 . We compare their ﬁndings with our result and denote it in Table
3. In [18], the authors analyzed data collected in 2004 2006 and pointed out that most of the bots are located in

3
In our DNS reverse lookups, about 49% of victims did
not return valid results and therefore we labeled them as
“Unknown”, shown in Table 4. Since previous studies also
showed similar rates of “unknown” domains, we leave them
in the table.

2
In [32], they only present the top ﬁve of ASes, and that is
why we could not compare the whole list.
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Conﬁcker
ASN
Country
4134
China
China
4837
Brazil
7738
Taiwan
3462
45899 Vietnam
27699 Brazil
India
9829
Brazil
8167
Italia
3269
Turkey
9121

Botnet 1 [18]
ASN
Country
766
Korea
4134
China
1239
USA
4837
China
9318
Japan
32311 USA
5617
Poland
6478
USA
19262 USA
8075
USA

Botnet 2 [31]
ASN
Country
4134
China
4837
China
4776
Australia
27699 Brazil
3352
Spain
5617
Poland
19262 USA
3462
Taiwan
3269
Italy
9121
Turkey

Botnet
ASN
4766
19262
3215
4837
4134
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.

3 [32]
Country
Korea
USA
France
China
China
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.

Table 3: Top 10 ASes hosting Conﬁcker and Spamming Botnets.
Top Level
Unknown
br
net
cn
ru
it
ar
in
com
mx

Percentage
48.81%
8.83%
8.65%
6.94%
5.01%
2.36%
1.54%
1.35%
1.21%
1.16%

Second Level
Unknown
com.cn
net.br
com.br
hinet.net
telecomitalia.it
corbina.ru
ny.adsl
com.mx
com.ar

Percentage
48.81%
6.89%
4.61%
4.20%
1.91%
1.55%
0.99%
0.93%
0.90%
0.84%

Third Level
Unknown
163data.com.cn
veloxzone.com.br
dynamic.hinet.net
telesp.net.br
retail.telecomitalia.it
brasiltelecom.net.br
broadband.corbina.ru
kd.ny.adsl
prod-inﬁnitum.com.mx

Percentage
48.81%
6.88%
1.96%
1.86%
1.69%
1.46%
1.39%
0.99%
0.93%
0.85%

Table 4: Top 10 Domain Names hosting Conﬁcker Victims in each level.
Sensitive Domain Name) There are Conﬁcker victims in
government networks and companies listed in Fortune 100,
even though the number of infected hosts is small.

Result 3.1. (Distribution over Domain Name Comparison) The .net domain is still prevalent, but new
domains such as .br, .cn, and .ru have recently emerged as
heavy resources of botnets. The .com and .edu domains used
to be the major sources of worms, but now they cast oﬀ the
yoke of malicious domains.

Besides sending DDoS packets and spam emails, a botnet
can steal sensitive information from victims [11]. If hosts
infected by a bot belong to critical networks such as government and military networks that contain sensitive information, a botmaster can steal important information from
them. Using our Conﬁcker data, we investigated how many
victims are aﬃliated with government or military networks
and we found 714 such victims. Surprisingly, victims in government networks are not limited to a few countries, instead
they are spread around 70 countries including U.S.A., Parkistan, India and China. Also, we investigated how many
victims are in well-known companies. To do this, we used
the Fortune 100 Company List [8] and we found 2,847 such
hosts. Conﬁcker victims still exist within several reputable
companies such as HP and IBM.

Comparing the domain result with previous work, we found
that a few domains that were not previously seen in Conﬁcker. Also, we found that .com and .edu domains, which
used to be nefarious domains, are now relatively clean. Unfortunately, because the previous work does not show second level and third level domain distributions, we could only
compare top level domains. In previous studies, top contributors of infected domains are .net, .com and .edu. However,
in the case of Conﬁcker, things have changed. While the .net
domain is still prevalent, there are newly emerged domains
which are not shown in the previous work: .cn, .ru, .in, and
.mx. All domains that are newly seen represent their countries and we call these ccTLDs (Country Code Top Level
Domains). The report from Verisign [29] shows that the
registration rate of above ccTLDs has increased explosively
for the past three years. This implies that the number of
hosts in newly registered domains have increased exponentially. Therefore we may monitor more closely whether they
are infected by malware or not, since they may not be on
any blacklists. The more interesting part is .edu and .com
domains are no longer serious sources of malware. Of course,
there are infected hosts which still belong to those domains,
but its coverage is reduced to 1.21% in .com and 0.0096% in
.edu. This result implies that the networks in .com and .edu
domains are probably better managed and protected than
before. The comparison result is summarized in Table 5.
Result 3.2.

Insight from Result 3, 3.1 and 3.2. (Watch out
for new and sensitive Domains!) It is nearly impossible
to monitor all domain names. However, we have observed
that newly registered domains are more vulnerable and more
easily infected by Conﬁcker. Hence, it is necessary to closely
monitor those recently registered domains. In addition, even
though the number of victims is not large, a botmaster of
Conﬁcker can steal sensitive information from government
and top rated company networks.

4.3

Distribution over Bandwidth

Besides IP address, AS and domain names, bandwidth
gives us information that shows us what kinds of networks
Conﬁcker victims belong to. It also helps to predict the
power of the botnet. For instance, if we know there are one

(Distribution over Domain Name -
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Conﬁcker
Top level
Percentage
Unknown 48.81%
br
8.83%
net
8.65%
cn
6.94%
ru
5.01%
it
2.36%
ar
1.54%
in
1.35%
com
1.21%
mx
1.16%

CodeRed
Top level
Percentage
Unknown 47.22%
net
18.79%
com
14.41%
edu
2.37%
tw
1.99%
jp
1.33%
ca
1.11%
it
0.86%
fr
0.75%
nl
0.73%

Slammer
Top level
Percentage
Unknown 59.49%
net
14.37%
com
10.75%
edu
2.79%
tw
1.29%
au
0.71%
ca
0.71%
jp
0.65%
br
0.57%
uk
0.57%

Witty
Top level
Percentage
net
33%
com
20%
Unknown 15%
fr
3%
ca
2%
jp
2%
au
2%
edu
1%
nl
1%
ar
1%

Table 5: Top 10 Domain Names hosting Conﬁcker, Codered, Slammer and Witty.

4.4

million Conﬁcker victims in the world and most Conﬁcker
victims are in networks with bandwidth less than 1 Kbps,
we deduce that it could generate 1 Gbps traﬃc in the best
case. To measure the bandwidth, we use Tmetric [27] which
sends ICMP packets to the target network and provides a
measured bandwidth result. Since Tmetric needs to contact the target network to estimate the bandwidth, we can
not get the bandwidth result without live target networks
and hosts. It takes quite a long time to contact each host
and measure the bandwidth, so we only contact one host in
the subnetworks (/24) where Conﬁcker victims exist. We
reasonably assume that hosts in the same subnetwork (/24)
have the same bandwidth.

Distribution over Geographic Location

Result 5. (Geographic Location) 34.47% of infected
hosts are located in China, which is larger than the total
number of Conﬁcker victims from the next top eight countries.
As shown in Table 6 on the distribution over countries,
the top ten countries include over 70% of Conﬁcker victims,
China ranks number one by a large margin. Conﬁcker victims are distributed over most of the world including Asia,
Europe, and South America, but interestingly, only 1.1% of
victims are located in North America. This result is somewhat diﬀerent from previous infection patterns.

Result 4. (Bandwidth Distribution) About 99% of
Conﬁcker victims have bandwidth less than 1 Mbps and this
means that most of them are ADSL or Modem/Dialup users.

Result 5.1. (Geographic Location - Comparison)
In previous worms and botnets, most the infected hosts were
located in North America - especially in USA, but in Conﬁcker, most victims are located in the Asian region - especially in China.

We ﬁnd that most victims are using Modem/Dialup or
ADSL networks. As shown in Figure 2 (a), about 90% of
Conﬁcker victims are in the network whose bandwidth is less
than 200 Kbps and around 99% of victims are residing in the
network whose bandwidth is less than 1 Mbps. This result
is similar to [10] and [31] which denote most bots are using
ADSL or Dialup networks. When we conducted this measurement, we found interesting patterns between the bandwidth of a subnet and the number of infected hosts in the
subnet.

We compare the country distribution with that of other
worms and bots to determine whether it is diﬀerent or similar and we ﬁnd that the location of heavy malware contributors is changing. Even though we could not get the exact
country distribution from the previous work [18] [31], we are
able to estimate which country had more victims based on
their distribution over ASes. From Table 6 and 3, we observe that worms prevalent several years ago were mainly
located in North America. In previous botnets, [31] and [32]
show that victims are mainly located in both Asia and North
America, but [18] and [24] denote that most victims are located in North America. However, contrast to the results
of previous work, we ﬁnd that Conﬁcker victims are mainly
located in Asia and not in North America, where only 1.1%
of victims are located. Therefore, changing monitoring focus
from North America to Asia seems reasonable.

Result 4.1. (Bandwidth Distribution - relation
with the numbers of victims) The networks that have
low bandwidth are likely to have more Conﬁcker victims than
those with high bandwidth.
We suspect that there is a relationship between the bandwidth of a network and the number of infected hosts of the
network. As shown in Figure 2 (b), the bandwidth of the
subnet is inversely related to the number of infected hosts
in the subnet. We think that this pattern is related to the
manageability of each network. A network with high bandwidth indicates consuming high setup cost and it also means
the network is that worthy. And we could infer that such
worthy network is under reasonably good maintenance.

Insight from Result 5 and 5.1. (From North America to Asia - Conﬁrmed) We clearly observe that the hosts
infected by Conﬁcker are mainly located in Asia and not in
North America, as also shown in Result 2 and 2.1.

5.

Insight from Result 4 and 4.1. (Examine ADSL
or Modem/Dialup networks) Hosts with ADSL or Modem/Dialup connections are still very vulnerable.

HOW WELL DO REPUTATION-BASED
DETECTION SYSTEMS DETECT CONFICKER?
In this section, we examine how well current reputation-
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Figure 2: Bandwidth measurement of Conﬁcker victims.
Conﬁcker
Country
%
China
34.47%
Brazil
9.43%
7.39%
Russia
4.45%
India
3.56%
Italy
Vietnam
2.81%
2.59%
Taiwan
Germany
2.03%
Argentina 2.00%
Indonesia
1.85%

Waledac
Country %
USA
17.34%
U.K
7.76%
France
7.04%
Spain
5.90%
India
5.50%
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.
no info.

CodeRed
Country
%
USA
43.91%
Korea
10.57%
China
5.05 %
Taiwan
4.21%
Canada
3.47%
U.K.
3.32%
Germany
3.28%
Australia
2.39%
Japan
2.31%
Netherlands 2.16%

Slammer
Country
%
USA
42.87%
Korea
11.82%
Unknown
6.96%
China
6.29%
Taiwan
3.98%
Canada
2.88%
Australia
2.38%
U.K.
2.02%
Japan
1.72%
Netherlands 1.53%

Witty
Country
USA
U.K
Canada
China
France
Japan
Australia
Germany
Netherlands
Korea

%
26.28%
7.27%
3.46 %
3.36%
2.94%
2.17%
1.83%
1.82%
1.36%
1.21%

Table 6: Top 10 countries where Conﬁcker, Waledac, Codered, and Slammer are located.
based detection systems detect Conﬁcker. A DNS blacklist
is an eﬀective approach to detect malicious hosts and networks based on reputation [1]. We investigate how well it
detects Conﬁcker victims to verify its eﬀectiveness. Also,
we examine other reputation-based detection systems such
as Dshield [6] and FIRE [7] to check if they could successfully
detect Conﬁcker victims.

bution of Conﬁcker victims (over IP address space, ASes,
Domain names and Countries) is diﬀerent from the previous work, and this makes it hard to build eﬀective blacklists
for detecting emerging malicious hosts/networks, because
blacklists highly depend on the reputation of hosts and networks obtained from their previous records (and currently
heavily rely on spam activity records).

5.1

Insight from Result 6. (Unfortunately, blacklists
can not help us all the time) Only less than 20% of victims are on DNS blacklists, which means that we need better
ways to detect future emerging malware.

DNS Blacklist

We have investigated several well-known blacklists such
as DNSBL [5], SORBS [20], SpamHaus [22], and SpamCop
[21] to see how many victims of Conﬁcker are on their blacklists. We tested all 24,912,492 infected hosts and we found
out that only 4,281,069 hosts are on blacklists which is only
17.18% of all victims.

5.2

Dshield and FIRE

Some other reputation-based detection systems are also
provided to complement DNS blacklists, and we need to investigate their performance of detection. Since most DNS
blacklists are mainly to detect hosts or ASes sending spam,
they may not detect other malicious behaviors (potentially)
performed by (emerging) infected hosts. There are several
studies that try to detect network scanning attacks or webbased attacks and Dshield [6] and FIRE [7] are good examples of them. Dshield provides information to detect hosts or
ASes sending suspicious network scanning/attacking packets, and FIRE [7] lists malicious ASes which frequently host

Result 6. (DNS Blacklist) DNS blacklists only cover
a small portion of Conﬁcker victims. More speciﬁcally, only
17.18% of Conﬁcker victims are found on any of four DNS
blacklists.
Our investigation result is quite diﬀerent from the previous work [18] which shows about 80% of bot infected hosts
are already on some blacklists and we believe that the disparity is caused by the diﬀerence of distribution of infected
hosts. As we mentioned in Section 4.1 and 4.2, the distri-
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fecting nearby hosts. Conﬁcker has a function of scanning
randomly selected IP addresses. Although this will help
Conﬁcker to spread globally, it is not probably very eﬃcient these days because most networks are protected by ﬁrewalls or Network Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems.
To propagate more eﬃciently, Conﬁcker adopts several interesting techniques to infect hosts nearby; (1) an ability to
infect other hosts in the same subnet, (2) an ability to infect hosts in the nearby subnets, and (3) an ability to infect
portable storage devices.
The diverse infection techniques of Conﬁcker lead us to
ask this question: “Which vector is more eﬀective to infect hosts?”. Some previous studies suggested that second
approach - (ii) infecting nearby hosts - is probably more
dominant in the Conﬁcker case [17, 12]. We think that this
seems reasonable, because even though most networks are
protected well from outside threats, they are still open to internal attacks. However, they do not show concrete evidence
to support it.
To determine whether this hypothesis is correct, we constructed a test. Prior to explaining our test, we declare that
we will use /24 subnet as a basic unit in our test. And we
make the following deﬁnition to simplify the test. We deﬁne
two terms: (i) “camp” is the group of /24 subnets whose /16
subnet is the same and locations are close together, and (ii)
each /24 subnet is a “neighbor” of nearby /24 subnets in the
same camp. Sometimes, even if two /24 subnets are in the
same /16 subnet, their physical locations could be far from
each other. However, since our concept of “camp” is each /24
subnet with both nearby IP address and physical location,
we should consider its location as well. Based on the above
deﬁnition, we establish a hypothesis as follows. Of the two
infection vectors of Conﬁcker, suppose the second infection
vector plays a dominant role, the infection pattern4 of a /24
subnet will be similar to that of its “neighbors” in the same
“camp”. In other words, the hosts in nearby networks of infected host are more likely to be selected as future victims
than randomly chosen hosts.
To evaluate this hypothesis, we have tested the following
scenarios. First, we divide hosts into /24 subnets and assign each /24 subnet into a “camp” based on our deﬁnition.
Second, we investigate the infection pattern of each /24 subnet to see whether the infection pattern of each /24 subnet
is similar to its “neighbors”. We use Variance-Mean Ratio
(VMR) [9] for a numerical expression. In this test, we measure the mean and variance value of the numbers of infected
hosts of each /24 subnet in each “camp”, and calculate VMR
for each “camp”. If the value of VMR is less than one, distribution of the data set shows under-dispersion with mean
value in the center, which means that infection patterns of
/24 subnets in the “camp” are very similar to each other.

rogue networks by measuring their reputation. We plan to
inspect how many Conﬁcker victims are notiﬁed by Dshield
and FIRE.
Result 7. (Dshield) Only 0.33% of victims of Conﬁcker
are found on the list of malicious IP addresses reported by
DShield, and most of the top ASes infected by Conﬁcker are
not on the malicious AS list of Dshield.
Checking Conﬁcker victims against the list provided by
Dshield [4], we found that only a small portion of hosts
and ASes are on the list. We investigated 588,797 IP addresses presented by Dshield, and they denoted world-wide
attackers/scanners that were detected by all kinds of IDSs
and reported to DShield. Since one of the infection vectors
in Conﬁcker is random IP scanning [17], we expect a large
portion of Conﬁcker victims to show up in Dshield. However, we only ﬁnd 82,856 hosts from the list. This shows
that these Conﬁcker victim hosts are probably easy targets
of many previous malware. However, DShield is still not
good at catching major portions of new emerging malware
such as Conﬁcker. Similarly, we examined the malicious AS
list provided by Dshield and we only observed 83 Conﬁcker
infected ASes out of 10,584 ASes given by Dshield. Only
one of them (AS4812) is a serious contributor of Conﬁcker
(ranked 12th among infected ASes) but the rest are not as
critical as AS4812. Most of them cover less than 0.02% of
Conﬁcker victims.
Result 8. (FIRE) Most highly infected ASes by Conﬁcker are not reported by FIRE.
We compared our infection list of ASes with the results
provided by FIRE as well and we want to know whether
FIRE is helpful in detecting Conﬁcker victims. Although
FIRE denotes AS4134 as the 8th most malicious AS in its
list, most of other heavily infected ASes by Conﬁcker are
not shown in the top 500 malicious ASes of FIRE. Some of
the main contributing ASes to Conﬁcker have never shown
up on FIRE’s list.
Insight from Result 7 and 8. (New and complementary detection approaches are needed) DNS
blacklists, Dshield and FIRE detect only a small portion of
Conﬁcker victims. This means that these reputation-based
approaches are not the perfect solution. We need to improve them signiﬁcantly and complement them with other
approaches.
When we tested Dshield and FIRE, we expected that
they could complement DNS blacklists, but the result is not
very positive. This implies that these reputation-based systems alone are far from enough to protect the Internet from
emerging threats. We believe that new detection systems
based on anomalous behaviors of malware could be a good
complementary approach to them.

6.

Result 9. (Neighborhood) Most /24 subnets show
similar infection patterns (numbers of infected hosts) with
their “neighbors”. The closer they are located with each other,
the more similar in their infection patterns.
We measured the VMR value of each “camp” and we found
that more than 70% of “camps” denoted that their /24 subnet members are similar to each other. From this result, we
reasonably infer that the dominant infection vector of Con-

CAN NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH HELP?

Conﬁcker still uses network scanning to infect other hosts
on the Internet as previous worms and bots did, and it also
adopts several advanced skills to infect hosts eﬃciently. The
spreading techniques of Conﬁcker can be classiﬁed into two
categories [3, 17]; (i) infecting random hosts and (ii) in-

4
We use the number of infected hosts of /24 subnet as a
feature to represent an infection pattern.
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Within Distance
≈ 100km
≈ 200km
≈ 300km

# of all “camps”
85,246
65,748
54,415

# of “camps” whose /24 subnet
62,121
44,633
36,495

members are similar to each other
(72.87%)
(67.88%)
(67.06%)

Table 7: The number of all “camps” and “camps” whose members are similar to each other.
• divide data: we randomly select 20% of data from
both data sets for training samples and other 80% of
data is used for testing.

ﬁcker is to infect nearby hosts. The test result is shown
in Table 7. When we did this test, we got three types
of “camps” based on its geographical information. For instance, if we set the distance metric for the “camp” as 100km
which means that all /24 subnets in the “camp” have the
same /16 subnet and they are within 100km of each other,
we found 85,246 “camps” from our data and we discovered
62,121 “camps” whose /24 subnet members are similar to
each other. We observed that more than 67% of “camps”
showed that their /24 subnet members are similar to each
other. The closer their locations are, the clearer this pattern
is shown. This result tells us that Conﬁcker is more likely
to select nearby hosts than randomly chosen hosts and this
means Conﬁcker victims are mainly infected by neighbor
networks/hosts. We deduce from this result that infection
from the inside could be more harmful than the threats from
the outside. Usually, most enterprise networks and ISPs protect their internal hosts using ﬁrewalls and IPS/IDS from
external attacks, but there are very few approaches to protect hosts from internal threats.

After all preparation was completed, we used the KNN
algorithm (we use 3 for K and use IP address to calculate
the distance) to our data and found that it can detect unknown infected /24 subnets with a high accuracy. As shown
in Table 8, we ﬁnd that even if we only know a small part
of Conﬁcker data (20%), we can still predict other infected
/24 subnets within more than 90% accuracy with reasonable
True Positive (TP) and False Positive (FP)6 rates. This detection result implies that if we share neighbor information,
we could detect unknown victims or provide early warnings
more eﬃciently.
Detection Accuracy
91.59%

FP rate
8.5%

Table 8: Accuracy, TP and FP rate of the Detection
Approach based on Neighborhood Information.

Result 9.1 (Detection based on neighborhood information) We could detect unknown victims by sharing
and correlating neighbor alert information, even if we only
know small sets of families and its neighbors.

Insight from Result 9 and 9.1. (Neighborhood
watch) We observe that a large portion of victims could
be infected by nearby victims and ﬁnd that it is very important to share threat information with neighborhood networks.
And this insight implies that further research is needed for
developing new detection/defending approaches based on cooperated/shared (alert) information (and probably in an efﬁcient privacy-preserving way).

Based on previous results, we propose an approach of detecting (or early warning) emerging (unknown) infected /24
subnets using neighborhood information and we show that
the approach can detect unknown infected /24 subnets with
more than 90% of accuracy. From the above test, we ﬁnd
that Conﬁcker victims share their infection patterns with
their neighbors, and this ﬁnding gives us an intuition that
collecting and sharing neighborhood information would be
helpful to detect unknown malware or provide early warnings. To validate this intuition, we have tested the simple
scenario of “We only have small portions of information of
benign and malicious hosts, but we can gather neighborhood
information. Then, how many unknown malicious hosts can
we detect (or predict) based on neighborhood information?”.
As a method of considering neighborhood information, we
use the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classiﬁcation algorithm,
because it is a very popular approach that classiﬁes unknown
examples using the most similar “neighbors” in the known
examples. When we apply the KNN algorithm to our data,
we need the following preparations.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied a large-scale Conﬁcker infection data to discover (i) their distribution over networks,
ASes and etc, (ii) diﬀerence from previous bots/worms (iii)
the eﬀectiveness of current reputation-based malware detection/warning systems, and (iv) some insight to help detect
future malware.
Our analysis of Conﬁcker victims and cross-comparison
results allowed us to obtain profound insights of Conﬁcker
victims. They also guide us to understand the trends of
malware infections and to ﬁnd interesting ideas that can
aid the design of future malware detecting systems. We revealed that current reputation-based malware detecting systems depending on previously known information are not
enough to detect most Conﬁcker victims. This result suggests that diﬀerent kinds of (complementary) detection systems such as an anomaly-based detection system are needed.

• deﬁne classes: in this test, we deﬁne two classes;
benign (normal /24 subnet) and malicious (/24 subnet
which has Conﬁcker victims)
• collect data: we use our Conﬁcker data for malicious
data, and we collected the same number of benign /24
subnets as malicious /24 subnets.5
5

TP rate
91.65%

fected by Conﬁcker), and 1,300,000 benign /24 subnets
(NOT infected by Conﬁcker or other malware).
6
TP denotes the rates that the detector classiﬁes real malicious networks correctly, and FP denotes the rates that the
detector classiﬁes benign networks as malicious.

As a result, we have 1,300,000 malicious /24 subnets (in-
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We provide a basis that proves the hypothesis of “A Conﬁcker bot is more likely to infect nearby hosts than randomly chosen hosts” and we believe that it calls for more
research of detection systems which are based on watching/sharing/correlating neighborhood information.
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ABSTRACT

on the blacklist were re-listed within 10 days, and overall,
45% were re-listed during the observation period.
It is known that spamming IP addresses exhibit interesting spatial properties. Previous studies have shown that
spamming IPs are distributed non-uniformly throughout the
address space [19, 21, 28], and they can often be clustered
into spatial groups indicative of spamming behavior. For
example, AS-membership has been shown to be a strong
predictor of spamming likelihood [11], as well as BGP preﬁxes, and the host-names of reverse DNS look-ups [19].
In this paper we propose a novel method to combine blacklist histories with spatial context to produce predictive reputation values capable of classifying spam. Our model,
Preventive Spatio-Temporal Aggregation (PreSTA), monitors blacklist dynamics, interpreting listings as a record of
negative feedback. An entity (i.e., an IP address) is then
evaluated based on its own history of negative feedback and
the histories of spatially related entities. Spatial adjacency
is multi-tiered and deﬁned based on multiple grouping functions (e.g., AS-membership, subnet, etc.). A reputation
value is computed for each grouping, and these are combined using a standard machine learning technique to produce ham/spam classiﬁcations.
We implemented PreSTA and analyzed incoming email
traces at a large university mail server. We found that
PreSTA can classify an additional 50% of spam not identiﬁed by blacklists alone while maintaining similar falsepositive rates. Moreover, when PreSTA is used in combination with traditional blacklists, on average 93% of spam
is consistently identiﬁed without the need for content-based
analysis. This result was found to be stable: As the underlying blacklist suﬀers large deviations in detection accuracy, PreSTA maintains steady-state performance. Further, PreSTA is highly scalable: Over 500,000 emails an
hour can be scored using a single-threaded implementation
on a commodity server.
We do not propose that PreSTA can (or should) replace
context-based ﬁltering. Instead, PreSTA can be leveraged
just as blacklists are today – as a preliminary ﬁlter to avoid
more computationally expensive analysis. Use-cases could
include a complimentary service to blacklists (perhaps implemented by the blacklist provider) or an email prioritization mechanism for overloaded mail servers.
PreSTA’s applicability is not conﬁned to email spam detection. Related work has already shown PreSTA reputations helpful in prioritizing edits and detecting vandalism on
Wikipedia [30], and PreSTA may be further applicable to
an entire class of dynamic trust management problems [9,

IP blacklists are a spam ﬁltering tool employed by a large
number of email providers. Centrally maintained and well
regarded, blacklists can ﬁlter 80+% of spam without having
to perform computationally expensive content-based ﬁltering. However, spammers can vary which hosts send spam
(often in intelligent ways), and as a result, some percentage of spamming IPs are not actively listed on any blacklist. Blacklists also provide a previously untapped resource
of rich historical information. Leveraging this history in
combination with spatial reasoning, this paper presents a
novel reputation model (PreSTA), designed to aid in spam
classiﬁcation. In simulation on arriving email at a large university mail system, PreSTA is capable of classifying up
to 50% of spam not identiﬁed by blacklists alone, and 93%
of spam on average (when used in combination with blacklists). Further, the system is consistent in maintaining this
blockage-rate even during periods of decreased blacklist performance. PreSTA is scalable and can classify over 500,000
emails an hour. Such a system can be implemented as a
complementary blacklist service or used as a ﬁrst-level ﬁlter
or prioritization mechanism on an email server.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Roughly 90% of the total volume of email on the Internet
is considered spam [5], and IP-based blacklisting has become
a standard tool in ﬁghting such inﬂuxes. Spammers often
control large collections of compromised machines, botnets,
and vary which hosts act as the spamming mail servers. As
a result, some 20% of spam emails received at a large spam
trap in 2006 were not listed on any blacklist [21].
Blacklists provide only a static view of the current (or
recently active) spamming IP addresses. However, when
viewed over time, blacklists provide dense historical (temporal) information. Upon inspection, interesting properties
emerge; for example, more than 25% of the IPs once listed
∗
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29] that are characterized by the need for decision-making
in the presence of uncertainty and partial-information.

2.

Conventional algorithms aggregate over both positive and
negative feedback, and feedback is indeﬁnitely retained and
associated with a single discrete event. PreSTA utilizes expiring feedback, where a negative observation (e.g., sending
spam) is valid for some ﬁnite duration (the blacklist period),
after which, it is discarded.

RELATED WORK

Spam ﬁltering based on network-level properties of the
source IP address is a popular choice for mitigating spam.
Unlike content-based ﬁlters (e.g., those based on Bayesian
quantiﬁers [24]), these techniques tend to be computationally inexpensive while achieving relatively good performance.
IP blacklists [3, 7] are one such network-level ﬁltering
strategy. Blacklists are collections of known spamming IP
addresses collated from various institutions (e.g., large email
providers). They tend to be well-regarded because they are
maintained by reputable providers and incorporated into
many email server’s. Blacklists are only a static snapshot of
spamming hosts, but over time, IP addresses are listed, delisted, and re-listed. It is precisely this history that PreSTA
leverages in generating IP reputation.
Filtering based on blacklists alone is imperfect [25]. Listing latency is a commonly cited weakness [20], as is incompleteness. One study reported that 10% of spamming IPs
observed at a spam-trap were not blacklisted [23]. Such situations motivate PreSTA; in these partial knowledge scenarios, an unlisted IP address can be viewed in terms of
its previous listings (if any) and its spatial relation to other
known spamming IPs.
The non-uniform distribution of spamming IPs on the Internet is a well-studied phenomenon. Spamming IPs tend to
be found near other spamming IPs [23] and in small regions
of the address space [21]. Most such IPs tend to be shortlived [28]; further supporting the use of spatial relationships.
Although PreSTA employs basic spatial measures in its preliminary implementation, more advanced relationships could
be exploited, such as those suggested in [11, 19]. Additionally, dynamically shaped groups could be used [27].
A key diﬀerence between PreSTA and similar work is
its combination of temporal history provided by blacklists
and the spatial dynamics of spamming IPs. Perhaps the
closest related system is SNARE by Hao et al. [11]. In addition to demonstrating interesting spatial measures (including geographic distance), SNARE utilizes simple temporal
metrics to perform spam ﬁltering (e.g., the time-of-day an
email was sent) and applies a lightweight form of aggregation
(e.g., mean and variance) to detect abnormal patterns. In
contrast, PreSTA’s temporal computation has more depth,
aggregating time-decayed compounding evidence that encodes months of detailed blacklisting events. Indeed, [11]
identiﬁes many valid measures of spamming behavior, but
is incapable of Internet-wide scalability due to a reliance on
high-dimensional learning. PreSTA spam detection computes over a single feature, IP address (and groups thereof),
and is extremely scalable with high accuracy.
Similar techniques are claimed by two commercial services: Symantec [26] uses “IP reputation” in its security software, and SenderBase [12] by Ironport uses spatial data to
build IP reputations. The procedures are proprietary, so a
detailed comparison is not possible. However, the binary
output of the public-facing query mechanisms correlate well
with PreSTA’s classiﬁcations.
PreSTA can also be examined in the context of generalpurpose reputation systems/logics, such as EigenTrust [16]
or TNA-SL [14]. A key diﬀerence involves the nature of feedback; namely, PreSTA considers only negative feedback.

3. REPUTATION MODEL
Although our presentation of PreSTA is focused on the
domain of spam detection, it is important to note that
PreSTA deﬁnes a general reputation model. There are two
requirements for potential applications: (1) Access to a history of negative feedback (as achieved via IP blacklists); and
(2) the ability to deﬁne spatial partitions over entities (as
achieved via the IP address hierarchy). The reputation values computed consider both the history of negative feedback
for an individual entity and those of related entities.
In the temporal dimension, a history of negative feedback,
stored in a feedback database, is required. An entity is considered active in the database when an associated negative
feedback has been recently received (i.e., the entity is listed
on the blacklist). After some interval, the feedback expires,
and the entity is considered inactive (i.e., the entity is delisted from the blacklist). A query to the database returns
an entire history of active and inactive events, to which a
decay function is applied. The function weighs distant and
recent events appropriately and permits compounding evidence to accumulate against entities.
A set of grouping functions deﬁne spatial relevance. A
grouping function maps an entity to other entities that share
behavioral properties. More than one grouping function can
(and should) be deﬁned, and they may be singular in nature (i.e., an entity is in a group by itself). The temporal
history of each spatial grouping is considered, resulting in
multiple reputation values. These component reputations
are then combined so that a single entity is evaluated based
on multiple contexts of negative feedback.
In the remainder of this section the model is formalized.
First, the computation and its normalization are discussed,
and following that, the feedback database is presented.

3.1 Reputation Computation
The goal of the reputation computation is to produce a
quantiﬁed value that captures both the spatial and temporal
properties of the entity being evaluated. Spatially, the size
of the grouping must be considered, and temporally, the
history of negative feedback must be weighted in proportion
to its spatial relevance.
To capture these properties, three functions are required
– two temporal and one spatial:
• hist(α, G, H ) is a temporal function returning a list
of pairs, (tin , tout ), representing listings from the feedback history, H, according to the grouping of entity
α by grouping function G. The values tin and tout
are time-stamps bounding the active duration of the
listing. Active listings return (tin , ⊥).
• decay(tout , h) is a temporal function that exponentially decays input times using a half-life h, and it takes
the form 2−Δt/h where Δt = tnow − tout is of the same
unit as h. It returns a value in the range [0, 1], and for
consistency, decay(⊥, h) = 1.
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• size(α, G, t) is a spatial function returning the magnitude, at time t, of the grouping deﬁned by G, of
which α is/was a member. If G deﬁnes multiple groupings for α, only the magnitude of one grouping is returned. The choice of group is application speciﬁc.

to dynamism in IP address assignment, and the latter due
to properties of the blacklist in question. Note that when
decay(tout, h) = C, MAX_REP = decay(⊥, h) + C.

3.2 Feedback Database
The feedback database, H, depends on the nature of feedback available. PreSTA is most adept at handling expiring
feedback like that present in IP blacklists. By deﬁnition,
an expiring feedback occurs when an entity is active (listed)
in the database before removal (de-listed) after a ﬁnite duration. In this case, H is a record of the entries/exits of
listings such that the active database can be reproduced at
any point in time.
Feedback can also be discrete, where negative feedbacks
are associated with a single time-stamp. This is the model
most often seen in general-purpose reputation management
systems [14, 16]. In such cases, hist() always returns pairs of
the form (tin , ⊥), and thus the associated listings do not decay. A discrete database can be transformed into a compatible H by setting an artiﬁcial timeout x, (e.g., (tin , tin + x)).
Further, listings should not overlap (i.e., an entity having
multiple active listings). Spam blacklists are inherently nonoverlapping, and pre-processing can be applied over feedbacks when this is not the case.

Raw reputation can be deﬁned as follows:
raw rep(α, G, H ) =

X
(tin ,tout )∈
hist(α,G,H)

decay(tout, h)
size(α, G, tin )

(1)

This computation captures precisely the spatio-temporal
properties required by PreSTA. Temporally, the listing history of an entity/group is captured at each summation via
the hist() function, and events occurring recently are more
strongly weighted via the decay() function. Spatially, grouping function G deﬁnes the group membership, and each summation is normalized by the group size.
When two or more grouping functions are deﬁned over the
entities, multiple computations of raw rep() are performed.
Each value encodes the reputation of an entity when considered in a diﬀerent spatial context. How to best combine
reputation is application speciﬁc, and for the spam application, machine learning techniques are used (see Sec. 5.7).
The values returned by raw rep() are strictly comparable for all spatial groupings deﬁned by G and the history
H. High values correspond to less reputable entities and
vice-versa. However, it is more typical for reputation systems [14, 16] to normalize values onto the interval [0, 1]
where lower values correspond to low reputation and viceversa. Ultimately, machine learning does not require normalized values. Such values do, however, enable the model
to be consistent with other reputation systems and provide
an absolute interpretation that permits manually-authored
policies (e.g., allow access where reputation > 0.8).
Normalization requires knowledge of an upper bound on
the values returned by raw rep(). This cannot be generally
deﬁned when the de-listing policy is non-regular. However,
if listings expire after a ﬁxed duration d (or a greatest lowerbound for d can be computed), then it is possible to compute
an upper bound. Such a bound is found by considering
an entity who is as bad as possible; one that is re-listed
immediately after every de-listing, and thus, is always active
in the feedback database. Considering a grouping of size 1,
the raw rep() computation reduces to a geometric sequence:
MAX_REP = 1 +

1
1 − 2−d/h

4. SPAM DETECTION SETUP
As presented, PreSTA deﬁnes a general model for reputation. Here, we apply PreSTA for the purpose of spam
detection. Two properties of spam and IP blacklists are well
leveraged by PreSTA. First, spammers are generally found
“near” other spammers, and their identiﬁers, IP addresses,
can be spatially grouped based on the IP address hierarchy.
Second, blacklists are a rich source of temporal data.
It should be noted that other sources of negative feedback
besides IP blacklists could be employed by PreSTA. Any
manner of negative feedback associating spamming and IP
addresses is suﬃcient. IP blacklists, however, are a wellregarded and generally trusted source of negative feedback.
They are centrally maintained and reputation computed over
them can be seen as a good global quantiﬁer. IP blacklists
do have weaknesses, and readers should take care not to
associate these ﬂaws to the PreSTA model.

4.1 Data Sources
Blacklists: To collect blacklist data, we subscribed to a
popular blacklist-provider, Spamhaus [7]. The arrival and
exit of IP addresses listed on three Spamhaus blacklists (updated at thirty-minute intervals) were recorded for the duration of the experiment:

(2)

Similarly, the same worst case reputation occurs for groups
of larger size, however, instead of a single entity acting as a
bad as possible, the entire group is simultaneously re-listed
immediately following each de-listing. Normalized reputation is now deﬁned as:
«
„
raw rep(α, G, H)
(3)
rep(α, G, H ) = 1 −
MAX_REP

• Policy Block List (PBL): Listing of dynamic IP
addresses (e.g., those provided by large ISPs such as
Comcast or Verizon).
• Spamhaus Block List (SBL): Manually-maintained
listing of IPs of known spammers/organizations. Typically these are IPs mapping to dedicated spam servers.
• Exploits Block List (XBL): Automated listing of
IPs caught spamming; usually open proxies or machines that have been compromised by a botnet.

This reputation computation can be modiﬁed depending on
the entities being evaluated or the nature of the negative
feedback database. For example, one can eliminate spatial
relevance by using grouping functions that deﬁne groups of
size 1. Or, one can eliminate all temporal aspects by deﬁning the return of decay() as a constant (C). Both such usages are later employed in spam detection; the former due

As the latter two blacklists contain IP addresses known to
have participated in spamming, only these are used to build
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reputation. The PBL is a preventative measure (however,
it is used when examining blacklist performance) which lists
hosts that should never be sending email, on principle.
The mechanism by which a blacklist entry occurs, be it
accurate or otherwise, is beyond the scope of this work. Removal from the blacklist takes two forms: manual de-listing
and timed-expiration. Given its rigorous human maintenance, the SBL follows the former format. The XBL, on
the other hand, defaults to a more automated time-to-live
de-listing policy. Empirical evidence shows the bulk of such
listings expire 5-days after their appearance (see Fig. 1).
However, in the case a blacklisted party can demonstrate
its innocence or show the spam-generating exploit has been
patched, manual removal is also an option for the XBL. Manual de-listings can complicate the calculation of MAX_REP,
but as we will show, worst case spamming behaviors are
rarely realized, permitting strong normalization.

original email bodies, the Proofpoint score is considered the
ground truth in forthcoming analysis.

4.2 Temporal Properties of Spamming IPs
PreSTA leverages the temporal properties of IP blacklists
by aggregating the de-listings and re-listings of blacklist entries. Fig. 1 displays the analysis of those two statistics. Of
IP-addresses de-listed during the experiment period, 26%
were re-listed within 10 days. Overall, 47% of such IPs were
re-listed within 10 weeks, and it is precisely such statistics
that motivate PreSTA’s use of temporal data.
Given that IP addresses are frequently re-listed, we examined the rate at which de-listing occurs; 80% of XBL entries
were de-listed at, or very close to, 5 days after their entry
(Fig. 1). Even so, this 5-day interval is not ﬁxed. Despite a
non-exact expiration, MAX_REP is well computed using d = 5
(days). Raw reputation values rarely exceeded the calculated MAX_REP (less than 0.01% of the time).
The SBL requires a manual conﬁrmation of innocence
before de-listing can occur and has no consistent listing
length. Thus, MAX_REP computation cannot proceed as with
the XBL. Instead, the strong assurance provided by delisting events can be leveraged in reputation calculation. A
de-listed IP was veriﬁed to be non-spamming, and so there
is no reason to decay entries as they exit the list. Formally,
∀tout , decay(tout) = 0, but as previously, decay(⊥) = 1. In
such circumstances, the MAX_REP value for such IPs is computed as 1 (i.e., the IP address is currently listed).
Adjusting the decay() function in this way permits the
reputations’ of SBL IPs to be based solely on spatial properties. This is a feature of the reputation model, as it allows
for ﬂexibility in weighing context when it comes to spatial
and temporal information. In a similar way, one can focus
solely on temporal properties by deﬁning singular groups,
and both produce useful spam classiﬁcations (see Sec. 5.7).

AS Mappings: For the purpose of mapping an IP address
to the Autonomous System(s) (AS(es)) that homes or originates it, CAIDA [2] reports are used. These are compiled
from Route Views [8] data and are essentially a snapshot of
the BGP routing table.
Email Set: The timestamp and connecting IP address of
approximately 31 million email headers were collected at
the University of Pennsylvania’s engineering email servers
between 8/1/2009 and 12/31/2009. The servers host approximately 6,100 accounts, of which roughly 5,500 serve
human-users, while the remaining are for various administrative and school uses (e.g., aliases, lists, etc.).
A considerable number of emails (2.8 million) in the dataset were both sent and received within the university network. Such emails are not considered in the analysis. Many
intra-network messages are the result of list-serves/aliasing,
and by excluding them, only externally arriving emails are
considered. Our working set is further reduced to 6.1 million
emails when analysis is conducted “above the blacklist,” or
those mails not currently listed on a blacklist (see Sec. 5.1).
A Proofpoint [6] score was provided with each email to categorize it as either spam or ham (not spam). Proofpoint is a
commercial spam detection service employed by the University whose detection methods are known to include proprietary ﬁltering and Bayesian content analysis [24] similar to
that employed by SpamAssassin [1]. Proofpoint claims extremely high accuracy with a low false-positive rate. Given
no other consistent scoring metric and a lack of access to the

4.3 Spatial Properties of Spamming IPs
The hierarchical nature of IP address assignment provides
natural spatial groupings for use by PreSTA. Starting at the
lowest level, a local router or DHCP service assigns IP addresses to individual machines. The selection pool is likely
well-bounded to a subnet (i.e., a /24 or /16). In turn, these
routers operate within an ISP/AS, which get their allocations from Regional Internet Registries (RIRs), whose space
is delegated from the Internet Assigned Number Authority [4] (IANA). A clear hierarchy exists, and at each level, a
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Figure 3: PreSTA Spam Detection Architecture
are calculated at each granularity and these component reputations are supplied as input to a machine-learning classiﬁer trained over previous email. The output is a binary
ham/spam label along with each of the three component
reputations – all of which may be used by a client application. This procedure is now described in detail, and a visual
reference of the PreSTA work-ﬂow is presented in Fig. 3.

unique reputation can be applied. We focus our groupings
at the following three levels: (1) the AS(es) that home(s)
the IP, (2) the 768-IP block membership (a rough approximation of a subnet), and (3) the IP address itself.
Despite its easily partitioned nature, it remains to be
shown that the IP assignment hierarchy provides relevant
groupings. Previous work and anecdotal evidence suggest
that AS-number is one of the strongest identiﬁers of spammers. Indeed, entire AS/ISPs, such as McColo [17] and
3FN [18], have been shut down as a result of their malicious
nature. Moreover, in [11], AS-level identiﬁers were used as
a reliable indicator of spamming hosts – indicating that 20
ASes host nearly 42% of spamming IPs.
At the subnet level, it was found that groupings of 768 IPaddresses (i.e., three adjacent /24s) well contain malicious
activity (see Sec. 5.5 for details). Fig. 2 visualizes the quantity of of XBL listings in /24 blocks of the address space
for an ISP in Uzbekistan. Clearly, there is strong variance
across the address space – some regions are highly listed
while others are not. The AS-level reputation of this ISP
is comparatively poor due to the quantity of listings, but
within the address space, certain block-level reputations are
ideal. This suggests that AS-level reputation alone may be
too broad a metric.
Finally, using a grouping function that singularly groups
entities eﬀectively removes spatial relevance from reputation
computation. Intuitively, the reputation of a single IP address should be considered because many mail servers use
static addresses. However, the often dynamic nature of address assignment implies that unique IP addresses are not
singular groupings, but rather, could represent many diﬀerent machines over time. A recent study reported that the
percentage of dynamically assigned IP addresses1 on the Internet is substantial and that 96% of mail servers using dynamic IPs send spam almost exclusively [31].

5.

5.1 Traditional Blacklists
In Sec. 4.1 the Spamhaus blacklists were introduced. They
not only provide the basis on which reputations are built,
but in an implementation of PreSTA, it is natural to apply
them as intended – to label emails originating from currently
active IPs as spam. When applied to the email data-set, the
blacklists (PBL included) captured 91.0% of spam with a
0.74% false-positive rate. This detection rate is somewhat
higher than previous published statistics2 [15].
Had the intra-network emails not been excluded from analysis, the blacklists would have captured a similar 90.9% of
spam emails with a much-reduced 0.46% false-positive rate.
The exclusion of such emails, while inﬂating false-positive
rates, permits concentration only on the more interesting set
of externally-received emails and does not bias results. The
usage of blacklists (independent of spatio-temporal properties), enables fast detection of a large portion of spam emails
with minimal time and space requirements – the active listing requires roughly 100MB of storage.
Given the temporal statistics presented in Sec. 4.2, we also
experimented with increasing the blacklists’ listing period
to determine if simple policy changes could greatly aﬀect
blacklist performance. This was not the case; increasing the
active duration of expired listings (but not those suspected
of being manually de-listed) by 5 days increased the detection rate less than 0.05%, and longer listing durations show
minimal accuracy improvements at the expense of signiﬁcant
increases in false-positive rates.

SPAM IMPLEMENTATION

5.2 Historical Database

In this section the implementation of PreSTA for spam
detection is described. It is designed with three primary
goals: It should produce a classiﬁer that is (1) lightweight;
(2) capable of detecting a large quantity of spam; and (3)
do so with a low false-positive rate. Design decisions are
justiﬁed with respect to these goals. Further, the practical
concerns of such an implementation are discussed.
The work-ﬂow begins when an email is received and the
connecting IP address and timestamp are recorded. Assuming the IP is not actively blacklisted, PreSTA is brought to
bear. The IP is mapped to its respective spatial groupings:
itself, its subnet, and its originating AS(es). Reputations

Before reputation can be calculated, a historical feedback
database must be in place. As described, Spamhaus blacklists are retrieved at 30-minute intervals. The diff is calculated between consecutive copies and time-stamped entries/exits are written to a database. When a new listing
appears, the spatial groups (IP, subnet, and AS(es)) that IP
is a member of are permanently recorded. For example, if
IP i was blacklisted as a member of AS a, that entry will
always be a part of a’s blacklist history.
Roughly 1GB of space is suﬃcient to store one month’s
blacklist history (the XBL has 1.0–1.5 million IPs turn over
on a daily basis). Fortunately, an extensive history is not

1

Recall that Spamhaus’ PBL blacklist is essentially a listing
of dynamic IP addresses. It is constructed mainly using ISPprovided data, and as such, is far from a complete listing.

2
Our analysis of blacklist performance is from a singleperspective and may not speak to global eﬀectiveness.
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CDF Area

A good half-life will maximize the diﬀerence between the
reputations of spam and ham email. Analyzing email predating the evaluation period, the reputation-CDFs for both
spam and ham emails (as in Fig. 6) were plotted using diﬀerent h, seeking to maximize the area between the curves. In
Fig. 4 the calculations from these experiments are presented.
A value of h = 10 (days) was found optimal and this value is
used in the spam application4 . With the half-life established
and having chosen d = 5 (days), MAX_REP= 4.14.
As described previously, two separate decay() functions
are employed depending on whether a listing appeared on
the SBL or the XBL. Manually maintained, de-listing from
the SBL is not decayed, but the XBL is decayed using the
aforementioned 10-day half-life. A special ﬂag attached to
each time pair returned by hist() allows both listings to be
used in combination.
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Figure 4: Aﬀect of Half-Life on CDF Area
required given the exponential decay() function3 . For example, given a 10-day half-life, a 3-month old XBL entry
contributes 0.6% the weight of an active listing. Lengthy
histories oﬀer diminishing returns. To save space, one should
discard records incapable of contributing statistical signiﬁcance. Further, such removal saves computation time because the smaller the set hist() returns, the fewer values
which must be processed by raw rep().

5.5 Reputation Calculation
Given the feedback database (Sec. 5.2), output (sets of IP
addresses) of the three grouping functions (Sec. 5.3), and
the decay function (Sec. 5.4), reputation may now be calculated at each granularity, returning three reputation values.
Calculation closely follows as described in Sec. 3.1.
Calculation of IP-level and subnet-level reputation is
straightforward per the reputation model with size() = 1
and size() = 768, respectively. The particulars of AS-level
calculation are more interesting. An IP may be a member
of any quantity of ASes, including none at all. If an IP is
multi-homed, the conservative choice is made by selecting
the most reputable AS-level reputation. Those IPs mapping
to no AS form their own group, and the reputation for this
group is designated as 0 because, in general, unallocated
space is only used for malicious activity (see Sec. 7). In this
spatial grouping, size() is not constant over time. Instead,
magnitudes are pre-computed for all AS using CAIDA data
and updated as BGP routes change.

5.3 Grouping Functions
Given an entity (IP address) for which to calculate reputation, three grouping functions are applied:
• IP Function: An IP is a group in and of itself, so
such a grouping function mirrors its input.
• Subnet Function: IP subnet boundaries are not publicly available. Instead, an estimate considers blocks
of IP addresses (we use the terms “subnet-level” and
“block-level” interchangeably). IP space is partitioned
into /24s (256 IP segments), and an IP’s block grouping consists of the segment in which it resides as well
as the segment on either side; 768 addresses per block.
Thus, block groupings overlap in the address space,
and a single IP input returns one block of IPs (three
/24s). Although such estimations may overﬂow known
AS boundaries, these naı̈ve blocks prove eﬀective.
• AS Function: Mapping an IP to its parent AS(es) requires CAIDA [2] and RouteViews [8] data. Note that
some AS boundaries overlap in address space and some
portions of that space (i.e., unallocated portions) have
no resident AS whatsoever. An IP can be homed by
any number of ASes, including none at all, the technical considerations of which are addressed in Sec. 5.5.
The function’s output is all the IPs homed by an AS(es)
in which the input IP is a member. Each returned IP is
tagged with the parent AS(es), so a well-deﬁned subset
of the output can be chosen.

5.6 Calculation Optimizations
PreSTA must calculate reputation eﬃciently to achieve
the desired scalability. It should not signiﬁcantly slow email
delivery (latency), and it should be capable of handling
heavy email loads (bandwidth). Caching strategies and other
techniques that support these goals are described below:

The decay function (Sec. 3.1) controls the extent to which
temporal proximity factors into reputation. It is conﬁgured
via its half-life, h. If h is too small, reputations will decay
rapidly and provide little beneﬁt over using blacklists alone.
Too large an h will cause an increase in false positives due
to stale information.

• AS Value Caching: Reputations for all ASes are
periodically recalculated oﬀ-line. Calculation is (relatively) slow given that hist() calls return large sets.
• Block/IP Value Caching: Similarly, block and IP
reputations can be cached after the ﬁrst cache miss.
Cache hit rates are expected to be high because (1)
an email with multiple recipients (i.e., a carbon copy)
is received multiple times but with the same source IP
address, and (2) source IP addresses are non-uniformly
distributed. For the 6.1 million (non-intra-network,
non-blacklisted) emails in the working data-set, there
are 364k unique IP senders and 176k unique ‘blocks.’
• Cache Consistency: Caches at all levels need to be
ﬂushed when the blacklists are updated (every 30 minutes), to avoid inconsistencies involving the arrival of

3
This minimal history requirement was of beneﬁt to this
study. Reputations must warm-up before their use is appropriate. Indeed, collection of blacklist data began in 5/2009,
three months before the ﬁrst classiﬁcations.

4
Although it was found unnecessary, h could be optimized
on an interval basis, much like re-training a classiﬁer. However, experiments showed minor variations of the parameter
to be inconsequential.

5.4 Decay Function
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new listings. As far as time-decay is concerned, a discrepancy of up to 30 minutes is inconsequential when
considering a 10-day half-life.
• Whitelisting: There is no reason to calculate reputation in trusted IP addresses, such as one’s own server.
Of course, whitelists could also be utilized in a feedback loop to alleviate false-positives stemming from
those entities whose emails are misclassiﬁed.
Using these optimizations, the PreSTA implementation is
capable of scoring 500k emails an hour, with average email
latency on the order of milliseconds5 . Latency and bandwidth are minimal concerns. Instead, it is the oﬀ-line processing supporting this scoring which is the biggest resource
consumer. Even so, the implementation is comfortably handled by a commodity machine and could easily run adjacent
to an email server. Pertinent implementation statistics, such
as cache performance, are available in Sec. 6.4.

Average AS Reputation

Num. IPs Blacklisted

1e+07
9e+06
8e+06
7e+06
6e+06
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REP (y2)
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09/01/09 10/01/09
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12/01/09

Figure 5: XBL Size Relative to Global Rep.

the provided Proofpoint values are assumed.
Post-training, the false-positive (FP) rate of the classiﬁer is estimated by measuring the error over the training
set (assuming one does not over-ﬁt the training data). The
estimated FP-rate is a good indicator of the true FP-rate,
and the SVM cost parameter is adjusted to tune the expected FP-rate. All classiﬁer statistics and graphs hereafter
were produced with a 0.5% tolerance for false-positives (over
the classiﬁcation set), as this simpliﬁes presentation. This
FP-rate (0.5%) is a reasonable setting given that blacklists
are widely accepted and achieved a 0.74% FP-rate over the
same dataset. Additionally, these rates are somewhat inﬂated given the decision to exclude intra-network emails,
which are unlikely to contribute false-positives (the blacklist FP-rate was reduced one-third to 0.46% with their inclusion). In Sec. 6.5, the trade-oﬀ between the FP-rate and
spam blockage is examined in greater depth.

5.7 Reputation Classification
Extraction of a binary classiﬁcation (i.e., spam or ham)
is based on a threshold strategy. Emails evaluated above
the threshold are considered ham, and those below are considered spam. Finding an appropriate threshold can be
diﬃcult, especially as dimensionality grows, as is the case
when classifying multiple reputation values. Further, a ﬁxed
threshold is insuﬃcient due to temporal ﬂuctuations; as
large groups (botnets) of spamming IPs arise and fall over
time, the distinction between good and bad may shift.
A support vector machine (SVM) [13] is employed to determine thresholds. SVM is a form of supervised learning that provides a simple and eﬀective means to classify
multiple reputation values. The algorithm maps reputation
triples (a feature for each spatial dimension) from an email
training set into 3-dimensional space. It then determines the
surface (threshold) that best divides spam and ham datapoints based on the training labels. This same threshold
is then applied during classiﬁcation. The SVM routine is
tuned via a cost metric that is correlated to the eventual
false-positive rate of the classiﬁer.
The classiﬁer is adjusted (re-trained) every 4 days to handle dynamism. A subset of emails received in the previous
4 days are trained upon, and the resulting classiﬁer is used
for the next 4 day interval. The aﬀect of diﬀerent training
periods has not been extensively studied. Clearly, large periods are not desired; the reputation of distant emails may
not speak to the classiﬁcation of current ones. Too short a
period is poor because it requires extensive resources to retrain so frequently. Analysis found 4-day re-training to be a
good compromise. However, the re-training period need not
be ﬁxed, and future work will explore re-training rates that
adjust based on various environmental factors.
At each re-training, 10,000 emails (5% of the non-intranetwork, non-blacklisted email received every 4 days) were
used, and emails were labeled as spam/ham based on the
Proofpoint score. In a more general use case, there would
be some form of client feedback correlated across many accounts that can classify spam post-delivery and train various
spam detectors. Since we do not have access to such user
behavior, correlation statistics, or any external spam ﬁlters,

6. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Experimental analysis begins by examining component
reputations individually. From there, two case studies are
presented which exemplify how PreSTA produces metrics
outperforming traditional blacklists in both spatial and temporal dimensions. Finally, the detection results of the
PreSTA spam ﬁlter are presented.
To best simulate a real email server load, it is assumed
emails arrive in the order of their timestamps and are evaluated relative to this ordering. Additionally, cache population/ﬂushing and classiﬁcation re-training are performed at
the relative time-intervals outlined in the previous section.

6.1 Blacklist Relationship
In examining how reputations quantify behavior, we apply
a simple intuition: One would expect to see a clear push-pull
relationship between an entity’s reputation and the number
of corresponding entries on the blacklist. To conﬁrm this
hypothesis, the size of the XBL blacklist6 was graphed over
time and compared to the average reputation of all ASes.
Results are presented in Fig. 5. An inverse relationship is
observed, conﬁrming the hypothesis. When the number of
listings decreases, reputation increases – and vice versa.

6.2 Component Reputation Analysis
In order for component reputations (IP, block, and AS) to
be useful in spam detection they must be behavior predictive.
That is, the reputations of ham emails should exceed those

5

Statistics are based on a single-threaded implementation.
Concurrency and other programming optimizations would
likely improve PreSTA’s performance and scalability.

6
The XBL is the driving force behind reputation. The SBL
is also a contributor, but is orders of magnitude smaller.
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Two case studies exemplify the types of spam behavior
able to evade blacklists, yet captured via PreSTA. First,
Fig. 8 shows the temporal sending patterns of a single spamming IP address. This IP was blacklisted twice during the
course of the study (as indicated by shaded regions), and the
time between listings was small (≈ 2 days). The controller of
this IP address likely used blacklist counter-intelligence [22]
to increase the likelihood that spam would be delivered: Notice that no spam was observed when the IP was actively
listed, but 150 spam emails were received at other times.
Traditional blacklist are reactive, binary measures that do
not take history into account. During the intermittent period between listings, as far as the blacklist is concerned,
the spamming IP is an innocent one. However, as shown in
Fig. 8, the IP-level reputation metric compounds prior evidence. Thus, if PreSTA had been in use, the intermittent
inﬂux of email likely would have been identiﬁed as spam.
Secondly, Fig. 9 visualizes a case study at the AS-level
utilizing both spatial and temporal dimensions. In the early
stages of data collection anomalous activity was noticed at
a particular AS (AS#12743)8 . Even when compared to the
other four worst performing ASes during the time block,
ASN-12743’s drop in reputation is astounding. Nearly its
entire address space, some 4,500 addresses, were blacklisted
over the course of several days – likely indicative of an aggressive botnet-based spam campaign. After this, the reputation increases exponentially (per the half-life), eventually
returning to innocent levels.
With traditional blacklists, an IP must actually send spam
before it can be blacklisted. In the ASN-12743 case, this
means all 4,500 IPs had some window in which to freely
send spam. However, as the IPs were listed in mass, the
reputation of the AS drops at an alarming rate, losing more
than 50% of its value. Had PreSTA been implemented, the
reputation of the AS (and the blocks within) would have
been low enough to classify mails sourced from the remainder of the space as spam, mitigating the brunt of the attack.

Figure 7: Component Reputation Performance

of spam emails. This relationship is visualized in the CDFs
of Fig. 6. All component reputations behave as expected.
Fig. 6 also displays the beneﬁt of multiple spatial groupings.
While 90% of spam emails come from IPs that had ideal
reputation (i.e., a reputation of 1) at the time of receipt,
this is true for just 46% of blocks, and only 3% of AS.
The CDFs of Fig. 6 imply that each component reputation is, in and of itself, a metric capable of classifying some
quantity of spam. However, it is desirable to show that each
granularity captures unique spam, so that the combination
of multiple reputations will produce a higher-order classiﬁer of greater accuracy. In Fig. 7, the eﬀectiveness of each
component reputation is presented. The percentage of spam
caught is “above the blacklist,” or more precisely, the percentage of spam well-classiﬁed by the reputation value that
was not identiﬁed by the blacklist alone7 . Crucially, the
combined performance (the top line of Fig. 7), exceeds that
of any component, so each spatial grouping catches spam the
others do not. On the average, PreSTA is able to capture
25.7% of spam emails not caught by traditional blacklists.
We are also interested in determining which grouping provides the best classiﬁcation. AS-level reputation is the most
stable of the components, individually capable of classifying
an additional 10-15% of spam above the blacklist. However,
during periods of increased PreSTA performance, it is often
the block and IP levels that make signiﬁcant contributions.
This is intuitive; AS-level thresholding must be conservative.
Given their large size, the mis-classiﬁcation of an AS could
result in an unacceptable increase in the FP-rate. Meanwhile, the cost associated with a mis-prediction is far less
for block and IP groupings.
These results suggest that considering more spatial dimensions should increase performance, that is, when there
are non-overlapping classiﬁcations. However, there are diminishing returns. Each additional component reputation
requires increased resources in evaluation and classiﬁcation.

6.4 Implementation Performance
An important aspect of PreSTA is its scalability, and
to best evaluate this our PreSTA simulation mimicked the

7
Given the inclusion of traditional blacklist ﬁltering, the primary concern is those emails that are not actively listed.

8
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PTK-Centertel, a major Polish mobile service provider.
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Figure 10: Blacklist and PreSTA Blockage
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normal processing of a mail server. The blacklist history
and cached reputation scores were regulated so that only the
knowledge available at the time of arrival is used to evaluate an email. PreSTA requires a warm-up period to gather
enough temporal knowledge to process correctly; hence, historical blacklist storage began three months prior to the ﬁrst
email being scored.
The eﬀectiveness of the cache and the latency of the system is also of interest. Caching is highly eﬀective: 56.8% of
block-level calculations are avoided, and 43.1% are avoided
at the IP-level (recall that all AS-level calculations are performed oﬀ-line and then cached). The reputation of an incoming email is calculated in nearly real time, with the average email being processed in fractions of a second. Under
typical conditions, over 500,000 emails can be scored in an
hour, using commodity hardware.
Re-training the classiﬁers and rebuilding the AS-cache are
the most time consumptive activities. Fortunately, training
new classiﬁers takes only minutes of work for a 10,000 email
training set, and only needs to be performed every 4 days.
Re-training is also done oﬀ-line and does not aﬀect current
scoring. Rebuilding the AS reputation cache must be done
every 30 minutes, once new blacklist data is available, but
it need not delay current scoring as the previous AS-level
reputations are still relevant (at most 30 minutes old).
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it is likely that continued analysis will show similar variations in blacklist performance. Periods of high de-listing are
likely followed by periods of high re-listing as spammers try
to maximize the utility of available IPs.
Ultimately, the performance attainable by the classiﬁer is
dependent on the number of false-positives (FPs) tolerated.
To this point, the FP-rate has been ﬁxed at 0.5%; however, as exempliﬁed in Fig. 11, the FP-rate is tune-able and
strongly correlates with the blockage rate. The plot is generated over a characteristic interval of email from mid-October
2009, and is akin to the precision/recall graphs common in
machine-learning. We remind readers that the decision to
exclude intra-network emails from the dataset (see Sec. 5.1)
signiﬁcantly inﬂates the presented FP-rates.

6.5 Spam Mitigation Performance
The spam detection capabilities of PreSTA are summarized in Fig. 10. On average, 93% of spam emails are identiﬁed when used in conjunction with traditional blacklists.
This may seem to be a nominal increase over blacklists alone;
however, the inset of Fig. 10 is more intuitive – PreSTA
blocks between 20% and 50% of those mails passing the
Spamhaus blacklists, with a 25.7% average (identical to the
top line of Fig. 7). Had PreSTA been implemented on our
university mail server during the study, it would have caught
650,000 spam emails that evaded the Spamhaus blacklists.
Most interestingly, PreSTA provides consistent and
steady state detection. For example, consider the significant variations in blacklist performance seen throughout
the study (for example, in late August 2009 and in midNovember 2009). PreSTA is nearly unaﬀected during these
periods and may be a useful stop-gap during variations in
blacklist accuracy. While the blockage-rates of the blacklists
ﬂuctuate 18% over the course of the study, PreSTA is far
more consistent, exhibiting just 5% of variance. Further,

7. EVASION AND GAMESMANSHIP
To be eﬀective, PreSTA must be robust to evasion and
gamesmanship – an entity should be unable to surreptitiously inﬂuence its own reputation. Given the use of IP
blacklists as a feedback source, the most eﬀective way to
avoid PreSTA is to avoid getting blacklisted. However, such
a technique is not fail-safe; a single evasive entity may still
have poor reputation at broader granularity. When negative feedback exists, and an IP has been blacklisted, the
best recourse is patience. Over time, the weight of the listing decays. As such, there is no way to evade PreSTA in
the temporal dimension.
However, spammers are migrant and the spatial dimension aﬀords greater opportunities. While IP and block magnitudes are ﬁxed, an AS controls the number of IPs it broadcasts. An actively evasive AS would ensure its entire allo-
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ABSTRACT

of the American Bankers Association reveals that e-banking
has been the preferred banking method of bank customers
[1]. Security of e-banking systems is a major concern for
the financial institutions and their customers. The highly
sensitive nature of data processed by e-banking systems necessitates a robust security framework to protect the users’
privacy, identity and assets.
Many financial institutions around the world have deployed CAPTCHAs1 to protect their e-banking systems from
automated attacks. In addition to traditional CAPTCHAs
for preventing automated login attempts, some financial institutions have also deployed CAPTCHAs for transaction
verification. The main goal of these CAPTCHAs is to make
automated transaction manipulation by malicious programs
(e.g., Trojans) more difficult. These CAPTCHAs are supposed to provide security against Man-in-the-Middle (MitM)
attacks, which can manipulate the communication between
the user and the e-banking server on the fly. Such attacks are
much more difficult to detect than credential stealers (like
email-based phishing attacks and keyloggers) because they
can circumvent many existing e-banking protection mechanisms including multi-factor authentication schemes. While
the number of such attacks remains unknown, large-scale
attacks are becoming more and more likely with the rising infection rate and evolving sophistication of malware on
desktop PCs and smart phones.
Existing e-banking solutions counter MitM attacks by introducing some means of transaction verification into the
system. These solutions can be broadly divided into the
following classes: trusted out-of-band channel [2]; hardware
for establishing encrypted channel over untrusted network
and/or computer [3]; hardware with trusted display/keypad
for generating transaction-dependent TANs or signatures
[4, 5]; and solutions based on CAPTCHAs (see Sec. 2.2).
The main advantage of CAPTCHA-based solutions is that
they do not depend on special hardware and therefore the
implementation and maintenance costs are very low for both
financial institutions and customers.
The main premise of e-banking CAPTCHAs for both login
and transaction is that some pattern recognition tasks are
extremely difficult for computers (e.g., automated programs
like malware) but easy for humans. Based on this premise,
e-banking systems protected by CAPTCHAs are considered
secure against automated attackers which aim to interpret

Many financial institutions have deployed CAPTCHAs to
protect their services (e.g., e-banking) from automated attacks. In addition to CAPTCHAs for login, CAPTCHAs are
also used to prevent malicious manipulation of e-banking
transactions by automated Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attackers. Despite serious financial risks, security of e-banking
CAPTCHAs is largely unexplored. In this paper, we report
the first comprehensive study on e-banking CAPTCHAs deployed around the world. A new set of image processing
and pattern recognition techniques is proposed to break all
e-banking CAPTCHA schemes that we found over the Internet, including three e-banking CAPTCHA schemes for
transaction verification and 41 schemes for login. These broken e-banking CAPTCHA schemes are used by thousands
of financial institutions worldwide, which are serving hundreds of millions of e-banking customers. The success rate
of our proposed attacks are either equal to or close to 100%.
We also discuss possible improvements to these e-banking
CAPTCHA schemes and show essential difficulties of designing e-banking CAPTCHAs that are both secure and usable.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Computing Milieux]: Management of Computing
and Information Systems—Security and Protection

General Terms
Security, Electronic Commerce, Human Factors

Keywords
CAPTCHA, e-banking, man-in-the-middle attack, malware

1.

INTRODUCTION

Due to their ease and ubiquity of use, e-banking systems
have experienced worldwide deployments. A 2009 survey
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1
CAPTCHA is an acronym for “Completely Automated
Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart”.
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or forge CAPTCHAs. A further challenge of breaking transaction e-banking CAPTCHAs is that the automated attack
needs to run in real time to avoid being noticed by users.
A number of prior efforts have been made for analyzing
the security of general-purpose CAPTCHAs (which are only
for login). However, to the best of our knowledge, the security of e-banking CAPTCHAs has not yet been evaluated
thoroughly.
Contribution: This paper presents the first comprehensive study on e-banking CAPTCHAs, and shows that existing e-banking CAPTCHAs do not meet the expected security requirements. More precisely, we report practical attacks on three e-banking CAPTCHA schemes for transaction verification and 41 schemes for login.2 Our attacks are
based on a new set of image processing and pattern recognition tools, including k-means clustering [6], digital image
inpainting [7,8], morphological image processing [9], character recognition based on cross-correlation [10] and an image
quality assessment (IQA) method called CW-SSIM [11]. As
far as we know, it is the first time that image inpainting and
IQA algorithms are used to break CAPTCHAs. Our attacks
are alarmingly successful: all of the e-banking CAPTCHA
schemes are broken with a success rate equal to or close to
100%. Most of our proposed attacks can run in real time.
Our further investigation shows that it is nontrivial to
enhance the security of the broken e-banking CAPTCHAs.
CAPTCHAs have some essential drawbacks rooted in their
design principle that makes it difficult to simultaneously
achieve both usability and security. We thus call for cautions in deploying e-banking CAPTCHAs.
Outline: The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we give a survey of related work on the
cryptanalysis of CAPTCHAs and the use of CAPTCHAs in
e-banking systems. In Sec. 3 we introduce the new set of
CAPTCHA-breaking tools used in our attacks. Section 4
demonstrates how these tools are used to break a typical
e-banking CAPTCHA scheme for transaction verification
(used by around 800 German banks). Then, Section 5 reports our attacks on another two CAPTCHA schemes for
transaction verification, which are deployed by two major
banks in China. Section 6 shows that 41 e-banking login
CAPTCHA schemes deployed by many financial institutions
all over the world cannot resist automated segmentation attacks. Based on the proposed attacks, in Sec. 7 we outline some possible improvements to the broken e-banking
CAPTCHA schemes, and discuss whether CAPTCHAs are
at all appropriate for protecting e-banking system. The last
section summarizes the salient findings of our work.

2.
2.1

programs cannot achieve a comparable recognition rate to
what humans can. Figure 1 shows some CAPTCHAs of this
kind. Similarly, audio CAPTCHAs designed for the blind
use distorted audio as the challenge shown to the prover.

Figure 1: Three CAPTCHAs based on distorted
texts (left to right): Google, Microsoft, Yahoo!
Another form of CAPTCHA is based on hard AI problems
on image understanding. A typical CAPTCHA of this kind
is Asirra [13], which challenges the prover to select all cat
pictures from 12 pictures of cats and dogs. The idea of
image-based CAPTCHAs has also been generalized to be
based on animation, video, and 3-D models. Readers are
referred to [14] for a recent survey on CAPTCHAs.
The idea of breaking CAPTCHAs has been around for a
while. The first public report we know appeared in 2003
[15], in which Mori and Malik proposed recognition based
attacks on Gimpy and EZ-Gimpy, two early CAPTCHA
schemes based on distorted texts. Later, several other attacks were reported, showing insecurity of more CAPTCHA
schemes based on distorted texts [16, 17]. Moreover, Hocevar demonstrated results of his attacks on quite a number of
CAPTCHA schemes on his web site [18], which reveals some
common pitfalls of weak CAPTCHAs. In [19], Chellapilla et
al. reported an interesting finding: once a CAPTCHA image based on distorted texts is well segmented, automated
programs can recognize those single characters even better than humans. This implies that making segmentation
harder is the main way to enhance security of CAPTCHAs
based on distorted texts. In [20], Yan and Ahmad showed
that a simple pixel-count based attack can break a number
of CAPTCHAs offered at Captchaservice.org and deployed
by some other web sites. In [21], Yan and Ahmad proposed
a new attack on some distorted texts based CAPTCHAs,
which can be used to segment CAPTCHA images into single characters with high accuracy.
Most of the existing attacks are designed for CAPTCHA
schemes that use distorted texts. There are also some attacks on other kinds of CAPTCHA schemes. In [22], Golle
showed that a machine learning based attack can achieve a
success rate of 10.3% for a 12-image challenge of the imagebased CAPTCHA scheme Asirra. In [23,24], attacks to some
deployed audio CAPTCHA schemes were reported.
There are also attacks exploiting implementation flaws.
In [25], Hernandez-Castro and Ribagorda proposed a sidechannel attack on a CAPTCHA scheme based on solving
mathematical problems. In [26], Hindle et al. showed that
reverse engineering can help to design new attacks. Recently,
Hernandez-Castro and Ribagorda pointed out some common
problems of many CAPTCHA schemes [27].

RELATED WORK
CAPTCHAs in general

A CAPTCHA [12] scheme is a challenge-response authentication protocol based on a hard AI problem, which can be
easily solved by humans but not by machines. Here, the goal
differs from traditional user authentication protocols: to accept humans but reject automated programs. CAPTCHAs
can be designed in many forms. The most well-known and
widely-deployed form is distorted texts shown as CAPTCHA
images. The distortions are chosen in a way that automated

2.2

CAPTCHAs for e-banking

One of the main applications of CAPTCHAs is to prevent
automated online password attacks [28]. Therefore, many
financial institutions have deployed CAPTCHAs on the login pages of their e-banking systems to protect their customers from such attacks. In addition to login CAPTCHAs,
many financial institutions have also deployed CAPTCHAs

2
These are all the e-banking CAPTCHA schemes that we
had found when we submitted the final edition of this paper.
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for transaction verification, in order to prevent automated
MitM attacks. The CAPTCHA-based transaction verification works as follows. After receiving a transaction request,
the server generates a CAPTCHA image by embedding the
transaction data, a dynamic TAN (Transaction Authentication Number) and probably some other information, which
is sent to the user for confirming the transaction. In case
an automated MitM attacker cannot recognize the textual
information embedded in the CAPTCHA image, it will be
unable to forge a CAPTCHA image. Although the security
of transaction CAPTCHAs depend on the same principle of
login CAPTCHAs, there are some essential differences between transaction CAPTCHAs and login CAPTCHAs: 1)
a transaction CAPTCHA image generally contains much
more characters than a login CAPTCHA image; 2) some
(often most) characters in a transaction CAPTCHA image
are known to the MitM attacker; 3) forging CAPTCHA images can also break transaction CAPTCHAs. While there
has been a large body of previous work on breaking login CAPTCHAs, transaction CAPTCHAs are unique for
e-banking and security analysis of them remains unexplored.
We did not find a comprehensive report on e-banking
CAPTCHAs deployed by the worldwide banking sector, so
we manually checked web sites of many financial institutions. We found e-banking CAPTCHA schemes deployed by
a large number of financial institutions in different countries
such as China, Germany, USA, Australia and Switzerland.
Deployment of e-banking CAPTCHAs in China is so popular that it has become a standard components of almost every e-banking system. We checked 30 major Chinese banks,
among which almost all have deployed login CAPTCHAs,
and at least two have deployed transaction CAPTCHAs. In
Germany, the pattern is a bit different: many banks have
deployed login CAPTCHAs and some have also deployed
transaction CAPTCHAs. A similar pattern is observed for
the banking industry in the USA: a major e-banking solution provider serving several thousand financial institutions
has developed several different login CAPTCHA schemes.
In addition to China, Germany and USA, we also found
e-banking CAPTCHAs deployed by financial institutions in
other countries. These include a major bank in Switzerland (with branches in many other countries in Europe,
Asia, North America and Africa), which has deployed login
CAPTCHAs in its e-banking system. A Pakistani bank is
also using this Swiss bank’s system. Similarly, a private bank
based in Latin America has also deployed login CAPTCHAs
in its e-banking system, which serves its customers in Latin
America, Europe, Asia, Australasia and Africa. Some Australian credit unions are also using login CAPTCHAs.
As a whole, we have found three e-banking CAPTCHA
schemes for transaction verifications, one deployed by many
German banks and the other two by two major Chinese
banks. We found 41 e-banking CAPTCHA schemes for login. These e-banking CAPTCHA schemes involve hundreds
of millions e-banking customers all around the world. In
this paper, we report our successful attacks on all of these
e-banking CAPTCHA schemes. We sanitized the paper to
anonymize the names of all affected financial institutions
and e-banking security service providers to give them the
chance to amend their systems and to avoid our research
results being abused by criminals. To this end, we use
pseudonyms of the three e-banking CAPTCHA schemes for
transaction verification: GeCapatcha refers to the e-banking

CAPTCHA scheme used by German banks, ChCaptcha1
and ChCaptcha2 refer to the two used by Chinese banks.
There are also some research proposals about applications
of CAPTCHAs for e-banking. In [29], Mitchell discussed
the possibility of applying CAPTCHAs to e-commerce environment, where the traditional “security codes” (i.e., TANs)
can be replaced by CAPTCHAs to resist automated attacks.
In [30], Fischer and Herfet proposed to use CAPTCHAs for
e-banking transaction verification. In [31], Szydlowski et al.
proposed a CAPTCHA-based software keypad for securing
web input of online transactions. In [32], a combination of
CAPTCHAs and hardware security tokens is proposed to
enhance e-banking security. Security and usability of these
proposals remains a topic for further research.
Security analysis of e-banking CAPTCHAs is either largely
unexplored or kept confidential. There are very few public
reports on e-banking CAPTCHAs available. In [33], Wieser
described an attack on a login CAPTCHA scheme deployed
by a German bank. This attack depends on a design flaw,
which has been fixed in the current deployed system.

3.

CAPTCHA-BREAKING TOOLS

Despite the diversity of the e-banking CAPTCHA schemes
under study, we managed to find a new set of image processing and pattern recognition tools that can break all the ebanking CAPTCHA schemes with very high success rate.
Some of the tools (such as k-means clustering and morphological operations) have been widely used in the field
or reported by other researchers, however, two basic tools –
digital image inpainting and CW-SSIM based pattern recognition – are introduced for the first time in this paper. In
the following, we briefly describe these tools, and discuss
implementation issues that are common for all our attacks.
k-means layer segmentation: The first step of any attack
on a CAPTCHA scheme is to extract targeted objects from
the CAPTCHA image. This normally requires segmentation of the CAPTCHA image into several layers. A classic
segmentation method is k-means clustering [6]. Its basic
principle is to look for k cluster centroids minimizing the
average distance of all points to the nearest centroid. The
algorithm starts from an initial condition, and the final solution is obtained by dynamically updating the centroids.
Morphological image processing: Mathematical morphology is a theory for analysis and processing of geometrical
structures [9]. It is widely used in binary images processing. The basic idea is to probe an input image with one
or more pre-defined “structuring elements”. There are many
different morphological operations, such as dilation, erosion,
opening, closing, which can be used to filter noises and refine
the shape of object(s) segmented from a given image.
Line detection: Some e-banking CAPTCHAs use random
lines to form a grid in order to make segmentation more
difficult. To break these CAPTCHAs, we can try to detect
these grid lines and then remove them. Traditionally, lines
can be detected by the Hough transform [34]. In e-banking
CAPTCHAs, normally grid lines have only two orientations
(vertical and horizontal) and they go through the whole image. In this case, a simplified Hough transform can be used.
Digital image inpainting: This is the technique to fix missing parts in a digital image [7]. The theory behind image
inpainting is to predict missing pixels from their neighbors.
Some of our attacks make use of a fast image inpainting
technique proposed in [8] to remove real transaction data
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and replace them with fake ones in the CAPTCHA images,
and to remove unwanted objects like random grid lines.
Character segmentation: For an attack on an e-banking
CAPTCHA scheme, the ultimate goal is often to recognize
some characters in the CAPTCHA image. This requires
segmentation of each character out of the image. By applying k-means clustering or simple thresholding, we can get a
layer (i.e., a binary image) containing all characters. Then,
we can segment those characters out of the layer as separate connected objects. When a connected object contains
more than one character, they can be split if those characters have different colors. Sometimes we also need to merge
some disconnected objects into a single character (e.g. “i”
and “j”) according to the geometric relationship between different parts of the character. To ensure the accuracy of the
character segmentation process, different kinds of morphological operations are often used to remove noises and refine
the shape of segmented characters.
Character recognition: After a character is segmented, it
can be further recognized. In our attacks on transaction
CAPTCHAs, two training-free character recognition methods are used: CW-SSIM [11] and cross-correlation [10]. Both
methods are based on template matching; i.e., they compare
the input with a number of reference images (templates) to
look for the best match. We avoided training based methods
in this study, due to the following reasons: 1) for transaction
CAPTCHA schemes it was difficult to collect a large number of images as the training set; 2) the two training-free
character recognition methods work well for the CAPTCHA
schemes we studied; 3) training-based methods are normally
faster than template matching based methods, but the latter
are easier for our proof-of-concept implementations.
Recognition error detection and correction: Due to close
correlation between some reference images, the character
recognition algorithm may produce erroneous results for some
inputs. We developed postprocessing methods to automatically detect and correct some of these recognition errors.
These methods mainly exploit the context semantics and
some inherent features of the recognized characters.
To simplify implementations of our proposed attacks, we
chose MATLAB as the main programming language and
platform. MATLAB has a very convenient Image Processing Toolbox and an interactive programming environment.
Since MATLAB is an interpreted language, its programs
are significantly less efficient than those developed in compiled programming languages like C/C++. Despite this
fact, most of our attacks still can run in real time. All experiments reported in this paper were done on a laptop with
an Intel Core2 Duo 2.4 GHz CPU and with 2 GB memory.

4.

Figure 2: A GeCaptcha image. The big digits in
the background compose the user’s birthday. English translation of the three text lines: Line 1
– “GeCaptcha control picture for transfer”; Line 2 –
“Amount in EUR: 999,99 Bank code: 10203040 Account
Nr.: 12345678”; Line 3 – “Please enter the 158th TAN”.

In a GeCaptcha image, the user’s birthday is used as a
shared secret between the user and the e-banking server,
so that the server’s identity can be authenticated by the
user. To defeat automated attacks, the birthday is rendered
using the following operations: 1) each digit is randomly
rotated; 2) the font style of each digit is randomly determined; 3) each digit is randomly located; 4) all the digits
are drawn between the transaction data and the random
grid, which act like decoy objects (noises) in traditional login CAPTCHA schemes. The transaction data are on top
of the other layers, and it is assumed that they cannot be
easily manipulated without leaving any noticeable distortion
to the original GeCaptcha image.

4.1

Two Approaches to Breaking GeCaptcha

To launch a MitM attack on GeCaptcha, the attacker (i.e.,
the malicious program) needs to manipulate the transaction
data in real time without being noticed by the user. Let
us assume that the user sends transaction data TD1 to the
server, and the data are manipulated by the malicious program to TD2 6= TD1 . Then, the malicious program will
get a GeCaptcha image with transaction data TD2 from the
server. To spoof the user, the malicious program has to manipulate the GeCaptcha image by changing TD2 to TD1 .
There are two possible approaches: 1) locate TD2 , and replace them with TD1 ; 2) recognize the user’s birthday and
the TAN index, and forge a GeCaptcha image with TD1 .
For both approaches, the malicious program needs to first
segment different objects (the transaction data, the user’s
birthday and the TAN index) from the GeCaptcha image.
We examined histograms of many GeCaptcha images and
found out that different objects correspond to different peaks
in the histogram. Since we know the number of layers, the
k-means clustering method [6] can be applied to segment
the GeCaptcha image. For the GeCaptcha image in Fig. 2,
the segmentation result is shown in Fig. 3. Based on the
successful segmentation of GeCaptcha images into several
layers, two automated attacks can be developed using the
two approaches enumerated above.

BREAKING GECAPTCHA

4.2

GeCaptcha is a typical e-banking CAPTCHA scheme for
transaction verification and being used by around 800 German banks. To use the e-banking system with GeCaptcha,
each user gets a paper list of indexed TANs from the bank in
advance. After the user submits a transaction request, the
e-banking server sends the user a GeCaptcha image like the
one shown in Fig. 2, which is a mixture of a random grid, the
user’s birthday, transaction data and other texts including
one line with a TAN index and the transaction time. After
the TAN index n (in Fig. 2, n = 158) is observed, the user
looks for the n-th TAN in the paper list, sends the TAN
back to the e-banking server for confirming the transaction.

Automated Attack 1

In this attack, the malicious program achieves transaction manipulation via the following steps: Step 1) locate the
text line with TD2 ; Step 2) remove the text line with TD2 ;
Step 3) add a new line text with TD1 .

4.2.1

Step 1: Locating transaction data

The task of Step 1 is to further locate transaction data
from the text layer segmented from the GeCaptcha image.
The text layer contains three lines of texts: the line with
transaction data, the line with TAN index, and the line with
time. The order of the three lines is time-varying, so the
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methods [35, 36] and got similar results.
(a) different layers rendered with different colors

Figure 4: The result of removing transaction data
by applying the image inpainting method in [8].

(b) the text layer

To overcome the problem, we have to handle pixels on the
grid lines separately: they should be predicted from closest (not necessarily neighboring) pixels on grid lines and
should not be used for predicting pixels that do not lie on
grid lines. Based on this idea, we extended the fast image
inpainting method proposed in [8]. The extended method
needs to know where the grid lines are. As we described
in Sec. 3, these (horizontal and vertical) grid lines can be
detected by a simplified Hough transform. After the grid
lines are localized, pixels on the random grid can be handled differently, so that no visible distortion will occur on
and around grid lines. Figure 5 shows the result of the extended inpainting method. Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 4,
we can see that our proposed inpainting method, while having the same level of complexity, creates significantly lesser
distortion than general-purpose inpainting methods.

(c) the birthday layer
Figure 3: The segmentation result of the GeCaptcha
image in Fig. 2.

malicious program needs a way to differentiate the line with
transaction data from the other two lines.
One method to differentiate the transaction data from
other texts is to recognize all the texts in the layer and then
search for the keywords “Betrag in EUR”, “Bankleitzahl” and
“Konto-Nr.”, which always appear in the line of transaction
data. The recognition task can be done by an existing OCR
tool due to the nearly perfect segmentation of the text layer.
We tested MODI, the OCR tool included in Microsoft Office 2007, and the recognition rate is 95% for the text layer
shown in Fig. 3(b). Based on such a nearly perfect recognition rate, the malicious program can easily know which line
the transaction data belongs to.
While the OCR-based method works well, there is another more light-weight and robust method. It is based on
the following observations: 1) the line with the TAN index is always boldfaced; 2) the line with time contains less
characters than the other two lines; 3) the line with time
contains a large white space. These observations imply that
the average font weight (AFW) of the three lines can be
very different. Let us denote the number of black pixels in a
line by N1 , the number of all pixels in the bounding box of
the line by N2 , the actual font size by b and the normalized
font size by b0 . Then, the average font weight is defined
by AFW = (b · N1 )/(b0 · N2 ). We tested the AFWs of the
three lines in 100 GeCaptcha images, and confirmed that the
AFW can be used to differentiate different text lines reliably.
Based on the above finding, a more light-weight method
can be easily designed to locate all the three lines. In addition to being more efficient, another advantage of the AFWbased method over the OCR-based method is that it is more
robust against noise and segmentation errors.

4.2.2

Figure 5: The result of applying the extended inpainting method to the GeCaptcha image in Fig. 2.

4.2.3

Step 3: Adding user-expected transaction data

After removing the transaction data TD2 , it is trivial to
add the user-expected transaction data TD1 to the vacant
place in the GeCaptcha image. Figure 6 shows a forged
GeCaptcha image by changing the transaction data to “Betrag
in EUR: 1,00 Bankleitzahl: 18635402 Konto-Nr.: 1211855”. We
tested the image inpainting based attack on 100 GeCaptcha
images collected from real user accounts and no visual distortion is observed in any forged GeCaptcha image, thus
leading to the ideal success rate of 100%.

Figure 6: A forged GeCaptcha image from the
GeCaptcha image in Fig. 2.

Step 2: Removing transaction data

After locating the line with transaction data, we can try
to remove the whole line by applying an image inpainting
method. However, most image inpainting methods do not
work well when there are too many edges around the missing
parts. We found that the random grid lines and color shading of the background do introduce noticeable distortions.
Figure 4 shows the results of applying the image inpainting
method in [8] to the GeCaptcha image in Fig. 2 by taking
the line with transaction data as the mask of the to-befilled region. We can see some noticeable distortions such
as broken grid lines.3 We tried two other image inpainting

4.3

Automated Attack 2

The image inpainting based attack described above is blind,
in the sense that it does not depend on a recognition task.
However, if we can recognize the user’s birthday and the
TAN index embedded in the GeCaptcha image, a second
attack can be developed. An additional advantage of the
second attack is that the attacker can get the user’s birthday, which is the user’s private information that plays a key
role in some backup authentication systems. The second
attack consists of the following two stages.
Stage 1 – birthday recognition: The malicious program
collects a number of GeCaptcha images, and tries to recognize the user’s birthday. This stage is completely offline.

3
Although users are not always sensitive to those subtle distortions, they can be easily trained to be more careful.
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Stage 2 – transaction manipulation: For a new transaction request received from the user, the malicious program
manipulates the transaction data, then locates (probably
also recognizes) the TAN index from the server-generated
GeCaptcha image, and finally sends a forged GeCaptcha image with the user’s transaction data back to the user. This
stage has to be done online in real time.

4.3.1

GeCaptcha image because the server expects a specific TAN
for confirming the (manipulated) transaction. As we described in Sec. 4.2.1, we can segment the line with TAN
index from the text layer by using the AFW-based method.
After extracting the line with TAN index, the malicious
program can synthesize a fake GeCaptcha image from the
following known information: the user’s birthday, the line
with TAN index, the original transaction data TD1 and the
current time. We developed an image generation engine
to do this task. Figure 9 shows an example of the forged
GeCaptcha image by our image generation engine.

Stage 1: Offline birthday recognition

As shown in Sec. 4.1, the image segmentation process can
produce a segmented layer with birthday. This layer can be
further segmented to extract each birthday digit. Some morphological operations are needed to filter small objects and
noises, and to refine the shapes of segmented birthday digits. Figure 7 shows the digits segmented from the birthday
layer shown in Fig. 3(c).

Figure 9: A GeCaptcha image synthesized from the
image in Fig. 2 after the birthday is recognized.

4.4

Figure 7: The eight birthday digits segmented from
the birthday layer shown in Fig. 3c.
Since the birthday digits are normally rotated and the
segmentation result is not always perfect, OCR tools do not
work very well. Instead, we chose to use a training-free algorithm CW-SSIM [11] to recognize these digits. CW-SSIM
denotes “complex wavelet based structural similarity”, which
is a full-reference image quality assessment (IQA) algorithm
invariant to translation and small scaling/rotation. In [11],
it was demonstrated how CW-SSIM can be used to achieve
robust and highly accurate digit recognition.
To use CW-SSIM, we need a database of reference images
of the to-be-recognized digits. We used a database with
three rotation angles (0 and ±15 degrees) and two different
font styles (boldfaced, boldfaced italic). As a whole, there
are 10 × 3 × 2 = 60 reference images. Based on such a
database, the birthday in Fig. 7 can be successfully recognized. For 100 GeCaptcha images, the success rate is 91%.
The success rate can be further improved by using image
inpainting. The idea is to remove the whole text layer and
the grid lines, which normally leads to a better segmentation
result of the birthday layer and thus also the birthday digits.
Figure 8 shows the result of removing all those unwanted
objects from the GeCaptcha image Fig. 2. One can see that
in the inpainted image the birthday becomes more salient
in the background. For the simplified GeCaptcha image, a
3-means clustering process is used to extract the birthday
for recognition. With the improved method, the success rate
of birthday recognition becomes 100%.

4.5

Efficiency of the proposed attacks

For 100 test images, the average running time of the inpainting based attack is around 250 ms, and that of Stage 2
(online transaction manipulation) of the recognition based
attack is around 190 ms. The running time starts from reading the real image from hard disk and ends with storage of
the forged image on hard disk.
Stage 1 (the birthday recognition part) of the birthday
recognition attack is relatively slow because the CW-SSIM
values have to be calculated for all the birthday digits and
all the reference images. The average time of birthday recognition is around 5 seconds. The efficiency problem is not a
big issue because: 1) the recognition stage runs offline; 2)
the recognition can be made faster by replacing CW-SSIM
with a training-based recognizer; 3) the MATLAB code we
used has significant room for further optimization.

Figure 8: The inpainting result of the GeCaptcha
image in Fig 2, by removing all unwanted objects.

5.
4.3.2

Human-involved semi-automated attack

In Automated Attack 2, the first stage is to recognize the
user’s birthday, which is done offline. Instead of building
its own recognizer, the malicious program can also send the
segmented birthday to a human solver to recognize the birthday. Such an attack will be useful if GeCaptcha is enhanced
to make the birthday recognition task very difficult.
The human solver is not necessarily the attacker himself.
The malicious program can create a CAPTCHA image from
the segmented birthday and send it to a web site under its
control as a challenge for login, which will be solved by a
visitor of the web site. After the malicious program obtains
the recognized birthday from a human observer, the second
stage of Automated Attack 2 can be launched as usual.
A salient feature of this attack is that the human solver is
needed only once and the whole process afterwards is fully
automated. This explains why we call it “human-involved
semi-automated attack”.

Stage 2: Online transaction manipulation

Once the user’s birthday is broken, the malicious program can start manipulating transaction data and forging
GeCaptcha images. To do so, the malicious program needs
to locate the line with TAN index in the server-generated

BREAKING CHCAPTCHA1 AND
CHCAPTCHA2

ChCaptcha1 and ChCaptcha2 are e-banking CAPTCHA
schemes used by two major banks in China. The two schemes
are very similar to GeCaptcha, so they can be broken by
generalizing the attacks described in the above section.
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5.1

Breaking ChCaptcha1

however, that the malicious program does not need to respond to the server in real time as the CAPTCHA images
are supposed to be solved by human users who can be very
slow. On the other hand, the malicious program can still interact with the user in real time because it does not need to
wait for the recognition result to forge a CAPTCHA image.

ChCaptcha1 is similar to GeCaptcha, but with three main
differences. First, there is no paper list of TANs issued to
each user. Instead, four digits in the receiver’s account number are randomly selected and rendered in color. The user is
asked to input these four digits as a transaction-dependent
TAN. Second, there is no secret shared between the user
and the server for server authentication. Third, there are
no random grid lines. Figure 10 shows a ChCaptcha1 image
we collected from a real bank account. In the background
of the ChCaptcha1 image, multiple copies of the bank’s logo
are embedded. We replace these logos by white disks with
gray edges to avoid exposing the bank’s identity.

6.

Figure 10: A ChCaptcha1 image. English translation of the texts: Line 1 – “receiver’s account”; Line 2
– “receiver’s name”; Line 3 – “TAN Please input the big
red digits in receiver’s account”.
In ChCaptcha1, the TAN is embedded into the CAPTCHA
image, so a recognition based attack is able to break the
CAPTCHA scheme. The attack is similar to Automated
Attack 2 on GeCaptcha: layer segmentation → transaction
data localization → TAN digit segmentation → TAN digit
recognition. The segmentation results of the ChCaptcha1
scheme is nearly perfect and the TAN digits are not rotated, so the simpler correlation based method can be used
for recognition. We tested the recognition based attack on
100 ChCaptcha1 images and achieved a success rate of 100%.
The average running time of the attack is less than 150 ms.

5.2

BREAKING LOGIN CAPTCHAS

In addition to the three e-banking CAPTCHA schemes for
transaction verification, we found 41 e-banking CAPTCHA
schemes for login. Our study on these e-banking CAPTCHA
schemes is alarming: all of them are insecure against automated segmentation attacks. Some of them are designed in
such a naive way that the segmentation information of the
CAPTCHA images have been fully or partially encoded in
the images themselves. Since character recognition is not
difficult if the characters have been well segmented [19, 21],
the success of our segmentation attacks have shown that all
of these e-banking login CAPTCHA schemes are not secure.
Our segmentation attacks on the 41 e-banking CAPTCHA
schemes for login are based on the same set of CAPTCHAbreaking tools described in Sec. 3, so we do not repeat the
detail about how each login CAPTCHA scheme is broken.
Instead, in Table 1 we show segmentation results of some selected login CAPTCHA schemes4 . We also list the tool(s) we
used and weakness(es) we exploited in our attacks. Character segmentation is used for all schemes, so it is not listed in
the table to save space. For each e-banking login CAPTCHA
scheme, we have tested the segmentation attack on at least
60 sample images to estimate the success rates.

7.

MORE DISCUSSIONS

Our attacks on e-banking CAPTCHAs raise the question of whether financial institutions should continue to use
CAPTCHAs for their e-banking services or they should leave
them for more secure solutions. That is, the following question needs to be answered: can we enhance the broken ebanking CAPTCHA schemes so that they are immune to the
proposed attacks? In this section, we first take a look at the
case of e-banking CAPTCHAs for transaction verification
and then discuss all e-banking CAPTCHAs as a whole.

Breaking ChCaptcha2

ChCaptcha2 does not depend on a paper list of TANs,
either. A 5-digit TAN is dynamically generated and embedded into the CAPTCHA image like the user’s birthday in a GeCaptcha image. Different from the ChCaptcha1
scheme, the ChCaptcha2 TAN is not transaction dependent.
There are no random grid lines, either. Figure 11 shows a
ChCaptcha2 image we collected from a real bank account.

7.1

Can transaction CAPTCHAs be enhanced?

Due to the similarity of the three transaction e-banking
CAPTCHA schemes under study, in this subsection we will
focus on GeCaptcha to ease our discussion.
One simple improvement is to compress the image with
a lossy algorithm like JPEG, in the hope that the boundaries between different objects are blurred so that the attacks become difficult. Unfortunately, our attacks can be
easily enhanced to tolerate lossy compression by adding an
additional noise filter. Our experiments showed that the
inpainting based attack works even when the lowest quality
factor of JPEG compression is used. As a consequence, lossy
compression cannot enhance the security of GeCaptcha.
There are some other possible improvements: replacing
the random grid lines by random curves, balancing the three
text lines so that they have similar AFWs, changing the
birthday to a different form such as a number of secret

Figure 11: A ChCaptcha2 image. English translation of the texts: Line 1 – “Attention! Please check
the following information carefully”; Line 2 – “receiver’s
account”; Line 3 – “receiver’s name”; Line 4 – “amount”.
Compared with ChCaptcha1, ChCaptcha2 is more similar to GeCaptcha. The two attacks on GeCaptcha can
both be generalized. The processes are nearly the same as
those on GeCaptcha, except that the color information is
also used for k-means clustering. We tested both attacks on
103 ChCaptcha2 images, and the success rate is 100%. The
efficiency of the recognition based attack is relatively low,
with an average running time of about 6-7 seconds. Note,

4

Due to the page limit, we cannot list all login CAPTCHA
schemes here. A full list is available at http://www.
hooklee.com/default.asp?t=eBankingCAPTCHAs.
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Table 1: Selected e-banking login CAPTCHA schemes we studied, with results of our segmentation attacks.
Financial institution(s)/e-banking login
CAPTCHA scheme

CAPTCHA
image(s)

Segmentation
result(s)

Tool(s) used, Weakness(es)
exploited
3-means clustering,
morphological operations
2-means clustering, line
detection, image inpainting

Success
rate

2-means clustering

100%

2-means clustering

100%

US e-banking CAPTCHA 1

2/3-means clustering, line
detection, image inpainting

100%

US e-banking CAPTCHA 2

3-means clustering

100%

US e-banking CAPTCHA 3

3-means clustering

100%

US e-banking CAPTCHA 4

2/3-means clustering

100%

Three CUs in Australia

3-means clustering,
morphological operations

99.5%

Chinese e-banking CAPTCHA 1

3-means clustering

100%

13 German banks
Hundreds other German banks
A Swiss bank with branches in Europe, Asia,
North America and Africa
A bank based in Latin America with branches
in Europe, Asia, Australasia and Africa

2-means clustering, image
inpainting
4-means clustering,
morphological opening
morphological cleaning,
character intensity < 120
3-means clustering,
morphological cleaning
grayscale foreground vs. colored
noises

Chinese e-banking CAPTCHA 2
Chinese e-banking CAPTCHA 3
Chinese e-banking CAPTCHA 4
Chinese e-banking CAPTCHA 5
Chinese e-banking CAPTCHA 6

100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
98.3%
100%

Chinese e-banking CAPTCHA 7

2-means clustering

100%

Chinese e-banking CAPTCHA 8

3-means clustering

100%

Chinese e-banking CAPTCHA 9

2/3-means clustering

100%

Chinese e-banking CAPTCHA 10

2-means clustering,
morphological operations

95.1%

of distortions applied to these texts, it can build a database
of shape templates of these texts according to all the possible
rendering configurations. Then, the malicious program tries
to search all shape templates in the GeCaptcha image to
find the one leading to the best match at a specific location.
This will tell where the target texts and their contextual
texts are, which can then be segmented and manipulated
or recognized. Here, we can show an example for the enhanced GeCaptcha image in Fig. 12. Let us assume that
the malicious program wants to manipulate the receiver’s
account number. Since the malicious program knows the receiver’s account number, it can create a number of templates
and search for them in the GeCaptcha image. The maximal
correlation will show the correct location of the receiver’s
account number. A 2-means clustering process can be performed before the searching process starts so that only the
foreground will be matched. Since the background and the
foreground have to maintain a considerable contrast to make
the foreground visible, the 2-means clustering should always
work very well. Figure 13 shows the result of searching for
the receiver’s account number. We can see that it is exactly
localized, and hence transaction manipulation becomes easy.
The template searching based attack is very powerful. It

icons, changing the order of different layers, etc. Unfortunately, none of these improvements can resist the two proposed automated attacks simultaneously. Even if we combine all of them, the human-involved semi-automated attack
still works, as long as the text layer can be extracted.
A more effective improvement is to change the gray scale
of different objects in the GeCaptcha image so that they
overlap with each other in the histogram. This will make
k-means clustering fail. For an enhanced GeCaptcha image
shown in Fig. 12, none of our proposed attacks works.

Figure 12: An enhanced GeCaptcha image in which
different foreground layers have similar gray values.
Unfortunately, the failure of our proposed attacks does
not mean that more advanced attacks cannot be developed.
In fact, based on an idea similar to the generalized Hough
transform [37], we can develop a more advanced attack. The
basic idea is as follows: since the malicious program knows
many texts embedded in a GeCaptcha image and the types
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able to human-involved attacks. Compared to other applications of CAPTCHAs, attackers will have more incentives
to employ cheap labor to solve e-banking CAPTCHAs [40].
Although the attacker has to ensure real-time response in
some cases, this can be achieved if the attacker can exploit
the user base of a popular web site. In case the attacker can
infect a large number of computers, which has already been
happening in today’s Internet, the chance to be successful
for at least one victim can be practically high. Since 2007,
some malware has been found to use this strategy [41].
We can also compare e-banking CAPTCHAs with traditional schemes and from an economic perspective. In traditional applications of CAPTCHAs, breaking a CAPTCHA
scheme leads to only abuse of the resources protected by the
CAPTCHA scheme. However, for e-banking systems, breaking a CAPTCHA scheme can cause a potentially huge loss
for both users and banks. As a whole, we have the feeling
that CAPTCHAs may be incapable of protecting e-banking
systems, due to the higher security requirements. In [42],
Jakobsson expressed the same concern and proposed an alternative solution called “CAPTCHA-free throttling”.
Based on the above discussion, we call for cautions in deploying e-banking CAPTCHAs. For financial institutions
relying only on CAPTCHAs, we suggest moving to alternative solutions or at least combining CAPTCHAs with other
solutions. Among all alternative solutions, we feel that hardware security tokens are more promising. Not all hardware
based solutions can resist MitM attacks, but at least some
can, using transaction-dependent TANs, encrypted channels, and/or trusted display/keypad. For instance, if a hardware token is equipped with a trusted display and can sign
the transaction data, the user can ensure “what she sees is
what she signs”, thus rendering MitM attacks impossible.
Of course, hardware based solutions are not perfect, either.
Their main disadvantage is that either the financial institution or the customer has to bear the additional costs.

(a) result of 2-means clustering based segmentation

(b) correlation map
Figure 13: The result of searching for the account
number “12345678” in Fig. 12. The green rectangle
shows the location with the maximal correlation.
works well for transaction e-banking CAPTCHAs because
many characters known to the malicious program (e.g., transaction data/time) have to be embedded into the CAPTCHA
image. To improve security against such an attack, we must
increase the number of distinct text rendering and distortion
methods so that the searching process becomes extremely
slow and/or storing all templates becomes impossible. But
this will increase the complexity of the CAPTCHA scheme
itself. It is also doubtful if there are enough rendering parameters and distortions because: 1) both machines and humans are not sensitive to small changes of rendered texts;
2) distortions have to remain light to maintain visibility of
the texts and usability of the CAPTCHA scheme.

7.2

Are CAPTCHAs good for e-banking at all?

While it seems difficult to improve the security of transaction CAPTCHAs, we still have the last (somewhat circular
reasoning) resort: to render all texts as strong CAPTCHAs.
This is also the way to enhance e-banking CAPTCHAs for
login. Here, “strong” means that any automated attacks
based on the state-of-the-art techniques is impractical. Then,
the question becomes if such strong CAPTCHAs do exist.
This question is difficult to answer conclusively as an accurate definition of hard AI problems does not exist. Moreover, unavailability of (publicly) known attacks on a specific
CAPTCHA scheme does not mean that such attacks do not
exist. For instance, Google’s reCAPTCHA uses words that
cannot be recognized by the state-of-art OCR tools to generate strong CAPTCHA images, which is believed to be secure
due to the creative way of CAPTCHA image generation.
However, recently some automated attacks on reCAPTCHA
were reported [38]. Although reCAPTCHA can be updated,
the attacks will also evolve and new attacks may emerge.
In addition to the security problem of CAPTCHAs, there
is also a well-known tradeoff between security and usability [39]. To make a CAPTCHA scheme more secure, often
usability has to be compromised, and vice versa. For ebanking systems, this security-usability tradeoff is more critical. This is because customers who have trouble with strong
CAPTCHAs may complain and even switch to other financial institutions. We believe this is part of the reason why
many financial institutions have not deployed CAPTCHAs
or have deployed less secure (but more usable) CAPTCHAs.
Relying on CAPTCHAs for e-banking has a salient drawback related to the tradeoff between security and usability:
financial institutions have to be prepared to patch their system at any time since new attacks may appear at any time.
This will inevitably increase maintenance costs. Financial
institutions may choose to patch their e-banking systems
less frequently, thus leaving security holes in their systems.
The nature of CAPTCHAs implies that they are vulner-

8.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper reports a comprehensive study on e-banking
CAPTCHA schemes, including three for transaction verification and 41 schemes for login. We propose a new set
of image processing and pattern recognition techniques to
break all the e-banking CAPTCHA schemes with a success rate equal to or close to 100%. We have also shown
that it is a nontrivial task to enhance e-banking CAPTCHA
schemes to ensure both security and usability. We thus
raise the question if financial institutions should rely on ebanking CAPTCHAs at all. Our opinion is that e-banking
CAPTCHAs are better replaced by other alternative solutions such as those based on hardware security tokens.
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ABSTRACT

others. Websites such as YouTube serve hundreds of millions of videos every day. Popular portals, such as CNN, Yahoo, etc., broadcast news and host advertisements through
Flash contents. The pervasiveness of Flash, however, brings
in new security and privacy concerns. Adobe Flash player offers interfaces for a Flash application (Shock-Wave-Flash file
or SWF) to operate on the DOM (document object model)
objects of its hosting page, other SWF files and file systems.
Through ActionScript functions such as getURL, Flash content can even inject JavaScript code into web content. Without proper control, it is conceivable that malicious Flash
code can wreak such havoc as stealing sensitive information (e.g., cookies, passwords) and modifying high-integrity
data (e.g., account balances). Such threats can also come
from legitimate yet vulnerable Flash content: as discovered
recently [29, 34, 18], a large number of existing Flash applications contain serious security flaws that can be exploited
to launch attacks like cross-site scripting (XSS), cross-site
request forgery (XSRF), and others. As an example, last
year, an XSS flaw was found in the Flash content hosted by
the SSL e-banking site of Marfin Egnatia Bank [23], through
which an attacker can inject malicious scripts to steal credentials from the bank’s customers.
Adobe Flash player provides security mechanisms to control interactions between Flash code and its hosting page:
web developers can determine whether a Flash application
should be allowed to operate on DOM objects, for example, through script injection. Specifically, when embedding
the Flash application, the web developer declares a property named allowScriptAccess with one of the values: always(scripting allowed), sameOrigin(scripting allowed only
when the hosting page and Flash code are from same origin)
or never(scripting prohibited). Once scripting is allowed,
the injected code automatically acquires unlimited access
to DOM objects. Adobe also controls the interactions between different SWFs according to Same Origin Policy [38].
SWF files and other files are grouped into sandboxes by
virtue of the domains they originate from. A Flash application can directly access the resources within its sandbox
but needs mediation for any cross-domain access. This security control, again, is black-and-white, which either grants
a Flash application and other SWF files it downloads full
access or completely denies their access. Such a treatment
turns out to be too coarse-grained to be useful for real-world
Flash serving websites. Many legitimate Flash applications
need script injection. Examples include CNN [5] that lets
Flash advertisements utilize JavaScript to enrich their visual effects, and Yahoo [15] that allows such advertisements
to track user clicks and profile through scripts. Overly restricting Flash/DOM interactions can significantly reduce
the utility of Flash and is often suggested against [17]. As

The wide use of Flash technologies makes the security risks
posed by Flash content an increasingly serious issue. Such
risks cannot be effectively addressed by the Flash player,
which either completely blocks Flash content’s access to web
resources or grants it unconstrained access. Efforts to mitigate this threat have to face the practical challenges that
Adobe Flash player is closed source, and any changes to it
need to be distributed to a large number of web clients. We
demonstrate in this paper, however, that it is completely feasible to avoid these hurdles while still achieving fine-grained
control of the interactions between Flash content and its
hosting page. Our solution is FIRM, a system that embeds
an inline reference monitor (IRM) within the web page hosting Flash content. The IRM effectively mediates the interactions between the content and DOM objects, and those
between different Flash applications, using the capability
tokens assigned by the web designer. FIRM can effectively
protect the integrity of its IRM and the confidentiality of
capability tokens. It can be deployed without making any
changes to browsers. Our evaluation based upon real-world
web applications and Flash applications demonstrates that
FIRM effectively protects valuable user information and incurs small overhead.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Security and Protection]: Unauthorized access

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Adobe Flash, Cross-site scripting, Inline Reference Monitor

1.

INTRODUCTION

Flash, a multimedia platform first introduced in 1996,
has been extensively used today to deliver dynamic web
contents, including animations, advertisements, movies and
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collaborations between the DOM wrapper and the Flash
wrapper.
•Implementation and Evaluation. We implemented a prototype of FIRM and evaluated it on popular web applications
and real-world Flash. The outcomes of this study demonstrate the efficacy of our techniques.
Roadmap. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the attack techniques in Flash malware. Section 3 surveys the design of FIRM and the adversary model. Section 4 elaborates the techniques for Flash
inline mediation. Section 5 documents our Flash analysis
and instrumentation techniques. Section 6 reports our experimental study. Section 7 discusses the limitations of our
techniques and future research. Section 8 compares our approach with prior work, and Section 9 concludes the paper.

a result, many websites are forced to give Flash code unlimited access, which exposes valuable information assets on
the web client to the threat of malicious or vulnerable Flash
content.
Our approach. A practical solution to this problem is
by no means trivial. Modifying the security mechanism of
Adobe Flash player is not feasible, as the software is closed
source. Even if this can be done, deployment of a new mechanism requires changes to every client’s browser, a slow and
painful process. In this paper, we present an effective and
convenient alternative. Our techniques allow Flash hosting sites to offer immediate protection to their customers’
valuable web contents. This is achieved through an Inline
Reference Monitor (IRM) system, called FIRM, that embeds an access control mechanism entirely into web pages.
Through FIRM, the website designer can assign capability
tokens to different Flash applications the site hosts. Each
token is associated with a set of security policies that specify an application’s privileges over web contents, including
DOM objects and other SWF files. Such a policy is enforced
by an IRM that wraps both ActionScript functions within
SWF files and DOM functions. As an example, consider
a Flash advertisement that needs to run a script to track
viewers’ clicks. Our approach first analyzes the binary code
of the Flash, instruments it with a Flash wrapper and also
grants it a capability token. The new Flash code is served
within a web page that also includes a DOM wrapper and a
set of security policies. When a user is browsing the page,
the Flash wrapper intercepts the getURL call from the advertisement and works with the DOM wrapper to decide
whether to let the call proceed based upon the capability.
FIRM offers flexible and fine-grained control over Flash /
DOM and Inter-Flash access. It can be completely embedded into a web page by web developers, and therefore avoids
any browser-side changes, which makes its deployment instant. Our technique is also reliable: the design of FIRM
prevents unauthorized dynamic contents, such as scripts and
SWF files, from stealing authorized parties’ capability tokens or modifying the IRM and its policy data. We also
built a tool for automatic analysis and instrumentation of
Flash code. We evaluated our approach on phpBB [11],
WordPress [14] and Drupal [6], 3 extremely popular webdesign systems, and 9 real-world Flash applications. Our
study shows that FIRM effectively mediates Flash behaviors, incurs small overheads and is convenient to use.
Contributions. We summarize the contributions of the
paper as follows:
•Novel Flash mediation techniques. To the best of our knowledge, FIRM is among the first attempts to enforce inline mediation of Flash/DOM interactions. This is achieved through
a novel capability mechanism, which employs randomized,
unpredictable tokens to differentiate the access requests that
come directly or indirectly (through JavaScript) from the
Flash applications with different privileges. Our mechanism
can also effectively protect itself from malicious web contents, and automatically instrument Flash applications and
web pages.
•Capability-based inlined mediation of JavaScripts. The behaviors of Flash applications cannot be effectively mediated
without proper control of the scripts they spawn. Different from the prior approach [36] that uses the same set of
policies to control all scripts within a web page, FIRM can
enforce different policies on different scripts, according to
the privileges associated with their capability tokens. This
finer-grained access control mechanism is enforced with the

2.

FLASH THREATS

In this section, we briefly review the threats FIRM is designed to mitigate. These threats come from malicious or
vulnerable Flash applications.
Illegitimate operations on DOM objects. Through
Adobe Flash player, Flash code can directly access DOM
objects. Such access, if unmediated, could cause leak of sensitive user data (e.g., cookie) as well as unexpected change of
browser behavior. A prominent example is the re-direction
attack [21]: a malicious Flash application can redirect the
user’s browser to a malicious website, where subsequent attacks like drive-by download, phishing, etc. can happen.
Script injection. A Flash application can inject JavaScript
code into its hosting web page through ActionScript calls
such as getURL, which can be exploited to launch an XSS
attack. This threat has been widely reported [18, 8, 34].
An example in Figure 1 shows how it happens through vulnerable Flash code. Flash applications (particularly advertisements) often use the variable clickTag to receive URLs
from its hosting page and redirect the user to these links.
This feature can be exploited by the attacker, who can create a link that invokes the Flash code with clickTag involving JavaScript code. Once the victim clicks on that link, the
Flash injects the script into her web page, using the origin of
its hosting page. To eliminate such a threat, a website needs
to detect and fix the flaws in every SWF file it stores or links
to. This can introduce considerable overhead, particularly
for the websites such as Yahoo that host hundreds of thousands of Flash advertisements from other sites. Moreover,
malicious scripts can also be injected by malicious Flash applications, which allow them to indirectly access the victim’s
data.
vulnerable.swf
...
var location = _root.clickTag;
getURL(location, “_self”);
...

http://url/vulnerable.swf?
clickTag=javascript:evilCode
JavaScript:
EvilCode

Figure 1: Vulnerable Flash with XSS flaw

Other threats. Though less known, other attack avenues
do exist during Flash/DOM interactions and inter-Flash interactions. For example, once a Flash application shares
a single function to another Flash, the Flash player automatically exposes all its functions to the latter. As another
example, Flash can export function interfaces to its hosting
page, which can be invoked by any script in the page. This
channel can be used to bypass the security policy enforced
by the Flash player: consider that a Flash application is not
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Touch
Cookie

allowed to be touched by another Flash but needs to share
its functions to the hosting page; the latter can then inject
scripts into the page to gain access to those functions.
Assumptions. Our approach protects the user’s valuable
web content, such as cookies, passwords and account numbers, from unauthorized access by malicious Flash code or
the vulnerable Flash exploited by the adversary. We assume that the website hosting SWF files is not under the
control of the adversary and implements FIRM correctly.
Also, though FIRM can protect itself against malicious web
contents, it is not resilient to a compromised browser or
operating system. For example, a malware plug-in can certainly bypass the mediation of our IRM. Such a threat is
out of the scope of this work. Finally, FIRM is designed
to regulate Flash/DOM and inter-Flash interactions. Other
Flash-related attacks, like filling web surfer’s clipboard with
malicious hyperlinks [2], are not the focus of our approach
and left to our future research.

3.

Invoke
Function

Figure 3: An example demonstrates the design of FIRM.

write its code and the policy base, or access sensitive FIRM
data, such as capability tokens.
Though the DOM wrapper and the capability manager
can be manually built into a web page by the web developer, an automatic tool is necessary for instrumenting SWF
files with the Flash wrapper, as they are often developed by
third parties and can be updated frequently. FIRM therefore
provides a tool that automatically disassembles the binary
code of a SWF file, identifies its access-related function calls
(e.g., getURL) and internal functions exposed to other domains or JavaScript, and then wraps these functions with
mediation code (Section 5).

4.

Design

4.1

Token

DOM
Wrapper

Control

Capability

To mediate access to DOM and Flash functions, the IRM
needs to know the privilege that the caller of these functions
possesses. To this end, FIRM adopts a capability mechanism that requires each caller to produce a capability token
to gain access. A capability [33] is a token that indicates
a set of access rights a subject (e.g., Flash, scripts) has on
objects (e.g., cookie, text item, functions). When the subject is about to access a protected object, this operation is
checked against the capability: it is allowed to proceed only
when the subject has the access right, as specified by a security policy associated with the capability. In FIRM, such
capability tokens are maintained by the capability manager,
which was implemented as a JavaScript program in our research. Following we elaborate how the mechanism works.
Capability management. Every subject with access policies specified by the web designer is assigned a capability token. An instrumented Flash application acquires its
token from the capability manager when it is initialized.
Specifically, the Flash exposes a callback function to the
JavaScript, through ExternalInterface.addCallback. The
function is called by the capability manager to parameterize the Flash with its token and the related security policies,
and disabled by the IRM afterwards to prevent unauthorized
invocations. This treatment avoids hard-coding tokens into
these applications, a process that requires recompiling the
applications each time their hosting web page is requested
by a web client.
The capability token used in FIRM is a random string.
It is designed to be sufficiently long (≥ 10 bytes) to defeat a brute-force attack in which the adversary tries to use
random guesses to produce a correct token. Each capabil-

IRM
Flash
Wrapper

INLINE MEDIATION

Inline Reference Monitor was proposed in [24] as a mechanism to mediate access to Operating System resources. It is
built directly into an application’s code to control program
behaviors, and therefore does not need OS or hardware level
supports. Similarly, the IRM used in our research is embedded in web contents, which avoids any changes to the client’s
browser. In this section, we elaborate our design and implementation of the IRM, which is composed of the capability
manager, the Flash and DOM wrappers, and show how these
components work together to mediate Flash behaviors and
safeguard their own integrity and data confidentiality.

The website that uses FIRM first embeds our IRM into the
web page that needs protection. Whenever the page is requested by a web client, the site automatically parameterizes
it with a set of randomized capability tokens, which are associated with pre-determined security policies (Section 4.1).
These policies grant different privileges to different SWF
files, as determined by the web designer a priori. The token
of each Flash application is checked by the wrappers against
the policies to control the Flash’s access to the web contents
(Section 4.2). This idea can be explained with an example in Figure 3, which describes a Flash advertisement with
FIRM instrumentation. In the example, FIRM permits the
Ad script to get the data necessary for counting a viewer’s
clicks, but denies its requests to read cookies, passwords and
other sensitive information. Our approach can also protect
the Flash code through mediating the access of scripts and
other SWF files to the call interfaces it exposes to its hosting
page (Section 4.2).

Instrument

DOM
Token Wrapper

Function

OVERVIEW

Flash
Analyzer

Flash
Wrapper

DOM
Cookie

Allowed

FIRM includes a Flash wrapper for mediating Flash actions and a DOM wrapper for controlling the activities of
the scripts. Both wrappers interact with a capability manager that bootstraps the reference monitor with randomly
generated capability tokens, and maintains a policy base to
map these tokens to the security policies set by the web
designer. The wrappers and the capability manager constitute the IRM part of FIRM. The other FIRM component is
the tool that automatically embeds the Flash wrapper into
a SWF file through analyzing and instrumenting its binary
code. Figure 2 illustrates this design.

3.1

Blocked

Token

DOM
Objects

Capability Manager
Policy Base

Figure 2: Overview.

To protect the IRM, our approach prohibits other scripts
to wrap DOM functions (Section 4.3). This is enforced
through regulating the methods (e.g., __defineGetter__,
__defineSetter__) necessary for performing such an operation. The IRM also forbids unauthorized parties to read or
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ity token is associated with a set of security policies that
specify a subject’s access rights to different objects. The
capability manager organizes those tokens and their policies
into a policy base, which is stored in a local variable within
a function called Checker. Checker encapsulates the policy
base to mediate the access to its content. To retrieve policies, one has to call the function with a capability token.
The IRM also hides its own capability in local variables and
controls all the channels to read the code of Checker and
its other functions. This technique is elaborated in Section 4.3. Another measure FIRM takes to prevent leaks of
tokens to unauthorized parties is prohibiting a SWF file to
share its capability with others. To this end, the mediation
code our Flash analyzer injects into the SWF utilizes randomized, unpredictable names for the variables involved in
capability-related operations to preclude any references to
them from other part of the Flash code (see Section 5).

subjects with sufficient privileges, as indicated by their capability tokens. To this end, we designed and implemented
a DOM wrapper and a Flash wrapper that work together to
control both Flash/DOM interactions and inter-Flash interactions. We elaborate this approach below.
Flash and DOM wrappers. To mediate Flash code and
its script’s access to web contents, we need to control DOM
and ActionScript functions used in such an access. This is
achieved in our research through wrapping these functions
with mediation code. Specifically, we developed two wrappers, the DOM wrapper that controls DOM functions and
the operations of scripts, and the Flash wrapper that mediates the use of ActionScript functions.
Sample code for wrapping the getter of document.cookie
//1. get pointer to the old getter
var oldGetter = document.__lookupGetter__("cookie");
//2. define the new getter
function newGetter() {
if(Checker(currentToken))
return oldGetter();
else
throw “unauthorized access”;
}
//3. replace the old getter with new getter
document.__defineGetter__("cookie", newGetter);

Table 1: Protected objects and properties
Type

Objects
Document

DOM

Window
Location
and Link
History
Navigator

Flash

Form
Form
Elements
Text
Functions

Properties
cookie, domain, lastModified
referrer, title, URL
defaultStatus, status
hash, host, hostname, href, search,
port, protocol, pathname, toString
current, next, previous, toString
appCodeName, appName, systemLanguage
userAgent, userLanguage, platform
action
checked, defaultChecked, defaultValue
name, selectedIndex, toString, value
innerHTML, innerText
-

Figure 4: An example of redefining getter.

The DOM wrapper redefines the get and set methods of
the DOM objects that need to be protected. Most DOM
objects, such as document, window, forms, and the input
box offer these methods for scripts to read or write their
properties such as cookies, locations and others. In Mozilla
Firefox 3.5, FIRM wraps these methods through __defineGetter__ and __defineSetter__, two methods specified
under Object.prototype. Other browsers, including IE8,
Google Chrome, Safari and Opera, use different methods,
as described in Table 2. The web server that implements
FIRM can use scripts to identify the type of the browser
a client is running (from Navigator.appName) before rendering a web page that wraps its methods. Figure 4 illustrates an example in which the get method of document.cookie is supplemented with the code that mediates
the access to the property. Different from most properties,
document.location and window.location do not have get
and set. On the other hand, these two properties need
protection because otherwise, untrusted scripts can modify
them to redirect the browser to malicious websites. Our
solution is to make use of the method Object.watch to
monitor these properties: once the method detects that the
properties are about to be changed by the party without
a proper capability1 , the IRM simply aborts the redirection operation if the target is not permitted. Our approach
also wraps DOM functions like document.alert, which pops
up windows (e.g., an alert). These functions could be used
in social engineering, and therefore need mediation. Other
part of the hosting page that the DOM wrapper modifies
includes the JavaScript code for accessing DOM objects or
Flash resources (through the call interfaces exposed by SWF
files). Such code is instrumented to add in the mechanism
that checks the capability tokens of the party invoking it or
attaches its token to every access request it makes.
The Flash wrapper controls ActionScript functions like
getURL, navigateToURL, ExternalInterface.call and fscommand. These functions can be used to invoke the script

Security policies. Security policies are specified by the
web designer for controlling subjects’ access rights. A policy
can be described by a 4-tuple < s, o, a, c >, where s, o and c
denotes a subject, an object and the capability of the subject
respectively, and a is the action s requests to perform on
o. In FIRM, a subject is either a Flash application or the
JavaScript code from a specific domain; an object describes
DOM objects, or the functions or variables of JavaScript
code and SWF files (see Table 1 for examples); the action
element in the tuple can be “read ”, “write”, “execute” or left
blank to indicate denial of access.
Whenever a capability token appears with a request from
a subject s0 with an operation a0 on the object o0 , the IRM
searches the policy base to retrieve all the policies containing
c0 . The request is permitted if one of the policies contains s0 ,
o0 , a0 and c0 , and denied otherwise. FIRM also includes a set
of default policies specified by the web developer, which use
a wildcard symbol ‘*’ to match any subject, object, action
or capability token. When the symbol is applied to c in the
tuple, the policy is used on a subject that does not carry
any capability. The default policies can be used to define a
set of basic operations open to even untrusted Flash content
or scripts, for example, a read on a nonsensitive text item,
or avoid verbose specifications of the permissions for every
subject/object pair. They are overruled by other policies
once a conflict happens. For example, given two policies
< s, cookie, , c > and < s, ∗, read, c >, a Flash code s is
denied the access to the cookie.

4.2

1

watch can intercept the operations that modify the objects
it is monitoring. An authorized party who wants to change
the object needs to place its capability token to a “mark”
variable, which is discussed later in this section.

Mediation

The objective of inline mediation is to ensure that the
web content under our protection can only be accessed by
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Table 2: API variations in different browsers
Browser

Define Getter

Define Setter

Get Setter

Get Setter

Watch

Mozilla Firefox 3.5
IE 8
Google Chrome 4
Safari 4
Opera 10

defineGetter
defineProperty
defineGetter
defineGetter
defineGetter

defineSetter
defineProperty
defineSetter
defineSetter
defineSetter

lookupGetter
getOwnPropertyDescriptor
lookupGetter
lookupGetter
lookupGetter

lookupGetter
getOwnPropertyDescriptor
lookupGetter
lookupGetter
lookupGetter

watch
onPropertyChange
-

JavaScript [42]. On the other hand, the code cannot escalate its own privilege by changing the mark, as it does not
know other capability tokens.
As stated in Section 2, a Flash application can redirect a
visitor to a malicious site and install malware. To defend
against this attack, FIRM mediates functions like getURL: if
the input parameters of these functions are found to contain
URLs (started with http, for example), they are used to
check against a whitelist; only redirection to the URLs on
the list are allowed.
Mediating access to Flash. A Flash application can
choose to expose some of its functions (through Actionscript calls such as ExternalInterface.addCallback) to let
JavaScript code access their resources. A problem here is
that there is no restriction on who can call these functions.
For example, a malicious Flash program can take advantage
of these functions to gain access to another Flash that it is
not allowed to access within the Flash player.
Our solution to this problem is instrumentation of the
exposed functions. Mediation code, as part of the Flash
wrapper, is inserted to the beginning of such functions after
static analysis of Flash code. Once an exposed function is
invoked, our code checks the capability token supplied by
the caller, and decides whether to let the call go through
according to the security policies tied to the token.
Inter-Flash access control. Adobe Flash player maintains a boundary between different Flash applications. Such
a boundary, however, can be crossed if one Flash shares
its functions to another Flash through a LocalConnection
object. The problem here, again, comes from the “blackand-white” strategy adopted by the Flash player: a Flash
program shares either all its functions or none at all. A serious consequence of this treatment is that untrusted Flash
code can call the function of privileged Flash code to gain
access to the resources it is not entitled to, once the latter inadvertently exposes its functions. Our solution to this
problem, again, is based upon code instrumentation and call
wrapping: for the Flash application that is found to build
a LocalConnection with others, our analysis tool instruments all its functions with mediate code; the code checks
the caller’s capability token once a function is invoked, and
aborts the call if the token does not carry a sufficient privilege.
A Flash application can load another Flash with load or
loadBytes as a resource and then use addChild to make the
latter its child Flash. When this happens, the child acquires
the full access to the father’s resources, including functions,
variables and others, and is able to leak them out. FIRM
mitigates such a threat by automatically reducing a Flash’s
privilege once it is found to have downloaded untrusted child
Flash.

already in the hosting web page or inject new scripts. Individual SWF files stored in the hosting website are also
instrumented with the code for acquiring capability tokens
and their policies from the capability manager as soon as
they are bootstrapped. This is achieved by exposing an
ActionScript function to JavaScript, through which the capability manager parameterizes the SWF file. The mission
of the Flash wrapper includes letting a Flash program use
its capability to execute JavaScript code, and protecting its
functions from being misused by scripts or other Flash applications.
Mediating access to DOM objects. A Flash application
relies on JavaScript code to access DOM objects. To mediate
the access, FIRM wraps all the ActionScript calls related to
JavaScript, as discussed above. Whenever the Flash makes
such a call, the Flash wrapper supplies the capability token
of the Flash to the call, and the mediation code inside the
JavaScript functions to be invoked calls Checker to look up
the security policies regarding the token and makes access
decision based upon the policies.
SWF Files

Sandwich
Save Token to Mark

Token

eval(JSCode)

getURL(JSCode)

Remove the Token

Figure 5: Sandwiching the injected script.

A challenging problem is how to let the JavaScript code
injected by a Flash application run at the Flash’s privilege.
The IRM may not have access to such code until the runtime:
for example, the code can be downloaded by the Flash from
another site. Automatic analysis of JavaScript code is well
known to be hard [27], which makes it difficult to instrument
the code on the fly. We tackled this problem by leveraging
a special feature of JavaScript: JavaScript code in a web
page actually runs in a single thread, and as a result, its execution is sequential [42]2 . This feature allows us to develop
a “marking” mechanism that labels the script code running
on a Flash program’s behalf. Specifically, the DOM wrapper maintains a “mark ” variable, which is initialized to zero
and later used to keep the capability token of the running
script. After the Flash wrapper identifies a script injection
operation in a Flash program, for example, from the prefix
javascript: within the input content of getURL, it sets the
script code as the input string to an eval command, and
inserts one JavaScript command before the eval to set the
mark to the Flash’s capability and one after to zero out the
mark. This transformation, which we call “sandwiching”,
is illustrated in Figure 5. When the script is running, the
IRM refers to the mark for the script’s privilege. Note that
other scripts cannot read the mark before the sandwiched
code runs to completion, due to the sequential execution of

4.3

2

The registered user events are triggered sequentially: they
cannot be executed until the script stops running. Similarly,
delayed execution with function setTimeout is also sequential.

Protecting FIRM

Since an IRM works on the same layer as the subjects it
controls, it is under the threats these subjects pose. Without proper protection, FIRM can be subjected to various
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attacks from malicious scripts [25] or Flash applications,
including compromising the integrity of its code and policies, and stealing its capability tokens. In this section, we
elaborate the measures our approach takes to mitigate these
threats.
Integrity Protection. The obvious targets of attacks are
the DOM and Flash wrappers. As Flash content is not able
to alter its code in runtime (See Section 5), malicious Flash
code cannot get rid of the Flash wrapper after it is instrumented. This feature automatically ensures the integrity of
the Flash wrapper. Hence, our integrity protection is focused on the DOM wrapper.
As discussed before, the DOM wrapper mediates the get
and set functions of important DOM objects. The adversary may try to replace the wrapper with his own functions.
To eliminate this threat, our IRM has been designed to wrap
these important objects before any other subject, and block
any request without a proper privilege to change the getters
and setters of the objects. This is achieved through mediating the methods __defineGetter__ and __defineSetter__. To prevent malicious scripts from tampering with
the wrappers for these methods, we employ Object.watch3
(onPropertyChange in IE8) to monitor the operations on
the methods: any change to their function pointers will be
detected by watch and aborted by the IRM before it happens. The watch method itself is protected in the same way:
it is watching itself and interrupts any attempts to replace
it. The IRM also mediates all the methods of prototype, a
property under Object, Array and Function. This is necessary for protecting the functions associated with these global
variables, such as toString, which could also be modified by
the adversary [19].
Prior research [36] discovered that a malicious script can
delete all wrapped objects from the memory, which could
lead to the restoration of the original, unwrapped objects.
This threat, however, is limited to Firefox, and can be eliminated by setting constraints on the deletion operation, which
is permitted under Standard ECMA-262 5 [12], the next
generation JavaScript specification. FIRM also takes measures to mitigate the threat: once the IRM finds itself in
Firefox and a Flash program is about to execute the scripts
within the “sandwich” (See Section 4.2 and Figure 5), the
Flash wrapper works with the DOM wrapper to calculate
the hash values of the instrumented DOM methods and their
function pointers and save them to the variables within the
Flash wrapper. They also move all the valuable data, such
as cookies, into the Flash wrapper. After the execution of
injected scripts, the Flash wrapper verifies the integrity of
these function pointers and methods. If no foul play is found,
the valuable data is restored. Otherwise, it aborts its operation and warns the user through a pop-up window. The
Flash variables used to save such data assume randomized
names to protect them from being accessed by the original, uninstrumented Flash content. They are also beyond
the reach of injected scripts, as they are located within the
Flash.
Confidentiality Protection. The most sensitive FIRM
data are capability tokens, which, once seized by unauthorized parties, can be used to escalate their privileges. During

the operations of FIRM, these tokens are stored in the local variables of JavaScript and the variables of SWF files.
Since these local variables cannot be referred by the script
code outside their related functions, the only way an unauthorized party can access the capabilities is to read the
code of these functions. This path is also blocked by the
IRM, which is configured to allow none but itself to read
its code, through mediating the get methods for the innerHTML and innerText properties under its script object,
and the toString, toSource and valueOf methods under
the prototype of Function object.
To protect the capability tokens stored in the instrumented
Flash code, the names of the variables that accommodate
these tokens are randomized, making them unpredictable
to the adversary. Such an operation only needs to be performed once when instrumenting the code. As a result, a
malicious Flash program is unable to access the capability
tokens and other data stored in the Flash wrapper. Note
that an instrumented Flash does not carry hard-coded capability token. Instead, it gets the token from the capability
manager once it is bootstrapped by the Flash player.
As discussed in Section 4.2, the variables and functions of
a Flash program are completely exposed to the child Flash it
downloads. This lets the child inherit the father’s capability,
which can be risky in some circumstances. For example, a
Flash-based video player could run an untrusted Flash Ad as
its child. It is evidently undesired to grant the Ad the privilege of the video player. We solve this problem by instrumenting the ActionScript calls for downloading and creating
a child Flash: once a child Flash is found to come from an
untrusted domain, our mediation code automatically lowers
down the father’s privilege.

5.

FLASH ANALYSIS AND INSTRUMENTATION

To embed the Flash wrapper into a Flash, we need to
analyze its binary code and instrument the code with mediation mechanisms. As Flash contents are often submitted
by the third party and in binary forms, manual analysis of
such contents can be time consuming and even unrealistic
for the Flash serving sites like Yahoo that receive a large
number of uploads every day. In our research, we developed
an automatic Flash analyzer to work on Flash code. Our
analyzer can decompile a binary SWF file, identify the functions related to resource access and wrap them with FIRM
instrumentation. In this section, we elaborate the design
and implementation of this tool.
ActionScript. ActionScript is a scripting language based
on ECMAScript [7], which is designed to control the behavior of Flash. Compared with JavaScript, ActionScript code
is easier to analyze and instrument: 1) a Flash program is
not allowed to modify its code during the runtime, which
makes a malicious Flash impossible to get rid of our instrumentations; (2) Flash cannot parse and execute an input
string as eval does, which avoids the complication in statically analyzing such a string; (3) a Flash program cannot
access the code and data within another Flash without permission. These features allow us to perform a static analysis
of Flash code to add mediation to the code.
Static analysis of Flash. The prototype we built first utilizes SWFScan [13], a free decompiler, to convert SWF binaries into the ActionScript code. Then, it identifies the program locations from the code where instrumentations need
to be done. Specifically, our implementation looks for four
types of ActionScript APIs: getURL and navigateToURL that

3
According to ECMA-262 5 [12], any property of a
JavaScript object has an attribute named Configurable.
When set to false, assigning new value to the property
will throw an exception, which achieves the same goal as
Object.watch. Though the current versions of Google
Chrome, Safari and Opera do not support the function, they
will certainly move towards this standard.
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Flash Embed [9].
•Drupal is an open source content management system (CMS
) that supports a variety of websites ranging from personal
weblogs to large community-driven websites [6]. The system can be used to publish different types of web contents,
including Flash.
Flash. Also used in our experiments were 9 real-world Flash
applications, as illustrated in Table 3. Specifically, we utilized 3 vulnerable Flash advertisements, a malicious Flash
game and a Flash player to understand whether our technique can effectively control the scripts they invoke. To
study our protection of the call interfaces Flash exposes to
scripts, an experiment was conducted to let malicious Flash
code spawn scripts that attempted to access the functions
another Flash exported to its hosting page. Inter-Flash access control was evaluated with another pair of Flash applications: one attempted to share only some of its functions,
whereas the other tried to access other functions. All these
Flash applications were instrumented with our analysis tool
and executed within the aforementioned web services.
Computation platforms. All our experiments were conducted on a laptop with 3G memory and 2G Dual-core CPU.
The laptop ran Windows Vista, with Apache 2.2.9/PHP
5.2.6 as web server and MySQL 5 as database server. Our
experiments were conducted in Firefox 3.5 and IE 8.

allow a Flash to inject scripts into its hosting page, ExternalInterface.call and fscommand that enable the Flash to
call a JavaScript function defined in the page, ExternalInterface.addcallback that lets Javascript call ActionScript
functions, and LocalConnection that shares the functions
of one Flash program with others.
To accurately locate these functions, we parsed the Flash
code into a grammar tree. The parser implemented in our
prototype was generated by ANTLR (or ANother Tool for
Language Recognition) [3], a popular parser generator. We
manually translated ActionScript grammar into the form
accepted by ANTLR, which then converted it into an LL
parser. From the grammar tree the parser creates, our analyzer can identify both the direct use of script-related APIs,
for example, a call to getURL(), and the indirect use, for
example, var a = getURL; a();.
Instrumentation. After relevant program locations are
identified, our tool automatically instruments the code at
these locations with mediation mechanisms. The mediation
code allows the caller to supply its capability token for privilege checking, and invokes the original function if the caller
is authorized. After instrumentation, the new Flash program is compiled into a SWF binary using the compiler of
Adobe Flash CS [1].
Discussion. Though ActionScript is easier to analyze than
JavaScript, it does include some language features that can
be used to obfuscate its code. Particularly, ActionScript 2.0
allows the _root object to invoke a function through parsing an input string. For example, _root[’getURL’]() will
be interpreted as getURL() during an execution. This technique, however, seems no longer supported by ActionScript
3.0. Moreover, some API functions like asFunction can be
exploited to inject scripts [8]. To mitigate the threat, we
can mediate their operations using the Flash wrapper. Note
that all these language features are not frequently used by
legitimate Flash code. On the other hand, a malicious Flash
that uses them to obfuscate its code could end up decreasing
its privileges, as uninstrumented calls cannot use any capability tokens. They are ensured by FIRM to have nothing
but the lowest privilege.

6.

6.2

EVALUATION

We evaluated our implementation of FIRM on real web
applications and Flash contents. Our objective is to understand the effectiveness of our technique in mediating Flash
activities, and the performance impacts it could bring to web
services. In this section, we first explain our experiment settings (Section 6.1), and then elaborate on this experimental
study and its outcomes (Section 6.2 and 6.3).

6.1

Effectiveness

Installing FIRM. We modified these web applications to
install the DOM wrapper and the policy manager. A phpBBbased forum could receive posts with Flash contents, for example, [flash]a.swf[/flash], which will be activated in
a viewer’s browser4 . In the absence of mediation, such a
Flash can spawn scripts to compromise the integrity and
confidentiality of the viewer’s information assets. To embed
our IRM into the web pages generated by the forum, we
changed a PHP file tpl/prosilver/viewtopic/body.html
.php, making the program inject the JavaScript code of the
IRM into every web page it created. Similarly, a blog publishing system built upon WordPress can be used by the
malicious blogger to spread Flash malware. In our experiment, we inserted code to index.php under the folder wpcontent/themes/classic so as to embed our IRM scripts
into the web content produced by the system. A website
developed using Drupal can also inadvertently include malicious Flash contents, for example, an advertisement Flash
that picks a web surfer’s cookie. Like the other two applications, the system includes a PHP program page.tpl.php
under themes/garland for dynamic page generation. This
program was also modified in our research to build our IRM
into its pages. We also ran our Flash analyzer to instrument
the aforementioned Flash applications.
Experiment outcomes. To evaluate the effectiveness of
FIRM, we first attacked the unprotected web applications
through the Flash contents they hosted, and then made the
same attempts on these applications when they were under
the protection of FIRM. Following we elaborate our findings.
The mediation on Flash’s access to DOM objects was
studied using the five Flash applications described in Section 6.1 and Table 3. Without mediation, we found that the
malicious Flash game could steal the cookie from the hosting
page and the three Flash advertisements could be exploited
to launch XSS attacks. Once the IRM was activated, all

Experiment Settings

Here we describe the web applications, Flash and computation platforms used in our study.
Web applications. We utilized three extremely popular
open source web-design systems in our study:
• phpBB is one of the mostly used open source forum solutions, with millions of installations worldwide [11]. It serves
as a template, which one can customize, e.g., adding plugins, to build her own forum. The forums based upon phpBB
allow users to post Flash contents through the tag [Flash]
in BBCode [4].
•WordPress is a blog publishing application known as the
largest self-hosted blogging tool, with millions of users worldwide [14]. Through the application, a blog author can publish Flash content, which is handled by a plugin called Kimili

4
We changed a PHP file bbCode.html under
styles/prosilver/template of phpBB3 to allow Flash
executing JavaScript code.
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Table 3: Effectiveness
Type

No

Flash

Operations

Flash
to DOM

1
2
3
4

Puzzle Game
Adobe Demo
CNN Ad
CNET Ad

5

Flow Player

6
7
8
9

Color Widget
Invoker
Sender
Receiver

read cookie
read cookie
change Location
read user account text
O1 : read Location
O2 : call script function
expose functions
call functions of Color Widget
call functions of Receiver
receive message

DOM to
Flash
Flash
to Flash

these attacks were found to be successfully deflected. Specifically, the instrumented phpBB and WordPress adopted the
security policies that disallowed Flash contents to access
any document objects. As a result, we observed that the
JavaScript calls for accessing cookies, initiated by the Flash
game and the Flash advertisements, were all blocked. A side
effect was that the legitimate Flash, the Flow player, could
not access the URL of the hosting page either. The policies specified for Drupal differentiated the legitimate Flash,
Flow Player, from the other Flash applications: the player
was allowed to access document objects, except the cookie,
whereas the Flash games and advertisements were denied
the access. We found that these policies were faithfully enforced by our implementation, which defeated all our attacks
without interfering with the legitimate Flash’s operations.
We employed two Flash applications to evaluate the protection of the call interfaces a Flash exposed to JavaScript.
One of these applications share its functions with the hosting page, which could be accessed by the other Flash from a
different domain through injecting script. After instrumenting the exposed functions with mediation code, we observed
that the second Flash was no longer able to use the functions
without legitimate capability tokens.
We also studied the situation when two Flash applications
attempted to share resources between them. One Flash tried
to let the other Flash call some but not all of its functions.
In the absence of FIRM, this could only be done through
establishing a LocalConnection, which unfortunately made
all functions within the first Flash available to the other.
After the IRM was installed, we could assign the second
Flash a capability token that only granted it access to some
of these functions. Such security policies were found to be
successfully enforced by our prototype.

6.3

No FIRM
FIRM
Overhead

3.927
4.117
4.80%

1.66
1.923
15.80%

3.555
3.96
11.40%

Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
O1 Reject
O2 Allow
Reject
Reject
-

Tasks
Browsers
No FIRM
FIRM
Overhead

Drupal
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Allow
Reject
Reject
-

Flash to
DOM(ms)
Read cookie
IE
FF
0.641
0.995
55.20%

0.799
1.87
134.00%

DOM to
Flash(ms)
Call func
IE
FF
6.52
6.81
4.40%

4.92
4.96
1%

Flash to
Flash(ms)
Call func
IE
FF
0.675
0.686
1.60%

0.67
0.698
4%

We further studied the overheads incurred by instrumented
operations, which include the delay caused by mediating the
interactions between Flash and JavaScript, as well as those
between different Flash applications. We collected data from
1000 independent tests of individual operations, with or
without mediation. Averaged delays computed from such
data are displayed in Table 5. From the table, we can observe that mediation was lightweight, incurring an overhead
of 5%. A more significant delay appeared when the IRM was
controlling the JavaScript code invoked by a Flash, which
went up to 134%. A closer look at the overhead revealed
that it was caused by eval the IRM employed to wrap the
injected code (Section 4.2). Running JavaScript within the
function turned out to be more time-consuming than a direct execution of the code in a hosting page. However, given
the small execution time of the code, the delay introduced
thereby was actually hard to notice in practice.
The overhead of analyzing and instrumenting Flash consists of the latencies incurred by decompiling binary code,
analyzing, instrumenting and compiling the source code. We
measured these latencies from the 9 Flash applications used
in our study, each of which was run 10 times to get the
average. The outcomes are presented in Table 6. The table shows that in most cases, the whole analysis took less
than 10 seconds on the low-end laptop used in our experiment. Analyzing and instrumenting Flow player takes over
one minute as it contained over 20,000 lines of code, while
most Flash programs, particularly advertisements, are much
smaller, typically below 1,000 lines.

Table 4: Performance of page loading
Drupal (s)

Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
O1 Reject
O2 Allowed
Reject
Reject
-

Table 5: Mediation overheads

Performance

WordPress (s)

Result
WordPress

applications described in Section 6.1 using a plugin (e.g.,
Firebug [35] in Firefox). The experiment was designed to
compare the loading time of unprotected pages with that of
instrumented pages. We collected the data from 10 independent tests under the settings when FIRM was installed and
when it was not to compute averages, which are reported
in Table 4. As we can see from the table, the overhead incurred by FIRM was reasonable: it was kept below 20% in
the worst case (WordPress), and acceptable for other web
applications.

The performance of FIRM was evaluated in our research
from three perspectives: (1) the performance impact of FIRM
on page loading, (2) runtime overheads for mediating DOM
and Flash operations and (3) the cost for performing static
analysis on SWF files. We elaborate this study below.

phpBB3 (s)

phpBB

Bootstrapping FIRM could add further delay to a page
loading process. To understand such a performance impact, we measured the page loading time of the three web
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Table 6: Perfomance of static analysis
Flash

Decompile
(s)

Analysis
(s)

Compile
(s)

Total
(s)

Puzzle Game
Adobe Demo
CNN Ad
CNET Ad
Flow player
Color Widget
Invoker
Sender
Receiver

3.46
2.3
4.9
6.08
14.6
3.6
2.88
2.82
2.5

0.665
0.563
0.723
0.865
3.582
0.848
0.571
0.717
0.631

2.66
2.62
2.8
2.9
49
3.98
2.3
2.1
2.74

6.785
5.483
8.423
9.845
67.182
8.428
5.751
5.637
5.871

7.

Concurrently with this research and independently, Phung
et. al. [36] proposed a JavaScript IRM that mediates accesses to sensitive DOM objects and properties. A problem
with this approach is that all the scripts within a web page
are granted the same privilege. In contrast, FIRM offers
a fine-grained control of the scripts and Flash applications
with different privileges, according to their capabilities. Another concurrent work from Meera et. al. [41] devised a
Flash IRM to verify if certain functions violate pre-defined
policies. To mitigate XSS attack, their framework sanitizes
the input of the functions like getURL. Nevertheless, this approach is black-and-white which only allows or prohibits the
whole script from input. Conversely, our framework can allow the legitimate script code while prohibits the malicious
one.
Access control in web contents. The rapid development
of new web services and applications, such as Mashup [10],
makes the classic Same Origin Policy [38] increasingly insufficient for mediating dynamic web contents. New policy models and enforcement platforms, for example, MashupOS [44], OMash [22], xBook [40] and BFlow [46], are proposed to achieve finer-grained control of web activities, particularly those involving JavaScript. FIRM is designed to
control Flash applications and the scripts they spawn, which
has not been done before. Moreover, all these existing approaches require installing browser plug-ins. This raises the
bar for their practical deployment. Our approach, however,
does not need the web client to do anything: all the policies
and enforcement mechanisms are completely embedded in
the web pages delivered to the browser, and therefore can
be deployed easily. Grier et. al. proposed a new browser
named OP Browser [26] which embeds security policy in
browser kernel to mediate the access from plugins like Adobe
Flash player. However, their approach does not differentiate
the security demands of different Flash contents and turns
out to be too coarse-grained.
XSS defense. As a well-recognized threat to integrity
and confidentiality of valuable web contents, XSS has received great attentions from security researchers. Prominent countermeasures include Beep [30], BrowserShield [37],
Noxes [32], and BluePrint [43]. Different from the prior
work, FIRM focuses on the XSS caused by vulnerable or malicious Flash applications. Controlling such a threat needs
effective mediation of the interactions between Flash contents and JavaScript, which has not been explored by the
prior research.
Instruction set randomization. FIRM protects its IRM
through randomizing capability tokens, and the JavaScript
and ActionScript variables that maintain those tokens and
their related policies, which makes these critical resources
out of the reach of malicious web contents. This idea has
been inspired by previous research on Instruction Set Randomization (ISR) [31]. ISR was designed to defeat codeinjection attack, through creating process-specific randomized instruction set. Recently, researchers move towards utilization of the technique to protect web applications. A
prominent example is Noncespaces [28], which randomizes
the namespace prefixes within a document to eliminate the
scripts not created by the server. However, such a control
can be coarse-grained: for example, the reference monitor either permits or denies execution of script code, but cannot
decide what resources a running script can access.

DISCUSSION

FIRM is designed to be the first inline policy enforcement system that mediates Flash/DOM and Flash/Flash
interactions. Also of great importance to Flash security,
naturally, is well-designed security policies. The current design of FIRM can support simple policies, as described in
Section 4.1. These policies seem to be sufficient for mitigating traditional threats such as XSS [29, 34, 18]. However, questions remain whether they offer enough protection
against the new threats posed by malicious Flash, for example, seizure of the clipboard [2]. Further study is needed
to understand this problem and improve FIRM to support
more complicated policies, if necessary.
FIRM instruments the dynamic contents including Flash
and JavaScript located at the websites that adopt our technique. For the Flash or scripts downloaded to the client’s
browser from other domains during the runtime, the control
we could achieve is still coarse-grained: our current treatment just grants them the lowest privilege. A more desirable
approach could be applying different policies to the dynamic
contents from different domains. This could requires establishing certain trust relations between websites. Alternatively, our IRM could pass the scripts and Flash acquired
during the runtime to its website (the one that offers the
hosting page) for analysis and instrumentation. Study of
these approaches is left to our future research.
As discussed in Section 4.3, a Flash can download and
run another Flash as its child. The child Flash, which can
be untrusted, inherits the privilege of its father. Our current solution is de-escalation of the father’s privilege, which
results in rather coarse-grained control. In the follow-up research, we plan to look into the possible approaches that can
be used to mediate the child’s activities without demoting
the father.
The techniques we propose can be applied more generally:
for example, they can be extended to mediate JavaScript
code from different domains. On the other hand, our approach cannot protect a web service from a denial of service
attack: for example, a malicious Flash or script can delete
DOM objects to disrupt the normal operations of the service. Further research is needed to understand the feasibility
of making IRM more resilient to the attack.

8.

RELATED WORK

Inline reference monitor. The idea of moving a reference
monitor into an application has been applied to protect binary executables [45, 16, 39] and Java applications [24, 20].
Compared with other access control mechanisms, an IRM
is often more efficient and has more information about an
application’s internal states, but can also be more prone to
the attacks that aim at its integrity and data confidentiality.

9.

CONCLUSION

Flash contents have been increasingly utilized for video
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playing, advertising and other purposes. However, it is revealed [29] that Flash can be exploited by an adversary to
launch various attacks, including XSS and XSRF. The intrinsic protection of Adobe Flash player is not sufficient in
that it either denies a Flash’s access to web resources or gives
it unconstrained access. Patching such a security mechanism
turns out to be nontrivial: Adobe Flash player is closed
source, and deploying the patch on every browser cannot
be accomplished easily. In this paper, we present FIRM, a
novel solution that avoids these hurdles while still achieving effective mediation of Flash activities. FIRM builds an
inline reference monitor into the web page hosting Flash
contents. The IRM effectively mediates the interactions between Flash and DOM objects, and between different Flash
applications, according to the capability token possessed by
the Flash. Our approach protects the IRM through controlling DOM methods and randomizing the names of the variables that hold sensitive data, such as capability tokens. We
implemented a prototype of FIRM and evaluated it on popular web applications, including phpBB, WordPress and Drupal, and 9 real-world Flash applications. Our study shows
that the technique effectively protects user data, incurs small
overheads and is convenient to deploy.
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lion registered voters [2], with variable literacy degree. Thus,
electronic voting is a very simple procedure, which consists of typing candidates’ numbers on a reduced keyboard,
guided by simple instructions on a small screen.
Brazil
adopted Direct Recording Electronic voting machines (DREs
from now on) in 1996. In 2009 a decision was made to replace part of the aging hardware base with a newly designed
version, while maintaining backward compatibility.

We present a hardware trusted computing base (TCB) aimed
at Direct Recording Voting Machines (T-DRE), with novel
design features concerning vote privacy, device verifiability,
signed-code execution and device resilience. Our proposal
is largely compliant with the VVSG (Voluntary Voting System Guidelines), while also strengthening some of its reccomendations. To the best of our knowledge, T-DRE is the
first architecture to employ multi-level, certification-based,
hardware-enforced privileges to the running software. TDRE also makes a solid case for the feasibility of strong security systems: it is the basis of 165,000 voting machines, set
to be used in a large upcoming national election. In short,
our contribution is a viable computational trusted base for
both modern and classical voting protocols.

1.

Ricardo Dahab

Voting Systems Fundamental Goals
In spite of local constraints, EVSs share six common, fundamental, goals (Sastry [24]):
Goal 1. One voter/one vote. The cast ballots should exactly represent the votes cast by legitimate voters. Malicious parties should not be able to add, duplicate, or
delete ballots.

INTRODUCTION

Goal 2. Cast-as-intended. Voters should be able to reliably and easily cast the ballots that they intend to
cast.

Electronic voting systems (EVSs) are a very interesting
subject, as they are comprised of system components which
interact within an complex environment with boundary conditions of different nature, legal, cultural, logistical and financial. Several countries have adopted EVSs, tailoring
them to meet their specificities.
The Brazilian voting system currently has over 135 mil-

Goal 3. Counted-as-cast. The final tally should be an
accurate count of the ballots that have been cast.
Goal 4. Verifiability. It should be possible for participants
in the voting process to prove that the voting system
obeys certain properties.
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Goal 5. Privacy. Ballots and certain events during the voting process should remain secret.

(305371/2009-6) research grant

Goal 6. Coercion resistance. A voter should not be able
to prove how she voted, to a third party not present
in the voting booth.
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These goals are related (e.g. a voting system that does
not satisfy goal 5 will hardly satisfy goal 6) and potentially
conflicting (e.g. it is not trivial to build a voting system
that is totally verifiable while preserving voters’ privacy).
Third-party end-to-end verifiability has been a recurrent
subject [20]. Usually, verifiability is linked to the concept
of (statistical) confidence level. Different cultures, and thus
electoral laws, have different thresholds for the level of confidence they consider adequate for the electoral process.
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2.

Software independence is not enough. Different voting protocols [3, 17, 5] have been proposed to meet the
above goals, with variable degrees of success and effectiveness. Unfortunately, most of them can be defeated by compromised software or hardware running in the underlying
computing base. In order to mitigate such threats, softwareindependent systems were proposed by Rivest and Wack [21]:
A voting system is software-independent (SI) if an undetected change or error in its software cannot cause an undetectable change or error in an election outcome. However
strong, this concept ensures most of the above requirements
but not all.
For instance, coercion resistance and vote privacy are especially susceptible to attacks based on tampered hardware
and software, as vote input devices themselves can leak information [12, 22, 24]. Hardware protection and verification
is thus an essential aspect, regardless of whether SI systems
are employed or not. While some effort has been done towards the specification of hardware functionalities in order
to provide sufficient device accreditation and tamper resistance [19, 8, 24], there is much room for improvement on
the path to feasible implementations. Here we follow that
path, presenting a hardware trusted computing base (TCB)
for direct recording electronic voting architecture, T-DRE
in short, suitable for a variety of existing voting protocols
and systems.

VOTING SYSTEMS PRACTICAL GOALS
AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Attaining the fundamental goals is subject to practical
boundary conditions, especially in large elections. Three
important constraints are:
Availability. Voting systems must be available during the
critical periods (election day, tallying, etc.) and resist
denial of service attempts. DRE machines must resist
tampering;
Credibility. An aspect of utmost importance, it is at the
basis of fair representativity. Accordingly, implementations of voting systems should minimize the chance
of operational errors and resist tampering. Here, again,
DRE hardware security and verifiability plays an important role;
Resource Rationalization. The practical realization of voting systems should take into account various cost-related
variables, such as auditing and hardware cost and maintenance. When security is considered, a clear budget
trade-off exists between built-in security mechanisms
and the security procedures employed by the Electoral
Authority (EA). While the first is typically a one-time
expenditure which is multiplied by the number of DRE
machines, the second is recurrent, flexible, and proportional to the number of polls. The security targets for
DRE machines must take this into account.

Summary of our Contributions
Our contributions are present both in the novelty of the TDRE components and in their composition. Namely, we
propose a trusted hardware architecture that extensively
employs signed code execution with hardware-enforced access control to peripherals in order to prevent a number of
attacks. Further advancements include human-computable
device integrity verification mechanisms, strong accountability, and improved signed-code execution assurance, all supported by a certification hierarchy which takes advantage of
the proposed hardware.
The T-DRE architecture described herein was adopted by
the Brazilian National Election Authority (Tribunal Superior Eleitoral - TSE). In order to fully validate the specification, we first implemented a prototype evaluation platform.
Subsequently, the specification was realized by a
vendor under TSE’s control, using another hardware platform, and taking into account additional costs and stringent field, legal, and resilience restrictions, while maintaining backward compatibility with the deployed base. This
endeavor, which resulted in 165,000 produced units, further
supports our claims on the feasibility of the architecture.
Our proposal is not an airtight solution to electronic voting; we discuss its limitations in Section 5. However, we do
claim that it provides a layer of security to SI and non-SI
systems alike, whose strength is degrees above that of voting systems currently deployed around the world, by making
it extremely difficult and costly for a fraud attempt to go
undetected. Also, although we target centralized elections,
in Section 4.2 we discuss how T-DRE can be naturally extended to decentralized environments such as in the USA.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives practical goals and boundary conditions of voting systems; Section 3 discusses related work; Section 4 details our proposal; Section 5 reports implementation efforts; Section 6
concludes, with ideas for future work.

Security Targets
The specification of security targets should make provisions
for many different variables (Common Criteria [27]). In face
of the current Brazilian Electoral Laws, the following variables demand special attention:
Window of opportunity. Our implementation should take
into account that attacks on DRE machines can occur
at any time, but more easily in the interstices between
elections. Pre-election time is the most vulnerable due
to transportation of DRE machines across huge distances.
Surface and scope of attacks. Voting machines are subject to different levels of adversarial exposure between
procedural checkpoints established by the EA: during
election interstice, an adversary can have physical access to the DREs; in the pre-election (setup) phase, adversaries may have media (logical) access to the DREs;
at election day, adversaries typically have only operational access to DREs, as all non-HID I/O are sealed
and the machines operate offline. Our security target take these conditions into account. It provides
tampering resistance and tampering evidence on the
Critical Security Parameters (CSP) such as keys and
key counters, with a physical security target of FIPS
140-2 level 3 [18] (passive resistance). Moreover, a successful attack must have limited scope - breaking one
DRE should not increase the chances of an adversary
of breaking another.
Level of adversarial expertise. Attacks on a DRE, especially those which adulterate or recover key material
or CSPs, must demand multiple experts, considerable
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time (impossible to execute during election day) and
removal to a laboratory with special equipment.

While the AEGIS specification is completely open, to the
best of our knowledge there are no commercially available
realizations of it. The USIP-PRO, in turn, has limited processing power, its architecture is proprietary and the vendor
makes no assertions regarding memory protection against
data modification. Finally, the Cell processor is proprietary,
not allowing full access to hardware features from independent software vendors, thus adding undesirable obscurity to
the design.

Audit control points, mechanisms and equipments.
Audit points shall be precise, clear and accessible. There
should be an audit point aggregator that simply expresses the DRE’s state (fully operational, in error, in
service). The interpretation of this audit point should
not require additional equipment nor complex procedures, being accessible to all parties involved in the
electoral process: voter, electoral authority, poll worker,
and party advocates.

3.

3.2

RELATED WORK

In this section we discuss related work regarding T-DRE’s
features.

3.1

Key Management and Certification

Entertainment platforms have guided the industry regarding the execution of signed code for DRM purposes. Microsoft’s Xbox [10] and Sony Playstation 3 execute only code
signed by keys directly under vendors’ root CAs. With the
Cell Processor [25], Sony advances further: unsigned code
running on PS3 has limited access to the device’s peripherals, notably the GPU. Only signed code has full access to
hardware features. The VVSG (Section 5.5.1) forbids nonsigned code from running on DRE hardware, similarly to
console platforms. The VVSG also recommends a TPM-like
component for controlling software execution.
In addition to certifying (signing) the voting machine software stack, cryptographic key material is extensively used
in many voting systems [28, 23, 3, 16, 17] for other reasons,
from voting, to producing closeout records, audit log signature and verification, to encryption/decryption of votes and
other sensitive material.
Although key management and storage could be handled
in software by the DRE, cryptographic tamper-resistant hardware is preferred. The VVSG recommends the existence of
a hardware tamper-proof signature module (SM) in DREs,
whose primary function is to manage the life cycle of two
asymmetric key pairs: i) the Election Signature Key (ESK),
a unique per-election/per-device key used to sign votes and
closeout records; and b) a per-device DRE Signature Key
(DSK), which identifies the device and is used to produce
certificates for the ESK. The usage of DSK and ESK is
strictly controlled by the SM by means of two counters:
CountESK and CountDSK. CountDSK counts the number
of generated ESK certificates ever signed by DSK. CountESK
counts the number of ESK usages. When the closeout record
is produced, ESK is erased by the MSM and both counters
are included in the resulting record.

Signed Code Execution

Signed code execution [4, 1] is an important tool in voting systems [23, 28]. Many security issues faced by EVSs
can be directly mitigated by the proper use of signed code
execution. Benefits include:
• ensuring that only official voting software is executed
in DREs, enhancing resilience against deliberate adulteration and operational errors which may violate EVS
fundamental goals such as vote secrecy and coercion
resistance;
• tracing and accountability of incidents, enabling security through legal means;
• simple verification of binaries’ integrity in pre, intra
and post-election phases, which facilitates auditing by
parties, voters, and the Electoral Authority.
Hardware-based signed code execution can be achieved
by various means, the de facto standard being the Trusted
Computing Group (TCG, now ISO/IEC 11889) Personal
Computer Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [11], a companion chip to the main system CPU, usually connected via
LPC bus. The TPM has functional characteristics similar
to a smart card. In cryptographic terms, the TPM performs several operations: key generation, storage and use
of cryptographic keys, protected by a key that represents
the system’s root of trust. Moreover, unlike typical smart
cards, the TPM has mechanisms for software attestation,
which allows certain running application parameters to be
anonymously verified and certified as not tampered. The
module is recommended by the VVSG ([28], Section 5.5.1)
for protection of the DRE software stack.
One of the drawbacks of PC TPM modules is that they
work passively, in hardware terms, with respect to the main
system CPU. TPMs, by design, can be completely bypassed
by the system’s boot sequence if the BIOS (especifically, the
“Core Root of Trust for Measurement”, CRTM) is tampered
with, and thus “deceived” when used in application verification tests. Extensions to the TPM as the TEM from Costan
et al [6], being also passive with respect to the CPU, represent no improvement in this regard.
To overcome this master-slave problem, one can consider
the sole use of secure processors as the main component
of a TCB aimed at DREs. However, even state-of-the-art
processors with security features, such as AEGIS [26], USIPPRO [13] and Cell [25], suffer from impeditive shortcomings.

3.3

DRE System Verification

Easy auditing is a paramount requirement for voting systems as it is central to the establishment of trust on the
DREs’ integrity and correct operation. The concerns with
integrity verification of the entire DRE system stack (hardware, firmware, and software) are not new. Although auxiliary devices (software or hardware) can be used, ideally solutions should provide effective user-computable verification
mechanisms of the DRE integrity, so that less, not more,
hardware and software components are used to verify the
main system. In this sense, device integrity verification itself should be also software-independent.
Sastry [24] describes a handful of desired DRE verifying
properties, mainly aiming at software insulation, by constructing a proof-of-concept DRE with multiple (seven) processors. Gennaro et al [9] establish a condition for tamperproofness of general hardware and give some clues on how
to check device integrity by means of cryptographic chal-
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lenges. Öksüzoglu and Wallach [19] present, in VoteBox
Nano, an elegant human-verifiable software and firmware
(FPGA bitstreams) checking mechanism based on random
“session identifiers”, which change every time the DRE is
rebooted. Gallo et al [8] generalize Gennaro et al’s conditions, prototyping a human-readable, cryptographicallystrong system verification method called Time-Base OneTime Verification (TOTV), which allows for multiple device
verification in a trust amplifying fashion, making humans
part of the verification protocol. Although both [19, 8] can
be used by poll workers and party advocates to assert DRE
integrity, they are not practical for large-scale verification
by voters, as they require comparison of multiple digit verification numbers, a hindrance when illiterate voters are considered.

4.

Figure 1: PC-TPM architecture (left) and the TDRE architecture. The T-DRE components surrounded by the dotted box are under physical protection; BIOS physical protection is optional. Darkgray components are under MSM direct control.

a DRE system architecture which also brings new control
mechanisms and a new verification method (Section 4.3).
Our architecture is depicted in Figure 1, along with a classical PC-TPM system. In both, the CPU pool (one or more
main processors) is the main processing unit, which runs the
voting application (and software stack). In the PC-TPM
design, the CPU pool is the bus master of all peripherals,
including the TPM chip, which can be completely bypassed
by tampered software at boot time. There is no way for the
TPM to prevent CPU access to peripherals, nor to inform
users that non-signed code is running.
The T-DRE Architecture, in contrast, is fundamentally different from the PC-TPM: the security is based on
the proposed Master Security Module (MSM), which concentrates the DRE’s cryptographic mechanisms and controls
system peripherals (encrypted voter keypad, poll worker terminal, status lights), BIOS, and CPU pool. This centralization allows for a multi-level certification-based peripherals’
access policy which can be enforced on the software running
on the CPU pool. This is further explained in Section 4.2.
The MSM control over the human interface devices (HID)
also plays crucial role in our solution. Its implications are
explored in Section 4.3. The MSM is also a CID-enabled device, i.e. a device whose root of trust, represented by a cryptographic key, is bound to the device’s physical integrity:
crossing the cryptographic boundary is highly likely to cause
the device’s root key destruction (and thus its identity), preventing the production of valid closeout voting records.
The T-DRE Software Verification, in contrast to PCTPM, allows for full software stack verification, including
BIOS. Prior to the CPU boot, after the DRE hardware
power-up, the MSM checks the authenticity (and possibly
decrypts) the BIOS contents; only if a valid (signed) BIOS
is found, the CPU pool is able to boot. Now the CPU
runs signed code from the very beginning of the boot sequence and is able to use the MSM to check the remaining
of the software stack (bootloader, O.S., voting applications,
scripts, configuration data). The differences between the
T-DRE and the PC-TPM boot processes are illustrated in
Figure 2. It goes beyond VVSG’s required signed code verifier hardware module (VVSG, Section 5.5.1).
Both the T-DRE peripheral architecture and the software
verification mechanisms are novel to DREs. Moreover, the
MSM also acts as a VVSG Signature Module (VVSG Section 5.1.2). In spite of these advancements, our architecture can be implemented with off-the-shelf electronic components, enabling secure, fully auditable systems and low
cost realizations. In Section 5 we describe a prototype using
only commodity, general purpose components.

OUR PROPOSALS

4.1

The T-DRE Architecture and the Master
Security Module

The T-DRE architecture was devised to meet security and
availability requirements, as well as cost restrictions. Some
key requirements are:
• (R1) Run solely signed code, even if the opponent has
operational access to the DRE media.
• (R2) Enforce the verification of the entire software
stack, from the BIOS to the voting application, establishing an effective software trust chain;
• (R3) Allow the system state (integrity) to be widely
attested by any user. Voters, party advocates and the
electoral authority (EA) should be able to verify the
integrity of the DRE without additional electronic devices;
• (R4) Resist physical and logical attacks, preventing
unauthorized access to key material and application
tampering;
• (R5) Contain only fully auditable components, enabling thorough system verification by the EA and the
society;
• (R6) Allow the use of low cost, widely available hardware components, with reasonable computing power
and fully open source development chain;
• (R7) Allow maintenance of the DRE machine and upgrade of its cryptographic mechanisms during its long
expected lifetime (10 years);
• (R8) Enable and ease software and firmware development cycle, including field testing and simulations;
allow faithful simulations which are clearly verifiable
as such, which includes the production of non-valid
results only.
In order to achieve these objectives, we based our proposal
on the fundamentals of secure hardware presented by Gennaro et al [9] and Gallo et al [8]. The latter introduces the
concept of cryptographic identity, which states conditions
for the establishment and verification of a root of trust for
general secure hardware. Both suggest the use of their verification schemes in DREs. Here we go further, presenting
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Figure 2: Verification chain for code execution, PC
TPM and our proposed MSM

4.2

Hardware-Reinforced Certification-Based
Privileges

Satisfying Section 1 goals (in special privacy) and Section 4.1 requisites (in special R3, 5, 7, and 8) requires strict
control over the DRE software. Only official (highly audited) voting software must be able to produce valid closeout records. Maintenance (loosely audited) software must
be prevented from accessing the DRE’s key material (thus
preventing production of valid closeout records) and from
running an apparently valid, but otherwise fake poll (thus
breaking privacy). Also, voting software being developed
must be able to exercise all DRE features without being
able to produce valid tallies or deceiving voters.
To attain the desired software control, we combined the
MSM’s control over the DRE’s peripherals and the running
software stack, with a custom key hierarchy based on Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) technology (with established procedures and audit controls), thus reducing required audit
points. Our proposal centers the confidence of the electoral
system on the EA root certification authority (EA-rootCA),
which is audited (cryptographically) by the parties and the
society. Figure 3 illustrates the PKI architecture with its
three intermediate CAs, VoteCA, DevelCA, and ServiceCA,
each with distinct purposes and privileges. In common,
these CAs are responsible for”: a) managing the DSK certificate life cycle; b) signing the DRE’s software stack; and
c) decrypting any messages coming from the DRE, when
the voting protocol so demands. Software signed under each
certification branch has different execution privileges and
access to different key materials. Each DRE has three DSK
certificates (and key pairs), one for each tree branch. All
DRE certificates (and corresponding keys) are stored within
the MSM, which controls both the key usage and the signed
code execution privileges.
Vote CA Branch: Binaries signed under this branch
have total control over the DRE hardware and are used in
the actual election days - they have access to the official
voting key material (DSKvote , ESKvote ), producing valid
election closeout records, controlling the voter’s keypad use,
the poll worker’s keypad use, and the access to the Secure
Output HID (Section 4.3). The MSM is responsible for enforcing the privileges of the signed code over the DRE hardware, without any software interference.
Development CA Branch enables the necessary functions for development and election simulation activities ,
granting restricted access to peripherals and keys: i) the
MSM produces signatures only with DSKdevel , ESKdevel ,
Otherdevel keys; and ii) the signed code has no access to the

Figure 3: Certification hierarchy, code and data, and
key usage
CA
Privilegies
Key
Material
Input HID
access
Output HID
access
Security API
(Secure HID)

VoteCA

DevelCA

ServiceCA

(DSK)vote
(ESK)vote
(Others)vote
Full

(DSK)devel
(ESK)devel
(Others)devel
Full

DSKservice

Full

Full

Full

Restricted

Only test
results
None

Restricted

Table 1: Signed code execution privileges for our
DRE proposal; MSM enforcement

secure output HID which signals valid polls. This prevents
in-development code from being used to deceive voters, and
easily distinguishes valid signatures on real closeout records
from those produced under simulation.
Service CA Branch enables DRE maintenance (memory, battery, peripherals testing and systems components
replacement). Servicing operations are highly distributed,
thus hard to audit. Under ServiceCA, signed code is not allowed access to keypads nor the secure output HID nor any
ESK key material. The allowed operations are: a) re-pairing
the input/output of cryptographic devices, and b) signatures
of maintenance logs. Table 1 summarizes the privileges enforced by the MSM in each certification branch.
Other Considerations: Although our proposal targets
centralized elections, it can be naturally extended to decentralized scenarios, as those in the USA, by adding Local Electoral Authorities CAs (as additional intermediate
CAs) to the tree of Figure 3. Then, each local authority would maintain three CAs (VoteCAlocal , DevelCAlocal ,
ServiceCAlocal ). This allows a great deal of independence
and flexibility, where local authorities can produce and run
their own software without depending on the national authority. Furthermore, DREs can be easily shared by local
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authorities.

4.3

and counter resumption. The modification from the original
TOTV proposal is motivated by the cost of a high stability
secure real time clock. The usage of our proposals is further
illustrated in Section 5.

T-DRE Verification: Secure Human Interface - S-HI

Integrity verification schemes provide variable confidence
level in their output. As a rule, the better the scheme the
more intrusive an adversary has to be in order to fake a
result. From less to more intrusive we list: software modification (SWM), hardware modification (HWM), and key
extraction from hardware (KXT). Human verification is especially hard to attain if tampering with the communication
channel between the user and the system under verification
is a possibility. We call a human interface secure (S-HI)
up to a class of intervention (S-HI-SWM, S-HI-HWM, SHI-KX) if it does not produce false results even when it is
subject to tampering of that class.
The VoteBox Nano random number display (along with
its verification scheme) is S-HI-SWM, i.e., it resists logical (bitstream) attacks, but not S-HI-HWM. In T-DRE we
provide users with two interfaces: one S-HI-SWM and one
S-HI-HWM. For the S-HI-SWM interface, we employ the
MSM (hardware-)controlled ’out SHID’ (Figure 1) as a fourstate LED which indicates VoteCA, DevelCA, ServiceCA,
and non/corrupted signed code. This is a clear improvement over VoteBox nano, as we attain the same security
level with a much simpler user verification scheme.
For the S-HI-HWM interface, we employ a modified version of TOTV [8] that does not require the high-stability secure real-time clock (HSSRTC) of Gallo et al’s solution. The
TOTV protocol is similar to the Time-Base One-Time password (TOTP) described in [15]; TOTP derives, from time
to time, an n-digit sequence from a secret key known to the
verified device and possibly to the verifier. It is defined as
T OT P = HOT P (K, T ) where T represents the number of
time steps between the initial counter time T0 and the current Unix time. K is a key, and HT OP is the HMAC-based
One-Time Password Algorithm defined (RFC 4226 [14]) as
HOT P (K, C) = T runc(HM AC − SHA − 1(K, C)). The
TOTV proposal binds the secret derivation key K to the
device’s cryptographic identity (CID), so that any attempt
to tamper with the device, by construction, should destroy
the CID and thus cease the TOTV sequence creation. In our
architecture, we maintain two TOTV keys (Kvote , Kdevel )
protected by DSKvote and DSKdevel keys.
In order to check the integrity of a specific DRE, a user
has to access a TOTV sequence produced by the electoral
authority. In other to avoid replay attacks, this access must
be either i) confidential and prior to the DRE display of the
TOTV, or ii) real-time, on-demand, and signed.
In our proposal, we use the same construction as the
TOTV, but instead of having a single T representing the
number of time steps since Unix epoch, we use two T variables (Tvote , Tdevel ). These represent the time steps accumulated during every DRE usage when running in voting mode
and development mode, respectively. The time counters necessary for this are made persistent and are protected by the
MSM from stalls or decrement. In order to avoid other types
of replay attacks, and after signed closeout records are produced by the DRE, it stalls the counter and includes it in the
certificate, pausing the timing increments. In the next DRE
usage (possibly on the next election), the electoral authority
sends the poll workers T OT V = HT OP (K, T ), with T =
max(Tcloseout , Tuser−access ), which allows for DRE boot-up

5.

T-DRE IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS

The practical realization of our proposals was done in two
phases, a prototyping and a mass production phase. In the
first, the theoretical, technological, and procedural solutions
were tested and validated. In the second, any necessary
modifications were implemented.

5.1

Hardware and Firmware Implementation

Prototype Due to the large number of DREs to be produced (165,000), our proposals were thoroughly tested in a
prototype prior to the delivery of final specifications to the
chosen vendor for mass production. In the prototype (composed by two connected boards: B1 and B2), we instantiated
all of the T-DRE main peripherals (Figure 1, namely: MSM,
BIOS memory, encrypted voter keyboard (in SHID), output device (serial display), secure output (out SHID), main
CPU, among others. The B2 board is a commercial embedded PC, with an AMD Geode LX800 CPU, with 256MB
RAM. The B1 is a custom board specifically built for the
prototype. It hosts the MSM and other devices, and connects the security module to the bottom board by means of
an ISP connection (to BIOS delivery) and a USB connection
(for other, cryptographic, services).
Considerable effort was spent on the correct choice of the
micro-controller (uC) employed for the MSM as it must conform to many requirements: a) have internal code and data
memory (both persistent and volatile); b) the entire memory
must be lockable (no read/write access); c) memories must
be large enough to handle cryptographic mechanisms (RSA,
ECDH, ECDSA, SHA-2, homomorphic DH) and store keys
and certificates; and d) reasonable performance, in order to
handle quick BIOS verification and cryptographic services.
In our prototype, the MSM was implemented using a
NXP LCP2000 (ARM) family uC which meets these requirements: a) up to 1MB internal FLASH memory with
code read protection, b) up to 40KB RAM, enough for the
implementation of asymmetric algorithms; c) 72MHz, 32bit core, with 64 DMIPS performance. The voter input
device (cryptographic, tamper-resistant physical keyboard)
was simulated using a MSP430 uC, connected to the main
uC by an SPI bus. The output secure HID is composed by
three light emitting diodes (LEDs) which are directly connected to the MSM. In order to provide an onboard source
of entropy, we implemented two random number generators
using avalanche-effect semiconductor noise.
For the asymmetric algorithms on the MSM and the cryptographic keyboard we used the RELIC library [7]. For our
prototype, the implementation of the required MSM functionalities, including DSK and ESK handling, binary code
verification, CSR exportation, secure firmware update and
cryptographic keyboard handling required about 180Kbyte
FLASH (code) memory and 24Kbyte RAM. Employed functions were: signing and verification, asymmetric encryption/decryption (RSA-2048 PKCS#1); hash (FIPS 180-3
SHA-512); block ciphers (FIPS 197 AES 256).
A prototype software stack was also implemented. The
bottom board BIOS was modified so that it uses the MSM
slave interface to check the bootloader’s authenticity. The
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bootloader was also modified (from GRUB) to test the boot
image, rather than files, using the MSM.

5.1.1

if any are found, stop and report; b) switch on the
DRE and enter the “resume TOTV” provided by the
electoral authority (Section 4.3); if the DRE fails to
continue the boot process, stop (either it is not the
correct DRE or the device has been tampered with);
c) check for the next TOTV to be shown by the DRE;
if it is not the expected one, stop (the DRE has been
tampered with); d) perform other verification procedures (e.g. audit procedures).

Attacks and Countermeasures

T-DRE, as PC-TPM, has no effective runtime (after boot)
countermeasures against defective software nor buffer overflow attacks (data execution). While the first problem can
be traced (and later dealt with) due to the sole use of signed
code, the second demands more attention. In Brazil DREs
have no data links, so buffer overflow attacks from voters
or poll workers keypad is highly unlikely. For further protection, one may consider the “reboot prior to each vote”
approach.
Hardware systems are subject to many implementation
attacks, in special side-channel analysis (SCA) [12]. SCA use
information leaked through side-channels from real systems.
More information can be found in [12] and [22]. SCA-aware
cryptographic hardware usually resists, to a certain extent,
side-channel attacks. However, they typically suffer from
lack of transparency on the employed security mechanisms
(see Section 3). As we privilege transparency over off-theshelf solutions, our solution uses a standard uC and added
FIPS 140-2 level 3 equivalent physical protection and SCA
counter measures:

• On election day, human verifiers can, at any time: a)
check for software stack integrity, by simply checking
a DRE’s status S-HID (indicative LED); if the S-HID
does not present a valid status, the use of that DRE
must be prevented (either it has been tampered with
or it is not running the correct voting software stack);
b) from time-to-time, electoral judges and voters can
check for device integrity by comparing the TOTV produced by the DRE with those from the electoral authority; if any comparison fails, stop that DRE’s use
(it has been tampered with).
• In the post-election phase, a human verifier must
check whether the final TOTV present in the closeout
record is valid; if not, the device has been tampered
with and the produced closeout record is deemed invalid.

• The entire top board was immersed in tamper-resistant
and -evidencing resin;
• In order to weaken power attacks (SPA, DPA, CPA),
we adopted two countermeasures: a) we used decoupling elements in all external communication paths;
and b) we filtered and stabilized the power input to
prevent energy consumption variation;

5.2.2

We chose a PKI model for key management, so that its
established practices and procedures can be used. The use
of the root CA’s and the VoteCA’ authorization keys is
only granted to the highest rank staff of the EA (in Brazil,
Supreme Court judges preside the Supreme Electoral Court),
audited (cryptographically) by political parties, Congress
and society representatives.

• Timing attacks are weakened by using constant-time
cryptographic operations.

5.1.2

Mass Production Versions

After validation, our architecture was realized in a mass
production version, and is set to be used on the 2010 Brazilian national election, with more than 165,000 DREs. This
version differs from our prototype in some implementation
decisions and functions: a) there is a single board containing all the components required in our architecture; b) the
CPU pool was implemented as a single x86 processor; c) the
MSM master interface was replaced by an assistive (supervisor) interface; if the MSM perceives any BIOS change, it
resets the CPU pool (the main drawback being that BIOS
cannot be encrypted). A second mass production version
is expected to be manufactured in the fourth quarter of
2010, with more than 200,000 DREs. These will present
further side-channel countermeasures and incorporate improvements deemed necessary.

5.2
5.2.1

Other Procedures: Development, Testing, and
Maintenance

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we propose T-DRE, a trusted computing
base for direct recording electronic voting machines, which
is mostly independent of the voting application and largely
VVSG-compliant. T-DRE’s novel combination of technologies enable device verifiability by humans, deep PKI integration and simple auditing. Our architecture was prototyped
and then reengineered for large scale manufacturing, with
165,000 devices produced. These DREs will be used in the
Brazilian 2010 presidential election.
T-DRE’s main component, the Master Security Module
(MSM), unifies the TPM and SM modules proposed in the
VVSG and adds key new features by: a) enforcing, over
the entire software stack, a policy of multi-level, certificatebased access to peripherals and key material; and b) taking
control of human interface devices, thus amplifying vote privacy and user DRE tamper detection.
We also indicate how the new audit and control mechanisms present in our architecture can be integrated into the
usual electoral cycle, the voting itself, election simulation,
device testing and servicing, and software development.
Currently, we are working on the design of a fully-auditable
secure processor to be used as a CPU-MSM for DREs.

Usage Procedures
Pre-Election, Election, and Post-Election Procedures

Since valid (non-tampered) voting machines run only code
signed by the electoral authority, it is easy for a verifier to
check whether the voting application is correct and that the
voting machines have not been tampered with:
• In the pre-election phase, a human verifier must: a)
Check for any physical tamper evidences on the DRE;

7.
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Abstract
Hardware resources are abundant; state-of-the-art processors have over one billion transistors. Yet for a variety of
reasons, specialized hardware functions for high assurance
processing are seldom (i.e., a couple of features per vendor
over twenty years) integrated into these commodity processors, despite a small ﬂurry of late (e.g., ARM TrustZone, Intel VT-x/VT-d and AMD-V/AMD-Vi, Intel TXT and AMD
SVM, and Intel AES-NI). Furthermore, as chips increase in
complexity, trustworthy processing of sensitive information
can become increasingly diﬃcult to achieve due to extensive
on-chip resource sharing and the lack of corresponding protection mechanisms. In this paper, we introduce a method
to enhance the security of commodity integrated circuits,
using minor modiﬁcations, in conjunction with a separate
integrated circuit that can provide monitoring, access control, and other useful security functions. We introduce a new
architecture using a separate control plane, stacked using 3D integration, that allows for the function and economics
of specialized security mechanisms, not available from a coprocessor alone, to be integrated with the underlying commodity computing hardware. We ﬁrst describe a general
methodology to modify the host computation plane by attaching an optional control plane using 3-D integration. In a
developed example we show how this approach can increase

system trustworthiness, through mitigating the cache-based
side channel problem by routing signals from the computation plane through a cache monitor in the 3-D control plane.
We show that the overhead of our example application, in
terms of area, delay and performance impact, is negligible.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development eﬀort required to build a system is directly proportional to the cost of its failure; hence critical
systems used in space shuttles and banks undergo much
more rigorous development cycles than systems for home
users. High assurance systems, which are designed to withstand attacks by professional, well-funded adversaries, require a tremendous investment of time, eﬀort, and money
by their small user base. In comparison to commodity systems, these systems generally lag far behind in performance
and programmability. Unfortunately, for commodity processors, security threats are often not considered at the rapidly
changing ISA [8] or micro-architecture levels. Clearly, a
method that allows commodity parts to be retroﬁtted with
protection mechanisms without increasing the cost for ordinary users and without decreasing the performance of the
commodity processor will oﬀer a signiﬁcant advantage for
high assurance system development.
Economics of Hardware Trust: The economics of trustworthy system development puts designers under constraints
not faced by low assurance, commodity systems. For example, the expense of special-purpose hardware can make it
costlier to provide both high performance and strong security. Even when hardware vendors incorporate security enhancements, integrating these mechanisms into a complex
system design may present many practical and theoretical
problems, driving up the costs and driving out the release
schedule. In addition to the fact that such system devel-
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opment costs per unit are very high, users requiring such
functionality make up a small portion of the market. Sophisticated security mechanisms at the hardware level are
typically targeted at a relatively small market sector and
add unacceptable costs to commodity products.
Performance Ramiﬁcations: The design cycle of trustworthy systems also places constraints on the performance
that can be realized in the ﬁnal version of these systems.
Due to the high non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost of
manufacturing custom hardware and the small amortization
base of low volume products, manufacturers are often forced
to choose less costly alternatives, such as an older, cheaper
process (e.g., 0.5um vs. 45nm).
As a result of these economic factors, designers of trustworthy systems requiring high performance need some way
to incorporate commercial hardware components without
compromising security. To address this challenge, a method
of bridging the gap between cutting-edge technology and
trustworthy systems is of paramount necessity.
3-D Integration for High Assurance: The primary
goal of this paper is to introduce a new method by which security functionality can be added to a processor as a foundrylevel conﬁguration option. Speciﬁcally, we propose a new
and modular way to add security mechanisms to current and
next-generation processors through the use of 3-D integration. We advocate consolidating these security mechanisms
into a physical overlay, literally a separate plane of circuitry
stacked on top of a commodity integrated circuit. The security mechanisms that reside in this overlay can then be connected to the underlying chip with a variety of interconnect
technologies, yet can be completely omitted without change
to the commodity chip’s function and without aﬀecting its
cost. Using 3-D hardware to alleviate this problem oﬀers
many advantages over other hardware solutions as well as
software solutions. These advantages are fully explored in
Section 2.
Contributions: In this paper, we show that an active
layer1 , which we call a 3-D control plane, speciﬁcally dedicated to security, has the potential to implement a variety
of security functions in a cost-eﬀective and computationally
eﬃcient way. Speciﬁcally, this paper makes the following
contributions:

be integrated in a purely optional and minimally intrusive manner with very minor modiﬁcation to the
commodity computation plane.
• We demonstrate our circuit-level primitives using an
active monitor that implements a well-known microarchitectural protection mechanism: a cache monitor
that can prevent access-driven cache side channel attacks.
• Finally, we validate the functionality of our circuitlevel primitives using SPICE simulations, and build a
synthesizable prototype of our 3-D cache monitor to
evaluate the area-delay cost of its inclusion. We also
quantify the impact of our cache protection mechanism
on the performance of SPEC benchmark programs,
through detailed timing simulations on an out-of-order
CPU simulator.
Before describing the circuit-level modiﬁcations required
of the computation plane, we begin with a discussion of 3-D
integration and the opportunities it presents for trustworthy
system design.

2. MOTIVATION FOR 3-D SECURITY
In this section, we provide a short background on 3-D
integration and present our motivation for using 3-D hardware to address the concerns raised in Section 1. Since 3-D
integration is an existing technology already used in industry [24, 26], our work does not discuss the feasibility of 3-D
integration but rather focuses on the security ramiﬁcations
of a 3-D control plane.

2.1 3-D Integration
While the details of how we use this technology are more
fully described in Section 3, the main idea is that two pieces
of silicon are fused together to form a single chip. The
two active layers of the silicon (the commodity computation
plane and 3-D control plane) are connected through interdie vias2 (micron-width wires that are chemically “drilledand-ﬁlled” between the layers) which run vertically between
them. This ability to interconnect multiple active layers
enables the addition of an optional die that speciﬁcally implements security functions to a commodity processor die.
This 3-D control plane would have access to the securitydependent signals of the system. Such a system could be
sold to customers requiring application-speciﬁc security policy enforcement, information ﬂow control, or other securityspeciﬁc support. Commodity systems, on the other hand,
are unlikely to include this additional, more costly functionality that only beneﬁts a small number of customers.
Attaching multiple layers of silicon together in 3-D stacks
is a relatively new, yet already marketed technology [26],
which is being explored by most of the major microprocessor manufacturers [6]. As opposed to most current 2-D circuits, which use only one active layer for computation, 3-D
circuits contain multiple active layers, or planes, which are
then connected using techniques such as inter-die vias (or
“posts”). Several 3-D interconnect technologies are currently
being evaluated in industry as a means of stacking multiple chips together. Some potential applications include the

• We are the ﬁrst to develop a method of using 3-D
integration for trustworthy system development, and
propose to combine an independently fabricated 3-D
control plane containing arbitrary security functions
(such as micro-architectural protection mechanisms)
along with a commodity integrated circuit, which we
refer to as the computation plane.
• Security functions can be broadly classiﬁed as either
active or passive monitors, depending upon whether
the 3-D control plane modiﬁes signals on the computation plane. We describe precise circuit-level primitives required to build both active and passive monitors such that signals on the computation plane can be
arbitrarily tapped, disabled, re-routed, or even overridden. We also outline how the 3-D control plane can
1
The active layer is the silicon layer where transistors reside, and metal layers are fabricated above that connect the
transistors together. We deﬁne a “plane” as the combination
of the silicon and metal layers that compose a typical 2-D
integrated circuit.

2
Vias are physical connections between two wires on diﬀerent metal layers.
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Security Architecture

Power

Bandwidth

Delay

Security Functions On-chip

Low power consumption, with
the only addition being the
power used by security logic and
interconnect

Bus width is limited due to
contending traffic and
component congestion
throughout the chip (1-16
bytes) running at core clock
speed (>2 GHz)

On-chip delay is dictated by the
length of interconnect, which is
often very large between
components

Security Functions on a
Co-Processor

In addition to powering another
chip, driving long off-chip bus
wires consumes large amounts
of power

Low data bus widths due to I/O
pin availability (1-8 bytes)
running at external clock speed
(~ 400 MHz)

Very large delay between offchip co-processor and CPU
(>200 cycles)

Security Functions on a
3-D Control Plane

3-D security only slightly
increases power consumption,
and can use less power than
on-chip due to exploitation of
locality of security modules

3-D allows bus widths to be
increased significantly (up to
128 bytes) running at core clock
speed (>2 GHz)

3-D exhibits low delay due
to the short length of inter-die
vias, as well as the locality that
can be exploited to shorten
critical paths

Figure 1: This table compares other hardware options for security against a 3-D control plane and shows the
advantages and disadvantages in terms of power, bandwidth, and delay [11, 20].

2.2

stacking of DRAM or bigger caches directly onto the processor die to alleviate memory pressure [17] and designing
stacked chips of multiple processors [2].
Toshiba has applied 3-D integration to a CMOS image
sensor camera module for mobile phones, which they call
a Chip Scale Camera Module (CSCM), achieving a significant reduction in size while satisfying high-speed I/O requirements [24]. The Toshiba work demonstrates that cost
savings are possible with 3-D integration because passive
components, which provide load matching between the chip
and the camera, can be integrated into the chip. This makes
the passive components cheaper, smaller, and faster than
board-level components; therefore, savings can be realized
in power, resistance, and capacitance, as driving lines between layers consumes much less power than between chips.
Furthermore, multiple layers, each optimized for its particular function, can be combined into a single stack.
Large microprocessor manufacturers are unlikely to integrate support for highly specialized security mechanisms because the market for such features represents such a small
portion of their total customer base. This is an example of
Gresham’s Law: if a manufacturer incurs the cost of security
mechanisms deemed unnecessary by the general commodity market, a competing, less costly product without such
mechanisms will dominate. By fabricating the optional 3D control plane with functions that are complementary to
(but separate from) those of the main processor, stacked interconnect oﬀers the potential to add security mechanisms
to a small subset of devices without impacting the overall
cost of the commodity processor.
Just to be clear, we are advocating the development of
a processor which is always fabricated with special connections built in for joining it with a control plane. The diﬀerence between the system sold for the cost-sensitive consumer
market and the one that is sold to the security-sensitive customer is only whether a specialized security device is actually
stacked on top of the standard integrated circuit, utilizing
the special connections. Additional beneﬁts to this approach
are that security mechanisms implemented in hardware are
faster than software-only approaches, and the security mechanisms can be specialized for particular sets of applications,
systems, and customers.

3-D vs. Other Hardware Solutions

This section discusses the advantages of using 3-D integration over other hardware methods such as on-chip and coprocessor implementation of security functions. In general,
implementing security functions in software is less costly
than in hardware, but software implementations have worse
performance and are more susceptible to tampering. Implementing security functions in hardware is more expensive,
but the result has better performance and is more resilient
to manipulation.
Why not On-Chip?: Implementing security features
on-chip creates many issues and discrepancies. It would
force all users of the chip uninterested in system trustworthiness to incur the possible negative eﬀects of the added
security logic. As discussed previously, an unacceptable
consequence of on-chip security is the increase in cost for
all consumers. In addition, on-chip security functions have
the potential of decreasing the overall performance of the
chip, as security modules may need long interconnect wires
to data and control lines spanning the whole chip area; this
can be mitigated by the exploitation of locality in the 3-D
layer as well as short interconnect through inter-die vias as
explained in Figure 1. The large majority of microprocessor consumers are chieﬂy concerned with the performance of
the chip, and on-chip security could provide advantages to
competing chip manufacturers who do not incorporate these
security features. Because of market pressures, chip manufacturers are reluctant to pursue such a course. With 3-D
security, the small percentage of consumers who need the
added security logic have the option of including it in their
systems, while consumers who do not need this extra logic
can omit it.
Why not use a Co-processor?: A co-processor solution, much like 3-D security, allows the consumer to have the
option of including additional security logic. However, unlike 3-D security, an oﬀ-chip co-processor can not safely access internal micro-architectural control signals without possibly making them susceptible to outside tampering. This
makes 3-D security much more attractive and feasible, as
any resource or control signal can be accessed and modiﬁed
by the 3-D control plane. Also, co-processor solutions suf-
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direct access to the currently executing instruction.
Passive monitoring is reasonably straightforward to implement in 3-D technology, as it just requires a set of vias
to the top of the computation plane, and then a post from
there to the 3-D control plane. Figure 2 shows such a post.

fer from the utilization of slow, power-hungry oﬀ-chip buses.
These oﬀ-chip buses operate at much slower frequencies than
can be realized with a 3-D solution (Figure 1), and they can
introduce large delays in processor speed. In addition, oﬀchip buses have to interface with the main processor through
the main processor’s I/O pins, and they are limited in size
based on available pins. This equates to smaller bus widths
(Figure 1), which can further hinder performance. Choosing which pins to interface between the processor and the
co-processor also creates inﬂexible co-processor designs, because we are limited to accessing or modifying those pins,
whereas with a 3-D solution we can create any number of
diﬀerent co-processor designs and access any internal signal.
Aside from performance, a co-processor solution also entails
increased power usage, as driving long oﬀ-chip buses requires
much more power than driving short inter-die vias to a 3-D
control plane. A 3-D security scheme does not fall victim to
any of these issues.
Disadvantages of 3-D Security: 3-D security holds
much promise as a solution; however, it is not without tradeoﬀs. Chips fabricated using 3-D integration need greater
thermal management, and, without additional cooling, will
run at higher temperatures due to the proximity of components [11]. While this is a known issue, it is not insurmountable and can be addressed with more expensive cooling solutions. Another disadvantage of 3-D chips is their
expected manufacturing yield, as the functionality of the
complete chip is dependent on the individual yield of each
of the two dies.This can create lower overall yield than the
individual dies. However, the cost of this lower yield will
not be incurred by most consumers, as the decrease in yield
only applies to the systems that need the 3-D control plane
attached.
This section has compared 3-D security with other software and hardware solutions for trustworthy systems. The
3-D control plane can include diﬀerent types of security monitors. In the next section, we will discuss both of these types
of monitors, and follow with our novel circuit architecture
to allow the use of an optional 3-D control plane.

TSV

Bus Is
Diabled by
Sleep
Transistors
Reference
Monitor
Logic

Computation
Plane

Contact Point
Metal
Layers
CMOS
Logic

vias

bus

Buffer

Silicon Substrate

Figure 2: This ﬁgure shows the low level architecture for a method to route data/control lines on the
computation plane through the 3-D control plane.
This can be performed to isolate resources in the
computation plane by disabling a bus, for example.
The computation plane and the 3-D control plane
are connected by inter-die vias or through-silicon
vias (TSVs). Posts are required to tap the required
signals needed by the security logic, and sleep transistors are used to either reroute, override, or disable lines on the computation plane. Using these
primitives, we can build mechanisms to monitor the
computation plane.
The area overhead of this passive style monitoring in a 3D layer was analyzed by Mysore et al. [12] in the context of
hardware support for analyzing the processor in real time
for debugging and performance proﬁling, which has high
throughput requirements and is very slow to implement in
software. Their conclusion was that, even with very pessimistic assumptions about the technology, there would be
less than a 2% increase in the total area on the computation
plane and that there would be no noticeable delay added.
The small amount of area overhead is due to the need to
save space for the vias across all of the layers of metal.
Active Monitors: Whereas passive monitoring allows
for auditing, anomaly detection, and the identiﬁcation of
suspicious activities, systems enforcing security policies often require strong guarantees about restrictions to overall
system behavior. A novel contribution of our work is the
employment of active monitors; an active monitor enables
control of information ﬂow between cores, the arbitration of
communication, and the partitioning of resources.
The key ability needed to support such functionality is to
reroute signals to the 3-D control plane and then override
them with potentially modiﬁed signals. With this technology and minor modiﬁcation of the computation plane, we

3. 3-D SECURITY ARCHITECTURE
The 3-D control plane can include several security functions on one die, implemented as either passive or active
monitors. While passive monitoring in 3-D for system proﬁling has been explored previously [12], a novel contribution
of this work is providing active monitoring in a 3-D control plane. In the following section we explain the uses of
these two types of monitors, and describe a novel circuitlevel architecture that allows us to make the functions of
these monitors available as a fabrication option in an overlay.

3.1

Metal
Layers
TSV

3-D Control
Plane

Post Carries Rerouted
Signal from Computation Plane

Passive and Active Monitors

Passive Monitors: One potential use of the 3-D control
plane is to act as a passive monitor, simply accessing and
analyzing data from the computation plane. For instance,
we may wish to monitor accesses to a particular region of
memory or audit the use of a particular set of instructions.
To monitor these events, we must understand when such
events are occurring, which necessitates tapping some of the
wires from the processor. This requires posts and vias to
the instruction register and memory wires, which gives us
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can force all inter-core communication, memory accesses,
and shared signals to travel to the 3-D control plane, where
they are subject to both examination and control. For instance, we can ensure that conﬁdential data being sent between two cores (which are traditionally forced to traverse
a shared bus) is not leaked to a third party with access to
that bus.
We have developed a method to modify signals on the
computation plane that is accomplished in two parts. The
ﬁrst part is to ensure that the monitor has unfettered access
to all the signals (tapping), which is, in essence, the same
as the passive monitoring scenario described above. The
second part is to selectively disable those links, essentially
turning oﬀ portions of the computation plane (e.g., a bus),
or overriding them to inject diﬀerent values. The diﬃculty
is that we must remove a capability (the connection between
two components) only by adding a 3-D control plane (which
cannot physically cut or impede that wire). The computation plane must be fully functional without an attached
3-D control plane, yet it needs to be constructed so that by
adding circuitry, the targeted capability can be completely
disabled. To accomplish this, components in the computation plane must be modiﬁed to support active monitoring.

3.2

PMOS Sleep
Transistor

input

Signal Post
(to Control
Plane)

Pull-up
logic

pull-down
output

Pulldown
logic

Override Posts
(Controlled by
Control Plane)

pull-up

NMOS Sleep
Transistor

Circuit-level Modifications

Figure 3: A circuit diagram of sleep transistors in
the computation plane being used to remove power
from a circuit.

This section introduces the circuit level modiﬁcations we
will make in order for the 3-D control plane to perform its
intended function and for the computation plane to be able
to execute in its absence. These primitives are illustrated in
Figure 4.
Sleep Transistors: A novel and alternative method for
disabling links is to physically impede the connection itself.
While this sounds intrusive, we are the ﬁrst to leverage an
existing circuit technique called power gating [18] for this
application. Support for power gating is added through the
addition of sleep transistors placed between a circuit’s logic
and its power/ground connections. The sleep transistors
act as switches, eﬀectively removing the power supply from
the circuit. The circuit is awake when the transistors are
activated by a speciﬁc signal, which provides power to the
circuit, allowing it to function normally. Alternatively, the
sleep transistors can be given the opposite input and turned
oﬀ, thus disconnecting the power to the circuit, temporarily
removing all functionality, and eﬀectively putting the circuit
to sleep.
Sleep transistors are traditionally used to temporarily disable unused portions of an integrated circuit, saving power
by preventing leakage current [19]; however, their use is also
beneﬁcial for providing the isolation an active monitor requires. With only a small amount of added hardware (two
transistors and two resistors, shown in Figure 3) and posts
for connectivity to the 3-D control plane, we can selectively
turn oﬀ portions of the computation plane to force adherence
to any speciﬁc security policy enforced in the control layer.
Finally, many modern chips already employ power gating.
This reduces the amount of additional hardware necessary
to apply our security primitives, since only posts to the 3-D
control plane to carry the control signal are required.
In addition to selectively removing power from some components on-chip, sleep transistors may be used to perform
several key functions on data and control lines required by
active monitors. Sleep transistors can be placed on any link
that may need to be disabled or controlled. They can be

managed by the 3-D control plane by simply providing a
post that connects to their gate input. The following functions all use only one or two transistors per line and present
a new set of options for trustworthy system development.
Tapping: Tapping can be used to send the requested signals to the 3-D control plane without interrupting their original path. As shown in Figure 4a, we use a transistor and
apply the correct voltage to the gate of the transistor to create the additional path of the signal to the 3-D control plane.
This is particularly useful when we are performing analysis
(e.g., dynamic information ﬂow tracking) on the ﬂow of information on the computation plane without aﬀecting its
original functionality (Figure 6). Tapping can also be used
when security logic on the 3-D control plane is dependent
on some data in the computation plane, without the need to
change their values in the system. In our 3-D cache eviction
monitor (Section 3.3) we use tapping to access the address
of a load or a store instruction to determine whether a cache
eviction is allowed without interfering with the normal ﬂow
of the address through the bus.
Re-routing: Re-routing (Figure 4b) uses two transistors
per line to send the requested signals to the 3-D control plane
and block their transmission to the originally intended path.
A pull-up resistor is attached to the gate of the transistor
that is disabling the line, to force a connection when the
3-D control plane is not attached. Re-routing can be used
in situations where we want to create new buses between
resources on-chip.
Another use of re-routing is using a signal for a diﬀerent
purpose than was originally intended. Once on the 3-D control plane, the signal can be analyzed and combined with
other data from the 3-D control or computation planes, or
simply stored for later use. This can then be coupled with
overriding (Figure 4c) to change control or data outputs on
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(a) Tapping

(b) Re-routing

(c) Overriding (d) Disabling

Figure 4: This ﬁgure shows the four diﬀerent kinds of circuit level modiﬁcations that can be made and
their respective diagrams. The sample base circuit is an AND gate and is found to the left of each circuit
modiﬁcation. Tapping requires only one transistor to optionally propagate the signal to the 3-D control plane,
while re-routing and overriding need transistors with pull-up resistors to ensure their continued function
for systems omitting the 3-D control plane. Disabling uses a transistor and a pull-up resistor to uphold
the connection in the absence of the 3-D control plane, while giving the 3-D control plane the option of
disconnecting the line for systems utilizing it.
the pull-up resistors successfully power the transistor’s gate
and create a short, allowing the signal to pass normally.
When the transistor gates are powered, we can successfully
control the circuit and perform the function for each respective circuit. These experiments verify our ability to create
functional systems with the option to add a modular 3-D
control plane.

the computation plane based on new logic in the 3-D control
plane (Figure 7).
Overriding: Overriding (Figure 4c) allows us to block
the intended value of a signal and modify it to a desired
value for the security layer’s function (Figure 6 and Figure 7). Overriding uses two transistors and a pull-up resistor
much like re-routing. For some security applications, critical control signals need to be changed in order to adhere to
a security policy that is being enforced by the 3-D control
plane. In our 3-D cache eviction monitor (Section 3.3), we
use overriding to change the value of a cache’s write-enable
signal (see Figure 8), allowing us to inject a value to allow
or deny the eviction of a speciﬁc cache line.
Disabling: Disabling (Figure 4d) allows us to completely
stop the ﬂow of data on a common bus or a speciﬁc signal line. Uses of disabling include the ability to isolate a
speciﬁc resource from unintended accesses, or enforcement
of policies that require tight guarantees on the integrity of
data on a shared bus. Many bus protocols work on a mutual
trust system, where access to the bus is controlled by the
devices that are connected, not by a trusted arbiter. In situations such as this, it is important to preserve trustworthy
execution and the conﬁdentiality of data during a sensitive
computation. Disabling can be used to forcibly block access
to a bus to ensure secure transactions without the possibility
of unintended access (Figure 5).

3.2.1

3.3

Theoretical 3-D Applications

Isolation: One potential application of our circuit-level
primitives is the active isolation of resources in a system. For
example, in multi-core processors there are shared data and
address buses that rely on a mutually trusting shared bus
protocol, where each core is responsible for its own arbitration. This is problematical for the security of bus traﬃc on
a system running code of varying trust levels on each core.
Figure 5 outlines this situation and how we can use Disabling
to disconnect a core from the bus for any given amount of
time, creating a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
protocol between the cores and the shared resources of interest.
X = Post to the 3-D control plane

= Signal flow

Core 0

Core 1

L1 $

L1 $

Spice Simulation Results:

To verify the correctness of our circuit-level modiﬁcations,
we developed Spice circuit models for each of the circuits in
Figure 4 and used Spice simulations to read the voltage values at certain nodes for each circuit. Two experiments were
performed, with input voltages at the transistor terminals
corresponding to the 1) absence of the 3-D control plane and
corresponding to the 2) presence of the 3-D control plane.
NMOS transistors from 45nm predictive technology models [1] were used to characterize the sleep transistors, but
PMOS transistors can also be used. Regardless of which
transistor type we use, we need to buﬀer the signal after it
has traveled through the transistor to ensure a strong signal
propagation. During the experiment where the 3-D control
plane is omitted, the transistor gates are not powered, and

X

X

X

Shared Bus

Shared L2 $

Figure 5: A multi-core processor with two cores that
we wish to isolate. This is achieved using Disabling
to block the connections to the bus for the core that
is not currently allowed to use the bus.
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Figure 6: A 3-D system monitor tracking data ﬂow
on the computation plane. This is achieved using
Tapping(1) to read signals that we want to track and
Overriding(2) to raise an exception signal.
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Figure 7: A 3-D cryptographic engine used to perform secure cryptography in the 3-D control plane,
using Re-routing(1) to block the instruction execution on the computation plane and to send the instruction to the 3-D control plane to be executed.
The result can be placed back in the execution
pipeline using Overriding(2).

System Analysis and Monitoring: It is often useful
to monitor the activity of the computation plane for auditing, intrusion detection, or post-mortem analysis. Information ﬂow tracking in the 3-D control plane, for example, attempts to identify, track, mitigate, and deter the execution
of malicious code. The basic premise of dataﬂow tracking is
the storage of metadata in the form of tags associated with
each individual address in memory. A dataﬂow tracking
architecture with a small cache [21] that compresses memory addresses with matching metadata tags can be utilized
in the 3-D control plane (Figure 6), to raise an exception
in the event that malicious execution on the computation
plane is detected. For such a monitor, we can use Tapping
to read signals of interest on the computation plane and use
Overriding to optionally modify an exception signal without
tampering with normal use.
Secure Alternate Service: Another potential application is augmenting the functionality of the computation
plane with additional hardware for security computations.
For systems requiring high-bandwidth cryptographic functionality, we can implement a cryptographic engine on the
3-D control plane that can accept cryptographic instructions
being executed on the computation plane, performing the
operation immediately before sending the result back to the
execution pipeline. This is achieved by using Re-routing
to extract the cryptographic instructions from the standard
execution pipeline, execute the instruction, and use Overriding to inject the result into the pipeline as if it were
part of the normal instruction execution ﬂow. While cryptographic hardware has been included in microprocessors [8],
3-D security allows the addition of any cryptographic algorithm or implementation to be included in the system as
a foundry-level option. Essentially, 3-D security introduces
ﬂexibility in the system hardware, allowing any number of

cryptographic cores to be optionally added to the processor.
The techniques described in this section provide powerful tools for implementing active monitors in the 3-D control plane, thereby allowing the addition of security-critical
functionality. If used appropriately, this can eliminate certain types of side channels by mediating the use of a shared
resource. In the following section we present the architecture of an active cache eviction monitor that we have implemented for the 3-D control plane using the previously
discussed circuitry.

3.4

Architecture of a 3-D Cache Monitor

This section presents the custom architecture shown in
Figure 8, implemented in the 3-D control plane, for eliminating access-driven cache side channel attacks. Concurrent processing platforms present several security issues; although these architectures provide increased performance
through instruction-level parallelism, their methods of resource sharing leave them vulnerable to side channel attacks. One side channel attack [16] uses a simultaneous multithreading processor’s shared memory hierarchy, exploiting
the process-to-process interference arising from the cache
eviction policy to covertly transfer information. As a result,
an attacker thread may be able to extract information from a
victim thread, such as a cryptographic key. This threat was
demonstrated by Percival [16], where an implementation of
the RSA encryption standard was attacked using the cache
eviction protocol and used to observe, in small chunks, the
total cryptographic key. This was achieved by having a ma-
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Figure 8: The architecture of a CPU/cache memory hierarchy and our 3-D cache eviction monitor working
in concert. The address of the corresponding load/store is tapped to be sent to the 3-D control plane, and
the cache write-enable signal is overridden in the case of a locked cache line eviction. The Lock bit as well
as the Process ID (PID) are also provided to the 3-D control plane. We discuss options on how to access
this information in Section 4. Once the cache monitor receives the load/store address, the Lock bit, and the
PID, it can determine whether a cache eviction can be granted based on whether the cache line is locked or
whether the PID matches, and issue the appropriate override signal on the cache write-enable signal.
licious thread consume suﬃcient memory so that when the
victim thread executed, the spy thread’s cache lines would
be evicted. Thus by measuring subsequent access times for
its cached items, the spy thread can observe which of its
cache lines had been evicted by the victim. Once the spy
thread knows these cache lines, it can infer parts of the cryptographic key due to the nature of the table look-ups performed during the encryption. Slowly but surely, the whole
key can be compromised with a relatively low margin of error.
Our method to prevent these attacks is based on a previously proposed hardware solution [23]. In our application
of this scheme, the 3-D control plane maintains a cache protection structure that indicates, for each cache line, whether
it is protected, and if so, for which process. When a diﬀerent process loads or stores data related to a protected cache
line, no eviction will occur, and the data is not cached unless an alternate line is available in the cache protocol being
used. Figure 9 shows a ﬂowchart describing this new protocol, while Figure 10 provides a high-level overview of how the
cache and the 3-D control plane will interact. Speciﬁcally,
the cache protection structure contains memory elements
on the 3-D control plane to store security bits, which hold
the permissions of a process to evict shared cache entries
of other processes. With this in place, when instructions
proceed to load or store data, these security bits are ﬁrst
checked to determine whether to grant a cache eviction that
might otherwise have occurred without policy oversight. As
mentioned previously, when the 3-D control plane is not attached to the processor, the cache functions as normal. However, when the 3-D control plane is added, we can utilize the
above strategy to avoid undesirable cache evictions. This is
performed with an updated version of the load and store
instructions. These instructions, named secure load and se-

cure store, change the security bits in the 3-D control plane
to reﬂect the process that currently occupies the line. Effectively, secure load and secure store modify the necessary
bits to ensure that once a cache line is occupied by a process
that needs cache eviction control, it cannot be evicted by any
other process. This will control a simultaneous multithreading processor’s shared memory and eliminate any threat of
an access-driven side channel attack.
Load or Store
Instruction
being executed

Grant
Secure
instruction? Yes

Check security
bits on control
plane to grant
or deny
eviction
Deny
Update security
bits on control
plane to reflect
new permissions

Perform load or
store without
change to any
cache line

No
Perform load
or store
normally
Next
Instruction

Figure 9: This ﬂow chart describes how loads and
stores are executed when the 3-D control plane is in
place.
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eviction monitor module. The synthesis was performed for a
Stratix II device, with the compiler set to optimize for performance. The standalone cache was able to run at approximately 151MHz; when we include our 3-D cache eviction
monitor, the maximum frequency remains at 151MHz. The
3-D cache eviction monitor synthesized by itself has a maximum frequency of 217MHz. These maximum frequencies indicate that the critical path in the circuit including the 3-D
cache eviction monitor resides in the underlying cache/cache
controller, resulting in no change in cycle time for the circuit
with the addition of the 3-D cache eviction monitor.

3-D Control Plane
To Processor
Address
Cache/Cache
Controller
Grant
To Memory

Responsible for
two main
functions:
Security
1. Given any load
bits
or store; return
V PID L
whether cache
eviction is
granted
2. Given secure
load or store;
update security
bits on control
plane

Design

Figure 10: A high-level logical overview of how the
cache and the 3-D control plane interact in our cache
monitor, as well as the 3-D control plane’s responsibilities when active.

As a proof of concept, we have developed a synthesizeable
version of our security mechanism in Verilog. We designed
our security mechanism as a separate module that is interfaced with a simple cache that we also implemented as a
hardware design. Our design uses a straightforward 4-way
set associative cache. For every load or store instruction,
the cache controller ﬁrst checks the 3-D control plane module to determine whether the related cache line is protected
from evictions. The security bits on the 3-D control plane
hold a valid bit, a process ID, and a lock bit for each cache
line. During the loads and stores, these security bits are
checked in the 3-D control plane, and a grant signal is generated if the cache line is open to eviction. While every load
and store will be forced to check the security bits before
proceeding, these security bits can only be manipulated by
using secure load and secure store.
We synthesized both modules and have veriﬁed that the
design is functional, easily scaled, and can be implemented
with low overhead. This will be discussed in further detail in the following sections where we analyze performance
metrics, overhead for a modern processor, and feasibility.

Max Frequency

Area (LUTs)

Cache/Cache
controller

~151MHz

468

3-D cache
eviction monitor

~217MHz

291

Cache/Cache
controller with
3-D monitor
attached

~151MHz

749

Figure 11: The synthesis results produced by Quartus for the cache and cache controller, as well as the
3-D cache eviction monitor.
The above performance metrics do not take into account
the delay of the vertical posts between the computation
plane and the 3-D control plane. Loi et al. [11] characterized the worst-case delay of a 3-D bus that travels from
one corner of a chip to the opposite corner on a 3-D layer
above, and they found this delay to be about .29ns. Even
with the addition of this bus delay to the 3-D cache eviction
monitor’s critical path, the new critical path is still less than
that of the cache/cache controller, further conﬁrming that
the addition of the 3-D cache eviction monitor will have no
eﬀect on the performance of the cache subsystem.
Performance Evaluation: We evaluated the performance impact of locking speciﬁc cache lines with our 3-D
cache eviction monitor. We used PTLsim [25], a cycleaccurate x86 simulator, to execute the SPEC2000 benchmark suite. The experiments we developed outline two scenarios:

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section outlines our synthesis results, and discusses
the eﬀect of including the 3-D cache eviction monitor, both
in terms of critical path and cache performance. We ﬁnd
that the 3-D cache eviction monitor does not increase the
critical path of the circuit, and we observe that this type of
cache-line locking produces very little performance degradation for many programs. We also discuss integration options
and feasibility for the 3-D control plane on a sample commodity processor.

• 1) Running each benchmark with a 32KB 4-way set
associative cache, representing a 32KB L1 cache with
no cache line locking. This is a best-case performance
bound because running the benchmark and the AES
program together will be slower than running the AES
program by itself.
• 2) Running each benchmark on a 32KB 4-way set associative cache, with one of the ways locked, eﬀectively
resulting in a 24KB 3-way set associative cache. This
is a worst-case performance bound because the AES
program is smaller than an entire way of the cache
(8192 bytes).

4.1 Performance and Analysis
Synthesis Results: In this section, we analyze the performance and area overhead of the 3-D cache eviction monitor. We use Altera Quartus to synthesize our design and
extract speciﬁc timing and area information (Figure 11). To
provide a clear picture of the overhead and performance effects of our design, we gathered timing and area information for both the cache/cache controller alone, as well as the
cache/cache controller being interfaced with the 3-D cache

We modeled our cryptographic process after the AES algorithm, which can occupy up to 4640 bytes with an enlarged
T-Box implementation [5]. With this in mind, 8192 bytes is
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Figure 12: The results of our cache experiment using SPEC2000 benchmarks that were executed in PTLsim.
We use two diﬀerent sizes of cache to calculate a bound on the performance impact of locking a cryptography
program like AES to one way of the cache. The average degradation in IPC between the two diﬀerent cache
sizes is 0.2%, indicating that this form of cache line locking has a small impact on performance for many
diﬀerent types of programs.

can determine whether the security bits in the 3-D control
plane need to be updated. One way to supply this information is to modify the instruction set to include two special
instructions, secure load and secure store. This would create
separate instructions of which the 3-D control plane is aware
in order to distinguish between normal load/store and secure
load/store operations. Another option is to add a register to
the computation plane that reﬂects whether the current instruction is secure or not. The operating system can control
this bit based on whether the instruction is secure or not,
and the control plane could read this register. Both options
are feasible and have no negative implications on the rest of
the system.

more than enough to store all of the necessary information
(state vectors, round keys, and look-up tables) for AES.
Results for this experiment can be found in Figure 12. The
average degradation in IPC is 0.2%, indicating that this form
of cache line locking has a small impact on performance for
many diﬀerent types of programs. We were not able to build
the binaries for mesa, galgel, facerec, or fma3d. In addition,
we encountered technical diﬃculties with lucas, eon, and
sixtrack.

4.2

Discussion and Integration Options

When integrating our security scheme for cache management with a processor, several factors must be considered.
Implementing security functionality requires the following
capabilities: access to the process ID of a thread during its
execution, access to the address bus, and a method of discerning between normal and secure loads and stores. These
are the high-level requirements of the 3-D control plane;
some vertical posts are also needed to propagate this information to the 3-D control plane.
For our 3-D cache eviction monitor to function, we need
to know the process ID of the thread performing the current load or store function. One option we have explored
is accessing the process ID register that some architectures
have, such as the ARM926EJ-S [10]. Accessing this register
through the vertical posts will give the 3-D control plane
direct access to the current process ID, allowing the control
plane to compare it to the security bits.
We also need to know when loads and stores are being executed. One option is tapping the instruction bus, allowing
us to monitor the execution of loads and stores and subsequently apply our security functions to those instructions.
During the execution of loads and stores, the control plane
will follow the protocol outlined in Figure 9.
Finally, the 3-D control plane must know whether each
load and store operation is secure or not, so that the system

3-D Control
Plane

Posts
Computation
Plane
Figure 13: This ﬁgure is a visualization of the physical circuit-level diagram of our 3-D cache monitor.
Gate-level diagrams were compiled in Quartus after
synthesis of the modules.
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monitoring requires vias and posts, while active monitoring uses sleep transistors to perform several novel functions
on the computation plane. Using these techniques, we described a number of broad strategies to enhance the security of the computation plane with a control plane. To provide quantitative measurements of the impacts of the control
plane, we considered cache side channels, developing a complete hardware description for a cache with a control plane
that eliminates eviction-based side channels. This work provides a pathway for the high-assurance community to utilize
high-performance hardware while shortening development
cycles for trustworthy systems.

Delivery of the previously mentioned required information
to the 3-D control plane will be through the vertical posts.
A general idea of the number of posts the 3-D control plane
needs on a given system is the sum of the number of bits of:
the address size, the process ID size, possibly one post for the
secure register, and a grant bit post. For the ARM926EJS, this results in under 100 vias, which equates to about
the silicon space for 50 bits of memory; this is a small and
reasonable number of vertical posts to implement a strong
security measure.

5. RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss other work associated with
cache side channel problems. We also discuss related work
on the use of 3-D technology for security and communication
as applied to CMP architectures.
On-chip and board-level resource sharing between cores
is often used to enhance CMP performance. However, contention for those resources at the microarchitectural level
can provide the basis for side-channel cryptanalysis attacks
and other covert timing channels. Code and data caches, as
well as the branch prediction unit, are some of the shared
resources that can be exploited in these attacks [9, 4, 3].
In these cases, one process’s use of the resource perturbs
the response time of the next process that accesses it, in a
predictable manner. Single-core computers with simultaneous multithreading, and SMP systems with cache coherency
mechanisms, can have similar problems.
One approach to prevent resource contention in a concurrent execution model is to utilize separate physical caches
for each core, or provide separate virtual caches within the
physical cache (if virtual cache support is available in hardware) [15, 23]. Various forms of cache disablement are possible, including turning it oﬀ, turning it oﬀ for certain cores
or processes, or turning oﬀ the eviction and ﬁlling of the
cache through use of the processor no-fill mode. The latter can be used to create sensitive sections [13] of code that
could not interfere with the cache behavior observable by
other cores or processors – assuming that the code is not interruptible or that the previous processor mode is restored
on interrupt, as otherwise, other processes might sense the
change to the state of the processor (i.e., to no-fill), creating
another covert channel [5].
Speciﬁc cryptographic attacks can be defeated or minimized by lowering the bandwidth of the cache channel, such
as through nondeterministic ordering of access to cache [14]
which makes detailed cache-use proﬁling diﬃcult; and nondeterministic cache placement [22, 15] or nondeterministic
polyinstantiation [7] of cache entries, [23] which, while the
speciﬁc cause of the interference may be masked, still allows
detection of cache misses caused by another process. The
3-D approach has the advantage of being able to implement
many of these schemes for resolving cache contention, while
doing it in an isolated environment, without modiﬁcation to
the processor ISA.
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ABSTRACT

1.

Resistance against side-channel analysis (SCA) attacks is
an important requirement for many secure embedded systems. Microprocessors and microcontrollers which include
suitable countermeasures can be a vital building block for
such systems. In this paper, we present a detailed concept
for building embedded processors with SCA countermeasures. Our concept is based on ideas for the secure implementation of cryptographic instruction set extensions. On
the one hand, it draws from known SCA countermeasures
like DPA-resistant logic styles. On the other hand, our protection scheme is geared towards use in modern embedded
applications like PDAs and smart phones. It supports multitasking and a separation of secure system software and (potentially insecure) user applications. Furthermore, our concept affords support for a wide range of cryptographic algorithms. Based on this concept, embedded processor cores
with support for a selected set of cryptographic algorithms
can be built using a fully automated design flow.

So far, most SCA countermeasures proposed in literature
deal either with the protection of dedicated hardware (e.g.
cryptographic coprocessors) or of software implementations.
However, some works have addressed the issue of integrating
protection mechanisms directly into the processor. May et
al. proposed the concept of non-deterministic processors [9],
where the instructions are executed in a more or less random fashion. A potential issue for such non-deterministic
processors is the dependency of security and efficiency on
the parallelism of the executed code. Regazzoni et al. [12]
have developed an automated design flow which can integrate custom functional units protected by a secure logic
style into a basic processor architecture. While automatization is very desirable, their work so far only addresses a
fraction of the problem, as side-channel leakage not only emanates from the processor’s functional units but also from
several other parts which hold critical data (e.g. pipeline
registers and memory). It is currently unclear how their
solution can be extended to protect the whole processor.
We have drawn the basic idea for the protection mechanism described in this paper from the paper of Tillich et
al. which describes SCA countermeasures in the context of
cryptographic instruction set extensions [15]. In this concept, a part of the processor is protected by a secure logic
style, while the rest of the hardware is left unchanged. One
of the key advantages of our solution is that only a fraction
of the processor needs to be implemented in the costly secure
logic style, whereas a naive approach would incur this implementation overhead for the complete processor system. Note
that the naive approach would require also the complete external memory to be implemented with a side-channel resistant memory technology in order to achieve protection
equivalent to our solution. The authors are currently not
aware of a satisfying solution for implementing large memories with resistance to power analysis which could be used
for protecting the external memory. Furthermore, any such
solutions are likely to incur a substantial overhead in terms
of area and power. Finally, the simple use of standard memory technology for external memory would be prevented. In
contrast, our solution protects all values occurring outside
of the secure part of the processor (including external memory) with a mask. The masks themselves reside only in the
secure part.
This paper consists of three main contributions. First, we
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INTRODUCTION

significantly extend the concept from [15] with functionality which allows flexible application in secure multi-tasking
operating systems with full process isolation. Second, we
present concrete implementations of the proposed protection mechanism with different tradeoffs in a typical embedded processor and provide concrete cost estimations. Third,
this paper presents the first practical side-channel evaluation
of the secure zone concepts (without secure logic), which
demonstrates the soundness of the approach.
With the exception of the implementation of the NONDET processor architecture by Grabher et al. [6], this paper is the first to present a concrete implementation of an
embedded processor with a generic protection mechanism
against side-channel attacks. Our solution is not quite as
generic as the NONDET processor, but on the other hand
its security is inherently independent from the parallelism
of the underlying workload.
Our work differs from other secure processors like the
Aegis processor [13] in the model of the attacker. We assume that an attacker has only access to the input and output of the device and can measure its power consumption,
but that the contents of the memory is not directly accessible. On the other hand, the Aegis processor is designed to
withstand probing and manipulation of the external memory, but not to withstand power analysis attacks. Thus,
our proposal is suited for applications where the attacker
does not have direct memory access, e.g. devices with secure on-chip storage or tamper-proof casings, whereas the
Aegis processor is more suited for applications where power
analysis is not considered a threat.
Our security concept is conceived as a building block to
enable SCA-resistant implementations if used in conjunction
with suitable components like development tools, secure operating systems and/or applications. Furthermore, our concept is compatible with other often-required security features like process isolation. However, we would like to point
out that our concept can not safeguard against all possible
problems which may arise from an incorrect implementation
of other security-related components (e.g. software writing
keys to user-accessible interfaces).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The basic
principles of our proposed countermeasures are described
in Section 2, while extended functionality is presented in
Section 3. Details and design choices for our prototype implementation are given in Section 4. Section 5 shows how
protected processors can be built using an automated design flow and that most of the tasks for administering the
secure zone can be offloaded to the compiler. Practical results regarding the hardware size of different implementation options of the countermeasures and a preliminary SCA
evaluation are given in Section 6. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.

2.
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Figure 1: Overview of the basic components of the
secure zone.
sub-module (the so-called secure zone). The secure zone is
implemented in a secure (DPA-resistant) logic style, while
the rest of the processor is implemented in standard CMOS.
For the processor, the secure zone behaves like any other
ordinary functional unit1 . It offers a range of instructions
which are useful for implementing cryptographic algorithms.
An overview of the components of the secure zone is depicted
in Figure 1.
All instruction operands and results outside of the secure
zone are masked. The corresponding masks are held exclusively in the mask storage component within the secure zone.
The masks can be retrieved from the mask storage and removed from the operands yielding the unmasked operands
op1 and op2. The functional unit (FU) produces the result
res of the current processor instruction. The mask generator
outputs a fresh mask which is applied to the result (yielding resm ) and written to the mask storage. The masked
result then leaves the secure zone and is handled by the processor like any other “normal” register value, i.e. it can be
written to memory or can be used as operand in subsequent
instructions.
Many previous masking solutions manipulate masked values and compensate for the change of the mask afterwards.
Note that this is not the case for our countermeasure, where
we always use a fresh mask whenever a masked value is updated by the cryptographic algorithm. Thus there is a total
independence of the performance of cryptographic operations and the applied masks. Hence, no special effort is
necessary to cater for the protection of non-linear cryptographic operations, which is usually an issue in traditional
masking countermeasures.
Some form of addressing mechanism is required to asso-

BASIC CONCEPT

In the context of SCA resistance, critical operations are
those which involve data that can be exploited in an SCA attack. For DPA attacks, this are typically intermediate values
of cryptographic algorithms which depend on a small portion
of the key and a part of the input or output. For example,
some of the round transformations of an AES encryption
would be critical operations. In processors equipped with
our protection mechanism, all critical operations are exclusively executed within the boundaries of a single hardware

1
A functional unit of a processor is a hardware module
within the execute stage which takes a number of operands
and produces the according result for a single or a range of
instructions. Typical functional units include adders, multipliers, barrel shifters, and modules implementing bitwise
logical functions.
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3.2

ciate masked operands and masks during operation of the
processor. A simple example for such an addressing mechanism is the employment of the operands’ register addresses.
The addresses for the masked input operands op1m and
op2m are used to retrieve the corresponding masks from
the mask storage. Similarly, the address of the instruction’s
masked result needs to be associated with the corresponding
mask, so that the masked result can be used as an instruction operand in subsequent instructions.
As the masks never leave the secure zone, the power consumption of the CMOS part should only contain leakage
from the masked value. As a traditional higher-order DPA
attack would require leakage from both the masked value
and the mask, it can not be mounted using the CMOS leakage alone. Thus, a higher-order attack would also have to
exploit the leakage from the secure logic style, which should
increase its complexity considerably. An alternative avenue
of attack which targets the unmasked values in the secure
zone, requires the attacker also to overcome the protection
of the secure logic style. Thus, the protection offered by
the secure logic style can be seen as being rolled over to the
complete processor system, even though only a fraction of
the system is actually implemented in this logic style.

3.

The security of the protection scheme is based on the condition that masks must never leave the secure zone. As the
mask storage unit of the secure zone can only hold a limited
number of masks, the number of manageable masked values
would also be limited. However, depending on the mechanism for mask generation, it can be possible to find an alternative representation of masks which can leave the secure
zone without compromising the overall security. Using this
mechanism, the mask storage can be virtually extended or
can be shared between different processes in a secure manner.
Finding an alternative representation of masks precludes
the direct use of random number generators (RNGs)2 as
mask generators, as their output is not reproducible. However, various kinds of pseudo-random number generators
(PRNGs) appear suitable as such mask generators. Seeding
of a PRNG must naturally be resistant against reset attacks,
where an attacker tries to recreate the system’s state by resetting. This can be done for example by seeding the PRNG
from an RNG.
The most important characteristics required of the mask
generator are the production of at least one fresh mask per
clock cycle, ease and efficiency of implementation, sufficient
“quality” of the randomness of the sequence of masks, and
the capability to reconstruct previous masks via the alternative representation. Regarding the protection against sidechannel attacks, it is not necessary to achieve ideal randomness for masks, but it is sufficient to have masks that are
uniformly distributed and unpredictable by an attacker [8].
Potential candidates include linear-feedback shift registers
(LFSRs) and hardware-efficient stream ciphers, e.g. Trivium [3] or Grain [7].
For our implementation we have chosen a mask generator based on a large maximum-length LFSR, which consequently has a very long period. If the starting point is chosen
each time at random (which should be fulfilled by seeding
from an RNG), then an attacker should not be able to predict the sequence of produced masks. We stress that it is
crucial that the LFSR is seeded from an RNG in order to
achieve sufficient quality for the masks. We do not make any
claims about the security of the system under the usage of a
non-random seed. An attacker could try to use side-channel
information from some parts of the LFSR state which circulate outside of the secure zone as part of the alternative
representation of masks. We estimate that with the sidechannel information available to an attacker it is infeasible
to reconstruct the LFSR state or masks. However, we note
that this issue remains an open research problem. Furthermore, a maximum-length LFSR will cycle through all possible internal states (except the “dead” state), resulting in a
nearly perfect uniform distribution of its output. As alternative representation of a mask we use a given LFSR state
and the number of advancements (or steps) of the LFSR
from that state which finally produced this mask. We denote this number of steps as the mask index. Masks can
be stored to memory as a given LFSR state plus the number of steps from that state and the corresponding entry in
the mask storage can be reused for a mask with a different
masked register address.

EXTENDED FUNCTIONALITY

The basic concept can be extended with additional features which offer further functions or facilitate the use of
the hardware protection mechanism by the compiler and/or
the software developer.

3.1

Alternative Representation of Masks

Explicit Association of Masked Values and
Masks

In Section 2, the requirement for an addressing scheme
for associating masked values and masks has already been
mentioned. It is possible to use a pre-existing scheme of the
processor or to introduce a new custom scheme. Reusing
an already existing addressing scheme might lead to a simpler implementation. Potential candidates are logical and
physical register addresses and memory addresses. A disadvantage is that masked values are associated to their masks
only indirectly via the storage location of the masked value.
Thus, whenever a masked value is moved to a different storage location, e.g. flushed from a register to memory, a mechanism is required to uphold the association with the mask.
The compiler is usually in charge of managing the storage
location of values, so it could take care of this task.
A more elegant solution is the introduction of a new custom addressing scheme. The processor is thought to have a
range of storage locations with unique addresses where each
can hold a single masked value and its associated mask. We
denote these virtual storage locations as masked registers
and their addresses accordingly as masked register addresses.
The masked register address can remain constant and independent of the actual physical location of the masked value
and the mask. Such a solution is principally independent of
a specific processor architecture and is also much closer to
the implementation of a cryptographic algorithm in a highlevel language. When cryptographic algorithms operate on
(intermediate) values the actual physical location of these
values is usually not an issue. Only at compilation time
these values are mapped to the storage resources of the processor architecture at hand.

2
Note that RNGs are sometimes also referred to as
true/truly random number generators (TRNGs).
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4.

If the period of the LFSR is sufficiently long, then masks
will not repeat. Thus it is only necessary to use the RNG for
seeding of the LFSR at device startup with all masks being
subsequently produced by the LFSR. The speed of the RNG
thus only dictates some startup cost but has no bearing on
the device performance during normal operation. Therefore,
a slower but cheaper RNG can be used if the startup cost
can be tolerated to be longer. However, it is also possible
to build relatively fast and simple RNGs [4] to reduce this
initial cost.
Note that any given state of the LFSR can be used as
basis for reconstructing masks, as an LFSR can be run in
both forward and inverse direction. This property can be
used to make the regeneration of masks efficient. Whenever
a mask needs to be stored to memory, the current LFSR
state can be saved along with it. By the principle of locality,
the masks held in the mask storage will not be “far” from the
current LFSR state, and thus regenerating them from that
state will only take a few steps. In order to uphold security,
care must be taken that the words of an LFSR state which
is stored to memory are never be used as masks themselves.
All information about the state of the mask generator and
mask storage which is held in memory should not be directly
readable by an attacker. This is the same requirement imposed on any sensitive data typically stored in memory, e.g.
cryptographic keys. Achieving such protection is thus a general issue for any secure embedded system, e.g. by use of a
secure operating system preventing dumps of the complete
memory, and is out of scope of this work.
It is important to note that instructions which are executed within the secure zone and which have masked operands
can only be executed when the corresponding masks are located in the mask storage. If the required masks happen to
be stored in memory in their alternative representation, they
first need to be restored to the mask storage before regular
execution can continue. Flushing out masks from the mask
storage can also be used to share the secure zone among
multiple processes in a multi-tasking environment. By removing all masks from the mask storage and the clearing of
the current state of the mask generator, a complete separation of processes is achievable as it would be required for
any environment which runs a secure operating system with
potentially insecure user applications. Thus, our solution
could be seamlessly integrated into such environments, e.g.
processors which support the ARM TrustZone concept [1].

3.3

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We have implemented our protection mechanisms in the
32-bit SPARC V8-compliant Leon-3 processor. Our concrete
design decisions are described in the following sections.

4.1

Functional Unit

The functional unit must support all instructions to implement all required cryptographic algorithms. More precisely,
all instructions which manipulate critical data, which can
potentially be subjected to an SCA attack need to be realized by the protected functional unit. Uncritical operations
like updating of round counters, loop condition checking,
etc. can still be implemented outside of the secure zone using
native instructions of the processor. Note that our countermeasures cannot relieve the software developer from avoiding traditional well-known SCA vulnerabilities like datadependent conditional jumps.
The only class of typical processor operations which can
not be protected in our solution are table lookups, as they
inherently involve access to the memory. Although datadependent table lookups are used in some cryptographic
implementations, their use should be discouraged as they
lead to potential vulnerabilities against cache-based timing
attacks [2, 17]. Instruction set extensions can usually be employed to remove the need for table lookups completely, so
there is no need to support them in the secure zone concept.
For our implementation we have chosen to include support
for AES in the form of the “Advanced Word-Oriented AES
Extensions with Implicit ShiftRows” from [14] and a protected XOR instruction. These instructions support all AES
round functions and the AES key schedule. Note that as we
employ Boolean masking to protect critical values outside
of the secure zone, the AES AddRoundKey transformation
can also be performed directly on the masked values using
an unprotected XOR instruction.

4.2

Mask Generator

For a w-bit processor, the mask generator must be able to
deliver a fresh w-bit mask for the result of each instruction
with masked operands. In order to sustain an execution rate
of one instruction per clock cycle, one fresh mask per cycle
is required. Section 3.2 already mentioned our choice of an
LFSR-based mask generator. More precisely, we selected
a Fibonacci-type LFSR based on the pentanomial x127 +
x87 + x59 + x37 + 1. This irreducible polynomial generates
a multiplicative group of order 2127 − 1, which is identical
to the period of the LFSR. Thus, after seeding, the LFSR is
capable of producing about 2122 masks (32 bits each) before
the sequence of masks starts repeating.
The choice of the pentanomial has two key advantages.
First, the input bit generation can be efficiently parallelized,
so that 32-bit pseudo-random masks can be produced in a
single clock cycle. Second, the LFSR can also be configured
to run in the inverse direction at low extra hardware cost.
This functionality is very useful to re-generate masks from
their alternative representation in an efficient manner.
The mask generator keeps track of the mask index of the
current mask, i.e. the number of steps taken from the last
seed value. The mask index is written to the mask storage along with the mask and it is an essential part of the
alternative representation of the mask. This alternative representation of the mask is used when it needs to be flushed
out to the unprotected memory.

Exceptional Conditions

The described functionality of the hardware countermeasures can lead to a number of exceptional conditions in the
processor. When a new mask needs to be written to the
mask storage, there might not be any free entries left (mask
storage full exception). Furthermore, the mask generator,
which keeps track of the mask index of the generated masks,
might encounter an overflow condition of the counter for
the mask index (mask index overflow exception). Finally,
a mask which is required to execute an instruction with
masked operands might not be present in the mask storage, e.g. because it is stored in memory in its alternative
representation (mask missing exception). Exceptional conditions should cause hardware traps, so that the according
trap handler routines can rectify the situation before normal
execution resumes.
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4.3

Mask Storage

The mask storage holds a number of masks which can be
readily used for any instruction with masked operands. The
association of masked values and masks is established via the
masked register address (cf. Section 3.1). Each logical register of the processor, i.e. in SPARC V8 architectures each
of the 32 registers of the current register window, is mapped
to a specific masked register address via a custom hardware
table (the so-called masked-register table or MRT). Moving
a masked value from one logical register to another must
therefore be reflected by an update of the MRT. Furthermore, the masked register address associated with the mask
is contained in the mask storage along with the mask itself.
Consequently, the processor can associate masked operands
in the logical registers with their respective masks via the
masked register address.
We have set the number of entries of the mask storage
unit to eight. Each entry consists of a valid bit, a dirty bit,
a 10-bit masked register address, the 21-bit mask index, and
the 32-bit mask. A mask can be written to any of the eight
entries and therefore the organization of the mask storage
resembles a fully-associative cache with address-dependent
lookup. Mask missing exceptions (cf. Section 3.3) can thus
be regarded as the equivalent of cache misses. The valid
and dirty bits set automatically by the hardware and can
be retrieved via special management instructions. The valid
bit indicates whether a specific entry is valid. The dirty bit
is set when the mask has no alternative representation in
memory3 .
The valid bit, the masked register address, and the mask
index of each entry can be read as a single 32-bit word with
the help of a custom instruction. Together with the original
seed state of the LFSR, this 32-bit word is sufficient to reconstruct the mask and its context at any later point in time.
An illustrative example of the interplay of logical registers,
the MRT, and the mask storage is provided in Section 4.5.

4.4

Management of Masked Register Addresses

The masked-register table (MRT) is used by the compiler
or the developer of the cryptographic application to indicate
the presence of specific masked values (with masked register
addresses) in the logical registers of the processor. Thus,
masked values can be moved freely between logical registers
and memory, giving the greatest degree of flexibility to the
software. The entries of the MRT can be read and written
by custom instructions. As the MRT does not contain any
critical data it can be implemented in standard CMOS.

4.5

the right, the mask storage with a capacity of eight entries
is shown (only masked register address and mask).
In this example, the register file contains four masked values (Am , Cm , Em , and Fm ). The mask storage holds five
masks (mA , mB , mC , mD , mF ). The masked register with
address 0 encompasses the masked value Am (held in i0)
and the mask mA (held in the first entry of the mask storage). As both values are resident in the register file and the
mask storage, the masked register 0 can be readily used as
operand in a secure zone instruction. The same is true for
masked register 3 (Cm in i1 and mC in third entry of mask
storage) and for masked register 9 (Fm in o7 and mF in
fifth entry of mask storage). However, the masked register
7, with its masked value Em in i3, cannot be used, because
the associated mask is not present in the mask storage. To
become useable, the mask for masked register 7 must first
be restored in the mask storage. There are also two masks
(mB and mD ) in the mask storage which are associated with
masked registers 2 and 5, respectively. However, the corresponding masked values (Bm and Dm ) are not present in the
register file. In order to use the masked registers 2 and 5,
the masked values must be loaded into a logical register and
these registers must be associated with the masked register
addresses 2 and 5 by updating the MRT. For example, Bm
could be loaded from memory into i2 and the MRT entry
for i2 could be updated to point to masked register address
2.
Figure 3 gives an example of implementing a single round
of AES on the secure zone in AT&T assembly notation. In
this notation, register names are prefixed by % and the destination register of an instruction (if any) is written as the
final operand of the instruction. First, the MRT is updated
so that the masked register addresses 0-7 are assigned to
the logical registers o0-o3 and l4-l7 (szwwrmrtdir instruction). Then the AES state in registers o0-o3 is masked
(szmask instruction). The round key in o4-o7 is applied
to the masked AES state via the standard xor instruction
(cf. Section 4.1). The rest of the round transformations is
done via the szsbox4s and szmixcol4s instructions (cf. [14])
using the temporary registers l4-l7. The result is then unmasked (szunmask instruction).

4.6

Integration of the Secure Zone into the Processor Pipeline

Figure 4 gives a simplified view of three pipeline stages of
the Leon-3 processor and the logical structure of the secure
zone. Each register stage has feedback paths to the previous
stages in order to cater for potential data dependencies of
subsequent instructions, e.g. if an instructions uses the result
of the previous instruction as operand.
While the functional unit with unmasking and masking
logic resides on the same level as the execute stage (which
contains the other functional units of the processor), the
mask storage and mask generator are located on the same
level as the register file. This depiction should emphasize,
that changes to the mask storage and the mask generator
should only occur when there is an according change in the
register file. In particular, whenever a masked result of an
instruction is committed to the register file, the according
new mask must be written to the mask storage.
In some cases, the result of an instruction is calculated in
the execute stage, but it is never committed to the register
file and thus has no effect on the processor state. This can

Masked Values and Masks

In the following, we illustrate the software usage of masked
registers with a simple example. An assembly-code example
of using the secure zone is given in Figure 3.
Figure 2 shows an example of how masked values are associated to their masks. The standard register file of the
Leon-3 with the 32 logical registers is depicted on the left
(logical register address and register contents). The MRT
with its mapping from logical register addresses to masked
register addresses is shown in the middle. For each of the 32
logical registers there is exactly one entry in the MRT. On
3
If an entry with a set dirty bit is flushed to memory, its
alternative representation must be written to memory. If
the dirty bit is not set, the entry can just be deleted from
the mask storage.
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LRA: Logical Register Address
RC: Register Contents
MRA: Masked Register Address

Figure 2: Example of association of masked values and masks.
happen for various reasons, e.g. for instructions after a taken
branch or when a previous instruction has caused a trap.
Certain control signals of the processor pipeline make sure
that such cases are handled correctly. The mask storage and
the mask generator can make use of the same control signals
in order to determine whether an instruction should change
their state or not.
Figure 4 also shows two pipeline register stages within
the secure zone which can be regarded as extensions to the
pipeline register stages at the end of the execute and memory stage of the processor pipeline. The secure zone must
implement feedback paths from these register stages in order to cater for potential data dependencies of subsequent
instructions which use the secure zone in the same way as
the rest of the processor pipeline.

! %o0-%o3: AES state
! %o4-%o7: AES round key
! %l4-%l7: Temporary AES state
! Set up MRT: Assign masked register
! addresses 0-7 to %o0-%o3 and %l4-%l7
szwwrmrtdir %o0, 0
szwwrmrtdir %o1, 1
szwwrmrtdir %o2, 2
szwwrmrtdir %o3, 3
szwwrmrtdir %l4, 4
szwwrmrtdir %l5, 5
szwwrmrtdir %l6, 6
szwwrmrtdir %l7, 7
! Mask
szmask
szmask
szmask
szmask

AES state
%o0, %o0
%o1, %o1
%o2, %o2
%o3, %o3

! AddRoundKey
xor %o0, %o4,
xor %o1, %o5,
xor %o2, %o6,
xor %o3, %o7,

4.7

Whenever an exceptional condition as described in Section 3.3 occurs, the processor throws a hardware trap and
automatically directs execution to the according trap handler. We have added a set of management instructions which
allows for an automatic handling of these exceptional conditions4 . More precisely, an operating system with appropriate trap handlers can manage these conditions transparently
for the cryptographic application. Therefore, cryptographic
applications need not be aware of the actual size or contents of the mask storage or of the size of the mask index.
The only thing it has to do is to indicate where it holds the
masked intermediate values during execution via the MRT.
These updates of the MRT could be inserted automatically
by the compiler, so that a cryptographic application using
the protection of the secure zone could be written in almost
the same way as an unprotected application.

%o0
%o1
%o2
%o3

! SubBytes & 1st part of ShiftRows
szsbox4s %o0, %o1, %l4
szsbox4s %o1, %o2, %l5
szsbox4s %o2, %o3, %l6
szsbox4s %o3, %o0, %l7
! 2nd part
szmixcol4s
szmixcol4s
szmixcol4s
szmixcol4s
! Unmask
szunmask
szunmask
szunmask
szunmask

Automatic Handling of Exceptional Conditions

of ShiftRows & MixColumns
%l4, %l6, %o0
%l5, %l7, %o1
%l6, %l4, %o2
%l7, %l5, %o3

result
%o0, %o0
%o1, %o1
%o2, %o2
%o3, %o3

5.

USE IN AN AUTOMATED DESIGN FLOW
AND COMPILER INTEGRATION

The presented protection mechanism can be easily used
as basis for a fully automated design flow for secure embed-

Figure 3: A single round of AES implemented on
the secure zone.

4

These instructions allow to read and write the mask generator state, regenerate masks, read and clear entries of the
mask storage, update the MRT, etc.
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Figure 4: Secure zone components in relation to the processor pipeline stages.
ded systems. Starting from a baseline protected processor,
an arbitrary number of protected instructions can be simply
added by extending the functional unit within the secure
zone with the appropriate capabilities. Moreover, the set of
instructions which is required to implement specific cryptographic algorithms could be extracted automatically from a
high-level language description of the algorithm, e.g. [10, 11].
At the same time, the design flow can generate accompanying tool-chains and simulators for the customized protected
processor which can then be used to develop protected cryptographic software. In the best case, the system designer just
needs to decide on the cryptographic algorithms which need
to be supported and provide high-level language descriptions
of them.
As already mentioned, most of the administrative tasks
relating to the use of the secure zone could be offloaded
to the compiler. In the ideal case, the only task left to the
developer of a cryptographic implementation would be to indicate the mark the key which needs to be protected. From
this, the compiler can deduce all intermediate values which
depend on the key and which need to be protected by the
secure zone. Given the interdependency of these values, the
compiler can order the operations in a way which uses the
limited number of entries in the mask storage in an optimal
way, minimizing the number of times that masks have to
be flushed to memory or restored from memory. If masks
and masked values are associated via storage location, the
compiler could make sure that a masked value is in the cor-

rect location when it is operated upon by the secure zone
(otherwise the corresponding mask cannot be found). If this
association is done via the MRT, the compiler can insert the
instructions for updating the MRT automatically.
The compiler can also manage the secure zone directly by
keeping track of the number of occupied entries in the mask
storage and the current mask index and by inserting calls
to flush masks to memory, restore masks from memory, and
handle mask index overflows when appropriate. This would
require the compiler to model the effects of the program on
parts of the secure zone. Managing of the secure zone can
also be done at runtime via traps as discussed in Section 4.7.

6.

PRACTICAL RESULTS

6.1

Implementation Cost

In order to estimate the hardware overhead introduced
by the secure zone, we have performed standard-cell synthesis of two versions targeting the UMC 0.18 µm standardcell library FSA0A C from Faraday [5]. The first version
of the secure zone (minimal version) includes only the minimal functionality sufficient to protect implementations of
AES encryption and decryption (masking only of fixed registers, 7-entry mask storage, mask generator based on 64-bit
LFSR, no task switching support, no exception handling).
The second version (full version) encompasses all features
described in the previous sections (masked register addressing scheme, 8-entry mask storage, mask generator based on
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Table 1: Synthesis results for both versions of the
secure zone.
Requires
Minimal Full
Component
Secure Logic
GEs
GEs
Functional unit
yes
2,984
3,303
Mask generator
yes
779
1,994
Mask storage
yes
2,833
7,122
SZ functionality
yes
1,777
4,461
MRT
no
n/a
5,478
Total
8,373
22,358

127-bit LFSR, task switching support, exception handling).
The synthesis results for both variants are given in Table 1. The area requirements for each sub-component are
stated separately. Note that the figures refer to implementation in standard CMOS. The column “Secure Logic” indicates whether the given component requires realization in a
secure logic style. The component “SZ functionality” encompasses all functions which are not part of the other components, i.e. control word decoding, unmasking and masking
logic, pipeline register stages, feedback logic, exception detection, and registering of the output word.
The total size of the minimal variant of the secure zone is
about 8.4 kGates. Note that the size of the functional unit
could be further reduced by employing more light-weight
AES instructions [14]. The full variant requires a total of
about 22.4 kGates, but the part that needs to be implemented in secure logic (which excluded the MRT) is only
twice the size of the minimal variant.
Note that the full implementation includes a number of
administrative functions, some of which could be stripped
in a practical implementation in order to save area. Furthermore, the exception handling could also be optimized
further. Also, with the mechanism for flushing masks to
memory, the number of mask storage entries could also be
reduced, given a tradeoff between area and execution time.
In any case, the full implementation offers a framework for
supporting multiple cryptographic algorithms with little extra cost, as only the required instructions need to be added.
For example, the raw cost for AES is only 3 kGates (in
CMOS) and could be even reduced to less than 1 kGate [14].
All other components can be reused by the various crytpographic implementations. This is a fundamental difference
to cryptographic coprocessors implemented in secure logic,
where there is typically one coprocessor per cryptographic
algorithm and the overhead for registers and control logic
is incurred for each of them. Furthermore, coprocessors are
usually not suited to be used by multiple tasks in parallel.
Note also that protecting the whole processor system in a
secure logic style is currently no viable option to achieve
the same degree of functionality offered by our implementation, due to the lack of efficient solutions for adequately
protecting external memories.
The overhead incurred by implementation in a secure logic
style greatly depends on the characteristics of the chosen
logic style. For example, WDDL approximately triples the
area [16]. Furthermore, the clock frequency is at least halved
and the power consumption is increased by a factor of about
3.5. Note that the decrease in clock frequency could be
limited to those execution times where the secure zone is
active via frequency scaling.

Figure 5: Setup for the DEMA attack.

6.2

Preliminary SCA Evaluation

We have prototyped our implementation on a Xilinx ML410
FPGA board which features a Virtex 4 FX FPGA. Apart
from a functional verification in “real” hardware, this enabled us to perform a preliminary evaluation of the SCA
resistance of our approach. We compared two implementations of AES: One which uses unprotected AES extensions
and one which makes use of the instructions offered by the
secure zone. Due to the complexity of using a secure logic
style approach on an FPGA and due to time limitations, we
had to refrain from implementing the secure zone in a secure logic style. We believe that it is reasonable to assume
that a proper implementation of the secure zone in a secure
logic style can only lead to a further increase in the practical security. Therefore, our evaluation results can be seen as
estimating the lower bound for security. Even though no secure logic style is employed, the protected implementation
limits the occurrence of critical values to the secure zone,
whereas in the unprotected implementation, critical values
are moved through the complete processor pipeline. Hence,
the unprotected implementation was expected to be much
more susceptible to attacks.
To test this assumption, we performed a DEMA attack
with a total of 250,000 power traces on both implementations. The setup is depicted in Figure 5. Despite the relatively high noise in the setup, we were able to successfully
attack the unprotected implementation. This attack yielded
ρ ≈ 0.02 which translates to a maximum of about 70,000 required power traces [8]. On the other hand, the attack on
the protected implementation did not succeed. The attack
has thus been made harder by a factor of at least more than
3.5, just by limiting the circulation of critical values. This
factor should multiply to the protection factor offered by
the secure logic style. The correlation traces for both attacks are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The correlation is
measured between predicted power consumption values under the assumption of a specific value for a byte of the key
(key hypothesis) and the actual measured power consumption. If the correlation is significantly higher for a specific
key hypothesis in relation to all hypotheses, this indicates
that the key value has been guessed correctly and that the
attack has been successful. Thus, these correlation traces
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show the result of an attack on a particular key byte (the
second key byte of the AES cipher key in this case), where
the correlation trace for the hypothesis using the correct
key byte is in dark gray whereas the correlation traces for
the 255 incorrect key hypotheses are displayed in light gray.
Note that the attack on the protected implementation has
a ghost peak5 around point 400, but this peak occurs for all
key hypotheses.

Figure 7: Attack on the protected implementation.
and potentially insecure user applications are catered for.
The task of dealing with the hardware countermeasures can
be largely offloaded to the operating system and the compiler, so that developers can write protected cryptographic
applications in almost the same way as unprotected ones.
Our countermeasures are modular, so that certain features
can be omitted if they are not needed or if an increased
processor workload is acceptable. We have implemented the
protection mechanism in two versions for protecting AES on
a typical embedded processor, where the minimal version
required about 8.4 kGates while the full version could be realized with about 22.4 kGates. Our concepts are applicable
to a large range of cryptographic algorithms and are ideally suited for an automated development flow of protected
embedded processors.

Figure 6: Attack on the unprotected implementation.

6.3

A Note on Higher-Order Attacks

The use of an LFSR as mask generator introduces a linear connection between some of the masks in the sequence.
More precisely, a specific bit of a new mask is a linear combination (XOR) of a number of bits of some previous masks
(for our choice of LFSR, this are four bits coming from three
or four previous masks). So there is a theoretical threat of a
higher-order attack using the power consumption connected
to these dependent mask bits. As there are at least three
masks contributing to any new mask bit, an attacker would
need to mount at least a fourth-order attack, which is usually considered impractical. If attacks of this high order
should become a threat, the required order can be arbitrarily increased in software by regularly advancing the mask
generator and skipping some of the produced masks without using them.

7.
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CONCLUSIONS

9.

We have presented a detailed concept for protecting embedded processors against SCA attacks. The main contribution of our work is that it takes the roughly sketched
ideas from Tillich et al. and develops a protection mechanism which builds on state-of-the-art SCA research and incorporates the requirements of modern embedded systems.
Our solution makes use of secure logic styles and acknowledges the incurred implementation overhead by requiring
only a portion of the processor to be implemented in such a
logic style. Requirements of modern embedded systems like
multi-tasking and separation into secure operating system
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ABSTRACT

Keywords

The penetration of cellular networks worldwide and emergence of smart phones has led to a revolution in mobile
content. Users consume diverse content when, for example,
exchanging photos, playing games, browsing websites, and
viewing multimedia. Current phone platforms provide protections for user privacy, the cellular radio, and the integrity
of the OS itself. However, few offer protections to protect the
content once it enters the phone. For example, MP3-based
MMS or photo content placed on Android smart phones can
be extracted and shared with impunity. In this paper, we
explore the requirements and enforcement of digital rights
management (DRM) policy on smart phones. An analysis of
the Android market shows that DRM services should ensure:
a) protected content is accessible only by authorized phones
b) content is only accessible by provider-endorsed applications, and c) access is regulated by contextual constraints,
e.g., used for a limited time, a maximum number of viewings, etc. The Porscha system developed in this work places
content proxies and reference monitors within the Android
middleware to enforce DRM policies embedded in received
content. A pilot study controlling content obtained over
SMS, MMS, and email illustrates the expressibility and enforcement of Porscha policies. Our experiments demonstrate
that Porscha is expressive enough to articulate needed DRM
policies and that their enforcement has limited impact on
performance.

DRM, Mobile Phone Security, Android, Security Policy

1.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile phones are used extensively by nearly 5 billion people worldwide [28] and form a vital information conduit for
business and personal information access. The use of mobile phones has long transcended strictly voice calling, e.g.,
SMS exceeded 5 trillion messages worldwide in 2009 [43].
As users perform ever more data-centric activities on their
phones, they are increasingly purchasing smartphones with
the ability to run wide varieties of applications. Over 170
million smartphones were purchased globally in 2009 [18].
The data and applications used on these phones are equally
diverse. For example, the Apple App Store, which contains
over 130,000 applications, recorded 280 million application
downloads in December 2009 [21].
Open platforms such as Android provide few direct protections for the content placed on the phone. Access controls restrict access to application interfaces (e.g., by placing
permissions on application components in Android), rather
than placing explicit access controls on data they handle.
Therefore, what limited content protections exist are largely
a by-product of the way interfaces are designed and permissions (often capriciously) assigned. Thus, a malicious application with the appropriate permissions can exfiltrate even
the most sensitive of data from the phone. Malware has recently begun to exploit such limitations [3, 4, 5]. Moreover–
even in the absence of malicious applications–commercial
interests such as media providers wish to provide content
without exposing themselves to content piracy.
To combat these issues, a consortium of mobile phone
manufacturers including Nokia, LG, Motorola, Samsung,
and Ericsson have recently developed standards for content
protection on mobile devices. Codified within the Open Mobile Alliance and focusing primarily on pay-per-use content
such as ringtones and multi-media, the OMA DRM v1.0 [37]
and v2.0 [38] standards define an API and infrastructure for
authorizing devices to process content. To simplify, OMA
DRM devices obtain rights objects (use licenses and cryptographic keys) from providers that allow them to access
downloaded content. The licenses can regulate how the content may be used in simple ways such as by discrete lifetime
and maximum number of uses. The granularity of the OMA
DRM specifications, however, is coarse. The licensing unit is
the phone; as a result, the specifications say nothing about
content management when it is on the phone. Specifically,
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Access controls, Authentication
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Security
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there are no considerations of which applications may access
content. This was reasonable when the specification was
written in 2004, as there were no application markets at the
time and phone manufacturers provided their own software
for the phone. Since that time, though, the smartphone revolution has mandated a need for protections at the application layer, now that many applications can be purchased or
downloaded to access on-phone content. Otherwise, content
is subject to improper use by untrusted applications such as
rogue media players.
In this paper, we introduce the Policy ORiented Secure
Content Handling for Android (Porscha) system. Porscha
enforces fine-grained content policies1 over content delivered
to the phone. A study of application markets (see next section) illuminates the needs of providers: from financial transactions and airline tickets, to personal applications such as
diaries and journals, the diversity and sensitivity of content
processed by smartphones is immense. This study prompts
three classes of fine-grained content policies studied throughout: a) content should only be accessible by explicitly authorized phones, b) content should only be accessed by provider
endorsed applications, and c) content should be subject to
contextual constraints, e.g., used for a limited time, a maximum number of viewings, etc. In supporting these policies,
we extend the OMA DRM policy schema [37] to embrace
finer-grained controls.
Porscha policies are enforced in two phases: the protection of content as it is delivered to the phone (in transit, see
Section 4.2), and the regulation of content use on the phone
(on platform, see Section 4.3). For the former, Porscha binds
policy and ensures content confidentiality “on the wire” using constructions and infrastructure built on Identity-Based
Encryption [11]. For the latter, Porscha enforces policies
by proxying content channels (e.g., POP3, IMAP, Active
Sync) and placing reference monitor hooks within Android’s
Binder IPC framework. We implement and test Porscha on
a T-Mobile G1 smartphone and perform experiments using
the three most popular content types: SMS messages, MMS
messages, and email. Our experiments with Porscha show
that delivery delay for MMS is slightly over 1 second, while
latency from processing emails is only about 1 second or
less. A security analysis is given and we conclude with a
discussion of alternate designs and policy and infrastructure
extensions. We begin in the next section by considering
whether content policy is necessary for smartphones.

2.

requesting permissions to receive SMS and MMS and to read
from or write to SMS, MMS, and email attachments. We
briefly summarize our findings on content use below:

Personal and Business Documents:.
Applications in the Communication category (e.g. thirdparty email/SMS/MMS clients), Tools category (e.g. antivirus, backup tools, and Office Viewer), and Travel category
(e.g. language translator) in Table 1 frequently manage personal or business SMS, MMS, and emails.
Documents in this category include sensitive emails between business partners and others encompass security capabilities, e.g., SMS is used for authorization in access control systems such as Grey [9]. In these cases, unintended
exposure can leak business secrets or compromise the access control system. Thus, providers need to ensure that
(a.) only targeted phones (i.e. authorized users) receive the
documents, (b.) only trusted client applications can handle
them, and that (c.) these documents can never be modified.

Service-specific data:.
A number of applications use SMS to send commands to
on-phone clients. Note that in almost all cases, there should
only be one legitimate client consumer for the content type–
the one provided by the service itself. For instance, one
spy camera application used SMS to command the phone
capture pictures and record videos. Similarly, Mydroid2 is
a tool for finding the phone by turning off the silent mode
and turning up the volume when it receives a command via
SMS, and Mobile Defense3 allows remote connection to the
phones after receiving an authenticated SMS message.
Commands in these applications are sent or received via
provided websites or other interfaces. Unauthorized exposure of the “command” documents could reveal the application behavior, and indirectly the user’s intent. The applications may misbehave if the commands are tampered with.
In response, the senders must let (a.) only the phones under
control receive the commands, (b.) only the applications to
execute the commands to process them, and (c.) the commands read only and may be read only once, and (d.) ensure
only legitimate content is consumed by the client.

Financial Information.
Emails and SMS have become key media for financial institutions to communicate with their clients. For instance,
banks and credit card companies offer SMS banking, SMS
account alerts, and e-statements. Payment service providers
such as PayPal and Amazon Payments mainly contact their
customers via email and also offer SMS-based payment service. Similar to personal and business documents, the sending institutions aim to inform the users. As a result, the
documents must be (a.) sent only to the phones of such
particular customers. They must be (b.) accessed only by
trusted messaging clients. Moreover, some documents such
as payment requests may be designed to work with a group
of payment applications trusted by the institutions which
can also be identified by their hashes or signatures. In most
cases, the senders should also ensure that (c.) these documents are read-only. They should be deleted only through
trusted client applications.

DO SMART PHONES NEED DRM?

In looking at DRM in smartphones, we must ask the obvious question of what must the service actually do. To answer this question, we surveyed applications and usage seen
in current cell phones to attempt to ascertain what kinds
of documents are commonly exchanged and what the reasonable requirements are that the providers may place on
them. We evaluated the top 50 free Android applications in
each of the 16 application categories present Android Market in April 2010. For the purposes of this initial study,
we focused on applications that delivered content via SMS,
MMS, or email. Table 1 shows the number of applications
1
Throughout we use the terms DRM and content policies
interchangeably. While the latter term is arguably more
general, any distinctions are outside the scope of the definition and enforcement of policy studied here.
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Application Category
Communication
Tools
Finance
Travel
Others

Receive
SMS
7
5
1
1
3

Receive Read SMS Write SMS Read AtMMS
tachment
2
10
6
1
2
6
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
2
3
1

Table 1: Number of sample applications that access SMS, MMS, and email.

2.1

DRM Policy Requirements

application developers, who access and provide functionality through components. These components are assembled
to provide applications, which perform all inter-process communication (IPC) through Android’s Binder mechanism. Components interact primarily through the use of Intent messages, which can either explicitly address components by
name or through implicit action strings, resolved to the
appropriate receivers by the Android middleware. Components set up Intent filters and specify action strings in order
to subscribe to these specific Intents.
There are four types of components in Android. Activity components normally provide user interfaces via the
touch screen and keypad. Service components perform background processing. Broadcast Receiver components act as
listeners which enable asynchronous event notifications. They
usually receive Intents addressed by action strings. Standard
action strings include “boot completed” and “SMS received”.
Lastly, Content Provider components act as a persistent
data store that implement an SQL interface. If implemented
by the providing application, other applications can query,
update, and delete the data in the Content Providers. Figure 1 describes how these components interact with each
other. In addition, applications have the ability to directly
call APIs from other applications.
Applications in Android can be classified into two groups.
System applications, including the phone, dialer, and messaging applications, are bundled with the phone when it is
provisioned to a subscriber and are stored in a read-only system partition. User applications are obtained from a variety
of sources, including the Android Market, and are installed
by users: these programs can compete with or complement
system applications, or extend the platform’s functionality
in very different ways.
Android’s security framework is based on permission labels, which are unique text strings defined either by applications or the middleware. Application developers specify a list of permission labels in an application’s manifest
file, which presents information about resources an application is allowed to access. For example, receiving and reading an SMS message requires an application to hold the
RECEIVE_SMS and READ_SMS permissions, respectively. In
Android, all content is treated equally, meaning that any
application with permissions to access a particular document
type can access all documents of that type. Importantly, elevated protection levels such as allowing “dangerous” functionality for certain permissions rely on the user to confirm
all permissions associated with an application at install time;
however, users who may not fully understand what they are
allowing and consequently may make bad security decisions.

The surprising result of the application analysis was the
incredible consistency of the content policy requirements.
With few exceptions, the requirements fell into three categories:
• Binding content to the phone – most of the applications required that the content be targeted to a
single identified user or phone. Failure to implement
this policy could have catastrophic consequences (in
financial applications), or undermine the entire service
(in media access applications).
• Binding content to endorsed applications – often observed in desktop environments but largely ignored in the mobile device industry, it is important
to control which particular applications can process
protected content. The consequences of the failure to
enforce this policy are similar to those above—a malicious application on an otherwise legitimate phone
could corrupt, exfiltrate, or otherwise misuse delivered
content.
• Constraining continuing use of the content – it
is essential that the provider be able to control not
just access, but how that access evolves or expires
over time. Frequency, count, or temporal constraints
were common. Failure to provide these polices would
marginalize the license structures upon which many
services are now built.
To illustrate, Table 2 gives example policies falling into
these categories (using a self-explanatory policy schema).
Policy 1 states that a particular document (for example, an
authorization SMS in our access control system example)
can be read only if the application is signed with a particular
key and the phone is within 50 meters from the place under
control (e.g., as used in the Grey system). Policy 2 explicitly
identifies a legitimate application by its fingerprint (i.e., a
hash of the application image .apk file). We revisit these
policies in subsequent sections.

3.

BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS

Having considered DRM policy requirements, we now examine how content is currently delivered to mobile phones.
We begin this section by briefly describing Android, then
discuss content delivery through the network and its handling on the phone itself.

3.1

Android Background

3.2

Android is a middleware platform for mobile phones, built
on a Linux kernel that isolates applications by having them
run in their own process spaces with their own virtual machine instances. Operating system details are hidden from

Documents in Transit

Figure 2(i.) provides an overview of how content is delivered to a phone from outside sources. For clarity, we refer to
these external providers of content as content sources. Doc-
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(1) allow-read{(sig=934db3d4 . . . ) and (location=40.304107,-75.585938,50)}
Only the access control application signed by developer key 934db3d4 . . .. can read the document, and only when the phone
is within a 50-meter radius of location (40.304107,-75.585938).
(2) allow-read{(hash=6ab843a)} allow-modify{none} allow-delete{(hash=6ab843a)}
Only the application identified by its binary hash 6ab843a can read and delete the document.

Table 2: Examples of security policies for content protection.

Activity

Read/Write
Query

System

start
Activity
return

Activity

Send
Intent

Broadcast
Receiver

Content
Provider

Activity
return

Service

Starting an Activity for a Result

start/stop/bind

Receiving an Intent Broadcast

Querying a Content Provider

call
Activity

Service

callback
Communicating with a Service

Figure 1: Typical methods of component interaction in Android.
uments sent through the cellular (SS7) network, including
SMS and MMS messages, are received at the phone’s Radio
Interface Layer (RIL), processed by the baseband processor,
and made accessible to the phone application. Applications
whose content source originates from the Internet, however,
connect directly to them in order to receive these documents,
such as email. There are no intermediaries on the phone to
process this content prior to its handling by the application.
Lack of end-to-end security is a major problem in SMS,
MMS, and email transport. SSL/TLS for email delivery
only secures connection between the phones and the mail
servers. SMS and MMS documents delivered through SS7
make use of security mechanisms found within the cellular
network. The heart of the SMS system is the Short Message
Service Center (SMSC) which receives short messages from
mobile devices inside the cellular network or from external
short message entities (e.g. web-based SMS portals). The
messages are processed, stored in the SMSC queue, and delivered to the destination devices through a control channel.
Messages in transit are encrypted by the network providers.
The MMS system centers on the Multimedia Message Service Center (MMSC). However, phones do not communicate
with the MMSC directly but through a WAP gateway push
proxy. Upon the arrival of MMS messages, the MMSC notifies the receiving clients with WAP push notifications over
SMS. In response, the clients create a TCP/IP connection
to retrieve the messages from the MMSC through the WAP
gateway push proxy. Clearly, the security of the WAP push
notification delivery is based on SMS security. The accompanying MMS message retrieval can be secured using SSL/TLS. More information about the structure of the cellular
network and its security is available from Traynor et al. [50].
While SMS and MMS notifications are encrypted, there
are still several security issues. GSM encryption is provided
only over the radio interface since it is assumed that the
SS7 network is inaccessible to external entities. The network providers do not always encrypt SMS messages [20].
Even if they did, though, the employed A5-family encryption algorithms have been compromised: a full rainbow table
for the A5/1 cipher has been published [6], while an attack
against the KASUMI cipher that is the basis for the new
A5/3 cryptosystem can be performed in less than two hours
on a PC [14]. Most importantly, GSM encryption does not
give end-to-end security because the encryption key is shared
between the mobile devices and the network providers, not

directly between the content source and receiving device.

3.3

On-Platform Document Access

Access to documents that arrive on the phone is contingent on their method of delivery. Figure 2(ii.) demonstrates
how various document types are handled as they arrive at
the platform. There are three cases that we consider:
1. Initial Document Recipients: These applications
either receive documents directly from the platform
or from system applications. Their access will be dependent on permission labels set within their manifest
files.
2. Documents at Rest: Some documents such as SMS,
MMS, and the attachments of the emails received will
be stored by the phone platform. In Android, these
documents will be stored in Content Provider components, which act as databases for this content. Access
to these Content Providers to either read or write data
is also contingent on permissions in the application’s
manifest file.
3. Document Sharing: Indirect receivers are applications receiving documents from other applications. In
Android, the APIs allowing interaction and data sharing between applications are mediated by the Binder
IPC mechanism. Permissions are placed on application components to limit the data that can be sent
and received between applications. This acts as a weak
method of enforcing information flow enforcement, but
is not secure as there is no concept of partial ordering
with permission labels such that a lattice may be derived [13].

3.4

Threat and Trust Model

We assume that the network is untrusted: an adversary
is capable of subverting any communications received from
the network interface, regardless of whether the cellular network or the Internet were transited. In addition, any user
applications on the phones are assumed to be untrustworthy
unless otherwise identified by a sender. Our trusted computing base (TCB) comprises the underlying Linux operating
system and the Android middleware itself, as well as system
applications.
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Figure 2: External content providers deliver their documents to the application(s) on the phone. The shaded
area represents our TCB.

4.

ARCHITECTURE

ticity of SMS, MMS, and email must be preserved. Porscha
uses identity-based encryption (IBE) [11] to ensure these
properties. IBE enables the senders to construct the public
keys of the recipients from known identities (phone numbers
or email addresses), thus eliminating the need for a priori
key distribution.
We briefly review the structure and use of IBE. Identitybased Encryption systems form a subclass [11] of public key
cryptosystems. As with all public key systems, participants
(users or other entities) are assigned a public key (which
is widely distributed) and a private key (which is kept secret by the participant). What differentiates IBE from other
kids of public key systems is the public key itself. An IBE
public key is an arbitrary string such as an email address,
name, social security number or any other value that is desirable for the target environments. Serving a similar role to
a CA in traditional PKI systems, each IBE system contains
a trusted private key generator (PKG). The PKG generates
private keys using system wide secrets and provides them to
the participants through a registration process. The PKG
advertises public cryptosystem parameters for the IBE instance.5 Encryption using the public key is performed by
inputting the message (data), public key string, and cryptosystem parameters into the IBE encryption algorithm. Decryption is performed by inputting the ciphertext and private key to the decryption algorithm. Again, as in normal
public key systems, it is also possible to encrypt using the
private key and decrypt using public key (e.g., as used in
creating digital signatures).
We use the following notation below. We denote the private key generator P KG, sender (content source) S, and
receiver (phone) R. The identity for participant a is denoted Ia , the public/private key pair for a is Ka+ and Ka−
respectively, content is m, and a policy for m is pm . Encryption and signature operations are denoted E(d, k) and
Sign(d, k), where d is the input data and k is the key. We
denote the one-time time ephemeral key used in the delivery
of email as ke .

Porscha enforces security policy in two phases: initially as
the content is transmitted over telephony networks and the
Internet (as content in transit), and thereafter as it is processed and stored on the phone (on platform). This section
describes how Porscha defines and enforces policy in each of
these phases.

4.1

Supported Policy

Porscha extends the XML OMA policy [37, 39] to embrace the new DRM requirements identified in our application study, discussed in Section 2.1. All policies are mandatory. That is, any OMA client receiving a Porscha policy
must implement the extensions or deny access. Detailed below, policy is encoded in XML as either a section in the text
part of MMS or email attachment (see Section 4.3). Porscha
supports4 :
Constraints on Devices – OMA DRM 1.0 binds the content to devices that have acquired the proper license (i.e.,
right object). OMA DRM 2.0 also supports binding to specific devices identified by the users’ International Mobile
Subscriber Identity (IMSI) or WAP Identify Module (WIM).
Described below, we extend identity to the phone number
of the device itself (as regulated by the cellular provider).
Constraints on Applications – Porscha extends OMA
DRM to constrain applications consuming content. Here
the senders can specify access be restricted to applications
with a given code fingerprint (hash of the application image), that are signed with a given developer key, or require
that the application be configured with a given set of permissions (this last policy is similar to those found in the
Saint system [36]).
Constraints on Use – Common policies codified in OMA
DRM, such as validity period and number of uses, are supported. We extend these to support not only the regulation
of simple accesses, but also differentiation of simple access
from read, modify and delete rights.

4.2

SMS/MMS – In SMS/MMS delivery, the recipient’s telephone number (MSISDN) is used as their public key identity.
Each cellular provider runs a Private Key Generator (PKG)
that publishes the IBE public parameters via publicly ver-

Content-in-Transit

Porscha must secure content delivery over the untrusted
networks–namely the confidentiality, integrity, and authen4
For brevity, we omit our XML structure and example polices beyond that identified in Table 1. Note that we are able
to encode all policies uncovered in the application study using OMA and the Porscha extensions.

5
The participant registration process, the secure acquisition
process, and other key management services (e.g., revocation) have been discussed at length in other works [19, 31,
8]. Such issues are outside the scope of this work.
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User Apps

ifiable medium, e.g., in a Verisign certificate. The phone’s
private key and IBE parameters are loaded at subscription
time in the phone SIM (see Section 6).
To send SMS/MMS, the sender encrypts its ID, the content, and policy using the receiver’s public key. The sender
then signs the resulting ciphertext his/her own private key
−
Ksender
. More precisely:
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If the sender uses different PKG than the receiver (e.g., subscribes to a different provider), it contacts the receiver’s
PKG directly using Internet connection or through multidomain key management service supported by mobile systems [48, 22, 51]. Note that the addition of the policy,
padding, and signature can increase the size of an SMS
message beyond that supported by current networks (160
characters). Thus, as described in the following section, we
convert SMS messages into MMS messages.
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(b) Mediating Email Delivery
Figure 3: The Porscha mediator implemented inside Android intercepts the document delivery and
enforces the policy on initial recipients.

Email – We use a recipient’s email address as the target identity. PKGs run in support of email domains publish the public key parameters through extended attributes
on DNSsec [27] MX records. Emails can be vary in size
and be arbitrarily large. As performing IBE encryption on
large content potentially incurs high overhead, the sender
encrypts the body of the email using the one-time 128-bit
AES symmetric key ke , which is obtained through DiffieHellman key exchange protocol. The symmetric key ke is
in turn encrypted with the receiver’s IBE public key. The
ciphertext is then signed, and the entirety is sent to the
receiver as a MIME encoded email, as follows:

the PDU (M3), extracts the policy from the content, and determines, in conjunction with the Activity Manager Service
(M4), which applications are allowed to receive the document. Applications compliant with the policy receive the
subsequent notifications, while those not in compliance will
not.
Note that the Intent notifying the arrival of SMS/MMS
cannot be issued from within the Android middleware: the
broadcasting entity must be an application that possesses
BROADCAST_SMS permission for SMS and BROADCAST_WAP_
PUSH for MMS. Additionally, applications must be signed
by the platform key for these permissions to be granted. To
address this problem, we implement the Porscha Proxy as a
system application signed and built with the platform. It receives from the Porscha mediator the list of the applications
allowed to receive the document, the document content, the
document metadata, and whether the document should be
dispatched as SMS or MMS (M5). If the document should
be dispatched as SMS, the Porscha Proxy constructs an SMS
PDU and broadcasts an SMS_RECEIVED Intent to authorized
applications (M6). If the document is dispatched as MMS,
the proxy broadcasts a WAP_PUSH_RECEIVED Intent, containing the URI to the MMS content which is accessible through
the MMS Content Provider, to authorized applications.

+
)||
S → R : E({IS ||m||pm }, ke )||E({ke }, KR
+
)}, KS− )
Sign({E({IS ||m||pm }, ke )||E({ke }, KR

The following section details how these documents are process once they are received by the phone.

On-platform Policy Enforcement

When a document arrives at the designated phone, Porscha
enforces the content security policy specified by the content
source. Detailed in this section, the Porscha mediator enforces policy through a set of protocol proxies and authorization hooks within the Android middleware.

4.3.1

System Apps
Porscha
Proxy
M6

Android
Middleware

+
S → R : E({IS ||m||pm }, KR
)||

4.3

App C

Policy Enforcement on Initial Recipients

SMS/MMS – Depicted in Figure 3(a), SMS and MMS
PDUs (the base structure for data messaging services in cellular networks) initially arrive at the Phone application (M1
in Figure 3(a)). Under normal (non-Porscha) circumstances,
the Android SMS Dispatcher delivers these messages to all
applications that have registered for WAP_PUSH_RECEIVED Intents (which requires the RECEIVE_MMS permission). The
Intent identifies the URI to the MMS content. Messaging
application then downloads the MMS content and stores
it in the MMS Provider inside of the middleware. The
MMS Provider broadcasts another Intent when the content
is stored.
To enforce policy, Porscha delays the initial WAP_PUSH_
RECIEVED broadcast, but automatically triggers the Messaging application to download the content (M2). Once the
content download completes, a second mediator hook parses

Email – Email traffic is opaque to Android: email client applications use application level protocols such as POP [25],
IMAP [26], or Active Sync [33] to communicate with remote
mail servers. For this reason, Porscha must “shim” email
traffic by creating transparent proxies. The email enforcement intercepts email traffic at the network level through an
SSL socket (E1). This mechanism operates at the middleware level inside of our TCB which is inaccessible to the applications. Messages are intercepted and interpreted within
each proxy and policy enforced. We use the Apache Mime4j
library [7] to parse the e-mail message streams in plain RFC882 and MIME formats. For each email, the XML attachments are examined. If the attachment is recognized as content policy, the Porscha mediator coordinates with Activity
Manager Service to enforce the policy (E2). The content
may only be retrieved by an email client if it satisfies the
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policy (E3).
For usability, rather that filter email from applications
that fail policy, we chose to mask its content. In such cases,
Porscha removes all information from the email’s header and
body, and replaces these fields with the string Hidden. We
will extend policy schema in the future to allow the sender to
provide “alternate text” that would instruct the user where
to go to obtain an appropriate application or license for the
received content in the event the accessing phone/application does not satisfy the policy.
Note that while controlling access to DRM-protected documents, Porscha allows unprotected documents to be received without restriction. These documents are not IBE
encrypted by Porscha. Thus, they can be accessed by the
receiving applications.

4.3.2

Policy Enforcement on Documents at Rest

By default, Android stores the SMS, MMS, and email attachments with the system applications using Content Provider
components. Applications with permissions to access (read
or write) these Content Providers can access this content
even if they are not the initial recipients. To allow external senders to control access to the documents delivered
from them, we add an extra policy field to the structure
of each Content Provider record. The Porscha mediator inserts the policy (if available) into this field, and when the
Content Provider record is accessed the corresponding policy is checked, and access allowed or denied based on the
compliance of the caller application with the policy.

4.3.3

Enforcement on Indirect Receivers

Porscha mediates passing of data between applications as
shown in Figure 4.3.3 and as follows:
Intent – The Porscha mediator acts as a reference monitor
for Intents that pass protected content. The sending application binds the policy with the Intent that encompasses the
content. The mediator prevents applications not satisfying
the policy from receiving the Intent.

6.

Content Sharing – Inclusion of a policy field into Content
Provider records, as described above, allows the Porscha mediator to ensure that every access to stored content satisfies
the attached policy. Access is mediated through the Content
Resolver mediation hook.

DISCUSSION

This section examines the security guarantees provided by
Porscha and potential threats to these guarantees.

6.1

Protecting the Private Key

Porscha’s model for key distribution involves the client
phone receiving a private key from the phone provider. Recall from Section 4.2 that a private key generator (PKG) is
trusted to create IBE keys and that a phone’s MSISDN can
be used as a public key identity. The cellular provider will
operate the PKG and provide the private key at subscription
time on the client’s SIM card. However, the SIM is merely
a memory card, and is susceptible to being stolen or lost.
Therefore, we use a shared secret between the provider and
client phone to encrypt the stored private key, with knowledge of the secret required to unlock the key package. One
way of communicating this to the user would be with on
a slip of paper or a similar out-of-band method when the
SIM is purchased or reprogrammed. This method is already
used for the SIM authentication key, stored by the provider
in their authentication center (AUC).

Inter-application API calls – When an application API
is called by another application (e.g. Service call), we bind
a policy to the input parameter or return value containing
content delivered in an Android’s parcel object. The mediator interprets the parcel, and enforces the policy. If the
policy fails (on either the call or return), a security exception
is thrown.

5.

sample variance).
Highlighted in Table 3, an initial set of experiments sought
to measure the overheads associated with SMS processing.
Here we measured the time between the arrival of the PDU
and the time it is dispatched to consuming applications. The
experiments showed that SMS processing time is less than
0.1 seconds in unmodified Android. SMS documents are delivered as MMS introducing an additional 4 or greater second
overhead. Microbenchmarking of SMS processing revealed
three central underlying costs: MMS push notification handling (≈ 1.03 s), MMS content retrieval (≈ 1.44 s), and
other connection management processing (≈ 1.04 s). The
lower costs associated with SMS-over-MMS vs. MMS with
media content were associated with the reduced size of the
objects being downloaded (SMS policy objects were on the
order of 100s of bytes versus 18kb .jpg objects in MMS experiments). The maximum observed overhead for IBE was
about 480 msec.
For MMS, we measure the latency from the arrival of
the PDU to the time to MMS content is completely downloaded and applications notified. Without IBE, Porscha incurs about a 4% overhead (≈ 20 msec). IBE adds about
1 s. to the overhead–significantly more than in SMS. Here
again the cause is the size of the encrypted media: the .jpg
object. Note that recent advances in IBE offer run-time
improvements that can reduce these overheads by as much
as 20-35% [23], and techniques such as the use of one time
symmetric keys (as detailed in section 4.2) may substantially
reduce these costs.
The overhead of processing email ranges from 0.7 seconds
to just over 1 second, depending on the email access protocols. These costs are largely due to the proxying of the access protocols, SSL, buffering, email message reconstruction,
and policy extraction and evaluation (if policy is available).
Note that we have not yet implemented IBE for email, but
the experiments above suggest that overheads will be manageable.

EVALUATION

This section briefly evaluates the costs of policy enforcement in Porscha. All experiments were executed on a HTC
G1 Dream smartphone over T-Mobile 3G services. Porscha
was built on the Cyanogen [1] Android 2.1 firmware build
and installed on the phone, as was the Stanford IBE library
V.0.7.2 (a C implementation of Boneh-Franklin IBE [11]).
The IBE module was crossed compiled for the ARM processor as a native executable. Each experiment was repeated
10 times and the average reported (with negligible observed

6.2

Recipients Without Porscha

External senders do not have prior knowledge about whether
Porscha is available on client phones. In the absence of
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SMS
MMS
POP3
IMAP
Active Sync

Original
Latency
0.083
5.16
6.34
3.79
3.38

Overhead from Porscha without IBE
policy passed
policy failed
4.07
4.12
0.22
0.21
0.68
0.91
1.02
1.02
0.8
0.85

Overhead from Porscha with IBE
policy passed
policy failed
4.57
4.56
1.52
1.53
2.51
2.61
2.94
2.85
2.18
2.19

Table 3: Overheads in processing SMS, MMS, and Email (in seconds).
Porscha, the clients would not be able to access protected
documents. This is reasonable, as any content delivered to
and intended for the phone should remain opaque to the
user. As a result, whether it be phones that do not have a
Porscha framework installed or another means of accessing
content, e.g., retrieving emails on a computer, content protected by Porscha should and will be inaccessible by these
entities.
Note that emails accessed by the IMAP protocol are ultimately managed by an IMAP server; thus, any modifications made to an email by Porscha may be reflected on
other clients. To resolve this issue, we store all modifications, such as decrypted emails and those with information
removed, locally on the phone, and only reflect back to the
IMAP server the original email that was sent to the phone
- thus, an original copy of the email is always maintained.

6.3

assurance of boot-time guarantees through use of the Linux
Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) [45].

6.4

Alternative Application Enforcement Infrastructures

The extent to which Porscha protects a document largely
depends on the attached policies. The senders can indicate
the target applications by different degrees of specification
from unique application package hashes to loosely defined
application properties.
An even stronger security model can be implemented as
a performance trade-off. For example, Porscha can be used
along with Saint [36] which regulates application interactions (but does not examine the content being passed). As
a result, we would gain a more comprehensive view of application behavior and could ensure that all applications are
monitored for sharing violations.
Adoption of more heavyweight mechanisms offering continual content monitoring, such as dynamic taint analysis [12,
52], is also possible. However, these systems are not designed
for information with semantically rich policy attached. The
policies for incoming documents are mostly unique. Managing large and highly dynamic set of taint markings (e.g. in
taint analysis) can thus be burdensome. Porscha’s content
enforcement mechanism is comparatively quite lightweight.

Application and Platform Trust

With Porscha, we are making assumptions of trust in
the Android middleware and associated system applications.
There are a number of reasons why this level of trust can
be considered appropriate. First, Android applications are
signed with a certificate whose private key is held by the system developer; this provides a means of ensuring that the
application’s integrity is intact and that the origin of the
code is as expected. Tools such as Kirin [16] allow installtime certification of applications against potentially dangerous functionality.
Android is middleware that runs on a Linux kernel. Several methods of ensuring kernel integrity have been considered, and this is an area of ongoing research. These include
run-time monitors such as the Linux kernel integrity monitor (LKIM) [32]. Ensuring that the phone platform itself is
booted into a trustworthy state has also been an area of considerable focus. One promising solution is to include trusted
platform modules (TPMs) [49] inside mobile phones; specifically, the Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) initiative [15] has
considered a TPM-like device that adds functionality for secure boot, which enforces integrity protection of the underlying firmware and system state, and allows for continual

6.5

Digital Rights Management

DRM has been contentiously discussed for nearly 15 years.
Such controversy stems from the primary application of DRM:
to restrict the use of digital content and prevent piracy, ostensibly to preserve artistic integrity and protect revenue
streams for content creators. For example, three competing
DRM technologies for mobile or portable devices are Apple’s
FairPlay [29], Microsoft PlayReady [34]. Along with OMA
DRM, all aim to limit media usage for commercial purposes.
In Android, OMA DRM 1.0 is supported to manage ringtones, MMS, and pictures, preventing users for forwarding
these documents. An external generic framework for DRM
implementation is also available but is not used by the official platform. An external framework containing the Open-
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Core Content Policy Manager (CPM) [40] is also available.
CPM does not implement any DRM algorithms or protocols,
but acts as an aggregator with interfaces for authentication,
authorization, and access control. Plugins are available for
multiple DRM agents, such as WMDRM [42] and DivX [41].
There has been significant opposition to DRM [17, 2] with
detractors viewing it as a means for limiting consumer rights
and eliminating “fair use” provisions. However, DRM is by
definition a generic term for access control technology that
secures content and limits its distribution [10, 24]. We consider DRM’s role in Porscha strictly as a means to providing
content-based access control without comment on business,
legal, or philosophical issues. We differentiate from existing
DRM schemes, however, and provide a superset of functionality by preserving confidentiality, integrity, and availability, not merely employing encryption and licensing as
with typical DRM implementations. In addition, Porscha is
lightweight and designed with mobile solutions in mind; by
contrast, many advanced DRM protocols are heavyweight
and not transparent to applications.

7.

press security policies to ensure that documents are sent to
targeted phones, processed by endorsed applications, and
handled in intended ways. Through a study of real-world
applications, we formed an initial scope of appropriate content policies, and we demonstrated how these may be used
in Porscha to protect SMS, MMS, and email documents.
Porscha secures content delivery using identity-based encryption and mediates on-platform content handling to ensure conformance with content policy. Future work will examine additional types of content that may be protected by
Porscha and the policy implications of managing this content.

9.

RELATED WORK

Mobile phone security often involves regulating the behavior of individual applications installed on the phone to protect the platform. As permissions requested by Android applications reflect their capabilities, Kirin [16] prevents installation of malware by identifying potentially dangerous applications based on these permissions. By contrast, Saint [36]
modifies the Android middleware to enforce application policies which regulate how application permissions are granted
and how applications interact with each other. While Saint
concentrates on securing communication endpoints, Porscha
concentrates on the actual content passed.
Enhancing mobile phone security through mandatory access control (MAC) and trusted hardware, specifically SecurityEnhanced Linux (SELinux) [47] and TPMs, is a means of
protecting application and platform integrity. SELinux security policy has been applied to ensure the integrity of the
Openmoko phone platform and trusted applications [35].
Additionally, Rao and Jaeger [44] developed an SELinuxbased MAC system that considers input from multiple stakeholders to develop policies for controlling application permissions. Recently, Shabtai et al. [46] have ported SELinux to
Android and enabled security policy for enhancing the protection of system processes. Unlike Porscha, which enforces
MAC policies to secure documents arriving at the phones,
these approaches focus strictly on platform security; while
they are orthogonal to our concerns, platform trustworthiness will increase the security of all overlying layers above,
including Porscha.
Several IBE solutions have been proposed for use with
mobile phones. Mobile phone numbers are commonly used
as client identities because they can be effortlessly authenticated by the network. Communication among different network providers running their own PKGs is a major challenge
for IBE implementation; proposed solutions have included
the use of hierarchical IBE [22, 51] and cross-domain key
extensions [48] .

8.

CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed Porscha, a content protection
framework for Android that enables content sources to ex-
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ABSTRACT
Portable storage devices, such as key-chain USB devices, are ubiquitous. These devices are often used with impunity, with users repeatedly using the same storage device in open computer laboratories, Internet cafes, and on office and home computers. Consequently, they are the target of malware that exploit the data present
or use them as a means to propagate malicious software.This paper
presents the Kells mobile storage system. Kells limits untrusted
or unknown systems from accessing sensitive data by continuously
validating the accessing host’s integrity state. We explore the design and operation of Kells, and implement a proof-of-concept USB
2.0 storage device on experimental hardware. Our analysis of Kells is
twofold. We first prove the security of device operation (within a
freshness security parameter ∆t ) using the LS 2 logic of secure systems. Second, we empirically evaluate the performance of Kells.
These experiments indicate nominal overheads associated with host
validation , showing a worst case throughput overhead of 1.22% for
read operations and 2.78% for writes.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in materials and memory systems have irreversibly changed the storage landscape. Small form factor portable
storage devices housing previously unimaginable capacities are now
commonplace today–supporting sizes up to a quarter of a terabyte [15].
Such devices change how we store our data; single keychain devices can simultaneously hold decades of personal email, millions
of documents, thousands of songs, and many virtual machine images. These devices are convenient, as we can carry the artifacts of
our digital lives wherever we go.
The casual use of mobile storage has a darker implication. Users
plugging their storage devices into untrusted hosts are subject to
data loss [16] or corruption. Compromised hosts have unfettered
access to the storage plugged into their interfaces, and therefore
have free rein to extract or modify its contents. Users face this risk
when accessing a friend’s computer, using a hotel’s business office,
in university computer laboratories, or in Internet cafes. The risks
∗This work was supported by Symantec Research Labs and by
grant NSF CCF-HECURA 0937344.
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here are real. Much like the floppy disk-borne viruses in the 1980’s
and 90’s, malware like Conficker [22] and Agent.bz [32] exploit
mobile storage to propagate malicious code. The compromise of
hosts throughout military networks, due to malware propagated by
rogue portable storage devices, has already led to a ban of their
use by the US Department of Defense [28]. The underlying security problem is age-old: users cannot ascertain how secure the
computer they are using to access their data is. As a result, all of
their information is potentially at risk if the system is compromised.
This paper attempts to address this conundrum by responding to the
following challenge: How can we verify that the computer we are
attaching our portable storage to is safe to use?
Storage security has recently become an active area of investigation. Solutions such as full-disk encryption [25] and Microsoft’s
BitLocker to Go [18] require that the user supply a secret to access
stored data. This addresses the problem of device loss or theft, but
does not aid the user when the host to which it is to be attached is
itself untrustworthy. Conversely, BitLocker (for fixed disks) uses a
trusted platform module (TPM) [36] to seal a disk partition to the
integrity state of the host, thereby ensuring that the data is safeguarded from compromised hosts. This is not viable for mobile
storage, as data is bound to the single physical host. In another effort, the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) has considered methods
of authenticating storage to the host through the Opal protocol [37]
such as pre-boot authentication and range encryption and locking
for access control. These services may act in a complementary
manner to our solution for protecting mobile storage from potentially compromised hosts.
In this paper, we introduce Kells1 , an intelligent USB storage device that validates host integrity prior to allowing read/write access
to its contents, and thereafter only if the host can provide ongoing
evidence of its integrity state. When initially plugged into an untrusted device, Kells performs a series of attestations with trusted
hardware on the host, repeated periodically to ensure that the host’s
integrity state remains good. Kells uses integrity measurement to
ascertain the state of the system and the software running on it at
boot time in order to determine whether it presents a safe platform
for exposing data. If the platform is deemed to be trustworthy then
a trusted storage partition will be exposed to the user; otherwise,
depending on a configurable policy, the device will either mount
only a “public” partition with untrusted files exposed or will not
mount at all. If at any time the device cannot determine the host’s
integrity state or the state becomes undesirable, the protected partition becomes inaccessible. Kells can thus ensure the integrity of
data on a trusted storage partition by ensuring that data can only
be written to it from high-integrity, uncompromised systems. Our
1
The Book of Kells is traceable to the 12th century Abbey of Kells,
Ireland due to information on land charters written into it.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Kells system operation. Attestations of system state are required to be received successfully by the device in order
for the integrity of the host to be proved, a necessary precondition for allowing data to be available to the host.

2.1

design uses the commodity Trusted Platform Module (TPM) found
in the majority of modern computers as our source for trusted hardware, and our implementation and analysis use it as a component.
We note, however, that it is not integral to the design: any host
integrity measurement solution (e.g., Pioneer [26]) can be used.
Kells diverges substantially from past attempts at securing fixed
and mobile storage. In using the mobile storage device as an autonomous trusted computing base (TCB), we extend the notion of
self-protecting storage [3, 11, 21] to encompass a system that actively vets the devices that make use of it. A Kells device is active
in order to be able to make these policy decisions. While this is
a change from the passive USB devices often currently employed,
we note that an increasing class of storage devices include processing elements such as cryptographic ASICs. We thus provide a path
to enjoying the convenience of now-ubiquitous portable storage in
a safe manner. Our contributions are as follows:

Transparent Mode.
In this mode of operation, the device requires no input from the
user. The host verification process executes immediately after the
device is inserted into the USB interface. If the process succeeds,
the device may be used in a trusted manner as described above,
i.e., the device will mount with the trusted partition available to the
user. If the attestation process is unsuccessful, then depending on
the reason for the failure (e.g., because the host does not contain
a TPM or contains one that is unknown to the device), the public
partition on the device can be made available. Alternately, the device can be rendered unmountable altogether. A visual indicator on
the device such as an LED can allow the user to know whether the
host is trusted or not: a green light may indicate a good state while
a flashing red light indicates an unknown or untrusted host.

• We identify system designs and protocols that support portable
storage device validation of an untrusted host’s initial and ongoing integrity state. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first use of such a system by a dedicated portable storage device.

User-Defined Mode.
The second mode of operation provides the user with a more
active role in making storage available. When the Kells device is
inserted into the system, prior to the attestation taking place, a partition containing user-executable programs is made available. One
is a program prompting the user to choose whether to run the device in trusted or public mode. If the user chooses to operate in
trusted mode, then the attestation protocol is performed, while if
public mode is chosen, no attestations occur. In this manner, the
user can make the decision to access either partition, with further
policy that may be applied on trusted hosts opening untrusted partitions, to prevent potential malware infection. These hosts may
quarantine the public partition, requiring a partition scan prior to
allowing access. Such a scan can also be performed by the device.
Such a scenario could be useful if there is a need or desire to access
specific media (e.g., photographs, songs) from the public partition
of the disk while using a trusted host, without having to mark the
information as trusted. Trusted partitions on a Kells device are unlikely to be infected to begin with, on account of any host using
this partition having to attest its integrity state. This is essential,
since a user would not be hesitant to load or execute content from
a partition that is considered trusted.
Note that the policies described above are but two examples of
the methods of operation available with this infrastructure. For simplicity, we have described the coarse-grained granularity of trusted
and public partitions. Within the trusted parition, however, further fine-grained policy can be enforced depending on the identified host; for example, blocks within the partition may be labeled

• We reason about the security properties of Kells using the
LS 2 logic [6], and prove that the storage can only be accessed by hosts whose integrity state is valid (within a security parameter ∆t ).
• We describe and benchmark our proof of concept Kells system built on a DevKit 8000 board running embedded Linux
and connected to a modified Linux host. We empirically
evaluate the performance of the Kells device. These experiments indicate that the overheads associated with host validation are minimal, showing a worst case throughput overhead
of 1.22% for read operations and 2.78% for writes.
We begin the description of Kells by providing a broad overview of
its goals, security model, and operation.

2.

Operational Modes

There are two modes of operation for Kells, depending on how
much control over device administration should be available to the
user and how much interaction he should have with the device. We
review these below:

OVERVIEW

Figure 1 illustrates the operation of Kells. Once a device is
inserted, the host may request a public or trusted partition. If a
trusted partition is requested, the host and Kells device perform
an attestation-based exchange that validates host integrity. If this
fails, the host will be permitted to mount the public partition, if any
exists. If the validation process is successful, the host is allowed
access to the trusted partition. The process is executed periodically
to ensure the system remains in a valid state. The frequency of the
re-validation process is determined by the Kells policy.
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Figure 3: Overview of USB operation with an embedded Linux
mass storage device, or gadget.
depending on the host writing to them, with a data structure keeping track of the labels and access controls to data (e.g., encrypting
labeled data and only decrypting based on the host having access
to this label, as specified by device policy).

2.2

Host

HS Detection Handshake

Threat Model

Set Address (n)

We assume the adversary is capable of subverting a host operating system at any time. While we do not specifically address
physical attacks against the Kells device, such as opening the drive
enclosure to manipulate the physical storage media or modifying
the device tick-counter clock, we note that defenses against these
attacks have been implemented by device manufacturers. Notably,
portable storage devices from IronKey [1] contain significant physical tamper resistance with epoxy encasing the chips on the device, electromagnetic shielding of the cryptographic processor, and
a waterproof enclosure. SanDisk’s Cruzer Enterprise [24] contains
a secure area for encryption keys that is sealed with epoxy glue.
Tamper-resistance has also been considered for solutions such as
the IBM Zurich Trusted Information Channel [38]. Such solutions
would be an appropriate method of defense for Kells. In addition,
we assume that any reset of the hardware is detectable by the device (for example, by detecting voltages changes on the USB bus
and receiving cleared PCR values from the TPM).
Kells does not in itself provide protection for the host’s internal
storage, though an adaptation of our design can be used to provide a similar protection mechanism, as with the Firma storagerooted secure boot system [2]). Integrity-based solutions exist that
protect the host’s internal storage (hard disks), including storagebased intrusion detection [21] and rootkit-resistant disks [3]. As
is common in these systems, we declare physical attacks against
the host’s TPM outside the scope of this work. As previously discussed, the TPM is used as an implementation point within our
architecture and other solutions for providing host-based integrity
measurement may be used. As a result, we do not make any attempt to solve the many limitations of TPM usage in our solution.
Additionally, we do not consider the issue of devices attesting their
state to the host. The TCG’s Opal protocol [37] includes provisions
for trusted peripherals, addressing the issue by requiring devices
to contain TPMs. Software-based attestation mechanisms such as
SWATT [27], which does not require additional trusted hardware,
may also be used. Finally, we rely on system administrators to
provide accurate measurements of their systems, which must be
updated if there are changes (e.g., due to configuration or updates).
Without updates, Kells will not be able to provide access to the
trusted partitions of these systems.

3.

Device
Reset

ACK
GetDescriptor (Device)
Descriptors (Vendor ID, Product ID)
GetDescriptor (Interface)
Descriptors (mass storage, BBB)
Check received IDs,
set flags if trusted
ADSC (Begin Protocol)
Challenge (nonce)

Figure 4: Sample USB setup between a host and the Kells device.

essary: the interface between the host and the device, the storage
device itself, and the host’s operating system.

3.1

USB Interface

We begin by describing the basics of USB operation in order to
aid in understanding the design of Kells. This is a brief overview;
more details may be found in the appendix.
The basic USB mass storage device stack is shown in Figure 3.
At the USB layer are endpoints, the means by which USB commands are send and received. USB mass storage devices primarily
use bulk transfers, a best-effort service, to transmit information, but
every device also supports the flow of control transfers over endpoint 0. Above the USB layer is a SCSI emulation layer supporting
a limited subset of SCSI commands, such as reads and writes.
Within operating systems that support USB, such as Linux, the
number and functionality of supported devices is large and diverse.
To support devices (or gadgets) that do not conform to the USB
specificaton, Linux contains a repository for these devices and sets
flags when they to modify the host behavior, in order to correctly
operate with these devices.
USB is a master-slave protocol, meaning that all commands must
be initiated by the host. This model is conceptually at odds with a
device such as Kells, which independently enforces security policy.
Therefore, we reconsider how the device interacts with the host.
Figure 4 gives an abridged overview of the device setup process
at the USB layer. As with any USB device, high-speed detection

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

We now turn to our design of the Kells architecture, shown in
Figure 2, and describe details of its implementation. There are
three major components of the system where modifications are nec-
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and bus addressing is performed before information is requested by
the host. The host requests the device descriptor, which includes
information such as the device’s vendor and product ID, as well as
a unique serial number. When the host requests the interface descriptor, the Kells device identifies itself as a mass storage device
that operates in the typical fashion of only performing bulk transfers. The host will set flags accordingly in order to send the correct
commands to the device.
Almost every USB mass storage device performs its operations
using only bulk transfers. However, we use control transfers for
sending trusted commands to Kells. Control transfers reserve a portion of USB bus bandwidth, ensuring that information is tranferred
as quickly as possible. If a Kells device is plugged into a host
that does not support attestation operations, the host will access the
public partition as a standard mass storage device, oblivious to the
trusted protocols and storage. If the host recognizes the device as
trusted, it will send an Accept Device-Specific Command (ADSC).
The setup phase of the command allows the host to initiate the attestation protocol, while the attestation information is sent through
the data stage, and the gadget sets a response code that includes
a challenge. Further stages of the attestation protocol continue as
control transfers between the host and device, and all other read and
write operations are suspended until the protocol completes. The
attestation protocol is described in detail in Section 4.1.

3.2

should expose a public partition if the attestation check fails. Optionally, the device can also store information on users credentials
supplied directly to the device through methods such as biometrics.
Configured policy can allow or disallow the device to be plugged
into specific machines.

3.3

Modifications to Host

A host must be capable of recognizing that the Kells device is
trusted and sending information to it differs from a standard USB
mass storage transaction. Our goal was to require minimal changes
to the host for operation, but because we are working at the USB
layer, some changes are necessary to the USB driver. We define a
flag IS_TRUSTED in the Linux unusual_devs.h device repository,
letting the host know that the device accepts control transfers.
Because the host must interact with its trusted hardware and perform some logic, we designed an attestation daemon that runs in
the host’s user space. The attestation daemon both retrieves boottime attestations using the Linux Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) [23] and can act as an interface to any runtime monitoring systems on the host (see Section 4.2). It can also provide an
interface for receiving third-party updates (see Section 4.3).

4.

ATTESTATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION

A key consideration with Kells is managing metadata and credential information in a manner that maintains usability and simplicity of the device. We describe in this section details of how this
management occurs.

Designing the Storage Device

Kells requires the ability to perform policy decisions independent of the host. As a result, logic must execute on these devices,
which require a means of receiving command transfers from the
host and to use these for making the correct access decisions.
The basic architecture for the storage device is an extension to
the Linux USB gadget stack, along with a user-space daemon that
is in charge of policy decisions and accessing other important information. Within the kernel, we added new functionality that allows
the device to receive special control transfers from the host. These
are exported to user space through the sysfs interface, where they
are read as strings by the daemon tasked with marshaling this data.
When plugged in, the daemon on the device sets a timer (as USB
devices contain a crystal oscillator for driving clock signals), and
waits to determine whether the host presents the proper credentials. The device presents itself to the host as a typical mass storage
device operating in bulk-only mode, differentiating itself with the
vendor ID. We use the vendor ID b000 which has not been currently allocated by the USB Forum as of June 2010.2
If an ADSC command containing authenticating information from
the host is not received within this time period, operation on the device defaults to public operation. If the device is configured such
that the policy does not allow any partitions to be mounted, the
device will not present any further information to the host. If the
protocol fails, the failure is logged in the storage device’s audit log,
which is unexposed to the host. Depending on the defined policy,
either the public partition will be exposed or no partitions on the
device will be mounted at all. If the protocol is successful and the
host attests its state to the device, the daemon presents the trusted
partition to be mounted, by performing an insmod() command
to link the correct backing store with the gadget driver.
Within the Kells device is a policy store, which contains information on every known host, its measurement database to compare
attestations against, and policy details, such as whether the host
is authenticated as an administrative console and whether the host

4.1

Attesting Host Integrity

In order for a host connecting to the Kells device to be trustworthy, it must be installed and maintained in a manner that protects
its integrity. A way of ensuring this is through the provisioning of
a secure kernel and supporting operating system, from which measurements of system integrity can be made and transferred to the
Kells device. The maintainer of the host system is thus required
to re-measure the system when it is installed or when measurable
components are updated. Solutions for ensuring a trusted base installation include the use of a root of trust installer (ROTI) [33],
which establishes a system whose integrity can be traced back to
the installation media.
The system performing the installation must contain trusted hardware such as a TPM. Every TPM contains an endorsement key
(EK), a 2048-bit RSA public/private key pair created when the chip
is manufactured. This provides us with a basis for establishing the
TPM’s unique identity, essential to verifying the installation. The
stages of this initial installation are as follows:
1. The installation media is loaded into the installer system,
which contains a TPM. This system needs to be trusted, i.e.,
the hardware and system BIOS cannot be subverted at this
time.3 As described below, the system’s core root of trust for
measurement (CRTM), containing the boot block code for
the BIOS, provides a self-measurement attesting this state.
2. A measurement of each stage of the boot process is taken.
Files critical to the boot process are hashed, and the list of
hashes kept in a file that is sealed (i.e., encrypted) by the
TPM of the installing system. This process links the installing TPM with the installed code and the filesystem. A
Kells device in measurement mode can record the measurements from the system, or this can be performed in another

2
Because this is a proof of concept design and implementation, we
have not registered a vendor ID with the USB Forum yet; however,
based on our results, we may consider doing so.

3
This restriction is not necessary after installation, as malicious
changes to the system state will be measured by the CRTM.
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manner and transferred to the device at a later time, through
placement of the list of hashes in a secure repository.

boot-time attestation process, such that no remote TPMs can answer in place of the host. However, if the host can access an oracle
that presents TPM-like answers, a means to uniquely identify the
host is necessary. We are actively investigating these methods.

We first identify the host’s TPM. While the EK is unique to the
TPM, there are privacy concerns with exposing it. Instead, an attestation identity key (AIK) public/private key pair is generated as
an alias for the EK, and strictly used for signatures. However, the
AIK is stored in volatile memory. Therefore, both the public and
private AIKs must be stored. The TPM provides the storage root
key (SRK) pair for encrypting keys stored outside the TPM. Thus,
the SRK encrypts the private AIK before it is sent to the device.
Formally, the set of operations occurs as follows. Given a host’s
TPM H and a device D, the following protocol flow describes the
initial pairing of the host to the device and the initial boot:

4.2

Managing Runtime Integrity Attestations

1: (att, t) ← read.RAM.att
2: if |req.time − t| < ∆t ∧ GoodAtt(att) then
3: Perform the write req as usual.
4: else
5: if W riteBuf f er.notF ull() then
6:
Buffer the request for later write back once a fresh attestation
is received.

7: else
8:
Stall until there is space in the write buffer.
9: end if
10: end if

Pairing
(1) H : generate AIK = (AIK + , AIK − )
(2) H → D : AIK + , {AIK − }SRK −
Measurement

Figure 5: Write(req) algorithm.

(3) D → H : {AIK − }SRK −
(4) D : n = Generate nonce

1: (att, t) ← read.RAM.att
2: if GoodAtt(att) then
3: for Requests buffered before t do
4:
Perform the write req as usual.
5: end for
6: end if

(5) D → H : Challenge(n)
(6) H → D : Attestation = Quote + M L
(7) D : V alidate(Quote, M L)AIK +
Steps 1 and 2 occur when the host has been initially configured or
directly after an upgrade operation, to either the hardware or to files
that are measured by the IMA process. Subsequent attestations use
this list of measurements, which may also be disseminated back
to the administrator and stored with the AIK information so as to
allow for remote updates, discussed further in Section 4.3.
The following states are measured in order: (a) the core root of
trust for measurement (CRTM), (b) the system BIOS, (c) the bootloader (e.g., GRUB) and its configuration, and (d) the OS. Measurements are made by with the TPM’s extend operation, which
hashes code and/or data, concatenates the result with the previous
operation, and stores the result in the TPM’s Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs). The quote operation takes the challenger’s
nonce n and returns a signature of the form Sign(P CR, N )AIK − ,
when the PCRs and n are signed by the private AIK. The measurement list (M L), which contains a log of all measurements sent to
the TPM, is also included.
The above protocol describes a static root of trust for measurement, or SRTM. There are some disadvantages to this approach,
since the BIOS must be measured and any changes in hardware
require a new measurement; additionally, it may be susceptible to
the TPM reset attack proposed by Kauer [13]. Another approach is
to use a dynamic root of trust for measurement (DRTM), which allows for a late launch, or initialization from a secure loader after the
BIOS has loaded, so that it does not become part of the measurement. SRTM may be vulnerable to code modification if DRTM is
supported on the same device [6]. DRTM may also be potentially
vulnerable to attack; the Intel TXT extensions supporting DRTM
may be susceptible to System Management Mode on the processor
being compromised before late launch is executed, such that it becomes part of the trusted boot and is not again measured [39]. For
this reason, it is an administrative decision as to which measurement mode the system administrator should use for their system,
but we can support either approach with Kells.
Note that we are directly connecting with the host through the
physical USB interface. The cuckoo attack described by Parno [20]
may be mitigated by turning off network connectivity during the

Figure 6: Commit() algorithm.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

(att, t) ← read.RAM.att
if |req.time − t| < ∆t ∧ GoodAtt(att) then
Perform the read req as usual.
else
Stall until a fresh attestation is received.
end if

Figure 7: Read(req) algorithm.
To perform authentication of the host, the Kells device must
compare received attestations with a known set of good values. A
portion of non-volatile memory is used for recording this information, which includes a unique identity for the host (e.g., the public
AIK) the host’s measurement list, and policy-specific information,
(e.g., should the host allow administrative access).
We provide a framework for supporting runtime integrity monitoring, but we do not impose constraints on what system is to be
used. The runtime monitor can provide information to the storage
device as to the state of the system, with responses that represent
good and bad system states listed as part of the host policy. Our
design considers attestations from a runtime monitor to be delivered in a consistent, periodic manner; one may think of them as
representing a security heartbeat. The period of the heartbeat is
fixed by the device and transmitted to the host as part of the device
enumeration process, when other parameters are configured.
Because the device cannot initiate queries to the host, it is incumbent on the host to issue a new attestation before the validity period
expires for the existing one. The Kells device can issue a warning
to the host a short time period λ before the attestation period ∆t
expires, in case the host neglects to send the new attestation.
Algorithms 5 and 6 describe the write behavior on the device.
We have implemented a buffer for writes that we term a quarantine
buffer, to preserve the integrity of data on the Kells device. Writes
are not directly written to the device’s storage but are stored in the
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5.1

buffer until an attestation arrives from the host to demonstrate that
the host is in a good state. Once a successful attestation arrives,
the buffer is cleared, but if a failed attestation arrives and access to
the trusted partition is revoked, any information in the write buffer
at that time will be discarded. In a similar manner, Algorithm 7
describes the semantics of the read operation. Reads occur as normal unless an attestation has not been received within time ∆t . If
this occurs, then further read requests will be prevented until a new
successful attestation has been received.
To prevent replay, the host must first explicitly notify Kells that
the attestation process is beginning in order to receive a nonce,
which is used to attest to the freshness of the resulting runtime attestation (i.e., as a MAC tied to the received message).

4.3

The logic of secure systems (LS 2 ) provides a means for reasoning about the security properties of programs. This reasoning
allows the current state of a system to be used to assert properties
regarding how it got to that state. In the original work, this was
used to show that given an integrity measurement from a remote
host, the history of programs loaded and executed can be verified.
In the case of Kells, we use such a measurement to make assertions
about the reads and writes between the host system and Kells storage device, namely, that (SEC) and (INT) hold for all reads and
writes. LS 2 consists of two parts: a programming language used
to model real systems, and the logic used to prove properties about
the behavior of programs written in the language. This section begins with a description of the language used by LS 2 , followed by
a description of the logic and proof system.
LS 2 uses a simple programming language, hereafter referred to
as “the language,” to encode real programs. Any property provable
using LS 2 holds for all execution traces of all programs written in
the language. Our aim is to encode Kells operation in the language
and formally state and prove its security properties using LS 2 . The
main limitation of the language (and what makes it feasible to use
for the verification of security properties) is the lack of support for
control logic such as if-then-else statements and loops. Expressions
in the language resolve to one of a number of data types including
numbers, variables, and cryptographic keys and signatures. For
Kells operation, we use numeric values as timestamps (t) and data
(n), and pairs of these to represent data structures for attestations
and block requests. The expressions used for encoding values in
Kells is shown in Table 1.
The language encapsulates operations into actions, single instructions for modeling system-call level behavior. Program traces
are sequences of actions. There are actions for communication between threads using both shared memory and message passing. In
the case of shared memory, read l and write l, e signify the
reading and writing of an expression e to a memory location l. As
Kells adds security checks into these two operations, we introduce
language extensions sread req, att and swrite req, att, which
are covered in the following section. Finally, the actions send req
and receive are used to model communication with the host (H)
by the Kells device (D).
Moving from the language to the logic proper, LS 2 uses a set
of logical predicates as a basis for reasoning about programs in
the language. There are two kinds of predicates in LS 2 , action
predicates and general predicates. Action predicates are true if the
specified action is found in a program trace. Furthermore, they
may be defined at a specific time in a program’s execution, e.g.
Send(D, req) @ t holds if the thread D send the results of the request req to the host at time t. See the predicates in Table 1. General predicates are defined for different system states either at an
instant of time or over a period. One example of such a predicate
is GoodState(H, (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig)), which we defined to
show that the host system is in a good state with respect to a particular block request. The exact definition of GoodState is given in
the following section.

Remote Administration

An additional program running on the host (and measured by
the Kells device) allows for the device to remotely update its list
of measured hosts. This program starts an SSL session between
the running host and a remote server in order to receive new policy
information, such as updated measurements and potential host revocations. The content is encrypted by the device’s public key, the
keypair of which is generated when the device is initialized by the
administrator, and signed by the remote server’s private key.
Recent solutions have shown that in addition to securing the
transport, the integrity state of the remote server delivering the content can be attested [19]. It is thus possible for the device to request
the attestation proof from the remote administrator prior to applying the received policy updates.
In order for the device to receive these updates, the device exposes a special administrative partition if an update is available,
signaled to do so by the attestation daemon. The user can then
move the downloaded update file into the partition, and the device
will read and parse the file, appending or replacing records within
the policy store as appropriate. Such operations include the addition of new hosts or revocation of existing ones, and updates of
metadata such as measurement lists that have changed on account
of host upgrades. This partition contains only one other file: the audit failure log is encrypted with the remote server’s public key and
signed by the device, and the user can then use the updater program
to send this file to the remote server. The server processes these results, which can be used to determine whether deployed hosts have
been compromised.

5.

Logic of Secure Systems

REASONING ABOUT ATTESTATIONS

We now prove that the Kells design achieves its goal of protecting data from untrusted hosts. This is done using the logic of secure
systems (LS 2 ) as described by Datta et al. in [6]. Using LS 2 , we
describe two properties, (SEC) and (INT), and prove that they are
maintained by Kells. These two properties assert that the confidentiality and integrity of data on the Kells device are protected in
the face of an untrusted host. To prove that Kells enforces the two
properties, we first encode the Kells read and write operations from
section 4.2 into the special programming language used by LS 2 .
These encodings are then mapped into LS 2 and shown to maintain
both properties. Both properties are stated informally as follows.

5.2

1. (SEC) Any read request completed by Kells was made while
the host was in a known good state. This means that an attestation was received within a time window of ∆t from the
request or after the request without a host reboot.

Verification of Kells Security Properties

We verify that Kells operations maintain the (SEC) and (INT) properties in several steps. First, we rewrite the algorithms described in
section 4.2 using the above described language. This includes a
description about assumptions concerning the characteristics of the
underlying hardware and an extension of the language to support
the write queueing mechanism, along with the operational semantics of these expressions as shown in Figure 8. We then formally

2. (INT) Any write request completed by Kells was made while
the host was in a known good state with the same respect to
∆t as read.
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Table 1: The subset of LS 2 and extensions used to evaluate the Kells security properties.
Expressions
Use in Validation
An attestation consisting of wall clock arrival time tatt , and a signature, sig.
A block request consisting of a stored program counter t, a wall clock time treq , a disk location l and a value n.

Expression
att = (tatt , sig)
req = (t, treq , (l, n))

Language Features (∗ indicates an extension)
Use in Validation
Send the result of request req from Kells to the host.
Receive a value from the host.
Project the first expression in the pair resulting from e. proj2 e projects the second expression.
Enqueue the request req in the Kells request queue.
Peek at the item at the head of the Kells device’s write request queue. If the queue is empty, halt the current thread
immediately.
Dequeue a block request from the Kells request buffer.
Perform a secure (attested) read.
Perform a secure (attested) write.

Feature
send req
receive
proj1 e
∗ enqueue req
∗ peek
∗ dequeue
∗ sread req, att
∗ swrite req, att

Predicate
Send(D, req) @ t
Recv(D, req) @ t
Reset(H) @ t
∗ Peek(D) @ t
∗ SRead(req, att)
∗ SWrite(req, att)
∗ Fresh(t, t
req , tatt )
∗ GoodState(H, req, att)

Configuration
σ
∗ (h, t)
∗ρ

(enqueue)
(dequeue)
(peek)
(sread)
(swrite)

Predicates (∗ indicates an extension)
Use in Validation
The Kells disk controller (D) sent the result of request req to the host at time t.
The Kells disk controller (D) received the request req from the host at time t.
Some thread on the host machine (H) restarted the system at time t.
The Kells disk controller (D) peeked at the tail of the request queue at time t.
sread was executed in the program trace.
swrite was executed in the program trace.
The attestation received at time tatt was received recently enough to be considered fresh w.r.t. a request that
arrived at treq .
The host (H) attested a good state w.r.t. the request req. Meaning that the host was in a good state when the
request was received.
Configuration (∗ indicates an extension)
Use in Validation
The store map of [location 7→ expression]. This is used in the semantics of read and write as well as the
write request queue.
The Kells requests queue, implemented as a pair of pointers to the memory store σ.
The program counter. This counter is initialized to t0 at reboot time and increments once for each executed action
in the trace.

ρ, (h, t), σ[t 7→ _], [x:= enqueue e; P ]I −→ ρ + 1, (h, t + 1), σ[t 7→ (e, ρ)], [P (0/x)]I
ρ, (h, t), σ[h 7→ e], [x:= dequeue; P ]I −→ ρ + 1, (h + 1, t), σ[h 7→ e], [P (0/x)]I
ρ, (h, t), σ[t 7→ e], [x:= peek; P ]I −→ ρ + 1, (h, t), σ, [P (e/x)]I
ρ, σ[l 7→ e], [x:= sread (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig)]I −→ ρ + 1, σ[l 7→ e], [P (e/x)]I
if GoodState(H, (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig))
ρ, σ[l 7→ _], [x:= swrite (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig)]I −→ ρ + 1, σ[l 7→ e], [P (0/x)]I
if GoodState(H, (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig))

(sreadD)

ρ, σ[l 7→ e], [x:= sread (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig)]I −→ ρ + 1, σ[l 7→ e], [P (0/x)]I

(swriteD)

ρ, σ[l 7→ _], [x:= swrite (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig)]I −→ ρ + 1, σ[l 7→ _], [P (0/x)]I

otherwise
otherwise
Figure 8: The operational semantics of the language extensions used to encode Kells operations. The program counter ρ applies to all actions
in the language.

state the two properties and show that they hold for the encoded
versions of Kells operations.

5.2.1

alleviate the need for loops, we assume that the Kells device has a
hardware timer that can repeatedly call the program that performs
commits from the write request queue (KCommit in Figure 10).
We extend the language with three instructions for working with
the Kells write request queue: enqueue, dequeue and peek.
The first two operations are straightforward and are assumed to be
synchronized with any other executing threads. The peek operation prevents a dequeued request from being lost by KCommit if a

Encoding Kells Operation

The encoding of the read operation is shown in Figure 9 and the
write operation in Figure 10. The primary challenge in encoding
Kells operations using the language was the lack of support for
conditional statements and loops. Note that their addition would
also require an extension of the logic to handle these structures. To
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KRead: 1.
2.
3.
4.

(SEC) ` ∀ (treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig), t s.t.

att = read D.RAM.att-loc
(t, req) = receive
n’ = sread req,att
send n’

(treq , (l, n)) = Recv(D) @ t
∧ (tatt , sig) = Recv(D)
∧ e = SRead(D, (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig))

Figure 9: The encoding of the Kells read operation.
KWrite:

⊃ GoodState (H, (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig))

Figure 11: Definition of Kells secrecy property.

1. (t, req-pair) = receive
2. enqueue (t, req-pair)

(INT) ` ∀ (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig) s.t.
KCommit: 1.
2.
3.
4.

att = read D.RAM.att-loc
(t, req) = peek
swrite req,att
dequeue

(t, treq , (l, n)) = Peek(D)
∧ (tatt , sig) = Recv(D)
∧ SWrite(D, (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig))
⊃ GoodState (H, (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig))

Figure 10: The encoding of the Kells write operation.

Figure 12: Definition of Kells integrity property.
occur between the receipt of the request and the check of the next
attestation.
Theorem 1. KRead maintains the (SEC) security property.
Proof.
Assume that the following holds for an arbitrary program trace.

fresh attestation has not arrived after the request has been dequeued.
If the queue is empty, peek halts the current thread.
To capture Kells mediation, we add the checks for attestation
freshness and verification into the semantics of the read and write
actions by introducing the sread and swrite actions. The semantics of these two actions are shown in Figure 8. Both of these
operations take a block I/O request and an attestation as arguments.
A block request (t, treq , (l, n)) from the host consists of the program counter at arrival time t, an absolute arrival time treq and a
sector offset and data pair.
The encoded version of the Kells read program (KRead) is shown
in Figure 9. We assume the existence of a running thread that is responsible for requesting new attestations from the host at a rate of
∆t and placing the most recent attestation at D.RAM.att-loc.
Lines 1. and 2. receive the attestation and request from the host
respectively. Line 3. invokes the secure read operation which runs
to completion returning either the desired disk blocks (sread) or an
error (sreadD). Line 4. sends the resulting value to the host.
The encoded version of the Kells write program (KWrite) is
shown in Figure 10. KWrite simply receives the request from the
host in line 1. and places it in the request queue at line 2. t contains
the value of ρ at the time the request was received. The majority
of the write operation is encoded in KCommit, which retrieves an
enqueued request, arrival time and the most recent attestation, and
performs an swrite. Recall that KCommit runs once in a thread
invoked by a timer since a timed loop is not possible in LS 2 .

5.2.2

∃ (treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig), t, e s.t.
(treq , (l, n)) = Recv(D) @ t
∧ (tatt , sig) = Recv(D)
∧ e = SRead((t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig))
We know that t is the value of ρ at the time the request was received
because we assumed Recv occurred in the trace at time t. By definition of SRead, we have Fresh(t, treq , tatt ), Verify((tatt , sig),
AIK(H)), and Match(v, criteria) all hold. Thus, GoodState
holds, and (SEC) is provable using LS 2 with extensions. Because
KRead is implemented in the language with extensions, (SEC) holds
over KRead by the soundness property of LS 2 .
Theorem 2. KCommit maintains the (INT) security property.
Proof.
Assume that the following holds for an arbitrary program trace.
∃ (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig) s.t
(t, treq , (l, n)) = Peek(D)
∧ (tatt , sig) = Recv(D)
∧ SWrite((t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig))

Proof of Security Properties

We know that t is the value of ρ at the time the request was received,
by (enqueue). By definition of SWrite, we have that Fresh(t, treq , tatt ),
Verify((tatt , sig), AIK(H)), and Match(v, criteria) all hold. Thus,
GoodState, holds, giving that (INT) is provable using LS 2 with
extensions. Because KCommit is implemented in the language
with extensions, (INT) holds over KCommit by the soundness
property of LS 2 .

The (SEC) and (INT) properties may be stated formally as shown
in Figures 11 and 12. Both properties ultimately make an assertion
about the state of a host at the time it is performing I/O using the
Kells device. GoodState, defined in Figure 13, requires that an attestation (1) is fresh with respect to a given block I/O request and
(2) represents a trusted state of the host system. In the following
two definitions, ∆t represents the length of time during which an
attestation is considered fresh past its reception. Thus, GoodState
can be seen as verifying the state of the host w.r.t. a given I/O
request, independent of the state at any previous requests.
We use the predicate Fresh(t, treq , tatt ) to state that an attestation is fresh w.r.t. a given request. The attestation is received at
wall clock time tatt and the request at time treq . Attestations are
received at the tth clock tick, as obtained using the program counter
ρ. As described above, Kells will check if a previous attestation is
still within the freshness parameter ∆t before stalling the read or
queueing the write. This is the first case in the definition of Fresh
in Figure 14. If a request is stalled, the next attestation received is
verified before satisfying the request. In this case, a Reset must not

6.

EVALUATION

We performed a series of experiments aimed at characterizing
the performance of Kells in realistic environments. All experiments
were performed on a Dell Latitude E6400 laptop running Ubuntu
8.04 with the Linux 2.6.28.15 kernel. The laptop TPM performs
a single quote in 880 msec. The Kells device was implemented
using a DevKit 8000 development board that is largely a clone of
the popular BeagleBoard.4 The board contains a Texas Instruments
4
Due to extreme supply shortages, we were unable to procure a
BeagleBoard or our preferred platform, a small form-factor Gum-
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Configuration (∆t )
No verification
1 second verification
2 second verification
5 second verification
10 second verification

Run
(secs)
36.1376
36.5768
36.6149
36.3143
36.2113

Read
Throughput
(MB/sec)
14.196
14.025
14.011
14.127
14.167

Overhead
N/A
1.22%
1.32%
0.49%
0.20%

Run
(secs)
35.4375
36.4218
35.9895
35.7969
35.7353

Write
Throughput
(MB/sec)
5.6437
5.4912
5.5572
5.5871
5.5967

Overhead
N/A
2.78%
1.56%
1.01%
0.84%

Table 2: Kells performance characteristics – average throughput over bulk read and write operations
GoodState(H, (t, treq , (l, n)), (tatt , sig)) =
Fresh(t, treq , tatt )
∧ v = Verify((tatt , sig), AIK(H))
∧ Match(v, criteria)

operations were largely unaffected by the presence of host validation, leading to a little less than 3% overhead at ∆t = 1 second
and just under 1% at 10 seconds.
Note that the throughputs observed in these experiments are substantially lower than USB 2.0 devices commonly provide. USB
2.0 advertises maximal throughput of 480Mbps, with recent flash
drives advertising as much as 30MB/sec. All tests are performed on
our proof of concept implementation on the experimental apparatus
described above, and are primarily meant to show that delays are
acceptable. Where needed, a production version of the device and
a further optimized driver may greatly reduce the observed overheads. Given the limited throughput reduction observed in the test
environment, we reasonably expect that the overheads would be
negligible in production systems.

Figure 13: Definition of Goodstate property.
Fresh (t, treq , tatt ) =
(tatt < treq ∧ treq − tatt < ∆t )
∨ (treq < tatt ∧ ¬Reset(H) on [t, ρ])
Figure 14: Definition of Fresh property.
OMAP3530 processor, which contains a 600 MHz ARM CortexA8 core, along with 128 MB of RAM and 128 MB of NAND flash
memory. An SD card interface provides storage and, most importantly for us, the board supports a USB 2.0 On-the-Go interface
attached to a controller allowing device-mode operation. The device runs an embedded Linux Angstrom distribution with a modified 2.6.28 kernel. Note that an optimized board could be capable
of receiving its power from the bus alone. The TI OMAP-3 processor’s maximum power draw is approximately 750 mW, while a
USB 2.0 interface is capable of supplying up to 500 mA at 5 V, or
2.5 W. The recently introduced USB 3.0 protocol will be even more
capable, as it is able to supply up to 900 mA of current at 5 V.
Depicted in Table 2, our first set of experiments sought to determine the overhead of read operations. Each test read a single 517
MB file, the size of a large video, from the Kells device. We varied
the security parameter ∆t (the periodicity of the host integrity revalidation) over subsequent experiments, and created a baseline by
performing the read test with a unmodified DevKit 8000 USB device and Linux kernel. All statistics are calculated from an average
of 5 runs of each test.
As illustrated in the table, the read operation performance is
largely unaffected by the validation process. This is because the
host preemptively creates validation quotes and delivers them to
the device at or about the time a new one is needed (just prior to a
previous attestation becoming stale). Thus, the validation process
is mostly hidden by normal read operations. Performance, however, does degrade slightly as the validation process occurs more
frequently. At about the smallest security parameter supportable
by the TPM hardware (∆t = 1 second), throughput is reduced by
only 1.2%, and as little as 0.2% at 10 seconds. This overhead is
due largely to overheads associated with receiving and validating
the integrity proofs (which can be as large as 100KB).
Also depicted in Table 2, the second set of tests sought to characterize write operations. We performed the same tests as in the read
experiments, with the exception that we wrote a 200MB file. Write
operations are substantially slower on flash devices because of the
underlying memory materials and structure. Here again, the write

7.

RELATED WORK

The need to access storage from portable devices and the security problems that consequently arise is a topic that has been well
noted. SoulPad [4] demonstrated that the increasing capacity of
portable storage devices allows them to carry full computing stacks
that required only a platform to execute on. DeviceSniffer [35]
further considered a portable USB device that allowed a kiosk to
boot, where the software on the drive provides a root of trust for
the system. As additional programs are loaded on the host, they
are dynamically verified by the device through comparison with an
on-board measurement list. This architecture did not make use of
trusted hardware and is thus susceptible to attacks at the BIOS and
hardware levels. The iTurtle [17] was a proposal to use a portable
device to attest the state of a system through a USB interface. The
proposal made the case that load-time attestations of the platform
was the best approach for verification. This work was exploratory
and postulated questions rather than providing concrete solutions.
Garriss et al. further explored these concepts to use a mobile
device to ensure the security of the underlying platform, using it
as a kiosk on which to run virtual machines [10] and providing a
framework for trusted boot. This work makes different assumptions
about how portable devices provide a computing environment; in
the proposed model, a mobile phone is used as authenticator, relying on a barcode attached to the platform transmitted wirelessly to
the device. Because the verifier is not a storage device, the virtual
machine to be run is encrypted in the cloud.
Others have considered trusted intermediaries that establish a
root of trust external to the system, starting with Honeywell’s Project
Guardian and the Scomp system, which provided a secure front-end
processor for Multics [8]. SIDEARM was a hardware processor
that ran on the LOCK kernel, establishing a separate security enforcement point from the rest of the system [31]. The first attempt
to directly interpose a security processor within a system was the
Security Pipeline Interface [12], while other initiatives such as the
Dyad processor [40] and the IBM 4758 coprocessor [7] provided
a secure boot. Secure boot was also considered by Arbaugh et al.,
whose AEGIS system allows for system startup in the face of in-

stix Overo device. Future work will consider how these devices
may change our performance characteristics.
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tegrity failure. Numerous proposals have considered how to attest
system state. SWATT [27] attests an embedded device by verifying
its memory through pseudorandom traversal and checksum computation. This requiers verifier to fully know the memory contents.
Recent work has shown that SWATT may be susceptible to returnoriented rootkits [5] but this work itself is subject to assumptions
about SWATT that may not be valid. Similarly, Pioneer [26] enables software-based attestation through verifiable code execution
by a verification function, reliant on knowledge of the verified platform’s exact hardware configuration. A study of Pioneer showed
that because it is based on noticing increases in computation time
in the event of code modification, a very long execution time is
required in order to find malicious computation as CPU speeds increase [9]. Software genuinity [14] proposed relying on the selfchecksumming of code to determine whether it was running on a
physical platform or inside a simulator; however, Shankar et al.
showed problems with the approach [29].
Augmenting storage systems to provide security has been a topic
of sustained interest over the past decade. Initially, this involved
network-attached secure disks (NASD) [11], an infrastructure where
metadata servers issue capabilities to disks augmented with processors. These capabilities are the basis for access control, requiring
trust in servers external to the disk. Further research in this vein
included self-securing storage [34], which, along with the NASD
work, considered object-based storage rather than the block-based
approach that we use. Pennington et al. [21] considered the diskbased intrusion detection, requiring semantically-aware disks [30]
for deployment at the disk level.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented Kells, a portable storage device that
validates host integrity prior to allowing read or write access to its
contents. Access to trusted partitions is predicated on the host providing ongoing attestations as to its good integrity state. Our prototype demonstrates that overhead of operation is minimal, with a reduction in throughput of 1.2% for reads and 2.8% for writes given a
one-second periodic runtime attestation. Future work will include a
detailed treatment of how policy may be enforced in an automated
way between trusted and untrusted storage partitions, and further
interactions with the OS in order to support and preserve properties
such as data provenance and control of information flow.
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ABSTRACT

harder, problem in a scenario where the attacker is not only able to
observe the communication between the parties, but can also fully
compromise these parties at some time after the confidential data
has been exchanged. If a protocol preserves confidentiality under
such attacks, we say that it provides forward secrecy under full
compromise. This is a stronger notion than forward secrecy [18],
which guarantees confidentiality when participants’ long-term secrets (but not their devices or passwords) are compromised. For
example, a subpoena is issued and the communication parties must
relinquish their devices and secrets after (e. g., e-mail) communication took place. In this scenario, the parties would like to guarantee
that the authorities cannot access the exchanged information, even
when given full access to devices, backups, user passwords, and
keys, including all session keys stored on the devices.
Assuming public communication channels, any solution to the
above problem must ensure that the communication is encrypted to
prevent eavesdropping. The challenge in solving this problem is the
appropriate management and deletion of the keys used to encrypt
the data. Several solutions to this problem have been proposed.
First, the Ephemerizer system [28] stores the encryption keys on a
physically separate, trusted server accessible by all communicating
parties. A drawback of this approach is that trust is placed in one
entity, whose compromise would be disastrous for all parties using
its services (e. g., companies and individuals). To address this concern, [21] proposes using Distributed Hash Table (DHT) networks
for key storage and deletion, thereby removing trust from a central entity. This system, however, only provides probabilistic key
deletion without guarantees on the deletion times of stored keys.
Furthermore, researchers have shown how to attack this prototype
implementation using Sybil attacks on DHTs, which enabled the attackers to reconstruct keys [36]. This attack highlights the problem
of delegating key deletion to arbitrarily selected, untrusted nodes.
In this work, we formalize the problem of forward secrecy under
full compromise and explore new solutions that provide confidentially after the compromise of devices and user passwords. Our solutions rely on the existence of trusted, reliable porter devices that
manage encryption keys. We do not require that the principals trust
one central server but enable the receivers to select their own key
storage devices (based on their trust). We thus enable users to control their own privacy. Although it might seem that – given trusted
porter devices – solutions to this problem would be simple, they
turn out to be surprisingly complex. This complexity stems from
(i) the need to ensure that the protocols do not allow key reconstruc-

We address the problem of confidentiality in scenarios where the
attacker is not only able to observe the communication between
principals, but can also fully compromise the communicating parties (their devices, not only their long term secrets) after the confidential data has been exchanged. We formalize this problem and
explore solutions that provide confidentiality after the full compromise of devices and user passwords. We propose two new solutions
that use explicit key deletion and forward-secret protocols combined with key storage on porter devices. Our solutions provide the
users with control over their privacy. We analyze the proposed solutions using an automatic verification tool. We also implement a
prototype using a mobile phone as a porter device to illustrate how
the solution can be realized on modern platforms.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Computer-Communication
Networks; K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Security and Protection—Unauthorized access

General Terms
Design, Security

Keywords
Security Protocol, System Security, Full Compromise

1.

INTRODUCTION

Confidential communication is a basic security requirement for
modern communication systems. Solutions to this problem prevent an attacker that observes the communication between two parties from accessing the exchanged data. We address a related, but
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sender S

data lifetime
tS : sender sends data

receiver R

te : expiration time
t

tR : receiver gets data

te + ∆max

data access period
for authorized parties
Threat model:

Dolev-Yao (network) attacker

data access impossible for all parties
Full compromise attacker

Figure 1: Timeline for time-limited data. Data can be accessed until its expiration time te + ∆max , where te relates to the sender’s clock
and ∆max is the maximal clock difference of the receiver with respect to the sender. After time te + ∆max , data must be inaccessible to all
parties, even under full system compromise.
tion under full compromise and (ii) the need to provide guarantees
on the key deletion. Abstractly, our solutions use forward-secret
subprotocols, session keys with different lifetimes, and timed, explicit key deletion as building blocks to achieve forward secrecy
under full compromise. This prevents data access by all parties,
including attackers, after a well-defined time. The requirement of
guaranteed deletion motivates our use of porter devices: they enable timely key deletion even if the communication devices (e. g.,
PCs, laptops) cannot be guaranteed to be active.
Our main contributions are as follows. First, we formalize the
concept of forward secrecy under full compromise. Second, we
present two practical solutions to achieve it. Third, we formally
analyze the presented solutions using an automatic verification tool
[15]. Finally, we analyze their practical feasibility with a prototype
implementation, using a mobile phone as porter device. We thus
illustrate how the solution can be realized on modern platforms and
how practical considerations can be handled.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we specify the system requirements and our system and attacker
models. In Section 3, we motivate our solution. We present our
solution and formally analyze its properties in Section 4. In Section 5, we examine possible realizations and describe our prototype
implementation. We discuss related work in Section 6 and draw
conclusions in Section 7.

2.

SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

2.1

Requirement Specification

(a) During the data lifetime, only authorized access shall
be granted.
(b) After the data lifetime, no data access is possible for
any party. This includes the sender, the receiver, and
any compromised party.
We also define a functional requirement:
R2 Data availability: Given the successful communication between the sender and an authorized receiver (i. e., messages
reach the intended recipient), the receiver can access the data
during its lifetime.

2.2

System model

We consider the setting where a sender wants to transfer timelimited data to one or more receivers (the authorized recipients).
The transfer may use any communication medium and include different applications, e. g., email exchange or server upload and download. A special case is the local storage of time-limited data as a
form of self-communication involving only the sender. We make
the following four assumptions:
Trusted communication partners. Communication partners,
also called principals, follow the protocol. In particular, their devices timely and safely delete1 data and they do not reveal timelimited data or keys in ways not specified by the protocol. Principals may shut down their communication devices and resume communication later, i. e., their devices need not be online at all times.
Authenticated communication. The sender and the receiver
can communicate authentically. This may be achieved using preshared secret keys or authentic, pre-distributed (long-term) public
keys. Pre-shared secrets are used to generate and verify message
authentication codes (MACs) whereas long-term public keys are
used for signature verification.
Trusted storage device. There exists a reliable device with an
independent clock used for data (key) storage. Typical instances of
such devices are built-in Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs), Hardware Security Modules (HSMs), or any external device, such as
mobile phones, PDAs, or (e-banking) smartcards with readers (see
also Section 5). Throughout this paper, we call this device a porter
and denote it P . In our solution, the porter must be trusted in three
ways: (i) P supports authentic communication, e. g., using authentic public keys or a physically secure channel, (ii) P supports the
confidential storage and retrieval of data (in our protocols by the receiver), and (iii) P is regularly active and can provide autonomous,
permanent erasure of stored data at specified times (or its inaccessibility after specified times). In general, the simpler the porter

Our goal is to design a system that provides data access only
during a defined time period and afterward prevents access for all
parties. We first introduce some key notions, which are illustrated
in Figure 1.
Definition 1. The sender specifies data as time-limited by assigning a time after which the data must be inaccessible to the
sender, the receiver, and any other party. We denote this time by
te , also called the expiration time.
We note that te is relative to the sender’s local clock.
Definition 2. During the lifetime of time-limited data, authorized access is granted only to parties that the sender selects as
authorized to access the data.
Our system shall meet the following security requirement:
R1 Time-dependent access control: The time-limited data is
inaccessible outside of the lifetime period specified by the
sender.

1
We assume that the principals use secure deletion [24,33] preventing data restoration.
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device, the less complex its key deletion operation will be. At the
same time, simple porter devices are, in general, more controllable
and less error-prone than complex, general-purpose devices. We
thus envision TPMs or dedicated smartcards as porters for corporate use and mobile phones or PDAs for (less critical) private use.
Loose time synchronization. The sender S, the receiver R, and
the porter P are loosely time-synchronized. The local clock differences between the sender and the other principals at the data
expiration time do not exceed ∆max : when S’s clock hits te , R’s
and P ’s clocks are between te − ∆max and te + ∆max . The principals’ devices are not required to remain synchronized within ∆max
throughout the lifetime of the data but just at the expiration time.
Time-limited data should be accessible at least until te −∆max and
be inaccessible after te + ∆max .

2.3

SOLUTION SPACE

In this section, we explore the space of possible systems that
meet the requirements given in Section 2. We also introduce and
categorize related work and motivate our solution.
Data transmitted over an open network cannot, in general, be explicitly deleted since the sender does not have access to (and may
not even be aware of) all existing copies. Hence the sender must
encrypt data before transmission to protect its confidentiality. Since
an attacker (as defined in Section 2.3) may have full access to all devices after the data expiration time, data must also never be stored
in plaintext on any device where it could possibly still reside after
the time te + ∆max . As principals can communicate authentically,
they can use public-key cryptography to establish secret (session)
keys over open networks and use the resulting keys to secure subsequent communication. The solution space therefore amounts to
different ways of creating, managing, and deleting decryption keys.
Intuitive Approaches. We first look at two approaches for key
management and deletion that appear intuitive but are inappropriate
as solutions.
(1) The sender and receiver delete the established key immediately after the encryption and decryption phases, respectively.
This approach does not fulfill requirement R1.b (Section 2) if the
encrypted data sent by the sender S arrives at receiver R after te +
∆max or if it never arrives at R (e. g., due to message blocking or
delay attacks, transmission failures, or R being offline / inactive).
In this case, the pre-agreed key K remains stored on R because the
receiver never starts the decryption phase. This reveals the timelimited data under full compromise after te + ∆max .
(2) The sender and receiver delete the key at its lifetime expiration te , e. g., using a job or task scheduler such as Cron.
This does not guarantee requirement R1.b because these automated
tasks are not guaranteed to succeed. For example, users’ personal
computers usually have periods of inactivity during which they
are turned off or they may have to be handed in for repair. In
such cases, R may be turned off at the expiration time and system processes cannot erase expired keys from the device memory
and disks.
From the above considerations, we conclude that the key K used
to encrypt the time-limited data cannot be stored on either S or R.
Hence it must be stored externally.
Related Work. We briefly review selected related work to illustrate relevant parts of the solution space. In the Ephemerizer
system [28] and its application to file deletion [29], a physically
separate, trusted machine, the Ephemerizer, generates and stores
the keys used to encrypt and decrypt the data. Users interact with
the Ephemerizer in order to retrieve the encryption or decryption
keys. A potentially large number of users, for example a company’s
employees, use the same (logical) key generator and storage.
The authors of Vanish [21] propose using a de-centralized key
storage based on peer-to-peer networks and DHTs. In their system,
the sender picks a random encryption key, splits it using secret sharing, and stores the key shares in a DHT network from where the
receiver can retrieve them as long as they exist. Due to the natural
churn in such networks, the keys are eventually deleted.
Solution Dimensions. We identify four properties of key storage
devices: (i) storage type, (ii) access options, (iii) level of guarantees for key management, and (iv) scalability. In the remainder of
this section we explain these properties and show in Table 1 how
they apply to the approaches above and to our solution.
(i) Storage type. The storage may be centralized (e. g., a remote server [28]), or distributed [21]; distributed storage requires
key sharing. While deletion on a centralized storage is a well-

Attacker model

We consider a two-phased attacker model. Our main aim is to
model attackers capable of full compromise (introduced below),
which models for example court orders or subpoenas. If such an
attacker is present during the data access period, all protocols that
require the data to be in the (accessible) device’s memory are trivially insecure. We therefore design our protocols to provide security guarantees with respect to a two-phase attacker model (Figure 1): (i) before and during the data access period (defined by the
sender), we consider a strong network (Dolev-Yao [19] type) attacker, and (ii) after the data access period, we consider an even
stronger attacker capable of full compromise. Let U be the set of
users authorized to access the transmitted data before its expiration
time te .
Attacker model for t ≤ te + ∆max : Active external attacker.
The attacker controls the network and may eavesdrop, intercept,
inject, and block messages, but she has no control over the devices of users from the set U . Users not in U may collude with
the attacker and deviate from the protocol description. This attacker model corresponds to the standard Dolev-Yao model and is
applicable to communication systems comprising ISPs, web mail
providers, proxies, relay nodes, etc.
Attacker model for t > te + ∆max : Full Compromise. In addition to controlling the network, the attacker completely controls
the users’ devices, including porter devices, and can compromise
users’ passwords and passphrases. The attacker can access and
change all data stored on the devices and backups, possibly supported by court orders or subpoenas that oblige users to disclose
data. In particular, she may compromise the principals’ keys, including long-term and ephemeral secret keys, and she can coerce
users to reveal the passwords used to secure decryption keys. We
refer to this model as full compromise. This model is stronger than
the Dolev-Yao model in that it allows the compromise of all data
on the devices, including the data protected by user-selected passwords.
This two-phase attacker model is very strong. In many practical
settings, the first-phase attacker will be weaker than a Dolev-Yao
attacker. For example, it may be reasonable to assume that even
in case of a subpoena after te + ∆max , only communication logs
were recorded in the phase before te + ∆max (e. g., by web mail or
internet service providers), but no active attack was mounted. Indeed, such attacks often make evidence inadmissible. The concept
of a phased attacker model also allows us to define other attackers
that are stronger than the Dolev-Yao attacker in the first phase. In
some scenarios the attacker might use a cryptographic attack to access principals’ long-term secrets before getting full access to the
devices at te + ∆max . Although this is not part of our core attacker
model, our solution even resists some attacks of this nature.
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Storage type
Key generation
Key deletion
Access to K
Scalability

Ephemerizer [28]
Vanish [21]
Our solution (Section 4)
centralized/shared
distributed/shared
personal
by the storage server
by S
by S and R or by R
deterministic
probabilistic
deterministic
both S and R
both S and R
R (or S)
over an open network over an open network
over open/trusted networks
scales (special-purpose) limited (secondary scales (special-purpose or seconwith many users)
dary with few users per storage)

Table 1: Dimensions of the key storage and their instantiation by different solutions. Our solution allows access to the encryption key K by
R but can easily be extended to enable access also by S on a separate storage (belonging to S).
A porter-based approach requires elaboration to provide authenticity and forward-secrecy for the connections from the sender to
the receiver and between the receiver and the porter. This requires
carefully managing multiple short-term keys. In security applications, e. g., off-the-record messaging [3, 11], short-term keys are
created on demand and deleted immediately after the data encryption and decryption. Deleting the decryption key after the data
transmission is, however, not a solution in our scenario: we must
ensure data inaccessibility after the expiration time te +∆max even
if the sender’s message is not received before te + ∆max (see Section 3).

defined operation, providing guarantees on the deletion of (sufficiently many) key shares on distributed storage is challenging.
(ii) Access. The storage may be personal or shared. Personal
storage allows exclusive access by either S or R. The access to
personal storage may be based on public or secure channels; an
example for the latter are independent storage units within a user’s
device. Shared storage (e.g., a network server) permits multiple
parties to store and retrieve data. We do not consider storage that
only S and R can access because it is a special case that could
be used to directly transfer time-limited data. The communication
channels to access shared storage are typically public. Since the
key must be stored in plaintext on shared storage2 , it may allow
attackers to collect data before the expiration time and use it later
to access the data. The attack [36] on Vanish is an example of this.
(iii) Guarantees on key management. Any key storage must
store and manage keys and delete them in a timely way. We distinguish between deterministic and probabilistic key deletion. In
contrast to probabilistic key deletion, deterministic key deletion
provides guarantees on the times when keys will be deleted; it is
typically harder to achieve on complex or distributed systems (e. g.,
network servers) than on simple, monolithic devices.
(iv) Scalability. The storage should provide functionality for a
large number of users without substantially degraded performance.
We distinguish special-purpose storage that can be designed to scale
well with the number of users (e. g., [28]) and secondary storage
that fulfills different primary purposes and, additionally, provides
key management. In the latter case, the primary functions may
degrade with the additional key management functionality of the
storage; in this case, the scalability is limited.

4.
4.1

4.2

Forward Secrecy under Full Compromise

We introduce the notion of forward forward secrecy under full
compromise and explain why we need it. Forward secrecy means
that the compromise of the principals’ long-term private keys does
not compromise past session keys [18, 27]. Our system requires
forward secrecy not only under the compromise of long-term keys
but also under full compromise (as defined in Section 2.3) after the
expiration time. Given this extended notion of compromise, we
similarly extend the definition of forward secrecy.
Definition 3. A protocol is forward-secret under full compromise with respect to time-limited data m if the full compromise
of the involved principals and their devices after the data expiration
time does not compromise the secrecy of m.
Forward secrecy under full compromise is a stronger property than
(standard) forward secrecy because it also accounts for the principals’ internal states after the expiration time. As a consequence,
time-critical data and the respective encryption keys must be erased
from the principal’s devices such that they are nonexistent at the expiration time. Key and data deletion must be part of any protocol
that provides forward secrecy under full compromise. A second
essential component concerns those parts of the protocol that involve session keys, which we call subprotocols, e. g., for key establishment. Forward secrecy under full compromise requires that
all subprotocols used to establish session keys for data encryption
provide forward secrecy.

OUR SOLUTION
Solution Overview

As motivated in Section 3, the sender encrypts the time-limited
data prior to transmission. The encryption key is established on a
per-message basis between S and R using an authenticated DiffieHellman (DH) key establishment protocol. In our solution, we relocate the encryption keys to an autonomous porter device under
the receiver’s control (we do not use a central server because it requires the users’ trust and creates a single point of failure). The
porter device will independently delete keys once the expiration
time of the messages encrypted using those keys is reached. Given
that the porter possesses the sole copy of this encryption key at the
expiration time and the porter will delete keys when they expire,
this approach prevents data access by any party after te + ∆max .

4.3

Protocol

We now present the main idea of our protocols. We focus on
the case where the receiver uses the key storage (rather than the
sender). Figure 2 provides a protocol sketch that we will later instantiate with concrete solutions. All delete commands are secure
deletions. We consider the following four protocol phases:
1. Key establishment: The sender S defines the data lifetime
te and agrees with the receiver R on the mid-term key K (or
a key pair where K is the decryption key). R initiates the
safe storage of K along with te on the porter P and deletes

2
If the decryption key K was encrypted, this would bring us back to
the original problem: how and where to store the key. Asymmetric
encryption with R’s long-term public key would not resist a fullcompromise attack after te + ∆max .
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(delete K)
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expiration time te

R (receiver)
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Phase 2
delete m
t!

K, te

..
.

Transmission of encrypted time-limited data m

P (porter)

Phase 3
decrypt m
delete K, m

Key retrieval

Phase 4 (ongoing):
At te : delete K, te

t!

Figure 2: Protocol sketch. The basic building blocks are commands for explicit, secure deletion and forward-secret subprotocols during the
communication phases (Phases 1–3).
its own copy of K.3 If the key establishment involves key
contributions from the principals, the ephemeral private keys
are deleted right after the key establishment.
2. Communication/storage: S transmits the data m, encrypted
using key K, and then deletes both the plaintext and K.
3. Data access: Upon receiving the encrypted data, R attempts
to retrieve K from P in order to decrypt m. After successful
data access, R deletes both the plaintext m and K. This
phase may occur multiple times.
4. Key management/deletion: In parallel with phases 1–3, P
permanently deletes keys from its storage once they expire.
Our solution involves three kinds of keys for different time intervals:
1. a mid-term encryption key K (or key pair) for encrypting and
decrypting time-limited data,
2. long-term authentication keys used to authenticate the messages, and
3. short-term (ephemeral) session keys to provide secrecy of the
communication between the principals and to the porter.
The notion of a mid-term key is non-standard but is appropriate
for our key K, which must exist during the data’s lifetime and is
permanently erased thereafter.
Encryption using mid-term keys can be based on symmetric or
public-key cryptography. We will provide examples of both in
Section 4.4. The examples also differ in the assumptions on the
communication channels underlying the protocols. We require two
channels: one between the sender and the receiver for data transmission and key-establishment and a second channel between the
receiver and the porter for key storage and retrieval. We introduce
two common channel types in the following; based on the available
channels, different subprotocols will provide forward-secrecy.
Physically secure channel: A physically secure (PS) channel provides confidentiality and authenticity without cryptographic
measures. An example of such a channel is a shielded wire
that connects the receiver’s motherboard to a trusted hardware module. Due to the physical security of the communication, forward secrecy is trivially achieved because no longterm or short-term keys are involved in the communication.
Dolev-Yao channel: A Dolev-Yao (DY) channel is subject to attacks under the Dolev-Yao attacker model, involving eavesdropping, message corruption, insertion, and blocking (erasing). An example of a DY channel is a wireless (e. g., Bluetooth) connection between two devices.

The standard way to achieve forward secrecy on a Dolev-Yao channel is to establish ephemeral encryption keys, typically by using an
authenticated DH protocol [12], and to discard them after their use.
In this case, the ephemeral DH public keys g rS and g rR are exchanged and stored only during the key establishment. They are
destroyed thereafter along with the private keys rS and rR . The
established key K = g rS rR = g rR rS is the encryption key.

4.4

Protocol Instances

We now present two instances of the protocol sketch of Figure 2,
shown in Figures 3 and 4. The two protocols differ in how they
achieve forward secrecy on the communication channels between
S, R, and P .
We use the following notation: [M ]K and [M ]−1
K denote the
symmetric encryption and decryption of a message M with key K.
AS (M ) denotes that message M is authenticated by principal S
M

! R,
(described below). Communication is expressed as S
meaning that S transmits message M to receiver R. The tupling of
multiple data items in a message is denoted by “,”. For DH key establishment, g denotes the public generator of the group used, rS is
the ephemeral private key of principal S, and g rS is S’s ephemeral
public key; the use of the modulus (mod n) is implicit.

4.4.1

Protocol 1

Protocol 1 (Figure 3) is designed to be used when S, R, and P
communicate over DY channels. In this scenario, P may, e. g., be a
mobile phone that belongs to R. Protocol 1 uses symmetric encryption to transmit the time-limited data m. The protocol is initiated by
S, who starts a DH key establishment with R. R then establishes
another ephemeral DH key L with the porter device P and uses
it to send K encrypted to P . Later, after receiving the encrypted
time-limited data from S, R establishes a new ephemeral key L"
with P and uses L" to retrieve K. For each subsequent retrieval of
the encryption key K, a new ephemeral key is established.
The DH key exchanges of Protocol 1 follow the standard twoway ISO-9798-3 protocol [23].4 We do not require a third message
for key confirmation in which the sender returns both ephemeral
public keys to the receiver to confirm that it possesses the same key.
Under our attacker model, the receiver is not compromised before
it sends its DH key contribution (when te expires, both parties abort
the protocol).
The following components are essential to Protocol 1:
4

The standard also specifies a random index i into a universal hash
function family H in message 2, so that the shared key computed
is K = Hi (g rS rR ). We do not use this.

3

In our protocols, R stores and retrieves the key. In a different
protocol, S may also store the key on a porter of its own.
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At time te (ongoing):
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Figure 3: Protocol 1. The protocol can be run over two Dolev-Yao (DY) channels, between S and R and between R and P . The established
symmetric mid-term key K is used by S to encrypt the time-limited data m. All messages are authenticated, denoted by the authentication
function AX (·), which represents the function input concatenated with a digital signature of principal X.
1. All messages are authenticated by the transmitter, as indicated by the authentication function AX (·) where X ∈ {S,
R, P } is the authenticating principal. This can be achieved
using message authentication codes (MACs) with pre-shared
symmetric keys or by digital signatures using X’s long-term
secret key. In the latter case, the first message would be
1, g rS , te , SigS (1, g rS , te ), where SigS (M ) denotes the digital signature of M using S’s long-term key.
2. The principals verify the authenticity of received messages
(by verifying signatures or MACs) and check the validity of
te . The principals abort the protocol if te has expired or if
message authenticity cannot be verified.
3. If the protocol aborts due to failed time or authenticity checks,
abortive measures must be taken. In particular, critical data
(such as encryption keys and DH key contributions), which
may be present on a device, must be securely deleted.
Encrypted vs. plain storage of K. In Protocol 1, the mid-term
encryption (decryption) key is stored in plaintext on P and revealed
only to R (encrypted over the DY-channel). While the unencrypted
storage of K may seem like a weakness, under our attacker model,
full device compromise only occurs after the expiration time when
K is already deleted. We still consider it realistic that the porter
device (e. g., a mobile phone) may be lost or stolen before the expiration time; in either case, we can assume that the owner is aware
of the loss. To preserve data privacy in this case, we propose to
store K encrypted on P : In Protocol 1, the receiver would send
the encrypted key K to the porter (i. e., [[K]X ]L instead of [K]L )
and store the symmetric encryption key X along with the expiration time te of K on R. Whenever the owner notices the loss of his
porter device, he can delete X from R’s disk.

4.4.2

tion. Additionally {M }P K + (and {M }P K − ) denote the publicR
R
key encryption (and decryption) of message M with the public
+
−
(P KR
) of principal R, respectively. Proto(private) key P KR
col 2 is based on R’s authenticated broadcast, indicated by *, of the
+
. These public keys form part of freshly
mid-term public keys P KR
generated key pairs and are broadcasted along with their expiration
times te . An example broadcast is the authenticated publication
+
along with te on the receiver’s website, or the receiver’s
of P KR
reply to a request by the sender (not shown in Figure 4). The cor−
are not stored on R but on a porter
responding secret keys P KR
directly connected to R over a PS channel. At any point in time, the
sender may pick the public key that corresponds to the desired data
lifetime, use it to encrypt the time-limited data, and transmit the
message to the receiver, along with the respective expiration time
(thereby enabling the receiver to identify the right secret key). The
messages transmitted over the DY channel are authenticated.

4.4.3

Comparison

Protocols 1 and 2 differ in (i) how they create the mid-term encryption key and (ii) how they achieve forward-secrecy on the communication channel between R and P .
Protocol 1 uses key contributions by both the sender and the
receiver to establish the symmetric encryption key and assumes
a DY channel between R and P . This requires DH session key
establishments on both communication channels. A typical application for Protocol 1 is the forward-secure email-communication
of a company (under our full-compromise attacker model) using a
trusted remote device for key management, e. g., a key card or other
special-purpose devices.
In contrast to this, Protocol 2 uses asymmetric encryption with
key pairs created by the receiver. The public keys may, e. g., be announced on a private user’s webpage. Protocol 2 does not require
DH key establishment on the communication channel between S
and R. Due to the PS channel, it also does not require DH key
establishment between R and P . The communication devices using Protocol 2 must be able to perform public-key operations; for
example, the porter can be a TPM attached to R. In a slightly dif-

Protocol 2

Protocol 2 (Figure 4) assumes a physically secure (PS) channel
between R and P ; e.g., P could be a TPM directly connected to
R’s computer. Thus no key agreement is required on this channel. Furthermore, Protocol 2 uses asymmetric encryption to secure
time-limited data (independent of the PS channel).
In Figure 4 we use the notation from the beginning of this sec-
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S (sender)

DY channel
+
AR (1,te ,P KR
)

* "

select te

AS (3,{m}

R (receiver)

PS channel

+
−
generate key pairs (P KR
, P KR
)
assign expiration times:
+
−
(P KR
, P KR
, te )
−
delete P KR

−
2,te ,P KR

!

..
.

+ ,te )
PK
R

delete m

P (TPM)

4,te

!

"

m = {{m}P K + }P K −
R

After usage: delete m,

R

−
5,te ,P KR

−
P KR

!
At te (ongoing):
−
)
delete (te , P KR

Figure 4: Protocol 2. The protocol assumes a physically secure (PS) channel between R and P (e. g., P is an HSM physically wired to R’s
hard disk). Hence, messages between S and R need not to be further protected by encryption or authentication measures. The mid-term key
+
−
, P KR
). There are no ephemeral keys used.
pair used for data encryption and decryption is (P KR
ferent setting, this protocol can also be applied if S and R are porter
devices that can directly communicate. In this case, the operations
on the PS channel are simple storage and data retrieval operations
to and from the memory of the porter.
In summary, if the communication devices can perform key management, they can also be used for key storage; if not, the key management should be outsourced to a suitable porter. We also note
that the building blocks of Protocols 1 and 2 can be mixed, e. g.,
one can build an implementation that uses symmetric encryption
while relying on a TPM connected by a PS channel.

4.5

or establishes the unbounded verification of the protocol’s properties with respect to the specified attacker model. In the remaining
cases, bounded verification is performed where the bound defines
the number of considered runs, i. e., the maximum number of parallel threads (or executions of role descriptions) executed by honest
principals. This bounded result is similar to model-checking approaches for formal protocol verification. Attacks such as replay or
man-in-the-middle attacks are typically found within the bound of
two or three runs for many protocols (e. g., [5])5 . The verification of
over 100 protocols in [16] showed that no attacks were found that
involved more runs than the number of principals in the protocol
(except for protocols specifically constructed as counterexamples).

Formal Protocol Analysis

We now construct formal models of our protocols and analyze
the secrecy of the message m with respect to our attacker model
(Section 2.3) using the Scyther tool [15]. We chose Scyther since it
provides support for revealing the principals’ states and enables us
to analyze forward secrecy under full compromise [6, 7]. We first
provide background information on Scyther.

4.5.1

4.5.2

Analysis of Protocol 1

We model Protocol 1 (Figure 3) using eight send and receive
events for the three principals S, R, and P . The complete protocol models and the tool itself are available at [2]. To give some
intuition, we display the part that models the sender S:
role S {
const rS:
const te:
const M:
var beta:

Background on Scyther

Scyther is a tool for the symbolic automatic analysis of the security properties of cryptographic protocols (typically confidentiality or variants of authenticity). It assumes perfect cryptography, meaning that an attacker gains no information from an encrypted message unless she knows the decryption key (this is a
standard assumption in symbolic methods). Scyther takes as input a role-based description of a protocol in which the intended
security properties are specified using claims. Claims are of the
form claim(Principal,Claim,Parameter), where Principal is the user’s
name, Claim is a security property (such as ’secret’), and Parameter
is the term for which the security property is checked.
Recent versions of Scyther can analyze protocols with respect
to a family of attacker models, ranging from a standard Dolev-Yao
style network attacker to stronger attackers capable of various types
of compromise. The attacker model is specified by selecting a set of
attacker capabilities, such as revealing the short-term or long-term
secrets of users. To analyze our protocols, we enable the following attacker capabilities: (i) Long-term key reveal for all principals and for other parties after the protocol execution, (ii) Session
(short-term) key reveal for all parties not part of the current protocol execution, and (iii) Session-state reveal, which reveals the
entire contents of the session-state of the parties. Together, these
capabilities model the attacker from Section 2.3.
For most protocols and properties, the tool either finds an attack

Nonce;
Nonce;
Nonce;
Ticket;

//
//
//
//

S’s DH key contribution
expiration time
time-limited data
R’s DH key contribution

claim_sidS(S, SID, te);
// mark T_e as session id
// Phase 1
send_1(S,R,g1(rS),te,{l1,g1(rS),te}sk(S));
recv_5(R,S,g1(rS),beta,te,{l5,g1(rS),beta,te}sk(R));
// Phase 2
send_!6(S,R,{l6a,M}g2(beta,rS),te,
{l6b,{l6a,M}g2(beta,rS),te}sk({S});
claim_s(S, Secret, M);
}

When using Scyther, security properties are modeled as local properties: If an agent executes a particular role, what can be concluded
about the state of other agents or the attacker’s knowledge? Here
we analyze whether the protocol ensures the secrecy of m after the
execution of an instance of S or R, and the secrecy of K after the
execution of an instance of P , both under full compromise. In particular, we verified the following claims: S: claim(S,Secret,m), R:
claim(R,Secret,m), and R: claim(P ,Secret,K). As Scyther currently
does not support explicit key expiration times, we model the expiration as happening immediately after the protocol execution, i. e.,
5

The security analysis in [5] indicates that the Ephemerizer protocol is secure in terms of secrecy but insecure regarding integrity.
The analysis is based on two (or three) runs.
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nize (e.g., Bluetooth [10]). The storage requirements of our solution are easily met with today’s smartphone platforms (see Section 5.2). The communication between a mobile phone porter and
the user’s device must be forward-secret. Message secrecy is preserved, even given mobile phone loss prior to key deletion, as discussed in Section 4.3.

5.2

To demonstrate the practical feasibility of our solution, we developed a prototype implementation of Protocol 1 for the communication between the receiver and the porter device. Our porter is
a NexusOne [35] mobile phone (firmware 2.1, kernel 2.6.29, Android OS, 512 MB memory), depicted in Figure 6a. The receiver is
implemented on a laptop running MacOSX 10.6.2.
The communication between the receiver and the porter is based
on Bluetooth, using the Bluecove library [9], which we recompiled
for a 64-bit Mac. Cryptographic operations are implemented using
the Bouncycastle [4] library. To secure the key K on the wireless channel, we use symmetric AES/CBC/PKCS5 encryption with
a 256-bit key that is derived from the established ephemeral DH
key L (or L" ) by a SHA-256 hash. All messages are authenticated
by a 32-byte HMAC-SHA with a 224-bit key that is pre-shared
between the laptop and the mobile phone. Furthermore, we use 2byte packet IDs, 8-byte timestamps, a 16-byte initialization vector
for AES, and 1024-bit DH-key pairs. We use base64 encoding to
transmit the packets over an RFComm Bluetooth connection and
the tool srm to perform secure deletions on the laptop.
Figure 6b displays the execution times and the standard deviation
for 100 runs as measured on the laptop. We see that key storage and
retrieval are below one second, once the Bluetooth connection has
been established. The times for key storage have a larger variance
than for key retrieval since files are created and written rather than
just read.
The key storage and delayed deletion functionality on the porter
is implemented as follows. We store the keys along with their expiration times in files. To ensure the timely deletion of a file (i. e.,
key), we set an alarm service to automatically trigger the deletion of
the respective file upon the timestamp’s expiration. If the phone is
shut down and rebooted before the expiration time, a background
process (triggered by the boot-complete system broadcast) parses
the key files, deletes files with expired timestamps, and resets the
alarms. Figure 6c displays the time for setting the system alarm
for different numbers of keys (files). We see the linear dependency
of the number of keys on the alarm reset time. This background
process does not significantly degrade the usability of the device.
Given the execution times in Figure 6 and a consumption of
1.5 kB for program storage and 0.18 kB per key, our prototype implementation confirms the usability of our approach in practice.

Figure 5: Scyther result for Protocol 1.
after the key is retrieved from P . This is a worst case model because early key expiration only gives the attacker more knowledge
at earlier times and thus more possibilities for attacks.
Figure 5 shows the results of the Scyther analysis. Scyther validates that no attacks exist on the model of Protocol 1 that involve
less than four honest agent runs. For bounds of four or more parallel
runs, the verification process did not terminate (within a day) due to
the complexity of the analysis. Similar to bounded model-checking
this neither falsifies the protocol nor proves its correctness, but establishes that no attacks exist within the given bounds.

4.5.3

Analysis of Protocol 2

We model Protocol 2 (Figure 4) in Scyther by two send events
over the DY channel. Messages over the physically secure channel
are not modeled as events because they are not subject to compromise (as opposed to the DY channel). Consequently, we verified the
following two claims: S: claim(S,Secret,m) and R: claim(R,Secret,
m). The input file provided to the Scyther tool can be found at [2].
The automatic analysis validates that no attacks exist on the model
of Protocol 2 that involve less than ten honest agent runs. For
bounds of ten or more parallel runs, the verification process did
not terminate (within a day).

5.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We now examine possible realizations of key storage devices
(Section 5.1), describe results from our mobile phone prototype
implementation (5.2), and evaluate our solution (5.3).

5.1

Prototype Implementation

Possible Realizations of Porter Devices

Dedicated Platforms. One possible realization of the porter device uses a platform that is embedded in the receiver device or
is (occasionally) attached to the receiver. Example platforms on
which porter functionality (i. e., key storage and delayed deletion)
can be implemented are dedicated hardware security modules ( [1]
is an example of a platform that offer porter functionality). Note
that our solution does not assume that the porter is tamper-resistant.
Existing TPM modules could be used as porters but their functionality would have to be extended with delayed key deletion. TPMs
used for this purpose must have an internal battery and clock; these
are typically available in more advanced platforms (e. g., the IBM
4758 Cryptographic Coprocessor [14]). Typically, the communication with such a dedicated platform is a physically secure channel
(a wired link); thus no additional measures are needed to guarantee
the forward secrecy of the communication to and from the porter.
Mobile Phones. Private users might not have access to dedicated platforms. However access to mobile phones is widespread,
so they are natural candidates for porter devices. For most users,
their primary mobile phone is always operational and users pay
close attention to their correct functioning and charging. The usability of mobile phones and personal computers has improved over
the years and there are many convenient (wireless and wired) channels through which these devices can communicate and synchro-

Note on Secure Deletion
When exploring implementation options, we observed that many
embedded devices have limited functionality for secure deletion
due to OS characteristics (like versioning) or hardware specifics
(e.g., NAND storage often uses log-structured sequential writes).
Enabling secure deletion on these devices is subject to recent research, examples include [26] for the Android YAFFS file system, [30] for versioning file systems, and [34] regarding data remanence in flash memory devices. Secure deletion may not be realized on certain off-the-shelf devices and care should thus be taken
in the selection of the porter device.

5.3

Integration with Applications

Given a functional porter device, our solution can be integrated
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Figure 6: (a) Prototype implementation of the key storage (porter) functionality on a NexusOne mobile phone. (b) Protocol execution times
for the receiver. The plot shows the average times and the standard deviation for 100 runs of Protocol 1. (c) Time for resetting the system
alarm (used to delete keys at their expiration time) after a phone reboot for different numbers of keys.
in many applications, such as file storage, web services, and e-mail.
File Storage. The simplest application of our solutions is to local file storage, where a device locally stores confidential data that
should be inaccessible after the expiration time. To enable this, the
device encrypts the data locally with a key stored on a porter device. Here, our protocols can be substantially simplified: the only
communication that needs to be forward-secret is that between the
device and the porter (this can be further simplified if this channel is physically secure). Remote file storage is similar to local file
storage in that the only device that has access to the data decryption
keys is the device that created them. However, the communication
between the user’s device and the remote file server where the data
is stored must be forward-secret.
Web Services. Another application is where users share their
data (e. g., pictures, movies, files) using remote storage in the form
of a web service. The data is to be kept secret even in the case of full
device (sender and receiver) and service compromise. In contrast
to standard remote file storage, here the communication key must
be agreed upon between the sender (who uploads the data) and the
receiver(s) (who download the data). The receiver stores the key
on a porter device and obtains it when it downloads the data. The
communication used for key agreement must be forward secret.
E-mail. Finally, we consider the scenario where the sender and
the receiver wish to preserve the secrecy of their e-mail correspondence. In this scenario, the parties first agree on the keys that
they will use for their communication and on their expiration times.
They then store the keys on their respective porter devices and exchange e-mail. Although we could directly use Protocol 1, it can
be optimized by making a mobile phone porter establish the keys
directly with the sender. This can be alternatively done via e-mail
exchange, without the participation of the receiver. The receiver
could be notified that the keys are established when it synchronizes
(e. g., over an IMAP server) with the e-mail communication.

6.

Methods for protecting data confidentiality under device compromise include secret sharing [31], threshold cryptography [17],
and forward secrecy [22]; we focus on the last method. Canetti
et al. [13] proposed a forward-secure public-key encryption scheme
in which a receiver evolves its private key such that it can only decrypt messages with a later timestamp. A similar idea was adopted
by Bellare et al. [8] for forward-secure digital signature schemes.
We cannot use such approaches because private keys cannot evolve
when devices are inactive.
The confidentiality of data exchanged between individuals or organizations is attracting increasing attention. Centralized systems
such as [20] for server-based sharing and storage of personal data
offer access control and data deletion at user-defined or automatically derived times. However, they require full trust in the service
provider to treat passwords and data confidentially and to delete
both when specified. Ephemerizer-based solutions [25, 28, 29] similarly require trust in a central server. As discussed in [21], this
does not ensure the data confidentiality in the presence of serviceprovider mismanagement and legal action to reveal data.

7.

CONCLUSION

We addressed the problem of data confidentiality in scenarios
where attackers can observe the communication between principals and can also fully compromise the principals after the data
has been exchanged, thereby revealing the entire state of the principals’ devices. We explored the design space of solutions to this
problem and proposed two protocols that use key storage on porter
devices along with explicit deletion and forward secret subprotocols to achieve secrecy under full device, user and communication
compromise. The solutions provide users with full control over
their data privacy. We formalized our proposed solutions and analyzed them using an automatic verification tool. Our prototype
implementation shows their practicality and feasibility.
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ABSTRACT

understand are those of large scale and those in wide use.
Since almost all software systems today are large and complex, we can focus our attention on those in wide use. Ranging from document preparation programs to web browsers
and operating systems, such systems can each comprise millions of lines of source code, a very rough measure of software
complexity. Given the importance of such systems, models
for their creation, use, maintenance and upgrades - their
“life-cycle” - are clearly necessary.

Work on security vulnerabilities in software has primarily
focused on three points in the software life-cycle: (1) ﬁnding
and removing software defects, (2) patching or hardening
software after vulnerabilities have been discovered, and (3)
measuring the rate of vulnerability exploitation. This paper
examines an earlier period in the software vulnerability lifecycle, starting from the release date of a version through to
the disclosure of the fourth vulnerability, with a particular
focus on the time from release until the very ﬁrst disclosed
vulnerability.
Analysis of software vulnerability data, including up to
a decade of data for several versions of the most popular
operating systems, server applications and user applications
(both open and closed source), shows that properties extrinsic to the software play a much greater role in the rate
of vulnerability discovery than do intrinsic properties such
as software quality. This leads us to the observation that
(at least in the ﬁrst phase of a product’s existence), software vulnerabilities have diﬀerent properties from software
defects.
We show that the length of the period after the release of
a software product (or version) and before the discovery of
the ﬁrst vulnerability (the ’Honeymoon’ period) is primarily
a function of familiarity with the system. In addition, we
demonstrate that legacy code resulting from code re-use is
a major contributor to both the rate of vulnerability discovery and the numbers of vulnerabilities found; this has
signiﬁcant implications for software engineering principles
and practice.

1.

Figure 1: Bugs per month, Left:Figure 11.2 from
“The Mythical Man Month”, Right: Security vulnerabilities per month

INTRODUCTION

Models are useful in estimating project costs and timing.
For example, if a model predicts that the bug discovery rate
drops rapidly after an initial ﬂurry of discoveries, this fact
can be used to determine when software is ready for release:
once the rate has reached an acceptable level, the software
can be shipped. Such estimation can have signiﬁcant economic eﬀects upon an enterprise: ship too early and pay
a price in service calls; ship too late and potentially lose
customers who might look elsewhere. A powerful predictive
model can therefore be worth signiﬁcant amounts of revenue,
as it allows trading development costs and time against a
combination of sales revenue and maintenance costs.
Software Reliability Models (SRMs) are primarily concerned with increasing the quality of the code by predicting
and locating software defects. A major assumption made

Software vulnerabilities are the root cause of many security breaches, so understanding software systems is essential
to developing models for how and when to invest eﬀort in
securing software. The most important software systems to
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by SRMs is that software is released with some number of
defects that can be categorized based on how easy each is
to ﬁnd. A further assumption is made that the easy-to-ﬁnd
defects are discovered and ﬁxed early in the software lifecycle, quickly leading to a state where only diﬃcult-to-ﬁnd
vulnerabilities are left and the software can be considered
reliable. Figure 11.2 from Brooks [5] is reproduced on the
left of Figure 1 to illustrate this point.
Software Vulnerability Discovery Models (VDMs) resemble SRMs, but VDMs focus predominantly on predicting
attacks against mature software systems. VDMs rely on the
intrinsic qualities of the software for a measure of its initial
security. For a VDM the expectation is that the low-hanging
fruit vulnerabilities are found quickly and patched. The remaining vulnerabilities (which are increasingly diﬃcult to
ﬁnd) are presumed to take much longer to discover, and the
software is considered “secure”. A VDM with those expectations would predict that vulnerabilities are found fastest
shortly after the release of a product, and the rate of discovery decreases thereafter.
The implications of such a VDM are signiﬁcant for software security. It would suggest, for example, that once the
rate of vulnerability discovery was suﬃciently small, that the
software is “safe” and needs little attention. It also suggests
that software modules or components that have stood this
“test of time” are appropriate candidates for reuse in other
software systems. If this VDM model is wrong, these implications will be false and may have undesirable consequences
for software security.
Unlike much of the previous work [25, 2, 28] which focused
on understanding time to exploit after a vulnerability has
been discovered, this paper focuses on measuring time to
vulnerability discovery.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our unique dataset of vulnerabilities, covering several versions of the most popular software products,
operating systems, server applications and user applications.
In Section 3 we analyze this data, which show that the
period between the release date of a product and its very
ﬁrst 0-day vulnerability is considerably longer than the mean
time between the ﬁrst vulnerability and second or between
the second and the third. We call this unexpected grace
period the honeymoon eﬀect and believe it to be important,
because these numbers challenge our expectations and intuition about the eﬀect of software quality on security. The
interval between software release and the discovery of it’s
ﬁrst 0-day vulnerability also appears to be a strong predictor of the arrival rate of subsequent vulnerability discoveries.
The honeymoon eﬀect also illustrates another incompatibility between current software engineering practices and
security: the eﬀect of code reuse. “Good programmers write
code, Great programmers reuse ” is a well-known aphorism,
and the assumption made is that reusing code is not only
more eﬃcient, but since the code has already been deployed
successfully, it is more reliable and therefore, by implication,
also more secure. In Section 4 our data again show this is
not the case.
We set our results in the context of prior work in Section
5 and conclude the paper by summarizing our claims and
discussing the implications for engineering secure software
systems in Section 6.

2.

In this paper, we are concerned speciﬁcally with the early
post-release vulnerability life-cycle for modern, mass market software, including operating systems, web clients and
servers, text and graphics processors, server software, and
so on.
Our analysis focuses on publicly distributed software released between 1999 and 2007. (2007 is the latest date for
which complete vulnerability information was reliably available from various published data sources). We included both
open and closed source software.
To encompass the most comprehensive possible range of
relevant software releases, we collected data about all released versions of the major operating systems (Windows,
OS X, Redhat Linux, Solaris, FreeBSD), all released versions of the major web browsers (Internet Explorer, Firefox,
Safari), and all released versions of various server and end
user applications, both open and closed source. The server
and user applications were based on the top 25 downloaded /
purchased / favorite application identiﬁed in lists published
by ZDNet, CNet, and Amazon, excluding only those applications for which accurate release date information was unavailable or that were not included in the vulnerability data
sources described below. In total, we were able to compile
data about 38 of the most popular and important software
packages.
For each software package and version during the period
of our study, we examined public databases, product announcements, and published press releases to assign each
version a release date. For the period of versions (19902007) and for the period of vulnerabilities (1999-2008), we
identiﬁed 700 distinct released versions (’major’ and ’minor’)
of the 38 diﬀerent software packages.
We then compiled a dataset of more than 30,000 exploitable
vulnerabilities that were disclosed during the period under
analysis (January 1999 through January 2008). Our baseline
sources were publicly available databases from the National
Vulnerability Database (NVD) [23] and from the Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) [9] initiative that feeds
NVD. (For each vulnerability, NVD provides a publication
date, a short description, a risk rating, references to original
sources, and information on the vendor, version and name of
the product aﬀected.) We also downloaded, parsed, and correlated the information from over 200,000 individual security bulletins from several “Security Information Providers”
(SIPs), choosing the set of SIPs based on criteria such as independence, accessibility, and available history of information. Ultimately, we processed all security advisories from
the following seven SIPs: Secunia, US-CERT, SecurityFocus, IBM ISS X-Force, SecurityTracker, iDefense’s (VPC),
and TippingPoint(ZDI) [29, 33, 30, 14, 34, 31, 15, 32].
For this study, we selected from these bulletins and database
entries bugs identiﬁed as exploitable vulnerabilities that render the software vulnerable to actual attack and for which a
practical exploit has been demonstrated. We then calculated
the initial disclosure date for each exploitable vulnerability
to be the earliest calendar day on which information on a
speciﬁc vulnerability is made freely available to the public
in a consistent format by some recognized published source
[11]. To help ensure accuracy, we manually checked and corrected over 3,000 instances of software version information
for the speciﬁc product versions under analysis in this paper
to normalize for inconsistencies in NVD’s vulnerability to
product mapping.

OUR DATASET
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3.

THE HONEYMOON EFFECT

Virtually all mass-market software systems undergo a lengthy
period, after their release, during which end-users discover
and report bugs and other deﬁciencies. Most software suppliers (whether closed-source or open-source) build into their
life-cycle planning a mechanism for reacting to bug reports,
repairing defects, and releasing patched versions at regular
intervals. The number of latent bugs in a particular version
of a given version of a given piece of software thus tends to
decrease over time, with the initial, unpatched, release suffering from the largest number of defects. (This excludes, of
course, defects introduced by patches, which are a minority
in practice). In systems where bugs are ﬁxed in response
to user reports, the most serious and easily triggered bugs
would be expected to be reported early, with increasingly esoteric defects accounting for a greater fraction of bug reports
as time goes on.
Empirical studies in both the classic [5] and the current
[16] software engineering literature have shown that, indeed,
this intuition reﬂects the software life-cycle well (see Figure 2). Invariably, these and other software engineering
studies have shown that the rate of bug discovery is at
its highest immediately after software release, with the rate
(measured either as inter-arrival time of bug reports or as
number of bugs per interval) slowing over time.
Note that some (but not all) of the bugs discovered and
repaired in this process represent security vulnerabilities; in
security parlance a vulnerability that allows an attacker to
exploit a newly discovered, previously unknown bug is called
a 0-day vulnerability. Virtually all software vendors give
high priority to repairing defects once a 0-day exploit is discovered.
It seems reasonable, then, to presume that users of software are at their most vulnerable, with software suﬀering
from the most serious latent vulnerabilities, immediately after a new release. That is, we would expect attackers (and
legitimate security researchers) who are looking for bugs to
exploit to have the easiest time of it early in the life cycle. This, after all, is when the software is most intrinsically
weak, with the highest density of ”low hanging fruit” bugs
still unpatched and vulnerable to attack. As time goes on,
after all, the number of undiscovered bugs will only go down,
and those that remain will presumably require increasing effort to ﬁnd and exploit.
In other words, to the extent that security vulnerabilities
are a consequence of software bugs, conventional software
engineering wisdom tells us to expect the discovery of 0-day
exploits to follow the same pattern as other reported bugs.
The pace of exploit discovery should be at its most rapid
early on, and slowing down as the software quality improves
and the ”easiest” vulnerabilities are repaired.
But our analysis of the rate of the discovery of exploitable
bugs in widely-used commercial and open-source software,
tells a very diﬀerent story than what the conventional software engineering wisdom leads us to expect. In fact, new
software overwhelmingly enjoys a honeymoon from attack
for a period after it is released. The time between release
and the ﬁrst 0-day vulnerability in a given software release
tends to be markedly longer than the interval between the
ﬁrst and the second vulnerability discovered, which in turn
tends to be longer than the time between the second and the
third. That is, when the software it at its weakest, with the
”easiest” exploitable vulnerabilities still unpatched, there is
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Figure 3: The Honeymoon Period, both Positive and
Negative time-lines

a lower risk that this will be discovered by an actual attacker
on a given day than there will be after the vulnerability is
ﬁxed!

3.1

The Honeymoon Effect and Mass-Market
Software

For the purposes of this paper, we deﬁne the ﬁrst (publicly
reported) exploitable vulnerability as the primal vulnerability, we deﬁne a software release as experiencing a positive
honeymoon if the interval p0 between the (public) release of
the software and the primal vulnerability in the software is
greater than the interval p0+1 between the primal vulnerability and the second(publicly reported) vulnerability.(see
Figure 3) We will refer here to the interval p0 as the honeymoon period and the ratio p0 /p0+1 as the honeymoon ratio.
In other words, a software release has experienced a positive
honeymoon when its honeymoon ratio > 1.
We examined 700 software releases of the most popular recent mass-market software packages for which release dates
and vulnerability reports were available (see Section 2). In
431 of 700 (62%) of releases, the honeymoon eﬀect was positive. Most notably, the median overall honeymoon ratio
(including both positive and negative honeymoons) p0 /p0+1
was 1.54. That is, the median time from initial release and
the primal vulnerability is 1 1/2 times greater than the time
from primal to the discovery of the second. The honeymoon
eﬀect is not only present, it is quite pronounced, and the effect is even more pronounced when we exclude minor version
updates and focus on major releases. For major releases, the
honeymoon ratio(including both positive and negative honeymoons) rises to 1.8.
Remarkably, positive honeymoons occur across our entire
dataset for all classes of software and across the entire period under analysis. The honeymoon eﬀect is strong whether
the software is open- or closed- source, whether it is an OS,
web client, server, text processor, or something else, and regardless of the year in which the release occurred.(see Table
1)
Although the honeymoon eﬀect is pervasive across the entire dataset, one factor appears to inﬂuence its length more
than any other: the re-use of code from previous releases,
which, counter-intuitively, shortens the honeymoon. Soft-

Figure 2: Current Software Engineering literature supports the Brooks life-cycle model - image taken from
“Post-release reliability growth in software products”, ACM Trans. Softw. Eng Methodol. 2008 see references
The honeymoon ratio remained positive in virtually all
software packages and types. The eﬀect is weaker, but also
occurred, between the primal and second and second and
third reported vulnerabilities, depending on the particular
software package.
Figure 4 shows the median honeymoon ratio (and the
median ratios for the intervals between the second, third
and fourth vulnerabilities) for each operating system in the
dataset. Figure 5 shows the median honeymoon ratio of
servers, and Figure 6 shows end-user applications.

Table 1: Percentages of Honeymoons by Year
Year Honeymoons
1999
56%
2000

62%

2001

50%

2002

71%

2003

53%

2004

49%

2005

66%

2007

58%

3.3

The honeymoon eﬀect is strong in both open- and closedsource software, but it manifests itself somewhat diﬀerently.
Of the 38 software systems we analyzed, 13 are opensource and 25 are closed-source. But of the 700 software
releases in our dataset 171 were for closed-source systems
and 508 were for open source. Open-source packages in our
dataset issued new release versions at a much more rapid
rate than their closed source counterparts.

ware releases based on ”new” code have longer honeymoons
than those that re-use old code. We discuss this in detail in
the following sections.

3.2

Open vs. Closed Source

Honeymoons in Different Software Environments

Table 2: Median Honeymoon Ratio for Open and
Closed Source Code
Type
Honeymoon Days Ratios
Open Source
115
1.23

The number of days in the honeymoon period varies widely
from software release to software release, and ranged from
a single day to over three years in our dataset. The length
of the honeymoon presumably varies due to many factors,
including the intrinsic quality of the software and extrinsic
factors such as attacker interest, familiarity with the system,
and so on.
To ”normalize” the length of the honeymoon for these
factors to enable meaningful comparisons between diﬀerent
software packages, the honeymoon ratio – the ratio of the
time between release and the discovery of the ﬁrst exploit
and the time between the discovery of the ﬁrst and the second – may be more revealing, since time to the second vulnerability discovery occurs in exactly the same software.
The median number of days in the honeymoon period
across all 700 releases in our dataset was 110. The median
honeymoon ratio across all releases is 1.54.

Closed Source

98

1.48

Yet in spite of its more rapid pace of new releases, open
source software releases enjoyed a signiﬁcantly longer median honeymoon before the ﬁrst publicly exploitable vulnerability was discovered: 115 days, vs. 98 days for closedsource releases.(see Table 2)
The median honeymoon ratio, however, is shorter in opensource than in closed. The median ratio for all open-source
releases was 1.23, but for closed source it was 1.48. Figure 7
shows the median honeymoon ratios for various open-source
systems, and Figure 8 shows the median ratios for closedsource systems.
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Figure 6: Honeymoon ratios of p0 /p0+1 , p0+1 /p0+2 and
p0+2 /p0+3 for common user applications

Figure 4: Honeymoon ratios of p0 /p0+1 , p0+1 /p0+2 and
p0+2 /p0+3 for major operating systems. (Log scale.
Note that a ﬁgure over 1.0 indicates a positive honeymoon).

The longer honeymoon period with a shorter honeymoon
ratio for open-source software suggests that it not only takes
longer for attackers to ﬁnd the initial bugs in open-source
software, but that the rate at which they ”climb the learning curve” does not accelerate as much over time as it does
in closed-source systems. This may be a surprising result,
given that attackers do not have the opportunity to study
the source code in closed-source systems, and suggests that
familiarity with the system is related to properties extrinsic
to the system and not simply access to source code.

Medians of Ratios of Primal to Subsequent for Server Applications
100

4.
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THE HONEYMOON EFFECT AND PRIMAL VULNERABILITIES

To more fully understand the factors responsible for the
honeymoon eﬀect, we examined the attributes of a particular
set of primal vulnerabilities. In this section we compare
the honeymoon periods of this set and show that primal
vulnerabilities are not a result of “low-hanging fruit”, and
that other extrinsic properties must apply.
It is well known that as complex software evolves from one
version to the next, new features are added, old ones deprecated and changes are made, but throughout its evolution
much of the standard code base of a piece of software remains
the same. One reason for this is to maintain backward compatibility, but an even more prevalent reason is that code
re-use is a primary principle of software engineering [18, 5].
In Milk or Wine [25] Ozment et al measured the portion
of legacy code in several versions of OpenBSD and found
that 61% of legacy (their term is ’foundational’) code was
still present 15 releases (and 7.5 years) later. This legacy
code accounted for 62% of the total vulnerabilities found.
While it is not possible to measure the amounts of legacy
code from version to version in closed source products as
it is for open source, it is well known that the major ven-
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Figure 5: Honeymoon ratio of p0 /p0+1 , p0+1 /p0+2 and
p0+2 /p0+3 for common server applications
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dors strongly encourage code re-use among their collaborating developers [19], and more importantly, it is possible to
measure the numbers of legacy vulnerabilities. By comparing the disclosure date of a vulnerability with the release
dates and product version aﬀected, it is possible to determine which vulnerabilities discovered in the current release
result from earlier versions. For example, if a vulnerability
V aﬀects versions (k,...N) (0<k<N) of a product, but not
versions (1,...,k-1) and was disclosed after the release date
of version N, we know that the vulnerability was introduced
into the product with version k, and that it stayed hidden
until its discovery after the release of version N. We call
these regressive vulnerabilities as they are those vulnerabilities which are not found through normal regression testing
and may lie dormant through more than one version release(sometimes for years).1 For the purposes of this paper,
we deﬁne a regressive vulnerability as a primal vulnerability
that was discovered to aﬀect not only version N in which
it was found, but also aﬀect one or more earlier versions (
versions N-1, N-2,...,1.0)
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Figure 7: Ratios of p0 /p0+1 to p0+1 /p0+2 and p0+2 /p0+3
for open source applications

Figure 9: Regressive Vulnerability timeline
On the other hand, a progressive vulnerability is primal
vulnerability which is discovered in version N and does not
aﬀect version N-1 or any earlier versions. A progressive vulnerability indicates that the vulnerability was introduced
with the new version N. (see Figure 9)
Figure 10 shows that legacy vulnerabilities2 make up a
signiﬁcant percentage of vulnerabilities across all products,
e.g. 61% of the Windows Vista vulnerabilities originate in
earlier versions of the OS, 40% of which originate in Windows 2000 released seven years earlier. This analysis shows
that vulnerabilities are typically long-lived and can survive
over many years and many product versions until discovered.
In order to ascertain whether regressive vulnerabilities
could be the result of code reuse rather than conﬁguration
or implementation errors, we manually checked the NVD
database description and the original disclosure sources for
information regarding the type of vulnerability. We found
that 92% of the regressive vulnerabilities were the result of
code errors (buﬀer overﬂows, input validation errors, exception handling errors) which strongly indicates that a vulnerability that aﬀects more than one version of a product is
most likely a result of legacy code shared between versions.
We removed the vulnerabilities which are the result of implementation or conﬁguration errors from our dataset and
focused exclusively on code errors.
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Figure 8: Ratios of p0 /p0+1 to p0+1 /p0+2 and p0+2 /p0+3
for closed source applications

1

Regressive Vulnerabilities

In OpenBSD, Ozment et al states ”It took more than two
and a half years for the ﬁrst half of these ... vulnerabilities
to be reported.” [25].
2
including both regressives and progressives
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Figure 11: Honeymoon ratios of p0 /p0+1 , p0+1 /p0+2
and p0+2 /p0+3 for common user applications
If code reuse and an attacker’s familiarity with the system has an eﬀect on the rate of vulnerability discovery, then
when one examines the primal vulnerabilities, one should
expect to see that regressive vulnerabilities make up a signiﬁcant percentage of them. And indeed, after examining all
the primal vulnerabilities in our data set, we ﬁnd that 77%
of them are regressive. (ie, 77% of the primals were found
to also aﬀect earlier versions ). Table 3 lists the percentages
of regressives for all, open source, closed source primals. Table 3 also shows that the percentage of regressives is even
higher for open source primals (rising up to 83%), and lower
for closed source (59%). The high percentage of regressive
vulnerabilities is surprising, because it shows that the majority of primal vulnerabilities, (the ﬁrst vulnerability found
after a product is released), are not the easy to ﬁnd “lowhanging fruit” one would expect from conventional software
engineering defects, instead these regressives lay dormant
throughout the life-time of their originating release (and possibly several subsequent releases). If these regressives had
been easy to ﬁnd, then presumably, they would have been
found in the version in which they originated.

more than one release, and because the attackers have had
more time to familiarize themselves with the product, it
seems reasonable to presume that the ﬁrst of these vulnerabilities would be found in a shorter amount of time than
time to ﬁnd the second vulnerability (whether regressive or
progressive). But, our analysis shows this isn’t the case. The
second column of Table 3 lists the percentages of regressives
that were also honeymoons. In each case whether we looked
at all regressives combined, only open source or only closed
source, the percentages of honeymoons is in the low to mid
60th percentile - almost the same as the total honeymoon
eﬀect for all regressives and progressives combined. Closed
source does exhibit a slightly longer honeymoon eﬀect, but
not signiﬁcantly so. The existence of regressive honeymoons,
especially in such high proportions indicates that properties extrinsic to the quality of the code, in particular an
attacker’s familiarity with the system play a much greater
role early on in the life-cycle of a release than previously
expected.

4.3

Regressives vs. Progressives

Table 3: Percentages of Regressives and Regressive
The strong presence of the honeymoon eﬀect even among
Honeymoons for all Primal Vulnerabilities
Type
Total Regressives Total Regr. Honeymoons regressive vulnerabilities leads us to wonder what if any effect regressives might have on the length of the honeymoon
ALL
77%
62%
period. Yes, regressive vulnerabilities experience a honeyOpen Source
83%
62%
moon, but is it longer or shorter than the honeymoon for
progressive vulnerabilities? The honeymoon ratio provides
Closed Source
59%
66%
insight into the length of the honeymoon period. Figure 11
shows the median honeymoon ratios for regressives (all, open
and closed), progressives (all, open and closed), for the vul4.2 The Honeymoon Effect and Regressive Vul- nerabilities p0 /p0+1 , through p0+2 /p0+3 . The median honnerabilities
eymoon ratio for regressive vulnerabilities is lower than that
for progressives. In fact, the honeymoon ratio for progresAnother unexpected ﬁnding is that regressive vulnerabilsive vulnerabilities is almost twice as long. This strongly
ities also experience the honeymoon eﬀect. Because regressuggests that familiarity with the system is a major consive vulnerabilities have been lying dormant in the code for
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the eﬀects of increased familiarity with a software system.
As do many software engineering scholars, Brooks emphasizes the positive aspects of reusable software components
without discussion of the potential risks from malicious actors.
Software reliability analysis is crucial to commercial ﬁrms
which must deliver reliable software in a timely manner. A
number of software reliability [21, 12, 27, 22] models have
been developed, with a focus on bug rates and their implications for software maturity and releasability. The models,
testing [26] and data collections do not address malicious
actors.
Arbaugh, et al. [2] initiated the study of the more specialized software vulnerability life-cycle, with a particular
focus on the intervals of time between when a vulnerability
is known and when a software system is updated to remove
the vulnerability. It is important to note, that these works
focused on rate of exploitation, while this paper focuses on
rate of vulnerability discovery.
Work by Jonsson, et al. [17] provides observations on a
user population of students with quantitative evaluation of
behavioral hypotheses, of which the most interesting to us
is the ability to ﬁnd bugs rapidly once the price is paid (in
time) of learning the software system.
Alhamzi, et al [1] studied Windows 98 and Windows NT
4.0 and proposed a 3-phase S-shaped model (AIM) to describe the rate of change of cumulative vulnerabilities over
time where the ﬁrst phase includes time spent learning, but
Ozment’s analysis [24] of this and other vulnerability discovery models showed that its predictive accuracy assumed a
static code-base and therefore was never tested against software spanning multiple versions. Our analysis supports an
S-shaped curve model, but shows that the three phases in
the AIM model do not accurately describe the data we have
collected. Additionally, we are not concerned with the total number of vulnerabilities found over a product’s lifetime,
but with the ﬁrst vulnerability found per version, as well as
with a comparison of the cumulative number of days between
vulnerabilities, particularly those closest to the product’s release date.
Recent studies of bugs or vulnerabilities in large open
source software systems [6, 25] did analyze vulnerability density across several versions and provide some data and observations that we believe support our hypothesis. First, since
the software systems under study are open source software
(e.g., Linux and OpenBSD) and readily available, they are
learn-able by an attacker with an appropriate expenditure
of time. Second, an analysis of bugs that persisted from
version to version showed that such bugs were often a consequence of ”cut and paste” software engineering, a crude yet
eﬀective form of software reuse. The majority of the existing vulnerability life-cycle and VDM research which makes
use of the NVD dataset focused primarily on a small number of operating systems or a few server applications and in
all but a few cases [25] only looked at one particular version of each (e.g. Windows NT, Solaris 2.5.1, FreeBSD 4.0
and Redhat 6.2, or IIS and Apache). In particular, Ozment
and Schecter [25] found that 62% of the vulnerabilities in
OpenBSD v.2.3-3.7 came from legacy code, and concluded
that the original version of the source code may constitute
the bulk of the later version’s code base.
One large scale attempt to positively alter the rate of vulnerability discovery early on is Microsoft’s Security Devel-

tributor to the time to ﬁrst vulnerability discovery. Interestingly, it doesn’t seem to have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on open
source code, but closed source does seem to have a longer
honeymoon period, even for regressives. In other words, familiarity shortens the honeymoon.

4.4

Less than Zero Days

Table 4: Percentages of Primals that are Less-thanZero (released vulnerable to an already existing exploit) and the new expected median time to ﬁrst
exploit, for all products, Open source and Closed
Source
Type
Percentages Median Honeymoon Period
ALL
21%
83
Open Source

18%

89

Closed Source

34%

60

Dormant vulnerabilities are not the only cause of 0-days.
Legacy vulnerabilities result in a second category of regressive 0-days for which there can be no honeymoon period.
These Less-than-Zero days occur when a new version of a
product is released vulnerable to a previously disclosed vulnerability. For example, the day Windows 7 was oﬃcially
released, it was discovered that it was vulnerable to several
current prominent viruses which had originally been crafted
for Windows XP [35] Our research shows that less-than-zero
days account for approximately 21% of the total legacy vulnerabilities found, with closed source code containing the
most (34%)(see Table 4). In all cases the median number
of days to ﬁrst exploit is reduced by approximately 1/3 and
the median honeymoon ratio drops from 1.54 to 1.0. From
this we conclude that not patching vulnerabilities has a signiﬁcant negative eﬀect on the honeymoon period. Of course
there is no way to measure exactly when an attacker is likely
to test an existing exploit against a newly released product however, the Sophoslabs [35] tests are indicative of how
quickly a vendor might expect attackers to act.

5.

RELATED WORK

As noted in the Introduction, both the scale of modern
software systems and the scale of their deployment have
made software design and engineering the focus of signiﬁcant attention from scientists and engineers.
Brook’s ”The Mythical Man-Month” [5] is a bedrock reference for both the problems that the software engineering
discipline is intended to address and its collected data (albeit from the 1960s) in support of its cogent observations.
As Brooks addresses the issues in successfully engineering
large software systems his focus is software defects (”bugs”)
rather than software security vulnerabilities. His analyses
of the management issues in software engineering, particularly factors to account for in scheduling, still hold true. For
example, the discussion of ”Regenerative Schedule Disaster”
(particularly Fig. 2.8, illustrating the added cost for training time) lends support to our observations about the time
required to gain familiarity with a software system. Brook’s
Figure 11.2, ”Bug occurrence as a function of release age”,
reproduced here on the left of Figure 1, shows an interval
of decrease in bugs found, slowing to some minimum rate,
followed by a slow rise in the rate of bugs found. This shows
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defenders over the last decade, a long term analysis would
be inconsistent. To mitigate this we broke down each analysis by year and from version-to-version which are much
shorter time intervals, and we demonstrated the consistency
of this approach over time.
We also analyzed the role of legacy code in vulnerability
discovery and found surprisingly, based on a detailed study
of a large database of software vulnerabilities, that software
reuse may be a signiﬁcant source of new vulnerabilities. We
determined that the standard practice of reusing code offers unexpected security challenges. The very fact that this
software is mature means that there has been ample opportunity to study it in suﬃcient detail to turn vulnerabilities
into exploits.
There are multiple potential causal mechanisms that might
explain the existence of the honeymoon eﬀect and the role
played by familiarity. One possibility is that a second vulnerability might be of similar type to the ﬁrst, so that ﬁnding it is fascilitated by knowledge derived from ﬁnding the
ﬁrst one. A second possibility is that the methodology or
tools developed to ﬁnd the ﬁrst vulnerability lowers the effort required to ﬁnd a subsequent ones. A third possible
cause might be that a discovered vulnerability would signal
weakness to other attackers (ie, blood in the water), causing
them to focus more attention on that area. [7]
The ﬁrst two possible causes require familiarity with the
system, while the third is an example of properties extrinsic
to the quality of the source code that might aﬀect the length
of the honeymoon period. An examination of these possible
causes will appear in future work.
The period between when the error rate is low enough for
release and attacker familiarity becomes high enough for an
initial 0-day vulnerability we have called the honeymoon and
its dynamics have been demonstrated in this paper to apply
to the majority of popular software systems for which we
had data.
The dynamics of the honeymoon eﬀect suggest an interesting tradeoﬀ between decreasing error rate and increasing
familiarity with the software by attackers. This basic result has important implications for the arms race between
defenders and attackers.
First, it suggests that a new release of a software system
can enjoy a substantial honeymoon period without discovered vulnerabilities once it is stable, independent of security
practices. Second, this honeymoon period appears to be a
strong predictor of the approximate upper bound of the vulnerability arrival rate. Third, it suggests (as hinted at by the
paper title) that attacker familiarity is a key element of the
software process dynamics, and this is a contraindication for
software reuse, as the greater the fraction of software reuse,
the smaller the amount of study required by an attacker.
Fourth, it suggests the need for more alternative approaches
to security software systems than simply trying to create
bug-free code.
In particular, research into alternative architectures or
execution models which focuses on properties extrinsic to
software, such as automated diversity, redundant execution,
software design diversity [8] might be used to extend the
honeymoon period of newly released software, or even give
old software a second honeymoon.

opment Lifecycle (SDL) which claims to have reduced the
numbers of vulnerabilities found in Windows Vista’s ﬁrst
year compared with those found in Windows XP, which does
not use the SDL, (66 vs. 119) a 45% improvement. However, while Vista was in its ﬁrst year, XP had been out
for 6 years. We believe this also supports our hypothesis,
especially since, in its ﬁrst year, XP had only 28 vulnerabilities [20], a diﬀerence of 58%. [23]
Code reuse continues to be considered an important part
of secure, eﬃcient software development in both open and
closed products [13, 10, 4]. However, Coverity’s analysis
of the lessons learned after years of using their static code
analysis tool provides some possible explanations of the role
legacy code plays in the honeymoon eﬀect. For example,
the authors list the most common response from software
developers after the discovery of 1000+ bugs: ”...The baseline is to record the current bugs, don’t ﬁx them, but do ﬁx
any new bugs... A reasonable conservative heuristic is if you
haven’t touched the code in years, don’t modify it (even for
a bug ﬁx) to avoid causing any breakage.” [3] This suggests
that an attacker familiar with the legacy code that has been
carried over into a newly released version would have an edge
in ﬁnding new vulnerabilities in it (the legacy code), and this
might have a negative eﬀect on the honeymoon period.
In a recently published paper [28] the author analyzed the
risk of ﬁrst exploitation attempt using a Cox proportional
model and concludes “that the exploitation process is accelerated for open source products”. The focus of the paper is
on measuring the rate of exploitation attempts, not on the
rate of vulnerability discovery and is therefore not relevant
to our paper.

6.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The software lifecycle has been repeatedly examined, with
the intent of understanding the dynamics of software production processes, most particularly the arrival rate of software faults and failures. These rates decrease with time as
updates gradually repair the errors as they are found, until
an acceptable error rate is achieved.
The software vulnerability lifecycle has been less extensively studied, with most attention paid to the period after an exploit has been discovered. In attempting to understand the properties of vulnerability discovery, there are
two approaches we might have taken. One approach would
have been to study a single software system in depth, over
an extended period, draw detailed conclusions, and perhaps
generalize from them. Indeed, several of the related works
mentioned above try to do just that for the middle and end
phases of the lifecycle. But, another approach is to examine
a large set of software systems and try to ﬁnd properties that
are true over the entire set and over an extended period.
We chose the latter approach for an number of reasons,
which include the following: This approach allowed us to incorporate both open and closed source systems in our analysis, this approach also allowed us to analyze several diﬀerent
classes of software (Operating Systems, Web Browsers User
applications, Server applications, etc), and this approach allowed us to discover general vulnerability properties, e.g.
the honeymoon period, independent of the type of software,
and without requiring a detailed analysis of the properties
of each speciﬁc, individual vulnerability.
It might appear that given so many changes in tools, utilities, methodologies and goals used by both attackers and
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ABSTRACT
Quantitative Information Flow (QIF) [3, 11] aims to provide techniques and tools able to quantify leakage of confidential information. As a motivating example consider a
prototypical password checking program

Leakage of confidential information represents a serious security risk. Despite a number of novel, theoretical advances,
it has been unclear if and how quantitative approaches to
measuring leakage of confidential information could be applied to substantial, real-world programs. This is mostly due
to the high complexity of computing precise leakage quantities. In this paper, we introduce a technique which makes
it possible to decide if a program conforms to a quantitative policy which scales to large state-spaces with the help
of bounded model checking.
Our technique is applied to a number of officially reported
information leak vulnerabilities in the Linux Kernel. Additionally, we also analysed authentication routines in the Secure Remote Password suite and of a Internet Message Support Protocol implementation. Our technique shows when
there is unacceptable leakage; the same technique is also
used to verify, for the first time, that the applied software
patches indeed plug the information leaks.
This is the first demonstration of quantitative information flow addressing security concerns of real-world industrial programs.

if (password==guess) access=1 else access=0

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Information flow controls; D.2.4 [Software/Program Verification]: Model checking, Correctness proofs; H1.1 [Systems and Information
Theory]: Information theory

General Terms
Security, Theory

Keywords
Information leakage, Linux kernel, Quantitative information
flow
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Notice how there is an unavoidable leakage of confidential
information in this program: an attacker observing the value
of access will be able to infer if he guessed the right password (complete leakage if he did guess it right) and if the
guess was wrong he will have eliminated one possibility from
the search space. Notice also how essential the amount of
information leaked is: if the amount leaked is very small
then the program could as well be considered secure.
If, as the above example illustrates, leakage is somehow
unavoidable then the real question is not whether or not
programs leak, but how much. This point is what makes
Quantitative Information Flow an appealing theory. In a
nutshell, QIF aims to measure the amount of information
from confidential data (in the above example the variable
password) that an attacker who can read/write the public
input data (guess) will be able to infer from some observable
variable (access).
However, implementing a precise QIF analysis for secret
sizes of more than a few bits is computationally infeasible; roughly speaking this is because classical QIF computes
the entropy of a random variable whose complexity is the
same as computing all possible runs of the program. Even
when abstraction techniques and statistical sampling are integrated with QIF [9] to help the scalability issues a useful
analysis for real code still seems problematic.
In this paper, we introduce a useful quantitative analysis
for C code: we will demonstrate the analysis on reported
information leakage vulnerabilities in the Linux Kernel and
in common authentication routines. All of the covered vulnerabilities are referenced by the standardised vulnerability
repository CVE from Mitre1 .
To address the computational feasibility of the quantitative analysis we shift the focus from the question “How much
does it leak?” to the simpler quantitative question “Does it
leak more than k?”. We will show how the questions are related and more importantly we will show that off-the-shelf
symbolic model checkers like CBMC [5] are able to efficiently
answer the second kind of question. CBMC is a good choice
for several reasons: (i) it makes it easy to parse and analyse
1
http://cve.mitre.org, CVE is industry-endorsed with over
70 companies actively involved.
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A state s is in F if Post(s) = ∅. A path is a finite sequence
of states π = s0 s1 s2 . . . sn such that s0 ∈ I and sn ∈ F .
A state is a tuple S = SH × SL of the pair of confidential input H and low input L. We consider initial/final or
input/output pairs of states of a path, h(h, l), oi where the
second component is the output o produced by the final state
drawn from some output alphabet O. In the above example
an input/output pair would be h(5, 1), 2i representing the
computation (5%4) + 1 = 2.
Confidential inputs are denoted as h ∈ H, low inputs l ∈
L, and low observations o ∈ O, where the output behaviour
of the function is always a low observation and the input is
an initial state (h, l). A distinction on the confidential input
through observations O is one where there exists at least two
paths through P , modelled as T S, which leads to different
observations for different confidential input but constant low
input.
We define an equivalence relation 'P,l on the values of the
high variables as follows: h 'P,l h0 iff if h(h, l), oi, h(h0 , l), o0 i
are input/output pairs in P then o = o0 .
Hence, two high values are equivalent (w.r.t. a low value
l) if they cannot be distinguished by any observable. In
the running example an equivalence class in 'P,1 would for
example be {1, 5, 9, 13}. The equivalence relation associated
to P, l is an element of the set of all possible equivalence
relation on the values of high.
Let I(X) be the set of all possible equivalence relations
on a set X. Define on I(X) the order:

large ANSI-C based projects (ii) it models bit-vector semantics of C accurately which makes it able to detect arithmetic
overflows amongst others, which turns out to be important
(iii) nondeterministic choice functions can be used to easily
model user input, which also enjoys efficient solving due to
the symbolic nature of the model checker (iv) despite being
a bounded model checker, CBMC can check whether enough
unwinding of the transition system was performed to prove
that there are no deeper counterexamples.
Our experiments show that the analysis not only quantifies the leakage but also helps in understanding the nature
of the leak. In particular, the counterexample produced by
the model checker, when a leakage property is violated, can
provide insights into the cause of the leak. For example,
we can extract a public user input from the counterexample
needed to trigger a violation.
Another surprising result of our experiment is that in certain circumstances we were able to use our technique to
prove whether the official patch provided for the vulnerability does actually eliminate the information leak. This is
achieved by point (iv) from above, when the model checking
process is actually complete.
In summary the main technical contributions of this paper
are the following:
1. We present the first quantitative leakage analysis of
systems software.
2. We show how to express Quantitative Information Flow
properties that can be efficiently checked using bounded
symbolic model checking.

≈ v ∼ ↔ ∀s1 , s2 (s1 ∼ s2 ⇒ s1 ≈ s2 )

where ≈, ∼ ∈ I(X) and s1 , s2 ∈ X. v defines a complete
lattice over X. It is a refinement order with bottom element
being the relation relating every state and top element being
the identity relation. This is described as the Lattice of
Information [10].
Non leaking programs (i.e. satisfying non-interference [7])
are characterised as follows:

3. We show that the technique not only quantifies leakage in real code but also provides valuable information
about the nature of the leak.
4. In some cases we are able to prove that official patches
for reported vulnerability do indeed eliminate leakage;
these constitute the first positive proofs of absence of
QIF vulnerabilities for real-world systems programs.

2.

(1)

Proposition 1. P is non-interfering iff for all l, 'P,l is
the least element in I(SH ) .

MODEL OF PROGRAMS AND DISTINCTIONS

An attacker controlling the low inputs can be modelled
by an equivalence relation 'P corresponding to a particular
'P,l .
Formally, we define a quantitative policy as a non-negative
natural number N . A relation 'P,l breaches a policy if | 'P,l
| > N (where | 'P,l | is the number of equivalence classes
of 'P,l ). In our model, an attacker will always choose a
relation breaching the policy, provided that given a policy
and a program such a relation exists. We use 'P with the
program P being initialised with the attacker’s choice of l2 .
In the above example, a choice could be 'P = 'P,0 corresponding to the program l=0; o = (h % 4 ) + l.
Quantitative Information Flow uses information theoretical measures like Shannon entropy to measure leakage of
confidential information. The measure of a program can be
broken down into two main steps [11, 8]:

We aim to model the input/output behaviour of a C function where inputs are formal arguments to the function and
outputs are either return values or pointer arguments.
In the following we will consider P to be a C function
taking high and low inputs noted h, l; we call observables low
variables whose values are “publicly available” after running
P . As an example consider the following “modulo” program
o = (h % 4 ) + l
and suppose h is a 4 bits variable with values 0..15 and l
a 1 bit variable with values 0,1; then the low input for P
is the variable l and the observable is the variable o whose
possible values are 0 . . . 4.
Formally, a program P is modelled as transition system
T S = (S, T, I, F ) with S being the program states, T ⊆
S × S are the program transitions and I the initial states
and F the final states. Let us define a successor function for
a state s ∈ S

1. interpret the program as a random variable RP
2. compute the entropy of RP (noted H(RP ))
2
In the paper such attacker choices will be modelled by the
nondeterministic choice function input().

Post(s) = {s0 ∈ S | (s, s0 ) ∈ T }
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It has been shown that RP and 'P coincide [11, 13]. For example for the modulo program above under the assumption
of uniform distribution on the input there are 4 equivalence
classes each having probability 41 . The Shannon entropy of
that program is then

Recall that for a program P a quantitative policy is a
natural number N which limits the cardinality of 'P to N .
In other words, a program violates a quantitative policy if
it makes more distinctions than what is allowed in the policy.
A leaking program is one breaching the policy N = 1 in the
above definition.
We take ideas from assume-guarantee reasoning [17] to encode such a policy in a driver function, which tries to trigger
a violation, i.e. producing a counterexample, of the policy.
If the policy states that the function func is not allowed
to make more than 2 distinctions then this is modelled as
shown in Program 1. This driver only has a high component
as a state, which is passed to the function func where the
policy is tested on.

1
1
4 ∗ − log2 ( ) = 2
4
4
This number 2 represents the fact that the observations reveal which of the 4 possible classes (i.e. 2 bits of information)
the high input belongs to.
RP and 'P are also order related as the following proposition shows [8]:
Proposition 2. 'P v 'P 0 iff for all probability distributions H(RP ) ≤ H(RP 0 )

int h1,h2,h3;
int o1,o2,o3;

To further understand the importance of 'P in Quantitative Information Flow we need to introduce the information
theoretical concept of channel capacity: consider the password check example from the introduction. Suppose the
password is a 64 bits randomly chosen string; we have two
equivalence classes, one with 1 element so having probability
1
, the other class with 264 − 1 elements having thus proba264
bility 1− 2164 . The entropy is then 3.46944695×10−18 : as expected a password check of a big password should leak very
little. Suppose however that the probabilities of the high inputs are such that both equivalence classes have probability
1
. Then the entropy dramatically raises to 1 which is the
2
channel capacity, i.e. the maximum leakage achievable given
two classes: log2 (2) = log2 (| 'P |). In the modulo example
the channel capacity is 2 which happens to be given by the
uniform distribution on the high input. Other distributions
on the high input cannot give higher entropy: for example
if we consider the distribution where all even numbers have
equal probability 81 , and all odd numbers have 0 probability
then the resulting entropy will be 1.
The following result establishes basic relationships between
leakage, channel capacity, and number of distinctions:

h1 = input();

o1 = func(h1);
o2 = func(h2);
assume(o1 != o2); // (A)
o3 = func(h3);
assert(o3 == o1 || o3 == o2); // (B)

Program 1: Example driver checking for 2 distinctions
Drivers always have a similar structure: we model the
secret by a nondeterministic choice function input() as a
placeholder for all possible values of that type; then for a
policy of checking for N distinctions, the function under
inspection is called N times. The crucial step (A) is the use
of the assume statement after the calls: the driver assumes
that, in this case, there are two different return values found
already. The function is called an N + 1th time and at (B)
the driver asserts that the next output is either one of the
previously found outputs.
The assume statement only considers execution paths which
satisfy the given boolean formula, all other paths are rejected. Further, the bounded model checker used will try to
find a counterexample to the negated assertion claim, which
is only satisfiable if and only if a counterexample exists. An
unsatisfiable formula means that the original claim holds,
i.e. the program conforms to the policy. The verification
condition generated by the bounded model checker for the
policy in Program 1 is:

Proposition 3.
1. P is non-interfering iff log2 (| 'P |) = 0
2. The channel capacity3 of P is log2 (| 'P |) .
3. If for all probability distributions H(RP ) ≤ H(RP 0 )
then | 'P | ≤ | 'P 0 |

o1 != o2 =⇒ (o3 == o1 || o3 == o2)

Point (1) is proved in [4], (2) in [12] and (3) is a consequence
of proposition 2 whose proof is in [8]. Hence a lower bound
on | 'P | provides a lower bound on the channel capacity of
the program P .
Hence, because of proposition 3 the inequality | 'P | > N ,
which is at the heart of our analysis, can be rephrased to the
following statement: in a setting where the distribution of
the secret is the most favourable for the attacker then the
leakage is at least log2 (N ) bits.

3.

h2 = input(); h3 = input();

Where the bounded model checker tries to find a counterexample (execution path) using the negated claim such that
the following holds
o1 != o2 ∧ o3 != o1 ∧ o3 != o2

ENCODING DISTINCTION-BASED POLICIES

i.e. that there are three distinctions possible.
Another possibility is that the function func does not even
make two distinctions, such that the assume statement at
point (A) is always false, which leads to proving the policy
(or any policy) vacuously true, because for any assertion Q
the verification condition is true, i.e. false =⇒ Q.

3.1

3

The channel capacity is the maximum possible leakage
where we consider all possible probability distributions on
the inputs [12]

Bounded Model Checking

We use the bounded model checker CBMC to verify or
falsify a policy. CBMC encodes an ANSI-C program into a
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implication

Input: Function func, types t,t’,t”, comparison eq_t,
bound k, threshold N
Output: Driver.c
t o_1, . . ., o_n, o_n+1;
t’ h_1, . . ., h_n, h_n+1;
t’’ l;

o1 =
6 o2 ∧ o1 =
6 o3 ∧ · · · ∧ on−1 =
6 on
=⇒ on+1 = o1 ∨ · · · ∨ on+1 = on
Thus, we can make the following claims on the result of
the model checking process: For a given bound k and a
policy,

h_1 = input(); . . . h_n = input();
l = input();
o_1 = func(h_1, l);
.
.
.
o_n = func(h_n, l);
assume(!eq_t(o_1, o_2) && !eq_t(o_1, o_3) && . . .);

• if the model checker finds a counterexample then the
policy is violated, i.e. the program makes more distinctions than specified
• if the process ends with a successful verification of the
policy without unwinding assertions then the policy
holds up to an unwinding of k.

o_n+1 = func(h_n+1, l);
assert(eq_t(o_n+1, o_1) || eq_t(o_n+1, o_2) || . . .);

Algorithm 1: Template to syntactically generate a
driver for an N distinction policy

• if the process ends with a successful verification of the
policy with unwinding assertions then the policy holds
for any number of iterations.

4.

propositional formula by unwinding the transition relation
and user defined specifications up to some bound. This formula is only satisfiable if there exists an error trace violating
the specification.
The tool can also check if the unwinding bound is sufficient by introducing unwinding assertions, which are assertions on the negated loop guards. This ensures that no
longer counterexample can exist than the used bound. To
prove any properties the analysis has to pass unwinding assertions, otherwise it can only be used as a way to find counterexamples up to the unwinding bound.
The C program gets encoded into constraints C and the
property – user defined assertions – are encoded in P . Then
the model checker tries to find a satisfiable assignment to
the formula

CHECKING QUANTITATIVE POLICIES

The steps in checking a program or function for the compliance with a quantitative policy are as follows: (1) Define
the input state (h, l) and output state o in the code, i.e. the
confidential input h, the low input l and the observation o
(2) Define the maximum number of distinctions in the policy and an unwinding factor k (3) Generate a driver function
using the template in Algorithm 1 (4) Run CBMC on the
driver. If the driver is successfully verified, potentially increase the unwinding factor.

4.1

Modelling Low Input

A crucial aspect of our analysis is to model low user input,
which is most of the time responsible for triggering a bug
which causes the information leak. These bugs only happen
on a very restricted number of execution paths and could be
exploited by a malicious user choosing a special user input.
This scenario generally applies when studying many CVE
reported information leakage vulnerabilities.
Let us look at the following simplified code in Program 2,
which contains an integer underflow, taken from the vulnerability CVE-2007-2875 in the linux kernel.

C ∧ ¬P
where P is an accumulation of the assumptions and assertions made in the program text. Thus if there are two assume
statements in the driver with expressions E1 and E2 and one
assert statement with expression Q then P is
P ≡ E1 ∧ E2 =⇒ Q

3.2

typedef long long loff_t;
typedef unsigned int size_t;
int underflow(int h, loff_t ppos) {
int bufsz;
size_t nbytes;
bufsz=1024;
nbytes=20;

Driver

A general template for a driver is described in Algorithm
1. The inputs to the algorithm are the function func to
be analysed, possibly up to three different types for the input/output pair h(h, l), oi, and a comparison function eq_t
which returns true if the arguments of type t are equal,
where t is the type of the observation of function func. This
comparison function could be as simple as == of C, or a more
complex function, such as memcmp, if t is an array or string.
Also note, that the observations o_i do not need to be only
return values, but can also be pointer arguments to func.

if (ppos + nbytes > bufsz) // (A)
nbytes = bufsz - ppos; // (B)
if(ppos + nbytes > bufsz) {
return h; // (C)
} else {
return 0;
}
}

Proposition 4 (Correctness of driver template).
If the driver template in Algorithm 1 is successfully verified
up to a bound k (i.e. the negated claim is unsatisfiable) then
the function func does not make more than N distinctions
on the output within the bound k. Formally, we state that
the validity of the driver implies the validity of the following

Program 2: Integer underflow causing a leak
At first, it seems not possible that the point (C) where the
secret h gets returned is ever executed, because exactly that
check is done in (A) which reduces the variable nbytes to
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5.

be within the bound bufsz. However, due to wrong choice
and combination of types, the subtraction in (B) causes an
underflow in nbytes for a very large ppos value. And unfortunately, ppos is a user controlled input variable, such that
when its value is chosen correctly, point (C) is reached.
In this case, a state in the system is the tuple (h, l) which
represents the arguments to the function underflow, i.e. the
formal parameters h and ppos; observations are the return
values of this function. The generated driver can automatically find the low part of a state which triggers such subsequent information leaks, because the analysis instructs the
model checker to find any possible execution path satisfying
the assumptions and assertions on the outputs, given nondeterministic high values and fixed low inputs. As SAT-based
model checking is precise down to the individual bit, it will
find a low input which triggers the underflow and uncovers
the leak.
CBMC generates a counterexample falsifying a policy of
e.g. no leakage and thereby having triggered the integer
underflow. The following excerpt of the counterexample

We applied our technique to CVE reported information
leakage vulnerabilities in the Linux Kernel. In the experiments we checked for policy violations and proved whether
official patches resolve the information leakage. We also
analysed authentication routines of the Secure Remote Password protocol (SRP) and of a Internet Message Support Protocol implementation. A summary of the results is shown in
Table 1. The leakage is reported in the second last column
where > log2 (N ) means that more than log2 (N ) bits leaked,
i.e. the policy N has been violated; equally, ≤ log2 (N )
means the policy N has been verified. These two cases correspond to lower and upper bounds on the leakage.

5.1

Linux Kernel

We define information leakage in the kernel always as parts
of the kernel memory which gets mistakenly copied to user
space, i.e. the virtual memory allocated to conventional applications. Clearly, this should not happen as anything allocated in the kernel space is not meant to be seen by users
(except within the bounds of normal user/kernel interactions), especially in multi-user systems like Linux. Thus, in
all examples the kernel memory is modelled as nondeterministic values.
The interface between user and kernel space are system
calls or syscalls in short. Syscalls, like normal functions,
have a number of arguments and a return value where the
kernel can transfer data structures or single values back and
forth. This is the crucial point in the system where information leakage is most common.

State 14 file underflow.c line 40 function main
---------------------------------------------------underflow::main::1::l=1706688912 (00000000...
....
State 35 file underflow.c line 13 function underflow
---------------------------------------------------underflow::underflow::1::nbytes=4027596816 (11110000...

shows that a low input of l=1706688912 lead to an nbytes
which underflowed from the previous value 20.
Clearly, for such leaks to be detected it needs bit-level precise reasoning, just like SAT-based bounded model checkers
support.

4.2

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

AppleTalk. The specific vulnerability CVE-2009-3002
in the appletalk network code shows a quite common cause
of information leakage: a user requests, by a syscall, that a
structure gets filled with values and returned to user land.
The developer however forgot to assign values to all fields
in the struct, thus these missing fields get “filled” with unspecified kernel memory, as it is allocated on the stack. This
CVE security bulletin actually comprises six different vulnerable network protocol implementations, all following the
same leakage pattern. We will only present the affected code
of the AppleTalk implementation – the same kind of analysis
applies to all six vulnerabilities.
In this case the structure returned to the user is shown
in Program 4. The leaking function is atalk_getname in

Environment

In model checking, the environment, like library function
calls or generally functions and data structures which have
no implementation, need to be modelled in a way which allows for the property to be verified. Out of the box, CBMC
replaces function calls with no implementation with nondeterministic values.
As our analysis needs to check for equality on inputs and
outputs of functions a certain number of common library
functions have to be modelled in a way which preserves their
original semantics. For example, the usual library C functions memcmp, and strcmp are implemented in a way which
return 0 if their arguments are equal and a value not equal
to 0 if they are not equal. The functions memset and memcpy
actually set an array of integers or characters to a certain
value or to the content of another array. The same applies to linux kernel utility functions such as copy_to_user
and copy_from_user which copy memory blocks to or from
userspace.
For example, a memcmp implementation is shown in Program 3.

struct sockaddr_at {
u_char sat_len, sat_family, sat_port;
struct at_addr
sat_addr;
union {
struct netrange r_netrange;
char
r_zero[8];
} sat_range;
};
#define sat_zero sat_range.r_zero

int memcmp(char *s1, char *s2, unsigned int n) {
int i;
for(i=0;i<n;i++) {
if(s1[i] != s2[i]) return -1;
}
return 0;
}

Program 4: Complex observation struct leads to leak from
sat_zero.
net/appletalk/ddp.c is shown in Program 5.
In the function, the structure sat gets filled with values
provided by the kernel, at the end the whole structure is
copied via memcpy to the address of the uaddr pointer, which
is indirectly, via the syscall getsockname copied back to user

Program 3: Simplified memcmp model
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Description

CVE Bulletin

LOC

k?

Patch Proof

AppleTalk
tcf fill node
sigaltstack
cpuset†

CVE-2009-3002
CVE-2009-3612
CVE-2009-2847
CVE-2007-2875

237
146
199
63

64
64
128
64

X
X
X
×

>6
>6
>7
>6

bit
bit
bit
bit

1h39m
3m34s
49m50s
1m32s

SRP getpass
login unix

–
–

93
128

8
8

X
–

≤1 bit
≤2 bit

0.128s
8.364s

log2 (N )

Time

Table 1: Experimental Results. ? Number of unwindings † From Section 4.1
simply changing the last line above to tcm->tcm__pad2=0.
We were again able to prove that this patch successfully
fixes the security hole and otherwise the program violates a
leakage policy of 6 bits.
Without the patch, a counterexample is found within 3
minutes and 34 seconds; with the patch, the program is
verified within about the same time.

int atalk_getname(struct socket *sock,
struct sockaddr *uaddr, int *uaddr_len, int peer) {
struct sockaddr_at sat;
// Official Patch. Comment out to trigger leak
//memset(&sat.sat_zero, 0, sizeof(sat.sat_zero));
.
.
. // sat structure gets filled
memcpy(uaddr, &sat, sizeof(sat));
return 0;

sigaltstack. The leakage for this vulnerability is intricate and only manifests itself on 64-bit processors. On such
a system, the struct stack_t, as shown in Program 7, will
be padded to a multiple of 8 bytes because on 64-bit systems void* and size_t are both 8 bytes (instead of 4 bytes
for 32-bit systems), while an integer type remains 4 bytes.
Thus, the size of stack_t is padded to 24 bytes, while on a
32-bit system it remains unpadded at 12 bytes.

}

Program 5: Function introducing the leak for CVE-20093002.
land. However, the field sat.sat_zero has not been initialised, thus a number of bytes of kernel memory get copied
back to the user.
The secret is implicitly modelled by allocating the sat
structure with nondeterministic values; observations are also
of type sockaddr_at. The driver uses as parameter eq_t the
library function memcmp to compare memories.
The model checker found a counterexample for a 6 bit
policy within 1 hour and 39 minutes. Once the official patch
was applied of setting the sat structure to 0 with memset, our
driver successfully verified the policy in about the same time
with unwinding assertions, thus it proved that the patch
stops the leak.

typedef struct sigaltstack {
void __user *ss_sp;
int ss_flags; // 4 bytes padding on 64-bit
size_t ss_size;
} stack_t;

Program 7: Structure with padding depending on architecture.

This information leak happens in the
tcf fill node.
netlink subsystem of the kernel. The function tcf_fill_node
prepares a struct tcmsg to be sent back to the user. However, the programmer made a typing mistake and filled a
field tcm__pad1 twice instead of the second time for tcm__pad2.
struct tcmsg *tcm;
...
nlh=NLMSG_NEW(skb, pid, seq, event, sizeof(*tcm), flags);
tcm=NLMSG_DATA(nlh);
tcm->tcm_family = AF_UNSPEC;
tcm->tcm__pad1 = 0;
tcm->tcm__pad1 = 0; // typo, should be tcm__pad2 instead.

The syscall do_sigaltstack in kernel/signal.c copies
such a structure back to userland via the copy function
copy_to_user, however it does not clear the padding bytes,
thus those are leaked to the user on a 64-bit system. In the
function visible in Program 8, the high input is the structure
oss and the low output is the argument uoss.
int do_sigaltstack (const stack_t __user *uss,
stack_t __user *uoss, unsigned long sp) {
stack_t oss;
... // oss fields get filled
if (copy_to_user(uoss, &oss, sizeof(oss)))
goto out; ....

Program 8: Leakage through copying whole structures including padding.

Program 6: Function excerpt introducing the leak for
CVE-2009-3612.
This leaks kernel memory from tcm__pad2 back to userspace.
Here, we again modelled kernel memory implicitly by the
memory allocated for tcm through the function NLMSG_DATA,
which initialised the fields of the struct with nondeterministic values. The observation is the filled out variable tcm,
the low user input is a simple integer variable not mentioned
here for brevity.
The official patch which was applied to fix the leak is
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CBMC supports modelling of 64-bit widths however that
is not enough to automatically measure the padding bytes.
This is because the sizeof operator in CBMC returns only
the sum of all sizes without eventual bit alignments. This is
solved in our approach by providing a model of the copy_to_user function, just like e.g. an implementation of memcpy
is provided, which checks if the length parameter is aligned
according to the architecture (4 bytes for 32 and 8 bytes for
64). If there are padding alignments then these will be chosen to be filled with nondeterministic integer values modulo
the number of padding bytes.

In Program 8, this would translate to the following: sizeof(oss) counts 20 bytes as the size of the structure. However, this does not account for the padding bytes, and our
copy_to_user model does the following calculation:

_TYPE( int ) t_getpass (char* buf, unsigned maxlen,
const char* prompt) {
DWORD mode;
GetConsoleMode( handle, &mode );
SetConsoleMode( handle, mode & ~ENABLE_ECHO_INPUT );
if(fputs(prompt, stdout) == EOF ||
fgets(buf, maxlen, stdin) == NULL) {
SetConsoleMode(handle,mode);
return -1;
} ....

pad = ALIGN - (sizeof(oss) % ALIGN);
if(pad == ALIGN)
padding = 0;
else
padding = ((unsigned int) nondet_int()) %
(1 << (pad*8))

Program 9: Side-effect of mode decides on echo output of
fgets

where ALIGN is chosen to be 4 or 8 depending on the architecture used. In a 64-bit system, this translates to 8−(20%8) =
4 bytes for pad which are represented by the padding variable.
With this setup, we were able to verify that on a 32-bit
system the Program 8 does not leak anything, while on a
64-bit system this violates a policy of e.g. 7 bits. A counterexample was found within 49 minutes and 50 seconds.
We were also able to prove that the patch applied removes
the padding leak. The patch in this case was to not copy
the whole struct but copying the three struct members separately through the function __put_user, where the padding
does not come into play.

In Program 9, the function t_getpass first gets the current mode of the console by the function GetConsoleMode;
then it sets a new console mode by inverting the bit
ENABLE_ECHO_INPUT in the mode through the function
SetConsoleMode which clearly disables the echo of input
read from standard input. The function GetConsoleMode is
modelled by nondeterministically setting the mode to any integer value, the function SetConsoleMode sets a global mode
variable to its second argument. The function fgets, which
reads a number of bytes from stdin, is modelled to return
its first argument buf completely if the mode is set to echo
the input and return a constant value otherwise.
With this setup CBMC proves through our driver that
starting from any initial mode, the program will always end
up with log2 (| 'P |) = 0, i.e. that there is no leakage. We
can also successfully check that if the line which disables the
echo is removed then the policy is violated.
IMSPD. The function checked in this test is login_plaintext in imsp/login_unix.c as shown in Program 10.

cpuset.
The crucial part of this vulnerability has already been discussed in Section 4.1. Our analysis finds the
right low input which triggers the integer underflow. The actual code however does not simply return the secret as shown
in the section mentioned above, but it copies nbytes number
of bytes from a buffer ctr->buf at offset *ppos. Because of
if (*ppos + nbytes > ctr->bufsz)
nbytes = ctr->bufsz - *ppos;
if (copy_to_user(buf, ctr->buf + *ppos, nbytes))
return -EFAULT;

int login_plaintext(char *user, char* pass,
char** reply) {
...
struct passwd* pwd = getpwnam(user);
if (!pwd) return 1;
if (strcmp(pwd->pw_passwd,
crypt(pass, pwd->pw_passwd)) != 0) {
*reply = "wrong password";
return 1;
}
return 0;

the underflow, nbytes and *ppos access memory way out of
the actual buffer and thus disclose kernel memory. However
our analysis of this vulnerability requires at the moment too
much manual intervention to model memory access outside
of the allowed bound ( i.e. ctr->buf + *ppos).
One elegant way of addressing this problem would be by
modifying CBMC itself; CBMC could for example return
nondeterministic values for such out-of-bound memory accesses which would implicitly model the access to confidential data.

5.2

Program 10: Login function of IMSPD.
The program first tries to receive the stored password context of a user using the function getpwnam. If successful,
it will compare the stored with the entered password using
strcmp. If this fails it will set the string reply to “wrong
password”. If authentication is successful it returns 0.
Clearly, this function has three distinguishable observations: (1) it returns 1 (2) it returns 1 and sets *reply (3) it
returns 0. We modelled the three parameters to the function
as low user input and the stored password as confidential
variable. With this setup, we are able to verify that this
program conforms to a policy which only leaks 3 observations, within 9 seconds.

Authentication Checks

We analysed parts of the authentication routines of the
secure remote password suite (SRP) and the Unix passwdauthentication of Cyrus’ Internet Message Support Protocol
daemon (IMSPD).
SRP. To demonstrate that confidential variables and observations can be used flexibly, we checked that there is no
leakage in the password request function in libsrp/t_getpass.c.
The confidential input is the password entered by the user
when being prompted at the login; the observations are the
echos of the terminal of typed characters. Whether the terminal echos the typed characters or not depends on which
mode the console is in. The environment modelling the console and its modes had to be provided to check this program.

6.

RELATED WORK

There have been several attempts in recent years to build
a quantitative analysis of leakage, starting with the static
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analysis in [4].
The most relevant works for this paper are [1] by M.
Backes, B. Köpf and A. Rybalchenko and [8] by J. Heusser
and P. Malacaria where verification techniques are used to
compute leakage of programs. Those works are both inspired by the important previous theoretical work on self
composition by G. Barthe, P. D’Argenio, and T. Rezk [2]
and T. Terauchi and A. Aiken [18]. However as already
noted, those approaches attempt primarily to answer questions about how much a program leak and seem unable to
scale to real code in terms of line of code, state space and
language constructs. In particular, they have not, as far as
we are aware, been used to analyse independently existing
vulnerabilities in independently existing programs.
On the theoretical side, the complexity of QIF analysis
has recently been thoroughly investigated by H. Yasuoka
and T. Terauchi [19] who, amongst other aspects, explored
the relation to verification and k-safety properties.
Approaches that do scale to large programs are by S. McCamant, M. D. Ernst [14] and J. Newsome, S. McCamant,
D. Song [15]. They released an impressive tool, FlowCheck,
which is able to analyse very large programs. There are however significant differences between the approaches in that
FlowCheck is a security testing tool based on the Valgrind
dynamic instrumentation framework whereas our approach
is based on verification and static analysis techniques. Thus,
our work comes with stronger theoretical guarantees (for example verification of the official patches) and does not require to “run” the code.
D. Kroening’s CBMC [5] has been used for many practical
applications. A good overview over the applied fields can be
found under the following link [6].

7.
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[10]

[11]

CONCLUSION

In this paper we combined state of the art model checking
with theoretical work on Quantitative Information Flow, to
provide a powerful tool for the analysis of leakage of information. We demonstrated not only that CVE reported vulnerabilities such as for the Linux kernel can be analysed with
a level of scalability and precision able to find real security
vulnerabilities, but that it is also possible to prove whether
the official patches fix the problem. We argued that leaks
are not synonymous of a security breach and hence a quantitative framework is better equipped than a qualitative one
to determine when an information leak represents a security
threat.
We see this work as a significant step in the application of
academic research on information flow analysis to real-world
problems in systems software.
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ABSTRACT

hind it is that if a page cannot be written to and later executed from, code injection becomes hard, if not impossible, to launch. Due to its eﬀectiveness in defending against
code injection attacks, since its proposition, W ⊕ X has
been widely adopted in commodity OSs (e.g., Windows and
Linux). Hardware vendors such as Intel and AMD also follow up this scheme by providing necessary hardware support
(in the form of NX support [9]) to facilitate the W ⊕ X enforcement.
From the OS kernel perspective, establishing and maintaining the W ⊕ X property requires a sound design. In this
paper, we look into the Linux kernel and analyze the way it
takes to protect its own kernel memory. This is important
as the Linux kernel is typically a part of trusted computing
base (TCB) in existing solutions to defend against code injection attacks. In our analysis, we took a model checking
approach so that we can take advantage of its power to rigorously examine the soundness and completeness of W ⊕X enforcement in Linux kernel. More speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst build a
model of Linux kernel memory management subsystem and
then apply model checking to verify the W ⊕ X property. In
case of violation, model checking has the unique advantage
in accurately pinpointing potential problems in the current
Linux kernel design and implementation.
We have successfully developed a Murphi [10]-based abstract model to analyze linux kernel memory management.
Based on our modeling, we were surprised to discover several issues related to Linux kernel memory management:
(1) First, the current Linux kernel does not strictly separate the kernel code and kernel data, immediately leading to
W ⊕ X violation. (2) Second, as part of its implementation,
Linux kernel promotes creation of multiple virtual aliases,
potentially with conﬂicting permissions, for the same physical memory page, leading to exploitable scenarios for kernel
data execution or kernel code modiﬁcation.
We have conﬁrmed with the Linux kernel community the
presence of these issues. We have also accordingly developed
kernel patches to ﬁx these problems and these patches [17,
18, 19, 20] are in the process of being integrated into mainstream Linux kernel.2 Our evaluation indicates that these
patches are compatible with existing Linux kernel code base
and contain minimum modiﬁcations to the existing interfaces that manage kernel memory. We also observe that

Code injection continues to pose a serious threat to computer systems. Among existing solutions, W ⊕X is a notable
approach to prevent the execution of injected code. In this
paper, we focus on the Linux kernel memory protection and
systematically check for possible W ⊕ X violations in the
Linux kernel design and implementation. In particular, we
have developed a Murphi-based abstract model and used it
to discover several serious shortcomings in the current Linux
kernel that violate the W ⊕ X property. We have conﬁrmed
with the Linux community the presence of these problems
and accordingly developed ﬁve Linux kernel patches. (Four
of them are in the process of being integrated into the mainline Linux kernel.) Our evaluation with these patches indicate that they involve only minimal changes to the existing
code base and incur negligible performance overhead.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Despite years of research, code injection attacks continue
to be one of the major ways of computer break-ins and malware propagation [21]. Speciﬁcally, a code injection attack
is a method whereby an attacker inserts malicious code into
a running process and transfers execution to the malicious
code (e.g., by hijacking its control ﬂow). After that, the attacker can gain control of a running process and carry out
other malicious activities, including the installation of bot
programs for remote control and the modiﬁcation of system
ﬁles to allow for unauthorized access, etc.
There exist a variety of solutions [15, 25, 28, 30, 33] to
deal with code injection attacks. Among the most notable,
W ⊕X 1 is a scheme that has been proposed to counter code
injection attacks. In essence, W ⊕ X enforces the following
property, “a given memory page will never be both writable
and executable at the same time.” The basic premise be1
Strictly speaking, the property is ¬(W ∧ X), but we chose
to use the traditional W ⊕ X notation to emphasize mutual
exclusivity of write and execute access.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
ACSAC ’10 Dec. 6-10, 2010, Austin, Texas USA
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-4503-0133-6/10/12 ...$10.00.

2
For the convenience of kernel patch debugging and adoption, we have developed ﬁve smaller patches in total (Section
4). Four of them are being tested for ﬁnal integration into
mainstream Linux kernel and the remaining one is still being
internally assessed for suitability in mainline Linux kernel.
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Figure 1: Typical Linux Memory Mapping
is performed if, and only if the corresponding guard is
evaluated to be TRUE.

these patches impose virtually no performance overhead despite a moderate increase in memory consumption.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We start
with Linux kernel modeling in Section 2 and present the
model checking results in Section 3. Then we present and
evaluate our solution in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. After that, we examine limitations of our solution
and suggest possible improvements in Section 6. Finally, we
discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude our paper in
Section 8.

2.

• An initial state is deﬁned by a special rule with an
action which is executed only once, right before the
FSM state exploration begins. This allows to explicitly
deﬁne an initial state of the FSM.
For model veriﬁcation purposes, Murphi also adds to the
FSM a fourth component: invariants. The invariants are a
set of logic expressions which deﬁne a set of safe states of
FSM. A state is only considered safe iﬀ all invariants evaluate to TRUE in this state. With that, model veriﬁcation is
performed by exploring all reachable states, starting with a
given initial state. The state space exploration is performed
by applying all possible rules to all states that have already
been reached with standard algorithms such as depth- or
breadth-ﬁrst search. For each newly discovered reachable
state Murphi evaluates the invariants. Should any invariant
evaluate FALSE, the system reports an error and prints out
a set of states and transitions that led to the unsafe state.
The state exploration continues forward only when all invariants evaluate to TRUE for the newly discovered state.
In this work we apply model checking twice: one in detecting the W ⊕ X violation in the current Linux kernel (Section
3) and another in validating our suggested solution (Section
4).

MODELING AND DESIGN

2.1

Murphi Background

Our abstract modeling of Linux kernel memory protection
is based on Murphi [10], which is both a language and a tool
for model veriﬁcation with explicit state enumeration. To
use Murphi, we need to write a Finite State Machine (FSM)
description, which will be taken as an input by Murphi to
produce an executable. The executable, once started, will
perform the model veriﬁcation task and produce the output
detailing the veriﬁcation results.
In Murphi, a ﬁnite state machine description consists of
three parts: a set of states, a set of transition rules and an
initial state.
• The set of states is implicitly deﬁned through the declaration of global variables. Each combination of values
of each variable naturally produces a unique state of
the system. Note that not all of these potential combinations are reachable in the FSM.

2.2

Linux Kernel Memory Model

For proper modeling, it is important to understand how
physical memory is being organized and mapped in Linux.
On a typical 32-bit Linux system with the paging-based
virtual memory enabled, the 4GB virtual memory space
is split (Figure 1) between user space (bottom 3GB) and
kernel space (top 1GB). In other words, the kernel space
starts at address PAGE OFFSET= 0xc0000000 (3GB) and
stretches up to the end of virtual address space 0xf f f f f f f f
(4GB−1). We also notice that on an i386 architecture, physical memory is typically split onto two regions: low memory

• The transitions between the states of FSM are deﬁned
through a set of transition rules, each consisting of two
parts, a guard and an action. A guard is a logic expression that determines the conditions under which
an action can be taken. An action is a set of instructions to manipulate the global variables, thus transitioning the FSM from one state to another. An action
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physical memory to virtual memory as well as the related
page tables and access ﬂags. Our model is based on a singlelevel abstraction of the i386 family paging mechanism [2].
In other words, the mapping of virtual addresses to physical pages is modeled by a ﬂat page table array (pg table t).4
Each entry (pte t) of that array corresponds to a virtual
page (if mapped) and holds related attributes such as physical address (addr) it is currently mapped to and access permissions (prot). In our model we use pgprot t type for page
attribute tracking. This type deﬁnes two page access attributes: “write” and “execute”. Since kernel pages are not
swappable and all mapped pages are always readable, we do
not model the “read” and “present” ﬂags. Also, since this
model is only concerned with kernel space, we do not model
the user/supervisor ﬂag. For the physical memory, due to
the aliasing, we model them as an array (frame table t) of
physical memory frames, with each physical page (frame t)
holding a reference count (reference count or the number of
mapped virtual pages) and a most permissive set (prot) of
the attributes derived from all the virtual aliases pointing to
it. As a result, the global deﬁnition of the page table array
and the physical memory array deﬁne the possible states in
our model.

and high memory. The low memory region starts at address 0x00000000 and ends at around 800M B.3 In Linux,
this region is mapped directly into the kernel space, starting
at PAGE OFFSET and called linear mapping. Such linear
mapping allows for simple translation between the physical and virtual addresses for all pages within this region.
Speciﬁcally, the virtual address of any location within low
memory can be obtained by adding PAGE OFFSET value
to the physical address. The reverse translation is performed
by simply subtracting PAGE OFFSET from the virtual address, without the need for page table lookup.
We point out that the linear mapping is established at
kernel startup and persists all the way through system shutdown [5, 13, 23]. The virtual address space within this region
is used to contain the following parts of the Linux kernel:
BIOS32 services, kernel text, kernel read-only data, kernel read-write data and dynamic memory allocations that
require contiguous physical pages (e.g., through kmalloc()
call). Kernel initialization routines are also loaded here and
later released as free memory.
Assuming the total amount of physical memory installed
in the system is greater than the maximum size of low memory for the current kernel conﬁguration, the high memory
lays in the physical address space immediately following the
low memory. However, unlike low memory, high memory is
only mapped into kernel space when needed. There are two
basic mechanisms through which this memory is mapped:
vmalloc() and kmap(). The major diﬀerence between the
two is that the former is used for long-term allocation of noncontiguous physical memory into contiguous virtual address
space (e.g., for loadable kernel module allocation), while the
latter is used strictly for short-term access to physical pages
located in the high memory. Another diﬀerence is that vmalloc() may allocate pages from either high or low memory,
while kmap() is strictly used for high memory only. Also,
when vmalloc() allocates a page from low memory, it creates an alias: the same physical page will be mapped into
the kernel virtual address space twice, one time in linear
area and another one in vmalloc() area. The problem with
such aliasing is that memory management subsystem has
to ensure consistency of page attributes between all of the
aliases. In the context of this work, both vmalloc() and
kmap() areas play the same role: mapping non-contiguous
physical pages into the kernel address space. Therefore, we
treat them as the same in our model.
There is another memory area in Linux kernel called ﬁxmap,
which is located at the very end of the address space and
mainly used by kernel to establish reserved, pre-deﬁned ﬁxed
mappings such as PCI control registers and other memorymapped services. Similar to the linear mapping, the ﬁxmap
region is established at kernel startup and persists all the
way until system shutdown. Since this area does not represent an unique type of mapping that is distinct from the
ones described above, we do not explicitly include it in the
model.
Note that all modern multi-tasking operating systems rely
on hardware support to provide virtual memory (and the
W ⊕X is enforced only when the virtual memory is enabled).
In order to accurately model hardware support, we therefore
include an abstraction of hardware memory subsystem in
our model. Speciﬁcally, our model covers the mapping from

−− page p r o t e c t i o n
pgprot t : record
w: boolean ;
x : boolean ;
end ;

attributes

−− page t a b l e e n t r y
−− ( mem index i s t h e memory frame number :
mem s i z e ] )
pte t : record
mapped : b o o l e a n ;
prot : pgprot t ;
addr : mem index ;
end ;
−− s i n g l e −l e v e l page t a b l e
−− ( p a g e i n d e x i s t h e page t a b l e i n d e x :
pt size ])
p g t a b l e t : array [ page index ] of pte t ;

[1..

[1..

−− p h y s i c a l memory f r a m e s
frame t : record
reference count : 0.. pt size ;
prot : pgprot t ;
end ;
f r a m e t a b l e t : a r r a y [ mem index ] o f f r a m e t ;

Based on the above abstraction, our model then captures
the speciﬁcs of the initial state of Linux kernel. As mentioned earlier and shown in Figure 1, the initialization of
Linux kernel memory involves three main parts: kernel linear mapping, static kernel image mapping, and mapping of
BIOS32 services. Accordingly, our model represents them
by establishing three basic properties as part of the model’s
initial state: S1 - linear mapping, S2 - static kernel mapping, and S3 - BIOS32. The details about them can be
found in Appendix A.
After that, we further obtain the transition rules in our
model. In particular, based on the Linux kernel source code
and our domain knowledge, we identify and extract a number of kernel function routines or application program in4
Multiple levels of page tables are not necessary as they only
allow to map large numbers of pages more eﬃciently and do
not introduce any additional qualities related to this work.
The same also stands true for the “large pages” introduced
by Page Size Extension (PSE) technology [2].

3
The exact value depends on the physical memory size and
other compile-time and run-time kernel conﬁguration.
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3.

terfaces (APIs) that are used to aﬀect the kernel memory
mapping. Some of them are:

After obtaining the abstract model of Linux kernel, we further deﬁne the invariants to analyze possible Linux kernel
states. Since our focus in this work is on the W ⊕ X enforcement, we established the following properties through
invariants in the model:

• map vm area() maps a physical page to a virtual address.
• static protections() ensures that pre-deﬁned areas of
kernel’s virtual address space always have correct attributes (kernel code should stay executable, kernel
data readable and so on.)

• P1 : Kernel code should always be executable and
read-only.
• P2 : Kernel data should always be non-executable, the
read-only kernel data should remain read-only, and
read-write kernel data should always be writable.

• cpa process alias() checks all mapped aliases for a given
physical page frame and updates them as necessary.
•

•

ANALYSIS

• P3 : No page will be writable and executable at the
same time in order to not violate W ⊕ X.

change page attr set clr() receives a block request for
memory attribute change and translates it into a series of attribute and alias check calls for each individual
page.

• P4 : All virtual aliases of each physical page should
have consistent access permissions.

change page attr() executes attribute change for the
individual pages.

i n v a r i a n t ”P1 : K e r n e l ROX Code ”
t r u e −> k e r n e l c o d e r o x ( ) = t r u e ;

To represent them, we derive a set of basic rules to capture
their behavior especially when they perform memory mapping, re-mapping or change memory page attributes. By
doing so, we avoid the need of understanding speciﬁc memory use-cases such as kernel module loading or unloading (as
it is already captured with these APIs). In our model, we
have three key transition rules and use them in our Murphibased FSM description.

i n v a r i a n t ”P2 : K e r n e l RO d a t a ”
t r u e −> k e r n e l r o d a t a r o n x ( ) = t r u e ;
i n v a r i a n t ”P2 : K e r n e l RW d a t a ”
t r u e −> k e r n e l r w d a t a r w n x ( ) = t r u e ;
i n v a r i a n t ”P3 : W x o r X”
t r u e −> w and x ( ) = f a l s e ;
i n v a r i a n t ”P4 : A l i a s c o n s i s t e n c y ”
t r u e −> p a g e a l i a s m a t c h i n g ( ) = t r u e ;

• T1 - Set: This transition rule sets W and/or X ﬂags
for a given page table entry.

More speciﬁcally, the P1 invariant is necessary to keep
kernel code executable because non-executable kernel code
will lead to an immediate system crash. The P2 invariant ensures that read-only kernel data that holds constants cannot
be modiﬁed and that read-write data is always accessible. It
also ensures that static kernel data cannot be executed. The
P3 invariant states that any given page cannot be writable
and executable at the same time. This property is necessary
to prevent code injection and is focal point of this work. The
P4 invariant is necessary to prevent code injection by accessing an alias which is mapped into a diﬀerent virtual address
with diﬀerent access permissions.
With invariants in place, the model checker is able to provide us with examples of possible transitions if they lead to
an unsafe state that violates W ⊕ X policy. Our experience with the model checker indicates that there is no P1
violation in the current Linux design and implementation.
However, it reports violations for all other three invariants
(Figure 2).
P2 violation The violation of P2 arises when kernel
read-write data region is set as read-only. The problem
stems from the fact that static protections() does not check
for the correctness of new access ﬂags set for the kernel readwrite data region. While this issue does not directly allow
for code injection, setting read-write data (Figure 2(a)) as
read-only provides a vector for a denial of service attack.
The reason is that the kernel assumes that its read-write
data is always writable and is not equipped to handle this
situation. This issue has been conﬁrmed by a kernel crash,
which immediately follows the call of set pages ro() for the
read-write data region. During the investigation of this issue, we have also identiﬁed and conﬁrmed a kernel bug that

• T2 - Clear: This transition rule clears W and/or X
ﬂags for a given page table entry.
• T3 - Map: This transition rule changes the mapping
between a physical frame and a virtual page.
r u l e s e t i : p a g e i n d e x do
r u l e s e t x : b o o l e a n do
r u l e s e t w : b o o l e a n do
−− s e t W and / o r X f o r v i r t u a l page i
r u l e ”T1 : S e t ”
t r u e ==> b e g i n
set mem perm ( i , 1 , w, x ) ;
end ;
−− c l e a r W and / o r X f o r v i r t u a l page i
r u l e ”T2 : C l e a r ”
t r u e ==> b e g i n
clr mem perm ( i , 1 , w, x ) ;
end ;
−− map page i t o p h y s i c a l a d d r e s s pa w i t h
prot a t t r i b u t e s
r u l e s e t pa : mem index do
r u l e ”T3 : Map”
t r u e ==> b e g i n
map vm area ( i , pa , p r o t ) ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
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(a) P2 Violation: Kernel Read/Write Data

(b) P3 Violation: W and X

(c) P4 Violation: inconsistent aliases

Figure 2: Property Violations
provement involves the changes to the initial states (S1, S2,
and S3) as well as the transition rules (T1, T2, and T3) such
that no unsafe states will be reached from the revised FSM
description. For debugging and veriﬁcation purposes, we
have developed ﬁve self-contained and independent patches
(in total 703 source code of lines) to the Linux kernel, four
of which have been submitted to LKML [17, 18, 19, 20]
and are currently in the process of being integrated into the
mainline kernel. The remaining one is still being assessed
for suitability in the mainline kernel.
In the development of these patches, based on the counterexamples reported from Murphi, we revised the memory
management subsystem in Linux. Interestingly, we found
that there are two distinct levels of abstraction interfaces
to manage Linux kernel memory. The low-level interface
is primarily tasked with direct manipulation of page table
entries, and the high-level interface is used to abstract page
table layout and provide functions like set memory nx(). At
ﬁrst glance, the low-level interface seems a better target to
address previous violations. However, the following significant shortcomings in its design complicate such approach.
Therefore, we chose the high-level interface as a target for
our solution.

can be used to apply improper page attributes to a memory
region when large (2MB) pages are used in the kernel space
(Section 4).
P3 violation The violation of P3 happens in two scenarios. The ﬁrst one occurs in the initial state. More specifically, the way the BIOS32 is mapped into the kernel space
during the initialization directly contradicts the P3 invariant. Note that the BIOS32 services contain executable code
and, therefore, should be set as read-only. However, the
Linux kernel simply indiscriminately maps the whole BIOS
region into the kernel address space as writable and executable. While the actual BIOS code is typically stored in
ROM and cannot be overwritten, such mapping still provides
an opportunity for data execution or code modiﬁcation. In
a typical page table dump of the latest Linux kernel (version
2.6.33) shown in Figure 3(a), this violation manifests itself
as a set of RW + X pages within the range 0xc0000000 0xc2000000.
The second scenario is related to the original memory
management interface that allows for pages to be mapped as
writable and executable at the same time, thus violating P3
(Figure 2(b)). The source of the problem is the absence of
any access permission veriﬁcation system for memory pages
outside the static kernel image in the default memory management interface, such as when a kernel module is being
loaded. To conﬁrm this violation, we loaded several modules and inspected the vmalloc() area of the page tables
for W ⊕ X violations. We found that Linux kernel indeed
does not enforce W ⊕ X for mappings in the non-contiguous
memory region (Figure 3(a)).
P4 violation This violation of P4 happens when a page
from low memory region is being mapped into vmalloc()
area as executable. This would typically happen during the
memory allocation for a loadable kernel module on a system that does not have any high memory available for allocation. A module loader would use vmalloc() to load all
module sections, including code with execute permissions.
However, the physical page is already mapped once in the
linear mapping space with RW + N X permissions, creating
an opportunity for code injection. We were able to re-create
this behavior consistently by loading Linux kernel in a virtual machine with only 128MB of RAM, forcing Linux to
allocate all pages from low memory and thus creating aliases
for each of vmalloc() allocations.

4.

• First, the low-level functions (e.g., pte mkexec()) are
intended as simple data manipulation primitives which
cannot fail. Our experience indicates that any deviation from this assumption would yield unpredictable
results, as the current kernel is not yet designed to
handle such failures gracefully.
• Second, these functions operate on instances of pte t
type, which by itself does not guarantee that the instance is in fact part of active or future page tables.
This, in turn, means that we would either need to check
the address of each pte t in question, or enforce W ⊕ X
on all instances of pte t. Neither of these options is
desirable: the former creates a signiﬁcant performance
overhead while the latter one introduces unwanted side
eﬀects into all intermediate transformations of pte t instances.

4.1

Fixing P2 Violation: Preserving the
access on kernel read-write data

write

Our ﬁrst patch ﬁxes the violation of P2 invariant. More
speciﬁcally, as discussed earlier, this problem is caused by
the inability of static protections() to preserve the write access to kernel read-write data (including the BSS section).
The ﬁx is a straightforward one. However, in the process

IMPROVEMENTS AND PROTOTYPE

Based on the ﬁndings described in the previous section, we
propose a few improvements to the Linux kernel. Our im-
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(b) Patched Kernel

(a) Vanilla Kernel

Figure 3: Dumping Kernel Page Tables (kernel version 2.6.33)
of re-mapping our model back to the original Linux kernel source code, we discovered another implementation bug
in the function routine try preserve large pages(). Specifically, this function incorrectly processes access permission
change requests for areas that start on a boundary of a large
page (i.e., 2M ), but are smaller than the page itself. This
leads to a possibility of setting improper access ﬂags to the
memory area located within the same large page, but immediately after the requested one. Speciﬁcally, this problem manifested itself by kernel read-write data becoming
read-only simply because it was initially mapped within the
same large page as kernel’s read-only data. Accordingly,
we propose two changes in the patch (that aﬀects the ﬁle
arch/x86/mm/pageattr.c): one is to allow static protections()
to preserve the write access for kernel’s read-write data area
and another one is to verify each small page within the large
page for access ﬂag compatibility [17].

4.2

Fixing P3 Violation: Removing mixed pages
in kernel space

Our next three patches address P3 violation, namely the
presence of mixed code and data pages in kernel space.
Based on our model checking results, our investigation maps
the related transition rules that lead to an unsafe state back
to the involved kernel routines. By doing so, we are able
to identify three distinct sources: BIOS32, loadable kernel
modules (LKMs), and static kernel image management.
BIOS32 As discussed in Section 3, the current Linux
kernel improperly maps the entire BIOS area into the kernel
space as RW + X. (Note the BIOS code itself is typically
located in read-only memory or ROM.) To resolve this issue,
we implemented a patch that dynamically maps BIOS32 services into the kernel space. Based on related BIOS32 documents [4] and [26], it requires at most two pages to be
executable per BIOS32 service, and none of them are expected to be writable. As such, a dynamic service mapping
of BIOS32 services can be established at the time of service discovery, and with appropriate (and W ⊕X-compliant)
access permissions. As part of our patch, we added the
BIOS32 service mapper to pci/pcbios.c and removed unnecessary protection for the area of physical memory under

2MB from arch/x86/mm/pageattr.c. Also, we revised the
ﬁle mm/init 32.c to properly report kernel text addresses
[18] because of the BIOS32 changes.
LKMs The second source of violating W ⊕ X is located
in the support of LKMs. In particular, since all vmalloc()
allocations default to “data” access mode (RW + N X), the
only source of mixed pages in this area is LKMs as their
code is explicitly marked as “executable”. More speciﬁcally,
dynamic kernel linker allocates each loadable module in two
parts: module init and module core. The init part of the
module will be discarded after initialization, while core will
stay resident in the kernel. In order to minimize a module’s
footprint, the linker chooses the minimum amount of spacing necessary between each of the module’s sections - just
enough to accommodate necessary section alignment, which
introduces mixed kernel pages. Accordingly, our patch allocates module sections in three groups: text, read-only data,
read-write data and further adjusts the linker to align each
of the groups on a page boundary, ensuring that each page
contains only sections from the same group. Next, our patch
assigns a set of appropriate access permissions to all pages
of each group as follows: read-only for text and read-only
data, non-executable for read-only data and read-write data.
As this patch will inevitably introduce additional memory
consumption (Section 5), we create a compile-time option
(i.e., CONFIG DEBUG SET MODULE RONX) to turn on
or oﬀ the functionality of this patch as needed [20].
Static kernel image Similar to the support of LKMs,
our next patch includes the code to split all sections of the
static kernel image into three groups: text, read-only data,
and read-write data. Speciﬁcally, our patch addresses necessary group alignment by modifying the related linker script
(kernel/vmlinux.lds.S) and assigns proper access permissions
to the pages of each group at the end of kernel initialization
(mm/init.c [19]). The functionality of this patch is always
enabled.

4.3

Fixing P4 Violation: Disallowing memory
aliasing with permission conflicts

The remaining patch addresses the P4 violation. In particular, as we have mentioned in Section 2.2, memory alias han-
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present, they are not applied in a consistent manner. Specifically, RO and N X ﬂags are used sparsely. As shown from
the detailed kernel page table dump (Figure 3(a)), it fails to
establish W ⊕ X property.
In comparison, we applied our patch set to the same kernel and repeated the inspection. A clear diﬀerence can be
observed on Figure 3(b): we have successfully eliminated all
pages with mixed access. Speciﬁcally, the following changes
are noteworthy:

dling is being implemented in the kernel in cpa process alias()
function. However, the way it handles page aliases speciﬁcally excludes the case of an NX update.
/  No a l i a s c h e c k i n g f o r NX b i t m o d i f i c a t i o n s  /
c h e c k a l i a s = ( pgprot val ( mask set ) | pgprot val (
m a s k c l r ) ) != PAGE NX ;

To enforce W ⊕ X, our patch needs to modify the alias
handling routine such that it will propagate changes of all
access ﬂags to all aliases. This can be achieved by setting
checkalias = 1 for all page attribute modiﬁcations.

• a 2Mb area between 0xc0000000 and 0xc0200000 is
now marked as RW + N X, except for two RO + X
pages 0xc00fb000 - 0xc00fd000 reserved for BIOS32
services.

s t a t i c i n l i n e pgprot t
p r o c e s s W x o r X v i o l a t i o n ( p g p r o t t prot ,
unsigned long address , unsigned long pfn )
{
/
 We can Oops o r P a n i c h e r e i f needed . But f o r
now we j u s t print ou t an e r r o r message .
/
p r i n t k (KERN ERR ” (W x o r X) v i o l a t i o n : ” ”VA=0x%
l x , PFN=0x%l x ” , a d d r e s s , p f n ) ;
/  Set NX, j u s t i n case  /
p g p r o t v a l ( p r o t ) |= PAGE NX ;
return p r o t ;
}

• Static Kernel image (0xc02000000 - 0xc08a3000) is
clearly partitioned in three sections: RO + X code
(0xc02000000 - 0xc068e000), RO+N X read-only data
(0xc08a3000 - 0xc0844000), and RW + N X read-write
data (0xc0844000 - 0xc08a3000).
• Loadable Kernel Modules (see addresses 0xf821a000
- 0xf8220000 and 0xf8227000 - 0xf822b000) are now
clearly split into three parts: RO + X code, RO + N X
read-only data, and RW + N X read-write data.

In addition, our patch implemented a helper routine process WxorX violation() (a part of mm/pageattr.c) for the
strict enforcement of W ⊕ X property. Particularly, this
function will be called for each page that is about to violate
W ⊕X property, before the new protection attributes can be
applied. Because of the presence of aliasing, this routine is
called for any inconsistency of memory protection attributes
in aliases as well. If there are conﬂicting attributes, this
function will by default set N X ﬂag for all related pages
and logs an error message detailing the associated virtual
and physical addresses.

5.

Performance and Memory Overhead To evaluate
the performance overhead introduced, we measured its runtime overhead with three tasks: UnixBench 5.1.2 [31] (index
test group, SMP and Uniprocessor conﬁgurations), Linux
kernel compilation, and compression time of 10GB random
data stream. All tests have been performed on Ubuntu
Server 8.04.4 LTS with Linux 2.6.33 compiled for i386 architecture in standard Ubuntu Server conﬁguration except
for PAE enabled, and XEN disabled. Our test platform
is a Gigabyte MA78G-DS3HP system (AMD RS780/SB700
chipset) with dual-core AMD Athlon 4850e processor (family 15, model 107, stepping 2) and 8GB of PC2-6400 RAM
in dual-channel conﬁguration (4x2GB, CL5). The results
are shown in Table 1.
Our results indicate that our patch set does not aﬀect
overall system performance in a measurable way. In particular, the ﬁrst four patches (related to static kernel image,
LKM, and BIOS32) do not introduce any additional performance overhead as all additional work are mainly performed
at compile-time. Though there is a slight overhead incurred
during the kernel/module initialization, it does not aﬀect
the runtime performance after initialization. Among the ﬁve
patches, the only patch that involves run-time penalty is the
compliance checking of W ⊕X for each kernel page table update (i.e., in the helper routine process WxorX violation()).
Next, we evaluate the memory overhead introduced into
the kernel by our patches. We ﬁrst investigate the diﬀerence
in the size of the static kernel image and memory allocated
to individual modules. As can be seen on Figure 4, the
size of the static kernel image has increased from 6793KB
(4660KB text + 2133KB data) to 6796KB (4664KB text
+ 2132KB data). This increase constitutes a mere 0.04%,
and is thus not signiﬁcant.
We also used the same system to load 44 kernel modules of
varying sizes. Due to the fact that our patch set aﬀects the
layout of diﬀerent module sections, the total size of these
44 modules (reported by running the lsmod command) is
increased from 1, 265, 502B to 1, 493, 138B (an increase of
22.01%). Note that the module sizes reported by lsmod

EVALUATION

Our improvements aim to make the Linux kernel conform
to the W ⊕ X property by guaranteeing exclusivity of write
and execute page access. This means that all of the kernel
code that follows the interfaces in place will automatically
be compliant with W ⊕ X without additional modiﬁcations.
To rigorously verify the W ⊕ X compliance, we revise the
previous FSM description to reﬂect our patches (Section 4).
Also, in order to avoid unnecessary state explosion, we chose
a minimal conﬁguration where we only modeled a system
that contains one virtual page of each type: kernel text, kernel read-only data, kernel read-write data, linear mapping.
To allow for variability, we use two pages in non-contiguous
mappings, and model the physical memory with one more
page frame than the total size of the virtual address space.
In addition, the model contained a proposed memory interface, a full set of rules, and invariants to establish and
monitor the W ⊕ X property. The model checker examined 27942 states and 7823760 rules without detecting any
violations.
In order to further conﬁrm the validity of our approach
in a real system, we used a minimal Ubuntu Server 8.04.4
LTS [32] system that runs the latest vanilla Linux 2.6.33
kernel [16]. Note the vanilla Linux kernel has been compiled with Generic Ubuntu conﬁguration, and then booted
and inspected. In Figure 3(a), we show the virtual memory
layout in the vanilla Linux kernel. It shows that while all
necessary elements of code and data separation are indeed
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Figure 4: Kernel Virtual Memory Layout

Benchmark
UnixBench UP (index)
UnixBench SMP (index)
Kernel Compilation (seconds)
Gzip test (seconds)

Vanilla
737.88
1317.13
1712
2890

Patched
741.8
1310.88
1725
2873

Overhead%
0.53%
-0.47%
0.76%
-0.59%

Table 1: Run-time W ⊕ X enforcement overhead
place its trace points (that requires modifying kernel’s code
at run time).

could be misleading, as they do not reﬂect the fact that
kernel allocates memory for modules at the page granularity. This means that the true measure of module memory
consumption should be the memory (in terms of pages) allocated to the module, not the module size. With that, if we
can take the whole-page allocation into account, the memory overhead is increased from 322 pages (size of 4K) to
382 pages (an increase of 22.17%). We believe such memory overhead is moderate and within an acceptable range for
modern server and desktop systems, especially considering
the current price drop of physical memory. In the meantime,
we also recognize that such increase in memory consumption
might be unwanted in certain memory-constrained applications, such as embedded systems. Because of that, our patch
is provided as a compile-time option that may be enabled or
disabled as needed.

6.

7.

RELATED WORK

Model checking for improved security The ﬁrst category of related work includes recent eﬀorts that leverage
model checking to improve systems security. For example,
Mitchell et al. [22] applied model checking to successfully
verify the correctness of (and ﬁnd bugs in) security protocol speciﬁcations. Chen et al. [8] utilized model checking to
analyze or demystify the confusing setuid system calls. Others [6, 7, 11, 29, 34] have used software model checking and
static analysis to ﬁnd a general class of bugs in source code.
In contrast, our focus is on the analysis and veriﬁcation of
W ⊕ X enforcement for Linux kernel memory protection.
W ⊕ X enforcement The second category of related work
aims at enforcing W ⊕X as an eﬀective defense against code
injection attacks. For example, SecVisor [30] and NICKLE
[28] use custom hypervisors to enforce code protection and
data non-execution. Such protection is achieved through
eﬀectively separating code and data address spaces. Both
methods make it impossible to modify code and to execute data without going through the special authentication
mechanisms controlled by a hypervisor. Note that even with
hardware-based full virtualization support, they inevitably
lead to signiﬁcant performance degradation, as policy enforcement requires additional management activities that
consume extra clock cycles and cause cache pollution. Others take advantage of standard hardware protection features
in the most straight-forward manner and introduce minimal
impact. For examples, both PaX [25] and ExecShield [33]
make use of standard memory protection features found in
most architectures to achieve W ⊕ X property. Shared with
our approach, these patches separate memory pages into two
categories: code and data. Code pages are set as RO + X,
while data as RW +N X. However, our approach is diﬀerent
from them in that we use a model checking approach to systematically analyze the W ⊕X protection in the Linux kernel
memory space while others mainly concentrate on userspace
application protection. Also, our solution is based on the
model-checking approach, which is appropriate for formal
veriﬁcation.

DISCUSSION

As with many other real-world protection systems, our
approach comes with a few limitations. First of all, for the
purpose of verifying Linux kernel W ⊕ X enforcement, our
approach assumes that the static kernel image and LKMs
are trusted. More speciﬁcally, the kernel (including LKMs)
is assumed to follow the transition rules (Section 2.2) to
manage the kernel memory. If this assumption is violated,
the invariants derived in this work may not be valid. Note
that such trust can be potentially established by means of
kernel/driver signing [12, 27, 28, 30], which falls outside the
scope of this work. Second, it is important to note that
while providing W ⊕ X is helpful to block code injection attacks, W ⊕ X itself does not prevent other types of attacks,
such as “return-into-libc” [14]. Third, since our modeling is
based on the correctness of the internal kernel APIs, any
code inside the function that modiﬁes page tables directly
will not be prevented from doing so. Finally, although we
establish a W ⊕ X property in the Linux kernel, there are a
few exceptions that we had to consider for the implementation of our patches. For example, a special accommodation
had to be made for kernel’s built-in function tracing facility
- ftrace [1]. The function tracing facility essentially requires
dynamically modifying kernel code, which is in conﬂict with
our W ⊕ X enforcement. As a result, we have to allow a
short window of W ⊕ X violation while ftrace is in use to
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improper large page preservation.
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[18] S. Liakh and X. Jiang. [2/4,tip:x86/mm] set ﬁrst mb
as rw+nx.
https://patchwork.kernel.org/patch/90048/, 2010.
[19] S. Liakh and X. Jiang. [3/4,tip:x86/mm] nx protection
for kernel data.
https://patchwork.kernel.org/patch/90046/, 2010.
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protection for loadable kernel modules.
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Other code injection defense mechanisms The third
category of related work contains other approaches to defend against code injection attacks. For example, two other
notable ways in this category include Address Space Layout
Randomization (ASLR) [24, 25] and Instruction Set Randomization [15, 3]. ASLR is based on the idea of randomization of all major components within the application address
space. This typically involves introducing random oﬀsets
in the layout of all major sections of the primary executable
and the libraries it requires at link-time. This type of protection is already included in the mainline kernel and used exclusively for userspace. Instruction set randomization takes
a somewhat diﬀerent approach by randomizing the actual
machine instruction set. This is achieved by creating a virtual machine with unique instruction encoding for each run.
Compatibility with pre-compiled binaries is established by
load-time binary translator, which converts the code from
well-known “generic” instruction encoding to the encoding
used in the speciﬁc virtual machine. Such approaches are
not widely deployable since dynamic instruction sets are not
supported by any modern hardware and software-based emulation likely introduces prohibitive performance overhead.

8.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a model checking-based
approach to analyze the W ⊕ X protection in the Linux kernel space. Our modeling has led to the discovery of several
real problems in the current Linux kernel design and implementation. Based on the model checking results, we have
accordingly developed ﬁve kernel patches to ﬁx them and
four of them are in the process of being integrated into the
mainline Linux kernel. Our evaluation with these patches
indicate that they involve minimal changes and incur negligible performance overhead to the Linux kernel.
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( p a g e o f f s e t+ k e r n e l d i r e c t s i z e ) do
−− I 2 : a r e we mapping c o d e and ro−d a t a ?
i f ( va <= ( p a g e o f f s e t+k e r n e l t e x t s i z e
+ kernel ro size ))
then
−− yes , s e t page a s R/O
pt [ va ] . p r o t . w := f a l s e ;
else
−− no , s e t i t a s w r i t a b l e
pt [ va ] . p r o t . w := t r u e ;
end ;
−− I 2 : a r e we mapping k e r n e l d a t a ?
i f ( va >( p a g e o f f s e t+k e r n e l t e x t s i z e ) )
then
−− yes , s e t i t non−e x e c u t a b l e
pt [ va ] . p r o t . x := f a l s e ;
else
−− no , s e t c o d e a s e x e c u t a b l e
pt [ va ] . p r o t . x := t r u e ;
end ;
end ;
end ;
procedure map bios ( ) ;
begin
−− page c o u n t s t a r t s from 1 , t h e r e f o r e +1
f o r va : b i o s s t a r t . . b i o s e n d do
−− I 3 : BIOS mapping
pt [ va ] . addr := va − p a g e o f f s e t ;
pt [ va ] . p r e s e n t := t r u e ;
pt [ va ] . p r o t . w := t r u e ;
pt [ va ] . p r o t . x := t r u e ;
end ;
end ;
startstate
begin
c l e a r pt ;
map linear () ;
map static kernel () ;
map bios ( ) ;
end ;

Appendix A: Defining the Initial State in the
Model
procedure map linear () ;
begin
−− page c o u n t s t a r t s from 1 , t h e r e f o r e +1
f o r va : ( p a g e o f f s e t +1) . .
( p a g e o f f s e t+ k e r n e l d i r e c t s i z e ) do
−− I 1 : l i n e a r k e r n e l mapping
pt [ va ] . addr := va − p a g e o f f s e t ;
pt [ va ] . p r e s e n t := t r u e ;
end ;
end ;
procedure map static kernel () ;
begin
−− page c o u n t s t a r t s from 1 , t h e r e f o r e +1
f o r va : ( p a g e o f f s e t +1) . .
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ABSTRACT

French translation of our Firewalls book.[4] But a number
of themes I mentioned or assumed in the paper have become quite important. It is a snapshot of the early stages of
ongoing arms races, which I will discuss below.

It has been nearly twenty years since I published the Berferd
paper. Much of it is quite outdated, reflecting the state of
technology at the time. But it did touch a number of issues
that have become quite important. I discuss some of the
existing conditions around the time of the paper, and some
of these issues.

2. THE BERFERD MILIEU
The previous twenty years had seen an extensive amount
of work in computer security. Multics[21] had been a platform for security ideas for years. Most of the security ideas
taught today come from seminal works like Saltzer and Schroeder[26]. This is the deep magic of computer and network
security.
The Orange Book[13] laid out security rules for isolating
users at different security levels on a machine. Computing resources were expensive, and this document suggested
techniques for sharing these resources while minimizing data
leakage. This was a fading goal given the decreasing price
of computing. Even in 1977 I saw expensive computers rebooted with different disk packs to run jobs at different security levels. The security was simply easier to implement
and audit, which is always a good sign.
One main security concern addressed by the Orange Book
was the prevention of leakage from high classification levels
to low levels. It did not deal directly with the threat of importing viruses into high-level systems, flow in the opposite
direction. Still, the Orange Book had a lot of useful security
advice that is applicable today.
A lot of security lessons had been taught, if not learned,
by the late 1980s. Much of this early work is overlooked by
students today. Students wishing to catch up can find some
good lists, c.f. references [23, 22].
Hardware design in the previous twenty years had experienced a Cambrian explosion[19] of its own, exploring a number of interesting solutions. IBM had virtual machines on its
mainframes in the 1960s. Burroughs had computers whose
security relied on the compilers—users were not allowed to
write machine code themselves. The hardware checked array bounds and other limits. Code and data were separated,
and data could not be executed. Seymore Cray built RISC
machines from the start, though the name came later.
In the late 1980s the Internet was a zero billion dollar
business. We were marveling that the technology worked,
never mind the obvious security problems. Useful crypto was
suppressed and essentially unavailable, though only export
from the U.S. was controlled.
These were the last days of the distributed file system
(“doofus”) wars: there were a number of ways to share file
systems. Alas, NFS won. Similar to the QWERTY key-

Categories and Subject Descriptors
X [Security]: Internet history

1.

INTRODUCTION

In 1500 AD, if you had a ship with enough food and a
stout-hearted crew and you sailed west long enough, you
were likely to discover some place unknown to the Europeans. In the late 1980s, if you had an Arpanet connection,
some spare time, and a concern about security, you were
likely to be working on something new and eventually, quite
important.
There were some notable ships in the metaphorical westbound fleet. Digital Equipment had a substantial fleet. Notable sailors included Brian Reid, Jeff Mogul, Fred Avolio,
and Marcus Ranum. I crewed for Dave Presotto at Bell
Labs, and joined Steve Bellovin in a number of efforts. There
was a dark, unmarked ship, probably sailing for the NSA,
ahead of us in the distance. We didn’t hear much from them
in those days.
Some of these sailors, including me, have been dubbed“the
father of the firewall” by the media. Most of these people,
and a number of others, could plausibly have some claim to
the title. But the world was ready for firewalls.
This paper looks back at my second Internet paper, An
Evening With Berferd, in Which a Hacker is Lured, Endured, and Studied [7]. Much of the paper is hopelessly outdated—in Internet time, it dates from the pre-Cambrian era.
I won’t include the paper here nor discuss it in much detail.
It is available on the Internet and in several places.[8, 9, 12,
7] (I particularly like the title Une Soirée de Berferd in the

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
ACSAC ’10 Dec. 6-10, 2010, Austin, Texas USA
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-4503-0133-6/10/12 ...$10.00.
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Figure 1: Here are the access times of the latter-day berferd who stole my iPhone. It is pretty clear he goes
to sleep around 4AM (later on the weekends) and has a part-time job starting late in the evening. In the
case of Berferd, we hoped we might divine his approximate time zone.
cause I misunderstood the legal meaning of “obvious.” Most
of us westward-bound sailors knew this stuff.
Of course, new names have emerged for some of these
old ideas. We were doing plenty of deep packet inspection
back then. Similarly, programmers had been dealing with
code refactoring and technical debt since programs were first
written.
We were native Internetians before the Great Domain
Name Land Rush. I still have a little twinge when I see a new
domain name on a commercial. ”furniturewarehouses.com”!
Darn! I could have had that! And I have friends who
have made small fortunes because they picked good domain
names. I’ve been offered money for cheswick.com: it’s too
bad I wasn’t named MacDonalds.
Computer viruses were in the news. These spread in Microsoft hosts, usually via floppy disk. Most of them damaged
the infected machine or displayed political messages. Fred
Cohen had studied viruses a few years before.[10] At Bell
Labs, Doug McIlroy had studied them, and Tom Duff was
making management nervous with a virus spread in shell
scripts.[14] The probe.com worm inadvertently took down
Digital Equipment’s corporate network for a couple of days.
Attacks were personal, with only the scans automated.
Many scans were done by hand. The earliest vulnerability
scanner I can remember was a set of shell scripts by Mike
Muuse called sweep. This detected five different weaknesses
in remotely network servers.

board as an early victor, it had important security flaws
and did not correctly implement some Unix file system semantics. These problems have only been recently addressed
in NFS version 4.
X11 was new and spreading. Telnet, FTP , and the Unix
“r” commands (rsh and rlogin) were popular and useful.
Unix was common (it was nearly 600,000,000 seconds old
when the Morris Worm hit). DEC VMS and a number of
other operating systems were common. Microsoft was not a
factor, except perhaps in virus research—Windows 95 was
years in the future. In fact, for many systems one had to purchase TCP/IP separately from the operating system; Woolongong was probably the most important supplier. Cisco
was just emerging from the crowd as the leading router manufacturer.
There were a number of networks and related protocols,
like Bitnet, CSnet, ACSnet, Usenet, uucp, MILnet, and
Arpanet with TCP/IP. The latter was beginning to pull into
the lead by the mid- to late-1980s. In Europe the carefullyengineered OSI stack (the “ISO tower”) made inroads with
X.25, but we only seem to need about five explicit layers in
our network stack, not seven.
Many of these networks had their own email address formats, and I spent a fair amount of time in my early career
at Bell Labs keeping the address translations straight. For
example, the address rdk%templevm.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.
edu was correct, but we allowed bitnet!templevm!rdk.
I don’t think that many of us realized at the time that
short hallway conversations and quick technical suggestions
would often each foreshadow billion-dollar businesses. Many
ideas were discussed at the time, if not implemented or even
patented. I declined to make a few patent applications be-

3. THE BELL LABS FIREWALL
The Morris Worm hit in November, 1988. I had been
running Presotto’s application gateway for almost a year.
When I heard of the Worm’s attack, I had a sinking feeling
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4. GLANCING THROUGH THE BERFERD
PAPER

that perhaps the Worm might have discovered a weakness
in the firewall. I went into work.
At the Labs, all seemed safe. I remember Peter Weinberger calling one site and bragging that we hadn’t been
hit. The gateway had held up, but we had an unprotected
connection to Bellcore, who was totally infested. The Morris Worm chose targets by running through /etc/hosts (a
list of all computers known to the machine!) Our computers
were at the end of their list, but the exponential growth of
the worm was insufficiently controlled[15]. The Bellcore machines were so swamped, the worm never reached our entry
at the end of the file. The worm would have spread quickly
on the Bell Labs intranet: I found 1,300 hosts that were
susceptible to it.
The worm was the first Internet Denial of Service (DOS)
attack, though it wasn’t meant to be. Controlling potentially exponential growth continues to be a problem for virus
and worm writers today, though only when stealth is desired.
I did not like the uncomfortable feeling about our gateway
and sought a simpler, more reliable design. This desire to
implement security in a much more reliable way has guided
my security choices ever since. Confidence in security should
come from auditable simplicity.
I redesigned the Bell Labs gateway and described it in
a paper.[6] This new gateway was festooned with logging:
anything that wasn’t explicitly understood was logged as
suspicious. Steve Bellovin and I wanted to see what the Bad
Guys were up to, motivated in part by Stoll’s article[29]. We
had a stronger defensive position than he had. Steve wrote
a couple papers about the attacks on the firewall[2] and the
odd packets we detected on the external network[3].
For a couple of years we chased down suspicious probes
and reported them to the folks who ran the offending sites.
The messages were of the sort: “We don’t care very much,
but we received the following network traffic that seems to
indicate that there are hackers on machine X.” About half of
these emails got responses. I stopped do this after a while.
It was like counting bugs on the windshield.
The sensitivity to network probes has mutated over the
years. While I was sending out these letters, Fred Cohen was
sending nasty messages to ISPs when unsolicited ping packets arrived on his network. By 2000, the Internet Mapping
Project[5] would receive a couple complaints a month about
our repeated traceroutes of networks. Five years later, the
complaints were gone. The Internet now has so much ‘background radiation” of packets that few note or care about
some casual traffic. I recently measured about six packets
per hour per IP address of unsolicited packets on unused IP
addresses.
In the late 1980s, Mark Horton asked for a class A network for AT&T, and was given network 12.0.0.0/8. This
network sat unused for a year or two: our internal routers
couldn’t handle the multiple subnetting such an address required. I announced the unused network to the Internet,
directing any traffic to an unused MAC address, and using
tcpdump to record the traffic. Since there were no hosts on
the network, there should be no traffic. Of course, there
was—up to 25MB per day. Much of this was backscatter
from attacks on systems that used address-based authentication. This was the first packet telescope that I can recall,
and certainly one of the largest. Of course, AT&T later
found ample use for this network.

The paper is quite dated. Specific attacks and whole technologies have evolved and matured. The Internet gateway
was hand-built out of various parts, as all firewalls were at
the time. The design was solid, and never failed in unexpected ways throughout its lifetime.
The first half of the paper deals with attempted attacks
and simulated responses to those attacks. I think the paper doesn’t make clear that Berferd was attacking the firewall machine itself, drawing chalk figures on a case-hardened
steel wall. There were fake services and a lot of logging to
detect external interest. These were modified to make it look
like the attack was working, eventually. With a human in
the loop, the responses should have been very unconvincing.
Steve Bellovin was watching the network traffic from a monitoring machine. We wanted that machine to be stealthy, so
Steve cut the transmit wire to the Ethernet connection.
The attack on our gateway was minor: Berferd was causing lost sleep in many places, especially the Netherlands
and at Stanford University. The timing of the attack on our
gateway seemed oddly coincidental with the start of the first
Gulf war. It raised the excitement at our end, but Berferd
had been a problem long before that. Saddam was not using
cyber warfare, though the thought crossed my mind at the
time.
The second half of the paper describes a jail we set up.
(To my knowledge this was the first use of the term in this
context.) This was a separate machine, not the firewall itself, configured as what we now call a high-interaction honeypot. The implementation was highly idiosyncratic, using
Datakit[16] to splice incoming connections through a separate logging machine. (Datakit was the predecessor to ATM
and MPLS, and was widely used in AT&T in those days.)
The host itself ran MIPS Unix, with some modifications,
and an attractive file system to attract interest, similar to
Cliff Stoll’s SDInet. Berferd actually logged into a chroot
environment within the target machine.
The traceback of the attacks was fairly successful, but it
helped that the attackers had been watched from the attacking end.
The paper also includes an analysis of attack times. If the
attacks are not automated, we can look at the time-of-day
information and try to guess the attacker’s time zone, sleep,
and attack habits. We didn’t learn much in Berferd’s case.
(But this was useful recently when I tracked down my
stolen iPhone. When the iPhone was active, it would attempt to log into my (disabled) mail server, leaving a trace
of IP addresses suitable for a subpoena. The times from
the mail logs are shown in Figure 1. You can draw some
conclusions about the thief’s daily schedule.)
Finally, Berferd came to our jail and used it to attack
the world for three days. We were collecting real-time information about a hacker and his techniques and targets.
This kind of information was hard to come by at the time.
(Now, law enforcement and honeypot owners can get this
information in bulk quantities easily.)
Management became upset, and made us shut down the
honeypot. Like many activities at the time, we were ahead
of the law, but there are plenty of liability statutes that
could be invoked against us if desired.
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It is hard to trace back connections on the Internet[27],
but given enough time and motivation, it can be done. It
does help to have the coöperation of the home country, and
some previously unhelpful countries are finding that it is
useful to be more coöperative.

5.1 Law Enforcement, and the Law
Law enforcement was not up to speed in the cyber world in
the late 1980s. There were a couple of notable prosecutors,
like Bill Cook, who were making news in the area, but it
was all new. There were some laws in the U.S., notably
the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, that provided
some guidance. But there was little in the way of treaties—
we could not touch Berferd in the Netherlands. In many
cases we were playing it by ear, trying to Do The Right
Thing, whatever that meant. Was it an act of war to ping
Finland? Leviticus does not discuss these issues.
A few days after Berferd’s attacks through the honeypot
ended, I had a visit from a couple of investigators from the
U.S. Army Intelligence. Berferd had attacked some 300 computers while we watched, and I had been busy informing the
targets of the attacks and weaknesses found. A number of
the sites were U.S. military computers. (Of course, U.S.
military computers have been under attack since about five
minutes after they were connected to a network containing
.edu machines. the military has had a lot of practice over
the decades.)
I explained what had been going on, gave them lots of
printouts, and they went away, mollified. I had been read
my Miranda rights, and, in retrospect, really should have
had a lawyer present.
Since then, there have been a number of opportunities to
help train law enforcement and other government entities
on advances in Internet security and forensics. I have been
privileged to help train investigators, and even assisted in
several cases. Sometimes, fifteen minutes of technical poking can help an investigation along. I had a small role at
the start of the largest child pornography bust in history. I
earned enough trust to be one of those who were allowed to
assist the New York branch of the Secret Service in reconnecting to the network after 9/11.
These industry/government collaborations can add a great
deal of flexibility to a national response when things go bad.
Law enforcement, at the state and especially the national
level have been up to speed for quite a while. Their forensic
labs are well-equipped and manned by sharp agents with
post-graduate training. And every day they see the stuff
that the Berferd project was designed to watch, but at a
much more advanced level.
(The recovery of my iPhone mentioned above required the
help of law enforcement. I got my phone back, and they
learned some new forensic techniques. I am hoping to help
make smart phones too dangerous to steal in the future.)
Of course, we have strong crypto now, easily available to
those who bother to use it. It is a concern, and sometimes a
problem, for law enforcement. But so far, they seem to have
managed to deal with this: you don’t go through security,
you go around it. I think widely-available strong cryptography is a net win.
Cliff Stoll’s investigations were started with a $0.75 accounting discrepancy, and a great deal of trouble emerged.
For a while, law enforcement would judge the importance of
attacks by the early estimates of losses from those attacks.
But, as in Stoll’s case, they often reveal a much larger pattern of trouble, and law enforcement sometimes tackles small
cases now, having learned that they are often connected to
other, larger cases.

5.2 VM/honeypot arms race
In the Berferd paper we implemented about the dumbest honeypot imaginable. It was human-powered, reacting
at human speeds to syslog entries and notification emails.
Berferd did not seem to notice, perhaps because we were
leaving plausible explanations lying around. It certainly
wouldn’t work now.
Most attacks are automated now, at least at the start.
This is especially true for targets of opportunity. They don’t
want to own your particular machine, they just want a collection of owned hosts. They have nothing personal against
grandma, they just want to coöpt her computer a bit.
But targeted attacks are another thing entirely. Attackers
are much more suspicious of traps and counter-espionage
now. It is not that they are particularly likely to get caught:
they are not, unless attacks persist for months. But they
don’t want to alert the target if possible. And they don’t
want to reveal their methods, either. Attack avenues are not
infinite; exploits have a limited shelf life and can be used up.
Fred Cohen’s Deception Toolkit[11] works to increase the
attacker’s uncertainty. Is the attacker making progress, or
going deeper into a rat hole? In the Berferd incident, I
wanted to waste the attacker’s time. He won—I’ve spent a
lot more time on this than he did—but delaying and confusing the enemy is a useful goal.
This arms race continues today, both in honey pots and
virtual machines. The high- and low-interaction honeypots,
and virtual machines, can be suitable for trapping and delaying attacks, and analyzing attack technologies. I suspect
that in neither case will the defenders win this battle.
Simulations and honeypots can be detected, and virus
writers have waged a long battle against the anti-virus community. Some early viruses could detect when they were
being executed in a debugger, and behave differently. This
battle continues between the increasing quality of the virtual machine engines, and detecting differences between a
VM and a real host. Viruses are getting harder to detect,
and ultimately the defenders are trying to solve the halting
problem, which dooms them to failure. I think that restricting execution to signed code is more promising, but has its
problems. And it is unlikely that timing and other idiosyncrasies will be completely eliminated from virtual machines.

5.3 IP packets are dangerous
At the Labs, and later in the Firewalls book, we maintained that IP packets were dangerous. They have numerous
options and varying implementation details and, if you are
interested in security, you should avoid letting them through
your firewall. Instead, we recommended application- and
circuit-level gateways.
Over the years, firewalls have switched to IP packet transmission for convenience and efficiency. It has worked well
enough, but our warnings have been justified. Firewalking,[18] sending unusual packets through firewalls to probe
the networks they guard, has been a fairly effective surveillance tool. It relies in part on weird IP packets. This is an
ongoing threat that allows attacks on endpoints that intru-
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sion detection systems have difficulty analyzing.
In fact, packet normalizers[20] have been used to create
standard packet streams that resist idiosyncratic packet attacks and hide host implementation details. A circuit-level
gateway seems safer.
The U.S. military networks have guards between networks
of differing security levels. It is my understanding that they
do not permit raw IP connectivity between these networks,
though I would bet next week’s salary that there are some.
In any case, this makes the guards application-level gateways, (but we are not allowed to call them that, probably
for political reasons.) I believe that these guards predate
firewalls. (Come to think of it, the NSA and others in the
military had a few fathers of the firewall as well.)
We have been criticized for advocating this IP-free approach to connectivity. Having a “computer acting as a wire”
can add a point of failure, a performance bottleneck, and violates the end-to-end principle.[25] I agree with the value
of end-to-end connectivity for innovation, but the pragmatics of weak host security still trump these concerns. Hosts
should have strong host security, and my personal computers
have been “skinny dipping” on the Internet since the mid1990s, reaping benefits of clean end-to-end connectivity.

dle the tradeoff between security and convenience very well.
Security and convenience don’t have to be mutually exclusive (consider modern hotel key cards), but we have to get
the engineering right.
There is no better example than the current situation
with passwords. Sites require high-entropy passwords, but
limit the number of login attempts, which defeats the dictionary attacks that strong passwords were designed to resist. But the users are still stuck with baroque eye-of-newt
password rules. The strong passwords reduce security and
convenience.
The mad rush to new software capabilities and product
features prevents us from settling down and hardening triedand-true technologies. For example, back in the Berferd era,
the sendmail program was a continuing source of insecurity.
The program was large and over-privileged, and trusted to
transport most of the world’s email. In fact, Dave Presotto
wrote the upas mailer[24] to provide a much safer, simpler
alternative on that first firewall.
We don’t hear much about sendmail problems any more.
This is partly because there are better targets on Unix hosts
(i.e. PHP).[1] But the program has been annealing in the Internet crucible for a long time, and it still transports a large
amount of mail with safety. We actually do make progress
when software is allowed to settle down.
A few years ago, I found a bug in the Unix cp command.
(You can imagine how hard this was to find!) This was
a command that probably should have been frozen some
time during the Carter administration. But someone had
added an “optimization” to read the source file using the
kernel’s memory-mapped file feature. This, and hence cp,
was broken for the source file system I was using.
Of course, security problems will continue, though I retain hope that we may slowly get better at this. Perhaps
as Windows 7 supplants Windows XP, client systems will
actually be more robust to attacks and we will slowly starve
the market for zombie volunteers.
I am certain that exploitation of the human element will
continue to be fruitful, despite most of our efforts. Phishing
is just the beginning.
Some have suggested that we need to re-engineer the Internet, or perhaps create a new one; and this time, using
crypto, we will insist that all endpoints be identifiable. I
don’t see that such a new network would be able to avoid
our current problems.
The problem of attribution is clear. In the Berferd case,
Weitse Venema was close to the source and able to verify
at least one of the attackers, but we were never completely
sure who Berferd was. That kind of information is harder
to get now.
If an attack comes from a country, are they responsible for
it, regardless of the actual source? The Treaty of Westphalia
says so. Under this, hot pursuit might be appropriate if the
local country does not coöperate. And what about false flag
operations? Human intelligence (HUMINT) will continue to
be an important source of this information.

5.4 Viruses, and state actors
Computer viruses and worms are far more important now.
They changed from instruments of destruction and carriers
of propaganda to commercial entities for the underground
economy. Rather than destroy hosts, these programs tend
to repair security problems in the hosts they inhabit to keep
other attacks out. This is another arms race, this time between malefactors.
Modern viruses co-opt computers for financial gain. A
random PC is a fine machine for hosting a phishing web
server, and grandma will never notice the difference. Profits
go to organized crime and terrorists. Zombie armies of coopted hosts are used in distributed denial of service attacks.
This technology is also useful for national actors: cyber
warfare has become extremely competent. The recent “Aurora” attacks on Google, and especially the Stuxnet worm
(c.f. Schneier[28] and Friedman[17]) show immense competence and patience typical of a well-organized, well-funded
effort.
And anyone can play in national attacks. In May 1999, I
used software from the Internet Mapping Project to watch
the Serbian networks. I quickly located a web server with
Serbian propaganda on it, included photos of dead babies.
I could have taken this machine down: Suddenly the Republic of Cheswick needed a foreign policy, perhaps to the
annoyance of those responsible for our actual national foreign policy.
The Internet brings world-changing technology and access
into the hands of anyone with a computer and some spare
time. Partisan amateurs attack the obvious targets all the
time, and especially at times of heightened tension.
I do not recall any speculations of these kinds of attacks in
the 1980s. But we were certainly thinking of the possibilities
by the mid-1990s. I have anecdotal evidence that the U.S.
had an offensive cyber capability in place by 2000.

6.
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CONCLUSION

Computer and network security is a big deal now. Our
economies depend on these technologies, and we don’t han-
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The injected code, known as shellcode, carries out the first stage of
the attack, which usually involves the download and execution of a
malware binary on the compromised host.
Once sophisticated tricks of the most skilled virus authors, advanced evasion techniques like code obfuscation and polymorphism
are now the norm in most instances of malicious code [19]. The
wide availability of ready-to-use shellcode construction and obfuscation toolkits and the discovery rate of new vulnerabilities have
rendered exploit or vulnerability specific detection techniques ineffective [31]. A promising approach for the generic detection of
code injection attacks is to focus on the identification of the shellcode that is indispensably part of the attack vector, a technique initially known as abstract payload execution [33]. Identifying the
presence of the shellcode itself allows for the detection of previously unknown attacks without caring about the particular exploitation method used or the vulnerability being exploited.
Initial implementations of this approach attempt to identify the
presence of shellcode in network inputs using static code analysis [33–35]. However, methods based on static analysis cannot effectively handle malicious code that employs advanced obfuscation
tricks such as indirect jumps and self-modifications. Dynamic code
analysis using emulation is not hindered by such obfuscations and
can detect even extensively obfuscated shellcode. This kind of “actual” payload execution has proved quite effective in practice [22]
and is being used in network-level and host-level systems for the
zero-day detection of both server-side and client-side code injection attacks [9, 14, 15, 23, 38].
A limitation of the above techniques is that they are confined to
the detection of a particular class of polymorphic shellcode that exhibits self-decrypting behavior. Although shellcode “packing” and
encryption are commonly used for evading signature-based detectors, attackers can achieve the same or even higher level of evasiveness without the use of self-decrypting code, rendering above
systems ineffective. Besides code encryption, polymorphism can
instead be achieved by mutating the actual instructions of the shellcode before launching the attack—a technique known as metamorphism [32]. Metamorphism has been widely used by virus authors
and thus can trivially be applied for shellcode mutation. Surprisingly, even plain shellcode, i.e., shellcode that does not change
across different instances, is also not detected by existing payload
execution methods. Technically, a plain shellcode is no different
than any instance of metamorphic shellcode, since both do not carry
a decryption routine nor exhibit any self-modifications or dynamic
code generation. Consequently, an attack that uses a previously
unknown static analysis-resistant plain shellcode will manage to
evade existing detection systems.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive shellcode detection
technique based on payload execution. In contrast to previous ap-

A promising method for the detection of previously unknown code
injection attacks is the identification of the shellcode that is part of
the attack vector using payload execution. Existing systems based
on this approach rely on the self-decrypting behavior of polymorphic code and can identify only that particular class of shellcode.
Plain, and more importantly, metamorphic shellcode do not carry
a decryption routine nor exhibit any self-modifications and thus
both evade existing detection systems. In this paper, we present
a comprehensive shellcode detection technique that uses a set of
runtime heuristics to identify the presence of shellcode in arbitrary
data streams. We have identified fundamental machine-level operations that are inescapably performed by different shellcode types,
based on which we have designed heuristics that enable the detection of plain and metamorphic shellcode regardless of the use of
self-decryption. We have implemented our technique in Gene, a
code injection attack detection system based on passive network
monitoring. Our experimental evaluation and real-world deployment show that Gene can effectively detect a large and diverse set
of shellcode samples that are currently missed by existing detectors, while so far it has not generated any false positives.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Security and Protection]: Invasive software

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Shellcode Detection, Payload Execution, Code Emulation

1.

Evangelos P. Markatos

INTRODUCTION

Code injection attacks have become one of the primary methods of malware spreading. In a typical code injection attack, the
attacker sends a malicious input that exploits a memory corruption vulnerability in a program running on the victim’s computer.
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Abbreviation

Matching Shellcode Behavior

PEB
BACKWD
SEH
SYSCALL

kernel32.dll base address resolution
kernel32.dll base address resolution
Memory scanning / SEH-based GetPC code
Memory scanning

Table 1: Overview of the shellcode detection heuristics used in
Gene.
heuristics can easily be added due to the extensible nature of the
system.
Existing polymorphic shellcode detection methods focus on the
identification of self-decrypting behavior, which can be simulated
without any host-level information [23]. For example, accesses to
addresses other than the memory area of the shellcode itself are
ignored. However, shellcode is meant to be injected into a running
process and it usually accesses certain parts of the process’ address
space, e.g., for retrieving and calling API functions. In contrast to
previous approaches, the emulator used in our system is equipped
with a fully blown virtual memory subsystem that handles all userlevel memory accesses and enables the initialization of memory
pages with arbitrary content. This allows us to populate the virtual
address space of the supposed process with an image of the mapped
pages of a process taken from a real system.
The purpose of this functionality is twofold: First, it enables
the construction of heuristics that check for memory accesses to
process-specific data structures. Although the heuristics presented
in this paper target Windows shellcode, and thus the address space
image used in conjunction with these heuristics is taken from a
Windows process, some other heuristic can use a different memory image, e.g., taken from a Linux process. Second, this allows to
some extent the correct execution of non-self-contained shellcode
that may perform accesses to known memory locations for evasion
purposes [10]. We discuss this issue further in Sec. 6.

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed shellcode detection architecture.
proaches that use a single detection algorithm for a particular class
of shellcode, our method relies on several runtime heuristics tailored to the identification of different shellcode types. We have
designed four heuristics for the detection of plain and metamorphic
shellcode targeting Windows systems. Polymorphic shellcode is in
essence a self-decrypting version of a plain shellcode, and thus it
is also effectively detected, since the concealed plain shellcode is
revealed during execution. In fact, we also enable the detection of
polymorphic shellcode that uses SEH-based GetPC code, which is
currently not handled by existing polymorphic shellcode detectors.
Furthermore, instead of solely using a CPU emulator, our approach
couples the heuristics with an appropriate image of the complete
address space of a real process, enabling the correct execution of
shellcode that depends on certain kinds of host-level context.
We have implemented the above technique in Gene, a networklevel detector that scans all client-initiated streams for code injection attacks against network services. Gene is based on passive
network monitoring, which offers the benefits of easy large-scale
deployment and protection of multiple hosts using a single sensor, while it allows us to test the effectiveness of our technique
in real-world environments. Nevertheless, although Gene operates
at the network level, its core inspection engine can analyze arbitrary data coming from any source. This allows our approach to be
readily embedded in existing systems that employ emulation-based
detection in other domains, e.g., for the detection of malicious websites [15] or in browser add-ons for the detection of drive-by download attacks [14].
Our evaluation with publicly available shellcode samples and
shellcode construction toolkits, shows that Gene can effectively detect many different shellcode instances without prior knowledge
about each particular implementation. At the same time, after extensive testing of the runtime heuristics using a large and diverse set
of generated and real data, in addition to a five-month deployment
in production networks, Gene has not generated any false positives.

2.

3. RUNTIME HEURISTICS
Each heuristic used in Gene is composed of a sequence of conditions that should all be satisfied in order during the execution of
malicious code. Table 1 gives an overview of the four heuristics
presented in this section. The heuristics focus on the identification
of the first actions of different shellcode types, according to their
functionality, regardless of any self-decrypting behavior.

3.1 Resolving kernel32.dll
The typical end goal of the shellcode is to give the attacker full
control of the victim system. This usually involves just a few simple operations, such as downloading and executing a malware binary on the compromised host. These operations require interaction with the OS through the system call interface, or in case of
Microsoft Windows, through the user-level Windows API.
The Windows API is divided into several dynamic load libraries
(DLLs). In order to call an API function, the shellcode must first
find its absolute address in the address space of the process. This
can be achieved in a reliable way by searching for the Relative Virtual Addresses (RVAs) of the function in the Export Directory Table
(EDT) of the DLL. The absolute Virtual Memory Address (VMA)
of the function can then be easily computed by adding the DLL’s
base address to the function’s RVA. In fact, kernel32.dll provides the quite convenient functions LoadLibrary, which loads
the specified DLL into the address space of the calling process and
returns its base address, and GetProcAddress, which returns

ARCHITECTURE

The proposed shellcode detection system is built around a CPU
emulator that executes valid instruction sequences found in the inspected input. An overview of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Each input is mapped to an arbitrary location in the virtual address
space of a supposed process, and a new execution begins from each
and every byte of the input, since the position of the first instruction of the shellcode is unknown and can be easily obfuscated. The
detection engine is based on multiple heuristics that match runtime
patterns inherent in different types of shellcode. During execution,
the system checks several conditions that should all be satisfied
in order for a heuristic to match some shellcode. Moreover, new
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1
2
3
4

xor
mov
mov
mov

eax,
eax,
eax,
esi,

eax
fs:[eax+0x30]
[eax+0x0C]
[eax+0x1C]

5

lodsd

6

mov eax, [eax+0x08]

;
;
;
;

eax
eax
eax
esi

=
=
=
=

0
PEB
PEB.LoaderData
InInitializationOrder
ModuleList.Flink
; eax = 2nd list entry
(kernel32.dll)
; eax = LDR_MODULE.BaseAddress

The linear address of the TIB is also contained in the TIB itself
at the location FS:[0x18], as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, another way
of reading the pointer to the PEB without using the FS register in
the same instruction is the following:
xor eax,eax
xor eax,fs:[eax+0x18]
mov eax,[eax+0x30]

Figure 2: A typical example of code that resolves the base address of kernel32.dll through the PEB.

Note in the above example that other instructions besides mov can
be used to indirectly read a memory address through the FS register (xor in this case). No matter how obfuscated the code is, the
condition remains robust since it does not rely on the execution of
particular instructions.
Although condition P1 is quite restrictive, the possibility of encountering a random read from FS:[0x30] during the execution of some benign input is not negligible. Thus, it is desirable
to strengthen the heuristic with more operations exhibited by any
PEB-based kernel32.dll resolution code.

the address of an exported function from the specified DLL. After resolving these two functions, any other function in any DLL
can be loaded and used directly. However, custom function searching using hashes is usually preferable in modern shellcode, since
GetProcAddress takes as argument the actual name of the function to be resolved, which increases the shellcode size considerably.
No matter which method is used, a common fundamental operation in all above cases is that the shellcode has to first locate the
base address of kernel32.dll. Since this is an inherent operation that must be performed by any Windows shellcode that needs
to call a Windows API function, it is a perfect candidate for the
development of a generic shellcode detection heuristic.

Condition P2. Having a pointer to the PEB, the next step of the
shellcode is to obtain a pointer to the PEB_LDR_DATA structure
that holds the list of loaded modules (line 3 in Fig. 2). Such a
pointer exists 0xC bytes into the PEB, in the LoaderData field.
Since this is the only available reference to that data structure, the
shellcode unavoidably has to read the PEB.LoaderData pointer.
We can use this constraint as a second condition for the PEB heuristic (P2): the linear address of PEB.LoaderData is read.

3.1.1 Process Environment Block
Probably the most reliable and widely used technique for determining the base address of kernel32.dll takes advantage of
the Process Environment Block (PEB), a user-level structure that
holds extensive process-specific information. Figure 2 shows a typical example of PEB-based code for resolving kernel32.dll.
The shellcode first gets a pointer to the PEB (line 2) through the
Thread Information Block (TIB), which is always accessible at a
zero offset from the segment specified by the FS register. A pointer
to the PEB exists 0x30 bytes into the TIB, as shown in Fig. 3. The
absolute memory address of the TIB and the PEB varies among
processes, and thus the only reliable way to get a handle to the PEB
is through the FS register, and specifically, by reading the pointer
located at address FS:[0x30].

Condition P3. Moving on, the shellcode has to walk through the
loaded modules list and locate the second entry (kernel32.dll).
A pointer to the first entry of the list exists in the InInitializationOrderModuleList.Flink field located 0x1C bytes into
the PEB_LDR_DATA structure. The read operation from this memory location (line 4 in Fig. 2) allows for strengthening further the
detection heuristic with a third condition.
Although this is the most well known [5,26,27], and widely used
technique for all Windows versions up to Windows Vista, it does
not work “as-is” for Windows 7. In that version, kernel32.dll
is found in the third instead of the second position in the modules
list [7]. A more generic and robust technique is to walk through the
list and check the actual name of each module until kernel32.dll
is found [7, 29]. In fact, the PEB_LDR_DATA structure contains
two more lists of the loaded modules that differ in the order of the
DLLs. All three lists are implemented as doubly linked lists, and
their corresponding LIST_ENTRY records contain two pointers to
the first (Flink) and last (Blink) entry in the list.
Based on the above, and given that (i) kernel32.dll can
be resolved through any of the three lists, and (ii) list traversing
can be made in both directions, the third condition of the heuristic
can be specified as follows (P3): the linear address of any of the
Flink or Blink pointers in the InLoadOrderModuleList,
InMemoryOrderModuleList, or InInitializationOrderModuleList records of the PEB_LDR_DATA structure is
read.

Condition P1. This fundamental constraint is the basis of our
first detection heuristic (PEB). If during the execution of some input the following condition is true (P1): (i) the linear address of
FS:[0x30] is read, and (ii) the current or any previous instruction involved the FS register, then this input may correspond to a
shellcode that resolves kernel32.dll through the PEB.
The second predicate is necessary for two reasons. First, it is
useful for excluding random instructions in benign inputs that happen to read from the linear address of FS:[0x30] without involving the FS register. For example, if FS:[0x30] corresponds
to address 0x7FFDF030 (as shown in the example of Fig. 3), the
following code will correctly not match the above condition:
mov ebx, 0x7FFD0000
mov eax, [ebx+0xF030]

; eax = FS:[0x30]

On the other hand, the memory access to FS:[0x30] can be
made through an instruction that does not use the FS register directly. For example, an attacker could take advantage of other segment registers and replace the first two lines in Fig. 2 with:
mov
mov
mov
mov
mov

ax, fs
bx, es
es, ax
eax, es:[0x30]
es, bx

;
;
;
;
;

; eax = 0
; eax = TIB address
; eax = PEB address

3.1.2 Backwards Searching
An alternative technique for locating kernel32.dll is to find
a pointer that points somewhere into the memory area where the
kernel32.dll has been loaded, and then search backwards until the beginning of the DLL is located [27]. A reliable way to
obtain a pointer into the address space of kernel32.dll is to
take advantage of the Structured Exception Handling (SEH) mechanism of Windows [21], which provides a unified way of handling
hardware and software exceptions. When an exception occurs, the
exception dispatcher walks through a list of exception handlers for

ax = fs
preserve es
es = fs
load FS:[0x30] to eax
restore es

The code loads the segment selector of the FS register to ES (mov
between segment registers is not supported), reads the pointer to
the PEB, and then restores the original value of the ES register.
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the shellcode will inevitably perform several memory accesses to
the address space of kernel32.dll in order to check whether
each 64KB-aligned address corresponds to the base address of the
DLL. In our experiments with typical code injection attacks in Windows XP, the shellcode performed at least four memory reads in
kernel32.dll. Thus, after the first two conditions have been
met, we expect to encounter (B3): at least one memory read form
the address space of kernel32.dll.

3.2 Process Memory Scanning
Some memory corruption vulnerabilities allow only a limited
space for the injected code—usually not enough for a fully functional shellcode. In most such exploits though the attacker can inject a second, much larger payload which however will land at a
random, non-deterministic location, e.g., in a buffer allocated in the
heap. The first-stage shellcode can then sweep the address space of
the process and search for the second-stage shellcode (also known
as the “egg”), which can be identified by a long-enough characteristic byte sequence. This type of first-stage payload is known as
“egg-hunt” shellcode [28].
Blindly searching the memory of a process in a reliable way requires some method of determining whether a given memory page
is mapped into the address space of the process. In the rest of this
section, we describe two known memory scanning techniques and
the corresponding detection heuristics that can capture these behaviors, and thus, identify the execution of egg-hunt shellcode.

Figure 3: A snapshot of the TIB and the stack memory areas
of a typical Windows process. The SEH chain consisting of two
nodes is highlighted.

the current thread and gives each handler the opportunity to handle
the exception or pass it on to the next handler. The list is stored
on the stack of each thread, and each node is a SEH frame that
consists of two pointers to the next frame and the actual handler
routine. Figure 3 shows a typical snapshot of the TIB and the stack
memory areas of a process with two SEH handlers. A pointer to the
current SEH frame exists in the first field of the Thread Information
Block and is always accessible through FS:[0].
At the end of the SEH chain (bottom of the stack) there is a default exception handler that is registered by the system for every
thread. The Handler pointer of this SEH record points to a routine that is located in kernel32.dll, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus,
the shellcode can start from FS:[0] and walk the SEH chain until reaching the last SEH frame, and from there get a pointer into
kernel32.dll by reading its Handler field.
Another technique to reach the last SEH frame, known as “TOPSTACK” [27], uses the stack of the exploited thread. The default
exception handler is registered by the system during thread creation, making its relative location from the bottom of the stack
fairly stable. Although the absolute address of the stack may vary,
a pointer to the bottom of the stack is always found in the second
field of the TIB at FS:[0x4]. The Handler pointer of the default SEH handler can then be found 0x1C bytes into the stack, as
shown in Fig. 3. In fact, the TIB contains a second pointer to the
top of the stack at FS:[0x8].

3.2.1 SEH
The first memory scanning technique takes advantage of the structured exception handling mechanism and relies on installing a custom exception handler that is invoked in case of a memory access
violation.
Condition S1. As discussed in Sec. 3.1.2, the list of SEH frames
is stored on the stack, and the current SEH frame is always accessible through FS:[0]. The first-stage shellcode can register a
custom exception handler that has priority over all previous handlers in two ways: create a new SEH frame and adjust the current
SEH frame pointer of the TIB to point to it [28], or directly modify the Handler pointer of the current SEH frame to point to the
attacker’s handler routine. In the first case, the shellcode must update the SEH list head pointer at FS:[0], while in the second
case, it has to access the current SEH frame in order to modify
its Handler field, which is only possible by reading the pointer
at FS:[0]. Thus, the first condition of the SEH-based memory
scanning detection heuristic (SEH) is (S1): (i) the linear address
of FS:[0] is read or written, and (ii) the current or any previous
instruction involved the FS register.

Condition B1. Based on the same approach as in the previous
section, the first condition for the detection heuristic (BACKWD)
that matches the “backwards searching” method is the following
(B1): (i) any of the linear address between FS:[0]–FS:[0x8]
is read, and (ii) the current or any previous instruction involved the
FS register. The rationale is that a shellcode that uses the backwards searching technique should unavoidably read either i) the
memory location at FS:[0] for walking the SEH chain, or ii) one
of the locations at FS:[0x4] and FS:[0x8] for accessing the
stack directly.

Condition S2. Another mandatory operation that will be encountered during execution is that the Handler field of the custom
SEH frame (irrespectively if its a new frame or an existing one)
should be modified to point to the custom exception handler routine. This operation is reflected by the second condition (S2): the
linear address of the Handler field in the custom SEH frame is or
has been written. Note that in case of a newly created SEH frame,
the Handler pointer can be written before or after FS:[0] is
modified.

Condition B2. In any case, the code will reach the default exception record on the stack and read its Handler pointer. Since this
is a mandatory operation for landing into kernel32.dll, we
can use this dependency as our second condition (B2): the linear
address of the Handler field of the default SEH handler is read.

Condition S3. Although the above conditions are quite constraining, we can apply a third condition by exploiting the fact that upon
the registration of the custom SEH handler, the linked list of SEH
frames should be valid. In the risk of stack corruption, the exception dispatcher routine performs thorough checks on the integrity
of the SEH chain, e.g., ensuring that each SEH frame is dword-

Condition B3. Finally, during the backwards searching phase,
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1
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3
4
5
6

push
push
pop
int
cmp
pop

edx
0x8
eax
0x2e
al, 0x05
edx

; preserve edx across system call
;
;
;
;

ploit by the direct use of system calls. Based on the above, a necessary condition during the execution of a system call in egg-hunt
shellcode is (C1): the execution of an int 0x2e instruction with
the eax register set to one of the following values: 0x2, 0x8, 0x39,
0x43, 0x46, 0x7F.

eax = NtAddAtom
system call
check for STATUS_ACCESS_VIOLATION
restore edx

Figure 4: A typical system call invocation for checking if the
supplied address is valid.

Condition C2. As shown in Sec. 5.2.2, condition C1 alone can
happen to hold true during the execution of random code, although
rarely. However, the heuristic can be strengthened based on the
following observation. The egg-hunt shellcode will have to scan a
large part of the address space until it finds the egg. Even when
assuming that the egg can be located only at the beginning of a
page [37], the shellcode will have to search hundreds or thousands
of addresses, e.g., by repeatedly calling the code in Fig. 4 in a loop.
Hence, condition C1 will hold several times. The detection heuristic (SYSCALL) can then be defined as a meta-condition (C{N}):
C1 holds true N times. As shown in Sec. 5.2.2, a value of N = 2
does not produce any false positives.
In case other system calls can be used for validating an arbitrary
address, they can easily be included in the above condition. Starting from Windows XP, system calls can also be made using the
more efficient sysenter instruction if it is supported by the system’s processor. The above heuristic can easily be extended to also
support this type of system call invocation.

aligned within the stack and is located higher than the previous
SEH frame [21]. Thus, the third condition requires that (S3): starting from FS:[0], all SEH frames should reside on the stack, and
the Handler field of the last frame should be set to 0xFFFFFFFF.
In essence, the above condition validates that the custom handler
registration has been performed correctly.

3.2.2 System Call
The extensive abuse of the SEH mechanism in various memory corruption vulnerabilities led to the introduction of SafeSEH, a
linker option that produces a table with all the legitimate exception
handlers of the image. In case the exploitation of some SafeSEHprotected vulnerable application requires the use of egg-hunt shellcode, an alternative but less reliable method for safely scanning
the process address space is to check whether a page is mapped—
before actually accessing it—using a system call [27, 28]. As already discussed, although the use of system calls in Windows shellcode is not common, since they are prone to changes between OS
versions and do not provide crucial functionality such as network
access, they can prove useful for determining if a memory address
is accessible.
Some Windows system calls accept as an argument a pointer to
an input parameter. If the supplied pointer is invalid, the system call
returns with a return value of STATUS_ACCESS_VIOLATION.
Thus, the egg-hunt shellcode can check the return value of the system call, and proceed accordingly by searching for the egg or moving on to the next address [28]. In Windows, a system call is initiated by generating a software interrupt through the int 0x2e
instruction.
Figure 4 shows a typical code that checks the address stored in
edx using the NtAddAtom system call. In Windows, a system
call is initiated by generating a software interrupt through the int
0x2e instruction (line 4). The actual system call that is going to be
executed is specified by the value stored in the eax register (line
3). Upon return from the system call, the code checks if the return
value equals the code for STATUS_ACCESS_VIOLATION. The
actual value of this code is 0xC0000005, but checking only the
lower byte is enough in return for more compact code (line 5).

3.3 SEH-based GetPC Code
Before decrypting itself, polymorphic shellcode needs to first
find the absolute address at which it resides in the address space
of the vulnerable process. The most widely used types of GetPC
code for this purpose rely on some instruction from the call or
fstenv instruction groups [23]. These instructions push on the
stack the address of the following instruction, which can then be
used to calculate the absolute address of the encrypted code. However, this type of GetPC code cannot be used in purely alphanumeric shellcode [19], because the opcodes of the required instructions fall outside the range of allowed ASCII bytes. In such cases,
the attacker can follow a different approach and take advantage of
the SEH mechanism to get a handle to the absolute memory address
of the injected shellcode [30].
When an exception occurs, the system generates an exception
record that contains the necessary information for handling the exception, including a snapshot of the execution state of the thread,
which contains the value of the program counter at the time the
exception was triggered. This information is stored on the stack,
so the shellcode can register a custom exception handler, trigger
an exception, and then extract the absolute memory address of the
faulting instruction. By writing the handler routine on the heap,
this technique can work even in Windows XP SP3, bypassing any
SEH protection mechanisms [30].
In essence, the SEH-based memory scanning detection heuristic described in Sec. 3.2.1 does not identify the scanning behavior
per se, but the proper registration of a custom exception handler.
Although this is an inherent operation of any SEH-based egg-hunt
shellcode, any shellcode that installs a custom exception handler
can be detected, including polymorphic shellcode that uses SEHbased GetPC code.

Condition C1. System call execution has several constraints that
can be used for deriving a detection heuristic for this kind of egghunt shellcode. First, the immediate operand of the int instruction
should be set to 0x2E. Looking just for the int 0x2e instruction
is clearly not enough since any two-byte instruction will be encountered roughly once every 64KB of arbitrary binary input. However,
when encountering an int 0x2e instruction that corresponds to
an actual system call execution, the ebx register should also have
been previously set to the proper system call number.
The publicly available egg-hunt shellcode implementations we
found (see Sec. 5.1) use one of the following system calls: NtAccessCheckAndAuditAlarm (0x2), NtAddAtom (0x8), and
NtDisplayString (0x39 in Windows 2000, 0x43 in XP, 0x46
in 2003 Server, and 0x7F in Vista). The variability of the system
call number for NtDisplayString across the different Windows versions is indicative of the complexity introduced in an ex-

4. IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented the proposed detection method in Gene, a
network-level attack detector that uses a custom IA-32 emulator to
identify the presence of shellcode in network streams. Gene scans
the client-initiated part of each TCP connection using the runtime
heuristics presented in this work. For evaluation purposes, a fifth
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GetPC-based self-decrypting shellcode similar to the one used in
existing detectors [9, 23, 38] can be enabled at will. Since the exact location of the shellcode in the input data is not known in advance, the emulator repeats the execution multiple times, starting
from each and every position of the stream. In certain cases, however, the execution of some code paths can be skipped to optimize
runtime performance [24].
The heuristics used in Gene are mostly based on memory accesses to certain locations in the address space of a vulnerable Windows process. To emulate correctly the execution of these accesses,
the virtual memory of the emulator is initialized with an image of
the complete address space of a typical Windows XP process taken
from a real system. The image consists of 971 pages (4KB each),
including the stack, heap, PEB/TIB, and loaded modules. All four
heuristics use the same memory image and thus can be evaluated in
parallel during execution.
Among other initializations before the beginning of a new execution [23], the segment register FS is set to the segment selector
corresponding to the base address of the Thread Information Block,
the stack pointer is set accordingly, while any changes to the original process image from the previous execution are reverted.
The runtime evaluation of the heuristics requires keeping some
state about the occurrence of instructions with an operand that involved the FS register, as well as about read and write accesses
to the memory locations specified in the heuristics. Regarding the
SEH-based memory scanning heuristic (Sec. 3.2.1), although SEH
chain validation is more complex compared to other instrumentation operations, it is triggered only if conditions S1 and S2 are true,
which in practice happens very rarely.
When an int 0x2e instruction is executed, the eax register
is checked for a value corresponding to one of the system calls
that can be used for memory scanning, as described in Sec. 3.2.2.
Although the actual functionality of the system call is not emulated,
the proper return value is stored in the eax register depending on
the validity of the supplied memory address. In case of an egghunt shellcode, this behavior allows the scanning loop to continue
normally, resulting to several system call invocations.

5.
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Figure 5: Number of shellcodes detected by Gene and the existing GetPC-based heuristic [9, 23, 38] for different shellcode
sets. From a total of 83 different shellcode implementations,
Gene detected 78 samples (94%), compared to 34 (41%) for the
GetPC heuristic.
erly. By manually unpacking the two payloads and scanning them
with Gene, in both cases the shellcode was identified by the PEB
heuristic. From the rest 20 shellcodes, 16 were identified by the
PEB heuristic, and one, named “Saalfeld,” by the SEH heuristic.
The Saalfeld shellcode is of particular interest due to the use of a
custom SEH handler although it is not an egg-hunt shellcode. The
SEH handler is registered for safely searching the address space of
the vulnerable process starting from address 0x77E00000, with the
aim to reliably detect the base address of kernel32.dll. The
SEH heuristic identifies the proper registration of a custom SEH
handler, so the shellcode was successfully identified.
The remaining three shellcodes were missed due to the use of
hard-coded addresses, e.g., the linear address of kernel32.dll,
instead of reliable base address resolution. It would be trivial to
implement another detection heuristic similar to the PEB heuristic based on commonly used hard-coded addresses in place of addressing based on the FS register to detect this kind of shellcode.
However, these samples correspond to quite old attacks and this
style naively implemented kind of shellcode is now encountered
rarely. From the 20 shellcodes, 15 are self-decrypting and are thus
detected by the GetPC-based heuristic.
Besides a few proof-of-concept implementations [5, 27] which
are identified correctly by Gene, we were not able to find any other
shellcode samples that locate kernel32.dll using backwards
searching, probably due to the simplicity of the alternative PEBbased technique. In addition to the Saalfeld shellcode, the SEH
heuristic detected a proof-of-concept SEH-based egg-hunt implementation [28], as well as the “omelet” shellcode [36], an egg-hunt
variation that locates and recombines multiple smaller eggs into
the whole original payload. The SEH heuristic was also effective
in detecting polymorphic shellcode that uses SEH-based GetPC
code [30], which is currently missed by existing payload execution
systems. The SYSCALL heuristic was tested with three different
egg-hunt shellcode implementations [27,28,37], which were identified correctly. In addition to these eight shellcode implementations,
we gathered more Windows shellcode samples from public repositories [1, 3, 4], totaling 33 different samples. As shown in Fig. 5,
the GetPC-based heuristic detected only four of the shellcodes that
use simple XOR encryption, while Gene detected all but two of the
samples, again due to the use of hard-coded addresses.
Finally, as an extra verification experiment, we tested Gene with
a large dataset of real polymorphic attacks captured in production
networks by Nemu [22]. Without using any self-decryption heuristic, this data set allows us to test the effectiveness of Gene in iden-

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

5.1 Detection Effectiveness
We began our evaluation with the shellcodes contained in the
Metasploit Framework [2]. For Windows targets, Metasploit includes six basic payloads for downloading and executing a file,
spawning a shell, adding a user account, and so on, as well as nine
“stagers.” In contrast to an egg-hunt shellcode, which searches for
a second payload that has already been injected into the vulnerable process along with the egg-hunt shellcode, a stager establishes
a channel between the attacking and the victim host for uploading other second-stage payloads. We generated plain (i.e., nonencrypted) instances of the above 15 shellcodes, as well as another 15 polymorphic instances of the same shellcodes using the
ShikataGaNai encoder. As shown in Fig. 5, both Gene and the
GetPC-based heuristic detected the polymorphic versions of the
shellcodes. However, the original (plain) versions do not exhibit
any self-decrypting behavior and are thus detected only by Gene.
For both plain and polymorphic versions, Gene identified the shellcode using the PEB heuristic. The use of the PEB-based method
for locating kernel32.dll is probably preferred in Metasploit
due to its reliability.
We continued our evaluation with 22 samples downloaded from
the shellcode repository of the Nepenthes Project [6]. Two of the
samples had a broken decryptor and could not be executed prop-
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tifying the actual plain shellcode after the decryption process has
completed. Gene analyzed more than 1.2 million attacks, which after the decryption process resulted to 98,602 unique payloads, and
in all cases it identified the decrypted plain shellcode correctly. Not
surprisingly, all shellcodes were identified by the PEB heuristic.

Throughput (Mbit/s)

60

5.2 Heuristic Robustness
5.2.1 False Positives Evaluation
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We tested the robustness of the heuristics against false positives
using a large and diverse set of benign inputs. For our first experiment, we captured the internal and external traffic in two research
and educational networks and kept the client-initiated stream of
each TCP flow, since currently Gene detects only attacks against
network services. Collectively, the data set consists of 15.5 million
streams, totaling more than 48GB of data. Depending on its size, a
stream can have from a few hundreds to many thousands of valid instruction sequences which are all analyzed independently by Gene.
Thus, we consider as a false positive any benign input with at least
one instruction sequence that matches one of the heuristics. When
scanning the 15.5 million streams of this data set with Gene, none
of the inputs matched any of the heuristics, resulting to zero false
positives.
Seeking more evidence for the resilience of the heuristics against
false positives, we continued the experiments with a much larger
set of artificially generated benign data. The purpose of this experiment is to ensure that the random IA-32 machine code that is
derived by interpreting arbitrary data as code does not match any of
the heuristics. For this purpose, we used a script that continuously
generates inputs of random binary and ASCII data that are subsequently scanned by Gene. The script generated 20 million 32KBinputs of each type, totaling more than 1.3TB of data. The rationale
behind using inputs consisting of random ASCII characters, in addition to random binary data, is to approximate the random code
found in network streams that use text-based protocols. Similarly
to the previous experiment, the false positive rate was again kept at
zero.
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Figure 7: The raw processing throughput of Gene for different
execution thresholds.

a mov ebx,fs:[eax] instruction is executed, it is more likely
that eax will have been zeroed out, e.g., due to a previous twobyte long xor eax,eax instruction, instead of being set to 0x30.
However, the percentage of inputs that matched both the first and
the second condition is very low (0.0003% and 0.0004%, respectively), and no inputs matched all three conditions.
As shown in Fig. 6(b), the overall behavior when operating on
random binary data is comparable to that for network streams, with
no inputs fully matching any of the heuristics. However, for ASCII
data (Fig. 6(c)), although the first condition in the PEB, BACKWD,
and SEH heuristics matched in roughly 0.03% of the inputs, there
were no inputs matching any of the subsequent conditions. The opcode for the int instruction falls outside the ASCII range, so no input matched not even the first condition of the SYSCALL heuristic.
Overall, all heuristics seem to perform even better when operating
on ASCII data.

5.3 Runtime Performance
We evaluated the processing throughput of Gene using the real
network traffic traces presented in Sec. 5.2.1. Gene was running on
a system with a Xeon 1.86GHz processor and 2GB of RAM. Figure 7 shows the raw processing throughput of Gene for different execution thresholds. The throughput is mainly affected by the number of CPU cycles spent on each input. As the execution threshold
increases, the achieved throughput decreases because more emulated instructions are executed per stream. A threshold in the order
of 8–16K instructions is sufficient for the detection of plain as well
as the most advanced polymorphic shellcodes [24]. For port 80
traffic, the random code due to ASCII data tends to form long instruction sequences that result to degraded performance compared
to binary data.
The overall runtime throughput is slightly lower compared to existing emulation-based detectors [23,24] due to the overhead added
by the virtual memory subsystem, as well as because Gene does
not use the zero-delimited chunk optimization used in these systems [23]. Previous approaches skip the execution of zero-byte delimited regions smaller than 50 bytes, with the rationale that most
memory corruption vulnerabilities cannot be exploited if the attack
vector contains null bytes. However, the detection heuristics of
Gene can identify shellcode in other attack vectors that may contain
null bytes, such as document files. Furthermore, our approach can
be applied in other domains [14, 15], for example for the detection
of client-side attacks, in which the shellcode is usually encrypted
at a higher level using some script language, and thus can be fully
functional even if it contains null bytes.

5.2.2 Heuristic Analysis
We repeated the experiments of the previous section with the aim
to explore in depth the behavior of the heuristics when operating on
benign data. This time we measured the number of inputs with at
least one instruction sequence that matched the first, the first two,
or all three conditions of a heuristic.
Figure 6(a) shows the percentage of network streams that matched
a given number of conditions. Out of 15.5 million inputs, only 82
(0.0005%) had an instruction sequence with a memory access to
FS:[0x30] through the FS register—satisfying the first condition of the PEB heuristic. There were no streams that matched both
the first and the second or all three conditions, which is a promising indication for the robustness of the PEB heuristic since all three
conditions must be true for flagging an input as shellcode. The
SYSCALL heuristic had a similar behavior, with just 51 of the inputs (0.0003%) exhibiting a single system call invocation, while
there were no streams with two or more system calls.
A much larger number of streams matched the first condition of
the BACKWD and SEH heuristics (8,620 and 41,063 streams, respectively). In both heuristics, the first condition includes a memory access to FS:[0], which seems to appear more frequently
in random code compared to accesses at FS:[0x30]. A possible explanation for this is that the effective address computation in
the memory operand of some instruction can result to zero with a
higher probability compared to other values. For example, when
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Figure 6: False positives evaluation with (a) 15.5 million real network streams (48GB total data size), (b) 20 million randomly
generated binary inputs (650GB), and (c) 20 million randomly generated ASCII inputs (650GB). For all heuristics, none of the
inputs matched all three conditions, resulting to zero false positives.
In practice, Gene can monitor high speed links when scanning
for server-side attacks because client-initiated traffic (requests) is
usually a fraction of the server-initiated traffic (responses). In our
preliminary deployments in production networks, Gene can scan
traffic of up to 100 Mbit/s without dropping packets. Furthermore,
Gene currently scans the whole input blindly, without any knowledge about the actual network protocol used. Augmenting the inspection engine with protocol parsing would significantly improve
the scanning throughput by inspecting each protocol field separately.

dows shellcode, or alternative techniques to those on which the
heuristics are based, that may have missed our attention or have
not been publicly released yet. Nevertheless, the architecture of
Gene allows the parallel evaluation of multiple heuristics, and thus
the detection engine can be easily extended with more heuristics
for other shellcode types. For example, for our experimental evaluation, we have already implemented a fifth heuristic based on the
widely used GetPC code technique used in existing polymorphic
shellcode detectors [23, 24, 38]. In our future work, we plan to implement heuristics for the detection of the code required in a swarm
attack [13], Linux-specific plain shellcode, Windows shellcode that
uses hard-coded addresses, and so on.
A well known evasion technique against dynamic code analysis
systems is the use of very long loops that force the detector to spend
countless cycles until reaching the execution threshold, before any
signs of malicious behavior are shown [32]. Gene uses infinite loop
squashing [23] to reduce the number of inputs that reach the execution threshold. As stated in the literature [23, 24], the percentage
of inputs with an instruction sequence that reaches the execution
threshold ranges between 3–6%, which we also verified during the
experiments of this paper. Since this is a small fraction of all inspected inputs, the endless loops in these sequences can potentially
be analyzed further at a second stage using other techniques such
as static analysis or symbolic execution [25].
Another inherent limitation of emulation-based shellcode detection is the lack of an accurate view of the system’s state at the time
the injected code would run on the victim system. This information
includes the values of the CPU registers, as well as the complete address space of the particular exploited process [10, 23]. Although
register values can sometimes be inferred [24], and Gene augments
the emulator with the complete address space of a typical Windows
process, which includes the most common system DLLs used by
Windows shellcode, the shellcode may perform memory accesses
to application-specific DLLs that are not known in advance, and
thus cannot be followed by the emulator [16]. Fortunately, when
protecting specific services, exact memory images of each service
can be used in place of the generic process image. However, as
already discussed, since the linear addresses of DLLs change quite
often across different systems, and due to the increasing adoption
of address space layout randomization and DLL rebasing, the use
of absolute addressing results to less reliable shellcode. On the
other hand, when the emulator runs within the context of a protected application, as for example in the browser-embedded detector proposed by Egele et al. [14], the emulator can have full access
to the complete address space of the process.

5.4 Real-world Deployment
We have deployed Gene in two University networks, where it
has been operational since 25 November 2009. In these two deployments, Gene scans the traffic between the internal network and
the Internet, as well as the traffic between selected internal subnets.
As of 17 April 2010, Gene has detected 116,513 code injection attacks against internal and external hosts in these two networks. Although we cannot know how many of the attacks actually infected
the targeted host, since many systems might had been previously
patched, in all cases the attacker was able to connect and send the
malicious input to the potentially vulnerable service. Almost one
third of the attacks were launched from internal PCs, probably already infected by malware. About 86% of the attacks targeted port
445, while there were also attacks against ports 80, 135, 139, and
2967.
In both deployments, Gene uses the four new heuristics presented in this paper, as well as the GetPC heuristic used in existing
polymorphic shellcode detectors, allowing us to compare the detection coverage of both approaches. The PEB heuristic matched in all
of the attacks, supporting the fact that this is the most widely used
technique for resolving kernel32.dll. However, the GetPC
heuristic was triggered only by 85,144 attacks, i.e., 31,369 attacks
(27%) did not use any form of self-decrypting shellcode. This
means that the ability of Gene to detect plain shellcode increased
the detection coverage for server-side code injection attacks by 37%
compared to existing polymorphic shellcode detection approaches.
By statically analyzing the identified machine code [22] we confirmed that in all cases it corresponds to actual shellcode, and so far
we have not encountered any false positives.

6.

DISCUSSION

The runtime heuristics presented in this paper allows Gene to
detect a broad range of different shellcode classes. Of course, we
cannot exclude the possibility that there are other kinds of Win-
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Some of the operations matched by the heuristics, such as the
registration of a custom exception handler, might also be found in
legitimate executables. However, Gene is tailored for scanning inputs that otherwise should not contain executable IA-32 code. In
case of file uploads, Gene can easily be extended to identify and
extract executable files by looking for executables’ headers in the
inspected traffic, and then pass them on to a virus scanner.

7.

web pages based on various indications, including the presence of
shellcode. The CPU emulator in both projects is based on libemu.
Shellcode analysis systems help analysts study and understand
the structure and functionality of a shellcode sample. Ma et al. [18]
used code emulation to extract the actual runtime instruction sequence of shellcode samples captured in the wild. Spector [11] uses
symbolic execution to extract the sequence of library calls made by
the shellcode, along with their arguments, and at the end of the
execution generates a low-level execution trace. Yataglass [25] improves the analysis capabilities of Spector by handling shellcode
that uses memory-scanning attacks.

RELATED WORK

Having realised the limitations of signature-based approaches in
the face of polymorphic code and targeted attacks, several research
efforts turned to static binary code analysis for identifying the presence of shellcode in network streams. One of the first such approaches by Toth and Kruegel uses code disassembly on network
streams to identify the NOP-sled that sometimes precedes the shellcode [33]. Focusing on the shellcode itself, Anderson et al. [8]
propose to scan each input for multiple occurrences of instruction
sequences that end with an int 0x80 instruction for the identification of Linux shellcode, with the rationale that the shellcode will
have to execute several system calls. Other detection methods that
use static code analysis aim to detect previously unknown polymorphic shellcode based on the identification of structural similarities
among different worm instances [17], control and data flow analysis [12, 34, 35], or neural networks [20].
However, methods based on static analysis can be easily evaded
by malicious code that uses obfuscation methods such as indirect
jumps and self-modifications [23], which are widely used by current malware packers and polymorphic shellcode engines. In contrast, emulation-based detection can correctly handle even extensively obfuscated malicious code [23]. Polychronakis et al. propose the use of code emulation for the detection of self decrypting shellcode at the network level [23, 24]. The detection algorithm is based on the identification of the GetPC code and the
self-references that take place during the execution of the shellcode. Zhang et al. propose to combine network-level emulation
with static and data flow analysis for improving the runtime performance of the GetPC heuristic [38].
Libemu [9] is an open-source x86 emulation library tailored to
shellcode analysis and detection. Shellcode execution is identified
using the GetPC heuristic. Libemu can also emulate the execution
of Windows API calls by creating a minimalistic process environment that allows the user to install custom hooks to API functions.
Although the actual execution of API functions can be used as an
indication for the execution of shellcode, these actions will be observed only after kernel32.dll has been resolved and the required API functions have been located through the EDT or IAT.
Compared to the kernel32.dll resolution heuristics presented
in Section 3.1, this technique would require the execution of a much
larger number of instructions until the first API function is called,
and also the emulation of the actual functionality of each API call
thereafter. This means that the execution threshold of the detector
should be set much higher, resulting to degraded runtime performance. For applications in which the emulator can spend more
cycles on each input, both heuristics can coexist and operate in parallel, e.g., along with all other heuristics used in Gene, offering
even better detection accuracy.
Besides the detection of code injection attacks against network
services [22], emulation-based shellcode detection using the GetPC
heuristic has been used for the detection of drive-by download attacks and malicious web sites. Egele et al. [14] propose a technique
that uses a browser-embedded CPU emulator to identify javascript
string buffers that contain shellcode. Wepawet [15] is a service for
web-based malware detection that scans and identifies malicious

8. CONCLUSION
The increasing professionalism of cyber criminals and the vast
number of malware variants and malicious websites make the need
for effective code injection attack detection a critical challenge.
To this end, shellcode detection using payload execution offers
important advantages, including generic detection without exploit
or vulnerability-specific signatures, practically zero false positives,
while it is effective against targeted attacks.
In this paper we present a comprehensive shellcode detection
method based on code emulation. Our approach expands the range
of malicious code types that can be detected by enabling the parallel
evaluation of multiple runtime heuristics that match inherent lowlevel operations during the execution of different shellcode types.
The runtime heuristics presented in this work enable the effective
detection of plain and metamorphic shellcode, both of which are
not identified by existing shellcode detectors. This is achieved regardless of the use of self-modifying code or dynamic code generation, on which existing emulation-based polymorphic shellcode
detectors are exclusively based.
Our experimental evaluation shows that the proposed approach
can effectively detect a broad range of diverse shellcode types and
implementations, increasing significantly the detection coverage
compared to existing emulation-based detectors, while extensive
testing with a large set of benign data did not produce any false
positives. Gene, our prototype implementation of the proposed
technique for the detection of server-side code injection attacks detected 116,513 attacks against production systems in a period of
almost five months without false positives.
Although Gene currently operates at the network level, the proposed detection heuristics can be readily implemented in emulationbased systems in other domains, including host-level or applicationspecific detectors. As part of our future work, we plan to implement
more heuristics to cover the detection of less widely used shellcode
types, such as shellcode that uses hard-coded addresses, and explore the design of a description language that would expedite the
development of new heuristics.
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ABSTRACT

formation flow controls

Analyzing the (harm of) intrusion to enterprise servers is an
onerous and error-prone work. Though dynamic taint tracking enables automatic fine-grained intrusion harm analysis
for enterprise servers, the significant runtime overhead introduced is generally intolerable in the production workload
environment. Thus, we propose PEDA (Production Environment Damage Analysis) system, which decouples the
onerous analysis work from the online execution of the production servers. Once compromised, the “has-been-infected”
execution is analyzed during high fidelity replay on a separate instrumentation platform. The replay is implemented
based on the heterogeneous virtual machine migration. The
servers’ online execution runs atop fast hardware-assisted
virtual machines (such as Xen for near native speed), while
the infected execution is replayed atop binary instrumentation virtual machines (such as Qemu for the implementation of taint analysis). From identified intrusion symptoms, PEDA is capable of locating the fine-grained taint
seed by integrating the backward system call dependency
tracking and one-step-forward taint information flow auditing. Started with the fine-grained taint seed, PEDA applies
dynamic taint analysis during the replayed execution. Evaluation demonstrates the efficiency of PEDA system with
runtime overhead as low as 5%. The real-life intrusion studies successfully show the comprehensiveness and the precision of PEDA’s intrusion harm analysis.

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Cross-layer intrusion harm analysis, heterogeneous virtual
machine migration, forward and backward tracking

1.

INTRODUCTION

Upon system being compromised, a dilemma faced by enterprise security technicians is whether to aggressively continue the service for business continuity or to conservatively
shut down the server for loss constrains. It can be even more
complicated as whether to resume the service from a clean
checkpoint regardless of accumulated system/services state
or to pause the execution for a comprehensive clean-up. In
this scenario, the right decision no doubt relies on a comprehensive intrusion harm analysis for the server systems,
e.g., locating the intrusion “breakin” and identifying the intrusion “footprint” (infection and cascading effects caused
by infection propagation). However, this basic yet essential
task continues to bother the security technicians for years
as an onerous and error-prone work. Hence, researchers’ attention is caught by how to do automatic fine-grained intrusion harm analysis for production workload servers with concerns of precision (without losing fidelity) and performance
(without slowing them down greatly). The recently proposed dynamic taint analysis can be applied to the servers’
online execution to ensure the fidelity of intrusion analysis, while it intuitively causes significant runtime overhead
(about 10-40X [21], [17], [15], [14] and [9]). Obviously, running the online server in that manner is not practical because
business-critical production workload servers can’t tolerate
such overhead.
How to solve this problem in a practical way without losing fidelity depends on whether the following assumption
is assumed true or not. The “taint seed” assumption: the
taint seed is precisely located before the infection diagnosis
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task starts. This assumption is indeed true in some particular cases. For example, when a remote exploit matches
a newly generated signature after the intrusion event, the
system would know which packet (seen during the past intrusion event) should be used as the taint seed. Under this
assumption, solution to the above problem could be inspired
from the fidelity-preserving whole machine replay idea proposed in [8] and [20]. However, the original replay technique
cannot be directly applied because the replay required by
fine-grained infection diagnosis can no longer be performed
on the same online processing computer architecture “interface”. Rather, the replay now needs to be performed on a
binary instrumentation platform (such as QEMU). To tackle
this challenge, we developed a heterogeneous VM (virtual
machine) migration technique, which is quite different from
the migration in Aftersight [6] as discussed in Section 7 (Note
that PEDA and Aftersight are two independent works.).
But can we now really claim “mission accomplished”? Our
answer is “perhaps not”, which is based on the observation
that the “taint seed” assumption in many other cases is not
practical. Typically, the intrusion detection may often happen after attack escalation so that the intrusion symptoms
reported by IDS (intrusion detection system) are not necessarily the “taint seed”. For instance, IDS may report malicious system binary modification through integrity check,
but the detected binary modification is obviously not the
intrusion root, in other words, the “taint seed”. To be able
to solve the above problem without relying on that notvery-practical “taint seed” assumption, the following challenge must be tackled. The “seed-unknown” challenge: when
only some (indirect) symptoms of the intrusion could be
identified, how to do comprehensive fine-grained intrusion
analysis? Existing backward system call dependency analysis Backtracking [11] can indeed identify the system-objectlevel intrusion root (typically a process) from the detected
intrusion symptoms. However, directly treating the systemobject-level intrusion root as taint seed for dynamic taint
analysis will introduce much false positive, due to tainting
the whole process address space and all its following operations.
In this work, besides solving the problem under the “taint
seed” assumption through a heterogeneous VM migration
technique, we take a novel approach to tackle the “seedunknown” challenge. This approach integrates both the backward system call dependency analysis and the forward suspicious data flow analysis. Tracing the system call dependency
graph backward can help us quickly identify the systemobject-level intrusion root. Thereafter, we trace the identified system-object-level intrusion root to locate the one-stepdown buffers that it uses to propagate the intrusion harm.
In this way, the “seed-unknown” challenge can be addressed
by treating those buffers as taint seed. Alternatively, we
can also identify the malicious intrusion packets by tracing the processing flow of each suspicious network packet
received by the system-object-level intrusion root. Then,
the “seed-unknown” challenge can be addressed by treating
the memory cells or disk sectors containing the malicious
intrusion packets as taint seed. We have integrated these
novel approaches into our heterogeneous VM migration solution. As a result, we get a rather complete and practical
solution to do post-mortem fine-grained intrusion analysis
for production workload servers under the “seed-unknown”
assumption.

Figure 1: PEDA Architecture
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our PEDA
approach is described in Section 2. The design of PEDA
system with details of each functionality is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we focus on the implementation issues
of PEDA system. In Section 5, we evaluate PEDA in terms
of efficiency, precision and comprehensiveness. Limitations
and Related works are discussed in Section 6 and Section 7
respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2.

PEDA APPROACH

The goal of PEDA system is to enable fine-grained intrusion analysis for enterprise-level production workload servers
with precision and comprehensiveness. Hence, PEDA decomposes the intrusion analysis work into three phases: auditing phase, intrusion root identification phase and infection diagnosis phase. Figure 1 shows PEDA system architecture with five functional components: underneath logger, dependency tracking engine, translation engine, infection analyzer and reconstruction engine. Below, we briefly describe
each phase with several components working in tandem to
fulfil our desired functionality.

2.1

Auditing phase

During routine execution of enterprise servers, the underneath logger will periodically take a checkpoint of the whole
server system, including disk, raw memory, CPU registers,
RTC (real time clock), I/O devices, DMA, timers and etc.
The whole checkpoint serves as the starting point for replay.
Moreover, non-deterministic events, e.g. external inputs into
the server such as network packets, keyboard inputs, timer
interrupt and etc., between contiguous checkpoints are also
recorded for redelivery during replay. The deterministic execution of the server systems (from the same initial state) and
the non-deterministic events redelivery can ensure the high
“fidelity” of the replay. This replay in turn helps PEDA to reveal “what had happened” since intrusion occurred. In order
to tackle the “seed-unknown” challenge, during the routine
execution of the server system, PEDA needs to record all
the system operations that can cause potential dependency
between system objects. Then, the dependency tracking
engine operates on those system operations to dynamically
generate system-object (file or process) dependency graph.
Once intrusion symptoms detected, the graph is ready to be
used to quickly identify the fine-grained intrusion root for
dynamic taint analysis.

2.2
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Intrusion root identification phase

This phase only works under the “seed-unknown” assumption. Whenever some intrusion symptoms, e.g., system binaries are suspiciously modified, are captured, the dependency
tracking engine will start to trace these captured symptoms
backward throughout the already-produced system-object
dependency graph. This backward tracking can help us
swiftly identify the system-object-level intrusion root, typically the network-oriented process. In order to identify the
fine-grained taint seed for infection analyzer, the dependency tracking engine performs one-step-forward auditing
to locate the buffers (used by the system-object-level intrusion root) containing the taint propagation data. Simultaneously, the translation engine translates the logging information recorded by the much faster hardware-assisted VM into
the form that the analyzing binary translation based VM
can “understand”. Thus, the later-on replay can be done on
a heterogeneous VM. All the work of dependency tracking
engine and translation engine is done on the backend system, without incurring additional runtime overhead to the
online servers.

2.3

off the main server, PEDA offers the flexibility for enterprise
security technicians to either aggressively restart (or continue running) the service for business continuity (based on
swift system-object-level intrusion propagation assessment)
or conservatively shut down the server for loss constrains
(waiting for comprehensive intrusion analysis). The decoupling is implemented by recording the whole system state
and non-deterministic events during the routine execution
of the server.

3.1.1

Infection diagnosis phase

When the translation engine finishes the system states and
non-deterministic events translation, the “has-been-infected”
server’s execution is ready to be replayed on the binary instrumentation platform with high fidelity. Started with the
fine-grained taint seed either known directly or identified
by dependency tracking engine, the infection analyzer performs the fine-grained instruction flow taint analysis. Both
the data taint flow and the control taint flow are applied
to prevent some intended attackers crafting code that can
evade the data flow auditing. Generally, the fine-grained
taint analysis can only generate instruction flow dependency,
which contains valuable binary information but lacks operating system semantics. Therefore, reconstruction engine
is also developed to bridge this kind of “semantic gap” [5]
by dynamically mapping each instruction flow with system
objects. Through the coordination of the infection analyzer
and reconstruction engine, we can provide the cross-layer infection diagnosis results both at the system object layer (fullof-semantics) and the instruction layer (comprehensive).

3.

DESIGN OF PEDA SYSTEM

In this section, we focus on the design of PEDA system by
describing the details of analysis decoupling, heterogeneous
VM migration, fine-grained intrusion root identification and
cross layer infection diagnosis.

3.1

Checkpointing

PEDA periodically takes a snapshot of the whole server
system to ensure that the replay shares the same initial state
as the first run. Different checkpoints enable the system execution to be replayed at different time of the first run. This
is feasible and realistic to analyze a specific event, such as
intrusion, on a long-running server system, because there is
no need to replay the system execution from the very beginning of the first run. The checkpoint contains all the
hardware states, such as CPU registers, raw memory, disk,
I/O device, timers, DMA and etc. A naive way to take a
consistent checkpoint of the whole system is to pause the
server system, take a snapshot, and then resume the execution. However, for production workload servers with large
disk and raw memory, this “stopping-the-world” checkpointing will cause intolerable service downtime to the servers.
On the other hand, we observed that during 2:00 am to
5:00 am, the amount of service requests are much more degraded than that during daytime for Amazon-style servers.
Hence, PEDA is designed to take checkpoint infrequently
(e.g., once per day during the service degradation period).
To further take advantage of the servers’ working style, PEDA
is designed to trade service response time off for service live
time. In particular, PEDA initializes a pre-checkpointing
phase, during which the disk and raw memory states are
recorded with the server system “on the fly”. Thereafter,
PEDA pauses the server system and establishes a stop-andcopy phase. During this phase, PEDA records all the other
device states and the changes to disk as well as memory
since the start of pre-checkpointing phase. Finally, PEDA
commits the end of checkpointing and resumes the execution
of the server. By means of the pre-checkpointing phase, the
heavy workload of storage checkpointing is taken over from
the stop-and-copy phase, thus greatly reducing the service
downtime.

3.1.2

Non-deterministic events logging

For the production workload servers, the non-deterministic
events are mainly the service-requesting network packets,
the administrator’s management keyboard inputs, and the
I/O devices’ interrupts. Meanwhile, the keyboard inputs
happen quite infrequently for such kind of servers. Thus,
it will only introduce little runtime overhead to the servers
to log them directly using emulated keyboard of virtual machine. However, this is not the case for network packets.
Typically, the production workload server deals with thousands of or even more service-requesting packets everyday.
Hence, it will introduce intolerable overhead to log these
packets by emulated NIC (network interface card) of virtual
machine, because the NIC needs to perform an additional
data transfer per packet.
PEDA successfully solves this problem by leveraging a
router to split the incoming packets and to forward them to

Analysis Decoupling

PEDA takes the idea of analyzing the intrusion during
high fidelity replay instead of during the first run for the
following reasons. First, replay-based intrusion analysis can
take over the workload of fine-grained taint analysis from the
routine execution of production workload servers. In this
way, the performance of the server systems can be ensured,
without incurring the 10-40x overhead introduced by taint
analysis. Second, replay-based intrusion analysis can take
advantage of the “already-happened” knowledge to reduce
the assessment workload. For instance, intrusion root can
be identified by logging system calls, generating dependency
graph, and integrating IDS detected intrusion symptoms.
During the first run, however, the auxiliary information is
not available yet. Last, by decoupling the intrusion analysis
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engine to eliminate the device emulation incompatibility.
PEDA simplifies the the whole system state translation/migration
work by choosing Xen as hardware-assisted VM and Qemu
as binary translation based VM. The reason is that XenHVM relies a lot on Qemu “device manager” (qemu-dm)
daemon running backend in Domain 0 to provide device I/O
emulation. Figure 2 shows various Xen devices emulated by
qemu-dm. There exist several devices such as CPU registers,
apic and etc., as shown in Figure 2, which are emulated by
Xen-HVM itself. However, they share similar entries with
those emulated by Qemu, and our implementation shows
that the scaling will not consume much time for an experienced programmer. Although translation engine can eliminate the device emulation incompatibility, it cannot handle
hardware diversities without adding new “translation rules”,
such as rtl8139 NIC and e1000 NIC.

Figure 2: Xen Devices Emulation
both the target server and the backend server. The backend
server will log the contents of all these packets. Simultaneously, the emulated NIC on target server will only record
the header identification information of each packet. During the intrusion root identification phase, the translation
engine will associate each logged packet with its identification information. All the I/O devices’ interrupts to CPU are
logged through the device emulation code of virtual machine.
In order to exactly redeliver the interrupt during replay, we
record the timing semantics at which the interrupt occurs.
For instance, we log the time at which the keyboard input
arrives, and the instruction at which the corresponding interrupt is delivered to CPU. The time is logged by the unit
of CPU clicks, while the instruction is logged using the program counter and the number of branches executed [4] by
means of one provided hardware performance counter.

3.2

3.3

Addressing the Seed-Unknown Challenge

Identifying the intrusion root is a critical step of intrusion
analysis, because it determines where to patch the vulnerabilities and what to be audited during analysis. We cannot
simply rely on IDS (Intrusion Detection System) to inform
us the intrusion root, because intrusion symptoms notified
by IDS often lag behind the actual intrusion breakin. PEDA
identifies the system-object-level (processes or files) intrusion root in a similar way as Backtracking [11]. However, the
system-object-level intrusion root cannot be provided to infection analyzer as taint seed, because dynamic taint tracking requires the taint seed at the granularity of memory cell
or disk segment. For instance, if taking a process as taint
seed, then all the operations and the whole address space
of this process should be tainted since it was compromised.
This will generally result in taint explosion [16] throughout the server system with high false positive, thus hurting
not only the efficiency but also the precision (correctness)
of our infection diagnosis. Hence, PEDA implements onestep-forward auditing to “dip” further down to the memory
buffer and identifies the fine-grained intrusion root there. As
shown in Figure 1, PEDA relies on the dependency tracking
engine to do both the system-object-level dependency graph
generation during the auditing phase and fine-grained taint
seed identification during the intrusion root identification
phase.

Heterogeneous VM Migration

Typically, the instruction flow taint analysis needs to be
implemented in the binary translation based VM. Thus,
a direct way to do decoupled analysis is to let the online
server run on top of such kind of VM during routine execution, and to migrate the recorded VM image onto such
kind of VM with analyzing module when intrusion analysis is needed. However, the problem with this approach
is the intolerable runtime overhead (3X-4X compared with
native execution [3]) introduced to the production workload server by VM binary translation during routine execution. To minimize the runtime overhead, PEDA runs the
server with underneath logger atop hardware-assisted near
native-speed VM during routine execution. When intrusion
analysis is needed, PEDA replays the recorded VM image
atop binary-translation based VM to capture the infection
propagation. In particular, PEDA implements heterogeneous VM migration functionality to help the latter (binarytranslation based VM) “understand” the system states and
events recorded by underneath logger in the former (hardwareassisted VM).
Generally, different virtual machines use different device
emulation techniques, so “translating” the device state of one
VM to that of the other VM is not an easy task. One way to
evade such kind of device state translation is to only consider
the output data flow from each device to CPU. Aftersight
[6] applies this approach by directly recording the data flows
from the devices to CPU and redelivering them to CPU
during replay. However, performance is trade off for the
“bypass” of the device emulation incompatibility. Logging
raw data out of the device introduces much more runtime
overhead than recording the external inputs to the device,
especially for the large amount of data read from disk (As
also noted in Aftersight [6], to replay a disk read operation,
their method must record the actual data being read from
the emulated disk.).
With much concern of production workload server’s performance, PEDA takes the approach of directly recording
the external inputs to devices, and leverages a translation

3.3.1

Dependency Graph Generation

We specify system object dependency as a source object,
a destination object, and a specific time. For instance, if
one process reads a file, then the file is the source object;
the process is the destination object; while the time is defined as when the process issues the read system call. PEDA
records the process id issuing the system call, parameters of
that system call, and the system call issuing time or sequence. Then they are associates with source object, destination object and time respectively. Since system objects
are generally processes and files, we define two categories
of system-object dependency: process/process dependency
and process/file dependency.
Process/Process Dependency Whenever one process affects the operation of the other process, we should mark
these two processes as dependency relationship. The system
call issuer should be marked as source object and the process identity specified in the system call parameters should
be marked as destination object. The time t should be set as
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Figure 3: Dependency Tracking Engine Functionality
the system call issuing time or sequence. Note the creation
of child process through issuing clone system call. We will
apply bi-directional dependency between parent and child
process during the period of address space sharing, because
the parent process and the child process will share the parent’s address space until the child process issues execv system call.
Process/File Dependency One process may create, open,
read, write, delete files, or change the owner, property of
the files, and etc. The dependency between process and
file should be established once any of these operations takes
effect. The determination of source object and destination
object depends on the actual data flow as shown in Figure
3(b). Generally, the time t should be set as the system
call issuing time or sequence. However, one process can
map one file to its address space by issuing mmap system
call, and then read/write the file directly by using store/load
instructions, which can no longer be captured by system
call level auditing. In this scenario, we will maintain the
dependency from the time when the mmap is issued to the
time when the corresponding munmap is issued.
Taking the system call auditing records as input, dependency tracking engine can generate system object dependency graph dynamically during auditing phase. Figure
3(b) shows a segment of the dependency graph based on
the system call records in Figure 3(a). Each node denotes
[t]

a system object either as source or destination. The −→
denotes the dependency relationship between the source object and the destination object at time t. Since the graph
may grow quite large and produce false positive results on
taint propagation, PEDA performs graph pruning to reduce
the storage size and false dependencies. For instance, we
do not consider situations like independent process termination, irrelevant signals, or accessing dummy objects like
stdin/stdout or /dev/null.

3.3.2

Coarse-grained and Fine-grained Intrusion Root
Identification

When any intrusion symptom is detected by IDS, e.g.,
some maliciously modified system binaries through integrity
check, the dependency tracking engine switches to intrusion
root identification mode. It starts tracing the system-objectlevel dependency graph backward from the detected intrusion symptoms. The system-object-level intrusion root identification is already studied by Backtracking [11]. Here, we
adopt a similar approach. Figure 3(c) shows the systemobject-level intrusion root identification results based on de-
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pendency graph segment in Figure 3(b). We locate the detected infected objects from the dependency graph, trace
the dependency chain back with timestamps, and eliminate
uninfected objects from the graph. For production workload servers with constrains of physical access, the intrusion
breakin should mainly occur at the network-service-oriented
applications. Therefore, we trace back the intrusion propagation flow, locate the very beginning network-oriented process, and identify it as the system-object-level intrusion root.
In addition, system security technicians can also specify a
set of vulnerable services and ports to further refine this
procedure. PEDA also records the intrusion propagation
timestamp when the intrusion root object performs the first
operation that eventually propagates to the detected intrusion symptoms.
In order to bridge the gap between the system-object-level
intrusion root and the instruction flow taint tracking, we
develop a straightforward but effective method, one-stepforward auditing, to locate the fine-grained intrusion root
for infection analyzer. Once we have identified the systemobject-level intrusion root (generally network-oriented process), we examine all the system calls issued by it. By
analyzing the parameters of these system calls, we extract
the ones propagating the intrusion to the detected intrusion symptoms. In this way, we can locate the buffers that
actively expand the infection, i.e., from the intrusion root
object to the one-step-down objects in the intrusion propagation graph. Taking these buffers as fine-grained taint
seed will provide us the precise and comprehensive infection
diagnosis.
There are several drawbacks for the one-step-forward-auditing
approach to identify the fine-grained intrusion root. First,
it cannot provide any information regarding how the intrusion root object is compromised, so there is no way for the
infection analyzer to trace the intrusion breakin from the
very beginning. Second, it relies on an implicit assumption
that the backward tracking can extract at least all the onestep-away infected objects from intrusion root in the dependency graph. This can be generally true, but some intended
attackers aware of backward tracking could craft intrusion
programs to evade such kind of auditing.
Therefore, we provide an alternative way to identify the
fine-grained intrusion root. We take advantage of the general belief that the intrusion breakin should start from the
network packets, and try to associate some packets with the
infection propagation. If any packet processing information
flow finally “contributes” to the infection propagation, we

4.

provide the receiving buffer or storing disk sectors of this
packet to the infection analyzer as taint seed. However,
tracking the everyday thousands of packets to production
workload server is generally infeasible.
Fortunately, we have already identified the system-objectlevel intrusion root with intrusion propagation timestamp,
so we have a rough idea of where (the intrusion root object) and when (before the timestamp) the intrusion breaks
into the victim system. Thus, we only need to track those
network packets sent to this intrusion root object (generally
an application) before the intrusion propagation timestamp.
Furthermore, it is feasible for system security technicians to
refer to the server firewall’s “whitelist” to filter the packets
from trustable remote identities. Finally, we can start multiple packet-auditing instances simultaneously on separate
analysing instrumentation platforms to further increase the
efficiency.
After a much smaller set of suspicious packets is identified,
we use the following technique to determine the actual intrusion packets. The dependency tracking engine can leverage
the translation engine to replay the server system execution.
During the high fidelity replay, it audits the processing information flow of those packets by applying instruction flow
taint tracking since they entered the receiving buffers. If any
packet is manipulated by the intrusion root object and hits
the system-object-level intrusion propagation chains, then
the corresponding packet should be considered as the intrusion packet. Note that several packets instead of one may
contribute to one single intrusion. Generally, when one intrusion packet has been identified, we can rely on the identification information contained in the header of that packet
to swiftly locate other intrusion packets if any. Once all the
intrusion packets are identified, we specify the buffers or the
disk sectors storing those packets as fine-grained intrusion
root, i.e., taint seed.

3.4

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES OF PEDA SYSTEM

We implement PEDA prototype on Qemu-0.9.0 and Xen3.3.0 to demonstrate its capability of comprehensive intrusion analysis for production workload servers. On both of
them, we run the same image file with Linux kernel version
2.6.20 as Guest OS. The goal and design of PEDA system
pose various challenges, hence we discuss the implementation issues of PEDA system in the rest of this section.

4.1

Checkpointing and Non-deterministic Event
Logging

On Xen Domain 0 management console, we implement a
new command xm checkpoint. Once issued, xm checkpoint
is passed to Xend via XML RPC. Xend responses to this
checkpoint request by initializing a pre-checkpointing phase,
during which Xend coordinates with Xen hypervisor to start
recording raw memory and virtual disk contents. Moreover,
the hypervisor makes a shadow copy of all the following
“writes” to memory and disk. Then, Xend pauses the system
execution and establishes a stop-and-copy phase. During
the stop-and-copy phase, the hypervisor records CPU registers, interrupt controllers and etc. Simultaneously, Xend
commits all the shadow copy of “writes” to the memory and
virtual disk recorded during previous phase, and calls qemudm to log other devices states such as NIC, VGA, keyboard,
DMA and etc. Thereafter, Xend calls qemu-dm to start auditing the following keyboard inputs, network header identification information, and their arrival time at the unit of
CPU clicks. The router is also notified to start directing the
following network packets to both the server and the backend system separately. The backend system is modified to be
able to receive and record these redirected packets. In addition, the hypervisor will activate the system events auditing
functionality to record all the following system calls of the
server system execution for dynamic dependency tracking.
The whole system states from checkpoint together with keyboard inputs, packet identity, timing and system call records
during the system execution are transferred to backend system through Gigabit Ethernet.

Cross Layer Infection Diagnosis

The infection analyzer is implemented in the binary translation based, whole system emulator Qemu [3]. With an
abstract view of the hardware such as CPU registers, memory, and I/O devices, it enables down-to-byte comprehensive infection diagnosis by auditing the emulated hardware.
However, the “semantic gap” [5] really exists because it lacks
the meaningful information of operating system semantics.
Thus, we also develop reconstruction engine to present the
infection diagnosis results both at the system object layer
and at the instruction layer.
Our infection analyzer works similarly to several existing systems using dynamic taint analysis [21], [13] and [7]:
auditing each instruction executed. Essentially, we capture
the data flow dependences between instructions and certain
control flow dependences such as switch and if-else statements. We implement the reconstruction engine totally at
the VMM (virtual machine monitor) level without any interference to the guest OS. Our approach is also different
from static analysis of raw memory and sysmap reconstruction ([10] and [18]). Our reconstruction engine extracts the
system object semantics directly from CPU registers and
dynamically maps the kernel address space with kernel data
structures. Though this renders the reconstruction work a
little more difficult, we can ensure the correctness of replay
and the security of the PEDA components.

4.2

Translation Engine

Translation engine cannot handle hardware diversities, such
as X86 processor and AMD processor, or rtl8139 NIC and
e1000 NIC. Therefore, we pre-configure QEMU and Xen
device emulation module to emulate the same type of devices for Guest OS, such as X86 processor, rtl8139 NIC and
etc. We also configure them to have the same amount of
memory and to share the same image file as virtual disk.
As a result, translation engine only needs to deal with the
emulation implementation incompatibility of the same device. For instance, considering the emulation differences
of IOAPIC (I/O Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller) between Xen-HVM and Qemu, we observe that the
significant differences are the number of IOAPIC pins and
the definition of each redirectory entry. In order to eliminate such kind of device emulation incompatibility, we refer
to the Intel IOAPCI datasheet [1] for the functionality of
each specific pin, and match them at the granularity of Xen
and Qemu device emulation code. Note that only the devices
emulated by Xen HVM itself require this kind of scaling and
this work needs to be done only once before our system is
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Figure 4: Runtime Overhead and Performance Degradation in terms of Throughput
deployed.

In this section, we evaluate PEDA system in terms of
logging efficiency and intrusion analysis comprehensiveness.
The Xen hypervisor and the backend system are running
separately on two Lenovo Thinkstation Tower D10 machines,
each with Dual Intel(R) PRO/1000 NICs. We run CentOS
5.2 (kernel version 2.6.18) as coordination platform on backend system and as Xen Domain 0 on Xen hypervisor. Both
Xen-HVM Domain U and Qemu Guest OS are installed with
Fedora 6 (kernel version 2.6.20). Both Qemu and Xen-HVM
are preconfigured to have the same amount of memory (1
GB), the same NAT based networking, and the same kind of
devices emulation for Guest OS or Domain U. We also deploy
a router, connecting these two machines with Gigabit Ethernet and responsible for packets direction to them. Outside
the router, we have two Dell OptiPlex 745 machines used as
client request simulation and attacker platforms, with Gigabit Ethernet connection to the router.

We install Apache 1.3.9 on Xen-HVM Domain U as a
http server. We evaluate the runtime overhead introduced
by non-deterministic events plus system call logging, and
measure the server performance degradation during the precheckpointing phase and service downtime during the stopand-copy phase.
Runtime Overhead We compare the performances of
apache running on the native Xen-HVM Domain U and on
the Xen-HVM Domain U with our instrumentation. On the
Dell machines, we simulate clients sending continuous requests over concurrent connections to fetch an 8 KB file.
Figure 4(a) shows that the native Xen-HVM Domain U
achieves the throughput of almost 800 Mbps, which is considered as baseline performance in our evaluation. It did
not reach up to 2000 Mbps (Two Gigabit NICs on the machine) probably due to the impact of network I/O virtualization introduced by Xen. The baseline performance can
be improved by optimizations proposed in [12] to achieve
the near-native throughput. Figure 4(b) shows the apache
throughput with the packets redirected to the logging backend system (from the edge router). Compared with Figure
4(a), we can see that our logging achieves about 95% baseline performance, which the 5% runtime overhead is mainly
caused by the system call logging.
Downtime and Performance Degradation Caused
by Checkpointing In order to simulate the Amazon-style
server during 2 am-5 am, we reduce user requests to apache
server by 90%. Figure 4(c) shows that the server throughput decreases correspondingly. At the time (about 5 seconds
from the very beginning) when we issued the command xm
checkpoint, the server throughput drops by 24%, which lasts
for almost 4 seconds. This performance degradation can be
explained by the fact that we introduced a pre-checkpointing
phase, during which the whole virtual disk and physical
memory are recorded. Following is the service downtime
(no throughput) during the “stop-and-copy” phase, which
only lasts for less than 0.4 second. To take a checkpoint of a
running system, the service downtime cannot be eliminated,
because it is generally impossible to take a consistent whole
system checkpoint considering the fact that a running system may do “write” operations to either memory or disk.
We reduce this kind of service downtime by introducing a
pre-checkpointing phase, which takes the large amount of
copying workload from the “pausing” phase. Note that in
Figure 4(c), the short pulse immediately after the downtime
is likely to be caused by the accumulated requests from the
performance degradation period.

5.1

5.2

4.3

Infection Analyzer and Reconstruction Engine

As a binary-translation based emulator, Qemu enables our
implementation of instruction flow taint analysis. Each executed instruction is audited before Qemu translation block
works to keep consistent with the view of Guest OS. Each
register, memory cell and disk block are associated with
one specific taint bit indicating whether this storage unit
is tainted or not. Specifically, when instructions are executed, we apply tainting and untainting policies to examine,
set or clear the taint bit. Therefore, we can exactly locate
the taint propagation by checking the taint bit throughout
the registers, memory cells and disk blocks.
We also implement the reconstruction engine to provide
OS semantics. For instance, to dynamically reconstruct process lists, we start from the structure env defined by Qemu
to emulate the processor for VM. We can obtain all the registers there including the register esp pointing to the kernel
stack of the currently running process. At the bottom of the
kernel stack resides the thread info structure that includes
a pointer to the task struct of the corresponding process.
Similarly, with the help of other registers and the process
profiles, we can further identify the process list, all the file
objects and part of kernel data structures (almost 800) such
as system call table, interrupt table and etc.

5.

EVALUATION

Logging Efficiency
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Intrusion Analysis Comprehensiveness

reconstruction engine, including the processes which the address space belongs to, the files which the disk sectors are
allocated to, or the dynamic libraries which the memory address space is loaded to. It is sufficient to demonstrate that
our cross-layer infection diagnosis features with specific infected memory space, disk sectors, and kernel address space,
which are far beyond the system-call-level intrusion tracking. Moreover, the infected memory address information
provides the system admin a feasible way to “sweep out”
any intrusion harm on the victim system. In addition, we
can catch the “blind spot” of system-call-level intrusion analysis. For instance, we can capture how the attacker obtains
the root privilege through the intrusion packet.

5.2.2

Case Study 2 is designed to demonstrate the advance of
PEDA system over other system-call-level intrusion analysis.
The attacker logs into the system by ssh using an unprivileged user account. Then he launches the sendmail local
escalation exploit to gain root access. The attacker uses the
root shell to download and install the adore rootkit, which
replaces several kernel hooks in the system call table with
its own implementation. Afterwards, he uses the same root
shell to download and install the ARK rootkit, which replaces system binaries (e.g., syslogd, login, sshd, ls, ps, netstat, and etc.) with backdoored versions. We rely on IDS to
detect the modification of system binaries by integrity check.
By virtue of the backward system call dependency tracking,
all of PEDA, SHELF [19] and Backtracking [11] can identify ssh as the system-object-level intrusion root. However,
neither SHELF nor Backtracking can locate the malicious
kernel hook modification by adore rootkit. Instead, they are
only capable of diagnosing the intrusion infection of ARK
rootkit due to their system call flow auditing. Rather, the
fine-grained intrusion root identification of PEDA system
can audit the system calls issued by ssh, and identify the
disk sectors containing the downloaded rootkits adore and
ARK as taint seed. By applying dynamic taint tracking
and semantics reconstruction, PEDA is able to capture not
only the damage identified by SHELF and Backtracking, but
also the intrusion harm of the kernel hooks modification implanted by adore rootkit, such as the replaced sys write and
etc.

Figure 5: Fine-Grained Intrusion Root Identification
To show the comprehensiveness and precision of our intrusion analysis, we conduct two case studies of real-life intrusion. For the page limit, we only show the detailed results of
the first case in terms of fine-grained intrusion root identification and dynamic taint tracking. For the second case, we
focus on showing the advance of PEDA system over previous
system-call-level intrusion analysis.

5.2.1

Case Study 2

Case Study 1

The attack scenario of Case 1 is as follows. The attacker
first logs into the server system by ssh using an unprivileged
user account. Then he downloads a Linux NULL pointer
dereference exploit and launches the attack [2] to gain root
privilege. Afterwards, he mails back, examines and modifies
the syslog.conf file to let the system logs be sent to his email
account. Finally, he deletes all files under the /var/log/
directory to hide his intrusion “footprint”.
Fine-grained Intrusion Root Identification We assume that the IDS detects the maliciously modified file syslog.conf and the missing files under the directory /var/log/.
These intrusion symptoms are notified to the PEDA system. Afterwards, we start the intrusion root identification from the detected intrusion symptoms, and trace the
automatically-generated dependency graph backward. We
tailor the intrusion flows at the system object level from
the dependency graph, and locate the system-object-level
intrusion root wget. Figure 5 shows the fine-grained intrusion root identification procedure. We audit system calls
issued by wget to identify the buffers containing the intrusion packet. Finally, we can obtain the disk sectors used
to store the intrusion packet, which is taken as fine-grained
taint seed for infection diagnosis.
Infection Diagnosis In order to show sufficient information regarding the intrusion behaviour, and the details of
how the intrusion happens on the server system and what
has been infected by the intrusion propagation, we start a
whole system dynamic taint tracking from the disk sectors
containing the intrusion packet during replay. For the space
limitation, Figure 6 presents only partial outcome of our infection diagnosis. The rectangle denotes memory address
space or disk sectors on the server system. The ellipse attached to each rectangle includes the OS semantics from our

6.

LIMITATIONS

In this section, we discuss the limitations of PEDA system. First, the automatic intrusion backtracking is not 100
% accurate, especially at the granularity of memory cell or
disk sector. Our PEDA system relies on intrusion backtracking to locate the fine-grained intrusion root, which in turn
is provided as taint seed to infection analyzer. To reduce
the false positive on PEDA’s intrusion harm analysis result,
the intrusion backtracking of PEDA involves some human
interference to accurately locate the fine-grained intrusion
root. Second, to replay the execution of a busy server with
significantly high workload, the amount of non-deterministic
events to be recorded might be huge. In this case, it may
not be feasible for PEDA to store a history of events that
is much longer than the expected intrusion detection delay. Thus, if the intrusion is detected much later than its
occurrence, the first run compromised execution cannot be
completely replayed due to the removal of long time ago
non-deterministic event logs.
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Figure 6: Whole System Infection Diagnosis

7.

RELATED WORK

associate the intrusion root object with the fine-grained taint
seed to start comprehensive infection diagnosis. Though Aftersight and PEDA share the same idea of decoupling analysis from normal execution, they aim at different types of
analysis, thus dealing with different sets of design and implementation issues.
In addition to dealing with different analysis, PEDA also
differs from Aftersight in the architecture design. Aftersight migrates guest server system from recording platform
(VMWare Workstation) to analysis platform (Qemu), while
PEDA does it from Xen to Qemu. Since Xen relies on qemudm to emulate majority of devices, PEDA takes the approach of recording the external inputs to each device and
redelivering them to the corresponding device during the
replay. Because VMWare and Qemu emulate I/O devices
differently, Aftersight chooses to record all the outputs from
each emulated device to CPU and to redeliver them to CPU
during the replay to “bypass” the device emulation incompatibility. In order to avoid the significant runtime overhead introduced by the large amount of the device output
logging, Aftersight adopts the approach of “replay based replay”. In particular, Aftersight records external inputs to
the device during normal execution, logs the device outputs
to CPU during the first replay, and finally replays the second
recording for analysis. Compared with Aftersight, the device emulation incompatibility elimination of PEDA is more
straightforward and efficient for production workload server
systems, though less generic.
Several other works exist to help security administrators
to do intrusion analysis, such as Repairable File Service [23],
Intrusion Recovery [22] and Backtracking [11]. All of them
log system calls during execution, and use them to track

First, our fine-grained intrusion root identification is implemented by integrating backward system-object dependency tracking [11] and forward instruction flow taint analysis. This is the first attempt to bridge the gap between
the forward fine-grained analysis and the backward systemobject intrusion root identification. As a general intrusion
analysis tool, PEDA advances existing system-object-level
analysis in terms of intrusion harm comprehensiveness and
precision, as shown in our second case study of evaluation
section. VM replay is a relatively mature technique in the
VM industry (e.g., VMWare) these days. However, the replay on another heterogeneous VM is not. Some new issues
exit, such as how to address the device emulation incompatibilities. Aftersight [6] is the first work that we can find talking about these heterogeneous VM migration issues. The
following we will mainly discuss the differences between our
work and Aftersight.
Being a generic technology for decoupling dynamic program analysis from execution, Aftersight decouples instruction level analyses from the normal execution (of online
servers) for a spectrum of purposes, including bug finding
and forensics. Aftersight records program execution and
replays it on a separate analysis platform against a set of
memory safety guarantee policies. Hence, it enables heavyweight analysis during replay to find serious bugs in large
complex systems such as VMWare ESX Server and Linux.
In contrast, PEDA focuses on the post-mortem intrusion
analysis for production workload servers from intrusion root
identification to fine-grained infection diagnosis. Thus, the
problems faced by PEDA are to precisely locate the intrusion
root object to patch the vulnerabilities, and to reasonably
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the flow/dependency between system objects. This kind
of coarse-grained dependency tracking typically cannot capture the whole “footprint” of intrusion, because the attackers
can craft programs with direct memory load/store instructions that can evade the system call level auditing. Rather,
PEDA applies the fine-grained instruction flow taint tracking to capture the intrusion propagation with both comprehensiveness and precision. Both Backtracking [11] and
PEDA use backward tracking from detected intrusion symptoms to locate the intrusion root. However, Backtracking
only identifies the system-object-level intrusion root, typically a process. In order to provide the infection analyzer
the fine-grained taint seed, PEDA extends the Backtracking to “dip” further into the memory cells or disk storage
segments granularity. Thus, PEDA can effectively integrate
the backward system object intrusion root identification and
the the forward fine-grained taint analysis.

[7] M. Costa, J. Crowcroft, M. Castro, A. Rowstron,
L. Zhou, L. Zhang, and P.Barham. Vigilante
end-to-end containment of internet worms. SOSP,
2005.
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sult in a phenomena known as forensic blurriness [26] where
an inconsistent snapshot is captured because the system is
running while it is being observed. Forensic blurriness affects the fidelity and quantity of evidence acquired and can
cast doubt on the validity of the analysis, making the courts
more reluctant to accept such evidence [4].
Experts at the SANS institute and DOJ are starting to
recognize the importance of volatile memory as a source of
evidence to help combat cybercrime [1, 3]. In response, the
SANS institute recently published a report on volatile memory analysis [7]. To help address the limitations of existing volatile memory analysis tools we present Forenscope, a
framework for live forensics, that can capture, analyze and
explore the state of a computer without disrupting the system or tainting important evidence. Section 2 shows how
Forenscope can fit into accepted workflows to enhance the
evidence gathering process.
Forenscope leverages DRAM memory remanence to preserve the running operating system across a ”state-preserving
reboot”(Section 3) which recovers the existing OS without
having to go through the full boot-up process. This process enables Forenscope to gain complete control over the
system and perform taint-free forensic analysis using well
grounded introspection techniques [22]. Finally, Forenscope
resumes the existing OS, preserving active network connections and disk encryption sessions causing minimal service
interruption in the process. Forenscope captures the contents of system memory to a removable USB device and
activates a software write blocker to inhibit modifications
to the disk. To maintain fidelity, it operates exclusively in
125 KB of unused legacy conventional memory and does not
taint the contents of extended memory. Since Forenscope
preserves the state of a running machine, it is suitable for
use in production and critical infrastructure environments.
We have thoroughly tested and evaluated Forenscope on an
SEL-1102, a power substation industrial computer, and an
IBM desktop workstation. The machines were able to perform their duties under a variety of test conditions with
minimal interruption and running Forenscope did not cause
any network applications to time out or fail. Our current implementation is based on Linux 2.6, although the technique
is also applicable to other major operating systems.
We have implemented several modules that can check for
the presence of malware, detect open network sockets and
locate evidence in memory such as rootkit modifications to
help the investigator identify suspicious activity.

Current post-mortem cyber-forensic techniques may cause
significant disruption to the evidence gathering process by
breaking active network connections and unmounting encrypted disks. Although newer live forensic analysis tools
can preserve active state, they may taint evidence by leaving footprints in memory. To help address these concerns we
present Forenscope, a framework that allows an investigator
to examine the state of an active system without the effects
of taint or forensic blurriness caused by analyzing a running system. We show how Forenscope can fit into accepted
workflows to improve the evidence gathering process.
Forenscope preserves the state of the running system and
allows running processes, open files, encrypted filesystems
and open network sockets to persist during the analysis process. Forenscope has been tested on live systems to show
that it does not operationally disrupt critical processes and
that it can perform an analysis in less than 15 seconds while
using only 125 KB of memory. We show that Forenscope
can detect stealth rootkits, neutralize threats and expedite
the investigation process by finding evidence in memory.
Keywords: forensics, introspection, memory remanence
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INTRODUCTION

Current forensic tools are limited by their inability to preserve the hardware and software state of a system during investigation. Post-mortem analysis tools require the investigator to shut down the machine to inspect the contents of the
disk and identify artifacts of interest. This process breaks
network connections and unmounts encrypted disks causing
significant loss of potential evidence and possible disruption
of critical systems. In contrast, live forensic tools can allow
an investigator to inspect the state of a running machine
without disruption. However existing tools can overwrite
evidence present in memory or alter the contents of the disk
causing forensic taint which lowers the integrity of the evidence. Furthermore, taking a snapshot of the system can re-
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maximize evidence preservation, RFC 3227 [8] outlines the
order of volatility of these resources and dictates the order in
which evidence should be collected for investigation. Commercial products currently used by forensic experts for incident response such as Encase, Helix, FTK Imager and Memoryze 1 etc, do not capture all forms of data. A comparison
of these products is presented in Table 1. Scalpel and Sleuth
kit are solely designed for disk analysis while other tools such
as Encase, Helix and FTK include some level of memory capture and analysis capability. Memoryze is the only tool listed
in the table that performs volatile memory analysis. Some
tools such as Helix, FTK and Memoryze can list the state of
open network sockets, but the underlying network connections are not preserved during the analysis process. All live
forensic tools listed in this table rely on the integrity of the
running kernel. Compromised systems may provide inaccurate information. Evidence preservation and minimizing
forensic intrusiveness are hard problems that haven’t been
adequately addressed in the literature.
In contrast, Forenscope was built to comply with steps
1 and 2 where it maximizes the preservation of evidence
and avoids disruption of ongoing activities to allow the capture of high fidelity evidence. As a result, we believe that
Forenscope may be more broadly applicable to various scenarios which require live forensics such as incident response
and criminal investigation. For incident response, we recognize that the integrity of the machine may be violated by
malware and our solutions have been designed to address
this scenario. For criminal investigation, we presume that
the machine may have various security mechanisms implemented such as encrypted disks coupled with authentication
mechanisms such as logon screens and screensaver locks.

The contributions of this work include:
1. An extensible software framework for high-fidelity live
forensics conforming to the best practices of a legal framework of evidence.
2. Efficient techniques to gather, snapshot and explore a system without bringing it down.
3. Implementation and evaluation on several machines including a standard industrial machine and against several
anti forensics rootkits.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
cyber-forensics followed by Section 3 which describes the design of Forenscope. We evaluate the effectiveness of Forenscope in Section 4. Section 5 discusses forensics issues, Section 6 surveys related work and Section 7 concludes.

2.

BACKGROUND

To provide an overview of the accepted legal framework
of evidence collection currently in place, we summarize the
workflow from the CERT guide on FBI investigation [10]:
1. Preserve the state of the computer by creating a backup
copy of logs and files left by the intruder.
2. If the incident is in progress, log activity.
3. Document the losses suffered by your organization.
4. Contact law enforcement.
While the steps executed are similar for various cases, there
are special requirements for each case. For instance, in
criminal investigation, integrity and fidelity of the data is
paramount. As evidence presented in court must be as accurate as possible, special steps must be taken to ensure fidelity. For incident response, the goal is to detect and react
to security breaches while minimizing the intrusiveness of
the process. In some critical systems it is impractical to interrupt the system to perform forensic analysis of a potential
breach and service level agreements (SLAs) may impose financial penalties for downtime. The cases chosen above are
example of evidentiary requirements but a more thorough
analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. To preserve the fidelity of the original evidence, many forensic workflows capture a pristine image of the evidence and draw conclusions
based on analysis of the copy. Conventional post-mortem
forensic workflows perform this task by physically shutting
down a computer and copying the contents of the hard drive
for subsequent analysis. On the other hand, live forensics
are often desired for step 2 because they provide access to
networked resources such as active SSH and VPN sessions,
remote desktop connections, IM clients and file transfers.
However even state-of-the-art solutions often cannot image
a system with high fidelity and frequently introduce taint in
the process. In summary, existing tools require the investigator to make a tradeoff between increased fidelity through
post mortem analysis or the potential to collect important
volatile information using live forensic tools at the cost of
tainting evidence.
One of the key issues in collecting volatile information is
that various forms of data such as CPU registers, memory,
disk and network connections have different lifetimes. To

3.

DESIGN

Forenscope utilizes the principle of introspection to provide a consistent analysis environment free of taint and blurriness which we term as the golden state. In this state, the
system is essentially quiescent and queries can be made to
analyze the system. As a result, analysis modules can access
in-memory data structures introspectively. The investigator
activates forenscope by forcing a reset where the state of the
machine is preserved by memory remanence in the DRAM
chips. Then, the investigator boots off the Forenscope media which performs forensic analysis on the latent state of
the system and restores the functionality of the system for
further live analysis. Forenscope is designed to work around
security mechanisms by interposing a lightweight analysis
platform beneath the operating system. For example, in incident response, the machine may be controlled by malicious
software and the operating system cannot be trusted. The
observation capabilities afforded by Forenscope offer additional visibility in these scenarios.

3.1

Taint and Blurriness

Taint and blurriness are concepts related to the use of
forensic tools. Taint is a measurement of change in the
system induced by the use of a forensic tool and it may
be present both in memory and on disk. In this section,
we only consider the in-memory portion because BitBlocker
(Section 3.6) eliminates disk taint by blocking writes. Blurriness refers to the inconsistency of a memory snapshot taken
while a system is running.

1
Encase: www.encase.com,
Helix: www.e-fense.com,
FTK Imager: www.accessdata.com,
Memoryze: www.mandiant.com/software/memoryze.htm
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Table 1: Comparison of Forenscope with existing forensic tools
Evidence

Registers

Memory

Network

Processes

Disk

Encryption

RFC 3227 Reqs
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Seconds

Minutes

Minutes

Hours

Hours

Encase
Helix
FTK
Scalpel
Memoryze
Sleuth kit
Forenscope

×
×
×
×
×
×
X

Xa
Xa
Xa
×
Xa
×
X

×
Xb
X
×
Xb
×
X

×
X
X
×
X
×
X

X
X
X
X
×
X
X

×
×
X
×
×
×
X

a

Subject to forensic blurriness
Connection is recorded but not persisted
Table 2: Definitions
save power, these chips are designed to retain their values
as long as possible, especially in mobile devices such as lapQuantity
Description
tops and cell phones. Contrary to common belief, the act of
Snapshot St
Contents of memory at time t
rebooting or shutting down a computer often does not comNatural drift δv Change in the system state over time v
pletely clear the contents of memory. Link and May [21]
Snapshot Sˆv
Contents of captured memory snapshot
were the first to show that current memory technology exwith v being the time taken to capture
hibited remanence properties back in 1979. More recently,
the snapshot
Gutmann [18] elaborated on the properties of DRAM memTaint f
f is defined as the memory taint caused
by the forensic introspection agent
ory remanence. Halderman et al. [19] recently showed that
these chips can retain their contents for tens of seconds at
room temperature and the contents can persist for several
To quantify the relationship between taint and blurriness,
minutes when the RAM chips are cooled to slow the natulet St be the contents of memory at any given instant of
ral rate of bit decay. Forenscope utilizes memory remanence
time t. The state of a system changes over a period of time
properties to preserve the full system state to allow recovery
due to the natural course of running processes and we define
to a point where introspection can be performed. We refer
this as the natural drift of the system, δ. When a traditional
the reader to [11,19] for a more detailed analysis of memory
live forensic tool attempts to take a snapshot of the system,
remanence.
there is a difference between what is captured, Sˆv and the
true snapshot St , where v represents the time taken to cap3.3 Activation
ture the snapshot. There are two reasons for this difference:
the first being δv the natural drift over the time period when
Forenscope currently supports two methods of activation.
the snapshot was being acquired (v) and the second due to
The first is based on a watchdog timer reset and the second is
the footprint f of the forensic tool. We define the former
through a forced reboot. For incident response, a watchdog
as the blurriness of the snapshot and the latter quantity to
timer may be used to activate Forenscope periodically to aube the taint caused by the forensic tool. Table 2 captures
dit the machine’s state and check for the presence of stealth
these definitions in a concise form. In general, there are
malware. Watchdog timers are used in embedded systems to
two ways to obtain a snapshot of the machine’s state: acdetect erroneous conditions such as machine lockups. These
tive techniques and passive techniques. Active techniques
timers contain a count down clock which must be refreshed
involve the use of an agent on the machine which may leave
periodically. If the system crashes, the watchdog software
a footprint. Passive techniques operate outside the domain
will fail to refresh the clock. Once the clock counts down to
of the machine and do not affect its operation, one such
zero, the watchdog timer will issue a warm hardware reset
example is VM introspection. When a passive acquisition
signal to the machine causing it to reboot in the hopes that
tool is used, the relationship Sˆv = St + δv indicates that the
the operating system will recover from the erroneous condiapproximate snapshot differs from the true snapshot due to
tion upon a fresh start. On our test machine, the built-in
the blurriness δv . In contrast, when an active forensic tool
watchdog timer is programmable via a serial port interface
is used, Sˆv = St + f + δv , where f represents taint and
and the contents of DRAM memory are not cleared after a
δv represents blurriness. Collectively, these quantities are
reboot initiated by the watchdog timer reset signal.
a measure of the error in the snapshot acquisition process.
On the other hand, a forensic investigator may encounter
Taint can result from the direct action of forensic tools or ina machine that is locked by a screensaver or login screen and
direct effects induced in the system through the use of these
in this situation, Forenscope can be activated by forcing a
tools. We call the former first-order taint, f ′ , and the latreboot. Some operating systems such as Linux and Winter second-order taint, f ′′ . First-order taint can result from
dows can be configured to reboot or produce a crash dump
loading a forensic tool into memory and second-order taint
by pressing a hotkey. These key sequences are often used for
can result from processes such as file buffering due to the
effects of a forensic tool writing a file.
b

3.2

Memory Remanence

Modern memory chips are composed of capacitors which
store binary values using charge states. Over time, these capacitors leak charge and must be refreshed periodically. To

Figure 1: Forenscope vs normal boot paths
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debugging and are enabled by default in many Linux distributions. In Linux, the alt-sysrq-b hotkey sequence forces an
immediate reboot. If these debug keys are disabled, then a
reset may be forced by activating the hardware reset switch.
Forenscope supports multiple modes of operation for versatility. After the machine has been rebooted forcefully, the
Forenscope kernel is selected from the boot loader menu instead of the incumbent operating system.

3.4

cilities for handling errant conditions on buggy hardware.
These devices typically have a timeout recovery function
which can revive the hardware device in the event that it
stops responding. We have found that calling these recovery functions is usually sufficient to recover most hardware
devices. In Linux, 86 out of the 121 (71%) PCI network
drivers implement this interface and all IDE device drivers
support a complete device reset. For instance, the IBM uses
an Intel Pro/100 card and the SEL-1102 uses a built-in AMD
PCnet/32 chip. On both these machines Forenscope relies
on calling the tx_timeout function to revive the network.
We use a two-stage process to restore the operating system environment. The first stage reconstructs the processor
state where the values of registers are extracted and altered
to roll back the effects of the restart and the second stage
runs forensic analysis modules. Our algorithm scans the active kernel stack and symbol information from the kernel for
call chain information. Forenscope uses this information to
reconstruct the processor’s state. In the alt-sysrq-b case,
the interrupt handler calls the keyboard handler which in
turn invokes the emergency sysrq-handler. The processor’s
register state is saved on the stack and restored by using
state recovery algorithms from [11, 13]. If the alt-sysrq-b
hotkey is disabled, Forenscope supports an alternate method
of activation based on pressing a physical reset switch. In
this case, Forenscope assumes that the system is under light
load and that the processor spends most of its time in the
kernel’s idle loop. In this loop, most kernels repeatedly call
the x86 HLT instruction to put the processor to sleep. Since
the register values at this point are predictable, Forenscope
restores the instruction pointer, EIP, to point to the idle
loop itself and other registers accordingly. Once the state
has been reconstructed, Forenscope reloads the processor
with this information and enables virtual memory.

Forenscope framework

Instead of booting afresh, Forenscope alters the boot control flow to perform its analysis. Figure 1 illustrates this
process. After the machine restarts, it boots off a CD or
USB stick with the Forenscope media. The machine then
enters the golden state monitor mode which suspends execution and provides a clean external view of the machine state.
To explain how the monitor works, we first describe the operating states of the x86 architecture. When a traditional
PC boots, the processor starts in real mode and executes
the BIOS. The BIOS then loads the bootloader which in
turn loads the operating system. During the boot sequence,
the operating system first enables protected mode to access memory above the 1 MB mark and then sets up page
tables to enable virtual memory to bootstrap the OS. Forenscope interposes on this boot sequence and first establishes
a bootstrap environment residing in the lower 640 KB rung
of legacy conventional memory and then it reconstructs the
state of the running machine. Forenscope has full control
of the machine and its view is untainted by any configuration settings from the incumbent operating system because
it uses a trustworthy private set of page tables; thus rootkits
and malware which have infected the machine cannot interfere with operations in this state. Next, Forenscope obtains
forensically-accurate memory dumps of the system and runs
various kinds of analyses. For integrity, Forenscope does not
rely on any services from the underlying operating system.
Instead, it makes direct calls to the system’s BIOS to read
and write to the disk. Therefore, Forenscope is resistant to
malware that impedes the correct operation of hardware devices. The initial forensic analysis modules are executed in
this state and then Forenscope restores the operation of the
incumbent operating system.

3.5

3.6

Modules

We have developed a number of modules to aid in forensic
analysis. These modules, shown in Figure 2, run in groups
where stage 1 modules run in the golden state to collect pristine information while stage 2 modules rely on OS services
to provide a shell and block disk writes. Finally, stage 3
resumes the original operating environment.
Scribe: Scribe collects basic investigation information such
as the time, date, list of PCI devices, processor serial number and other hardware features. These details are stored
as evidence to identify the source of a snapshot.
Cloner: Cloner is a memory dump forensic tool that is able
to capture a high-fidelity image of volatile memory contents
to an external capture device. Existing techniques for creating physical memory dumps are limited by their reliance on
system resources which are vulnerable to deception. Cloner
works around forensic blurriness issues and rootkit cloaking
by running in stage 1 before control is returned to the original host OS. In the golden state, the system uses protected
mode to access memory directly through Forenscope’s safe
memory space. Using this technique, Cloner accesses memory directly without relying on services from the incumbent
operating system or its page tables. To dump the contents of
memory, Cloner writes to disk directly using BIOS services
instead of using an OS disk driver. This channel avoids a potentially booby-trapped or corrupted operating system disk
driver and ensures that the written data has better forensic
integrity. Most BIOS firmware supports read/write access

Reviving the Operating system

To revive the incumbent operating system, Forenscope
needs to restore the hardware and software state of the system to “undo” the effects of the reboot. Hardware devices are
reset by the BIOS as part of the boot process. Some of these
devices must be reconfigured before the incumbent operating system is restored because they were used by Forenscope
or the BIOS during initialization. To do so, Forenscope first
re-initializes core devices such as the hard drive and interrupt controller and then assumes full control of these devices
for operation in its clean environment. Before resuming the
operating system, Forenscope scans the PCI bus and gathers
a list of hardware devices. Each hardware device is matched
against an internal database and if an entry is found, Forenscope calls its own reinitialization function for the particular hardware device. If no reinitialization function is found,
Forenscope looks up the device class and calls the operating system’s generic recovery function for that device class.
Many devices such as network cards and disk drives have fa-
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Table 3: Correctness assessment

Figure 2: Forenscope modules

Application

Results

Idle system
SSH
PPTP VPN
AES pipe
Netcat
DM-crypt

System is correctly recovered over 100 times.
SSH recovers, protocol handles lost packets.
VPN recovers, queued messages are delivered.
File encryption continues.
File transfers correctly without checksum errors.
Mounted filesystem remains accessible.

of a crash. Neutralizer selects processes to kill based on the
analysis mode. For incident response on server machines, a
white list approach is used to terminate processes that do
not belong to the set of core services. This policy prevents
running unauthorized applications that may cause harm to
the system. For investigation, Neutralizer takes a black list
approach and kills off known malicious processes.
ForenShell: ForenShell is a special superuser bash shell
that allows interactive exploration of a system by using standard tools. When coupled with BitBlocker(below), ForenShell provides a safe environment to perform customized live
analyses. In this mode, Forenshell becomes non-persistent
and it does not taint the contents of storage devices. Once
ForenShell is started, traditional tools such as Tripwire or
Encase may be run directly for further analysis. To provide
an audit log of the investigator’s activities, ForenShell provides a built-in keylogger that writes directly to the evidence
collection medium without tainting the disk. Forenscope
launches the superuser shell on a virtual console by directly
spawning it from a privileged kernel thread. ForenShell runs
as the last analysis module after Informant and Neutralizer
have been executed. At this point, the system has already
been scanned for malware and anti-forensic software. If Neutralizer is unable to clean an infection, it displays a message
informing the investigator that the output of ForenShell may
be unreliable due to possible system corruption.
BitBlocker: BitBlocker is a configurable software-based
write blocker that inhibits writing to a given set of storage
devices to avoid tainting the contents of persistent media.
Since actions performed by ForenShell during exploration
can inadvertently leave undesired tracks, BitBlocker helps
to provide a safe non-persistent analysis environment that
emulates disk writes without physically altering the contents
of the media. Because BitBlocker modifies the contents of
memory, it executes after Cloner has captured a clean copy
of memory.
Simply re-mounting a disk in read-only mode to prevent
writing may cause some applications to fail because they
may need to create temporary files and expect open files to
remain writable. Typically, when an application creates or
writes files, the changes are not immediately flushed to disk
and they are held in the disk’s buffer cache until the system
can flush the changes. The buffer cache manages intermediate disk operations and services subsequent read requests
with pending writes from the disk buffer when possible. BitBlocker mimics the expected file semantics of the original
system by reconfiguring the kernel’s disk buffer cache layer
to hold all writes instead of flushing them to disk. This
approach works on any type of file system because it operates directly on the disk buffer which is one layer below the
file system. BitBlocker’s design is similar to that of some
Linux-based RAM disk systems [5] which cleverly use the
disk buffer as a storage system by configuring the storage
device with a null backing store instead of using a physical
disk. Each time a disk write is issued, barring a sync opera-

Figure 3: File system architecture
to USB flash drives and hard disks. Another reason to use
the BIOS for dumping is that it minimizes the memory footprint of Forenscope and reduces dependencies on drivers for
various USB and SATA chipsets. Once cloner captures a
clean memory dump, the investigator can run other modules tools that may alter the contents of memory without
worry of tainting the evidence.
Informant: Informant checks for suspicious signs in the
system that may indicate tampering by identifying the presence of alterations caused by malware. In order to extract
clean copies of the program code and static structures such
as the system call table, Forenscope must have access to a
copy of the vmlinux kernel file which is scanned to locate
global kernel variables and the location of various functions.
Most Linux distributions provide this information. Readonly program code and data structures are checked against
this information to ensure that they have not been altered or
misconfigured. Such alterations have the potential to hinder
the investigation process and Informant helps to assess the
integrity of a machine before further analysis is attempted.
After Informant verifies the system, it also records other useful information such as the contents of the kernel dmesg log,
running processes, open files and open network sockets. This
information can help expedite the investigation process.
Neutralizer: Neutralizer inoculates against anti-forensic
software by detecting and repairing alterations in binary
code and key system data structures such as the system
call table. These structures can be repaired by restoring
them with clean copies extracted from the original sources.
Since many rootkits rely on alteration techniques, Neutralizer can recover from the effects of common forms of corruption. Presently, Neutralizer is unable to recover from
corruption or alteration of dynamic data structures. Neutralizer also suppresses certain security services such as the
screensaver, keyboard lock and potential malware or antiforensic tools by terminating them. To terminate processes,
neutralizer sends a SIGKILL signal instead of a SIGTERM signal so that there is no opportunity to ignore the signal. Customized signals can be sent to each target process. For some
system services that respawn, terminating them is ineffective, so forcefully changing the process state to zombie (Z)
or uninterruptible disk sleep (D) is desired instead of killing
the application directly. An alternative would be to send the
SIGSEGV signal to certain applications to mimic the effects
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testing using DM-crypt and AES pipe showed that security
programs continue to operate properly. A more thorough
evaluation of the correctness can be found in [11]. To evaluate the correctness of BitBlocker, we ran it on the IBM and
on a QEMU system emulator. Using the emulator allowed
us to verify integrity by checksumming the contents of the
virtual disk. Our test cases include using the dd utility to fill
up the disk, then issuing a sync command and unmounting
the disk. Other cases tested include copying large files and
compiling programs consisting of hundreds of files. In each
case, BitBlocker worked correctly and no writes were issued
to the physical disk. After the test completed, we confirmed
that the contents of the disk were unchanged by comparing
hashes of the contents against the original contents.
Performance: In terms of performance, BitBlocker made
disk operations appear to be faster because no data is flushed
to the physical disk from the disk buffer. A write of a 128
MB file took 32.78 s without BitBlocker and 3.71 s with
BitBlocker. The number of dirty disk buffers consumed increases proportionately with the size of the files written.
Since BitBlocker inhibits flushing to disk, running out of file
buffers can create a condition where the filesystem fills up
and reports a write error. To measure these effects on the
system, we collected buffer cache usage information once a
second in several key applications: creating a compressed
archive with tar-bzip2, downloading a file using wget and
compiling the software package busybox. Figure 4 shows
the utilization of dirty file buffers over time for the tar-gzip
case. Wget and busybox compilation have similar results. In
the graphs, we report statistics from /proc/meminfo such as
cached, dirty and free. According to the documentation
for /proc, cached in Linux represents the amount of data in
the page cache which includes cached data from read-only
files as well as write buffers. Dirty represents items that
need to be committed to the disk and free represents free
memory. From our observations, dirty is generally very
low in the normal case because the kernel commits write
buffers periodically. However, in BitBlocker, dirty grows
steadily because the data cannot be committed back to the
disk. To estimate the amount of memory required to run
BitBlocker, our experiments show that in many scenarios,
even 128 MB of free memory is sufficient for BitBlocker to
operate. Our experiments show that BitBlocker is robust
even when the system runs low in memory. At 200 seconds,
the physical memory of the machine fills up and the tar-bz2
process stops because the disk is ”full.” The system does not
crash and other apps continue to run as long as they do not
write to the disk. On a typical system with 2 GB of memory,
BitBlocker should be able to maintain disk writeability for
a much longer period of time.

Time (in seconds)

Figure 4: BitBlocker memory usage
tion, the operating system’s disk buffer subsystem holds the
request in the buffer until a certain write threshold or timeout is reached. In Linux, a system daemon called pdflush
handles flushing buffered writes to disk. To prevent flushing to the disk, BitBlocker reconfigures the write threshold
of the disk to inhibit buffer flushing, disables pdflush and
hooks the sync, sync file range, fsync, bdflush and umount
system calls with a write monitor wrapper. Figure 3 shows
the architectural diagram of the Linux filesystem layer and
where BitBlocker intercepts disk write operations. Although
BitBlocker inserts hooks into the operating system, it does
not interfere with the operations of Informant and Neutralizer because those modules are run before BitBlocker and
they operate on a clean copy of memory. The hooks and
techniques used by BitBlocker are common to Linux 2.6.x
kernels and they are robust to changes in the kernel version.
Similar techniques are possible for other operating systems.

4.
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RESULTS AND EVALUATION

We evaluate Forenscope as a forensic tool by measuring
five characteristics: correctness, performance, downtime, fidelity and effectiveness against malware.
Hardware and Software Setup: To demonstrate functionality, we tested and evaluated the performance of Forenscope on two machines: a Schweitzer 1102 industrial computer and an IBM Intellistation M Pro. The SEL-1102 used
in our experiments is a rugged computer designed for power
system substation use and it is equipped with 512 MB of
DRAM and a 4 GB compact flash card mounted in the first
drive slot as the system disk. The SEL-1102 can operate in
temperatures ranging from -40 to +75 degrees Celsius. The
IBM Intellistation M Pro is a standard desktop workstation
equipped with 1 GB of DRAM. For some tests, we opted
to use a QEMU-based virtual machine system to precisely
measure timing and taint. Forenscope and the modules that
we developed were tested on the Linux 2.6 kernel. Although
Forenscope was originally built to target Linux, we plan to
expand this work to other systems.
Correctness: To show that Forenscope is robust, we
tested it against a collection of applications listed in Table 3. In each case, after rebooting the machine forcefully,
Forenscope recovered the operating state, took control and
ran successfully without breaking the semantics of the application. As a basic sanity test, Forenscope was able to revive
an idle system with no load. We chose a mix of applications
to show that a wide range of hardware, software and network applications are compatible. Running SSH, PPTP and
Netcat showed that network connections persist. Further
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Table 4: Taint measurement (pages)
Description (32,768)

Conventional
Memory

Extended
Memory

Forenscope
dd
dd to FS mounted with
sync flag
dd with O DIRECT

41 (0.125%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

0(0%)
7100 (21.66%)
7027 (21.44%)

0 (0%)

480 (1.46%)

the internal 2-second periodic timer used by thttpd to adjust
the rate limiting throttle table.
Taint and Blurriness: We evaluated the taint in a snapshot saved by Forenscope using a snapshot captured by dd
as the baseline. In an experimental setup running with 128
MB of memory, we collected an accurate snapshot St of the
physical memory using QEMU and compared that with a
snapshot Sˆv obtained from each forensic tool. The number
of altered pages for each of the configurations is presented
in Table 4. We observe that since Forenscope is loaded in
conventional memory, the only pages which differ are found
in the lower 640 KB of memory. Our experiments show that
Forenscope is far better than dd because we observed no difference in the extended memory between the snapshot taken
by Forenscope and the baseline snapshot. It should be noted
that as the machine is suspended in the golden state when
running Forenscope, there is no blurriness associated with
the snapshot taken by Forenscope. For dd, we measured
the taint when using a file system mounted with and without the sync option. The number of pages affected remains
almost the same in both cases and we observed that the
majority of second-order taint was due to the operating system filling the page-cache buffer while writing the snapshot.
To evaluate how much taint was induced due to buffering,
we ran experiments in which dd was configured to write directly to disk, skipping any page-cache buffers by using the
O_DIRECT flag. The results show that the taint was much
lower than the earlier experiment, but still greater than the
taint caused by using Forenscope. In order to estimate the
amount of blurriness caused when tools like dd are used, we
measured the natural drift over time of some typical configurations. We collected and compared memory dumps from
Ubuntu 8.04 and Windows Vista with 512 MB of memory in
a virtual machine environment hosted in QEMU. In each case,
we snapshot the physical memory of the virtual machine and
calculate the number of pages that differ from the initial image over a period of time. The snapshots were sampled using
a tilted time frame to capture the steady state behavior of
the system in an attempt to measure δv . The samples were
taken at 10 second intervals for the first five minutes and
at 1 minute intervals for the next two hours. From Figure
6, we observe that the drift remains nearly constant after a
short period of time for our experimental setup and for the
idle Ubuntu and Vista systems, the drift stabilizes within a
few minutes. The drift for a system running Mozilla Firefox
was found to be nearly constant within 10 minutes. Running
tar and gzip for compressing a large folder or dd to dump
the contents of memory into a file resulted in most of the
memory being changed within a minute due to second-order
taint. To summarize, our tests demonstrated that there is
no taint introduced in the extended memory by using Forenscope and that Forenscope can be used for forensic analysis
where taint needs to be minimized.
Effectiveness against anti-forensics tools: Although
forensics techniques can collect significant amounts of information, investigators must be careful to ensure the veracity and fidelity of the evidence collected because antiforensic techniques can hide or intentionally obfuscate information gathered. In particular, rootkits can be used
by hackers to hide the presence of malicious software such
as bots running in the system. Malware tools such as the
FU rootkit [16] directly manipulate kernel objects and corrupt process lists in ways that many tools cannot detect.

Downtime: As discussed earlier, one important metric for
evaluating a forensic tool is the amount of downtime incurred during use. To show that Forenscope minimally disrupts the operation of critical systems, we measured the
amount of time required to activate the system. Forenscope, without Cloner, executed in 15.1 s using the reboot
method on the SEL-1102 and in 9.8 s on the IBM Intellistation while the watchdog method took 15.2 s to execute on
the SEL-1102. The majority of the downtime is due to the
BIOS bootup sequence and this downtime can be reduced on
some machines. Many network protocols and systems can
handle this brief interruption gracefully without causing significant problems. We tested this functionality by verifying
that VPN, SSH and web browser sessions continue to work
without timing out despite the interruption. Many of these
protocols have a timeout tolerance that is sufficiently long to
avoid disconnections while Forenscope is operating and TCP
is designed to retransmit lost packets during this short interruption. To measure the disruption to network applications
caused by running Forenscope continuously over a period
of time, we ran a test within a virtualized environment to
mimic the brief reboot cycle used by the analysis process.
The test measures the instantaneous speed of an HTTP file
transfer between a server and a client machine. While the file
transfer is in session, we periodically interrupt the transfer
by forcibly restarting the machine and subsequently reviving
it using Forenscope. Each time the system is interrupted,
the server process is suspended while the machine reboots.
The process is then resumed once Forenscope is done running. As a baseline, we created a control experiment where
the server process is periodically suspended and resumed by
a shell script acting as a governor to limit the rate at which
the server operates. This script sends the SIGSTOP signal to
suspend the server process, waits a few seconds to emulate
the time required for the bootup process and then sends a
SIGCONT signal to resume operation. In each experiment, a
curl client fetches a 1 MB file from a thttpd server at a
rate of 10 KB/s. We chose these parameters to illustrate
how a streaming application or low-bandwidth application
such as a logger may behave. During this download process,
the server was rebooted once every 20 seconds and we measured the instantaneous bandwidth with a bootup delay of
5 and 10 seconds to observe the effects of various bootup
times. We observed that the bandwidth drops to zero while
the system boots and the download resumes promptly after
the reboot. No TCP connections were broken during the experiment and the checksum of the downloaded file matched
that of the original file on the server. A graph of the instantaneous bandwidth vs time is plotted in Figure 5. We
compared the results of our test against the control experiment and observed that the behavior was very similar. Thus
we believe that running Forenscope can be considered as safe
as suspending and resuming the process. During the experiment we noticed that the bandwidth spiked immediately
after the machine recovered and attribute this behavior to
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Table 5: Sizes of Forenscope and modules
Component

Lines of Code

Compiled Size
(bytes)

1690
171
280
34
861
3,036

15,420
327
1,441
8,573
22,457
48,218

Forenscope (C)
Forenscope (Assembly)
Forenscope (Hardware)
Neutralizer & Forenshell
Other Modules
Total

Adore: Adore 8 is a classic rootkit which hijacks kernel pointers to deceive tools such as ps and netstat. It works by overwriting pointers in the /proc filesystem to redirect control
flow to its own functions rather than modifying the syscall
table directly. Informant detects that the pointers used by
Adore do not belong to the original read-only program code
segment of the kernel and Neutralizer restores the correct
pointers. Restoration of the original pointers is simple and
safe because the overwritten VFS function operations tables
point to static functions such as proc readdir, while Adore
has custom handlers located in untrusted writable kernel
module address space.
Mood-NT: Mood-NT is a versatile multi-mode rootkit that
can hook the system call table, use debug registers and modify kernel pointers. Because of its versatility, the attacker
can customize it for different purposes. Like the rootkits described previously, Forenscope detects Mood-NT in various
modes. Our experiments indicate that Mood-NT hooks 44
system calls and Forenscope detects all of these alterations.
Furthermore, each hook points out of the kernel’s read-only
program code address space and into the untrusted memory
area occupied by the rootkit.
Size: Forenscope is written in a mixture of C and x86 assembly code. Table 5 shows that Forenscope is a very small
program. It consumes less than 48 KB in code and 125 KB
in running memory footprint. The lines of code reported
in the table are from the output of the sloccount [29] program. We break down the size of each component into core C
and assembly code, hardware-specific restoration code and
module code. To minimize its size, Forenscope reuses existing kernel code to reinitialize the disk and network; the
size of this kernel code is device-specific and therefore excluded from the table, since these components are not part
of Forenscope. The small compiled size of Forenscope and
its modules implies that a minimal amount of host memory
is overwritten when Forenscope is loaded onto the system.
Furthermore, the diminutive size of the code base makes it
more suitable for auditing and verification.
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Figure 6: Comparison of Memory Blurriness
Malware researchers have also demonstrated techniques to
evade traditional memory analysis through the use of lowlevel rootkits [28] which cloak themselves by deceiving OSbased memory acquisition channels on Linux and Windows.
Hardware [12] and software [20] virtualization-based rootkits
may be tricky to detect or remove by the legitimate operating system or application software because they operate
one layer below standard anti-malware facilities. We describe and evaluate how Forenscope reacts to several publicly available rootkits. The set of rootkits was chosen to
cover a gamut of representative threats, but the list is not
meant to be exhaustive due to space constraints.
DR: The DR rootkit uses processor-level hardware debug facilities to intercept system calls rather than modifying
the actual system call table itself. DR reprograms a hardware breakpoint which is reached every time a system call
is made [15]. The breakpoint then intercepts the call and
runs its own handler before passing control to the legitimate
system call handler. Since Forenscope does not restore the
state of debug registers, DR is effectively neutralized across
the reboot, and as a result, hidden processes are revealed.
Informant detects DR in several ways: DR is present in the
module list, DR symbols are exported to the kernel and DR
debug strings are present in memory. If an attacker modifies
DR to make it more stealthy by removing these indicators,
we contend that it is still hard to deceive Forenscope, since
the debug registers are cleared as part of the reboot process. Although Forenscope doesn’t restore the contents of
the debug registers faithfully, this doesn’t pose a problem
for most normal applications because only debuggers typically use this functionality.
Phalanx B6: Phalanx hijacks the system call table by directly writing to memory via the /dev/mem memory device.
It works by scanning the internal symbol table of the kernel
and redirecting control flow to its own internal functions.
Informant detects Phalanx while checking the system call
table and common kernel pointers. Neutralizer restores the
correct pointers to inoculate Phalanx.

5.

DISCUSSION

While evaluating Forenscope, we observed different behavior of rootkits on virtual machines and physical hardware. Our observations confirm the results of Garfinkel et
al [17] that virtual machines cannot emulate intricate hardware nuances faithfully and as a result some malware fails to
activate on a virtual machine. For example, malware such
as the Storm worm and Conficker [30] intentionally avoid
activation when they sense the presence of virtualization to
thwart the analysis process. Hence analyzing a system for
rootkits using a virtual machine may not only cause some
rootkits to slip under the radar but also alert them to detection attempts. Since Forenscope continues to run the
system without exposing any of the issues raised by running
virtualization systems, we argue that the system is unlikely
to tip off an attacker to the presence of forensic software.
Legally, the jury is still out on the use of live forensic tools
because of the issues of taint and blurriness. While some
recent cases [2] suggest that courts are starting to recognize
the value of the contents of volatile memory, the validity
of the evidence is still being contested. A recent manual
on collecting evidence in criminal investigations released by
8
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Table 6: Effectiveness against rootkit threats
Rootkit

Description

Sanitization action

DR
Phalanx b6
Mood-NT
Adore

Uses debug registers to hook system calls
Uses /dev/kmem to hook syscalls
Multi-module RK using /dev/kmem/
Kernel module hooks /proc VFS layer

Rebooting clears debug registers
Restore clean syscall table
Clear debug regs, restore pointers
Restore original VFS pointers

the Department of Justice [6], instructs that no limitations
should be placed on the forensic techniques that may be used
to search and also states that use of forensic software, no
matter how “sophisticated,” does not affect constitutional
requirements. Although we do not make strict claims of legal validity in the courts, we are encouraged by the above
guidelines to collect as much volatile information as possible. We objectively compare our tool against the state of
the art and find that it does collect more forms of evidence
with better fidelity than existing tools.
Countermeasures: Although Forenscope provides deep
forensic analysis of a system in a wide variety of scenarios, there are countermeasures that attackers and criminals
can use to counter the use of Forenscope. From an incident
response perspective, we assume that the machine is controlled by the owner and that the attacker does not have
physical access to it. This means that only software-based
anti-forensic techniques are feasible, although some of these
techniques may involve changing hardware settings through
software. Most of the hardware and software state involved
in these anti-forensic techniques are cleared upon reboot or
rendered harmless in Forenscope’s clean environment. In investigation, the adversary may elect to use a BIOS password,
employ a secure bootloader, disable booting from external
devices or change BIOS settings to clear memory at boot
time. These mitigation techniques may work, but if the
investigator is sophisticated enough, he can try techniques
suggested by Halderman et al [19] to cool the memory chips
and relocate them to another machine which is configured
to preserve the contents of DRAM at boot time. One other
avenue for working around a password-protected BIOS is to
engage the bootloader itself. We found that some bootloaders such as GRUB allow booting to external devices even
if the functionality is disabled in the BIOS. The only mitigation against this channel is use password protection on
GRUB itself, which we believe is not frequently used.
Limitations: The only safe harbor for malware to evade
Forenscope is in conventional memory itself because the act
of rebooting pollutes the contents of the lower 640 KB of
memory considerably thus potentially erasing evidence. However, we contend that although this technique is possible, it
is highly unlikely for three reasons: first, for such malware
to persist and alter the control flow, the kernel must map in
this memory area in the virtual address space. This requires
a change in the system page tables which is easily detectable
by Forenscope since most modern operating systems do not
map the conventional memory space into their virtual memory space. Secondly, such malware would have to inject a
payload into conventional memory and if the payload is corrupted by the reboot process, the system will crash. Finally,
such malware won’t survive computer hibernation because
conventional memory is not saved in the process. Even if
Forenscope is unable to restore the system due to extenuating circumstances, we still have an intact memory dump
and disk image to analyze. Although Forenscope has been
designed with investigation in mind, we have not designed it

to be completely transparent. For instance, malware might
detect the presence of Forenscope by checking BitBlocker
write latencies or scanning conventional memory.

6.

RELATED WORK

Forenscope uses many technologies to achieve a high fidelity forensic analysis environment through introspection,
data structure analysis and integrity checking. Many of
the introspective techniques used by Forenscope were inspired by similar functionality in debuggers and simulators.
VMware’s VMsafe protects guest virtual machines from malware by using introspection. A virtual machine infrastructure running VMsafe has a security monitor which periodically checks key structures in the guest operating system
for alteration or corruption. Projects such as Xenaccess [22]
take the idea further and provide a way to list running processes, open files and other items of interest from a running
virtual machine in a Xen environment. Although Xenaccess
and Forenscope provide similar features, Xenaccess depends
on the Xen VMM, but the investigator cannot rely on its
presence or integrity. On some older critical infrastructure
machines, legacy software requirements make it impractical
to change the software configuration. Forenscope does not
have such requirements. Forenscope’s techniques to recover
operating system state from structures such as the process
list have been explored in the context of analyzing memory dumps using data structure organization derived from
reverse-engineered sources [14,27]. Attestation shows that a
machine is running with an approved software and hardware
configuration by performing an integrity check. Forenscope
builds upon work from the VM introspection community to
allow forensic analysis of machines that are not prepared a
priori for such introspection. It provides a transparent analysis platform that does not alter the host environment and
Forenscope supports services such as BitBlocker that allow
an investigator to explore a machine without inducing taint.
The techniques used by Forenscope for recovering running systems are well grounded in the systems community
and have been studied previously in different scenarios. The
original Intel 286 design allowed entry into protected mode
from real mode, but omitted a mechanism to switch back.
Microsoft and IBM used an elegant hack involving memory
remanence to force re-entry into real mode by causing a reboot to service BIOS calls. This technique was described by
Bill Gates as ”turning the car off and on again at 60 mph”
[24]. Some telecommunications operating systems such as
Chorus [25] are designed for quick recovery after a watchdog reset and simply recover existing data from the running
operating system rather than starting afresh. David [13]
showed that it is possible to recover from resets triggered by
the watchdog timer on cell phones. BootJacker [11] showed
that it is possible for attackers to recover and compromise a
running operating system by using a carefully crafted forced
reboot. Forenscope applies these techniques in the context
of forensic analysis and our work presents the merits and
limitations of using such techniques to build a forensic tool.
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Devices such as the Trusted Platform Module and Intel
trusted execution technology (TXT) provide boot time and
run-time attestation respectively. Although TPM may be
available for some machines, the protection afforded by a
TPM may not be adequate for machines which are meant
to run continuously for months. These machines perform an
integrity check when they boot up, but their lengthy uptime
results in a long time of check to time of use (TOCTTOU)
that extends the duration for breaches to remain undetected.
Hardware solutions such as Copilot [23] are available to
check system integrity. In contrast, Forenscope performs
an integrity assessment at the time of use; which allows the
investigator to collect evidence with better fidelity.

7.

[10]

[11]

[12]
[13]
[14]

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Forenscope explores live forensic techniques and the issues of evidence preservation, non-intrusiveness and fidelity
that concern such approaches. Measured against existing
tools, our experiments show that Forenscope can achieve
better compliance within the guidelines prescribed by the
community. Forenscope shows that volatile state can be
preserved and the techniques embodied in Forenscope are
broadly applicable. We encourage further development of
tools based on our high-fidelity analysis framework and believe that it can enable the advancement of analysis tools
such as KOP [9]. Extensive evaluation of our techniques has
shown that they are safe, practical and effective by minimally tainting the system, while causing no disruption to
critical systems. We believe that these techniques can be
used in cases where traditional tools are unable to meet the
needs of modern investigations. To continue the development of this tool, we plan to work closely with partners to
better evaluate use of this tool in real-world scenarios such
as incident response in a variety of contexts.
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ABSTRACT

consistent with the information that the adversary is able to
gather about the ﬁle system. This is much more challenging
to achieve in modern computing environments when the user
data are encrypted and stored in shared network storage.
Compared to portable and local storage, network storage
dramatically increases the availability and accessibility of
user data. However, it also brings new challenges in securing
user data. With shared network storage, the adversary is no
longer limited to a single snapshot of the disk content at the
point of attack. Instead, the adversary could now locate the
physical server machines being used [17] and quietly amass
multiple snapshots of the ﬁle system over a period of time
before launching his attack. The additional knowledge that
the adversary gleams from the multiple snapshots must be
factored into the stegfs design.
In earlier stegfs designs [4, 15, 12, 16], dummy data are
created when the disk is formatted and remain static thereafter. These schemes are eﬀective against adversaries who
only see the ﬁnal state of the storage, but cannot defend
against adversaries who possess multiple snapshots of the
storage. Indeed, changes among diﬀerent snapshots not only
reveal the location of secret data, but could even be utilized to recover the access keys (for example, when the ﬁrst
scheme by Anderson et al. [4] is utilized). Recent stegfs
schemes, which are proposed to defend against multiplesnapshots attacks, either cannot guarantee the integrity of
user data even under legitimate data operations [8, 9], or require a trusted agent to manage all the user passwords and
dummy data [20], which eﬀectively presents a single point
of disclosure for user passwords.
In this paper, we propose a multi-user stegfs for shared
storage systems, which is named as DRSteg – Dummy Relocatable Steganographic ﬁle system. DRSteg is designed to
meet the following requirements:

Existing steganographic ﬁle systems enable a user to hide the
existence of his secret data by claiming that they are (static)
dummy data created during disk initialization. Such a claim
is plausible if the adversary only sees the disk content at the
point of attack. In a multi-user computing environment that
employs untrusted shared storage, however, the adversary
could have taken multiple snapshots of the disk content over
time. Since the dummy data are static, the diﬀerences across
snapshots thus disclose the locations of user data, and could
even reveal the user passwords.
In this paper, we introduce a Dummy-Relocatable Steganographic (DRSteg) ﬁle system to provide deniability in multiuser environments where the adversary may have multiple snapshots of the disk content. With its novel techniques for sharing and relocating dummy data during runtime, DRSteg allows a data owner to surrender only some
data and attribute the unexplained changes across snapshots
to the dummy operations. The level of deniability oﬀered
by DRSteg is conﬁgurable by the users, to balance against
the resulting performance overhead. Additionally, DRSteg
guarantees the integrity of the protected data, except where
users voluntarily overwrite data under duress.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Steganographic File Systems (stegfs) are intended to provide plausible deniability to data owners in the event that
they are forced to disclose their secret data [4]. A stegfs
hides encrypted user data among dummy data that contain
only pseudo-random bits. Without the correct password, it
is not possible to diﬀerentiate user data from dummy (based
on the assumption that the output of the block cipher is indistinguishable from random bits [3, 4]), even for an adversary who understands the mechanisms of the ﬁle system and
is able to gain access to the storage devices. This feature allows a data owner to selectively reveal some directories/ﬁles,
but disclaim the existence of his sensitive data.
To be believable, the disclaimer of the data owner must be

• Security: To provide plausible deniability of secret
data in a multi-user environment in which the adversary could obtain multiple snapshots of the storage
content. This protection should extend to any user
even when the storage server and all the other users
are completely compromised, i.e., they have surrendered all the information in their possession.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for proﬁt or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the ﬁrst page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speciﬁc
permission and/or a fee.
ACSAC ’10 Dec. 6-10, 2010, Austin, Texas USA
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-4503-0133-6/10/12 ...$10.00.

• Usability: To guarantee data integrity, and at the same
time enable individual users to trade oﬀ between deniability and system performance.
To the best of our knowledge, DRSteg is the ﬁrst stegfs
that allows I/O operations observed on shared storage to
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be plausibly attributed to dummy data without requiring a
trusted agent as used by Zhou et al. [20]. In addition, our
work also manages to increase the deniability provided to individual users by sharing dummies among multiple users in
the system. It is technically challenging to satisfy both the
security and usability requirements, especially when dummies are shared. DRSteg incorporates a special dummy
relocation mechanism that enables individual users to distinguish dummies from other users’ data (in order to free
dummies without destroying data), and to prevent adversaries from discerning the diﬀerence between dummy and
user data even after obtaining multiple snapshots.
This is also the ﬁrst work that formalizes the deniability
achieved by a multi-user stegfs. The formalization enables
us to develop a tunable mechanism for users to balance between deniability and system responsiveness. In DRSteg,
the deniability enjoyed by individual users could be maintained beyond a speciﬁed threshold, whether or not all the
other users are fully compromised. The amount of dummy
operations is controlled individually; a user who speciﬁes
a more aggressive amount enjoys higher deniability at the
expense of slower ﬁle operations.
To substantiate the usability of DRSteg, we present results of an empirical evaluation using ﬁle operation logs collected from 12 graduate students in our school. The results
conﬁrm that DRSteg is capable of achieving a wide range of
user-speciﬁed deniability levels. We also implemented a prototype of DRSteg as a ﬁle system module in Linux kernel.
Performance experiments on the prototype show that security and performance can be traded oﬀ against each other.

2.

random bits. Subsequently, secret data blocks are written to
pseudorandom addresses. An implementation of this scheme
on Linux is reported by McDonald et al. [15], a peer-topeer version by Hand et al. [12] and a distributed version by
Giefer et al. [10]. The disadvantage of the scheme is that the
probability of collision in the locations where data are stored
increases as more data are added to the disk. Although
replicating each data block in diﬀerent locations reduces the
likelihood of data loss, the risk cannot be eliminated; hence
data integrity is not guaranteed.
Pang et al. [16] utilized a bitmap to track block allocation to avoid overwriting data and to improve system performance. To defend against single-snapshot attacks, dummy
data are added when the disk is initialized. The dummy data
cannot be changed or relocated at runtime, so the scheme
is susceptible to multiple-snapshot attacks. Zhou et al. [20]
provided for the relocation of dummy blocks. Their solution
requires a trusted agent to manage all the user passwords
and dummy data, which eﬀectively transfers the risk of password disclosure to the agent.
Diaz et al. [8] proposed to defend against traﬃc analysis [18] through a mix-based stegfs that employs a local mix
to relocate ﬁles in the remote storage. They show that the
security of the scheme depends on the ﬁle-size patterns in
the system. Another work by Domingo-Ferrer et al. [9] addressed the problem of data loss in a stegfs with multiple
users. It is not designed to defend against multiple-snapshot
attacks though. Furthermore, neither of the two schemes
guarantees data integrity under legitimate data operations.
TrueCrypt2 , an open-source disk-encryption software package, enables a user to create a deniable ﬁle system within a
regular encrypted ﬁle or partition. The ﬁle system is deniable if the adversary only sees the ﬁnal content of the disk.
However, it cannot defend against an adversary who possesses multiple snapshots of the encrypted partition. The
same weakness exists in similar products that provide deniability for secret ﬁles, e.g., Phonebook3 and Rubberhose4 .
Note that deniability in stegfs is diﬀerent from deniable
encryption [6] which allows an encrypted message to be
decrypted into diﬀerent sensible plaintexts with diﬀerent
keys. Stegfs is also diﬀerent from private information retrieval (PIR) [13] which allows a user to retrieve an item
from a server without revealing which item is retrieved. A
stegfs allows the untrusted server to be cognizant of which
disk blocks are retrieved, yet provides deniability that they
stemmed from operations on secret data. A stegfs is not designed to prove non-existence of secret data but to provide
plausible deniability of the existence of secret data.

RELATED WORK

Cryptographic ﬁle systems (e.g., [5, 7, 11, 19]) and their
implementations (e.g., [1, 2]) have been studied extensively
in the last two decades . A cryptographic ﬁle system complements the access control mechanism of the operating system
(OS). Even if the OS is compromised or the data storage is
removed from the OS, data in the ﬁle system remain protected by the user’s password. A weakness of cryptographic
ﬁle systems is that they leave evidence of the existence of
encrypted data, so a determined attacker may compel the
users to reveal their decryption passwords.
In order to provide plausible deniability of the existence
of secret data, Anderson et al. proposed two steganographic
ﬁle system (stegfs) schemes [4]. In the ﬁrst scheme, the disk
is initialized with several cover ﬁles that have equal length
and contain random data. A secret object is stored through
an exclusive-or operation on a subset of the cover ﬁles, identiﬁed by the corresponding bits in the access key. To protect
against brute force attacks, the number of cover ﬁles must
be suﬃciently large; this imposes heavy I/O overheads as
each read/write request for an object translates into operations on multiple cover ﬁles. The scheme is eﬀective against
single-snapshot attacks but not multiple-snapshot attacks.
In particular, the diﬀerences between just two snapshots of
the storage can expose the access key used1 .
In Anderson’s second scheme [4], the disk is ﬁrst ﬁlled with

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
3.1 Threat Model
Figure 1 depicts our model of a multi-user ﬁle system. In
the model, user data are stored on a shared storage. The
stegfs functionalities are implemented in the client module
that runs on the user computers. This client module is secured so that sensitive data that are operated on as well as
any passwords used for encrypting and decrypting the data
are protected. The storage server manages the shared stor-

1
This is because only cover ﬁles whose indexes correspond
to bits with value “1” in the access key will be modiﬁed for
any data modiﬁcation. Those ﬁles which do not change will
correspond to bits with value “0” in the access key. Thus, the
access key can be reconstructed by observing the changes of
the cover-ﬁle matrix in the storage.

2

TrueCrypt, http://www.truecrypt.org/
Phonebook, http://www.freenet.org.nz/phonebook
4
Rubberhose, http://iq.org/~proff/rubberhose.org
3
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is to use dummy blocks, which should be operated on in
similar ways as encrypted data blocks in order to defend
against multiple snapshot attacks.

3.2 Deﬁnition of Deniability
To formalize the threat, an adversary has access to a sequence of snapshots S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sT } of the stegfs partition on the disk, where sT is the snapshot at the time of
coercion. Following the victim isolation assumption, the adversary extracts all the passwords from other users (P  ) at
the time of attack, and also coerces the victim to reveal his
passwords Pt = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pt }. The adversary then utilizes
the passwords obtained to decode the information in each
snapshot.
Let Hdummy
and Hdata
denote the hypotheses that an ali
i
located block blki is a dummy block and a data block, respectively. Let ei denote the evidence on blki observed from
S, and E = {ei } the aggregate evidence across all the disk
blocks. We deﬁne the plausible deniability of blki as follows.

XQWUXVWHGVHUYHUDQGVWRUDJH
ZKLFKFDQEHPRQLWRUHGE\DGYHUVDULHV

Figure 1: A multi-user stegfs with untrusted shared
storage

age devices which provide block-level operations, including
DAS (direct attached storage) and SAN (storage area network). Diﬀerent from the model where the server manages
all the user passwords [20], the storage server and shared
storage in our model are not stegfs speciﬁc.
The server and the storage devices are not trusted. This
means that an adversary may inﬁltrate the server or the
storage devices directly (or the backup of these devices) to
copy and analyze the stored content. Although our scheme
provides better protection when the communication between
users and the server is anonymized, it is not a necessary
condition for DRSteg to provide deniability to users. We will
analyze the deniability of DRSteg under diﬀerent scenarios
in Section 5.
In this paper, we focus on adversaries who are after the
user data, and we explicitly rule out considerations of sabotage like overwriting/deleting data and denial of service.
The threat posed by the adversary thus hinges on two factors: (a) his knowledge of the ﬁle system state, and (b) his
access to the users of the system. These two factors together
determine the adversary’s ability to make deductions about
the hidden data on the storage, and to verify any claims
elicited from the users.
The ﬁrst factor, knowledge of the storage state, is characterized by the number of observations of the storage content. An adversary who is able to access the storage only
once (i.e., at the point of attack) only gains a single snapshot of the storage. An example is someone who is captured by criminals and forced to reveal all the contents in
his portable drive. However, when the adversary has more
than one chance to access the storage, he can record multiple snapshots. The information in those snapshots is then
utilized to deduce the existence of secret data.
The second factor that deﬁnes the adversary’s ability concerns his access to the users. Here, we make the following
assumption:
Victim isolation assumption. In coercing information from
the users, it would be eﬀective for the adversary to interrogate them separately and cross-check the information
elicited. Placed in isolation, a victim knows neither which
other users have been compromised nor what information
they have surrendered. Consequently, each victim has to
assume the worst, i.e., that all the other users are compromised and all their secrets are revealed. He thus has to
independently decide what data he can hide without being
contradicted by other users’ disclosure.
Multi-user encrypting ﬁle systems [2, 5, 7] are inadequate
under the victim isolation assumption, as it is not safe for a
user to claim his data to belong to someone else. A solution

Definition 1. Given the evidence E = {ei } = S ∪ P  ∪ Pt ,
where S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sT } is a sequence of snapshots taken
by the adversary and P  ∪ Pt is the set of passwords revealed
to the adversary (along with the blocks decrypted with these
passwords), the deniability of an allocated block blki is the
posterior probability that ei was generated by operations on
dummy block blki :
|ei )
denyi = Pr(Hdummy
i

(1)

A steganographic ﬁle system is said to be α-deniable if
denyi ≥ α
for all blki that cannot be decrypted with P  ∪ Pt , for any
t ≥ 1 of the user’s choice.
An α-deniable stegfs guarantees that any evidence gathered by an adversary (e.g., disk images across multiple snapshots) is caused by dummy data operations with at least a
probability of α. This means that a user of the system can
attribute the evidence to dummy operations without revealing his secret data.

4. DESIGN OF DRSteg
DRSteg is designed to enable a user to selectively disclose
some of his data, while enjoying α-deniability for the rest
of the data that he is withholding from the adversary. We
begin this section with an overview of the DRSteg design,
before presenting the detailed data structures and implementation considerations.

4.1 Overview of DRSteg
In DRSteg, each user must be able to protect his data
with diﬀerent passwords, so that he can surrender some data
but not others. To achieve α-deniability for the data blocks
that he is withholding, our approach is to (a) enforce a joint
ownership for allocated disk blocks to prevent the adversary
from associating with certainty a withheld block with any
particular user, and (b) introduce dummy blocks that are
operated on at runtime, so that changes to the withheld
blocks can be plausibly explained by dummy operations.
We realize the joint ownership through a voting protocol.
For every allocated block, m ownership shares are created
and distributed to m users, including the user who requested
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Whenever a user u requires a disk block blk from the ﬁle
system to write data or dummy patterns, a free disk block
is allocated and shares of the block are also created. One
share is given to u, while the remaining shares of blk are
distributed to other users u , i.e., Au ← Au ∪ {blk} and
Au ← Au ∪{blk}. If user u encrypts data with his password
pl and stores it in blk, then Du,l ← Du,l ∪ {blk}.
Any user u may propose the deletion of a block in his Au .
The deletion is eﬀected only after all the users who hold
shares of the block have acquiesced. Obviously, if the block
holds the data of user u , he would relocate the data before
supporting the deletion. This is to avoid leaving clues for
diﬀerentiating between dummy and data blocks.
With DRSteg, user u can surrender any password pt , 1 ≤
t < n and claim that data blocks in Au − ∪1≤j≤t Du,j are
not his data. Claiming that data blocks in Du,j for t < j ≤
n are dummy blocks is plausible since they also appear in
Au −∪l Du ,l of other users u who hold shares of the blocks.

for the block (also known as the creator). A block can subsequently be altered or freed only after all the m shares
have been garnered from consenting owners. By following
this policy, we ensure that the block is never deallocated
without the creator’s share, yet the creator of the block is
obfuscated among the share owners. The creator may use
an allocated block either for his data or as a dummy.
For each user, the disk blocks that hold his data are protected by one of his passwords p1 , p2 , . . . , pn . The number
of passwords n is expected to vary from user to user, though
we use the same symbol n across users for brevity. Moreover, the passwords are generated as a hash chain [14], i.e.,
pl = h(pl+1 ) for a hash function h and 1 ≤ l < n (as illustrated in the upper part of Figure 2). By supplying any
password pl , 1 ≤ l ≤ n, the user can access all the secret
data at and below level l.
As for those disk blocks that are allocated as dummies,
no bookkeeping information is maintained to track them
directly; otherwise, the adversary can simply demand the
bookkeeping information from the users, and with it discover
the dummy blocks in the ﬁle system. Instead, a dummy
block can only be identiﬁed through the cooperation of its
owners: Each shareholder of the block checks whether it is
protected with one of his passwords; if not, the block is a
potential dummy – it may indeed be a dummy, or it may
hold the data of some other user. It is freed in the same way
as data blocks, i.e., after gathering m shares.
In the event of an attack, our DRSteg design allows a
coerced user to supply some password pt , 1 ≤ t < n, to the
adversary and deny the existence of the passwords pj for
t < j ≤ n. The data blocks that are protected by pj then
appear to be potential dummies, thus enabling the user to
hide the existence of the data.

4.2

4.2.1 Joint ownership of blocks
We implement the joint ownership of disk blocks through a
voting protocol and two data structures – a set of encrypted
user share boxes (USB) and a global voting table (GVT) in
clear text. A USB is used to track the Au of each user, and
a GVT records the votes surrendered by users. Two other
structures are additionally maintained in clear text in the
storage: a list of the users’ public keys, and a bitmap to
track the allocation status of the disk blocks.
When a user allocates a disk block blki , he 1) sets the
bit of this block to “1” in the bitmap; 2) creates m shares
and writes them to the corresponding USBs; 3) writes the
encrypted/random data content to the block. The format of
each encrypted share is given as E(Kpub,u , i), an encryption
of i with a user’s public key. The encrypted shares denote
the ownership of this block. A block blk ∈ Au if the share
E(Kpub,u , i) exists in the USB of user u. The m owners of
a block include the creator and m − 1 other users randomly
selected from the public-key list.
Any of the m owners can subsequently initiate the deletion of the block blk by writing i to the global voting table
(GVT) and removing his share from his USB. To support
the deletion, other owners also contribute their shares into
GVT. When the number of accumulated shares of a block
reaches m, this block can be removed from GVT and its
bit in the bitmap is set to “0” (indicating that this block is
free). The share constitution ensures that the block can be
deallocated only when block creator signals his agreement
by surrendering his share to the GVT.

Detailed Design of DRSteg

Drawing on the approaches introduced above, we now put
together the concrete DRSteg design. Each user u keeps
track of a set of blocks Au on which he currently holds a
share. Moreover, each password pl protects a set of data
blocks Du,l . The set diﬀerence Au − ∪l Du,l gives the blocks
that exclude u’s data, and dummy blocks are the allocated
blocks that contain nobody’s data, i.e., ∩u (Au − ∪l Du,l ).
Figure 2 depicts our detailed design for DRSteg (the encryption is done at the granularity of individual blocks).
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4.2.2 Management of data blocks
In order to provide plausible deniability against multiplesnapshot attacks, disk blocks that contain data must be
managed carefully so that they leave the same evidence as
operations on dummy blocks.
First, consider the modiﬁcation of secret data. By comparing snapshots, the adversary may discover that the content of a block changes before all the m shares are added
into GVT. This would never happen to a dummy block according to our voting protocol. Therefore, instead of overwriting data blocks, each user always migrates his updated
content to new blocks, and initiates the deletion of the outdated blocks in GVT so that they will be freed in due course.
However, the initiation of the deletion operation is delayed,
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Figure 2: Key management and user view of the
storage
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nism is chosen due to the performance and usability beneﬁts
gained compared to independent passwords.

in order to break the temporal correlation between the allocation of new blocks and the deallocation of outdated blocks.
Next, consider the case where some user’s data block is
registered for deallocation in GVT by other users. If the
user never concurs, the adversary will suspect that the block
contains data, since deallocation of dummy blocks are supported readily. To avoid suspicion, the user has to migrate
the content to a fresh disk block, before relinquishing his
share to the old data block.
In real implementations, the block creating operations are
carried out immediately, but the voting (including removing
shares from USB and writing block numbers into GVT) are
delayed. We pass the voting operations to a background user
process that survives beyond user log-oﬀ. The background
process repeatedly initiates the deletion of a block in its
pool after sleeping for a random duration. This makes the
operations for data blocks plausible since the creation and
voting could be caused by either creating and freeing dummy
blocks or creating, modifying and freeing data blocks.

4.3
4.3.1

5. PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY OF DRSteg
Having introduced the design of DRSteg, we now quantify
the deniability it provides under a spectrum of progressively
challenging attack scenarios. Based on the last and most
demanding scenario, we then show how to operationalize the
DRSteg design so as to sustain the system security above
user-speciﬁed deniability thresholds. Table 1 summarizes
the terms and notations which are used in the analysis.

5.1 Analysis of Deniability
We ﬁrst expand Equation 1.
denyi = Pr(Hdummy
|ei ) =
i

Discussions
Comparing to naive designs

There also exist alternatives in designing a multi-user steganographic ﬁle system. A naive one could simply let each user
manage his own blocks (including data and dummy). Since
dummy blocks are no longer shared, one has to create many
more dummy blocks in order to achieve the same deniability compared to our design, when anonymous channels are
used between the users and the storage server. When this
channel is not anonymized, our design still provides similar
security and disk utilization compared to the naive design.
The deniability provided by DRSteg under both scenarios is
analyzed in the next section.

4.3.2

Encryption of the block shares

Another security issue relates to the encryption of the
shares in USB. If the shares are stored in clear text, it will be
straightforward for an adversary to identify who the owners
of any particular block are. By encrypting the shares, the
owners of any block are obfuscated so long as multiple blocks
have been allocated between snapshots. In this way, our
approach safeguards shareholders from being earmarked to
be the next target of coercion.

4.3.3

Organization of the user passwords

The last design issue concerns the organization of the user
passwords. One option is to have only one password in each
account and to give every user multiple accounts. Under
coercion, a user reveals some of his accounts and tries to hide
the remaining ones. However, this simple option fails when
the adversary captures all the users of the system. When
that happens, the adversary can check whether there are m
shares among the surrendered accounts for every allocated
block; if not, there must exist more user accounts. This
is why we choose to allow multiple passwords (for diﬀerent
security levels) in each user account.
Organizing multiple passwords in a hash chain has been
proposed in other stegfs [4, 10, 16], and its one-way property meets our requirements well. Under coercion attack,
the disclosure from surrendering t independent passwords is
the same as giving up the t lowest-level passwords in a hash
chain. Thus, in our system design, the hash chain mecha-

) × Pr(Hdummy
)
Pr(ei |Hdummy
i
i
Pr(ei )

(2)

According to our problem formulation in Section 3, the adversary is capable of taking multiple snapshots of the storage
content. He may also augment the snapshots with secrets
that he coerced from one or more users. The following attack
scenarios diﬀer on the amount of secrets thus extracted, and
deserve particular attention in deploying DRSteg. These
scenarios will be further evaluated in Section 6. In the following analysis, we consider the case where the evidence
contains two snapshots. The analysis extends easily to multiple snapshots. Note that Equation 2 implicitly takes the
frequency of these snapshots into consideration by evaluating ei , i.e., the more frequently snapshots are taken, the more
information ei would include.

5.1.1 Passive-adversary scenario
In this scenario, the adversary may be curious and has not
resorted to force, or he may not be ready to expose himself
just yet. Thus he only relies on the snapshots collected,
i.e., the evidence E = S. By comparing any two recorded
snapshots (s1 , s2 ), the adversary could observe a lot of user
activities, e.g., new blocks being created, deleted, and etc.
Let us ﬁrst consider the creation of new blocks. A block
blki is created between s1 and s2 if ﬂagi changes from 0 in s1
to 1 in s2 . Let crtdata represent the net number of data blocks
created between s1 and s2 , and crtdummy the net number of
dummy blocks created in the same period. ttls2 , ttldummy
,
s2
and ttldata
denote, respectively, the total number of allocated
s2
blocks, the total number of dummy blocks, and the total
number of data blocks in s2 . Given an evidence that blki is
newly allocated, the probability that blki is a dummy block
in s2 is calculated with Equation (2) as
denyi =

crtdummy ttldummy
crtdata + crtdummy
crtdummy
s
× 2
/
=
dummy
data + crtdummy
ttl
ttl
crt
s2
s2
ttls2

This derivation extends to block deletion and other evidence listed in Table 2. Denoting the number of data/dummy
block operations between s1 and s2 by opdata and opdummy , the
deniability can be calculated as opdummy /(opdata + opdummy ).
For an individual user u in DRSteg, let opdata
denote the
u
number of data blocks operated on in ∪l Du,l between s1
and s2 , and opdummy denote the number of dummy blocks
operated on in the system. The deniability that DRSteg
provides for u under this scenario is expressed as
denyu,i =
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opdummy
opdata
+ opdummy
u

(3)

Notation
S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sT }
Pt = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pt }
E = {ei } = S ∪ P  ∪ Pt
sk = {BLK, USB, GVT}k
blki = texti , ﬂagi
Hdummy
, Hdata
i
i

Explanation
Snapshots (of the stegfs partitions) taken by the adversary.
Passwords revealed to the adversary under coercion.
Evidence possessed by the adversary.
BLK = {blki }:
Blocks in the stegfs partition (blki is the i-th block).
USB = {USBu }: User share boxes (USBu is the USB of user u).
GVT:
Global voting table.
texti : If blki is dummy, texti contains random bits;
If blki holds user data, texti = E(p, plaintexti )
ﬂagi : A ﬂag indicating whether blki has been allocated.
Hypothesis that blki is a dummy/data block in sT .
Table 1: Summary of notations used

Evidence
ﬂagi changes from 0 to 1 and new shares appear in some USBs
A share of blki is moved from USBu to GVT
ﬂagi changes from 1 to 0, and blki ’s entry is removed from GVT
Some combination of the above

DRSteg operation
Create blki as a new dummy or data block
User u votes to delete blki
Delete blki as enough votes are present in GVT
Some combination of the above

Table 2: Evidences and the corresponding DRSteg operations

5.1.2 Anonymous-channel scenario

Taking into account the organization of the user data into
diﬀerent password levels n and Pt , operations on data blocks
in level t and below are disclosed to the adversary. Let
dummy
opdata
u,l denote the number of data blocks in Du,l , and opu
denote the number of dummy blocks recorded in USBu . The
deniability of a user u (who has revealed pt ) is a function of
the undisclosed blocks held by him:

Once the adversary starts to coerce users, by the victim
isolation assumption in Section 3, one has to assume that all
of the users have been captured and be wary about oﬀering
conﬂicting information to the adversary. In this scenario, we
consider a victim u who discloses the passwords for up to
level t of his ﬁles and attempts to hide his remaining data,
when all the other users are compromised (E = S ∪ P  ∪ Pt ).
We assume that all the user requests where sent through
an anonymous channel to the storage server, so that the
adversary is not able to trace each request to a speciﬁc user.
With all the passwords of every user except u, the adversary not only sees all the data of the other users, he also
uncovers the dummy blocks for which the ownership is limited to those users. The only outstanding blocks are those
on which u holds a share (Au ). Figure 3 illustrates the distinction between various groups of blocks in the system, and
also the ones used in the calculation of denyu,i .

denyu,i = 

5.1.3 Worst-case scenario
When the user-server channel is not anonymized and the
storage server is compromised by the adversary, the adversary is able to distinguish the creator from other share holders by monitoring the requests sent to the server. Under
such a scenario, a user cannot utilize the dummy blocks
that are not created by himself to provide deniability for his
secret data (even if he is one of the owners of these dummy
blocks). This leads to the worst-case deniability denyu,i for
DRSteg since opdummy
in Equation 4 only contains dummy
u
blocks created by user u himself.

X
W
X
X

XL

(4)

The disclosed passwords do not aﬀect opdummy
in the above
u
equation. Therefore, a bigger t improves the deniability for
the data of user u being withheld from the adversary. This
is intuitive, since a bigger t means that there is less user
data to be hidden among the ﬁxed pool of dummy blocks.

W

X

opdummy
u
dummy
data
op
u,l + opu
l>t

α-deniable DRSteg
We now show how to operationalize the dummy manipulation mechanism to secure DRSteg under the worst-case scenario described above. Speciﬁcally, we demonstrate how to
manipulate dummy data to maintain the deniability above
a given threshold αT , thus making DRSteg αT -deniable.

5.2

X

5.2.1 Number of Dummy Blocks to Manipulate
Let σu,l = opdummy
/opdata
u,l . The number of dummy blocks
u,l


operated on by u, opdummy
= l opdummy
= l opdata
u
u,l × σu,l .
u,l

Figure 3: System view of allocated blocks
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Substituting into Equation (4), we have

data
l (opu,l × σu,l )

denyu,i = 
data
data
l>t opu,l +
l (opu,l × σu,l )

Second, the parameter σu,l is of special interest to the
adversary, who might force the victims to reveal their choices
of σu,l . With the σu,l values, the adversary may estimate
the actual number of data block operations, thus limiting the
victims’ ﬂexibility to attribute as dummy those data blocks
that they are trying to hide. To substantiate his denial in the
event of an attack, DRSteg furnishes each user u with a fake
fake
σu,t
at log-out, where t is the password level that the user is
fake
is calculated as the ratio between the
willing to disclose. σu,t
number of blocks claimed to be dummy (including dummy
blocks and hidden data blocks), and the number of revealed
fake
dummy
data blocks: σu,t
= (Σl>t opdata
)/Σl≤t opdata
u,l + opu
u,l .
Another potential security threat is, if the adversary is
able to take snapshots of the storage content with inﬁnitesimal delay, he may be able to distinguish dummy blocks from
data blocks. Troncoso et al. [18] showed that this distinction is possible because data blocks belonging to the same
ﬁle are often accessed one after another, whereas dummy
blocks are accessed individually and are not likely to exhibit the same access pattern. To mitigate against such a
threat, one possible solution is to introduce dummy ﬁles into
DRSteg. A dummy ﬁle would span several dummy blocks,
which are then accessed sequentially like data blocks. In order to present similar access pattern as data ﬁles, dummy
ﬁles should also be accessed frequently. Such an improvement in dummy ﬁle operations is left for future work.

(5)

In order to ensure that every blki ∈ Au meets the deniability threshold of αT no matter which password level user
u chooses to surrender, we need

data
l (opu,l × σu,l )

denyu,i = 
> αT
data
data
l opu,l +
l (opu,l × σu,l )
Simplifying the above equation, we get
σu,l >

αT
1 − αT

(6)

/opdata
Since σu,l = opdummy
u,l , Equation (6) implies that to
u,l
achieve the target deniability threshold αT , the number of
αT
dummy blocks manipulated must be at least 1−α
times
T
data
opu,l , the number of data operations.

5.2.2

Controlling dummy operations

Having determined the number of dummy blocks to manipulate, we give the procedures for controlling the dummy
manipulation in DRSteg in order to achieve the deniability
conﬁgured by users.
There are three types of operations on the dummy blocks
– creating, deleting and voting – among which dummy creation is the easiest to control. When a user logs in at security
αT
level l, he conﬁgures σl (which is bigger than 1−α
). If x
T
free blocks are allocated for creating or modifying a secret
ﬁle, then after a random delay, the DRSteg client creates
x · σl dummy blocks to maintain the deniability.
Deletion is more complex because a user does not know
which blocks are really dummy blocks (he can only identify
blocks that are not his data, as illustrated in Figure 2). To
conceal the deletion of x data blocks, the DRSteg client has
to delete x · σl dummy blocks. This is done by moving the
shares of x · σl randomly selected blocks in Au − ∪l Du,l
from USBu to GVT after a random delay. Although some
of these x · σl blocks may be data blocks of other users,
the respective data owners will turn these (data) blocks into
dummy anyway as explained next.
Now suppose that user u logs in, and discovers that a
block blk ∈ Au has been put up in GVT for deletion. If blk
does not contain his data, i.e., if blk ∈ (Au − ∪l Du ,l ), u
will support the deletion by adding his votes on blk in GVT.
If blk is a data block of u (i.e., blk ∈ ∪l Du,l ), then u has
to migrate the content to a new block before voting for the
deletion. As discussed in Section 4.2, this is to avoid leaving
clues that blk contains user data.

5.2.3

6. EVALUATION
6.1 Empirical Evaluation on Deniability
To investigate DRSteg’s ability to maintain user-speciﬁed
deniability thresholds under multiple-snapshot attacks, we
perform an empirical evaluation by re-playing ﬁle operations
logged in a typical oﬃce environment. We deployed a logger
to record the ﬁle operations (operation type and time) on
the computers of 12 graduate students in our lab. Over 9
days, we recorded more than 50,000 user ﬁle operations5 .
We begin by mirroring the user ﬁles of all 12 computers
in DRSteg, which add up to about 1 Tbyte of data. We
also initialize the same number of dummy blocks, making
the original utilization of data blocks 0.5. The shares for
data and dummy blocks are distributed randomly among
the 12 users. We assume that users are automatically logged
out from the stegfs system after some period of inactivity
(10 minutes in our experiments), and they login again right
before their next observed data operations. For each session,
the user enters the password to one of his security levels l
(randomly chosen by our simulator) and picks a σu,l value
(chosen to follow a power-law distribution p(σ) ∝ L(σ)σ −ξ
assuming that more users will tend to choose lower σ values
to minimize overhead). We set αT = 0.4, σmin = 0.7 and
ξ = 3.0 for all users. The parameters and statistics are
summarized in Table 3.
We use the ﬁrst two days of logs to warm up DRSteg.
As the remaining seven days of traces are executed, we take
a snapshot of the disk image every 10 minutes. Figure 4
shows the deniability for one of the (randomly chosen) users
by comparing each successive snapshot with the ﬁrst one.
Figure 4(a) shows the deniability under the passive-adversary
scenario, calculated with Equation 3. The upper graph gives

Security Discussions

There are several security concerns relating to dummy manipulation. First, in our current design, every block operation is either a direct data operation or the eﬀect of a data
operation. Besides introducing random delays, their association could be masked by breaking each of the dummy creations and block deletions into smaller steps and interleaving them with data block operations. In addition, DRSteg
could initiate dummy operations independently of data operations. These enhancements will be incorporated in future
work.

5
We assume that the operating system and software programs are not installed in the stegfs partition.
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Parameter
# of users
αT
# of security levels
Interval before auto logout
Avg. # of shares per block

Value
12
0.4
5
10 mins
3

User-log Statistics
Total logging time
# of ﬁle operations
Data blocks created
Data blocks deleted
Data blocks modiﬁed

Value
9 days
50,113
26.613 GB
80.069 GB
160.317 GB

Simulated DRSteg Statistics
Initial amt. of data blocks
Initial amt. of allocated blocks
# of user sessions
Final amt. of data blocks
Final amt. of allocated blocks

Value
1011.34 GB
2022.68 GB
294
970.60 GB
1995.89 GB

Table 3: Simulation parameters and statistics
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(a) Passive-adversary scenario
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(b) Anonymous-channel scenario
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Figure 4: Deniability of DRSteg under diﬀerent scenarios

6.2 Implementation and Performance Evaluation

the deniability with respect to block creation evidence, while
the lower is for delete operations. As seen from the graphs,
sharing dummy blocks among users enables individual users
to enjoy high deniability.
Next, we examine Figure 4(b) for the anonymous-channel
scenario, which is calculated with Equation 4. Here, the
selected user has revealed up to level t of his passwords
(the lines in the graphs represent diﬀerent settings of t),
whereas the other users have revealed all their passwords.
Since the selected user can only rely on the operations on
dummy blocks which are recorded in his UMB, the deniability is lower than that in the previous scenario. Nevertheless,
DRSteg still manages to achieve high deniability.
Turning to the worst-case scenario where the adversary is
aware of the creator of every block, Figure 4(c) shows the
deniability levels achieved. In this scenario, deniability is
derived solely from operations on the dummy data created
by the user himself, which explains the much reduced deniability. Even so, DRSteg manages to keep the deniability
above the conﬁgured threshold of αT = 0.4.
The deniability for the other 11 users are similar to the
results in Figure 4 quantitatively and qualitatively. In particular, the lowest deniability observed for the worst-case
attack scenario is 0.46. These results aﬃrm the security
property of our proposed DRSteg.

We have implemented DRSteg as a ﬁle system module
in parallel with ext3 in Linux kernel 2.6, on the client machines which communicate with the shared storage through a
server (see Figure 1). The client module manages the blocks
in the shared storage automatically according to the password entered by the user. This includes creating new data
and dummy blocks (and allocating shares to other owners),
voting blocks for deallocation, etc. We explain below how
the storage is organized by the system and benchmark the
performance of DRSteg.

6.2.1 File system construction
In our DRSteg ﬁle system, the (remote) disk storage is
partitioned into blocks of 1 Kbyte in size by default. A
bitmap tracks the allocation status of the blocks: 1 corresponds to an allocated block and 0 a free block. An allocated
block is either a dummy or a data block, both of which appear to contain random patterns.
To accelerate access to directories and ﬁles, DRSteg uses
a designated storage area, called the super block (see Figure 5), to store inode structures so that they can be located
eﬃciently. The super block is essentially a mini-DRSteg
system for the addresses of inode roots, and is calved into
ﬁxed-size slots that are capable of holding one address each.
A slot may be a free slot, a dummy slot, or may contain
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Value
Intel Duo Core 2.53GHz
2GB (1GB DDR2-667 x 2)
SATA 7200rpm, 250 GB with 8MB cache

Table 4: Hardware Parameters
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Parameter
CPU
RAM
Hard Disk
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Parameter
Capacity of the test partition
Size of each disk block
Number of blocks for each ﬁle
File access pattern

'XPP\
'DWD X/

%LWPDS
ZKROHGLVN

Default Value
40 Gbytes
1 Kbytes
1024
Interleaved

Table 5: Workload Parameters
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Figure 5: Block organization in DRSteg

the encrypted address of an inode root (with redundancy
so that it is distinguishable from random bits upon decryption). Each password level of a user is allocated one slot.
Since the super block is expected to be only a few Kbytes
in size, it can be scanned quickly to ﬁnd the inode roots for
each user. The super block has its own bitmap to track slot
allocation, while it shares the same set of user share boxes
and the global voting table with the main ﬁle system.

6.2.2 Performance Evaluation
The key parameters of the computing hardware for our
experiments are listed in Table 4, while Table 5 summarizes
the workload parameters and their default settings.
The ﬁrst experiment is designed to study how well DRSteg
performs. For comparison, we include StegCover, StegRand [4]
and NSteg [16] as baselines. StegCover is conﬁgured with 20
cover ﬁles (the authors recommended 16 to 100 [4]). For StegRand, we use a replication factor of 4 to reduce the probability of data loss [15]. NSteg is set to populate 30% of
the disk with dummy blocks during initialization. We also
include two settings of the native Linux ﬁle system (ext3) in
our tests. In the CleanDisk setting, data ﬁles are loaded into
a freshly formatted native Linux partition, so that the ﬁles
occupy contiguous disk blocks; with ﬁle operations translating to sequential I/Os, CleanDisk gives the best-case timings. In contrast, results of FragDisk are obtained with
a well-used ext3 partition in which the free space is fragmented.
In the ﬁrst experiment, we conﬁgure DRSteg with σu,l =
0.25, which produces a worst-case deniability of 0.2. For a
given concurrency level, we generate ﬁle creation requests
one after another for each user and measure the elapse time.
Figure 6(a) shows the average write time for various ﬁle
systems, with the number of concurrent users ranging from
1 to 32. Every performance result is averaged over 1000
observations.
The results show that StegCover is the worst performer;
this is because each ﬁle operation translates into disk I/Os
on several cover ﬁles. StegRand is also slow because it has
to modify all the replicas. DRSteg and NSteg use a bitmap
to track the status of disk blocks, so they can ensure data
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integrity with just one copy of each data ﬁle. Consequently,
they are substantially faster than StegCover and StegRand.
They are slower than FragDisk though, because they encrypt
the protected ﬁles block by block and spread them across the
disk, resulting in higher fragmentation.
Recall that DRSteg needs to write additional messages
into the UMB’s during block creation and generate dummy
operations dynamically. As the ﬁle creation requests in our
experiment are issued one after another with no delay, the
ﬁle system is fully loaded, leaving no idle period for DRSteg
to schedule its dummy operations. Thus, the dummy operations add directly to the write times, and the observed timings represent the worst-case performance of DRSteg. For
example, with σu,l = 0.25 it is roughly 30% slower than
NSteg. This is the cost paid by DRSteg to achieve better
security protection, compared to NSteg which is not able to
relocate its dummy blocks.
In the second experiment, we investigate the performance
of DRSteg under diﬀerent load conditions. The load condition is determined by various factors, including the σ parameter that controls the amount of dummy operations, the
concurrency level, and the activity level of each user. We
model the activity level after a Poisson process with mean
arrival rate of λ block operations per minute. The results
are summarized in Figure 6(b), which plots the average write
time against λ for several σ-concurrency combinations.
We ﬁrst consider the impact of λ. For every σ-concurrency
combination, DRSteg’s write time is short initially because
there are ample lull periods during which dummy operations can be scheduled so as to reduce contention with data
operations. Such opportunities diminish with increasing λ,
leading to longer write times observed in the ﬁgure. Next,
we compare the three σ-concurrency combinations with σ =
0.25. With the same σ and λ settings, raising the concurrency level introduces more contention between the data and
dummy operations and lengthens the write time. Similarly,
a bigger σ generates more dummy operations to cover the
data operations, again resulting in longer write times.
In summary, our experiment demonstrates that DRSteg
is capable of striking a wide range of trade-oﬀs between
deniability and system performance. If high deniability is
required, the ﬁle system should be conﬁgured with enough
resources to prevent it from becoming overloaded. On the
other hand, to support a heavy workload, we could conﬁgure
DRSteg for a lower deniability assurance.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the threat to steganographic

average write time (ms/KB)
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Figure 6: Performance evaluation results
ﬁle systems (stegfs) that arises when the underlying storage is untrusted and shared by multiple users. In such systems, an adversary could obtain and analyze multiple snapshots of the storage content to deduce the existence of secret
user data. To counter the threat, we introduce a DummyRelocatable Steganographic (DRSteg) ﬁle system that employs novel techniques to share and relocate dummy data
at runtime. This enables users to surrender only some of
their data, and attribute any unexplained changes across
snapshots to dummy operations. The deniability enjoyed by
users is conﬁgurable individually. DRSteg guarantees the
integrity of the protected data, except where users voluntarily overwrite data under duress. A trace-driven simulation
conﬁrms the security of our scheme. Further experiments
on a Linux prototype demonstrate that DRSteg is able to
eﬀectively trade oﬀ deniability with system performance.
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ABSTRACT

there is no need to know the detailed layout of memory regions
surrounding the buffer vulnerable to overﬂow, but the heap object
locations are not predictable. In order to increase the chance of success, existing heap-spraying techniques allocate lots of heap blocks
ﬁlled with a large amount NOP-like instructions (e.g. 0x90, 0x0c
0x0a), called NOP sled, and followed by the malicious shellcode.
The NOP sled serves as the landing area of the shellcode, which
leads the execution to the shellcode if the victim process jumps to
anywhere in the NOP sled.
Since a typical heap object used in a heap-spraying attack is in
the form of “NOP sled + shellcode," the large amount of NOP sled
and existence of shellcode are the main characters used by heapspraying attack detectors. Accordingly, existing approaches to detect heap-spraying attacks mainly fall into two types: sled-oriented
and shellcode-oriented. Shellcode-oriented methods detect heapspraying attacks by detecting the existence of shellcode. For example, Egele et al. [21] detect heap-spraying attacks by inspecting
the JavaScript string objects to identify shellcode using lightweight
emulation [9]. However, this type of approach have difﬁculty in
dealing with shellcode obfuscation techniques, such as, shellcode
encoding [28, 34], encryption [46], polymorphism [20, 24], and
other obfuscation schemes [17, 27, 31, 37].
A more successful type of techniques to detect heap-spraying attacks are sled-oriented [11, 29, 32, 42]. Such techniques focus on
identifying large chunks of NOP sled. In particular, N OZZLE [32]
uses static analysis to build the control-ﬂow graph (CFG) of heap
memory blocks and measures the size of NOP sled, called surface
area, across a process’s entire heap region. If the percentage of
surface area is above a certain threshold, N OZZLE reports an attack. N OZZLE assumes that heap-spraying attacks must inject a
large number of executable codes (especially NOP sled) because
attackers cannot predict the location of their malicious code. Next,
we will show that this assumption is not always valid.
We observe that modern operating system memory allocation behavior is more predictable than we usually believe, even in the presence of address space layout randomization (ASLR). For instance,
the Windows-family systems (from Windows XP to Windows 7)
enforce a memory allocation granularity of 64K bytes [22, 33],
which makes all memory blocks directly allocated by Windows (using API VirtualAlloc) aligned to a 64K-byte boundary. As a
result, addresses of such heap blocks are less random. For example,
a particular address in a 1MB block only has 16 possible locations,
much less than the one million possible locations if the heap block
can be allocated at random addresses. We discuss this in detail in
Section 3.

Heap spraying is an attack technique commonly used in hijacking
browsers to download and execute malicious code. In this attack,
attackers ﬁrst ﬁll a large portion of the victim process’s heap with
malicious code. Then they exploit a vulnerability to redirect the
victim process’s control to attackers’ code on the heap. Because the
location of the injected code is not exactly predictable, traditional
heap-spraying attacks need to inject a huge amount of executable
code to increase the chance of success. Injected executable code
usually includes lots of NOP-like instructions leading to attackers’
shellcode. Targeting this attack characteristic, previous solutions
detect heap-spraying attacks by searching for the existence of such
large amount of NOP sled and other shellcode.
In this paper, we analyze the implication of modern operating
systems’ memory allocation granularity and present Heap Taichi, a
new heap spraying technique exploiting the weakness in memory
alignment. We describe four new heap object structures that can
evade existing detection tools, as well as proof-of-concept heapspraying code implementing our technique. Our research reveals
that a large amount of NOP sleds is not necessary for a reliable
heap-spraying attack. In our experiments, we showed that our heapspraying attacks are a realistic threat by evading existing detection
mechanisms. To detect and prevent the new heap-spraying attacks,
we propose enhancement to existing approaches and propose to use
ﬁner memory allocation granularity at memory managers of all levels. We also studied the impact of our solution on system performance.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Heap spraying is a new attack technique commonly used in recent attacks to web browsers [4–8, 36]. In a heap-spraying attack,
attackers allocate objects containing their malicious code in the victim process’s heap, and then trigger a vulnerability to force the
victim process to execute code from the heap region. Compared
to traditional buffer overﬂow attacks, heap spraying is simpler, as
∗
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stack buffer
overflow

A new attack. Based on the above analysis, we present a new
heap-spraying technique, called Heap Taichi, which can evade existing detection mechanisms. By precisely manipulating the heap
layout, Heap Taichi only needs to put executable code at a small
number of offsets in a heap block, and thus makes the “large of
NOP sled” feature in traditional heap-spraying attacks unnecessary.
To demonstrate the feasibility of Heap Taichi, we made proof-ofconcept heap-spraying attacks using Heap Taichi. Our experiments
showed that the surface area of a Heap Taichi attack is signiﬁcantly
less than the acceptable threshold used in existing solutions. We
also studied the impact of different memory-allocation granularity
on heap-spraying attacks and system performance, and found that
larger memory allocation granularity gives attackers more ﬂexibility without signiﬁcant gain in performance.
To address this problem, we proposed methods to enhance existing heap-spraying attack detection techniques by considering memory allocation granularity, and experimented with new ways of memory allocation.
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range of address, such as 0x0c0c0c0c, will be in the region of
allocated heap objects, as is illustrated in Figure 1.
After the heap is prepared with malicious shellcode, the second
step of this attack is to exploit a vulnerability in the victim process, forcing the victim process to transfer control to the sprayed
heap region. Any vulnerability that can be exploited to affect the
control ﬂow can be used in this step. Here we show an example
using a stack-based buffer overﬂow vulnerability, illustrated in the
left-hand side of Figure 1. By exploiting the buffer overﬂow vulnerability, attackers inject lots of 0x0c characters onto the stack,
overwriting the return address. When the program returns using the
corrupted return address, its execution is redirected to the address
0x0c0c0c0c, which is in the NOP sled of a sprayed heap object.
The victim program will continue through the NOP sled and reach
attackers’ shellcode.
Thanks to the defense mechanisms against buffer overﬂow attacks, it is very hard for attackers to know the exact address of their
shellcode. Therefore, they cannot use the stack overﬂow to execute their shellcode directly. In contrast, heap-spraying attacks
do not require attackers to know the detailed layout of the data
structures of the targeted memory region. But the object addresses
on the heap are harder to predict, even with the deployment of
ASLR [22, 33, 40, 44]. To increase the chance of success in the
second step of the attack, attackers usually put a long NOP sled
before the shellcode in their heap objects, and they have to inject
a large amount of heap objects containing shellcode, so that the
jump target of the attack will be covered by injected code with a
high probability. Otherwise, if the victim process jumps into the
middle of shellcode, or even jumps out of the heap region sprayed
by the attacker, the victim process often crashes because of invalid
memory access or invalid instructions.
In the rest of the paper, we use the following terms to describe the
behavior of a heap-spraying attack. 1) We call the execution after
the exploit and before running the shellcode a landing action. In
traditional heap-spraying attacks, the landing action usually runs
on the huge sled area, byte by byte. The traditional sled is ﬁlled
with NOP like bytes, such as 0x90 (NOP), 0x0c0c (or al, 0ch)
and these bytes lead to smooth landing actions. On the contrary,
landing actions executing some jump instructions, such as jmp,
are called bumpy landing. 2) The place where the landing action
starts is called landing position, or landing point. 3) The notion of
surface area is deﬁned in the NOZZLE paper [32] as the number of
available landing positions in one heap object. 4) The normalized
attack surface area (NSA) is a heap object’s surface area divided by
the heap object’s size. The normalized attack surface area represents the percentage of sled in a memory block. It also represents
the possibility of successfully executing the shellcode when execu-

∙ We analyze the implication of modern operating systems’
memory allocation granularity on heap-spraying attacks, and
present a new heap-spraying technique utilizing the weakness of memory alignments, which can effectively evade existing detection tools.
∙ We present four heap object structures that do not require a
large amount of NOP sled. We provide insight into the relationship between memory alignment size and heap-spraying
attack surface areas.
∙ We implement proof-of-concept Heap Taichi, and measure
the attack surface areas of these attacks. Experiments showed
that our heap-spraying attacks are a realistic threat, which
can evade existing detection tools.

HEAP SPRAYING AND DEFENSE

In this section, we describe a typical heap-spraying attack, and
discuss existing defense mechanisms.

2.1

shellcode

0x0bfc0000

Figure 1: The traditional heap spraying with stack buffer overﬂow exploit.

Contributions:

2.

sprayed heap area
0x0bec0000

Heap-spraying attacks

Throughout the paper, we use the term heap region to refer to
all the memory areas of a process’s heap. We use the term heap
block to refer to the memory block allocated for heap, e.g., the
blocks allocated by Windows’s memory management through the
VirtualAlloc family APIs. We call individual objects allocated on the heap heap objects, e.g., objects allocated by the API
HeapAlloc. Therefore, a heap region consists of several heap
blocks, and a heap block contains one or more heap objects.
Figure 1 illustrates a typical heap-spraying attack found by our
web crawler. The attack is launched by malicious JavaScript in a
web page, targeting a vulnerability in the Internet Explorer version
6 or version 7 [18]. In the ﬁrst step of this attack, attackers create a large amount of heap objects. Each heap object is ﬁlled with
a large number of NOP-like instructions (0x0c0c, the instruction
or al, 0ch) followed by a block of malicious shellcode. Illustrated in the right-hand side of Figure 1, the large white areas are
the NOP-like instructions, while the grey areas are the shellcode. If
attackers can hijack the process’s execution to any byte in the range
of NOP-like instructions, the malicious shellcode will be executed.
Although attackers cannot know the exact address of the injected
code, when the browser process’s heap region is very large, certain
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systems such as Linux have a similar memory allocation behavior
to Windows, which differs mainly in the default memory alignment
size.

tion randomly falls into a heap object. 5) The shellcode entry is the
starting point of the shellcode.

2.2

Existing defense mechanisms

Existing defense mechanisms against heap-spraying attacks can
be classiﬁed into two main types based on the analysis they perform
on heap objects. Approaches of the ﬁrst type detect shellcode by
searching for common patterns of shellcode. Approaches of the
second type analyze the control ﬂow structure of heap objects to
identify common structures used in heap-spraying attacks.
Egele et al. [21] is an example of the ﬁrst type. It monitors all
strings objects allocated in a browser’s JavaScript engine, and reports an attack when there is shellcode detected in string objects
created by the script. To detect shellcode, it uses the libemu library
to identify suspicious and valid instruction sequences longer than
32 bytes. As is discussed in the paper [21], attackers can evade
detection by breaking shellcode into multiple fragments smaller
than 32 bytes and linking them with indirect jump/call instructions.
However, unless attackers can precisely control the landing position, they still need a large portion of NOP sled to make a reliable
attack, which is well over the 32 byte threshold.
N OZZLE [32] is an example of the second type. Given a heap
object, it disassembles possible x86 instructions in the object and
build a control ﬂow graph (CFG). As we have described earlier in
this section, the heap block used in a typical heap-spraying attack
contains a block of shellcode, and the rest of the heap block contains instructions leading to the shellcode. N OZZLE searches for
this property in the CFG by identifying the location 𝑆 that can be
reaching from most of other locations in the heap object. The total number of locations that lead to 𝑆 is the surface area of the
heap object. In other words, N OZZLE draws the CFG of the heap
block. For each basic block in the CFG, it counts the number of
instructions that connect to the basic block. N OZZLE then calculates the surface area of the entire heap. When the surface-area-toheap-size ratio is greater than a threshold, N OZZLE reports a heapspraying attack. This approach is more accurate than the ﬁrst type
approaches, because it looks for more intrinsic properties of heapspraying attacks: when the location of shellcode is not predictable,
it is necessary to include large surface areas to increase the chance
for success.
Both types of existing solutions assume attackers have little information about the address of their shellcode. With this assumption, attackers cannot break sled and shellcode into small pieces to
evade the approach of Egele et al.; they also cannot evade N OZZLE
by only including very little NOP sled instructions. This assumption is valid if heap objects are allocated randomly without restriction. However, the randomness of heap object allocation is limited
by memory alignment enforced in operating systems. Next, we discuss its impact on heap memory allocation and describe an attack
that can evade both types of defense mechanisms.

3.

3.1

Windows memory allocation granularity

Windows memory alignment is controlled by the allocation granularity. On all existing Windows platforms, the value of allocation granularity1 is always 64K [33]. This size 64K was chosen
in part for supporting future processors with large page sizes [22],
as well as solving relocation problems on existing processors [3].
The memory allocation granularity only affects user-mode code;
kernel-mode code can allocate memory at the granularity of a single page [22]. As a result of the Windows memory allocation granularity, almost all of the base addresses of non-free regions are
aligned with 64K boundaries. In a process’s memory space, only
few regions (allocated by kernel-mode code [33]) are not aligned.
Even with ASLR enabled [40], the alignment of memory region addresses is not affected. On Linux systems, the memory allocation
granularity is 4K bytes.
Therefore, taking Windows as an example, all heap blocks allocated by user-mode code start from 64K boundaries. Note that
heap objects allocated by HeapAlloc can still start at random addresses in a heap block, but we have an interesting observation:
when a heap object is bigger than a certain threshold, 512K in
our experiment, Windows always allocates a separate heap block
for this object. That is, the addresses of large heap objects are
also aligned according to the allocation granularity, thus more predictable.
What is the implication of such a memory allocation behavior
on heap-spraying attacks? Recall that in the second step of a heapspraying attack, after the attacker triggers a control-hijacking exploit successfully, the victim process’s EIP register is loaded with
a value assigned by the attacker. If the starting addresses of heap
objects are fully random, the EIP can fall anywhere in a heap object. For example, when the heap object’s size is 512K bytes, the
hijacked EIP can point to any byte of the 512K bytes. This is the
main reason for requiring a large amount of NOP-like instructions
in heap-spraying attacks. However, the Windows memory allocation granularity makes large heap objects’ addresses much more
predictable. If an EIP assigned by an attacker have few possible locations in a large heap object, the attacker only need to put
jump-equivalent instructions at those locations to guide the victim
process to execute malicious shell code, which breaks the assumptions, relied on by previous defense mechanisms. As a result, the
large block of NOP sled is no longer necessary for a heap-spraying
attack with high chances to succeed.
In fact, an EIP assigned by an attacker can only point to EIGHT
possible locations in a 512K-byte heap object, which is explained
in Figure 2 using the address 0x0c0c0c0c. Due to the 64K
(0x10000) Windows memory allocation granularity, a 512K-byte
heap object covering the address 0x0c0c0c0c can only start from
0x0c050000, 0x0c060000, ..., 0x0c0c0000. Therefore, the
offset of the address 0x0c0c0c0c0 inside the object have eight
possible values: 0x70c0c, 0x60c0c, ..., 0x00c0c. On each
of these offsets, if the attacker puts a few bytes, say 20 bytes (the
unconditional jump instruction takes ﬁve bytes on 32-bit x86), of
jumping instructions, the resulting surface area is very little: 160
bytes out of a 512K-byte object.

HEAP SPRAYING WITH LITTLE SURFACE AREAS

Memory alignment is commonly adopted in modern operating
systems for better memory performance. With memory alignment,
a memory block allocated for a process cannot start from arbitrary
addresses. Instead, the addresses must be multiples of the alignment size deﬁned by the system.
In this section, we analyze the memory allocation behavior of the
Windows platform and its implication on heap-spraying attacks.
Then we describe a new attack technique that can evade existing
heap-spraying detection mechanisms. Note that other operating

1

It can be retrieved by the GetSystemInfo API (the
dwAllocationGranularity member of the returned
SYSTEM_INFO structure).
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Figure 3: Structures of new heap-spraying memory blocks.

3.2

∙ In the Type B structure, attackers put jump-equivalent instructions at the possible landing positions. Each group of
jump instruction will jump to the shellcode entry.

Structure of malicious heap objects with
little surface area

As is discussed in the previous section, given a speciﬁc address
𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟 in the heap region, the landing action can only start at few
offsets in a large heap object. Executable code at other offsets will
never be the direct jump target when the process transfers control
to the address 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑟. With this new insight, we describe a few new
structures of malicious heap objects that result in very little surface
area.
The general idea is to put jump-equivalent instructions at possible landing positions to guide execution into attackers’ shellcode.
The shellcode is a small piece of code connected by jump-family
instructions, which can evade the approaches that detect valid instruction sequences. Figure 3 shows three types of the new heap
block structures that have little surface area. In this ﬁgure, each
rectangle with bold boundary stands for a heap object. The shadow
areas are bytes with random values. The possible landing positions
are represented as solid dots. Shellcode is represented as white
rectangles, with a circle indicating its entry point.

∙ In the Type C structure, the malicious shellcode is directly
put at each landing position. By using this kind of memory
blocks, the landing action is eliminated and the shellcode is
executed immediately after the exploit is triggered.
In the Type C structure, although there are several copies of
shellcode, the surface area is as small as one copy because the
copies of shellcode are not connected. The Type C structure requires the shellcode size to be smaller than the alignment granularity. To launch such an attack on an operating system using a small
alignment granularity, say 32 bytes, we introduce the Type D heap
object structure, which is an improved Type C structure.
Shown in Figure 4, the main idea of this structure is that we
can split the shellcode into pieces and link these pieces with jump
instructions. We place jump instructions at each landing point to
jump to the shellcode. Similar to the Type C structure, although
there are lots of shellcode copies in the heap block, the measurable
surface area is small. We illustrate this type of structure by an example. Assuming the memory allocation granularity is 32 bytes,
we construct a 512K-byte heap block using the Type D structure,
which includes 1024 copies of shellcode. In the heap block, we
need to create 512𝐾/32 = 16384 landing points. Each landing
point connects to one of the shellcode copies sequentially or arbi-

∙ In the Type A structure, attackers ﬁrst copy the block of malicious shellcode into the heap object. The landing positions
are chained together to reach the shellcode entry. That is,
each landing position is a set of jump-equivalent instructions
that point to the next landing position. The instructions at the
last landing position lead to the shellcode entry.
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trarily. This transformation is still a “sled construction” technique,
which plants landing points inside the shellcode. The shellcode
features are not changed after these landing points inserted.
Type D structures can be created using the following technique.
Given a piece of shellcode2 , we ﬁrst split it into pieces, where each
piece is less than or equal to 25 bytes. If a piece is less than 25
bytes, we append a few NOP-like instructions to it to make the size
of all pieces 25 bytes. To connect the shellcode pieces, we enclose
each shellcode piece between a prologue and an epilogue, shown
in Step 2 of the ﬁgure. The prologue is called “header (hdr) jump”
and it’s a jump instruction (5 bytes, jump near, relative, displacement relative to next instruction) pointing to the shellcode’s starting
position. We need to distribute the header jumps to the start of 1024
copies of shellcode evenly. In the attack, the prologues are put at
landing points. The epilogue is called “tail jump” and it’s a jump
instruction (2 bytes, jump short, relative, displacement relative to
next instruction). In the attack, the epilogues connect the shellcode
pieces. The tail jump only jumps 2 + 5 = 7 bytes forward. So
with the prologue and epilogue, each shellcode piece is extended to
25 + 5 + 2 = 32 bytes. In the third step, we combine 16 such 32byte pieces to form shellcode of 16 × 32 = 512 bytes. We call it a
512-byte linked shellcode. To ﬁt the selected original shellcode into
such a block, the shellcode size should be less than 25 × 16 = 400
bytes. Finally, we merge 1024 linked shellcode pieces into one
heap memory block. There are 1024 × 16 = 16384 header jumps
inside the heap memory block and they are the landing positions.
The ﬁnal heap memory block will be used in our new heapspraying attack. The possible landing positions are at each 32 byte
2

Type
√A
√
√
√

Type
√B
√
√
×

Type
√C
×
×
×

Type
√D
√
×
×

Table 1: Relationship between layout types and alignment size.
boundary. So we could exploit to address such as 0x0c0c0c20,
0x0c0c0c40, 0x0c0c0c60, and etc. When the execution starts
from any one of the landing positions, it will reach the shellcode.
We summarize the relationship between four heap object structures and the memory alignment boundaries in table 1. When the
alignment size is 64K bytes, all four heap object structures can be
used. More generally, all four heap object structures can be used as
long as the alignment size is larger than the size of the shellcode.
When the alignment size is smaller than the size of the shellcode,
the Type C layout does not work anymore, but the Type D is still
effective.
In the new attack discussed in this paper, the sprayed heap objects are mostly ﬁlled with bytes that cannot be treated as NOP sled
or bytes that cannot be interpreted as legal x86 instructions. N OZ ZLE can only ﬁnd memory blocks that have a normalized surface
area much lower than its threshold.

3.3

Surface area calculation

Our calculation involves the following variables: heap memory block size 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 , alignment size 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 , shellcode
size 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠𝑐 , and normalized attack Surface Area 𝑁 𝑆𝐴. We use
𝑁 𝑆𝐴𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑋 to represent the normalized attack surface area of Type
X.

The size of shellcode ranges from dozens to hundreds [12].
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Figure 5: Normalized attack surface.

𝑁 𝑆𝐴𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝐴 ≈ 𝑁 𝑆𝐴𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝐵
≈
=
𝑁 𝑆𝐴𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝐶

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

+ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠𝑐

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘
1
+

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠𝑐
≈
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑁 𝑆𝐴𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝐷 ≈

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠𝑐
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠𝑐
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘

+ 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠𝑐

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠𝑐
1
=
× (1 +
)
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠𝑐
≈
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘

From the above discussion, we can see that the assumptions made
by N OZZLE are not necessary for a reliable heap-spraying attack.
N OZZLE can be enhanced to detect some of the new attacks by
considering the effect of memory allocation granularity. The key is
that all the landing positions should not be treated as the same. Instead, an enhanced N OZZLE algorithm should count the numbers of
landing positions on each offset inside an “alignment-size segment”
and record these numbers into an array. For example, on a 64K-byte
aligned system, in a 1M-byte heap memory block, the three landing positions at 0x00c0c, 0x10c0c, 0x20c0c number the
count at 0x0c0c as three. In the example of case study, the array
at offset 0x0c0c is counted as 8. Then we calculate the success
rate on each offset. In the example of case study, the success rate
on 0x0c0c is 8 ÷ 8 = 100% and on other positions the success
rates are 0 ÷ 8 = 0%. Any success rate over 50% means a potential threat that may trigger a shellcode with a high success rate. The
improved N OZZLE report a potential heap-spraying attack when it
ﬁnds an offset with success rate over 50%.
However, the enhanced algorithm cannot deal with the Type C
and D attack, where there are many copies of shellcode in one
heap memory block. The landing positions are different from each
other when analyzed statically because that they connect to different shellcode copies and these shellcode copies are not connected
in the CFG. So, in Type C and D attack, the enhanced N OZZLE
calculates the success rate at offset 0x0c0c as 1 ÷ 8 = 12.5%.
We report our evaluation results of this enhanced algorithm in Section 4.2.

Heap memory allocation in ﬁner granularity.
The main problem behind this new type of attack is the predictability of heap addresses resulted from the coarse granularity
of memory allocation. So a natural solution to prevent Heap Taichi
attacks and similar attacks is to aligning memory allocation at a
smaller-sized boundary. But we found it not easy to achieve in our
experiments, because several application-level libraries align allocated memory objects by themselves.
There are many heap managers on different levels of a program,
each of which has its own heap management strategy. For example, at the kernel level, there are “heap manager” in Windows,
“SLUB allocator” in Linux, and Address Space Layout Permutation (ASLP) [26] in Linux. At the library level, there are libraries
like jemalloc [23] and tcmalloc [35]. At the program level, we
found that Firefox implemented a memory allocator based on object lifetimes named “JSArena” [25]. The heap manager on each
level always manages its own “chunks” and also tries to get the
chunks aligned on its own boundaries. Therefore, the granularity enforced by lower levels may be ignored in higher levels. For
instance, jemalloc wraps VirtualAlloc and keeps its chunks
aligned at 2M-byte boundaries. If the VirtualAlloc returns
a memory block not aligned at the 2M-byte boundary, jemalloc
frees the chunk and repeats the allocation until the returned memory block is aligned at the 2M-byte boundary.
To our understanding, the main reason for user-level alignment
is performance. However, our performance evaluation (discussed
in Section 4.3) showed that the gain in performance by the userlevel alignment is not signiﬁcant (less than 5% in our experiment).
Therefore, memory managers at all levels should use ﬁner memory
allocation granularity for better security, a trade-off by sacriﬁcing
a limited amount of performance.

From the formulas we can see that
∙ The 𝑁 𝑆𝐴 of Type A and B consists of two parts. The ﬁrst
term of the 𝑁 𝑆𝐴 is only relevant to alignment size, and the
second term is relevant to both shellcode size and block size.
The 𝑁 𝑆𝐴 of Type A and Type B increases when the alignment size or block size decrease, or when the shellcode size
increases.
∙ The 𝑁 𝑆𝐴 of Type C is only relevant to the size of shellcode
and memory block size. The 𝑁 𝑆𝐴 is proportional to the size
of shellcode, and is inversely proportional to the size of the
memory block size.
∙ The 𝑁 𝑆𝐴 of Type D is more complex, but it is clear that
the 𝑁 𝑆𝐴 is inversely proportional to the size of the memory block. We also found that the 𝑁 𝑆𝐴 of Type D is much
smaller than that of Type A and B.
There are three independent variables in these formulas and the
function graph is hard to plot. To draw the graph, we must ﬁx two
of them. We assume that the heap memory block size is 1M bytes
and the shellcode size is 256 bytes. Figure 5 shows the function
graphs. The X-axis indicates the alignment size in bytes and the
Y-axis indicates the normalized attack surface area (NSA). To simplify the calculation, we assume all the size of all instructions is
one. Therefore, the surface area of practical samples may be two or
three times of the theoretical value. As is showed in Figure 5, the
normalized attack surface of all new heap objects is lower than the
threshold of N OZZLE (50%).
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Figure 6: A sample structure of memory blocks with little surface area.
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function heapspray(){
var scstring = unescape("%u9090...");
var alignment_size = 0x10000;
var pre_len = 0x00000c0c;
var post_len = alignment_size - 0x00000c0c - 0x6;
var head_offset = 0x24;
var jmp_str = unescape("%uFBE9%u00FF%uCC00");
var type1_str = CreateCCstringwithsize(pre_len) + jmp_str + CreateCCstringwithsize(post_len);
var type2_str = CreateCCstringwithsize(pre_len) + scstring +
CreateCCstringwithsize(post_len + 0x6 - scstring.length * 2);
var type1_total_str = DuplicateStr(type1_str, 15);
type1_total_str = type1_total_str.substr(head_offset / 2,
type1_total_str.length - head_offset / 2);
// cut off the header bytes
var m = new Array();
for(i = 0; i < 200; i++)
m[i] = type1_total_str + type2_str;
}

Figure 7: Sample JavaScript spraying heap with Type A blocks.

4.

EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

In this section, we describe our experiments of Heap Taichi,
which generated heap objects that can bypass existing detection
mechanisms. We also measure their normalized attack surface with
different alignment sizes in the experiments.

4.1

Case study: A sample JavaScript code creating Type A heap objects

In this section, we give a JavaScript example of spraying a browser’s
heap with our Type A heap objects. This attack can also be done in
other languages, including VBScript and ActionScript.
Figure 6 illustrates the structure used in this example. The malicious heap object’s size is 1M bytes, consisting of two types of
64K-byte memory blocks. The ﬁrst type only contains jump instructions at the landing positions, pointing to the landing position
in the next block. The second type of block contains the shellcode
at the landing position. We use the address 0x0c0c0c0c as the
jump target in step two of the attack. According to our analysis
in Section 3, the landing position is at the offset 0x0c0c of each
64K-byte block. We construct the ﬁnal block by concatenating 15
type-1 blocks and one type-2 block, forming a heap object of 1M
bytes. Note that each heap object allocated by Javascript has a 36byte header (a Windows heap management header and a Javascript
heap management header); we need to remove 36 bytes at the beginning of the ﬁnal block, so that the offsets of landing positions
will not be shifted by the header.
Figure 7 shows a piece of JavaScript code that implements a
Heap Taichi attack, performing the heap object construction and
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heap spraying. The function CreateCCstringwithsize is
used to create a string ﬁlled with value 0xCC and the function
DuplicateStr is used to create a long string. We ﬁll the blocks
with 0xCC, because it is the opcode of x86’s INT 3 instruction,
regarded as a terminator of a sequence of shellcode by existing approaches. We can ﬁll these blocks with random bytes, because they
are not used anyway. Because JavaScript strings use unicode encoding where each character takes 16 bits, we need to divide the
length measured in bytes by two to get the correct length of unicode strings. Line 7 constructs the type1_64k block, and line 8
constructs the type2_64k block. Then line 9 and line 10 prepare
the ﬁrst half of the ﬁnal block. Thirty six bytes are cut from the ﬁrst
half to accommodate the heap header. Finally, the heap is sprayed
in line 12 to line 14 by an array of 200 strings containing the ﬁnal
block, taking up 200M bytes of the browser’s heap region.
The scstring is ﬁlled with shellcode that libemu [9] cannot
detect, which is captured by our drive-by download monitoring system [47]. The main reason that libemu cannot detect such shellcode is that libemu just emulates shellcode and once the shellcode
includes instructions like xor eax, [edi] where register eax
can only be determined at run-time, libemu cannot work well. For
more evasion techniques, we refer readers to [29]. We extracted
44 shellcode pieces from those cached web pages, and 12 of them
can’t be detected by libemu. We choose a 236-byte shellcode to
ﬁll the scstring. Thus this script can bypass defending techniques based on libemu shellcode detection. We have also scanned
this shellcode using 12 anti-virus products, and none of them could
recognize it as a malicious code.

Sample ID
A64k
B64k
C64k
A4k
B4k
C4k
A32
B32
D32
A8
B8

Heap Object Type
Type A
Type B
Type C
Type A
Type B
Type C
Type A
Type B
Type D
Type A
Type B

Alignment size
64k bytes
64k bytes
64k bytes
4k bytes
4k bytes
4k bytes
32 bytes
32 bytes
32 bytes
8 bytes
8 bytes



ͳͲͲǤͲͲͲΨ

Threshold proposed by Nozzle(50%)
No false positive threshold of Nozzle(20%)

ͳͲǤͲͲͲΨ

Max top 150 Alexa sites(12%)

ͳǤͲͲͲΨ

ͲǤͳͲͲΨ

ͲǤͲͳͲΨ

Table 2: Samples used in surface area measurement
Block type
Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D

8 bytes
14%
25%

Alignment size
32 bytes 4K bytes
3.6%
0.030%
3.6%
0.030%
0.0055%
0.015%

ͲǤͲͲͳΨ

64K bytes
0.0068%
0.0068%
0.0054%

ͺ

ͺ

͵ʹ ͵ʹ Ͷ Ͷ ͵ʹ ͷ Ͷ Ͷ Ͷ

Figure 8: Sorted normalized attack surface area
A 512 KB memory block

Table 3: Normalized attack surface area in our experiments
In our experiment, we modiﬁed a cached drive-by download web
page by replacing its heap-spraying script with the one shown in
Figure 7. Then we browsed the page using IE6 on Windows XP.
The script reliably executed the shellcode, which downloaded and
installed a bot on the victim machine.

4.2

64KB cycle
64KB cycle
64KB cycle
shellcode
64KB cycle
64KB cycle

Surface area measurement experiments

64KB cycle

We build several example heap blocks of all the four heap structures and various alignment sizes, shown as Table 2. For example, A64k is the one given in the last subsection. B64k uses type
B structure, a modiﬁed version of A64k with different jump instructions. C64k uses Type C structure, which can be achieved
by replacing all type1_str with type2_str in our example
JavaScript. The shellcode used in our experiment has 236 bytes,
including 101 instructions. Its maximum attack surface area is 56.
To measure the normalized attack surface area (NSA), we implemented N OZZLE’s surface area measurement algorithm. Table 3
summarizes the measured NSAs. We also plotted the results in Figure 8, where the Y-axis indicates the NSA of the attack vectors and
the X-axis indicates the test cases. In Figure 8, we also marked
several thresholds used in N OZZLE. When alignment size is 32 or
higher, the normalized attack surface areas of the samples are far
below the 50% threshold in N OZZLE.
When alignment size is 8, the Type C and Type D heap objects
cannot be created. B8 exceeds the 20% “no false positive threshold” of N OZZLE, and A8 is on the border. The enhanced N OZZLE
detection should cooperate with 8-byte or 4-byte heap allocation
granularity. In the Type A and Type B objects, there are many
landing positions connects to one copy of shellcode. The enhanced
N OZZLE detects all of them and reports a heap spraying attack.
Also, we can see the difference in ratio between these results and
the theoretical calculation in Section 3 is less than 3.0, which is
close to the average instruction length. Therefore, the experiments
conﬁrm our theoretical analysis.

4.3

64KB cycle
shellcode

Type A+B+C

Figure 9: A sample mixed layout

Benchmark and V8 Benchmark. The result showed that the performance overhead is less than 5%. Researchers [26] also reported
acceptable performance overhead of an 8-byte aligned randomization using other benchmarks.

5.
5.1

DISCUSSION
Variations of Heap Taichi

Section 3 describes four basic memory layouts of Heap Taichi.
Attackers may create new attacks by extending Heap Taichi.
At instruction level, attackers can replace those jump instruction
with different instruction sequences, and ﬁll arbitrary instructions
between landing points and shellcode. At layout level, attackers
can use the basic layouts to compose new layouts. For example,
Figure 9 shows a “mixed” layout by combining Type A, B and C.
Type C includes multiple copies of shellcode but keeps a small surface area; Type A and B layouts introduce more surface area but
fewer shellcode copies. Attackers could use all these types in one
heap block to balance these characteristics to evade detections.

Performance of ﬁne-grained memory allocation granularity

To evaluate the performance of 8-byte alignments, we built the
Firefox 3.6.3 with jemalloc enabled and also modiﬁed jemalloc and
SpiderMonkey with 8-byte randomization. Then we measured the
modiﬁed Firefox’s Javascript performance with Sunspider Javascript

5.2

Difﬁculty of detecting Heap Taichi attack

Under the 64K-byte alignment size, there are only 16 landing
points in one 1M heap block as analyzed in Section 3. Attackers
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tion and, more importantly, locations of allocated heap objects.
Sotirov [38] introduced a technique to use JavaScript to manipulate browser heap’s layout, and implemented this technique into
a JavaScript library for setting up heap state before triggering a
vulnerability. Daniel et al. [19] developed a technique to reliably
position a function pointer after a heap buffer that is vulnerable to
buffer overﬂow. In this paper, we leverage a weakness on Windows
heap allocation due to the large memory allocation granularity enforced on Windows systems, which makes heap allocation more
predictable for attackers.

could use mixed layouts similar to the example in Figure 9: place 3
to 5 shellcode pieces in one 1M heap block, and let landing points
lead to any one of these shellcode pieces. In average, four landing
points ﬂow into one shellcode copy. Under this situation, there are
no obvious anomalies in statistics compared to benign heap blocks,
and it is very hard for methods like N OZZLE to detect this kind of
attack without a high false positive rate.
As a consequence, to detect Heap Taichi under 64k memory
alignment is as hard as to detect four shellcode copies in a 1Mbyte heap object in real time. This could be a real challenge, and
there is no practical solution which achieve both low false negative
and low false positive so far.

6.
6.1

Executable code detection. Recent researches such as [28,
37] have proved that detecting arbitrary shellcode by static code
features is difﬁcult and even infeasible. In the context of network
packets, several solutions [11, 30, 42] can detect executable code in
the payload, but they cause high false positives in the context of
heap objects [32], which makes them unsuitable for heap-spraying
detection. In section 2.2, we have discussed several detection methods in detail.

RELATED WORK
Heap spraying with ASLR and DEP

The Address Space Layout Randomization(ASLR) technique [22,
33, 40, 44] is widely used in recent Windows versions such as Windows Vista and Windows 7. Analyses [40, 44] show that the randomization of heap area is quite weak. For each heap memory
block, the system creates a ﬁve bit random number (between 0 and
31) and multiplies it with 64K, and then adds the product to the initial allocation base. This technique affects heap-spraying attacks,
because it creates unpredictable gaps between the memory blocks.
But attackers can deal with it by allocating a huge memory block
and structure it carefully, so that the risk of landing in the gaps
would be signiﬁcantly reduced.
The ASLR-based defense is not effective on the new attack discussed in this paper. Because of the Windows memory allocation
granularity, heap blocks are still aligned to 64K boundaries even
after randomization. That means, the relative landing positions
in each heap object is unchanged. As long as attackers can spray
enough memory area using the heap region, the attack can still have
a high success rate.
Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [1] is complementary to ASLR.
It is an effective scheme to prevent an application or service from
executing code from a non-executable memory region. Since shellcode is injected into non-executable memory region, most code injection attacks cannot work anymore when both DEP and ASLR are
turned on. However, the attack techniques that can bypass DEP and
ASLR are continually proposed. For example, Nenad Stojanovski
et al. [41] showed that initial implementation of the software for
DEP in Windows XP is actually not at all secure, and many attacks (such as return-to-libc like attack) can bypass DEP protection. Furthermore, Alexander Sotirov and Mark Dowd [39] implemented several exploitation techniques to bypass the protections
and reliably execute remote code on Windows Vista. Dion Blazakis [15] illustrated two novel techniques (i.e., pointer inference and
JIT spraying) to Windows Vista with IE8. Recently, during the
PWN2OWN hacking contest 2010 [10], both IE 8 and Firefox 3
web browsers running on the Windows 7 system (both DEP and
ASLR enabled) were successfully compromised. We believe that
the attacks against DEP and ASLR cannot be completely avoided
due to the vulnerabilities in operating systems or security-critical
applications.

6.2

6.3

Memory exploit detection and prevention

Note that heap spraying itself cannot directly cause the malicious
payload to be executed. A successful attack needs another vulnerability to trigger the change of control ﬂow to the sprayed heap.
Detecting and preventing such vulnerabilities can stop heap spraying.
Buffer overﬂow is the common vulnerability exploited to redirect
victim process’s control ﬂow. Traditional buffer overﬂow attacks
target the pointer variables on stack or heap. A large number of
solutions [45] have been proposed to address this problem. Among
these efforts, address space layout randomization (ASLR) [2, 13,
14] provides general protection against memory exploits by randomizing the location of memory objects. It is now widely adopted
in major operating systems. Note that address space layout randomization makes the location of memory objects, including heap
objects, unpredictable, thus forcing heap-spraying attacks to inject a huge amount of heap objects containing code to increase the
chance of success. This forms the basis for existing heap-spraying
detection solutions.
Another common vulnerability exploited in browsers is integer
overﬂow. Many integer overﬂow vulnerabilities are disclosed in
recent years, and some integer overﬂow detection and prevention
methods are proposed [16,43]. Integer overﬂow leads to heap overﬂow in many cases, and heap spraying could construct step stones
when exploiting these vulnerabilities.
In practice, it is very hard to eliminate all such vulnerabilities.
Also, the runtime overhead prevents many of these approaches from
being deployed widely. Therefore, the solution from this paper
complements the approaches in memory exploit prevention.

7.

CONCLUSION

Heap-spraying code injection attacks are commonly used in websites with exploits and drive-by downloads. This technique provides the attacker an easy-to-use code injection method which can
be implemented in many type-safe languages. Since traditional
heap spraying attacks require large number of NOP sled to increase
the possibility of successful attacks, existing detection solutions
mainly check for large amount of executable instructions on the
heap.
By analyzing the operating systems’ memory allocation mechanism, we found that the large amount of NOP sled is not necessary for heap spraying attacks if the memory alignment size is large
enough. We introduced a new technique to launch heap-spraying

Heap-spraying attack and detection

Our approach is closely related to existing work on heap behavior manipulation, heap-spraying detection, as well as x86 executable code detection.

Heap behavior manipulation. A successful heap-spraying
attack requires attackers to be able to predict the heap organiza-
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attack, which only injects a little amount of executable instruction,
making it undetectable by existing approaches. We discussed the
four basic types of attack modes and provide insight into the relationship between memory alignment size and heap spraying attack surface areas. We veriﬁed the technique by a proof-of-concept
implementation. Even when the alignment size is 32 bytes, our
attack can evade existing detection techniques. As a solution, we
propose to enforce ﬁner memory allocation granularity at memory
managers of all levels, trading a limited amount performance for
better security.
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ABSTRACT

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Most existing attestation schemes deal with binaries and
typically require an exhaustive list of known-good measurements beforehand in order to perform verification. However,
many programs nowadays are custom-built: the end user is
allowed to tailor, compile and build the source code into
various versions, or even build everything from scratch. As
a result, it is very difficult, if not impossible, for existing
schemes to attest the custom-built software with theoretically unlimited number of valid binaries available. This
paper introduce SCOBA, a new Source COde Based Attestation framework, to specifically deal with the attestation
on custom software. Instead of trying to obtain a knowgood measurement list, SCOBA focuses on the source code
and provides a trusted building process to attest the resulting binaries based on the source files and building configuration. SCOBA introduces a trusted verifier to certify the
binary code of custom-build program according to its source
code and building configuration. For custom-built software
based on open-source distributions, we implemented a fully
automatic trusted building system prototype for SCOBA
based on GCC and TPM. As a case study, we also applied
SCOBA to Gentoo and its Portage, which is a source code
based package management system. Experimental results
show that remote attestation, one of the key TCG features,
can be made practically available to the free software community.

D.4.6 [Operating System]: Security and Protection—Authentication, Invasive software; D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance, and Enhancement—Restructuring, reverse engineering, and reengineering

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Remote attestation, custom software, trusted computing,
free software, property-based attestation

1. INTRODUCTION
Many IT systems nowadays are conducted on open computer platforms across heterogeneous domains or over the
public Internet. Entities in such an open, distributed and
dynamic environment usually behave on their own behalf
and may not trust each other for mission-critical operations
or transactions. Remote attestation provides an important
way to establish trust on parties in an open network. In
Trusted Computing Group’s trusted computing standard
[23], remote attestation allows a challenging platform, usually referred to as a challenger, to verify the configuration integrity of a remote platform (i.e., an attester ). Recent years
have witnessed various evolutions out of the basic TCG attestation in many dimensions, including IMA [21], program
semantics attestation [12], security policy enforcement [14],
property attestation [4, 19], BIND [22], remote attestation
on program execution [11], and so on.
Most of the existing remote attestation schemes are based
on the integrity measurement of programs and configurations. The size of known-good measurements greatly limits
the practicability of the existing attestation schemes. For
example, free software and open-source software make it difficult, if not impossible, for existing attestation schemes to
verify the genuineness of the corresponding binary code.
From the perspective of software deployment, there are
usually two types of software: custom software and prepackaged software. Many software nowadays are based on
open-source software distributions, which greatly accelerate
the software development process. However, since the users
are in control of all the source files, they are able to tailor,
configure and build their own executables to be deployed in
their own environment. Even worse, they could also modify
the source files at their own discretion, which would make
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the situation worse for attestation schemes. Custom software can be configured and tailored according to the end
user’s requirements which cannot be predicted by the software provider. For example, Linux kernel can be configured
and built for each and different platform, with different requirements specified by the users. The result is that even
all users download a specific software from the same trusted
source website, the executables they built themselves could
all differ from each others.
Existing remote attestation schemes are not adequate to
verify these custom-built software, mainly because it is impossible to hold a known-good measurement database for
so many different programs of unpredictable versions. Although existing property-based attestation schemes [4, 19]
introduced the concept of attesting programs based on their
properties, these stated properties are still tied to the binary
code. As a result, these property-based attestation scheme
still need a giant known-good binary database, which is still
not able to handle the custom software.
To deal with these challenges from custom software, we
propose SCOBA, a new Source COde Based Attestation
framework to solve the above problems and initiate an effort for applying remote attestation, one of the key TCG
features, in the free software community. The rationale of
our scheme is to link specified binary code of the customized
software with its source code, and certify the generated binary code of the software according to both its source code
and building configuration.
In order to validate the generated binary code of custom
software, we introduce a Trusted Building System (TBS) to
enable a trusted building process for compiling the custom
software (Figure 1). In the trusted building process, the
source code of the target program is tailored according to
the end user’s requirements and it is complied into binary
code with the TBS, in which the binary code is bound with
its corresponding source code and building configurations.
The building process can be attested to prove the validation
of the generated binary code. With the generated binary
code and its corresponding source code as well as building
configuration, a trusted verifier is introduced to certify the
property of the custom software (step a and step b in Figure
1). At runtime, challenger may use the certificate to enable
remote attestation on the custom software (step c and step
d in Figure 1). So the trust chain of our attestation scheme
can be built from the TPM to the building process, and
finally to the attested custom software at runtime.
This paper makes the following key contributions:

the source code files and building configuration of the
customized software, the trusted verifier may obtain its
property by evaluating and testing these information.
• The trusted verifier in SCOBA serves as the verification agent, which can be customized to accommodate
different types of software. As a result, SCOBA provides a flexible framework, which can be customized
according to different types of software development
process, as demonstrated by the case study on Gentoo.
The paper is organized as follows: we will give a brief introduction on background in Section 2. Section 3 introduces
the design of SCOBA. Section 4 presents the implementation and evaluation on the prototype of SCOBA. Section 5
introduces the application of SCOBA in Gentoo. Section 6
introduces the related work. Section 7 discusses the possible solutions for improving our scheme and its application.
Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses the future work.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Custom Software
From the perspective of software deployment, there are
usually two types of software: custom software and prepackaged software. Custom software, which is also called
bespoke software, allows end user to design and implement
software based on its own requirements. Pre-packaged software, or “off-the-shelf” software is released by software provider
with specified configurations, such as the installation packages under Windows, rpm packages and Debian packages
under Linux.
Sometimes custom software is referred to as configured
software, or customized software, which is tailored or customized from the original version of delivered software. The
custom software starts from an existing structure and it is
flexible for various requirements. Free software and open
software are the most widely available custom software. Like
the Linux kernel, end users may modify and configure the
free software at will to satisfy their specific requirements.
However, such flexibility results large number of unpredictable
versions for binary code of free software.
In this paper, we will consider two kinds of custom software: custom-built software–customizing without modifying the source code files; fully custom software–customizing
with modifications on source code files. For the first type,
the users customize the software distribution before building, but do not modify individual source code files that are
attained from trusted parties. For the fully custom software, users can modify the source code of the original software. For the custom-built software, as it is supposed to
have fixed source code, SCOBA is able to automatically certify this type of customized software. For the fully custom
software, SCOBA may have to employ experts or more sophisticated certification techniques to certify these modified
source code, such as model checking and testing.
When considering their tailoring platform, compilation
platform and execution platform, the custom software deployment can either take place all on the same platform, or
it could be performed on separated platforms. For example,
the compilation and execution are carried out on separated
platforms; the source code is tailored and built on a separated platform according to the end user’s requirements.

• SCOBA solves the problem of known-good measurements database for custom software. With the proposed framework, it becomes practical to attest customized software in open networks. To our best knowledge, it is the first effort for employing attestation to
enhance trust establishment on customized software,
especially for customized open-source software.
• The proposed Trusted Building System enables another party to validate and certify the generated binary
code of custom software according to its source code
and building configuration. Existing solutions can not
attest custom software, because it has no way of validating the binary code of custom-built software.
• The source code based approach is a more practical
way to obtain the software property. As SCOBA binds
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These approaches may require different designs and implementations of secure execution environment for the trusted
building process in our scheme, and this will be discussed in
Section 3.3 and Section 4. For most existing customized software, the first approach with the same platform is the most
frequently used, thus we will focus on it most of the time
and point out the difference if separated platforms might be
used.

2.2

time, the challenger wants to attest the property of this
customized program; the challenger and attester will carry
out the attestation procedure for this free software with the
help of the trusted verifier.

Attester
The attester is the end user of a customized program P ,
which is executed on the attester platform. The attester
customizes the source code of program P and takes a trusted
building process to compile the source code into binary code.
The trusted building process is introduced in Section 3.3.
The attester employs a trusted verifier for property certification on the tailored program. The attester platform is
supposed to be equipped with TPM.

Dynamic Root of Trust

The TCG specifications introduce authenticated boot (or
secure boot) to prove or guarantee that the system is booted
into a secure state. The authenticated boot and secure boot
provide a static root of trust based on the TPM. However, the static root of trust can not guarantee the security of a runtime system. With AMD’s Secure Virtual Machine (SVM)[2] and Intel’s Trusted Execution Technology
(TXT)[13], it becomes practical to provide a dynamic root
of trust for runtime system. The dynamic root of trust can
strongly support a secure domain for dedicated system at
runtime. Some studies for leveraging dynamic root of trust
to provide secure execution environment have already been
proposed, such as OSLO [15], Flicker [17] and TrustVisor
[16]. For custom software delivered on the same platform,
the end user may run the compilation process in the secure
domain, which is supported by a dynamic root of trust.

3.
3.1

Challenger
The challenger needs to attest the customized software being
executed on the attester platform. The challenger requests
the attester platform to return the integrity measurement
and certificate of the target program. With these results,
the challenger requests the trusted verifier to verify the certificate to determine the property of the target program.

Trusted verifier
The trusted verifier carries out two key tasks: property certification on customized software; runtime certificate verification. When the attester finishes the trusted building process,
it requests a property certification on the customized program by sending all required source code, binary code and
other records of trusted building process to the trusted verifier. The trusted verifier checks all these files and records to
conclude with certain property for the customized program.
At runtime, the challenger requests the trusted verifier to
verify the certificate of the target program with specific integrity measurement. The trusted verifier can be a Trusted
Third Party that issues property certificates and verifies certificates. The original provider of the program from which
the customized software originates, can naturally serve as
the role of trusted verifier.

SCOBA DESIGN
Attestation Framework

To provide remote attestation for custom software, we propose a new source code based attestation framework called
SCOBA, which is illustrated in Figure 2. Instead of trying
to obtain a list of known-good measurement list, SCOBA
focuses on the source code, and provides a trusted building process to verify the resulting binaries according to the
source files and building configuration.
Three parties are involved in SCOBA: the challenger, the
attester and the trusted verifier. A typical scenario is as
follows: the builder configures, tailors and builds a custom
software P according to the challenger’s requirement; the
trusted verifier certificates the custom software by checking its source code, compiling configuration, binary code
and records of building process; the builder delivers the custom software to the challenger with its certification; at run-

3.2 Attester Platform
In the SCOBA framework, we assume that the attester
platform (shown in Figure 2) is equipped with TPM, TXT[13]
or SVM[2], the Secure Virtual Machine, the TCG software
stack and an Attestation Agent, as well as a trusted building
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Figure 2: SCOBA Framework
system. The attester has privileges in controlling the software system on its platform. The attester platform may provide both static root of trust and dynamic root of trust. The
challenger can establish trust on the integrity of a trusted
domain based on Secure Virtual Machine with a dynamic
root of trust.
Two separated domains are supported by the Secure Virtual Machine on the attester platform. One domain is a
normal domain for ordinary operating systems. We introduce an attestation agent as the kernel module in the OS for
runtime monitoring and recording target applications. The
attestation agent is also responsible for communications between the challenger and attester platform. When the attestation agent receives the attestation request from the challenger, it records the states of target program and returns
the target program’s measurement and property certificate
to the challenger. With the support of TPM and Secure
Virtual Machine, the integrity of the attestation agent can
be recorded for attestation each time before it starts.
The other domain is a secure domain that hosts a Trusted
Building System (TBS). The TBS provides a trustworthy
process for building these customized source code into binary
code. The Secure Virtual Machine leverages the TXT/SVM
facilities to provide a trusted domain for TBS. The building
process can be attested to prove its trustworthiness.
The attester platform in Figure 2 is designed for customized software deployed on the same platform (Section
2.1). The TBS is supported by a dynamic root of trust. If it
is carried out on separated platforms, the attester platform
can have only the normal domain with attestation agent,
while the TBS can be host on another separated platform.
So TBS can run in a separated environment and its trust
chain can be built on a static root of trust.

3.3

out tampering. As a result, the compiled binary can be
guaranteed to be generated from the input source code with
specified configuration. In our scheme, the execution of TBS
is protected by the secure domain, which can be set up at
runtime based on a dynamic root of trust. TBS is supposed
to be the minimal size for carrying out a compiling task and
it is practical to implement the TBS with a thin OS and
necessary compilation tools, e.g., the Linux From Scratch
[1].
TBS records the states of all required proofs for program
property certification. At the beginning of the trusted compiling process, TBS needs to record the building configuration. TBS records the state of compiled source code and
output binary code files in a fine-grained and exact way according to their compiling order: the state of each source
code file is recorded immediately before compilation; the
state of each binary code file is recorded immediately when
it is output by the compiler; meanwhile, TBS also binds
the binary code file’s measurement with the records of its
corresponding source code files. In order to guarantee the
integrity of these records, TPM is employed to record the
states of all files.

3.4 SCOBA Procedure
The SCOBA procedure consists of three phases in our
scheme: trusted building phase (trusted building in Figure
1), certification phase (step a, step b in Figure 1) and attestation phase (step c, step d, step e in Figure 1). TBS
is responsible for the trusted building phase and records all
required proofs for property certification on the target program. The trusted verifier issues the certificate according
to these records generated by TBS. During the attestation
phase, the challenger attests the target program with the
help of the trusted verifier.
For a program P , its binary code files Fe = {fe1 , fe2 , ..., fei }
is built from its corresponding source code files S = {fs1 ,
fs2 , ..., fsj } with specified building configurations C = {cs1 ,
cs2 , ..., csj } and other dependent files Fd = {fd1 , fd2 , ..., fdk },

Trusted Building System

The Trusted Building System provides a trusted compilation process. A compilation process is considered trusted
if the integrity of its execution can be attested to be with-
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S For all script files in FC that store the build• Point °:
ing configuration, TBS measures and extends them
with TPM: Hck = SHA1(fck ), where SHA1 stands
for an SHA-1 hash function; HC = SHA1(Hc1 ||Hc2 ||...
||Hck ); P CRtbp extend(HC ). For all source code files
and corresponding configurations, TBS records their
states and extends them into the TPM: Hsi =
SHA1(fsi ||csi ); HS = SHA1( Hs1 || Hs2 ||...|| Hsi );
P CRtbp extend(HS ). If these building configurations
are stored in some configure files, these files are also
recorded and extended by the TPM.

where fe is an executable file of P , fsi denotes a source code
file for P and csj stands for the building configuration of
fsj . These building configurations may be stored in some
script files FC = {fc1 , fc2 , ..., fcm }, such as Makefile, .config
files on Linux and the building command options. Other
dependent files include mainly library files used during the
building process.

3.4.1

Trusted Building Phase

In the trusted building phase, we bind the binary code of
a program with its source code and building configuration.
By leveraging a secure domain and TPM, a trust chain is
built from the source code and building configuration to the
generated binary code.
In order to construct the trust chain from TPM, two
PCRs are employed in our scheme: one for authenticated
boot of TBS (P CRab ) and another for the trusted building
process(P CRtbp ). These two PCRs are reset at the initialization stage of the secure domain. When the attester starts
the trusted building process, a secure domain is initiated
by the Secure Virtual Machine and the subcomponents of
TBS are measured and recorded with an authenticated boot
before it is about to run. After TBS finishes initialization,
it starts to compile the target source code files and records
the state of input and output files. TBS employs TPM to
record the compilation process with P CR extend. All inputs, intermediate outputs and generated codes are recorded
to attest the compilation process.
As shown in Figure 3, a typical compilation task is carried
out in roughly five stages: Preprocessing, Parsing, Translation, Assembling, and Linking. We may consider each stage
as a transformation process with certain inputs and outputs.
As shown in Figure 4, we may consider the compilation process as a sequence of transformations. The output of each
prior stage can be the input of the next stage. The output of each stage may be in different forms according to
different compiler implementations and building configurations. Usually the output includes specific data structure in
the compiling process, and other supporting files. The TBS
records the states of these output files and binds it with its
corresponding inputs.
A transformation process T may have input files Fin =
{fin1 , fin2 , ..., fini } from the prior transformation process,
output files Fout = {fo1 , fo2 , ..., foj } and other dependent
files Fd (T ) = {fd1 , fd2 , ..., fdk }. For example, the object files
generated by the Assembling process are the inputs files of
Linking stage; the executable files produced at the Linking
F are output files; the library files at the Linking
stage (°)
stage are dependent files.
As shown in Figure 4, four key points for monitoring and
recording the trusted building process are identified:

A At the beginning of a transformation pro• Point °:
cess T , all files in Fin are recorded and extended by
TPM: Hini = SHA1(fini ); Hin (T ) = SHA1(Hin1 ||
Hin2 ||...||Hini ); P CRtbp extend(Hin (T )). All dependent files, if exist, are also recorded and extended by
TPM: Hdi = SHA1(fdi ); Hd (T ) = SHA1(Hd1 ||Hd2 ||
...||Hdi ); P CRtbp extend(Hd (T )).
B TBS records the state of all output files and
• Point °:
employs TPM to extend their measurements: Hoi =
SHA1(foj ); Hout (T ) = SHA1(Ho1 || Ho2 ||...|| Hoi );
P CRtbp extend(Hout (T )). For an output file foj , all
input files which determine the generation of foj are
also recorded in set: Fin (foj ) = {finj1 , finj2 , ..., finji |
finji ∈ Fin }.
F At the termination stage of compilation,
• Point °:
TBS records the states of all output executable files:
Hei = SHA1(fej ); He = SHA1(He1 || He2 ||...||Hei );
P CRtbp extend(He ). At last, TBS will employ the
TPM to generate a signature on the final values in
PCRs:
Quotetbp = sig{P CRtbp }AIKpriv
Quoteab = sig{P CRab }AIKpriv
where AIKpriv is the private attestation key of TPM.
As the TPM extends all these records in sequence, an
unbroken chain is established between the generated binary
code and the source files with a given building configuration.

3.4.2 Certification Phase
After the trusted building process terminates, the attester
sends a certificate request to a trusted verifier (step a) with
the following messages:
{Fe , S, FC , He , HS , HC , Hin , Hd , Hout , P CRtbp , P CRab ,
Quotetbp , Quoteab , AIKpub , cert{AIKpub }, SIGM }

S
• Point °:the
moment immediately before the initialization of the building process ;

where SM L stands for Stored Measurement Log, AIKpub
stands for the public attestation key of TPM, cert{AIKpub }
means the trusted certificate of TPM, Hin = {Hin (T1 ),
Hin (T2 ), ..., Hin (Ti )} is the set of input file records for all
transformation processes, Hd = {Hd (T1 ), Hd (T2 ), ..., Hd (Ti )}
is the set of dependent file records for all transformation
processes, SIGM is the signature of these message which
is generated with the session keys between the attester and
trusted verifier. We assume that the communications between the attester and trusted verifier are protected. When
the original provider of the customized software plays as the
trusted verifier, it is not necessary to send all source code

A
• Point °:the
moment immediately before a transformation process T is going to run;
B
• Point °:the
moment immediately after a transformation process finishes.
F
• Point °:the
moment immediately after the trusted
building process terminates ;
At each point, the monitoring and recording actions are
required to execute according to the following rules:
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3.4.3 Attestation Phase

and configuration back to the trusted verifier. Only an update based on a standard version is required, such as the
case with the Linux kernel patch.
The trusted verifier can conclude with certain properties
for P by examining the received messages with following
steps:

In the attestation phase, we assume the attestation target
program is P . The challenger first sends a challenge request
to the attester with a nonce (step c in Figure 1). Then the
attester platform employs the attestation agent to collect
the state and certificate of P . These records are sent back
to the challenger as the challenge response (step d in Figure
1). Then the challenger may verify the certificate with the
help of the trusted verifier and concludes with an attestation result on P (step e in Figure 1). During the verification
stage in the attestation phases, challenger only has to submit the collected certificates to the trusted verifier to verify
its validation, and with a successful verification result, the
challenger can verify the runtime measurements according
to these certificates.

• First, the trusted verifier needs to attest the validation
of TPM by checking its certification cert{AIKpub } and
verify the integrity of messages.
• Second, it verifies the authenticated boot of TBS by
checking P CRab and Quoteab .
• Third, the verifier validates the trusted building process by checking P CRtbp , Quotetbp according to Fe ,
S, HC , He , HS , Hin , Hd , Hout . Specially, the integrity of intermediate output files are required to be
checked. For a input file fini ’s record Hini in transformation process (Ti+1 ), Hini should be consistent with
its record Hoj as output file in Ti .

3.5

Property Certifying via Semantic Verification on Building Configuration

During the certification phase, the trusted verifier needs to
certify the program by examining the source code and building configuration to judge the property of the generated binary code. The property of the binary code is strictly linked
with the building configuration. Let’s take Gentoo Linux [9]
as an example: Gentoo Linux employs Use Variable Descriptions (Global/Local Use Flags ) to indicate which software
features are included, and finally generates packages with
different properties. Meanwhile, the source code of different versions hold different properties. The trusted verifier
maintains a database for recording the properties according
to their source code versions and building configurations.
The trusted verifier will use this database to check the received source code and building configurations to determine
the property of generated binary code.
It is straightforward to manually examine the building
configuration according to standard configurations and limitations. However, it involves a lot of unnecessary effort, and
it may involve human faults when it comes to a large number
of configurations. With the cryptographic hash functions, it
is also possible to automatically examine the hash values of
the building configuration files, when only limited and predictable configurations exist according to involved program
properties. However, the building configurations may have

• Finally, with all prior steps succeeded, the verifier will
examine the source code, building configurations and
binary code to determine the property of P . We will
introduce a semantic approach of certifying the building configurations and source code in Section 3.5.
If any of the above steps fails, the certification phase
terminates with failure.
With a successful result, the trusted verifier issues the
certificate on P and returns it to the attester platform (step
b in Figure 1):
cert(T V, p, He ) =
(He , HS , Hd , HC , p, sig{He ||HS ||Hd ||HC ||p}SKT V )
where (P KT V , SKT V ) is the key pair of trusted verifier
T V for signature, p is a property, cert(T V, p, He ) denotes
the property certificate for P . With the certificate cert(T V,
p, He ), the trust chain is linked from the source code to the
properties of generated binary code via a trusted building
process.
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huge amount of possible candidates and sometimes even infinite. When an option can be set as a floating value, the
number of hash values for possible configuration files are
almost infinite.
Fortunately, the building configurations are usually organized in a well-defined form, such as the Makefile, command
options and .config files. Thus it is practical to examine the
building configurations in a semantic way. We may consider a building configuration file as a collection of option
pairs < option, value >. The trusted verifier has a set of
criteria items < option, criteria, operation, p > according
to a specific program property p. The operation is determined by the type of option value. For example, the possible operations for integer values or floating values can be
equal,unequal,smallerthan, etc. The operation set for all
criteria can be determined according to the syntax of configuration file. In order to check whether the building configurations satisfy a certain property, an automatic process
can be carried out to compare the option value with corresponding criteria according to specified operation. When
the criteria of a specific program property is satisfied, the
trusted verifier can conclude that the building configurations
are with the property.
To perform semantic attestation on software configurations, we can apply a similar approach recently proposed in
[24].

3.6

the attestation agent module as a Linux Security Module to
monitor and record the execution of applications. For the
TBS, we configure the Linux kernel via Linux From Scratch
to get a minimal kernel to support the compilation tools,
which carries out a trusted building process. We employ
TXT to dynamically set up the secure domain for TBS [5].

4.2 Trusted Verifier
Trusted verifier maintains following repositories: a repository of known-good source code files and building configurations, a certificate repository, and a revocation list.
The known-good repository helps the trusted verifier to
certify customized software. The known-good repository
also records the properties of a software with specific source
code files and building configurations for certain versions.
The trusted verifier can automatically obtain the property
of the target customized software. The certificate repository
holds the records of all issued certificates and revocation list.
The trusted verifier employs it to finish the certificate verification.

4.3 Trusted Building System
The Trusted Building System is the core of our scheme,
and we will study its implementation based on GCC (GNU
project C and C++ compiler) on Linux.
The GCC compilation process normally involves four steps:
preprocessing, compiling, assembling and linking. The preprocessing step usually does not involve intermediate outputs, so TBS only has to monitor the intermediate outputs
of following steps: compiling, assembling and linking. At
the beginning of the above steps, we insert hooks into gcc,
as and ld to monitor the inputs and outputs of these transformation processes. These hooks employ TPM to record
the states of these inputs and outputs, and extend these
records with the P CR extend operation. At the end of the
compilation process, TPM is invoked to generate quotes on
these recorded proofs. In order to counter the “Time-ofmeasurement and Time-of-use” issue, we employ a similar
mechanism as IMA [21] to deal with this problem.

Property Certificate Revocation

It is possible that a program P , which is built based on
a specific version of source code and building configuration,
may be later found to be vulnerable or erroneous. So the
trusted verifier needs to maintain a certificate revocation list
to be able to revoke the corresponding property certificate.
Once a program is identified as vulnerable, the corresponding certificate is added into the revocation list. During the
attestation phase, the challenger is required to first check
whether the property certificate is in the revocation list at
certificate verification step (step e in Figure 1).

4.

SCOBA IMPLEMENTATION FOR OPENSOURCE SOFTWARE

4.4 Evaluation

The proposed SCOBA framework could be applied to general custom software, however, it is most suitable for custom
open-source software, where automatic attestation could be
provided based on the open-source distributions. In this
section, we apply SCOBA specifically to deal with custom
open-source software, where users are allowed to tailor and
configure the downloaded software, but are not allowed to
modify the specific source code files. For cases of modifying
source code, we will discuss it in Section 7.
We implement a prototype of this SCOBA framework to
demonstrate its practical usage. Particularly, we focus on
the customized open-source software on the Linux platform.

4.1

We evaluate our prototype of TBS on a Lenovo ThinkPad
X60 laptop with Intel Core 2 CPU T5500 @ 1.66GHz, and
1GB memory. We build a number of open-source applications with and without the proposed prototype, and the
performance comparison is shown in Table 1.
In the table, we show the number for source code files,
compilation time before and after applying the proposed
scheme for each application. The cost for recording these
proofs are roughly proportional to the number of source
files in each application. The results show that TBS incurs
roughly 2-4X slowdown on the evaluated benchmarks. The
exception is TPM tools, which has an overhead of almost
15X because it involves only a handful of source files, thus
the compilation time is relatively very short.
The overhead is pretty significant because of the large
amount of TPM extend operations and low computation capability of TPM. However, the cost is still acceptable in
practice, as TBS is only executed once for each build immediately before the certification.

Attester Platform

We employ XEN [3] supported by the TXT facility as
the Secure Virtual Machine. Ubuntu Linux is chosen as
the operating system to host our prototype. In our implementation, we use Linux to run in two different domains
of XEN: one is for ordinary applications in the ordinary domain of XEN and another is for the Trusted Building System
in a protected domain. For the ordinary one, we introduce
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Table 1: Comparison of compilation time before and after applying the proposed scheme.
applications
# of source code files
GCC-4.4.2
GCC-4.4.2 with TBS hooks
TPM-tools-1.3.4
59
14402 ms
209814 ms
Openssl-0.9.8k
1267
158106 ms
1318902 ms
Gmp-4.3.0
898
160279 ms
646499 ms
Trousers-0.3.1
326
118463 ms
345175 ms
Tboot-20090330
429
133646 ms
405173 ms
Linux-2.6.30
23214
7007143 ms
29034100 ms

5.

CASE STUDY: APPLYING SCOBA TO GENTOO

Gentoo [9] is a free operating system based on either Linux
or FreeBSD that can be automatically optimized and customized for just about any application. Most applications
are distributed in the form of source code in Gentoo and its
package management tool Portage is responsible for building and installing these applications. We can apply SCOBA
straightforwardly to Portage to support attestation on custom software in Gentoo systems. Besides our modified GCC
compilation tools with TBS hooks, we may also leverage
Portage to provide a more flexible monitoring and recording
mechanism for attesting customized software in Gentoo.
Portage is the heart of Gentoo, and performs many key
functions. It serves as the software distribution system for
Gentoo. It can maintain a local Portage tree which contains
a complete collection of scripts that can be used by Portage
to create and install the latest Gentoo packages. Portage
is also a package building and installation system. It will
build a custom version of the package to the user’s exact
specifications, optimizing it for the hardware and ensuring
that only the optional features in the package that the users
want are enabled.
Portage is characterized by its main function: compiling
from the source code of these packages that the user installs. In doing so it allows customizing package functionalities to the user’s own wishes, and customizing all packages
to the systems specifications. In order to accomplish this,
several functionalities are provided. Functionalities concerning managing the system are: allowing parallel package version installation, influencing cross-package functionalities,
managing an installed-packages database, providing a local
ebuild (explained later) repository, and syncing of the local Portage tree with remote repositories. Functionalities
concerning installing the individual package are: specifying
compilation settings for the target machine, and influencing
specified package components.
The basis for the entire Portage system is the ebuild scripts.
They contain all the information required to download, unpack, compile and install a set of sources, as well as how to
perform any optional pre/post install/removal or configuration steps. An ebuild is a specialized bash script format created by the Gentoo Linux project for use in its Portage software management system, which automates compilation and
installation procedures for software packages. Each version
of an application or package in the Portage repository has
a specific ebuild script written for it. The script is used by
the emerge tool, also created by the Gentoo Linux project,
to calculate any dependencies of the desired software installation, download the required files (and patch them, if
necessary), configure the package, compile, and perform a

sandboxed installation. Upon successful completion of these
steps, the installed files are merged into the live system, outside the sandbox.
Base on the characteristics of Gentoo, we can easily extend
TBS into the Gentoo Portage, and hence support trusted
building in Gentoo. There are a number of different functions that we can define in ebuild files that control the building and installation process of the package. Hence, we can
add specific TBS hooks in the call-sites of these functions in
Portage to perform monitoring on the trusted building and
installing procedure. These functions include:
• P kg setup: This function can perform any miscellaneous prerequisite tasks. This might include checking
for an existing configuration file. We can add functions
to initialize a trusted and isolated environment for the
building procedure.
• Src unpack: This function unpacks the sources, applies patches, and runs auxiliary programs such as
the autotools. We can initialize the trusted measurement repository for all the source codes. Normally,
the source codes are distributed in a single compressed
package (e.g. tar file). Hence we should first generate the genuine measurement value for each file in the
package (e.g. source codes, configuration files, etc.)
from the signed measurement value of the source code
package.
• Src compile: This function configures and builds the
package. We can integrate our trusted building mechanisms here.
Moreover, the following functions can be modified for implementing advanced trusted installation procedures, e.g.
generating proof chains or related certificates.
• pkg preinst: The commands in this function are run
just prior to merging a package image into the file system.
• Src install: This function installs the package to the
destination.
• P kg conf ig: This function sets up an initial configuration for the package after it’s installed.
• P kg postinst: The commands in this function are executed immediately following merging a package image
into the file system.
The package repository of Gentoo is in the best position to
serve as the trusted verifier. Besides the package data, the
package repository also maintains the corresponding property information in order to certify customized software. In
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order to support runtime certificate verification, the package
repository maintains the certificate repository and revocation list.

6.

leverages the Secure Virtual Machine (SVM) of AMD processors and provides fine-grained attestation on program execution. LaLa [8] combines the latest hardware virtualization and trust technologies to deliver a more robust platform
to support both instant-on system and a full-featured OS,
and the flexible architecture enables a platform user to benefit from the advantages of a fast booting platform and a
full-featured mainstream OS at the same time.

RELATED WORK

Since TCG attestation was introduced as a key feature in
the TCG specification[23], many remote attestation schemes
have been proposed in the literature. Terra [7] employs a
Trusted Virtual Machine Monitor (TVMM) to transform a
tamper resistant hardware platform into multiple isolated
virtual machines (VMs). With the protection of the trusted
hardware, TVMM offers both the open-box VM and the
closed-box VM. The attestation in TVMM only measures
the programs before their executions and is not able to check
their behaviors after attestation. As an extension of TCG
attestation, IMA [21] employs a loading time integrity measurement mechanism which measures all software components including BIOS, the OS loader, the operating system,
and programs at the application layer. The limitation of
integrity-based attestation such as IMA is that it checks at
the loading time. Since there exists a gap between time of
measurement and time of execution, loading time integrity
does not necessarily lead to stronger security assurance. As
a follow-up of IMA, [20] employs IMA to enforce remote
access control by attestation.
Property-based attestation [4, 19, 18] was introduced to
provide a scalable attestation framework to support privacy
preserving for the attester platform. A trusted third party
is introduced to exam the runtime measurements and judge
the property of the target platform. The challenger only
verifies the property certificate to conclude the attestation
result and the configuration information of the attested platform is preserved. Existing schemes of TCG attestation
and property-based attestation are based on the known-good
measurements of these attested programs.
Haldar et al. [12] introduced a semantic attestation mechanism based on the Trusted Virtual Machine (TVM). The
TVM based semantic attestation mechanism enables the
remote attestation of high-level program properties. Shi
et al. proposed a fine-grained attestation scheme called
BIND [22]. It provides evaluation interfaces to attest the
security-concerned segments of code. Jaeger et al. [14] introduced the Policy-Reduced Integrity Measurement Architecture (PRIMA) based on the information flow integrity
checking against the Mandatory Access Control (MAC) policies. Program execution attestation introduced in [11] is to
attest whether a program is executed as expected. These
semantic attestation mechanisms still require a know-good
binary code repository.
However, most of the existing schemes are still based on
binary attestation, as it plays an important role for authentication on software. As the binary attestation involves verification on the measurement of binary code, most of existing
schemes have to face the problem of keeping a huge knowngood measurements database in practical solutions.
Trusted Execution Technology (TXT) and Secure Virtual
Machine (SVM) are introduced to provide a trusted execution environment. Recent years, there are already several
practices [8, 15, 17] exploiting TXT or SVM. Open Secure
LOader (OSLO) [15] leverages the dynamic root of trust to
implement a bootloader based on AMD SKIN IT instruction. Flicker [17] was introduced as an infrastructure for
executing security sensitive code in complete isolation. It

7. DISCUSSION
The proposed SCOBA framework could be applied to general custom software provided that a trusted verifier could
be provided for all source files and configurations, which is
not always practical. Here we discuss some of the limitations
and possible enhancements of the proposed approach.

Selection of Trusted Verifier
It is important to choose the right party to play as the role
of trusted verifier. In order to certify a customized software,
the trusted verifier is supposed to have enough knowledge
for carrying out the certification process. The provider of
the original software holds the best position to serve as the
role of trusted verifier for certifying the property of the customized software. However, when the original provider is
not trusted or not available, a trusted third party can be
employed and it should maintain a repository to store the
property information of all known-good source code, which
may come from different software providers, another trusted
third party or trusted agent for software certification.

Automatic source code certification on custombuilt software
For a custom-built program with only variant building configurations, the trusted verifier can employ semantic verification to automatically examine the building configurations.
If the custom-built software does not make any modifications on the source code, the trusted verifier can maintain
a repository of known-good source code files according to
specific properties. In the certification phase, the proofs of
trusted building process for the target custom software can
be automatically analyzed to conclude its property.

Attestation on fully custom software
For fully custom software, users may modify the source code
of the target custom software or even add new source code
files into the software. It is difficult for a trusted verifier to
automatically certify the modified source code. A straightforward way is to have experts manually checking these modifications and determine the property of the custom software.
For programs with source code modifications at lower granularity (such as instructions), besides the manual verification on these modified codes, the trusted verifier can also
employ more sophisticated certification techniques for automatic program certification, such as testing [6] and model
checking. The certification on a whole customized software
can be accomplished by certifying its software components
[10]. The custom software may be built from scratch, and
its source code files or subcomponents may come from other
open source software. So it is possible to automatically
certify these subcomponents from known software distributions.
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V. Gligor, and A. Perrig. TrustVisor: Efficient TCB
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Symposium on Security and Privacy, May 2010.
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EuroSys, pages 315–328. ACM, 2008.
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privacy-friendly security assessment of peer computers.
Technical Report RZ 3548, IBM Research, May 2004.
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attestation for computing platforms: caring about
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2004.
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Attestation-based policy enforcement for remote
access. In CCS 04, October 25-29, 2004.
[21] R. Sailer, X. Zhang, T. Jaeger, and L. v. Doorn.
Design and implementation of a tcg-based integrity
measurement architecture. In Proceedings of the 13th
USENIX Security Symposium, San Diego, CA, USA,
August, 2004.
[22] E. Shi, A. Perrig, and L. V. Doorn. Bind: A
fine-grained attestation service for secure distributed
systems. In 2005 IEEE Symposium on Security and
Privacy, 2005.
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The proposed scheme can serve as a building block for other
types of semantic based attestation [12] on customized software. Different types of semantic attestation solutions may
concern different properties of software. However, the integrity of a program is the basis for all different solutions.
Our scheme provides the possibility to attest the customized
software with unpredictable versions and configurations.

8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we introduce SCOBA, a source code based
attestation scheme for custom software. SCOBA enables
property attestation on custom software with unpredictable
versions and building configurations. With a trusted building process, SCOBA binds the binary code of a program
with its source code and building configuration. Then a
trusted verifier is able to certify the generated binary code
with the proofs from the Trusted Building System and determine the property of the target custom software by checking
the source code and building configurations. Thus SCOBA
links the trust chain between TPM to the runtime attested
custom software. We implement a prototype of SCOBA
based on GCC compilation tools and TPM. Experiments
show that the performance is acceptable in practice. We
also studies the application of SCOBA on Gentoo to support attestation on free software distributed in the source
code form. With the support of SCOBA, it is possible for
the free software community to employ remote attestation,
one of the key TCG feature, to support trust establishment
on applications in an open networking environment.
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ABSTRACT

dars, games and address books, we use them for browsing,
reading email, watching videos, and many other activities
that we used to perform on PCs. As software complexity
increases, so does the number of bugs and exploitable vulnerabilities [17, 32, 20, 31]. Vulnerabilities in the past have
allowed attackers to exploit bugs in the Bluetooth network
stack to take over various mobile phones. More recently, Apple’s iPhone and Google’s Android platform have also shown
to be susceptible to remote exploits [28, 24, 25] .
Moreover, as phones are used more and more for privacy
sensitive and commercial transactions, there is a growing
incentive for attackers to target them. For instance, smartphones can be used to perform online purchases, control
bank accounts, store passwords and other sensitive information like social security numbers, etc. Phone-based payment for physical goods, services, mass transit, and parking
is also provided by various companies like Upaid Systems,
Black Lab Mobile, and others. Compromised smartphones
can also be used to spy upon users, as they include a GPS
sensor and a microphone that can be used to obtain a user’s
location or eavesdrop.
Smartphones will most likely become targets in the future, and while average users may not be willing – for the
time being – to pay the cost (both in ﬁnancial and performance terms) of securing their devices, this is not the case
for senior oﬃcials in industry, government, law enforcement, banks, health care, and the military1 . Smartphones
are already an integral tool in many such organisations, but
due to security and privacy concerns, and due to the lack
of security mechanisms, administrators often resolve in limiting the functionality of employees’ devices (like disabling
WiFi connectivity and reception of SMS messages). In this
paper, we address the problem of security for smartphones
for organisations and individuals that care deeply about the
detection of attacks. Our goal is to provide versatile security for smartphones, oﬀering detection of a wide range of
attacks including zero-day ones.
Deploying security mechanisms on already severely resourceconstrained smartphones can be problematic. For instance,
running a simple ﬁle scanner like ClamAV on the Android

Smartphone usage has been continuously increasing in recent years. Moreover, smartphones are often used for privacysensitive tasks, becoming highly valuable targets for attackers. They are also quite diﬀerent from PCs, so that PCoriented solutions are not always applicable, or do not oﬀer
comprehensive security. We propose an alternative solution,
where security checks are applied on remote security servers
that host exact replicas of the phones in virtual environments. The servers are not subject to the same constraints,
allowing us to apply multiple detection techniques simultaneously. We implemented a prototype of this security model
for Android phones, and show that it is both practical and
scalable: we generate no more than 2KiB/s and 64B/s of
trace data for high-loads and idle operation respectively, and
are able to support more than a hundred replicas running
on a single server.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.0 [General]: Protection mechanisms

General Terms
Design, Security, Reliability

Keywords
Decoupled security; Smartphones; Android

1.

INTRODUCTION

Smartphones have come to resemble general-purpose computers: in addition to traditional telephony stacks, calen∗
This work was done while the author was in Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.
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1
A famous case in point was president Obama’s 2008 struggle to keep his Blackberry phone after being told this was
not possible due to security concerns. Eventually, he was
allowed to keep an extra-secure smartphone.
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The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The
architecture of PA is discussed in Section 2, while implementation details of our prototype are given in Section 3. We
evaluate the system in Section 4, and review related work in
Section 5. Conclusions are in Section 6.

HTC G1’s data and application folders took approximately
30 minutes, and reduced battery capacity by 2%. Other
work [6] has also shown that running a naive ﬁle scanning
application on an HTC G1 is 11.8x slower than running it
on single-core virtual machine (VM) running on a desktop
PC. We argue for a diﬀerent security model that completely
devolves attack detection from the phone.
At a high level, we envision that security (in terms of attack detection) will be just another service hosted in the
cloud, much like storage and email. Whether this is practical, or even feasible at the granularity needed for thwarting
today’s attacks has been an open research question, which
we attempt to answer in this paper. More speciﬁcally, we
propose running a synchronised replica of the phone on a
security server in the cloud. As the server does not have
the tight resource constraints of a phone, we can perform
security checks that would be too expensive to run on the
phone itself. To achieve this, we record a minimal trace of
the phone’s execution (enough to permit replaying and no
more) which we then transmit to the server. The implementation of our security model is known as Paranoid Android
(PA).
Our approach is consistent with the current trend to host
activities in the cloud, including security-related functions.
Oberheide et al. have explored AV ﬁle scanning in the cloud
with [29] and [30], but ﬁle scans are not able to detect zerodays, remote exploits, or memory-resident attacks (all of
which have targeted mobile phones in the past [20, 14, 31,
25]). One could argue that smartphone components are frequently coded in languages like Java that do no suﬀer from
such attacks. But the runtime environments (JREs) used
on smartphones are usually smaller, optimized versions of
the original JRE (e.g., Android uses the DEX Dalvik VM),
which do not necessarily provide the same security and isolation guarantees , and can be themselves vulnerable to attacks. Furthermore, most platforms (including Android) offer native APIs for high performance applications that are
vulnerable to a wider range of attacks.
Our solution builds on work on VM recording and replaying [11, 42, 26, 5, 12, 19, 37, 38, 23]. Previous work on
PC systems, makes use of tailored VMs, and assumes ample
and cheap communication bandwidth. Rather than recording and replaying at the VM level, we record the trace of a
set of processes (running everything in a VM on the phone
is not realistic on any current phone). In addition, we tailor the solution to smartphones, and compress and transmit
the trace in a way that minimises computational and battery
overhead. We also ensure that an attacker compromising a
device cannot bypass the security measures applied at the
server, and elude detection.
The main contributions of this paper are:

2.

PARANOID ANDROID ARCHITECTURE

A high-level overview of PA’s architecture is illustrated
in Figure 1. On the phone, a tracer records all information
needed to accurately replay its execution. The recorded execution trace is transmitted to the cloud over an encrypted
channel, where a replica of the phone is running on an emulator. On the cloud, a replayer receives the trace and faithfully
replays the execution within the emulator. We can apply security checks externally, as well as from within the emulator,
as long as they do not interfere with the replayed applications (i.e., they do not perform IPC with replayed processes,
modify user ﬁles, etc.). Provided we observe this rule of noninterference, we may even run additional processes or instrument the kernel. Furthermore, we use a network proxy to
connect to the Internet, which allows us to intercept and
temporarily store inbound traﬃc. The replayer can access
the proxy to retrieve the data needed for replaying. This way
the tracer does not have to retransmit the data received over
the network to the replica.

2.1

Recording And Replaying

Recording and replaying a set of processes and entire systems has been broadly investigated by previous work [11,
42, 26, 5, 12, 19, 37, 38, 23, 16]. We will only brieﬂy discuss how execution replaying is performed, while implementation speciﬁcs and various optimisations are discussed in
Section 3.1. Readers interested in recording and replaying
in general are referred to the above cited papers, and our
technical report on PA [34].
A computer program is by nature deterministic, but it receives nondeterministic inputs and events that inﬂuence its
execution ﬂow. To replay a program, we need to record all
these nondeterministic inputs and events. Such inputs usually come from the underlying hardware (e.g., time comes
from the HW clock, network data from the WiFi adaptor,
location data from the GPS sensor, etc.), which a process
receives mostly through system calls to the kernel. Thus, to
replay execution the tracer records all data transferred from
kernel to user space through system calls. The replayer then
uses the recorded values when replaying the system calls on
the replica. Note that we only replay process and not kernel
execution. While this implies that PA may not be able to
detect an attack against the kernel, most kernel vulnerabilities are only exploitable locally, which would require that
the attacker ﬁrst compromises a user process.
Beside system calls, operating systems (OSs) can also alter a process’ control ﬂow by using synchronous and asynchronous notiﬁcation mechanisms such as signals. For instance, a signal may be sent to a process when a certain
event occurs (e.g., a timer expires). Signals that notify of
serious errors (e.g., a segmentation fault, or a ﬂoating point
exception) are delivered synchronously, when the instruction
that caused the error is executed. Consequently, they will
be also generated by the OS on the replica. On the other
hand, asynchronous signals can be delivered arbitrarily, and
in fact most OSs (except real-time ones) do not even guarantee their delivery. To ensure that such signals are delivered

• A scalable smartphone security architecture that is
able to apply multiple security checks simultaneously
without overburdening the device.
• A prototype implementation of an execution recording
and replaying framework for Android.
• Transparent backup of all user data in the cloud.
• A replication mechanism that guarantees the detection
of an attack.
• Application transparent recording and replaying.
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Figure 1: Paranoid Android architecture overview
accessing a malicious web site). Alternatively, we also support an extremely loose synchronisation model, where the
device synchronises with its replica only when it is recharging. Such a model may be suitable for users with more relaxed security requirements, as attacks can only be detected
after synchronising with the server.

at exactly the same time during replay, we defer their delivery until the target process performs a system call.
Concurrency and inter-process communication (IPC) can
also be a source of nondeterminism. Two processes can exchange data using various mechanisms such as pipes, message queues, ﬁles, sockets, shared memory, and memory
mapped ﬁles. Most of these mechanisms are implemented
using system calls to send and receive data, therefore we implicitly support them by accurately replaying system calls.
This is not the case for shared memory and memory mapped
ﬁles, since they can be accessed directly. When two or
more processes use such objects to exchange data, they may
aﬀect one another in unpredictable ways, producing nonreproducible behaviour. In the case of threads, almost all
process memory is shared. In the presence of shared objects, accesses on these objects need to be serialised to enable deterministic replay [19]. In past work, Courtois et
al. [9] solve the serialisation problem using a concurrentread-exclusive-write (CREW) protocol for shared objects,
while Russinovich et al. [38] propose a repeatable deterministic task scheduler. He have adopted the latter for PA, as it
outperforms CREW protocols on uniprocessor architectures.

2.2

2.2.2

Synchronisation

Smartphone users enjoy plentiful wireless connectivity over
3G, WiFi, GPRS, etc.PA can use any of these networks
to synchronise with the replica by transmitting the execution trace. However, wireless connectivity can be costly in
terms of energy consumption, and detrimental to battery
life. Therefore, we assume that network connectivity may
not be always available (e.g., because the device is low on
power), and safeguard the execution trace to ensure that attacks which occured while disconnected are eventually discovered.

2.2.1

Tamper-Evident Secure Storage

Loose synchronisation with the server is ideal for preserving power, but unless we protect the execution trace, an attacker may compromise the phone and disable the synchronisation procedure. Even worse, a capable attacker could
modify the execution trace to remove the entries that expose the attack (e.g., a speciﬁc read from the network), while
keeping the system operational to make it appear as if everything is still running properly.
We defend against such attacks by employing a secure
storage to detect if someone has tampered with the execution trace. Every block of data written to secure storage
is associated with an HMAC code [2], that simultaneously
veriﬁes the block’s authenticity and integrity. HMAC is a
speciﬁc type of message authentication code (MAC) that
involves a cryptographic hash function in combination with
a secret key. We achieve tamper-evidency by continuously
“rolling” the key used with the HMAC, as we explain below.
Each time an entry along with its HMAC code is written to secure storage, we generate a new key by applying a
second cryptographic hash function on the old key (which
is completely overwritten). This way an attacker compromising the device, cannot alter old entries already in the
execution trace to hide an attack. At worst, attackers can
delete entries or block synchronisation, which both count as
synchronisation errors.
ST ORE(message + HM AC(key, message))
key  = HASH(key)
key = key 

Loose Synchronisation

We adopt a loose synchronisation strategy between the
phone and the cloud to minimise its eﬀects on battery life.
Particularly, we do not activate or keep any of the network
adaptors from sleeping, but rather attempt to transmit the
trace only when the device is awake and connected to the
Internet. This can be due to the user performing an action
like reading email or surﬁng the web, when he is also most
likely to be attacked (e.g., by receiving a malicious email, or

Writes to secure storage occur regularly during the operation of PA, or can be triggered by a speciﬁc event. While
the system is running, the data produced by the tracer are
initially buﬀered and compressed in the manner described
in Section 3.2. When data can no longer be buﬀered (e.g.,
because the buﬀer has been exhausted), or when it is determined that they cannot be further compressed, they are
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While, all the techniques we have referred to in this section have been around for some time, execution replay oﬀers
great ﬂexibility, even enabling future runtime security solutions to be applied retrospectively. Furthermore, the execution trace can be retained and used for auditing purposes.

written to secure storage and a new key is generated. Alternatively, writes to secure storage may be “forced” when
certain events occurs, even if additional buﬀering is possible. For instance, when a network read occurs that could
potentially introduce malicious data, we request that the
entry describing the network read (as well as the previously
buﬀered entries) are written into secure storage. Diﬀerent
algorithms and strategies that determine the frequency of
writes to secure storage can be explored in future work.
Using HMAC is more lightweight than digital signatures,
as it requires less processing cycles (and consequently power)
and storage. The only requisite is that a secret key is initially
shared between the device and the server. Such a key can
be established when setting up the device for use with PA.
The replayer authenticates the received data by calculating
their HMAC code, and comparing it with the one received.

2.2.3

2.4

Synchronisation Errors

An error during synchronisation can be the result of a
software bug, or a failed attempt by an attacker to cover his
tracks. It can manifest itself as a mismatch in the HMAC
code, a corrupted execution trace, or failure to communicate for a long period of time. The true cause of such an
error cannot be determined with conﬁdence by the security
server, and in any case we lose the ability to further replay
execution. Consequently, devices exhibiting such errors are
treated as potentially compromised, and the user needs to be
notiﬁed and his device restored to a clean state (Section 2.5).

2.3

Proxy And Server Location

The location of the security server and the proxy, and who
controls them is a policy decision beyond the scope of this
paper. For instance, institutions running their own cloud
could deploy the proxy and replica in-house. Alternatively,
PA could be oﬀered as a service by wireless providers, hosting the server on their own cloud. While privacy is important both for companies and individuals, smaller companies
and individuals frequently place their data on cloud services
oﬀered by providers such as Amazon and Google.
In an extreme scenario, users with strong privacy considerations could run their own replicas on their desktop or
notebook, and not use a proxy at all. Doing so gives them
full control over their data, but implies a very loose synchronisation model, where the device synchronises with the
server only when the device is plugged to the computer, or
when they are on the same network (e.g., similarly to Apple’s Time Capsule).

2.5

User Notiﬁcation And Recovery

When an attack is detected, PA needs to warn the user,
so that recovery procedures can be initiated. This is not
trivial. Sending an SMS or email message may not work, as
a skilled attacker could block such messages. As such, a signalling channel beyond the control of the attacker is needed.
The nature of this channel is not very important for this paper, but various options are already available. For instance,
we could use special hardware on the phone to have it destroy all data, when it receives a privileged message by the
owner or provider (e.g., the “kill pill” message on Blackberry phones [39]). If hardware support is not available, the
provider could also simply deny service to the device, which
would (hopefully) inform the user that something is wrong.
Compromised devices can be restored to a pristine state
using the data held at the replica. Data-loss can be kept at
a minimum, as an exact copy of all user data exists in the
cloud. Furthermore, using multiple intrusion detection techniques we can accurately detect the moment of the attack,
to restore the really last clean state of the system. Unfortunately, recovery over the network cannot be guaranteed,
so we adopt an approach similar to current systems such as
the iPhone, where the device needs to be plugged-in a PC
to be recovered.

Security Methods

The real power of PA lies in the scalability and ﬂexibility
in security methods. By replicating smartphone execution
in the cloud, we have ample resources for running a combination of security tasks. Moreover, we can apply any detection
method that obeys the rule of noninterference For instance,
all of the following detection methods are compatible with
PA’s security model. As a proof of concept, we implemented
the ﬁrst two in the list (Section 3.3) and are currently working on the others.
1. Dynamic analysis in the emulator. We instrument the
emulator to perform runtime analysis to detect certain
types of zero-day attacks such as buﬀer-overﬂows and
code-injection attacks [18, 41, 10, 8].
2. AV products in the cloud. We modiﬁed a popular open
source AV to run in the emulator, and perform periodical ﬁle scans. Additionally, on access ﬁle scanning
can be applied with few modiﬁcations to the replayer.
On access scanning AV intercept ﬁle handling system
calls and scan the target ﬁle before allowing a process to access it. As we already intercept system calls,
the replayer could be transformed to an on access AV
scanner.

2.6

Handling Data Generated On The Device

While we can proxy the data that is already available ‘in
the network’, we cannot do so for data that is generated
locally. Examples include key presses, speech, downloads
over Bluetooth (and other local connections), and pictures
and videos taken with the built-in camera. Keystroke data
is typically limited in size. Speech is not very bulky either,
but generates a constant stream. We will show in Section 4
that PA is able to cope with such data quite well.
Downloads over Bluetooth and other local connections fall
into two categories: (a) bulk downloads (e.g., a play list of
music ﬁles), typically from a user’s PC, and (b) incremental
downloads (exchange of smaller ﬁles, such as ringtones, of-

3. Memory scanners. We can scan emulator memory for
patterns of malicious code directly. Memory scanners
are able to detect memory-resident attacks that leave
no ﬁles behind for AV scanners to detect.
4. System call anomaly detection. Detection methods
based solely on the system calls [36, 15], can even be
applied directly to the execution trace, without any
need for replaying. As a result, system call detection
methods are extremely fast.
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the tracer removes the pause in the traced process, making the stub resume execution. The stub immediately calls
exec to start the appropriate binary with the corresponding
parameters.

ten from other mobile devices). Incremental downloads are
relatively easy to handle. For bulk downloads, we can save
on transmitting the data if we duplicate the transmission
from the PC such that it mirrors the data on the replica.
However, this is an optimisation that we have not yet applied.
Pictures and videos taken using the device may incur signiﬁcant overhead in transmission. PA caters more to security sensitive environments like corporations and government institutions, where such data are encountered less frequently. Nevertheless, in application domains where such activities are common, users will probably have to disconnect
from the server, and only resynchronise when their device is
recharging to avoid draining the battery. In the future, we
could exploit the increasing trend of users uploading their
content to the Internet directly from their devices, to also
proxy the uploaded data and make them available to the
replica.

3.

3.1.2

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we discuss a prototype implementation of
PA for Google’s Android system. While it is possible to implement the tracer and replayer in diﬀerent ways, the most
eﬃcient way is to intercept system calls and signals in the
kernel. It is also the most convenient way to inﬂuence the
scheduling to serialise accesses to shared objects (discussed
in 2.1). However, it is hard to maintain such an implementation, as it requires frequent updates to keep it operational
with new kernels, and it requires that a new boot image is installed on the device every time the tracer is updated. This
motivated us to implement PA’s prototype in user space.
Our implementation is transparent to applications and the
OS, and only requires process tracing functionality, comparable to the one oﬀered by Linux’s ptrace, which enables us
to attach to arbitrary processes, and intercept system calls
and signals. Similar interfaces are also support by BSDand Windows-style OSs used on other devices, such as the
iPhone OS and Windows Mobile.

3.1

Recording And Replaying

In this section, we explain the novel aspects of implementing execution recording and replaying on Android.

3.1.1

Scheduling And Shared Memory

In Section 2.1, we brieﬂy mentioned that we serialise accesses to shared objects using a modiﬁed task scheduler that
operates in a deterministic way. Unfortunately, we can only
do so with coarse granularity, as we operate entirely in user
space. Our scheduling algorithm is quite simple and far from
optimal, but suﬃcient for our purpose, as it is reproducible.
Furthermore, it does not require us to log any additional
information in the execution trace. It operates by ensuring
that no two threads that share a memory object can ever
run concurrently. Because the scheduler is triggered by system calls, it can be unfair, and it may theoretically deadlock
in the presence of spinlocks. To avoid the latter, we created
a spinlock detector that is activated when a task keeps running for more than a predeﬁned period of time. In practice,
Android does not use spinlocks as they are wasteful in terms
of CPU cycles. Instead, locking is performed using mutexes,
which results in a system call in case of contention, and are
handled by PA in a straightforward way. While the spinlock detector provides the robustness that is required for a
production system, so far we have only seen it triggered for
contrived test cases.
Modern operating systems also allow processes to directly
memory map HW memory. If such memory was to be used
for directly reading data from hardware, neither repeatable
scheduling nor a traditional CREW protocol could ensure
proper serialisation of accesses to that memory. To the best
of our knowledge, Android does not use memory in this way.
However, it could be a problem in the future in a diﬀerent
hardware/software combination. In that case, we need a
modiﬁed CREW protocol that will track all reads from such
memory to keep execution deterministic. This can be accomplished by making the area inaccessible to the reader,
and intercepting all read attempts using the generated page
faults. Doing so would be expensive, especially if done from
user space. Fortunately, we have had no need for this in our
implementation.

Starting The Tracer And Everything Else

3.1.3

In UNIX tradition, Android uses the init process to start
all other processes, including the supporting framework and
user applications. The tracer itself is also launched by init,
before launching any of the processes we wish to trace. Init
launches the processes that are to be traced using an execution stub. This process serves a twofold purpose: it allows
the tracer to start tracing the target processes from the ﬁrst
instruction, and it enables us to run processes without tracing them (e.g., debugging and monitoring applications).
Init brings up the tracer process ﬁrst. The tracer initialises a FIFO to allow processes that need tracing to contact it. Next, init starts the other processes. Rather than
starting them directly, we add a level of indirection, which
we call the exec stub. So, instead of forking a new thread and
using the exec system call directly to start the new binary,
we fork and run a short stub. The stub writes its process
identiﬁer (pid) to the tracer’s FIFO (eﬀectively requesting
the tracer to trace it) and then pauses. Upon reading the
pid, the tracer attaches to the process to trace it. Finally,

Ioctls

I/O control, mostly performed using the ioctl system call,
is part of the interface between user and kernel space. Programs typically use ioctls to allow userland code to communicate with device drivers. Each request uses a command
number which identiﬁes the operation to be performed and
in certain cases the receiver. Attempts have been made to
apply a formula on this number that would indicate the direction of an operation, as well as the size of the data being
transferred. Unfortunately, due to backward compatibility
issues and programmer errors actual ioctl numbers do not
always follow this convention. Furthermore, Android performs most of its IPC through the kernel using the binder
framework [33]. Many of the binder operations actually result in one or more ioctls on the “/dev/binder” device. Thus,
it is important that we can access the Android kernel source
code to check the semantics of the various ioctls being used.
Fortunately, smartphones make use of fewer ioctls than PCs,
but the procedure is still a tedious one. Our prototype handles about two hundred ioctl commands.
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3.2

Execution Trace Compression

One of our primary goals is to minimise transmission costs,
which requires minimising the size of the execution trace.
Here we discuss the rules we applied to reduce the size of
the trace:
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• Record only system calls that introduce nondeterminism. Phone and replica execute the same instruction
stream, so there is no need to record system calls that
have identical eﬀects in both (e.g., creating a socket,
opening a ﬁle, reading from local storage, etc.). We
also do not record the results of systems call used for
IPC between processes, as the mirror processes on the
replica will generate the same data.
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Figure 2: Data generated by PA on a user operated
HTC G1 for a day.
as tainted. For instance, when tainted values are used as
source operands in ALU operations or copied, the destination is also tainted. When an attacker exploits a vulnerability (e.g., a buﬀer overﬂow, a format string attack, a dangling pointer, etc.) to inject and execute arbitrary code, or
simply arbitrarily redirect the execution ﬂow of the vulnerable program (e.g., using return-to-libc, or return oriented
shellcode), DTA identiﬁes the illegal use of tainted data and
raises an alert. For instance, an alert is raised when tainted
data are executed, or used as an operand of a CALL instruction.
DTA works against a host of exploits, including zero-day
attacks, and incurs practically no false positives. Unfortunately, the overhead imposed is very high, making it an
impractical solution to deploy on production systems (both
PCs and phones). By applying DTA on a smartphone’s replica, we manage to hide its overhead from the end user,
and concurrently exploit the more powerful hardware in the
cloud to accelerate it.

Attack Detection Mechanisms

We demonstrate the detection capabilities of the security
server by developing two very diﬀerent detection mechanisms: an anti-virus scanner, and an emulator-based detector that uses dynamic taint analysis.

Virus Scanner

One of the security measures we apply at the server is antivirus scanning. For this purpose, we modiﬁed the popular
open source anti-virus ClamAV to run in the Android emulator. ClamAV contains more than 500000 signatures for
viruses that a user would have to store locally on his phone
and update daily. Using PA, we perform ﬁle scanning on the
server where both storage and processing is much cheaper.
Moreover, if we wish to further increase detection coverage
we may employ multiple scanners at the same time, as suggested by Oberheide et al. [30].

3.3.2

5

Average Rate

• Compress data using three algorithms. First, we encode time related data returned by calls such as gettimeofday and clock gettime using delta encoding, replacing the actual time data in the trace with the
diﬀerences of consecutive values. Second, we employ
Huﬀman encoding to represent frequent values in the
trace. For instance, we use a bit to represent a system
call that returned zero, another one to indicate that
a log entry has been produced by the same thread as
the previous entry, etc. Finally, we employ general
purpose compression using the DEFLATE algorithm
(also used by the gzip utility).

3.3.1

Averate Data Generation Rate

15

• Use a network proxy so that inbound data are not logged
in the trace. The data received by the phone over the
network are not directly seen by the replica (e.g., a received email). We introduce a transparent proxy that
logs all Internet traﬃc towards the phone, and makes
it available to the security server upon request. This
way the phone does not need to waste precious energy
to log and transmit them to the replica.

3.3

Data

4.

EVALUATION

We evaluate our implementation of PA along three axes:
the amount of trace data generated during recording, the
overhead imposed by the tracer on the device, and ﬁnally the
performance and scalability of the server hosting the replicas. We run the tracer on the HTC G1 developer phone,
while the replayer is hosted on the modiﬁed QEMU [1] emulator that comes with the oﬃcial SDK. We do not perform
a security evaluation of our taint analysis implemention on
QEMU, as it has been suﬃciently demonstrated by [35].

Dynamic Taint Analysis

4.1

PA can go a lot further than just running multiple antivirus software in the cloud. We modiﬁed the Android emulator to apply dynamic taint analysis (DTA) on the replica [10, 27]. DTA is a powerful, but expensive method to
detect intrusions. The technique ﬂags all data that arrive
from a suspect source (like the network) as tainted. Tainted
data are tracked throughout the execution of the system, so
that all data the depend on tainted data are also ﬂagged

Data Volume

The volume of data generated by the tracer constitutes
an important metric, as it directly aﬀects the amount of energy required to transmit the trace log to the server, and the
storage space needed to store it on the device when disconnected from the server. Additionally, the upload bandwidth
available to smartphone users (usually a few hundred Kbps)
is a scarce resource, as it is frequently much less than the
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while browsing on the HTC G1 developer phone.
We draw two independent experiments, where we
browse URLs from [7] natively and under PA.

Figure 3: Average data generation rate, when performing various tasks.

processing, but the amount of data we generate does not
seem to justify for such a divergence. The ﬁgure also shows
how battery capacity drops in time while browsing. As expected power is consumed faster when using PA. When idle
or in light use, the additional battery consumption is minimal, but heavyweight tasks, such as browsing may consume
up to 30% more energy.
However, most of this overhead seems to be due to the
additional CPU cycles consumed by the user space tracer.
We conﬁrmed this by way of an experiment where we only
transmit the trace data corresponding to the browsing activity (using SSL as the tracer would do), and found that
the device did not report any drop in battery level. We investigate the cause behind this increase in CPU load and
battery consumption, and discuss our ﬁndings in 4.4.

available download bandwidth.
Our traces collected from actual users using their phones
show, not surprisingly perhaps, that mobile devices are mostly
idle, or used for voice calls. A plot of the amount of data
generated by PA over time is shown in Figure 2. Meanwhile, Figure 3 shows that the data generated when the
device is idle or the user is making a call is negligible, with
an average of 64B/s and 121B/s respectively. Even when
performing more intensive tasks, such as browsing or listening to music, the tracer generates less than 2KiB/s. For
instance, 5 hours2 of audio playback would generate about
22.5MB of trace data. Transmitting such an amount of data
solely over 3G may burden users with excessive costs, specially when operators cap their bandwidth and charge extra
for data transfers over the cap, but it can be easily stored
locally on the smartphone (devices already oﬀer relatively
large amounts of storage; e.g., the iPhone 4 oﬀers 32GB of
storage) until a WiFi connection is available. Taking into
account that many users spend most of their time at home
or at the oﬃce, it is very likely that WiFi connectivity will
be frequently available to synchronize with the server.

4.2

0
0:00

4.3

Server Scalability

Chun et al. [6] has shown that simply moving computation
from a smartphone to faster hardware such as a PC, even
when running on an emulator, can increase performance up
to 11.8 times. While we cannot replay execution faster than
it is recorded, the signiﬁcant diﬀerence in processing power
between smartphones and PCs enables us to host multiple
replicas on each security server.
We corroborate our assumption by measuring the number
of phone replicas that can be run concurrently on various
hardware conﬁgurations. Each replica was run on the Android Qemu-based emulator, executing the same task as the
original. It is also in-sync with the replayed device, i.e., the
replica has to wait for trace data from the device. While
running the replicas, we did not introduce any detection
mechanism or instrumentation, which represents an optimal scenario for this experiment. The results are shown in
Figure 5, where we draw the number of replicas that can
be run under these conditions using diﬀerent hardware conﬁgurations. Particularly, we used a dual-core (x2 2.26GHz
P8400) HP HDX18 notebook with 4GB of RAM, a fourcore (x4 2.40GHz Q6600) desktop PC with 8GB of RAM,
and a high-memory extra-large instance on Amazon’s Elastic

Overhead

PA imposes two types of overhead on the phone. First,
it consumes additional CPU cycles and thus incurs a performance overhead. Second, it consumes more power because of the increased CPU usage and the transmission of
the execution trace to the server. To quantify these costs, we
monitored the device’s CPU load average, and battery level,
while randomly browsing URLs from [7]. We performed this
task natively as well as under PA, and show the results in
Figure 4.
Figure 4 conﬁrms that PA increases the CPU load on the
device. In particular, the mean CPU load during this experiment was about 15% higher when using PA. The use of
compression and encryption is somewhat costly in terms of
2
Typical battery life when browsing or reproducing audio
can range from 3 to 8 hours depending on the device.
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Figure 6: The time it takes to read 4Kbytes of data
from /dev/urandom natively, and when tracing.

Figure 5: Number of replica instances that can be
run on a server without delay. As CPU utilisation
increases on the phone, fewer replicas can be executing in sync with the phone.

Function
ptrace()
waitpid()
deﬂate slow()
pread64()
mcount interval()
event handler run()

Cloud (EC2) service with 68.4GB or RAM. When running
in the EC2 cloud, we were able to concurrently run more
than 100 replicas of devices exhibiting an average 25% CPU
utilisation. Utilisation is a key factor, since it determines
the number of replicas that can be run without delays, as
computation is relatively expensive when running under the
emulator.
Determining the average CPU utilisation of smartphones
in a realistic scenario is not a trivial task, and we are not
aware of any preexisting studies on the subject. Nevertheless, we can look at the intensity of diﬀerent tasks commonly performed on these devices. For instance, on the
HTC G1 developer phone we measured 90%-100% CPU utilisation when running a game, 20%-25% when reproducing
audio, 30%-100% when browsing, and ﬁnally 0%-5% when
the phone is idle. We can intuitively argue that smartphones
remain idle or run non-interactive tasks like listening to music most of the time. In the opposite case, battery is drained
quickly by the CPU (when running intensive tasks such as
browsing or gaming), the display, and various device sensors
(GPS, accelerometer, etc.).
We already mentioned that the results presented in Figure 5 present an optimal scenario, as no security mechanism
is applied. PA’s scalability actually depends on the type
and number of mechanisms introduced at the server. For
instance, previous work that implemented DTA for the x86
architecture using the Qemu emulator reported a x2-x2.5
slowdown compared with execution under Qemu alone. We
obtained similar results implementing DTA for the ARM architecture using Android’s Qemu-based emulator. As such,
we estimate that if DTA is applied on every replica, we would
be able to run roughly half of the instances reported in Figure 5 without any delay. Finally, we have tested our scheme
on Amazon’s EC2 cloud service to demonstrate the scalability of our approach. In practice, organisations that are
willing to invest in smartphone security, will most probably
host their own security servers as well as proxies to ensure

Time Spent %
% 33.63
% 32.68
% 7.62
% 6.78
% 2.84
% 2.15

Table 1: Top executing functions in the tracer.
that privacy sensitive data remain within the organisation,
and to reduce costs3 .

4.4

Overhead Imposed By Ptrace

We mentioned earlier that we observed an increase in CPU
load and consequently battery consumption under PA that
was unexpected. We investigated further by proﬁling the
tracer to identify its “expensive” functions, and list the top
ﬁve functions in Table 1. We see that compression (performed by deﬂate slow) consumes only 7.62% of the tracer’s
execution time, and no cryptographic function is even reported in the top results. On the other hand, a bit more
than 65% is spent in ptrace and waitpid. The latter is called
continuously to retrieve events from the kernel. Every time a
traced process enters or exits a system call, it is blocked and
such an event is delivered to the tracer through waitpid. Additionally, we use ptrace at least once for every event to retrieve additional information (e.g., the system call number).
These two calls cause a large number of context switches
between the tracer, traced processes, and the kernel, and
incur the larger part of the overhead we observe. Similarly,
pread64 is used to copy data from the memory of traced
processes (such as data returned by a system call).
We are conﬁdent that moving event reception and the initial part of event handling of PA in the kernel, would greatly
improve performance. This is supported by what we see in
Figure 6. Even when tracing a single system call like read,
using ptrace incurs a huge overhead when compared with
3
Products that oﬀer data proxying are already available for
devices like BlackBerry smartphones [3].
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periodically ﬂushed to the replica rather than to disk. We
store signiﬁcantly less information than BugNet, as the identical replica contains most of the necessary state.

native execution. On the contrary, tracing the same system
call, including copying the returned data, within the kernel
imposes no observable overhead. Future work on PA will
focus on moving part of the implementation in the kernel.

6.
5.

RELATED WORK

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have discussed a new model for protecting mobile phones. These devices are increasingly complex,
increasingly vulnerable, and increasingly attractive targets
for attackers because of their broad application domain. The
need for strong protection is apparent, preferably using multiple and diverse attack detection measures. Our security
model performs attack detection on a remote server in the
cloud where the execution of the software on the phone is
mirrored in a virtual machine. In principle, there is no limit
on the number of attack detection techniques that we can
apply in parallel. Rather than running the security measures locally, the phone records a minimal execution trace,
and transmits it to the security server, which faithfully replays the original execution.
The evaluation of a user space implementation of our architecture Paranoid Android, shows that transmission overhead can be kept well below 2.5KiBps even during periods
of high activity (browsing, audio playback), and to virtually
nothing during idle periods. Battery life is reduced by about
30%, but we show that it can be signiﬁcantly improved by
implementing the tracer within the kernel. We conclude that
our architecture is suitable for protection of mobile phones.
Moreover, it oﬀers more comprehensive security than possible with alternative models.

The idea of decoupling security from execution has been
explored previously in a diﬀerent context. Malkhi et al. [22]
explored the execution of Java applets on a remote server
as a way to protect end hosts. The code is executed at the
remote server instead of the end host, and the design focuses on transparently linking the end host browser to the
remotely executing applet. Although similar at the conceptual level, one major diﬀerence is that PA is replicating
rather than moving the actual execution, and the interaction
with the operating environment is more intense and requires
additional engineering.
Ripley [40] is another system that proposes the replication
of an application in a server to automatically preserve its integrity. Unlike PA, it focuses on distributed web 2.0 applications, and particularly AJAX based applications. Attacks
are detected by comparing the results of the replica with the
client’s. A discrepancy indicates an attack, so Ripley is in
fact investing on the two executions deviating. Furthermore,
it does not apply to a broad range attacks like PA, and it is
not transparent to the application.
The idea of oﬀ-loading execution from smartphones to the
cloud was ﬁrst proposed in CloneCloud [6]. The main focus
of this work is the acceleration of CPU intensive and low
interaction applications. While the authors recognize its potential use for decoupling security from phones, they do not
investigate the eﬀects of disconnected operation on security
(i.e., the need for secure storage), nor do they investigate
the cost of replication for the phone and the server. Finally,
CloneCloud is not always transparent to applications.
Decoupling security from smartphones was ﬁrst explored
in SmartSiren [4], albeit with a more traditional anti-virus
ﬁle-scanning security model in mind. As such, synchronisation and replay is less of an issue compared to PA. Oberheide
et al. [30] explore a design that is similar to SmartSiren, focusing more on the scale and complexity of the cloud backend for supporting mobile phone ﬁle scanning, and sketching
out some of the design challenges in terms of synchronisation. Some of these challenges are common in the design of
PA, and we show that such a design is feasible and useful.
However, both these approaches can only protect against a
limited set of attack vectors.
Other work on smartphone security includes VirusMeter
by Liu et al. [21]. This work also identiﬁes that traditional
defences do not perform as well on smartphones due their
limited resources. They propose using power consumption
levels to identify potentially malicious software operating on
a smartphone. Their solution uses very little resources, but
it may incur false positives. Enck et al. address the issue
of malicious applications downloaded on smartphones with
Kirin [13]. They propose a system that can automatically
analyse applications submitted to application stores (e.g.,
Google’s Marketplace and Apple’s Apple Store) for potentially malicious behaviour. Kirin is orthogonal to our system, and could in fact be used in combination.
Our architecture also bears some similarities to BugNet [26]
which consists of a memory-backed FIFO queue eﬀectively
decoupled from the monitored applications, but with data
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ABSTRACT

sal Serial Bus (USB) [7] led the phone device manufacturers
to equip the majority of third-generation phones with USB
ports. In fact USB is currently employed as a means of
charging, communicating, and synchronizing the contents of
the phone with computers and other phones. Moreover, to
support an open programming model that allow third party
developers to contribute their applications, these new devices come with an extended set of features. These features
enable them use the USB interface to perform more complex
functions including data and application synchronization.
In this paper, we assume the role of an adversary and
study the new threats that stem from the use of USB interface to connect, synchronize, and program the mobile device. Unlike the network and bluetooth communications for
mobile devices that have defense mechanisms in place, USB
traﬃc is not authenticated, ﬁltered, or vetted. For example,
to establish bluetooth connectivity, the user is required to
enter a password to establish connection between unpaired
devices. Moreover, all cellular and wireless communication
connections and packets are inspected by stateful ﬁrewall
or intrusion detection systems. On the other hand, USB
connections are overlooked both by the users and by the defenses and are assumed as a trusted communication channel.
This inherent trust is rooted in the belief that physical proximity implies trust. To debunk that myth, we explain how
software vulnerabilities in today’s mobile devices can spread
through the USB interface and aﬀect both the USB device
and the host that is connected to.
This new threat vector creates the potential for malware
to take over a smart phone device when the device is connected via standard USB to an infected computer and viceversa. In practice, a malicious host can abuse the USB connection to unlock and ﬂash the software of the phone bypassing all software and hardware defenses. Reversely, we
show how a malicious smart phone device can take over a
computer by posing as a Human Interface Device (HID) such
as a keyboard or a mouse among others. Additionally, we
detail how an adversary can abuse the inherent USB mounting and synchronization capabilities to run malicious code
on the host computer. To make matters worse, we illustrate
attacks that can empower an infected smart phone to connect and take over another smart phone by placing its USB
connection into the USB-host mode. Current smart phone
devices run full-ﬂedged mobile operating systems. These
mobile operating systems provide a programmable interface
to control the existing USB ports thus empowering them
to launch attacks against desktop computers rather than
merely acting as a USB storage device.

The Universal Serial Bus (USB) connection has become the
de-facto standard for both charging and data transfers for
smart phone devices including Google’s Android and Apple’s iPhone. To further enhance their functionality, smart
phones are equipped with programmable USB hardware and
open source operating systems that empower them to alter the default behavior of the end-to-end USB communications. Unfortunately, these new capabilities coupled with
the inherent trust that users place on the USB physical connectivity and the lack of any protection mechanisms render
USB a insecure link, prone to exploitation. To demonstrate
this new avenue of exploitation, we introduce novel attack
strategies that exploit the functional capabilities of the USB
physical link. In addition, we detail how a sophisticated adversary who has under his control one of the connected devices can subvert the other. This includes attacks where a
compromised smart phone poses as a Human Interface Device (HID) and sends keystrokes in order to control the victim host. Moreover, we explain how to boot a smart phone
device into USB host mode and take over another phone
using a specially crafted cable. Finally, we point out the underlying reasons behind USB exploits and propose potential
defense mechanisms that would limit or even prevent such
USB borne attacks.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the hardware capabilities of the mobile hand-held devices have fostered the development of open
source operating systems for mobile phones. These new generation of smart phones such as iPhone and Google Android
phone are powerful enough to accomplish most of the tasks
that previously required a personal computer. Indeed, this
newly acquired computing power gave rise to plethora of applications that attempt to leverage the new hardware. This
includes Internet browsing, email, GPS navigation, messaging, and custom applications to name a few. In addition,
the ubiquitous use and the wide-spread adoption of Univer-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for proﬁt or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the ﬁrst page. To copy otherwise, to
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permission and/or a fee.
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In addition, in most cases, smart phones connect to one or
more desktop systems for ﬁle backup, data synchronization
in addition to charging the battery. The strong coupling relationship between the device and the desktop system makes
either side vulnerable to attacks that exploit this tight and
trusted coupling when the other is compromised. Most endusers have little or no knowledge about the system running
on the phone. To make matters worse, the device vendors
lock the phone by default disallowing the end-users from
having full access to the device. In the meantime, locking
the device does not prevent or even deter an experienced
adversaries or malicious code from attacking the mobile devices. Moreover, the USB functionality on the smart phone
can be programmed to play the role of a USB host and drive
other “peripheral” devices. This can be leveraged to attack
other USB devices including smart phones.
Furthermore, currently USB-borne attacks are not considered as a problem: most of the current mobile security
research focus on malicious applications [21, 19, 11]. This
includes mobile phone rootkits such as Cloaker [12] and others [10]. In addition, drive-by downloads from untrusted
sources, execution of foreign code, leaking of sensitive information, corruption and ﬁle integrity are just a few among
the current threats that the mobile phones face. Unlike previous research, we focus on the new avenues of infection
that go beyond the regular software vulnerabilities spread
via the cellular or network connections. Our aim is to study
and model new possible mechanisms available to mobile malware through exploiting the technical capabilities of the mobile device. We don’t devise new exploit payloads but rather
expose new avenues of automatic and stealthy exploitation.
Any existing or future exploits can take advantage of this
new ways to spread and propagate between devices.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

2.1

MOTIVATION & BACKGROUND
Motivation

Currently, USB connections are inherently trusted and assumed secure by the users. This can be partly attributed to
the physical proximity of the device and the desktop system
and the fact that, in most cases, the user owns both systems.
However, as we show, this trust can be easily abused by a
malicious adversary. For instance, in a typical usage scenario, an unsuspected user connects the smart phone device
to her computer to charge its battery and to synchronize
the two devices including her contact list, calendar and media content. All of these tasks are performed automatically
either completely transparently to the user or with minimal user interaction: the simple press of a mouse click upon
connecting the USB cable. To make matters worse, the computer is completely unaware of the type of the device that
is connected to the USB port. As we elaborate later, this
observation can be exploited by a sophisticated adversary
to launch attacks against the desktop system. Furthermore,
there are no mechanisms to authenticate the validity of the
device that attempts to communicate with the host. This
lack of authentication allows the connecting device to disguise and report itself as another type of USB device, abusing the ubiquitous nature operating system.
Traditionally, a smart phone device is connected to the
host as a peripheral USB device. Being controlled by the
host, the device is more prone to be taken over by a compromised computer. However, the potential attack surface
is much wider: the USB creates a bidirectional communication channel, permitting, in theory, exploits to traverse both
directions. New generation phones are equipped with complete operating systems which make them as powerful as a
desktop system. These recent hardware advancements enables them to perform attacks that are far beyond their previous computational and software capabilities. Additionally,
unlike desktop computers and servers that do not change
their physical location, phones are mobile. This empowers
them to potentially communicate to an even larger number
of un-infected devices across a wider range of administrative
domains. For example, a smart phone left unattended for
a few minutes can be completely subverted and become an
point of infection to other devices and computers. Lastly,
because USB-borne attacks have not been seen before, there
are no defenses in place to prevent them from taking place
or even detect them.
In the meantime, the lack of deployed USB defenses or detection mechanisms empowers the attacks to remain stealthy.
Currently, the only instance of USB-borne threats is ﬂash
drive viruses spreading from USB ﬁles. However, the new
smart phones are capable of accomplishing a much more
powerful and widespread propagation of malfease. The propagation that can be caused by this new infection vector goes
beyond viruses that are passively hidden in traditional USB
storage devices. The above observations motivate our study
of this new infection vector that is spurred by the new technology trends, as well as propose potential defenses.
In the next section, we brieﬂy introduce hardware and
software background information necessary to understand
the technical details behind the new USB attacks. Even
though we implemented the attacks using speciﬁc devices,
the threats that the USB connectivity raise apply in general
to all smart phone devices.

• We are the ﬁrst to study attacks that take advantage
of the USB interface connectivity and utilize it as an
avenue of exploitation. To that end, we show how
malicious code can leverage USB as a new infection
vector for propagation and self-replication.
• We present examples of attacks for three basic connectivity scenarios: Phone-to-Computer, Computerto-Phone, and Phone-to-Phone. Also, we provide a
detailed description of the required steps for attacks
in each scenario. We demonstrate that it’s enough for
an adversary controlling one end of the USB connecting ends to infect the other end.
• Finally, we discuss the potential defenses based on
common limitations of such USB-borne attacks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the motivation and background about contemporary smart phone devices. The threat model and the description of the new USB attacks are presented in Section 3.
We discuss the underlying limitations of attacks as well as
potential defenses in Section 4. Section 5 presents security
related research on mobile device and mobile operating system security and Section 6 concludes this paper.
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Devices
iPhone/iTouch
Motorola Droid and other Android based
HTC Windows CE-Based
Old Nokia models
Google’s Nexus One

USB interface types
Apple Proprietary 5-pin wide USB
Micro USB AB
Micro HTC ExtUSB with 11-pin connector
Pop-Port connector
Micro USB AB

Table 1: USB interfaces of various mobile devices.

Figure 1: The logical communication channels of the composite USB Device as they appear in Windows XP
systems.

2.2

Background

two logical USB interfaces by default, one is the USB mass
storage while the other is the Android ADB Interface. By
modifying the kernel source code with corresponding kernel
compilation options, we enabled other hidden USB interfaces
in the kernel, show in Figure 1.

Here, we discuss the background information and the speciﬁc devices employed in our experiments. In 2008, Google
and Open Handset Alliance launched Android Platform[1]
for mobile devices. Google’s Android is a comprehensive
software framework for mobile communication devices (i.e.,
smart phones, PDAs). The Android framework is an full
operating system including system library ﬁles, middleware,
and a set of key applications.
Nowadays, most smart phones are equipped with a Mini
USB or Micro USB interface for PC to phone connectivity.
This USB interface provides the physical link for the synchronization of contacts and calendar data. Table 1 gives
the diﬀerent USB interfaces with diﬀerent devices.From the
operating system point of view, all Android driven devices
contain more than one interface descriptor, which is known
as a composite USB device. This physical link can be multiplexed: with a single physical USB interface, the device
can act as multiple devices simultaneously as long as they
comply with the USB speciﬁcation.
For our experiments, the device is Google’s Nexus One.
The operating system is Android 2.1 (codename eclair ).
While Google’s website [5] lists the speciﬁcations from a
marketing point of view, Table 2 lists the hardware modules of the device from the operating system’s point of view:
the second column is the internal device driver names of
the diﬀerent modules. Table 3 provides the MTD (Memory
Technology Device) device partition layout , whereas MTD
is the Linux abstraction layer between the hardware-speciﬁc
device drivers and higher-level applications. How fast we
can ﬂash the device depends on the size of the storage each
speciﬁc device equipped with. In addition to the NAND
device storage, Google’s Nexus One uses a 4GB sd card as
external storage. This works as separated device in the Android operating system and can be mounted as a USB mass
storage device to the desktop system. We will leverage this
hardware design to launch the Phone-to-Computer attacks.
In the manufacture state, the Google’s Nexus One has only

3.
3.1

NOVEL INFECTION VECTORS
Threat Model

To establish basic communication, the both end of the
USB connection are connected via oﬀ-the-shelf USB cables.
In our threat model, we assume an adversary that is already in control of one end of the USB connection. This is
true for all our three attack scenarios. For instance, in the
Phone-to-Computer attacking scenario, the phone is fully
under the control of the adversary. Moreover, we assume
that the attacker can manipulate any component of the device, ranging from applications to programmable hardware
components. The victim, in this case the desktop system,
is assumed to have a basic set of device drivers that come
with the installation of the operating system and support
Human Interface Device (HID) installation. Note that this
is not an additional step required to be accomplished by
the adversary. In the case of Computer-to-Phone infection,
we assume the desktop system is compromised. Put it differently, we assume that the adversary has already placed
malicious software that runs alongside with the regular legitimate software. The phone is considered intact and in
the default manufacturer state. We only focus on how the
compromised desktop system could infect the phone and
propagate malware while connected through USB to the device. How the desktop system became comprised is beyond
the scope of this paper. Such exploitation can be accomplished via traditional browser exploitation, email phishing,
or buﬀer overﬂow.
For Phone-to-Phone attacks, the attacking device is manipulated to take over the innocent victim device. Beyond
the full control of the mobile operating system of the at-
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Modules
CPU
Mother board
RAM
ROM
External Storage
Audio Processor
Camera
Wiﬁ+BlueTooth+FM
Touch Screen Input
Vibrator
Digital Compass

Hardware
Qualcomm QSX8250 1Ghz
Qualcomm Mobile Station Modem (MSM) SoC
512 MB
512 MB , partitioned as boot/system/userdata/cache and radio
4GB micro SD
Msm qdsp6 onboard processor
5 MegaPixels Sensor s5k3e2fx
Boardcom BCM 4329, 802.11a/b/g/n
Msm ts touchscreen controller, capella
Msm vibrator on board vibrator
AK8973 compass

Table 2: Google’s Nexus One Hardware Modules.

Simulate as a HID device
Remount+autorun.inf
Malicious content in Sync

USB connection
Figure 2: The Phone-to-Computer Attacks over the USB Connection.
of the USB connection and prepare an attack payload selectively is a new attack capability. This is because the phone
can arbitrarily control and repeat this mount and unmount
operation within the device.
To demonstrate ﬁrst class of attacks, we developed a special USB gadget driver in addition to existing USB composite interface on the Android Linux kernel using the USB
Gadget API for Linux [8]. The UGAL framework helped
us implement a simple USB Human Interface Driver (HID)
functionality (i.e. device driver) and the glue code between
the various kernel APIs. Using the code provided in:
“drivers/usb/gadget/composite.c”, we created our own gadget driver as an additional composite USB interface. This
driver simulates a USB keyboard device. We can also simulate a USB mouse device sending pre-programmed input
command to the desktop system. Therefore, it is straightforward to pose as a normal USB mouse or keyboard device
and send predeﬁned command stealthily to simulate malicious interactive user activities. To verify this functionality,
in our controlled experiments, we send keycode sequences to
perform non-fatal operations and show how such a manipulated device can cause damages In particular, we simulated
a Dell USB keyboard (vendorID=413C, productID=2105)
sending ”CTRL+ESC” key combination and ”U” and ”Enter”
key sequence to reboot the machine. Notice that this only
requires USB connection and can gain the ”current user”
privilege on the desktop system. With the additional local
or remote exploit sent as payload, the malware can escalate
the privilege and gain full access of the desktop system.
Another class of attacks are content exploitations. Such
attacks take advantage of media content to exploit vulnerable softwares that exist in the victim system. These attacks are not new and have been known for quite some
time (e.g. PDF and Flash exploits). However, we show

tacking device, the adversary also has to craft a special USB
cable. This cable is used to place the malicious device into
USB host-mode and establish a connection to the the target
phone device. We explain the necessary USB cable modiﬁcations in Section 3.4. Having established a thread model
and listed our assumptions, we detail the steps to accomplish
USB-borne attacks in the following sections.

3.2

Phone-to-Computer Attacks

Upon connection, USB becomes a bidirectional communication channel between the host (normally a desktop system) and the peripheral device. The established belief that
only the master device (i.e the host computer) is potentially capable of taking over the slave device (i.e. the smart
phone) is incorrect. Indeed, an attacker can launch attacks
and transfer malicious programs from a USB peripheral to
the machine that acts as a host. Launching attacks against
the connected desktop system is a new emerging avenue of
exploitation that can be used to spread malware. We demonstrate this new infection vector by focusing on two general
classes of attacks which have not been introduced previously.
The ﬁrst class takes advantage of the fact that smart
phones have open source operating systems and can pose as
Human Interface Device (HID) peripherals (also called gadgets) and connect to the computer. This new functionality
can be leveraged by an sophisticated adversary to cause more
damage than traditional passive USB devices. The second
class of attacks harnesses the capability of the phone to be
automatically mounted as a USB device and automatically
run content. The process of a USB device being mounted is
not a threat on its own. Even having the possible malware
hidden in sd card partition in the device and mounted on
the computer as a USB stick is not a novel attack. However,
being able to identify the operating system on the other side
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Unlock
Rooting
Install malware

USB connection
Figure 3: The Computer-to-Phone Attacks over the USB Connection.
desktop system, the iPhone/iPod Service installed by iTunes
will detect the device and launch iTunes. iTunes will scan
the media content on the device and make them available
in the iTunes. Since the attacker has the full control of the
device, it can drop any specially crafted media ﬁle (e.g. jpg,
pdf, mp3, mov etc) to exploit the corresponding processing
engine.

a new way to accomplish these attacks using the USB connection. In Android devices, in addition to the NAND device, an sd card works as external storage. This separated
device can be mounted as a USB mass storage device to
the desktop system. There are system-wide options for the
user to set:1, connecting only for battery charging;2, allowing NAND ROM device available to the desktop system via
USB Android Debugging Bridge driver (adb);3, allowing sd
card device available to the desktop system as a USB massstorage device. If the last option is set, the sd card device is
automatically mounted by generic USB mass-storage driver
in major commodity operating systems by default bypassing any restrictions. We leverage this platform-speciﬁc observation to implement the basic attack against the desktop
system. Our malicious program drops an autorun.inf and
the calc.exe to the sd card partition. The next time when
the user want to transfer ﬁles (e.g. movie, photo, mp3 ﬁle
etc), once the sd card is mounted as a partition, the calc.exe
will be executed in our default conﬁguration Windows XP
system [2].
Moreover, unlike the traditional passive USB stick devices, the CPU powered phone as a USB peripheral device
promotes the attacks in a more intelligent manner. As a
starting point, we (the attacker) wrote the malware on the
phone monitoring the USB connectivity. Once the phone is
connected to a desktop system, we probe and identify the
operating system by looking at the URB (USB Requesting
Block) ID in the USB packets. By doing this, we diﬀerentiate the targeted system and avoid brute force approaches.
After the target system is being identiﬁed, using the computational power on the phone, we enumerate the available
vulnerabilities and change the attacking payload with multiple runs with diﬀerent content. For example, in our controlled experiments, the targeted desktop system is a Windows XP SP3 with a vulnerable version Adobe PDF software
and fully updated JPG parse engine. Our proof-of-concept
malware on the phone will compose the autorun.inf upon
detecting it is a Windows, and launch Windows Picture and
Fax Viewer program to view the special crafted JPG ﬁle
and the PDF program to view the malicious PDF ﬁle we
dropped. We observed the expected result that the malicious
logic in the crafted PDF ﬁle was executed and the Windows
system is compromised. We acknowledge that this depends
on malware-writer’s knowledge on contemporary vulnerabilities. However, the CPU equipped phone device as a gadget
can help malware-writers generate composite malware and
highly infectious code, to achieve higher successful ratio.
For iPhone devices, the strong coupling between iTunes
software and iPhone devices makes such Phone-to-Computer
attacks even simpler. Once the iPhone connected to the

3.3

Computer-to-Phone Attacks

In this section, we detail the steps required to take over
a smart phone device when its connected via the USB port
to a computer. A closer look into the attacking process
reveals that it can be decomposed into a sequence of operations. The phone is not unlocked and in manufacture
out-of-box state in terms of installed software. This is usually true for most of the end-users. To mount the attack, we
take advantage of the open source program fastboot which
can manipulate the boot-loader of the Android phone devices. By issuing the command fastboot oem unlock, the
device will display a warning page and once we click ”yes”,
it is oﬃcially unlocked and the manufacture warranty also
is voided. However, this is far from being inconspicuous and
requires user input. To achieve fully automation, we crafted
a small program to simulate the clicking of yes action. We
do so by sending the touchscreen input event with the corresponding touchscreen coordinators need be pressed directly
via the USB connection. Upon completion of the unlocking
process, we can replace the system images. This means that
all software including kernel, libraries, utility binaries, and
applications are now under our control. The second step is
to do a full system dump from device, so that we can exﬁltrate all the programs and user information. This can be
used for phishing purposes in addition to creating a backup
of the applications to prevent the user from noticing any
changes in the device.
The entire unlocking and ﬂashing process takes 4 mins
5 seconds on our device and may vary for diﬀerent devices
due to diﬀerent content sizes. To be more speciﬁc, we ﬂash
the recovery partition using a third party modiﬁed recovery
image which provide the functionality that can do a whole
NAND ﬁle system backup based on the partition information in Table 3. Such backup covers boot partition, system
partition, userdata partition, and a hash checksum. We disassemble this boot partition dump boot.img to a raw kernel zimage binary ﬁle and corresponding ram-disk ﬁle. The
boot.img ﬁle is composed with the kernel in zimage format,
the compressed ram-disk in gzip format, and the paddings.
The overall layout of the boot.img ﬁle is listed as follows:
0x0-0x7ﬀ: File Magic:”Android!”,kernel size in bytes, kernel
physical loading address, ram-disk size in bytes, ram-disk
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Dev
mtd0:
mtd1:
mtd2:
mtd3:
mtd4:
mtd5:

Size
0x000e0000 896KB
0x00500000 5MB
0x00280000 2.5MB
0x09100000 145MB
0x05f00000 95MB
0x0c440000 196.24MB

Name
misc
recovery
boot
system
cache
userdata

Range
0x000003ee0000-0x000003fc0000
0x000004240000-0x000004740000
0x000004740000-0x0000049c0000
0x0000049c0000-0x00000dac0000
0x00000dac0000-0x0000139c0000
0x0000139c0000-0x00001fe00000

Erasesize
0x00020000
0x00020000
0x00020000
0x00020000
0x00020000
0x00020000

Table 3: Google’s Nexus One NAND Partition Layout.
options by mkbootimg program which is available in Android
physical loading address, product name, kernel command
repository. The ﬂashing process merely takes 2 seconds for
line options (512bytes), timestamp, sha1 hash. 0x800:4K
a 2560KB boot.img ﬁle by issuing command fastboot ﬂash
page aligned kernel zimage with zero trailing paddings after
boot boot.img where fastboot is a program having the minthat is the ram-disk which also 4K page aligned and zero
imal functionality of maintaining the device in boot-loader
padded. The last part is a second optional kernel for testing
mode (e.g. updating partitions of the device). This proand do not normally appear in device. We use such knowlgram is available for Windows, Linux, and Mac OSX. After
edge to repack the boot.img ﬁle which includes malicious
all the above steps, we have gained full control of the viccode.
tim device and prepared automated launching of the maliGoogle maintains regular release and updates for Android
cious code. We reboot the phone back to normal mode from
system, and all the boot.img ﬁles are publicly available as
boot-loader mode and push our malicious binary to the syswell as other system ﬁles. The user may update the boot.img
tem partition by adb push evilprog /system/xbin and change
on it’s own and we can not assume it has the same boot.img
the permission for execution. The detailed malicious action
as Google’s released standard ones. For a particular victhat this evil binary can do is beyond the scope of this patim device, we do not have the prior knowledge about this
per. For proof-of-concept demonstration purposes, we wrote
boundary information between the kernel and the ram-disk.
a program for collecting the device information and send
Since the magic string of gzip ﬁle is 0x1F8B, we use 0x000000001F8B
them to a pre-conﬁgured internal collection server stealthily
which is the trailing padding zeroes plus the gzip magic
over TCP/IP via cellular data network or wireless network
string as the identiﬁcation of the start ram-disk content, and
whichever available. This program is cross-compiled against
rewrite them to separate ﬁles. After we get the ram-disk ﬁle,
Android’s bionic C libraries with arm-eabi toolchains. Some
we unpack it and get direct access to init.rc ﬁle. This ﬁle
more developed and foreseen real attacks are discussed in
is parsed by init program which is also the ﬁrst process of
Section 4. Note that this program is written in C and exthe system. It sets up the basic environment for the system
ecuted as the ARM ELF binary at the system utility level
and then launches critical system daemon processes and serwhich is lower than Davik Java virtual machine and bypass
vices. The init binary and init.rc include Android speciﬁc
all Android’s permission checks for application at JVM [14].
system features (e.g some global system properties are deOur server successfully collected the device information sent
ﬁned and parsed here) and are critical to the entire system.
by the program, which includes the serial number of the deUntil now, we assumed direct access to all the resources to
vice, the kernel version and a list of installed applications.
insert our malicious logic into the system. Initially, we bind
As we mentioned earlier in this section, all the above logic
the adbd daemon process with root permission by changing
and operation sequences are programmed as a malicious daethe adbd parameters init.rc ﬁle. This will provide root shell
mon running on the desktop system. The complete process
access to the whole system when we launch adb connection
takes 300 seconds, which corresponds to the sum of every
from our desktop system as a attack vector. Afterwards, we
steps.
use the command in init.rc to remount system partition as
read-only or we can run“(mount yaﬀs2 mtd@system /system
ro remount,mount rootfs rootfs / ro remount)” to achive full
3.4 Phone-to-Phone Attacks
ﬁlesystem privileges regardless of the system settings. Then,
The inherent mobility and programmability of the thirdwe add new command in init.rc ﬁle to launch the malicious
generation smart phones gave rise to a new type of insider
program as a system service which will be pushed into the
attack. The phone is fully capable of assuming the role of
system as a separate step so that it is persistent and still
a computer host by setting its USB port to be a USB Hub.
running after phone reboot or battery outage. It is worth
This type of attack is similar to the attacks described in
mentioning that this makes the malicious program persisSection 3.3. For phone-to-phone attacks, a malicious user
tent at bootup and is agnostic to the malware code itself.
connects a subverted device to a victim device and then
If the malicious binary is removed, such automated initialtake over it stealthily. This can happen, for instance, when
ization will fail. The path need to match the corresponding
the victim device is left unattended. In this section, we
path of the binary.
show how to perform a phone-to-phone attack via a single
After performing the aforementioned modiﬁcations, we
USB interface as the infection vector. The key capability
repack the boot.img from the modiﬁed sources and ﬂash it
is to enable the USB host mode on one device, a Motorola
back to boot partition on the device. The repack process
Droid in our case, which ﬁrst time provides the ability of
is straightforward: we compress the modiﬁed ram-disk ﬁles
controlling a Android device from another Android device.
and directory structures into a single ramdisk.cpio.gz ﬁle.
The rest of the attack is similar to the one described in
We then combine it with the kernel and kernel command line
Section 3.3. When the manipulated Motorola Droid device
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High mobility take over
Install malware

USB Host Mode

USB Peripheral/Gadget

Figure 4: The Phone-to-Phone Attacks over the USB Connection.

Figure 5: The Micro B USB Connector Dongle.

Figure 6: The Crafted USB Cable for Phone-to-Phone
Attacks.
shows the micro B dongle we had to solder to achieve our
goal. To place the device in the USB hub mode, we have
to perform a hard reboot while the micro B connector is
inserted in the Droid USB interface. Moreover, we have to
unplug the micro-dongle as soon as the Motorola logo disappears as the Droid logo appears. This forces the hardware
initialization process to identify the USB hardware in the
host mode. After the system boots up, we can verify that
the USB is in host mode by running the following command
“cat /sys/devices/platform/musb hdrc/mode”. If the output of the command is “a host” then we are in host mode.
Notice that we need to enable the wireless connectivity and
use secure shell connection for shell access because the USB
interface is in host mode and thus traditional adb shell access
over USB is disabled.
To connect other peripheral devices, in our case a victim phone, we make the special USB cable with both end
micro USB by cutting two cables and put two micro connector in a single cable by soldering the same color together.
Our additional experiments shows the device can support
additional USB-to-Serial converter but for USB ﬂash driver
devices, we have to use external USB power hub to supply
additional power to the Vcc line. Figure 6 depicts a snapshot of the cable we made with the micro USB connectors
at both ends. It is worth mentioning here that due to the
requirement that the D+ and D- must be twisted for synchronization purposes, we can only break the cable within a
limited distance for soldering.
Another important aspect of the attack is that the peripheral device driver must be compiled in the host mode
device. To limit unnecessary code, most of the non-required
kernel options and device drivers are turned oﬀ by manufacture conﬁguration. We performed our experiments using a
Motorola Droid to attack a Nexus One phone. The generic

connected to another device, the malicious daemon will send
pre-programmed command and the victim device will treat
it as from a normal desktop system.
For our purposes, we leverage the advanced USB chip in
recent released Google Nexus One by HTC and Motorola
Droid devices and enable the device’s USB host mode capabilities. In regular operation, the phone devices only act
as peripheral devices at the USB protocol level. The desktop system will send the ﬁrst USB packet and initiate the
USB connection link. We instead enable the USB OTG
(On-the-Go) driver in the device with such hardware support, and ﬂip a normal smart phone device as the USB
host. To be more speciﬁc, both Nexus One’s Qualcomm
QSX8250 chipset and Motorola Droid’s Texas Instruments
OMAP3430 chipset support USB OTG speciﬁcation [9]. Our
experiment on Google Nexus One device failed due to limited
SoC depended kernel code support for Qualcomm QSX8250
chipset. However, the OMAP series chipset integrated with
the Philips ISP1301 USB OTG transceiver has more mature
code in the kernel source. By checking the following kernel
compilation options, we can enable the OTG software.
CONFIG_ARCH_OMAP_OTG=y
CONFIG_USB_OTG=y
CONFIG_USB_MUSB_OTG=y
CONFIG_USB_OTG_UTILS=y
After we activate the kernel driver, we need the specially
crafted USB connectors and cable to trigger the USB host
mode of the USB OTG device and connect other peripheral devices. By soldering the 4th pin and 5pin of the micro
USB connector from a car charger, we changed a micro B
connector to a micro A connector, to identify itself as a host
side connector. Unfortunately, most oﬀ- the-shelf product
do not specify it is a A connector or a B connector. Figure 5
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ily dump the entire ﬁlesystem using prior knowledge about
the partition information to a back-end desktop systems or
even external sdcard storage. Note that such backup is the
complete ﬁlesystem, which includes boot partition and kernel binaries. If the backup is performed from a clean state,
a simple revert can defeat all persistent malware even rootkits. However, restoring the phone to a pristine state might
lead to loss of user personalization data and thus, it can only
act as an emergency measure and not a full-proof or even
user friendly solution.

USB hub driver on the Droid kernel is compiled as part of
the Linux Kernel. The ﬁnal step is compiling the user level
program against the Android system libraries. adb provides
the ability of controlling a Android device from another Android device. The rest of the attack is similar to the one
described in Section 3.3 where the host is replaced with the
Droid device. When the malicious Motorola Droid device
connects to the victim device, the malicious daemon will
send the pre-programmed command over the USB and the
victim device will treat it similarly as it did for the host
computer.

4.

5.

DISCUSSION

RELATED WORK

Platform-speciﬁc attacks and defenses: The presentation “Understanding Android’s Security Framework” [14]
presents a high-level overview of the mechanisms required
to develop secure applications within the Android development framework. The tutorial contains the basics of building
an Android application. However, the described interfaces
must be carefully secured to defend against general malfeasance. They showed how Android’s security model aims to
provide mechanisms for requisite protection of applications
and critical smart phone functionality and present a number of ”best practices” for secure application development
within the environment. However, authors in [21] showed
that this is not enough and that new semantically rich and
application-centric policies have to be deﬁned and enforced
for Android. Moreover, in [19] the authors show how to
establish trust and measure the integrity of application on
mobile phone systems. At Black Hat 2009 [11] the authors
focus mainly focus on the application security on Android
platform. Unlike software, Android devices do not all come
from one place. The open nature of the platform allows for
proprietary extensions and changes. The proposed extensions can help or could interfere with security. Shabtai et
al. [23, 24] assess the security mechanisms incorporated
in Google’s new Android framework. The authors provide
a list of security mechanisms which can be incorporated to
harden the security of Android. They also make some recommendations on the eﬃcacy and priorities of various security mechanisms. They’ve seen attacks and current threats
against mobile phones in the listed subsystems. Some of
the vulnerabilities exist already in the wild while some of
them are imminent to be wildly spread in the near future[3].
TaintDroid [13], is designed to expose how user-permitted
applications actually access and use private or sensitive data.
This includes location, phone numbers and even SIM card
identiﬁers, and to notify users in realtime. Their ﬁndings
suggest that Android, and other phone operating systems,
need to do more to monitor what third-party applications
are doing when running in smart phones.
Rookits on mobile devices : Cloaker [12] is a nonpersistent rootkit which does not alter any part of the host
operating system (OS) code or data, thereby achieving immunity to all existing rootkit detection techniques which
perform integrity, behavior and signature checks of the host
OS. Cloaker leverage the ARM architecture design to remain
hidden from currently deployed rootkit detection techniques,
so it’s architecture speciﬁc but OS independent. [10] uses
three example rootkits to show that smart phones are just as
vulnerable to rootkits as desktop operating systems. However, the ubiquity of smart phones and the unique interfaces
that they expose, such as voice, GPS and battery, make the
social consequences of rootkits particularly devastating.

Our attacks are primarily implemented on the Android
framework because of its open source nature and the ease
that we can demonstrate and detail our results making them
reproducible. However, we posit that attacks that abuse the
USB physical link and hardware programmability exist also
for other mobile phone platforms such as the Apple iPhone
OS, Microsoft Windows CE and Symbian OS. Moreover,
there are scenarios where the described classes of attacks
are easier to be accomplished on other platforms. Taking
iPhone OS as an example, an adversary can take advantage
of the default music play functionality that iTunes software
oﬀers to craft malware media ﬁles and “synchronize” them
with the connected computer. In addition, antivirus products normally scan the external storage in the device which
appears as a ﬂash drive from the operating system’s view.
However, such scans are based on well-known ﬁle formats
and none of them can scan the internal ROM or raw data
stored in the hand-held devices, to the best knowledge of
the authors. This represents a clear defense gap.
The common theme behind the USB attacks is the established belief that physical cable connectivity can be inherently trusted and that peripherals are not capable of abusing
the USB connection. To protect the end-point devices, there
is a need to shed that belief. Instead we have to focus on
how to establish trust that is not implicit but explicit and
puts the human on the loop. Therefore, a possible defense
strategy is to authenticate the USB connection establishment phase and communications using similar techniques
that were developed for Bluetooth devices. This will give
a visual input to the user and will allow her to verify that
a device that attempts to connect as a peripheral is indeed
allowed to connect. Moreover, there is a need to identify
and communicate to the user the type of the USB device
that attempts to connect as a peripheral. This will prevent
attacks that pretend to be HID devices and connect without
any user interaction.
Unfortunately, attacks that exploit the USB while the victim device is in “slave” mode are more diﬃcult to thwart
because some of the functionality is required to control the
“slave” device. However, smart phone vendors can try to ﬁlter and vet the USB communications using a USB ﬁrewall.
Similar to network ﬁrewall, this USB ﬁrewall will inspect
all USB packets coming to the device and check the content
based on platform-speciﬁc rules preventing attacks that replay key-strokes via the USB bypassing the user-input.
In the meantime, we can protect the smart phone system
by performing a full backup. This is an easy solution and
feasible for most mobile devices. Indeed, the internal ROM
storage is relatively limited on smart phones, 512 MB in our
case. Using a program that runs on the phone, we can eas-
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7.

Power Drain Attacks: In [22, 16] the authors study
malware that aims to deplete the power resources on the
mobile devices. The provided solutions involve changes in
the GSM telephony infrastructure. Their work shows that
attacks were mainly carried out through the MMS/SMS interfaces on the device. In addition, in [18] the authors show
that applications can simply overuse the WiFi, Bluetooth or
display of the device and eventually cause a denial of service
attack. VirusMeter [17] modeled the power consumption
and detect the malware based on power abnormality. However the use of linear regression model with static weights
for devices’ relative rate of battery consumption is a totally
non-scalable approach [20].
Stealthy Video & Audio Surveillance: Xu et al [26]
describe a novel attack which stealthily captures video using
the on-board camera found on smart phones. Their algorithm covertly records video according to the phone usage
and uses a compression algorithm to store the video on disk.
This ﬁle can later be transferred to the attacker. These attacks are very realistic and go easily unnoticed to the user
of the device. However, they do not propose any solutions.
Text Messages Attacks: In addition to the research
mentioned in power drain attacks which exploits SMS/MMS
functionality [22], Traynor et al. [15], show how specially
crafted message packets could compromise a city wide GSM
infrastructure, with mitigating mechanism proposed in [25].
Researchers at McAfee Avert Labs have observed examples of SMS (short message service) phishing (also known
as SMiShing), which seems to be on the rise [6]. One example is malware that uses the text-messaging APIs to send
fake messages to people on the contact list.
Buﬀer overﬂows: Buﬀer overﬂows also plague mobile
devices. The presentation on hacking Windows Mobile [4]
at Xcon 2005 talked shell code development advice as well
as sample code. Recent emerging threats show that such exploitations are targeting web browsers and other potentially
exploitable software like adobe pdf view application in the
mobile OSes.
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ABSTRACT

to determine, for example, the frequency hopping patterns in FH
and the Pseudo-Noise (PN) codes in DSSS. Otherwise, sender and
receivers cannot establish anti-jamming communication. Moreover, if a jammer knows the secret key, she can replicate the secret
hopping pattern or PN codes and jam the wireless communication.
The above limitations of traditional anti-jamming techniques have
motivated a series of recent research. To remove the dependency
on pre-shared keys, an Uncoordinated Frequency Hopping (UFH)
technique was recently developed to allow two nodes to establish
a common secret for future FH communication in presence of a
jammer [19]. This approach was latter enhanced in [7, 18, 20] with
various coding techniques to provide more efficiency and robustness during key establishment.
Besides UFH and its variations [7, 18–20], two other approaches
were recently investigated to enable jamming-resistant broadcast
communication without shared keys [2, 15]. BBC was proposed to
achieve broadcast communication by encoding data into “indelible
marks” (e.g., short pulses) placed in “locations” (e.g., time slots),
which can be decoded by any receiver [2, 3]. However, the decoding process in BBC is inherently sequential (i.e., the decoding of
the next bit depends on the decoded values of the previous bits).
Though it works with short pulses in the time domain, the method
cannot be extended to DSSS or FH without significantly increasing
the decoding cost.
An Uncoordinated DSSS (UDSSS) approach was recently developed [15], which avoids jamming by randomly selecting the
spreading code sequence for each message from a public pool of
code sequences. UDSSS allows a receiver to quickly identify the
right code sequence by having each code sequence uniquely identified by the first few codes. However, if the jammer has enough
computational power, using the same property, she can find the correct sequence before the sender finishes the transmission and jam
the remaining transmission. Thus, UDSSS is vulnerable to reactive jamming attacks, where the jammer can analyze the first part
of transmitted signal and jam the rest accordingly. To mitigate such
attacks, a solution similar to ours was proposed in [14]. The basic idea is to spread each message using a key and transmit the key
later using UDSSS. To mitigate the reactive jamming attack against
the key transmission, UDSSS can trade the resilience for efficiency
by setting a larger spreading code sequence set size. On the contrary, our paper tries to provide an alternative solution achieving
both resilience and efficiency.
In this paper, we develop Delayed Seed-Disclosure DSSS (DSDDSSS), which provides efficient and robust anti-jamming broadcast
communication without suffering from reactive jamming attacks.
The basic idea is two-fold: First, the code sequence used to spread
each message is randomly generated based on a random seed only
known to the sender. Second, the sender discloses the random seed

Spread spectrum techniques such as Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and Frequency Hopping (FH) have been commonly
used for anti-jamming wireless communication. However, traditional spread spectrum techniques require that sender and receivers
share a common secret in order to agree upon, for example, a common hopping sequence (in FH) or a common spreading code sequence (in DSSS). Such a requirement prevents these techniques
from being effective for anti-jamming broadcast communication,
where a jammer may learn the key from a compromised receiver
and then disrupt the wireless communication. In this paper, we develop a novel Delayed Seed-Disclosure DSSS (DSD-DSSS) scheme
for efficient anti-jamming broadcast communication. DSD-DSSS
achieves its anti-jamming capability through randomly generating
the spreading code sequence for each message using a random
seed and delaying the disclosure of the seed at the end of the message. We also develop an effective protection mechanism for seed
disclosure using content-based code subset selection. DSD-DSSS
is superior to all previous attempts for anti-jamming spread spectrum broadcast communication without shared keys. In particular,
even if a jammer possesses real-time online analysis capability to
launch reactive jamming attacks, DSD-DSSS can still defeat the
jamming attacks with a very high probability. We evaluate DSDDSSS through both theoretical analysis and a prototype implementation based on GNU Radio; our evaluation results demonstrate that
DSD-DSSS is practical and have superior security properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Spread spectrum wireless communication techniques, including
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and Frequency Hopping
(FH), have been commonly used for anti-jamming wireless communication [6]. However, with traditional spread spectrum techniques, it is necessary for senders and receivers to share a secret key
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at the end of the message, after the message body has been transmitted. A receiver buffers the received message; it can decode the
random seed and regenerate the spreading code using the seed to
despread the buffered message. A jammer may certainly try the
same. However, when the jammer recovers the random seed and
spreading code sequence, all reachable receivers have already received the message; it is too late for the jammer to do any damage.
We also develop a content-based code subset selection scheme to
protect the random seed disclosure. We use the content of the seed
to give some advantage to normal receivers over reactive jammers.
This scheme allows a normal receiver, who starts decoding a message after fully receiving the message, to quickly decode the random seed. In contrast, a jammer, who needs to disrupt the message
while it is being transmitted, has to consider many more choices.
Our contribution in this paper is as follows. First, we develop the
novel DSD-DSSS scheme to provide efficient anti-jamming broadcast communication without shared keys. Our approach is superior
to all previous solutions. Second, we develop a content-based code
subset selection method to provide effective protection of seed disclosure in DSD-DSSS. Third, we give in-depth performance and
security analysis for these techniques in presence of various forms
of jammers, including reactive jammers that possess real-time online analysis capabilities. Our analysis demonstrates that our approach provides effective defense against jamming attacks. Finally,
we implement a prototype of DSD-DSSS using USRPs and GNU
Radio to demonstrate its feasibility.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes background information about DSSS. Section 3 presents
our assumptions and the threat model. Section 4 proposes DSDDSSS and analyzes its anti-jamming capability and performance
overheads. Section 5 gives the content-based code subset selection
scheme and analyzes its effectiveness. Section 6 shows the implementation and experimental evaluation of DSD-DSSS. Section 7
describes related work, and Section 8 concludes this paper.

2.

sender
message

receiver
message

Spreading Code

Spreading Code

Synchronization

Modulator

Demodulator

Carrier
Frequency

Carrier
Frequency
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Figure 1: DSSS communication system
fore the spreading step at sender, and despread and demodulate the
received signal at receiver.
The performance of DSSS communication depends on the design of spreading codes. A spreading code c(t) typically consists of
a sequence of l chips c1 , c2 , ..., cl , each with value 1 or −1 and duration of Tc , where l is the code length and Tc is chip duration. Assume the bit duration is Tb . The number of chips per bit l = Tb /Tc
approximates the bandwidth expansion factor and the processing
gain. Two functions characterize spread code: auto-correlation
and cross-correlation. Auto-correlation describes the similarity between a code and its shifted value. Good auto-correlation property
means the similarity between a code and its shifted value is low;
it is desired for multi-path rejection and synchronization. Crosscorrelation of two spreading codes describes the similarity between
these two codes; low cross-correlation is desired for multiuser communications.

3. ASSUMPTIONS AND THREAT MODEL
In this paper, we consider the protection of DSSS-based wireless
broadcast communication against jamming attacks (i.e., one sender
and multiple receivers). We adopt the same DSSS communication
framework as illustrated in Figure 1. However, the sender and receivers use different strategies to decide what spreading codes to
use during broadcast communication. That is, our approach customizes the generation and selection of spreading codes during
DSSS communication to defend against insider jamming attacks.
We assume that the jammers’ transmission power is bounded.
In other words, a jammer cannot jam the transmission of a message unless she knows the spreading codes used for sending the
message. For simplicity, we assume the length of each broadcast
message is fixed. Such an assumption can be easily removed, for
example, by using a message length field.
Threat Model: We assume that the attacker may compromise
some receivers, and as a result, can exploit any secret they possess
to jam the communication from the sender to the other receivers.
We assume intelligent jammers that are aware of our schemes. In
addition to injecting random noises, the jammer may also modify
or inject meaningful messages to disrupt the broadcast communication.
The jammers may possess high computational capability to perform real-time online analysis of intercepted signal. However, due
to the nature of DSSS communication (i.e., each bit data is transmitted through a sequence of pseudo-random chips), it takes time
for a jammer to parse the chips for any 1-bit data to determine
the spreading code. When the jammer receives enough chips for a
given bit to guess the spreading code with a high probability, most
of the chips have already been transmitted. Jamming the remaining
chips will not have high impact on the reception of this bit. Thus,
we assume that if a jammer does not know the spreading code for
any 1-bit data, she cannot jam its transmission based on real-time

BACKGROUND

Spread spectrum techniques, including DSSS and FH, use a much
larger bandwidth than necessary for communications [6, 16]. Such
bandwidth expansion is realized through a spreading code independent of the data sequence. In DSSS, each data bit is spread
(multiplied) by a wide-band code sequence (i.e., the chipping sequence). The spreading code is typically pseudo-random, commonly referred to as Pseudo-Noise (PN) code, rendering the transmitted signal noise-like to all except for the intended receivers,
which possess the code to despread the signal and recover the information.
Figure 1 shows the typical steps in DSSS communication. Given
a message to be transmitted, typically encoded with Error Correction Code (ECC), the sender first spreads the message by multiplying it with a spreading code. Each bit in the message is then
converted to a sequence of chips1 according to the spreading code.
The result is modulated, up-converted to the carrier frequency, and
launched on the channel. At the receiver, the distorted signal is
first down-converted to baseband, demodulated through a matched
filter, and then despread by a synchronized copy of the spreading
code. The synchronization includes both bit time synchronization
and chip time synchronization, guaranteeing that receivers know
when to apply which spreading code in order to get the original
data. Alternatively, a DSSS system may modulate the signal be1

To distinguish between bits in the original message and those in
the spread result, following the convention of spread spectrum communication, we call the “shorter bits” in the spread result as chips.
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Given a lm -bit message mi , the sender encodes mi in two parts:
message body and random seed.
Spreading Message Body: The sender first generates a random
seed si , and then uses a pseudo-random generator with seed si to
generate a sequence of lm random indexes mid1 mid2 ...midlm ,
where 1 ≤ midi ≤ |Cp |. The sender then generates a sequence of
spreading codes csm for mi by drawing codes from Cp using these
indexes. That is, csm = Cp [mid1 ]Cp [mid2 ]...Cp [midlm ].
The sender then uses csm to spread mi (i.e., each code Cp [midk ]
is used to spread the k-th bit of mi ). For convenience, we denote the spread message body (more precisely, the spread chips) as
S(csm , mi ).
Spreading Seed: A naive method is to disclose the seed si right
after the spread message body S(csm , mi ) so that receivers can recover si from the end of the message, generate csm using si , and
despread the message. However, such a method is highly vulnerable to jamming attacks. Indeed, a jammer can simply disrupt the
seed transmission to prevent the message from being received.
To prevent jamming attacks against the disclosed seed, the sender
spreads the seed si using codes randomly selected from Ce , one of
the public code sets. Assume the seed has ls bits. The sender randomly draws ls codes independently from Ce to form a sequence of
ls spreading codes, denoted css = Ce [sid1 ]...Ce [sidls ], where
sid1 , ..., sidls are random integers between 1 and ls . The sender
then spreads the k-th bit in the seed si with the corresponding code
Ce [sidk ], where 1 ≤ k ≤ ls . The spreading results are then modulated, up-converted to the carrier frequency, and transmitted in the
communication channel.
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Figure 2: Delayed seed-disclosure DSSS (DSD-DSSS)
analysis of the signal.

4.

BASIC DSD-DSSS

4.3 Receiver

The basic idea of DSD-DSSS is two-fold. First, the code sequence used to spread a broadcast message is randomly generated
based on a random seed only known to the sender. Thus, nobody
except for the sender knows the right spreading code sequence before the sender discloses it. Second, the sender discloses the random seed at the end of the broadcast message, after the main message body has been transmitted. A receiver buffers received signal (or more precisely, received chips); it can decode the random
seed and regenerate the spreading code sequence accordingly to
despread the buffered chips. A jammer may certainly attempt the
same thing. However, when the jammer recovers the seed and the
spreading code sequence, all reachable receivers have already received the message. It is too late for the jammer to do any damage.
Figure 2 illustrates the sending and receiving processes in DSDDSSS. In the following, we describe this new scheme in detail.

As shown in Figure 2, each receiver keeps sampling the channel through down-conversion and demodulation, and saves the received chips in a cyclic buffer. Each receiver continuously processes the buffered chips to recover possibly received messages. To
recover a meaningful message, a receiver has to first synchronize
the buffered chips (i.e., align the buffered chips with appropriate
spreading code) and then despread them.
Synchronization and Recovery of Seed: The goal of synchronization is to identify the positions of the chips of a complete message in the buffer before despreading them. The key for synchronization is to locate the seed, which occupies the last l × ls chips
in a message.
As shown in Figure 2, a receiver uses a sliding window with
window size ls × l to scan and locate the seed in the buffer, where
ls is the number of bits in a seed and l is the number of chips in
a spreading code. The sliding window is shifted to the right by 1
chip each time.
In each scan, the receiver first uses the public code set Ce to
despread the chips in the sliding window to synchronize with the
sender. Conceptually, the receiver partitions the ls × l chips into
ls groups, and tries each code in Ce to despread each group in the
window. Note that using a set of codes with good auto-correlation
and low cross-correlation properties, we can get high correlation
and despread a bit successfully only when the same code (as the
one used for spreading) is used to despread the encoded chips in
the right position. If the despreading is successful for every group,
the content in the window is a seed, which has been successfully
recovered. At the same time, the position of the message body in
the buffer is determined, i.e., the lm × l chips to the left of the
window in the buffer belong to the message body. Otherwise, the
receiver shifts the window to the right by 1 chip and repeats the
same process. This process can be further optimized. We omit the

4.1 Spreading Code Sets
Similar to traditional DSSS communication, DSD-DSSS uses
spreading codes with good auto-correlation and low cross-correlation
properties (e.g., PN codes).
DSD-DSSS keeps two sets of publicly known spreading codes:
Cp and Ce . Codes in Cp are used to spread the message body mi ,
while codes in Ce are used to spread the random seed at the end
of each message. We require that Cp and Ce have no overlap (i.e.,
Cp ∩ Ce = ∅). For convenience, we give each code in Cp (or Ce ) a
unique index. For a given index i for Cp (or Ce ), we use Cp [i] (or
Ce [i]) to refer to the i-th code in Cp (or Ce ).
We use individual bits in the message as the basic units of spreading. That is, each bit is spread with a different spreading code. As
a result, even if an intelligent jammer can infer the spreading code
for the current bit through real-time analysis, she cannot use this
code to jam the following bit.
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details, since it is not critical for the presentation of our approach.
Despreading Message Body: Once a receiver recovers a seed si
and determines the position of a received message in the buffer, it
follows the same procedure as the sender to generate the sequence
of spreading codes csm = Cp [mid1 ]Cp [mid2 ]...Cp [midlm ].
The receiver then despreads the message body using csm . Specifically, the receiver partitions the chips buffered for the message
body into lm groups, each of which has l chips, and uses code
Cp [midk ] to despread the k-th group of chips (1 ≤ k ≤ lm ).
At the end of this process, the receiver will recover the message
body mi and forward it to upper-layer protocols for further processing (e.g., error detection, signature verification).
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4.4 Security Analysis

Figure 3: Maximum jamming probability for non-reactive and
reactive jamming attacks (lm = 1024; ls = 64; |Ce | = |Cp |; l =
100 or 200)

To show the effectiveness of DSD-DSSS against jamming attacks, we analyze the jamming probability in DSD-DSSS under
different jamming attacks. Following the classification in [13],
we consider two kinds of jamming attacks: non-reactive jamming
and reactive jamming attacks. A non-reactive jammer continuously
jams the communication channel without knowledge about actual
transmissions, while a reactive jammer detects the transmission before jamming the channel. The jammer can apply three strategies
to each attack: static, sweep, and random strategies. In the static
strategy, the jammer uses the same code to jam the channel all the
time. In the sweep strategy, the jammer periodically changes the
code for jamming and does not reuse a code until all other codes
have been used. In the random strategy, the jammer periodically
changes the jamming code to a random code.
We also consider Denial of Service (DoS) attacks targeting at
seed disclosure at receivers, in which the jammer attempts to force
receivers to deal with a large number of candidate seeds.

T HEOREM 2. When DSD-DSSS is used, the jamming probability of a non-reactive jammer with the random (or sweep) strategy
“
”lm +ls
1
is at most 1 − 1 − l(|Cp |+|C
.
|)
e
Reactive Jamming Attacks: A reactive jammer can detect the
sender’s transmission and perform real-time analysis of the transmitted signal. It can further synchronize with the sender so that she
knows the precise chip layout of the transmitted message. However, as mentioned in Section 3, if a reactive jammer does not
know the spreading code for any given bit data, she cannot jam the
transmission based on real-time analysis. Nevertheless, the reactive
jammer only needs to guess the sender’s spreading code to jam the
communication. This increases the jamming probability compared
with simple non-reactive jamming attacks. Similar to non-reactive
jammer, the reactive jammer can also use static, random, or sweep
jamming strategies to jam the channel. We give the jamming probability for all three strategies in Theorem 3 below. (The proof is
omitted due to space limit.) Note that the jamming strategy no
longer has direct impact on the maximum jamming probability.

4.4.1 Jamming Attacks
DSD-DSSS provides strong resistance against jamming attacks.
Because each message is spread with a pseudo-random code sequence decided by a random seed, no one except for the sender can
predict the spreading code sequence and jam the communication.
The random seed is disclosed at the end of each message. Thus,
when a jammer learns the seed, it is already too late to jam the
transmitted message with it. A jammer may certainly try to jam
the transmission of the random seed. However, each bit of the seed
is spread with a code randomly selected from a code set (i.e., Ce ),
making it hard for a jammer to predict.
In the following, we provide a quantitative analysis of the jamming probabilities in various jamming scenarios. A jammer has
two targets in each message: message body and seed. The jammer
may jam the message body directly, or the seed so that receivers
cannot recover the seed and then the spreading code sequence for
the message body. To successfully jam even one bit of the message
body, the jammer has to know the spreading code for that bit and
synchronize her chips with those of the transmitted message.
Non-reactive Jamming Attacks: Non-reactive jammers do not
rely on any information about the transmitted messages. Thus, they
have to guess the spreading code and synchronization. We consider
all three jamming strategies (i.e., static, sweep, and random) [13]
and provide the jamming probabilities in the following two Theorems. The proofs are trivial and omitted due to space limit.

T HEOREM 3. When DSD-DSSS is used, the jamming proba“
”lm
bility of reactive jamming attacks is at most 1 − 1 − |C1p |
·
“
”ls
1 − |C1e | .
Figure 3 shows the jamming probabilities of both non-reactive
and reactive jamming attacks, in which |Cp | = |Ce |, both ranging
from 1,000 to 7,000, the sizes of message body and random seed are
lm = 1, 024 bits and ls = 64 bits, respectively, and the length l of
each code is set to 100 or 200. Figure 3 shows that the reactive jamming attacks have much more impact than non-reactive jamming
attacks due to the jammer’s ability to synchronize with the sender.
In all non-reactive jamming attacks, the jamming probabilities are
no more than 0.01. However, even when |Cp | = |Ce | = 7, 000,
the reactive jammer’s jamming probability is still 0.14. Figure 3
also shows that using Error Correction Code (ECC) can reduce the
jamming probability dramatically. Simply using an ECC that can
tolerate 1 bit error can lower the reactive jammer’s jamming probability from 0.14 to 0.009.
The above results demonstrate that DSD-DSSS is effective in defending against jamming attacks, even when the jammer launches
sophisticated reactive jamming attacks.

T HEOREM 1. When DSD-DSSS is used, the jamming probability of a non-reactive jammer with the static strategy is at most
“
”lm
if the jammer targets the message body, and is
1 − 1 − l|C1p |
“
”ls
1
if the jammer targets the seed.
at most 1 − 1 − l|Ce |

4.4.2 DoS Attacks against Seed Disclosure
DSD-DSSS has good resistance against various jamming attacks.
However, an attacker may also inject bogus seeds or bogus messages, faking message transmissions from the sender. Indeed, this
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receivers more advantages over jammers. It is based on the observation that a normal receiver can wait until a message is fully
received to decode its content, while a jammer, to be effective in
jamming, has to determine the jamming code when the message is
being transmitted.
We propose content-based code subset selection for spreading
and despreading the seed. The basic idea is to use the content of
the seed to give some advantage to normal receivers. Specifically,
the sender spreads the seed bit-by-bit from the end to the beginning. For each bit (except for the last one), the sender uses both
the value and the spreading code of the later bit to determine its
candidate spreading codes, which are a small subset of all possible codes. Note that when a receiver starts decoding a message, it
already has the entire message buffered. Thus, a receiver can follow the same procedure as the sender to recover the small subset
of candidate codes for each bit of the seed. However, without the
complete message, a jammer has to consider many more spreading
codes. Any code not in the right subset will be ignored by normal
receivers. Moreover, even if some codes chosen by jammers are
accepted by chance, the receivers do not need to consider the combinations of all accepted codes in different bit positions in the seed,
avoiding the most serious DoS attack.
The basic DSD-DSSS scheme employs two public code sets Cp
and Ce , where only Ce is used to spread the seed. In the new
approach, we enhance the protection of the seed by using both code
sets. The codes in Ce are only used to spread the last bit of the seed,
marking the end of the seed. We generate multiple subsets of Cp .
Each earlier bit of the seed is spread with one of these subsets,
selected based on the value and spreading code of the later bit.
A reactive jammer may attempt to infer the code used to spread
the next bit based on her current observation (i.e., the code used
for the current bit). It is critical not to give the jammer such an
opportunity. Thus, we require that each code appear in multiple
subsets of Cp . As a result, knowing the code for the current and
past bits does not give any jammer enough information to make
inference for future bits.

is a problem common to all wireless communication systems. As
long as a communication channel is accessible to an attacker, she
can always inject fake messages. An authentication mechanism
(e.g., digital signature) is necessary to filter out such fake messages.
An attacker may go one step further to launch DoS attacks targeting the seed disclosed at the end of each message. Specifically,
the attacker may inject bogus seeds by continuously drawing a code
from Ce , spreading a random bit, and transmitting it to receivers.
A receiver will see a continuous stream of possible seeds being
disclosed. Without any further protection, the receiver will have
to attempt the decoding of a message with all possible seeds. An
attacker may use multiple transmitters to inject multiple transmissions of each bit in a seed. As a result, the receiver may have to
try the combinations of these options when decoding the messages.
In Section 5, we will present an enhanced scheme to better protect
seed disclosure against such DoS attacks in DSD-DSSS.

4.5 Performance Overheads
Computation Overhead and Delay: In terms of computation,
the sender needs to generate a random seed, generate a spreading
code sequence using a pseudo-random generator, and spread both
the seed and the message body. All these operations can be performed efficiently and lead to negligible delay.
A receiver needs to synchronize with the sender’s chips, despread and decode the seed, regenerate the spreading code sequence
for the message body, and despread the message body. With the exception of synchronization and recovery of the seed, all other operations can be efficiently performed. Synchronization and recovery
of seed are computationally expensive. A receiver should use all
codes in Ce to despread every l chips in the buffer. Compared with
traditional DSSS, this process is at least |Ce | times more expensive.
DSD-DSSS introduces more receiver side delay than traditional
DSSS, particularly because a receiver cannot start decoding a received message until the seed is recovered. Assume a straightforward implementation on the receiver side. For a received message,
the time delay for the receiver to find the seed is l(lm +1)|Ce |t, and
the time delay to further recover the seed is (ls − 1)|Ce |t, where
t is the time required to despread l chips. The sum of these two
delays constitute the majority of the receiver side delay. Note that
this process can be parallelized to reduce the receiver side delay.
Storage Overhead: DSD-DSSS requires a buffer to store the
chips of a potential incoming message. When a message is being
processed, a receiver has to buffer another message potentially being transmitted. Moreover, when there are multiple senders broadcasting at the same time, a receiver needs to buffer for decoded
messages from all of them. Thus, in DSD-DSSS, a receiver needs
storage that is possibly tens of times of that required by traditional
DSSS. Nevertheless, considering the typical message size (e.g., a
few hundred bytes) and the low cost of memory today, such a storage overhead is certainly affordable on a communication device.
Communication Overhead: DSD-DSSS adds a random seed at
the end of each broadcast message, resulting in more communication overhead than traditional DSSS. Nevertheless, compared with
the size of a typical message body (e.g., a few hundred bytes), the
size of a random seed (e.g., 8 bytes) is negligible. Thus, DSDDSSS introduces very light communication overhead.

5.

5.1 Generation of Subsets of Cp

EFFICIENT AND JAMMING-RESISTANT
SEED DISCLOSURE

In this section, we enhance the basic DSD-DSSS scheme by
developing a more effective protection of seed disclosure for the
DoS threat discussed in Section 4.4.2. This approach gives normal

To meet the requirement for the subsets of Cp , as a convenient
starting point, we choose finite projective plane, which is a symmetric Balanced Incomplete Block Design (BIBD) [8], to organize the
spreading codes in Cp . It is certainly possible to use other combinatorial design methods to get better properties. We consider these
as possible future work, but do not investigate them in this paper.
A finite projective plane has n2 + n + 1 points, where n is an
integer called the order of the projective plane [8]. It has n2 +n+1
lines, with n + 1 points on every line, n + 1 lines passing through
every point, and every two points appearing together on exactly 1
line. It is shown in [8] that when n is a power of a prime number,
there always exists a finite projective plane of order n.
In this paper, we consider the points on a finite projective plane
as spreading codes in Cp and lines as subsets of Cp . For a finite projective plane with order n, we associate each point with a spreading code and each line with a subset. We construct Cp by selecting
n2 + n + 1 spreading codes with good auto-correlation and low
cross-correlation properties (e.g., PN codes [6]). As a result, we
also have n2 + n + 1 subsets, where each subset has n + 1 codes,
each code appears in n + 1 subsets, and every two codes co-exist in
exactly 1 subsets. We give a unique index to each subset of Cp to
facilitate the selection of subsets during spreading and despreading.

5.2 Spreading the Seed
Figure 4(a) shows how the sender spreads the seed. We represent
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Figure 5: Reactive jamming with different capabilities
window by 1 chip to the right to look for the next seed candidate.
Once the receiver gets the seed b1 ||b2 ||...||bls , it uses this seed to
generate the spreading code sequence for the message body and
despreads the message body as discussed in Section 4.

Bls

(b) Despreading the seed
Figure 4: Content-based code subset selection

5.4 Analysis
The objective of our analysis is to understand (1) the effectiveness of content-based code subset selection in enhancing DSDDSSS’s anti-jamming capability, and (2) the capability of this mechanism against DoS attacks discussed in Section 4.4.

each bit of the seed as bi , where 1 ≤ i ≤ ls and ls is the number of
bits in the seed. As mentioned earlier, the sender spreads the seed
from the end to the beginning.
For bit bls , the sender randomly chooses a code from Ce and
spreads bls with this code to get a sequence of chips Bls . Assume
the index of the chosen code is sidls , where 1 ≤ sidls ≤ |Ce |.
We use a function F to determine which subset of Cp is used
for the next (earlier) bit. Function F has two inputs: the index of
a code in Cp or Ce , and a bit value (1 or 0). The output of F is
the index of a subset of Cp . F can be any function that reaches the
indexes of the subsets of Cp evenly with evenly distributed inputs.
To guarantee
l that
l , wemmust have
m any subset of Cp be used for bls −1
|Cp |
|Cp |
|
=
|Ce | ≥
.
For
simplicity,
we
set
|C
. Specife
2
2
ically, for bit bi , where 1 ≤ i ≤ ls − 1, the sender uses sidi+1
and bi+1 as the input of F to get idi , the index of subset for bit bi .
The sender then randomly draws a code from the subset of Cp with
index idi to spread bit bi and get the sequence of chips Bi . Assume
that the code’s index is sidi . The sender continues this process to
spread the earlier bits.

5.4.1 Effectiveness against Jamming Attacks
We analyze the probability of an attacker jamming the seed to
show the effectiveness of content-based code subset selection. Moreover, this scheme also increases the difficulty for a jammer to identify the right spreading code compared with a normal receiver. We
thus analyze the search space (i.e., the set of candidate spreading
codes) for both a receiver and a jammer to demonstrate the advantage of a normal receiver over a jammer.
We consider jammers with four levels of computation capabilities: (1) real-time, (2) one-bit-delay, (3) two-or-more-bit-delay, and
(4) non-despreading jammers. All jammers are reactive jammers
that can synchronize with the sender. The first three types of jammers perform despreading and online analysis to assist jamming,
which improves the jamming probability by reducing the number of
candidate spreading codes (i.e., possible codes used by the sender).
As illustrated in Figure 5(a), a real-time jammer has intensive
computation power to finish the analysis and identify the spreading code used for bit 1 (represented by chips B1 ), and can use
this information to jam the immediately following bit (represented
by chips B2 ). As shown in Figures 5(b) and 5(c), a one-bit-delay
jammer and a two-or-more-bit-delay jammer need additional time,
equivalent to the time for transmitting 1 bit and 2 or more bits, respectively, to finish online analysis before applying the result for
jamming purposes. Thus, after learning the spreading code for bit
1, a one-bit-delay jammer and a two-or-more-bit-delay jammer can
only jam bit 3 (represented by chips B3 ) and bit 4 (represented by
chips B4 ) or later, respectively. These jammers may certainly perform the same analysis of every bit they receive and use the analysis
result to jam future bits. A non-despreading jammer simply skips
the despreading step and use Ce to jam the last bit of the seed and
use Cp to jam the remaining part of the seed, as Figure 5(d) shows.
In the following, we prove Lemma 1 to assist the analysis.

5.3 Despreading the Seed
Figure 4(b) shows how a receiver despreads the seed. The receiver continuously tries to find the end of a message in the buffer
using a sliding window method as discussed in Section 4.
In the sliding window, the receiver sequentially tries every code
in Ce to despread the last l chips in the window. If no code in
Ce can successfully despread the last l chips, the sliding window
shifts 1 chip to the right in the buffer. If the code with index sidls
can successfully despread the last l chips to get a bit value bls , the
sliding window potentially covers a seed.
The receiver despreads the seed bit-by-bit from the end to the
beginning. After getting bls , the receiver uses sidls and bls as the
input to function F to get idls −1 , the index of the subset of Cp used
for bit bls −1 . The receiver then sequentially tries each code in this
subset to despread the l chips for bit bls −1 , until it finds the correct
code. Assume the index of this code is sidls −1 and the decoded
bit value is bls −1 . The sender then repeats this process to decode
the earlier bits bls −2 , ..., b1 , and eventually reconstructs the seed
b1 ||b2 ||...||bls .
During this process, if any despreading failure occurs, the receiver gives up the current decoding process and shifts the sliding

L EMMA 1. Given k distinct subsets, the number of codes that
can be used to derive these subsets by applying function F is in the
range of [k, min{2k, n2 + n + 1}].
P ROOF. Since the output of function F is evenly distributed
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Figure 7: Maximum jamming probability
seed (n =
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m
|Cp |
4, 9, 25, 49, 81, 121, 169; ls = 64; |Ce | =
)
2

when the inputs are evenly distributed, for each subset, there are
two possible codes as inputs. For each code, there are two possible
subsets as outputs. Thus, the lower bound is k and the upper bound
is min{2k, n2 + n + 1}.
ĚǀĂŶƚĂŐĞ
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Real-time Jammers: If a jammer can despread each bit in realtime (e.g., by using parallel computing devices), the jammer can
know the code for despreading Bi once the transmission of Bi is
complete. As Figure 6 shows, the jammer can then identify all n+1
subsets that contain this code. By using the inverse of function F ,
the jammer can also identify all possible codes in Cp that were used
to determine these subsets, which were also used to spread bi+1
into Bi+1 . The number of possible codes for Bi+1 is in the range
of [n + 1, 2(n + 1)], according to Lemma 1. Thus, the jammer can
jam the transmission of Bi+1 by randomly selecting a code from
these codes (rather than from Cp ). Since the last bit of the seed is
spread using codes in Ce , the number of all possible codes for the
jammer is thus in the range of [n + 1, min{2(n + 1), |Ce |}].
In the worst case, a real-time jammer can despread all bits of the
seed except for Bls and jams all bits. The jamming probability of
the first bit is at most |C1p | , the jamming probability of the last bit
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Figure 7 shows that the real-time jammer has the highest jamming probability among all jammers. However, we would like to
point out that the real-time jammer is a strong assumption; such a
jammer may have to use special hardware (e.g., parallel computing
devices) to obtain the despreading results. As the jammer has to tolerate 1 or 2 bit delays, the maximum jamming probability decreases
significantly. Not surprisingly, the non-despreading jammer has the
lowest jamming probability.
Figure 7 also shows that increasing n (and thus |Cp |) can quickly
reduce the maximum jamming probability for all types of jammers.
Moreover, the application of ECC can also reduce the jamming
probability effectively, though it introduces additional computational and communication overheads. For example, with an ECC
tolerating just 1 bit error, we can reduce the real-time jammer’s
maximum jamming probability from 0.31 to 0.05 when n = 169.
Further increasing n or the number of bit errors the ECC can tolerate can quickly reduce the maximum jamming probability to a
negligible level.
Comparison of Search Spaces: Now let us compare the numbers of candidate spreading codes that a normal receiver and a reactive jammer have to consider, respectively. Such numbers represent
the computational costs they have to spend. Since a receiver buffers
the complete seed before despreading it, it can despread the last bit
of the seed first to learn sidls , and then infer the indexes of subsets for previous bits of the seed. The size of total search space
for a receiver is thus (ls − 1)(n + 1) + |Ce |. To show the advanSS
tage of a receiver over a jammer, we compute function Adg = SSrj
for real-time, one-bit-delay, two-or-more-bit-delay jammers, where
SSj and SSr are the sizes of the total search space for the jammer
and the receiver, respectively. The larger Adg is, the more advantage the receiver has over the jammer.

1
, and the jamming probability of Bi (2 ≤
is at most Pe0 = n+1
1
i ≤ ls − 1) is at most Pp0 = Pe0 = n+1
. Thus, the jamming
probability of the seed is at most
“
”
Preal-time = 1 − 1 − |C1p | (1 − Pp0 )ls −1 .

By including an ECC that can tolerate 1 bit error, we can reduce
the maximum jamming probability to
“
”
Preal-time = 1−(1−Pp0 )ls −1 −(ls −1) 1 − |C1p | Pp0 (1−Pp0 )ls −2 .
It is easy to see that the total search space for a real-time jammer
throughout all bits of the seed is at least
SSreal-time = |Cp | + (ls − 2)(n + 1) = n2 + (ls − 1)n + (ls − 1).
Non-real-time Jammers: The results for one-bit-delay, two-ormore-bit-delay, and non-despreading jammers can be derived similarly. Due to the space limit, we do not show the details but list
the final results for the jamming probabilities and search spaces in
Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.
Comparison of Jamming Probabilities: Figure 7 shows the
maximum jamming probabilities of the four types of jammers against
the random seed with reasonable parameters. Recall that the size of
Cp is determined by parameter n (i.e., Cp = n2 + n + 1). Thus, we
use parameter n as the x-axis in this figure. To better see the impact of ECC, we also include the maximum jamming probabilities
assuming an ECC is used in the seed to tolerate 1 bit error.
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Table 1: Jamming probabilities for jammers with different jamming capabilities (|Cp | = n2 + n + 1; Ce =
Pp1 =

2
;
(n+1)(n+2)

Pe1 = Pe2 =

real time
1 bit delay
q bits delay (q ≥ 2)
non-despreading
real time, tolerate 1 bit error
1 bit delay, tolerate 1 bit error
q bits delay (q ≥ 2), tolerate 1
bit error
non-despreading, tolerate 1 bit
error

1

2

; Pp2 >

l

|Cp |
2
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“
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“
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“
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”
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1
;
n+1
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”
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)ls −1
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“
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Sender:

m
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1
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”q

1
|Cp |

”2

Pp1 (1 −

(1 − Pp2 )ls −q−2 (1 − Pe2 ) − (ls − q −

(dashed lines) during despreading. Intuitively, the jammer does not
know which code subset is used to spread each bit of the seed at
the time of her transmission, and thus cannot select the right code,
which will be considered valid by a receiver during despreading.
If the code for the i-th bit (1 ≤ i ≤ ls ) of the bogus seed is not
in the subset for the i-th bit of the good seed, the receiver will not
consider it for despreading the i-th bit of the bogus seed. As a result, the path from the good seed to the bogus one (in black dashed
lines) will not exist. Similarly, if the code for i-bit of the good seed
is not in the subset for i-th bit of the bogus seed, the receiver will
not consider it for despreading the i-th bit of the good seed. Thus,
the path from the bogus seed to the good one (in red dashed lines)
will not exist.
During the analysis, we consider non-despreading, real-time,
one-or-more-bit-delay jammers to see the best-case scenarios for
the jammers when they can benefit from knowing a part of the seed
and spreading codes. The capability of these jammers is the same
as discussed earlier during the analysis of jamming probabilities.
However, the objective of these jammers now is to trigger the receiver to have more seed candidates during despreading by injecting bogus seeds. We assume these jammers can perform despreading and transmitting operations at the same time, though they can
only use the despreading results of each bit for later bits.
Non-despreading Jammers: If the jammer follows the sender’s
procedure to send the seed, the probability of having a path from

to Bi (red dashed line) and the probability of having a
from Bi+1
1
,
path from from Bi+1 to Bi (black dashed line) are both n2 +n+1
because any pair of codes only exist in exactly one subset. Only one
among the n2 + n + 1 subsets can despread the i-th bit of both the
bogus and the good seeds. The expected number of seed candidates
is thus 2(1 + |C1e | )(1 + |C1p | )ls −2 according to Theorem 4. The
proof of Theorem 4 is omitted due to the space limit.

Figure 9: Seed recovery in presence of bogus seed transmission
Figure 8 shows the advantage of a receiver over the jammers.
(The non-despreading jammer is not included, since she does not
despread at all.) All jammers have larger search space than the receiver, and the gap grows wider when n increases. The real-time
jammer remains the most powerful one; she can reduce the search
space for the next bit dramatically by despreading the current bit,
and thus has the smallest search space among all jammers, which
is close to the receiver’s search space. Nevertheless, Figure 8 considers the lower bound of the jammers’ search space. Moreover,
there is still observable difference between the search spaces of the
real-time jammer and the receiver. The search spaces of the onebit-delay and two-or-more-bit-delay jammers have almost the same
size, which are significantly larger than that of the receiver.

5.4.2 Effectiveness against DoS Attacks
As discussed in Section 4.4, a jammer can transmit bogus seeds
or even entire bogus messages. As long as the communication
channel is available to attackers, they can always inject bogus messages. Thus, in general, this is an unavoidable problem in presence
of compromised receivers. When these bogus seeds are not concurrently transmitted and do not overlap with the sender’s normal
seed transmission, a receiver can filter them out using error detection coding and broadcast authentication (e.g., digital signature).
However, when the bogus seeds do overlap with the normal seed,
the receiver will have to consider all combinations of options for
each bit of the seed, thus suffering from serious DoS attacks.
The proposed content-based code subset selection scheme can
effectively mitigate such situations by chaining the codes used to
spread different bits of the seed. To demonstrate the effectiveness
of this approach, we show the number of candidate seeds when
the jammer synchronizes with a sender and transmits a bogus seed
(B1 ||B2 ||...||Bls ) to interfere with the transmission of the actual
seed (B1 ||B2 ||...||Bls ), as shown in Figure 9.
Intuition: During seed recovery, a receiver will attempt to recover the seed starting with both Bls and Bls . The number of seed
candidates is the number of paths starting from Bls or Bls and ending at B1 or B1 . In the basic DSD-DSSS, the receiver will try all
possible paths shown in Figure 9. However, the content-based code
subset selection scheme can constrain the paths between two seeds

T HEOREM 4. When there is a non-despreading jammer launching the DoS attack against seed disclosure, the expected number of
seed candidates is 2(1 + p1 )(1 + p2 )ls −2 . Among them, (1 +
p1 )(1 + p2 )ls −2 paths end at B1 , and (1 + p1 )(1 + p2 )ls −2 paths
end at B1 , where p1 = |C1e | and p2 = |C1p | .
Real-time and one-or-more-bit-delay Jammers: Similar to the
analysis for non-despreading jammer, we analyze the expected number of seed candidates caused by real-time and one-or-more-bitdelay jammers. Due to the space limit, we simply list results and
omit proofs. The expected number of seed candidates caused by
ls −2
n
,
real-time jammer is smaller than 2(1 + |C1p | )(1 + (n+1)
2)
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laptop and the desktop ran Ubuntu 9.04 and GnuRadio 3.2. The
payload size in spreading/despreading module was configured to
be 256, 512, or 1024 bits. We measured the receiver’s average despreading time of a message for 200 rounds. Since messages were
sent consecutively, the despreading of all messages after the first
message was automatically synchronized (i.e., knowing the starting chip of each message). For DSD-DSSS, we set the seed size
as 64 bits and used SAS v9.1.3 [17] to generate BIBD subsets of
Cp . We used SHA-1 to as the pseudo-random number generator
for both DSD-DSSS and UDSSS schemes.
Figure 11(a) shows the average despreading time of a message
for DSD-DSSS BASIC, DSD-DSSS SUBSET, UDSSS, and DSSS
schemes when using different size
l of mcode set. For DSD-DSSS,
|Cp |
|Cp | = n2 + n + 1, |Ce | =
, where n ∈ [2, 20]. For
2
UDSSS, the number of code sequences is the same as the number
of codes in |Cp |. As Figure 11(a) shows, DSSS is the most efficient
scheme because only one code sequence is used to despread messages. UDSSS is slower than DSSS since it has to check the first
code of all code sequences.
UDSSS is more efficient than
because DSD-DSSS
l 2DSD-DSSS
m
has to check 64 · |Ce | = 64 · |n +n+1
codes
for BASIC scheme
2
l 2
m
n +n+1
and 63 · (n + 1) + |Ce | = 63 · (n + 1) +
codes for
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Figure 10: Expected number of seed candidates for normal receiver under DoS attacks against lseed mdisclosure (n =
|Cp |
4, 9, 25, 49, 81, 121, 169; ls = 64; |Ce | =
)
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and that caused by one-or-more-bit-delay jammer is smaller than
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SUBSET scheme, while UDSSS only needs to check |Cp | = n2 +
n + 1 codes. DSD-DSSS BASIC always has the largest number of
codes to check. DSD-DSSS SUBSET scheme has larger number of
codes to check than UDSSS when n < 126 (i.e., |Cp | < 16003).
When n ≥ 126, DSD-DSSS SUBSET scheme would be even more
efficient than UDSSS. However, we cannot run the evaluation for
n ≥ 126 due to the large computational power requirement.
Figure 11(b) shows the average despreading time of a message
for different code lengths (l = 24, 32, 40, 48, 56). It is obvious
that all DSD-DSSS, UDSSS, and DSSS need more time to despread messages when the code length is increased. The despreading time of DSD-DSSS BASIC increases much faster than that of
other schemes due to the much larger search space of codes. DSSS
is still the most efficient scheme, and UDSSS is more efficient than
DSD-DSSS. Although UDSSS is faster than DSD-DSSS in both
Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b), UDSSS suffers from the reactive
jamming attack [15] while DSD-DSSS does not.

2n(n+3)
5
5
4 5
.
p5 = (n+1)
2 (n+2)2 , λ1 , λ2 =
2
Comparison: Figure 10 shows the expected numbers of seed
candidates caused by non-despreading, real-time, and one-bit-delay
jammers when they launch DoS attacks against seed disclosure.
The more seed candidates the receiver has, the more computational
cost the receiver has to spend receiving a message. Among three
of them, the real-time jammer has the highest impact. However,
it is still limited when n is reasonably large. The number of seed
candidates is below 10 for all jammers when n ≥ 49. The nondespreading jammer and the one-bit-delay jammers do not introduce much overhead to the receiver. The expected number of seed
candidates by the non-despreading jammer is below 4 when n ≥ 9.
The expected number of seed candidates by the one-bit-delay jammer is below 1.5 when n ≥ 9. When n = 169, the expected
number of seed candidates of non-despreading, real-time, and onebit-delay jammers are only 2, 2.87, and 1.01, respectively. Note that
the lines shown in Figure 10 are conservative estimates showing the
upper bound of the expected impact these jammers can introduce.
Compared with the basic DSD-DSSS scheme, in which the jammer can introduce 2ls seed candidates (e.g., 264 seed candidates
using the same parameters in Figure 10), the content-based code
subset selection scheme has significantly reduced the impact of the
DoS attacks against seed disclosure. Thus, it provides effective defense against such DoS attacks.

6.

7. RELATED WORK
Spread spectrum wireless communication techniques, including
DSSS and FH, have been commonly used for anti-jamming communication [6]. However, as discussed earlier, traditional spread
spectrum techniques all require pre-shared secret keys, and are not
suitable for broadcast communication where there may be compromised or malicious receivers. We have discussed most closely
related works in the introduction, including UFH and its variations [7, 18–20], UDSSS [14, 15], and BBC [2, 3]. We do not repeat them here. An idea similar to ours was also proposed in [7];
however, it is targeted at spread spectrum based pairwise communication, and does not provide the protection of seed as in our
scheme. RD-DSSS provides the anti-jamming capability by encoding each bit of data using the correlation of unpredictable spreading
codes [11].
There are other related work, including approaches for detecting
jamming attacks [23], identifying insider jammers [4,5], mitigating
jamming of control channels [9, 21], jamming avoidance and evasion [2,22,24], and mitigating jamming in sensor networks [10,22].
Our technique is complementary to these techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We have implemented a prototype of DSD-DSSS based on GNU
Radio [1] using Universal Software Radio Peripherals (USRPs)
with XCVR2450 daughter boards [12]. Our implementation includes both the basic DSD-DSSS scheme (named DSD-DSSS BASIC) and the enhanced DSD-DSSS with content-based code subset selection (named DSD-DSSS SUBSET). We have also implemented DSSS [6] and UDSSS [15] as references in our experimental evaluation.
In our experiments, we used two USRPs with XCVR2450 daughter boards, one as the sender, and the other as the receiver. The
sender was connected to a laptop (Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.6GHz),
while the receiver was connected to a desktop PC (Intel Pentium
4 @ 3.2GHz), both through 480 Mbps USB 2.0 links. Both the
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Figure 11: Comparison of time to despread message in DSSS, UDSSS, and DSD-DSSS
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In this paper, we proposed DSD-DSSS, an efficient anti-jamming
broadcast communication scheme. It achieves anti-jamming capability through randomly generating the spreading code sequence
for a broadcast message through a random seed and delaying the
disclosure of the seed at the end of the message. We also developed an effective protection for the disclosure of the random seed
through content-based code subset selection. Our analysis in this
paper demonstrated that this suite of techniques can effectively defeat jamming attacks. Our implementation and evaluation shows
the feasibility of DSD-DSSS in real world. We measured the performance of DSD-DSSS without jamming attacks due to the time
limitation. Although DSD-DSSS is slower than UDSSS without
jamming attacks, DSD-DSSS may be faster than UDSSS in presence of jammers. We will verify this in our future work.
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ABSTRACT

failure to provide regular system services. Unfortunately, applying security patches is a notoriously tedious task, due to the large
number of patches and the high rate at which they are released —
it is estimated that, in an average week, vendors and security organizations release about 150 vulnerabilities and associated patching
information [15]. As a result, most software runs with outdated
patches [11, 12].
The problem is exacerbated by the IT industry’s recent shift to
virtualization and cloud computing. Virtualization allows a complete system state to be conveniently encapsulated in a virtual machine (VM) image, which can run on any compatible hypervisor.
Based on virtualization, cloud computing services (e.g., Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [2], NCSU Virtual Computing Lab
(VCL) [20]) provide on-demand computing resources to customers’
workloads, usually encapsulated in VM images. Because VM images are normal files, they can be easily copied to create new VM
images. This has led to a new “VM image sprawl” problem, where
a large number of VM images are created by the users and left
unattended. A direct result of the VM image sprawl problem is the
significantly increased management cost of maintaining these VM
images, including regularly applying security patches to both active
VMs and dormant VM images.

Patching is a critical security service that keeps computer systems
up to date and defends against security threats. Existing patching
systems all require running systems. With the increasing adoption
of virtualization and cloud computing services, there is a growing
number of dormant virtual machine (VM) images. Such VM images cannot benefit from existing patching systems, and thus are
often left vulnerable to emerging security threats. It is possible
to bring VM images online, apply patches, and capture the VMs
back to dormant images. However, such approaches suffer from unpredictability, performance challenges, and high operational costs,
particularly in large-scale compute clouds where there could be
thousands of dormant VM images.
This paper presents a novel tool named Nüwa that enables efficient and scalable offline patching of dormant VM images. Nüwa
analyzes patches and, when possible, converts them into patches
that can be applied offline by rewriting the patching scripts. Nüwa
also leverages the VM image manipulation technologies offered
by the Mirage image library to provide an efficient and scalable
way to patch VM images in batch. Nüwa has been evaluated on
freshly built images and on real-world images from the IBM Research Compute Cloud (RC2), a compute cloud used by IBM researchers worldwide. When applying security patches to a fresh
installation of Ubuntu-8.04, Nüwa successfully applies 402 of 406
patches. It speeds up the patching process by more than 4 times
compared to the online approach and by another 2–10 times when
integrated with Mirage. Nüwa also successfully applies the 10 latest security updates to all VM images in RC2.
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Patching is a basic and effective mechanism for computer systems to defend against most, although not all, security threats, such
as viruses, rootkits, and worms [13, 19, 21]. Failing to promptly
patch physical machines can subject the systems to huge risks, such
as loss of confidential data, compromise of system integrity, and
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Figure 1: Counts of EC2 and VCL images, grouped by their
time of last update or use (data collected on April 15, 2010)
A Glance at Two Compute Clouds: Figure 1 shows how recently VM images in two operational compute clouds, Amazon
EC2 [2] and VCL [20], were updated; for VCL, the figure also
shows how recently images were used. 1 There are a total of 831
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1
The VCL data was provided by the VCL management team,
while the EC2 data was retrieved from the public Amazon Machine Images (AMIs) listed at Amazon’s AMI page
(http://developer.amazonwebservices.com/connect/
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VM images in VCL and 575 public VM images posted at EC2’s
AMI page. However, more than 91% of the VCL images and more
than 96% of the EC2 images have not been updated for at least
1.5 months. Moreover, more than 58% of the VCL images have
not been used in the last 1.5 months. Note that it is not the case
that these inactive images will not be needed in the future. Indeed,
based on the VCL log, VCL purged 776 VM images marked by the
users as “deleted” in the past; all of the remaining 831 images were
explicitly marked as needed by their owners.
Our investigation of EC2 and VCL leads to two observations:

Our Solution–Nüwa Offline Patching Tool: We propose an approach that is fundamentally different from the traditional online
model. We argue that the only way to make the patching process
scalable in a cloud environment, where the number of images can
potentially reach millions 2 , is to do it offline. A closer look into the
patching process reveals that it can be decomposed into a sequence
of actions, not all of which require a running system. In fact, most
of the patching actions only depend on and have an impact on file
system objects, which are already encapsulated in the VM image
itself. Among the actions that do depend on or have impacts on a
running system, we find that many are unnecessary when patching
offline, and some can be safely replaced by other actions that do not
need the running system. Based on these findings, we design and
implement Nüwa 3 , a scalable offline patching tool for VM images.
By patching offline, Nüwa avoids the expensive VM start and stop
time, and, for the majority of cases, ensures that, when a VM image
is ready to be started, it has the latest patches installed.
Because Nüwa is an offline patching tool, it can leverage novel
VM image manipulation technologies to further improve scalability. In particular, Nüwa is integrated with the Mirage image library [24], which stores identical files once and treats images as
logical views on this collection of files. By exploiting Mirage,
Nüwa can patch all images that contain a file by patching that single file and updating each image’s view, thus providing efficient
and scalable offline patching in batch.
Our implementation of Nüwa supports the Debian package manager [5] and the RPM package manager [8]. We evaluated Nüwa
with 406 patches to a freshly installed Ubuntu-8.04. Our evaluation
shows that Nüwa applies 402 of the 406 patches offline and speeds
up the patching process by more than 4 times compared to the online approach. This can be further improved by another 2–10 times
when the tool is integrated with Mirage, making Nüwa an order of
magnitude more efficient than the online approach. We also evaluated Nüwa on real-world images from the IBM Research Compute Cloud (RC2) [25], a compute cloud used by IBM researchers
worldwide. Nüwa successfully applies the 10 latest security updates to all VM images in RC2.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives background
information on patching and describes our design choices and technical challenges. Section 3 presents an overview of our approach.
Section 4 describes the mechanisms we use to convert an online
patch into one that can be safely applied offline. Section 5 describes how we leverage efficient image manipulation mechanisms
to further improve scalability. Section 6 presents our experimental evaluation results. Section 7 discusses related work. Section 8
concludes this paper with an outlook to the future.

• Most VM images in compute clouds are not properly patched.
The longer a VM image remains unpatched, particularly after a major vulnerability is discovered, the more likely it is
to threaten other machines in the compute cloud or in the Internet. Also, unpatched images owned by organizations or
companies may not be compliant with the organizations’ security policies.
• A significant portion of the VM images are mostly offline and
infrequently booted. Thus, any attempt to start these VMs
and install patches will be an extra cost to the image owners.
The cloud service providers may certainly offer patching as a
free service; however, they will have to sacrifice CPU cycles
that could potentially bring in revenues.
Inadequacy of Existing Patching Utilities: Traditional patching utilities, originally designed for running systems, require the
VM images to be online before the patch can be applied. There are
a few recent attempts to patch offline VM images using traditional
patching utilities. For example, the Microsoft Offline Virtual Machine Servicing Tool [10] brings the VM image online, applies the
patches, and captures the VM back to a dormant image. Realizing
that not all VM images are needed immediately by their users, a
lazy patching approach was developed in [27], which injects the
patch installer and patch data into the VM image in such a way
that the patch process is triggered at the next booting time. This
optimization can yield significant savings in the total time spent
in patching in the case where only a small percentage of dormant
images will ever be used. However, the tradeoff is that users will
now see delays in image startup, which can be significant for images that have accumulated a long list of yet-to-be-applied patches.
Our own experiences show that update time can be fairly long (in
the order of 10s of minutes) for stale systems (e.g., dormant for 1
month). In modern clouds where VM instances are dynamically
provisioned to meet varying demands, this delay is unacceptable.
Additionally, for enterprises systems, it is often required that all IT
assets (physical or virtual, dormant or online) be up to date with
regard to patches for security or compliance reasons. This will apply to cloud providers as enterprises embrace the cloud computing model. Finally, in a cloud environment where customers are
charged for resources used during patching, this approach imposes
costs that customers might not accept.
In general, patching approaches that require VMs to be online
are a poor fit for VM images in compute clouds. Note that it takes
on the order of minutes just to power up and shut down a VM image. With the large number of dormant VM images that are infrequently used, these approaches add significant extra costs either for
customers or for cloud service providers. In addition to these costs,
bringing a VM image online necessarily runs code that has nothing
to do with patching, which makes patching less predictable.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1 Background
Software patches, or simply patches, are often distributed in the
form of software update packages (e.g., .deb or .rpm files), which
are installed using a package installer, such as dpkg and rpm. In
this section, we give background information on the format of software packages and the package installation process. We use the
Debian package management tool dpkg as an example. Most software package management tools follow the same general style with
only slight differences.
2
Amazon EC2 already contains over 7,000 public VM images as
of April 2010, without including private images that users choose
not to share with others [18].
3
Named after the Chinese Goddess who patches the sky.

kbcategory.jspa?categoryID=171). There are indeed more
public AMIs in EC2 (more than 7,000 in US East, US West, and EU West
EC2 sites in mid April 2010) than those in this list. Amazon does not
publish usage data.
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Packages are distribution units of specific software. A package
usually includes files for different purposes and associated metadata, such as the name, version, dependences, description and concrete instructions on how to install and uninstall this specific software. Different platforms may use different package formats to distribute software to their users. But the contents are mostly the same.
A Debian package, for example, is a standard Unix ar archive,
composed of two compressed tar archives, one for the filesystem
tree data and the other for associated metadata for controlling purposes. Inside the metadata, a Debian package includes a list of
configuration files, md5 sums for each file in the first archive, name
and version information, and shell scripts that the package installer
runs at specific points in the package lifecycle.
The main action in patching is to replace the old buggy filesystem data with the updated counterparts. Moreover, the package
installer also needs to perform additional operations to ensure the
updated software will work well in the target environment. For example, dependences and conflicts must be resolved, a new user or
group might have to be added, configuration modifications by the
user should be kept, other software packages dependent on this one
may need to be notified, and running instances of this software may
need to be restarted. Most of these actions are specified in scripts
provided by the package developers. Because these scripts are intended to be invoked at certain points during the patching process,
they are called hook scripts. The hook scripts that are invoked before (or after) file replacement operations are called pre-installation
(or post-installation) scripts. There are also scripts intended to be
invoked when relevant packages (e.g., dependent software) are installed or removed.
More details about Debian package management tools can be
found in the Debian Policy Manual [6].

restart the patched software at the end of the patching process to ensure its effect takes place. Some patches require running daemons.
For example, some software stores configuration data in a database.
A patch that changes the configuration requires the database server
to be running in order to perform schema updates.
The challenge is to separate runtime dependences that can be
safely emulated (such as information discovery that only depends
on the file system state) or removed (such as restarting the patched
software) from the ones that cannot (such as starting a database
server to do schema updates). We address this challenge by a
combination of manual inspection of commands commonly used
in scripts (performed only once before any offline patching) and
static analysis of the scripts.
Removing Runtime Dependencies: Once we identify runtime
dependences that can be safely emulated or removed, the next challenge is to safely remove these dependences so that the patch can be
applied to a VM image offline and in a manner that does not break
backward compatibility. Our solution uses a script rewriting approach that preserves the patch format and allows a patch intended
for an online system to be applied safely offline in an emulated
environment.
Patching at a Massive Scale: As the adoption of virtualization
and cloud computing accelerates, it is a matter of time before a
cloud administrator is confronted with a collection of thousands,
if not millions of VM images. Just moving from online to offline
patching is not sufficient to scale to image libraries of that magnitude. We address this challenge by leveraging Mirage’s capabilities
in efficient storage and manipulation of VM images [24].

3. APPROACH
It seems plausible that patching VM images offline would work,
given the fact that the goal of patching is mainly to replace old
software components, represented as files in the file system, with
new ones. Indeed, to patch an offline VM image, we only care
about the changes made to the file system in the VM image; many
changes intended for a running system do not contribute to the VM
image directly.
Simple Emulation-based Patching: One straightforward approach is to perform the file replacement actions from another host,
referred to as the patching host. The patching host can mount and
access an offline VM image as a part of its own file system. Using
the chroot system call to change the root file system to the mount
point, the patching host can emulate an environment required by the
patching process on a running VM and perform the file system actions originally developed for patching a running VM. We call this
approach simple emulation-based patching and the environment set
up by the above procedure the emulated environment.
Failures and Observations: Unfortunately, our investigation
shows that the installation scripts used by the patching process pose
a great challenge to simple emulation-based patching. For example,
Figure 2 shows two segments of code from dbus.postinst,
the post-installation script in the dbus package. The first segment
(lines 1 to 7) detects possibly running dbus processes and sends a
reboot notification to the system if there exists one. The second segment (lines 9 to 16) restarts the patched dbus daemon so that the
system begins to use the updated software. Both segments depend
on a running VM to work correctly. The simple emulation-based
patching will fail when coming across this script.
We looked into the internals of patching scripts. After analyzing patching scripts in more than one thousand patching instances,
we made some important observations. First, most commands used
in the patching scripts are safe to execute in the emulated environment, in the sense that they do not generate undesirable side

2.2 Design Choices and Technical Challenges
Our goal is to build a patching tool that can take existing patches
intended for online systems and apply them offline to a large collection of dormant VM images in a manner that is safe and scalable.
By safety we mean that applying the patch offline achieves the same
effect on the persistent file systems in the images as applying it online. By scalability we mean that the tool has to scale to thousands,
if not millions of VM images. In this paper we only consider dormant VM images that are completely shutdown; VM images that
contain suspended VMs are out of the scope of this paper.
We made a conscious design decision to be backward compatible with an existing patch format. It is tempting to go with a “clean
slate” approach, where we define a new VM-friendly patch format
and associated tools that do not make the assumption of a running
system at the time of patch application. While this is indeed our
long-term research goal, we think its adoption will likely take a
long time, given the long history of the traditional online patching
model and the fact that it is an entrenched part of today’s IT practices, ranging from software development and distribution to system administration. Thus, we believe that an interim solution that is
backward compatible with existing patch format, and yet works in
an offline manner and provides much improved scalability, would
be desirable.
Several technical challenges arise in developing such a scalable
offline patching tool, as discussed below:
Identifying Runtime Dependences: The current software industry is centered around running systems and so are the available
patching solutions. A running system provides a convenient environment to execute the installation scripts in the patch. The installation scripts query the configuration of the running system to
customize the patch appropriately for the system. Some scripts also
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these scripts, and performs safety analysis on the rewritten scripts.
If these rewriting techniques can successfully convert the unsafe
scripts to safe ones, Nüwa will use simple emulation-based patching with the rewritten patch to finish offline patching. However,
in the worst case, Nüwa may fail to derive safe scripts through
rewriting, and will resort to online patching. In reality, we have
found such cases to be rare – our results show that less than 1% of
the packages tested in our experiments fall into this category (Section 6.1).
In addition to patching individual VM images, Nüwa also leverages VM image manipulation technologies to further improve scalability. In particular, Nüwa uses features of the Mirage image library [24] to enable scalable patching of a large number of VM
images in batch.
To distinguish between the two variations of Nüwa, we refer to
the former as standalone Nüwa, and the latter, which leverages Mirage, as Mirage-based Nüwa. In the following, we describe the
novel techniques developed for offline patching in the context of
both standalone and Mirage-based Nüwa.

1 if [ "$1" = "configure" ]; then
2 if [ -e /var/run/dbus/pid ] &&
3
ps -p $(cat /var/run/dbus/pid); then
4
/usr/share/update-notifier/notify-reboot-required
5
...
6 fi
7 fi
8 ...
9 if [ -x "/etc/init.d/dbus" ]; then
10 update-rc.d dbus start 12 2 3 4 5 . stop 88 1 .
11 if [ -x "‘which invoke-rc.d‘" ]; then
12
invoke-rc.d dbus start
13 else
14
/etc/init.d/dbus start
15 fi
16 fi

Figure 2: Excerpts of the dbus.postinst script

effects on the persistent file system that would make the patched
VM image different from one patched online except for log files
and timestamps. Examples of such commands include the test
commands in lines 2, 9 and 11, cat in line 3, /usr/share/
update-notifier/notify-reboot-required in line 4,
update-rc.d in line 10, and which in line 11. Second, some
command executions have no impact on the offline patching and
thus can be skipped. For example, invoke-rc.d in line 12 of
Figure 2 is supposed to start up a running daemon, and its execution has no impact on the persistent file system. Thus, we can just
skip it. We call such code unnecessary code. Third, there are usually more than one way to achieve the same purpose. Thus, it is
possible to replace an unsafe command with a safe one to achieve
the same effect. For example, many scripts use uname -m to get
the machine architecture; unfortunately, uname -m returns the architecture of the patching host, which is not necessarily the architecture for which the VM image is intended. We can achieve the
same purpose by looking at the file system data, for example, the
architecture information in the ELF header of a binary file.
Safety Analysis and Script Rewriting: Motivated by the above
observations, in this paper, we propose a systematic approach that
combines safety analysis and script rewriting techniques to address
the challenge posed by scripts. The safety analysis examines whether
it is safe to execute a script in the emulated environment, while the
rewriting techniques modify unsafe scripts to either eliminate unsafe and unnecessary code, or replace unsafe code with safe one
that achieves the same purpose. Our experience in this research indicates that the majority of unsafe scripts can be rewritten into safe
ones, and thus enable patches to be applied to offline VM images
in the emulated environment.
However, not all scripts can be handled successfully in this way.
We find some patching instances, after safety analysis and rewriting, still unsafe in the emulation-based environment. Some patches
have requirements that can only be handled in a running environment. For example, the post-installation script in a patch for MySQL
may need to start a transaction to update the administrative tables of
the patched server. As another example, mono, the open source implementation of C# and the Common Language Runtime, depends
on a running environment to apply the update to itself.
The Nüwa Approach: To address this problem, we adopt a
hybrid approach in the development of Nüwa. When presented
with a patch, Nüwa first performs safety analysis on the patching
scripts included in the original patch. If all scripts are safe, Nüwa
uses simple emulation-based patching directly to perform offline
patching. If some scripts are unsafe, Nüwa applies various rewriting techniques, which will be discussed in detail in Section 4, to

4. SCRIPT ANALYSIS AND REWRITING
This section explains how safe patch scripts are identified and,
when possible, unsafe scripts are transformed into safe scripts. The
analysis is based on three concepts — impact, dependence, and
command classification, which are defined in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents rewriting techniques that, using information from
safety analyses, convert many unsafe scripts into safe scripts.
In our implementation, safety analysis and script-rewriting run
immediately before the package manager (i.e., dpkg and rpm) executes a patch script. As a result, analyses and transformations have
access to the script’s actual environment and arguments and to the
image’s filesystem state.
Patch scripts are in general shell scripts. For example, patch
scripts in Debian are SUSv3 Shell Command Language scripts [17]
with three additional features mandated by the Debian Policy Manual [6]. Patch scripts are executed by an interpreter that repeatedly
reads a command line, expands it according to a number of expansion and quoting rules into a command and arguments, executes the
command on the arguments, and collects the execution’s output and
exit status. The language is very dynamic (for example, commandlines are constructed and parsed dynamically), which forces our
analyses and transformations to be conservative. Nonetheless, simple, syntax-directed analyses and rewritings suffice to convert unsafe scripts to safe versions for 99% of the packages we considered.

4.1 Impact, Dependence, and Command Classification
The goal of command classification is to divide a script’s command lines into three categories: (1) safe to execute offline, (2) unsafe to execute offline, and (3) unnecessary to execute offline. To
classify command lines, we divide a running system into a “memory” part and a “filesystem” part, and determine which parts may
influence or be influenced by a given command line. The intuition
is that the “filesystem” part is available offline but the “memory”
part requires a running instance of the image that is being patched.
Table 1: Commands w/ FS-only impacts
Command Type
File attribute mod.
Explicit file content mod.
Implicit file content mod.

Example Commands
chown, chmod, chgrp, touch
cp, mv, mknode, mktemp
adduser, addgrp, remove-shell

We say that a command-line execution depends on the filesystem if it reads data from the filesystem or if any of its arguments
or inputs flow from executions that depend on the filesystem. An
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execution impacts the filesystem if it writes data to the filesystem or
if its output or exit status flow to executions that impact the filesystem. Table 1 lists some commands whose executions impact the
filesystem:
We say that a command-line execution depends on memory if it
inspects any of a number of volatile components of the system’s
state (perhaps by listing running processes, opening a device, connecting to a daemon or network service, or reading a file under
/proc that exposes kernel state) or any of its arguments or inputs
flow from executions that depend on memory. An execution impacts memory if it makes a change to a volatile component of the
system’s state that outlives the execution itself, or if its output or
exit status flow to executions that impact the memory.
Note that all executions have transient effects on volatile state:
they allocate memory, create processes, cause the operating system
to buffer filesystem data, and so forth. For the purposes of classification, we do not consider these effects to be impacts on memory;
we assume that other command-line executions do not depend on
these sorts of effects. Table 2 lists some commands that impact or
depend on memory.

Table 3 shows how each command line’s classification as safe,
unsafe, or unnecessary is determined from its filesystem and memory impacts and dependences. Safe command lines do not depend on or impact memory. These are the commands that can and
should be executed offline. Script rewriting preserves these commands. Unnecessary command lines have no impact on the filesystem. There is no reason to execute them offline because they do
not change the image. In fact, if they depend on or impact memory,
then they must be removed because they might fail without a running instance. Script rewriting removes these commands. Unsafe
command lines may execute incorrectly offline because they depend on or impact memory and also impact the filesystem. In some
cases, script rewriting cannot remove these command lines because
their filesystem impacts are required. If any unsafe command line
cannot be removed, then the patch cannot be executed offline.

Table 2: Commands w/ memory impact/dependence
Command Type
Daemon start/stop
Process status
System info. inquiry
Kernel module
Others

Example Commands
invoke-rc.d, /etc/init.d/
ps, pidof, pgrep, lsof, kill
uname, lspci, laptop-detect
lsmod, modprobe
Database update, mono gac-install

Figure 3: Flow of script analysis and rewriting

4.2 Rewriting Techniques

The definitions for command-line executions are extended to definitions for static command lines. A command line depends on
memory (or the filesystem) if any of its executions depend on memory (or the filesystem). A command line impacts memory (or the
filesystem) if any of its executions impact memory (or the filesystem).
To seed impact and dependence analysis, we manually inspected
all commands used in patch scripts to determine their intrinsic memory and filesystem impacts and dependences. This might seem to
be an overwhelming task but, in practice, scripts use very few distinct commands; we found only about 200 distinct commands used
by more than 1,000 packages. It may be possible to derive this information by instrumenting command executions. In practice, we
expect that it would be provided by package maintainers.
Depend
on FS
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No
Yes/No

Table 3: Command classification
Depend
on Memory
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Impact
on Memory
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Impact
on FS
Yes/No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Figure 3 shows the rewriting techniques that Nüwa applies before executing each patch script. Rewriting a script can change the
results of safety analysis, so Nüwa reruns safety analysis after applying these techniques. If safety analysis proves that all command
lines in the script are safe, then the rewritten script is executed offline. Otherwise, Nüwa resorts to online patching.
Nüwa currently applies five rewriting techniques, which are described below. For clarity, the presentation does not follow the
order in which the techniques are applied (that order is shown in
Figure 3). The first two techniques consider command-lines, annotated by safety analysis, in isolation; the last three analyze larger
scopes.
Unnecessary Command Elimination: This
/etc/init.d/acpid
/etc/init.d/cupsys
technique removes unnecessary commands, which, killall
by definition, have neither direct nor indirect
Figure 4: Examples of command
impact on the filesyslines that are removed by unnectem. Figure 4 shows an
essary command elimination
example.
Command Reuname -m
placement: Some
-> dpkg --print-architecture
command lines that
depend on memuname -s
ory can be re-> echo "Linux"
placed with command lines that
depend only on
Figure 5: Memory-dependent comthe filesystem. This
mand lines and their replacements
often happens with
commands that need
information about the system, in particular when the information is
available both in the filesystem and, if there is a running instance,
in memory.

Safety

Safe
Unsafe
Unsafe
Unsafe
Unnecessary
Unnecessary
Unnecessary

Our analysis concludes that a static command-line depends on
memory if one of the following holds: (1) The command is unknown; (2) the command has an intrinsic memory dependence; (3)
one or more of the arguments is a variable substitution; (4) the input
is piped from a command that depends on memory; or (5) the input
is redirected from a device, a file under /proc, or from a variable
substitution.
The rules for filesystem dependences and for impacts are similar. Note that the analysis errs on the side of finding spurious dependences and impacts. That is, these analyses are simple “maydepend/may-impact” analyses, which are both flow and context insensitive.
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For example, the uname command prints system information;
depending on its arguments, it will print the hostname, the machine
hardware name, the operating system name, or other fields. uname
gets its information from the kernel through the uname system call.
Without a running instance, information from the kernel cannot be
trusted. However, certain fields are statically known constants or
available through commands that depend only on the filesystem;
Figure 5 shows two examples.
Note that the command replacement technique not only removes
memory-dependent commands but also ensures that the offline script
uses values appropriate to the image instead of values from the host.
Nüwa’s implementation of command replacement consults a manually constructed table of command lines and their known replacements.

/etc/init.d/hal, the conditional can be evaluated at rewriting time; in this case, the conditional is false and the false branch
is empty so the entire if statement is removed.
The current implementation of script specialization is a collection of ad hoc rewriting passes, which Nüwa applies before applying any other rewriting techniques. One pass replaces positional
parameters with actual parameters. Another evaluates conditionals built from filesystem tests, when the tests depend only on the
initial filesystem state. A third evaluates the command line dpkg
-compare-versions, which is used frequently and whose result can be determined from the VM image’s package database.
Before rewriting:
1 HAL_NEEDS_RESTARTING=no
2 case "$1" in
3
configure)
4
if [ -x /etc/init.d/hal ] &&
5
[ -f /var/run/hald/hald.pid ]; then
6
HAL_NEEDS_RESTARTING=yes
7
invoke-rc.d hal stop
8
fi
9
;;
10
reconfigure)
11
...
12 esac

Before rewriting:
1
2
3
4
5

if [ -x "‘which invoke-rc.d‘" ]; then
invoke-rc.d dbus start
else
/etc/init.d/dbus start
fi

After rewriting:
All eliminated

After rewriting:

Figure 6: Example of control structure analysis (from
dbus.postinst)

HAL_NEEDS_RESTARTING=no

Figure 7:
Example
acpid.postinst)

Unnecessary Control-structure Elimination: This technique,
a generalization of unnecessary command elimination, removes compound commands like if and case statements.
Figure 6 shows an example. Both the true branch and the false
branch of the if-statement are unnecessary and would be eliminated by unnecessary command elimination. The conditional would
not be eliminated because safety analysis conservatively assumes
that all conditionals impact both memory and the filesystem through
control-flow. By contrast, unnecessary control-structure elimination eliminates the entire if-statement because, after eliminating
both branches of the if-statement, the conditional is unnecessary:
It clearly has no filesystem impact through control-flow or any
other means.
We perform unnecessary control-structure elimination in a bottomup fashion (i.e., process inner control structures first). For each
control structure being processed, we first try to eliminate all statements in each branch of the structure. If all statements in every
branch can be eliminated, we consider the conditional itself: If it
no longer impacts the filesystem, the entire control structure is removed.
Note that Nüwa applies unnecessary control-structure analysis
to many kinds of compound commands and command lists, including the case construct and command lists built from the shortcircuiting statements ( and &&).
Script Specialization: This technique removes command lines
and control structures that cannot execute, given the script’s actual environment and arguments and the VM image’s filesystem
state. Recall that this context is available because safety analysis
and script-rewriting run immediately before dpkg executes a patch
script.
Figure 7 shows an example, which was extracted from the postinstallation script for the acpid package. Except during error recovery, dpkg calls post-installation scripts with configure as
the first positional parameter ($1). Therefore, the case statement can be replaced with the first branch. Next, since the rest
of the script changes neither /var/run/hald/hald.pid nor

of

script

specialization

(from

All passes are conservative and err on the side of missing rewriting opportunities. For example, positional-parameter replacement
leaves the script unchanged if the script uses the shift statement,
which renames the positional parameters.
Dead-assignment Elimination: This technique removes assignments to unused variables. Some dead assignments come from the
original scripts; others are created by script specialization, which
can convert conditionally dead assignments to dead assignments.
Figure 8 shows an example of dead assignment, extracted from
xfonts-scalable.postinst. In this script, the command
laptop-detect is intrinsically memory-dependent. If its result flows to a command line that impacts the filesystem, the script
would be unsafe. Fortunately, the LAPTOP variable is unused in
the rest of the script. Removing its assignment leaves the body
of the inner if statement empty, which makes the conditional unnecessary, which in turn allows the entire inner if statement to
be removed. The outer if statement is then removed in a similar
fashion.
Before rewriting:
LAPTOP=""
if [ -n "$(which laptop-detect)" ]; then
if laptop-detect >/dev/null; then
LAPTOP=true
fi
fi
After rewriting:
All eliminated

Figure 8: Example of dead-assignment elimination
The first assignment in Figure 7, which is conditionally dead in
the original script, could be transformed into a dead assignment by
script specialization.
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Dead-assignment elimination depends on a syntax-directed dataflow analysis of the main body of the script. An assignment is dead
if the assigned value cannot reach a use before reaching the end of
the script or another assignment; the analysis conservatively judges
an assignment to be dead if it it does not occur in a loop and is
followed by another assignment in the same syntactic scope, with
no intervening uses in any syntactic scope, or if no uses follow at
all. Function bodies are not considered, except that any use of a
variable within a function body is considered reachable from any
assignment to that variable in the entire program.

5.

contents with new contents.
After modifying an image through Vmount, the user can check
in the changes as a new image or as a new version of the original
image. The original image is not disturbed, and the time to check
in is proportional to the amount of new data instead of to the size
of the image.
Vmount has three benefits for batch patching. First, there is no
need to rebuild each image. Arguably, this is merely a workaround
for a problem created by the decision to store images as manifests.
Second, if two images share data in the CAS and are patched sequentially through Vmount, then reading the shared data the second time is likely to be fast, because the data will be in the host’s
buffer cache. By contrast, if two disk images are patched sequentially, then the fact that they share data is effectively hidden from
the host’s operating system. The largest benefit is that Vmount
allows batch patching to operate on manifests without major modifications of system tools like dpkg. Time-critical patching steps
can be changed to use the new filesystem attribute, without creating a dependence on the manifest format, while less profitable steps
continue to use the normal filesystem interface.

SCALABLE BATCH PATCHING

A motivating assumption of this work is that, as cloud computing
becomes more widely adopted, image libraries will grow to contain
thousands or perhaps even millions of images, many of which must
be patched as new vulnerabilities are discovered. Even with the offline patching techniques presented in Section 4, patching so many
images individually would take a significant amount of time.
This section explains an approach to batch patching a large number of images offline that exploits an observation and a conjecture
about patching images. The observation is that, if the same patch
is applied to two similar images, then any given patch-application
step is likely to have the same effect on both images. For example, the same files will be extracted from the patch both times. The
conjecture is that the images that must be patched are likely to be
similar to one another; this conjecture seems particularly reasonable for clouds (such as Amazon’s EC2 [2]) that encourage users to
derive new images from a small set of base images.
Nüwa’s batch patching harnesses Mirage, a scalable VM image
storage solution that exploits the similarity between images [24].
We first give a brief overview of Mirage before describing the batch
patching solution.

5.2 Batch Patching via Mirage
A straightforward way to patch a batch of images is to iterate
the patching process for individual images. For images in Mirage,
each iteration mounts an image with Vmount, applies the patch 4 ,
and checks in the modified image.
Our approach optimizes this straightforward approach by moving invariant operations out of the loop that visits each image. Currently, Nüwa optimizes one source of invariant operations: unpacking the patch, which copies the patch’s files to the image and, ultimately, adds their contents to the Mirage CAS. These copies and
CAS additions are good operations to move out of the loop because
they consume most of the time of applying most patches; in future
work, we plan to hoist more invariants out of the loop.

5.1 Overview of Mirage
The Mirage image library maintains a collection of VM images
and provides an image-management interface to users: users can
import images into the library, list existing images in the library,
check out a particular image, and check in updates of the image
to create either a new image or a new version of the original image. A separate interface allows system administrators to perform
system-wide operations, such as backup, virus scan, and integrity
verification of all image content.
A design goal of Mirage is to support operations on images as
structured data. To this end, Mirage does not store images as simple
disk images. Instead, when an image is imported into the library,
Mirage iterates over the image’s files, storing each file’s contents
as a separate item in a content-addressable store (CAS); the image
as a whole is represented by a manifest that refers to file-content
items and serves as a recipe for rebuilding the image when it is
checked out. An earlier paper [24] described this format and explained how it allows certain operations on images to be expressed
as fast operations on the image’s manifest. For example, creating
a file, assuming that the desired contents are already in the CAS,
reduces to adding a few hundred bytes to the manifest.
Mirage’s new vmount feature, which was not described in the
earlier paper, allows users to mount library images without rebuilding them. Vmount is implemented as a FUSE [26] daemon and
fetches data from the CAS as it is demanded; by contrast, checking out an image requires fetching every file’s contents from the
CAS. Vmount also implements a new extended filesystem attribute
that allows direct manipulation of the manifest. For each regular
file, the value of this attribute is a short, unique identifier of the
file’s contents. Setting the attribute atomically replaces the file’s

Figure 9: Batch patching VM images via Mirage
Figure 9 shows the two phases of batch patching via Mirage.
Phase 1 performs the loop-invariant operation: Nüwa extracts the
patch’s files and imports them into Mirage. The result is a list of
content identifiers, one for each file. In phase 2, Nüwa iterates
over the images. For each image, Nüwa mounts the image with
Vmount, rewrites and executes the pre-installation scripts, emulates
the “unpack” step of the package manager (e.g., dpkg), using the
Mirage filesystem attribute to set the contents of the patch’s files,
rewrites and executes the post-installation scripts, and checks in the
modified VM image. If script rewriting ever fails to produce a safe
script, then Nüwa resorts to online patching.

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have implemented both standalone Nüwa and Mirage-based
Nüwa by extending the Debian Almquist Shell (i.e., dash) [4].
(Our script rewriting was performed based on the syntax tree generated by dash.) Our implementations assume a Linux host sys4
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If the patch must be applied online, then the image must be rebuilt.

The four failure cases are the mono-gac package5 and three
other packages that depend on mono-gac. Through further analysis, we found that mono-gac failed because the installer needed
to access some kernel information (e.g., /proc/self/map and
/proc/cpuinfo) in order to work correctly. This information
cannot be retrieved in the emulated environment.
To compare the efficiency of Nüwa’s offline patching techniques
with that of online patching, we performed another set of experiments. We assumed the most efficient form of online patch, automated online patching. Specifically, we insert the patch data into
the VM image through the emulated environment and then schedule a patching process at boot time by modifying the booting script
in the VM image. We then boot the VM, perform online patching,
and shut down the VM automatically once the patching is complete.
We collected two sets of data from these experiments. The first
is the time (in seconds) required to apply each applicable patch to
the base VM image through the offline patching approach in Nüwa,
and the second is the time needed to apply the same set of patches
through automated online patching.

tem. We have tested the standalone Nüwa on patching hosts running CentOS 5.2, Ubuntu 9.0.4 and OpenSuSE 11.1. Our implementations currently support VM images of any Linux distributions
based on Debian package management tools (e.g., Debian, Ubuntu,
Knoppix) or RPM package manager (e.g., RHEL, CentOS). However, Mirage-based Nüwa currently only works on the Debian package manager, as the optimizations have not been completely ported
to RPM yet.
We performed three sets of experiments to evaluate Nüwa, including (1) patching individual VM images offline, (2) Miragebased offline patching in batch, and (3) patching VM images in
a real-world compute cloud RC2. The first two sets of experiments
were performed on a DELL OptiPlex 960 PC, with a 3GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo CPU and 4GB DDR2 memory. The third set of experiments were performed in RC2. Unless otherwise noted, we used
the x86-64 version of OpenSuSE 11.1 version as the patching host
OS in all experiments. For compatibility reasons, we updated its
kernel to version 2.6.31.11-0.0.0.2.9c60380-default.

6.1 Patching Individual VM Images

Offline

The objective of this set of experiments is two-fold: First, we
would like to evaluate the correctness of the offline patching approach used in Nüwa (i.e., whether the offline patching approach
has the same effect on the VM images as online patching). Second,
we would like to see the efficiency of our offline patching approach
in Nüwa compared with the online patching approach.
In this set of experiments, we used the Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) [7] to start instances of VM images for online
patching. For offline patching, we used the VMware disk library to
mount the VM images in the host environment. Our tool can be logically decomposed into two parts: the script rewriter and the patch
applier. We copied both components into the mounted VM image,
with the patch applier replacing the original package installer inside
the target VM image.
To perform the evaluation, we first created an empty disk image
in the flat VMDK disk format with the kvm-img image creation
tool, then brought this disk image online through KVM, and installed a default configured 64-bit Ubuntu-8.04 inside. This was
used as the base VM image for both offline and online patching.
We gathered all 406 patches available for the base VM image
(64-bit Ubuntu-8.04) on October 26, 2009. The correctness of
offline patching is verified by a file-by-file comparison of the results of online and offline: If two VM images, which are obtained
through patching the base VM image online and offline, respectively, differ only in log files and timestamps, we consider the offline patching to be correct. To further evaluate the effectiveness
of the rewriting techniques, we used the simple emulation-based
patching mentioned in Section 3 as a reference.
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Figure 10: Time used by offline and online patching (“Average”
is computed over 402 applicable packages)
Figure 10 shows the time (in seconds) required to apply some
applicable patches to the base VM image through the Nüwa offline
patching and the automated online patching, respectively. Due to
the limited space, we only show the timing results for eight selected
patches and the average for all 402 applicable patches. On average,
the Nüwa offline approach takes only 23.9% of the time required by
automated online patching (a factor of 4 speedup). This improvement, combined with the fact that Nüwa needs much less human
intervention and physical resources, shows that it brings significant
benefits to patching VM images.
This set of experiments demonstrates that Nüwa’s offline patching techniques, particularly the rewriting techniques, are effective
and that offline patching using Nüwa can significantly reduce the
overhead involved in patching.

6.2 Batch Patching via Mirage

Table 4: Comparison of offline patching methods
Simple emulation
Nüwa

Online

120

The primary objective of this set of experiments is to measure
the scalability offered by Mirage-based Nüwa by comparing the
performance of Mirage-based batch patching with that of one-byone patching.
We generated 100 VM images using 32-bit Ubuntu 8.04 as the
base operating system for this set of experiments. The Ubuntu installer can install a support for a number of basic, predefined tasks;
some of these tasks are for running specific servers, while others are
for desktop use. We generated test VM images from 100 randomly
selected subsets of 12 of these tasks (listed in Table 5).

success ratio
90.9%
99.0%

Table 4 shows the experimental results for evaluating the correctness of our techniques. Nüwa can successfully apply 402 out of the
406 patches offline, achieving a 99.0% success ratio. The results
also show that the rewriting techniques contributed significantly to
the success; they helped improve the success ratio by about 10%.
Note that the failure cases are failures of offline patching, not of
Nüwa; Nüwa automatically detects all of these failures and can
cope with them through automatic online patching, as discussed
in Section 3.

5
mono-gac is a utility to maintain the global assembly cache of
mono, an open source implementation of C# and the CLR.
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cessfully patched offline using Nüwa, and 2) whether it is feasible
to
patch the entire image repository on a daily basis.
#
Task Name
#
Task Name
Our experiments are based on RC2 [25], a compute cloud very
1
lamp-server
2
mail-server
3
dns-server
4
openssh-server
similar to Amazon’s EC2, that is used by IBM researchers world5
print-server
6
samba-server
wide. Although small compared to EC2, RC2 is a production cloud
7
postgresql-server
8
ubuntustudio-audio
that is used daily by IBM researchers. We created a replica of the
9
ubuntustudio-audio-plugins
10
ubuntustudio-graphics
11
ubuntustudio-video
12
ubuntu-desktop
RC2 image repository in our own testbed, so as to have a controlled
experimental environment. The replica contains a total of 278 images, to which we apply the security patches from Red Hat’s secuWe retrieved 154 security updates (i.e., security patches) for 32rity advisories website [23]. All 278 images are running Red Hat
bit Ubuntu 8.04 from Ubuntu Security Notices [28]. We also re5.3 with the exception of one that is running CentOS 5.3. We used
trieved the ranking of Ubuntu packages given by Ubuntu’s popularthe RPM-based implementation of Nüwa since all Red Hat distriity contest [9], and sorted the 154 security patches accordingly. For
butions use RPM for package installation. For this experiment we
our performance evalution, we selected the security updates cordid not use the Mirage batch optimization because this feature has
responding to the eight most popular packages (as of January 18,
not yet been implemented in the RPM-based Nüwa.
2010), including dash, libdbus, libglib-2.0, libfreetype,
We set up a dedicated host to run the patch process. The host
udev, libpng, libxml2, and dbus.
is a blade with 4 Xeon 3.16GHz processors and 8GB RAM, runFor each of the eight patches, we measured the time to apply
ning OpenSuse 11.1. The image repository is on a different, simthe patch to the test VM images one-by-one and the time to apilar blade and the host accesses the repository via an NFS mount
ply the patch to the test VM images as batches of increasing sizes.
through a SAN network.
Figure 11 shows that for all eight security patches, Mirage-Nüwa
achieves considerable speedup over individual patching. Moreover,
the speedup also increases as the number of images patched in a
Table 6: Latest applicable security updates from RedHat rated
batch increases, and plateaus between 80 and 100 images.
“important” and higher
#
Update
Severity
Advisory
For seven of the eight security patches (udev is the exception),
1
krb5
critical
RHSA-2010:0029
the average speedup over one-by-one patching increases from 5.1
2
nspr/nss
critical
RHSA-2009:1186
times to 8.5 times as the number of images in a batch increases
3
openssl
important
RHSA-2010:0162
from 10 to 100. Note that this speedup is on top of the factor of
4
sudo
important
RHSA-2010:0122
5
acpid
important
RHSA-2009:1642
4 speedup achieved over traditional online patching, thus bringing
6
elinks
important
RHSA-2009:1471
the total speedup over traditional online patching to about 30 when
7
dnsmasq
important
RHSA-2009:1238
patching 100 images in a batch.
8
bind
important
RHSA-2009:1179
Table 5: Basic Ubuntu tasks

9
10
Speedup of Mirage-based batch patching
over one-by-one patching

dbus

Speedup

dash
libdbus

8

libfreetype6

6

Libpng12-0
libglib2.0-0

4

libxml2

2

udev
0
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

important
important

RHSA-2009:1082
RHSA-2009:1061

Patching the entire repository of 278 available images with the
latest critical security update (krb5 [22]) takes about 45 seconds
per image, totaling about 3.5 hours. All images were patched successfully, completely offline. Note that the patching time includes
all time to set up the image for patching, download the update
from a remote Red Hat Network server, and install the downloaded
packages. We believe this number can be reduced 10-fold with
an optimized storage configuration (e.g., a repository on a local
disk or on direct-attached SAN storage), a local package server,
and the Mirage batch-patching optimization, thus potentially allowing an average compute node (which can itself be a VM in the
compute cloud) to apply a single security patch to about 19,200
(24*3600S/(45S/10)) images on a daily basis.
To test the robustness of Nüwa, we took the latest applicable
security updates (shown in Table 6) from Red Hat’s security advisories [23] that are rated “important” or “critical” and applied them
across the entire repository. There are 10 updates which consist of
24 individual packages. All updates were successful on all 278 images, suggesting that Nüwa is robust enough to be offered as a real
service in a production cloud.

12
10

cups
freetype

100

Number of images patched

Figure 11: Scalability of Mirage-based Nüwa
However, the speedup for udev is much smaller, compared with
the other seven patches. In fact, the speedup for udev is only
around 2. Further investigation showed that the udev patch spends
more time in pre-installation and post-installation scripts than the
others; thus, the file replacement operations constitute a smaller
portion of the entire patching process.
This set of experiments demonstrates that Mirage-based Nüwa is
scalable and can improve the performance of offline patching significantly. Overall, Nüwa offline patching is an order of magnitude
more efficient than online patching.

7. RELATED WORK
Several available commercial tools [10,27,29] can apply patches
to dormant VM images. But that does not mean the patches are
applied in an offline manner. As a matter of fact, all of them require
the image to be running when the patches are actually installed.
Microsoft’s Offline VM Servicing Tool [10] first “wakes” up the
virtual machine (deploys it to a host and starts it), then triggers the
appropriate software update cycle to apply the patches, and finally
shuts down the updated virtual machine and returns it to the image

6.3 Patching a Real Cloud
In this experiment we assess the performance of Nüwa in a real
production cloud. We patch the entire repository with the latest security updates published in the OS distributor’s website. We set out
to answer two questions: 1) how many of the images can be suc-
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library. In the cases of VMware Update Manager [29] and Shavlik
NetChk Protect [27], patches are first inserted into image at some
specified locations, then applied when the image is powered up. We
resort to this approach when Nüwa identifies patches that contain
unsafe commands.
In some cases, it is preferable to apply patches online. In general,
systems that tend to stay online for a long period of time, such as
highly available servers, fall into this category. In those cases, “dynamic update” techniques [1, 3, 14, 16] are used to apply patches to
the target software without shutting them down. In contrast, Nüwa
targets VM images that have already been shut down and may stay
in dormant state for an extended period of time. Thus, these approaches are complimentary to Nüwa.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a novel tool named Nüwa to enable
efficient patching of offline VM images. Nüwa uses safety analysis
and script rewriting techniques to convert patches, or more specifically the installation scripts contained in patches, which were originally developed for online updating, into a form that can be applied
to VM images offline. Nüwa also leverages the VM image manipulation technologies offered by the Mirage image library [24] to
provide an efficient and scalable way to patch VM images in batch.
We implemented a standalone Nüwa and a Mirage-based Nüwa;
standalone Nüwa supports two popular package managers, the Debian package manager [5] and the RPM package manager [8], while
Mirage-based Nüwa supports only the former. In addition to evaluating Nüwa with security patches and VM images configured with
popular packages according to Ubuntu popularity contest, we also
applied Nüwa to a real cloud RC2. Our experimental results demonstrate that 1) Nüwa’s safety analysis and script rewriting techniques
are effective – Nüwa is able to convert more than 99% of the patches
to safe versions that can then be applied offline to VM images; 2)
the combination of offline patching with additional optimization
made possible through Mirage allows Nüwa to be an order of magnitude more efficient than online patching; and 3) Nüwa successfully patched 278 images in a real compute cloud.
A limitation of Nüwa is that it currently does not support offline
patching of a suspended VM image, which includes a snapshot of
the system memory state in addition to the file system. In our future
research, we will investigate techniques to patch suspended VM
images and how to perform offline patching on Windows platforms.
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ABSTRACT

range of applications. The resulting architecture is a combination of hardware, kernel, and application software components which are diﬃcult to test together. The security
of the system as a whole relies on the combination of the
correct design and implementation of the low-level security
features, the correct and secure use of those features by the
software layers, and the security of the software components
themselves. Therefore, we need a framework that can comprehensively model the architecture and study the interactions between hardware and software components, running
a realistic software stack with a full OS and applications,
during normal operation and under attack.
We propose a testing framework that can emulate the
hardware components of a security architecture and can provide a controlled environment with a full software stack,
with which coordinated security attacks can be performed
and observed. We have designed our testing framework with
the initial goal of verifying the SP (Secret Protection) architecture [13, 24], while being generalizable to other security
architectures. SP places roots of trust in the hardware which
are used to protect security-critical software at the application layer, skipping over the operating system layer in the
trust chain. The threat model includes attacks on software
components as well as physical attacks, with only the processor chip itself trusted. The operating system remains
untrusted and essentially unmodiﬁed. The ”layer-skipping”
feature of SP’s minimalist trust chain is in contrast to traditional hierarchical trust chains, and testing with a commodity OS is necessary to verify that security-critical applications can be built on this type of architecture.
The testing environment — including the hardware implementation, software stack, threat models, and attack mechanisms — must be as realistic as possible. As far as we know,
no existing testing methods provide a fast and convenient
way to test both hardware and software security mechanisms
simultaneously, running an unmodiﬁed commodity OS with
a full microprocessor and hardware system, with full observability and controllability of coordinated hardware, software
and network attacks.
Furthermore, our framework allows testing to be done during the design time; this gives conﬁdence in the architecture
before the complete system is built, at which point it is costly
to make fundamental changes in response to security ﬂaws.

New security architectures are diﬃcult to prototype and test
at the design stage. Fine-grained monitoring of the interactions between hardware, the operating system and applications is required. We have designed and prototyped a testing
framework, using virtualization, that can emulate the behavior of new hardware mechanisms in the virtual CPU and can
perform a wide range of hardware and software attacks on
the system under test.
Our testing framework provides APIs for monitoring hardware and software events in the system under test, launching
attacks, and observing their eﬀects. We demonstrate its use
by testing the security properties of the Secret Protection
(SP) architecture using a suite of attacks. We show two
important lessons learned from the testing of the SP architecture that aﬀect the design and implementation of the
architecture. Our framework enables extensive testing of
hardware-software security architectures, in a realistic and
ﬂexible environment, with good performance provided by
virtualization.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Designers of security architectures face the challenge of
testing new designs to validate the required security properties. To provide strong guarantees of protection, it is often
necessary and desirable to place low-level security mechanisms in the hardware or the operating system kernel, which
the higher-level software layers can rely upon for a wide∗This work was supported in part by NSF CCF-0917134
and NSF CNS-0430487 (co-sponsored by DARPA). Access
to VMware was provided through the VMAP program.
†M. Gomathisankaran was a postdoc at Princeton for this
work.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
ACSAC ’10 Dec. 6-10, 2010, Austin, Texas USA
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-4503-0133-6/10/12 ...$10.00.
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For example, we show two important lessons learned while
testing the implementation of the SP architecture. Although
this paper focuses on testing integrated hardware-software
security architectures like SP, it is also useful for debugging
and testing software-only architectures.
The primary contributions of this work are:

component, and allows information and events at each level
to be correlated to emulate the most knowledgeable attacker.
Overall, we consider the functional correctness of the new
hardware security mechanisms and the security-critical software components, as well as the interaction between these
hardware and software components. We do not consider
timing or other side-channel attacks.
Buggy or malicious hardware is considered an orthogonal
problem within the manufacturing process – and not part of
our threat model. However, to the extent that the emulated
system corresponds functionally to the real microarchitecture, our framework can be used to generate data for test
cases to run against manufactured devices, or to provide
inputs to other veriﬁcation schemes.

• a new ﬂexible framework for design-time testing of the
security properties of hardware-software architectures;
• enabling testing with a realistic software stack, using
commodity operating systems, and diﬀerent applications using the new security mechanisms;
• a ﬂexible, fast, and low-cost method for emulating
hardware security features, using virtualization, for
the purpose of design validation — without costly and
time-consuming fabrication of hardware prototypes;
• an improved architecture for SP’s secure memory mechanism and its implementation; and
• the application of our framework toward the validation of the security properties of the SP architecture,
by providing a suite of attacks on SP’s security mechanisms, as well as general attacks on the system.

2.

3. TESTING FRAMEWORK
We ﬁrst describe the overall architecture of our testing
framework, followed by the technical details of the framework components. We then show the range of attacks and
events we can model, and ﬁnally present our prototype implementation.

3.1 Architecture

THREAT MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

We build our testing framework on top of existing virtualization technology, which allows us to run a full set of
commodity software eﬃciently. A virtual machine monitor (VMM) is the software that creates and isolates Virtual
Machines (VMs), eﬃciently providing an execution environment in each VM which is almost identical to the original
machine [33, 35]. By modifying an existing VMM’s hardware virtualization, we can augment the virtual machine to
have the additional hardware features of a new security architecture. Using virtualization allows the unmodiﬁed hardware and software components to run at near-native speed,
while permitting our framework to intercept events and system state as needed.
Our Testing Framework is divided into two systems, as
shown in Figure 1: the System Under Test (SUT) and the
Testing System (TS), each running as a virtual machine on
our modiﬁed VMM. The SUT is meant to behave as closely
as possible to a real system which has the new security architecture. It can invoke the new hardware security primitives, along with the associated protected software for that
architecture. In our current system, the SUT runs a full
commodity operating system (Linux) as its guest OS, which
is vulnerable to attack and is untrusted.
The TS machine simulates the attacker, who is trying to
violate the security properties of the SUT. It is kept as a
separate virtual machine so that the TS Controller can be
outside of the SUT to launch hardware attacks. The virtualization isolates all testing activity and networking from
the host machine.
The testing framework itself is independent of the threat
model of the system being tested, and hence enables full
controllability and observability of the SUT in both hardware and software. This makes it suitable for many purposes during the design phase of a new architecture. During
the initial design and implementation of the system, the TS
can act as a debugger, able to see the low-level behavior in
hardware, all code behavior, and data in the software stack.
When testing the supposedly correct system, the TS is the
attacker, constrained by a threat model to certain attack
vectors.

We focus on hardware-software architectures where new
hardware security mechanisms are added to a general-purpose
computing platform to protect security-critical software and
its critical data. The hardware in the architecture provides
strong non-circumventable security protection, and the software provides ﬂexibility to implement diﬀerent security policies for speciﬁc applications and usage scenarios.
We assume a system with security-critical software applications running on a platform with new hardware security
mechanisms added to the CPU (e.g., new instructions, registers, exceptions, and crypto engines). Sometimes the OS
cannot be trusted, especially if it is a large monolithic OS
like Windows or Linux. Other times, an architecture might
trust parts of the operating system kernel (e.g., a microkernel [1]), but not the entire OS.
We consider three classes of attacks in our testing framework. First, malware or exploitable software vulnerabilities
that can allow adversaries to take full control of the operating system to perform software attacks. They can access
and modify all OS-level abstractions such as processes, virtual memory translations, ﬁle systems, system calls, kernel
data structures, interrupt behavior and I/O.
Second, hardware attacks, which can be performed by adversaries with physical possession of a device, such as directly accessing data on the hard disk, probing physical
memory, and intercepting data on the display and I/O buses.
We can also model some software attacks as having the same
impact as these physical attacks.
Third, network attacks that can be performed with either
software or hardware access to the device, or with access to
the network itself. Some network attack mechanisms act like
software attacks (e.g., remote exploits on software), while
others attack the network itself (e.g., eavesdropping attacks)
or application-speciﬁc network protocols (e.g., modiﬁcation
attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks).
In order to adequately test a new security architecture, all
of these attack mechanisms must be considered and tested,
according to the threat model of the particular system. Our
testing framework provides hooks into each relevant system
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Application

Protected
Software

Linux

Security
Hardware
Emulator
Testing Framework
Components

Testing System
(TS)

state in the SUT. It monitors and controls the hardware
with the Event & Attack Module providing hooks into the
virtual CPU and virtual devices, as well as into the new
Security Hardware Emulator for new hardware not present
in the base CPU. The TS Proxy monitors and controls the
applications and OS. Communication of events and data between the SUT and TS occurs asynchronously through a network channel for software events/attacks and through a custom channel within the VMM1 for hardware events/attacks.
When synchronization is necessary, either the application
or the entire SUT machine can be frozen to preserve state,
while the TS and attack scripts continue to execute. Within
the virtual machines, the components communicate through
a combination of new system calls (to kernel components),
hyper-calls (direct to the VMM), signals, and virtual hardware interrupts.
Table 1 lists various events and attacks exposed by the
framework for each layer of the system. The lower two layers
show the hardware classiﬁed into the base hardware (x86
architecture in our work) and the new emulated security
architecture.
Hardware events are monitored through the VMM hooks
during execution and are as ﬁne-grained as the execution of
a single instruction or hardware operation in the SUT. The
VMM freezes the SUT as it communicates each event over
the inter-VM channel, allowing the TS to possibly change
the result of that operation before it completes. Software
events and attacks rely on hooks from the TS Proxy into
the OS kernel through its kernel module, and to the testing
application using its user-mode component. The TS Proxy
can also function as a debugger tool reading the application’s
memory and accessing its symbol table to map variable and
function names to virtual addresses. The application can
optionally be instrumented to access its state and events.

Software Events/Attacks
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Figure 1: Testing Framework Design
A particular point of elegance of our framework is that
the threat model can be easily changed, and the set of attack tools given to the attacker adjusted for each test. The
framework can be used for arbitrary combinations of mechanisms: access to internal CPU state of the virtual processor,
physical attacks on the virtual machine hardware (e.g. hardware probes on the buses, memory, or disk), software attacks
on the operating system (e.g. a rootkit installed in the OS
kernel), and network attacks (e.g. interception and modiﬁcation of network packets and abuse of network protocols
and application data). For example, in some cases, it might
be desirable to perform black-box testing of a new design
using only the network to gain access to the SUT, while in
other cases, white-box testing will allow the attacker knowledge about the system’s activities, such as precise timing of
attacks with hardware interrupts or breakpoints into the application code, or observation of data structures in memory.

3.3 Attack Scripts

3.2 Testing Framework Components

Attack Scripts reside on the TS and specify how particular
attacks are executed on the SUT. They provide step-by-step
instructions for monitoring events and dynamically responding to them in order to successfully launch attacks, or detect
that an attack was prevented by the security architecture.
The scripts act like a state-machine, acting on hardware and
software events which are aggregated by the TS. Scripts can
be written to form a library of generic attacks, that can be
used to attack any application. Alternatively they can be
speciﬁc to the behavior of the application being tested, written by the user of the framework. The TS Controller reads
and executes these scripts and implements the communication mechanisms and control of the SUT as needed.
Table 2 lists the API which the TS Controller exports to
the attack scripts. The ﬁrst group are commands used to
launch and control the execution of the application under
test on the SUT. The second group of commands control
event handling2 , and the last group provides access to SUT
state.
The security properties and attacks considered in the threat
model do not need to detail the exact method of penetration, but can just focus on the impact of the attacks on the

The main components of our Testing Framework are shown
in Figure 1. The framework detects events in the SUT and
provides the TS with access to the full system state using
both hardware and software channels. The TS Controller,
running in the TS, is the aggregation point that receives
events from both hardware and software. It receives OS and
Application level (software) events from the SUT via a network channel and receives hardware events from the VMM.
It provides APIs to the Attack Scripts which can monitor or
wait for speciﬁc events and adaptively mount a coordinated
attack on the SUT.
The TS Proxy is added to the SUT to communicate with
the TS Controller to receive commands and send events
back. It simulates the eﬀect of a compromised operating
system for launching software attacks, allowing the OS to
be fully controllable by the TS. It controls the application
to be tested, and uses its corresponding kernel-level component to control and monitor OS behavior and the OS-level
abstractions used by the application, including system calls,
virtual memory, ﬁle systems, sockets, etc.
The TS Controller and TS Proxy are each divided into
user-level and kernel-level components. Additional trusted
entities of the security architecture that are not under test,
such as network servers, may be hosted in the TS and report
their activity directly to the TS Controller.
The modiﬁed VMM captures events and accesses system

1
The hardware channel is implemented over shared memory
between each VM’s Event & Attack Module.
2
The watch list can wait for any of the event types in Table 1. Event parameters and data are either passed to the
TS directly or are accessible via pointers with ACCESS_MEM.
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Table 1: Example Events and Attacks
Layer

Events Monitored

Impact of Attack

Protected Application

API function entry/exit, Library calls, User
authentication,
Network messages,
Other
application-speciﬁc events.

Read/write application data structures, Trigger application API calls, Intercept/modify network messages, Other application-speciﬁc attacks.

OS

Memory access watchpoints, Virtual memory
paging, File system access, System calls, Process scheduling, Instruction breakpoints, Device
driver access, Network socket access, Interrupt
handler invocation, etc.

Read/write virtual memory, Read/write kernel data
structures, Read/write ﬁle system, Intercept/modify
syscall parameters or return values, Read/write suspended process state, Modify process scheduling, Intercept/modify network data, Modify virtual memory translations.

Base Hardware (x86)

Privileged instruction execution, Triggering of
page faults and other interrupts, Execution of an
instruction pointer.

Read/write general registers, Read/write physical
memory, Trigger interrupts, Intercept device I/O
(e.g. raw network & disk accesses).

Secure Hardware

Execution of new instructions, Triggering of new
faults, Accesses to new registers.

Read/write new registers & state, Read/write protected memory plaintext.

Table 2: TS Controller API for Attack Scripts
Function

Description

h ← INIT()

Initialize the Controller and return a handle h to access resources.

EXECUTE(h,app,params)

Execute the application app on SUT with the given parameters params.

INTERRUPT(h,num)

Trigger an immediate virtual hardware interrupt number num on the SUT.

BREAKPOINT(h,addr)

Setup a breakpoint to interrupt the SUT at an address ( addr).

EVENTADD(h,eventType)

Add the eventType to watch-list.

EVENTDEL(h,eventType)

Delete the eventType from the watch-list.

event ← WAIT(h)

Blocking call that waits for any event in the watch-list to occur in the SUT. Once an
event is triggered, the SUT is paused and the TS continues running the attack script. An
application exit in the SUT always causes a return from WAIT().

event ← WAITFOR(h,eventType)

Similar to WAIT() but waits for the speciﬁed event (or application exit), regardless of
the watch-list.

CONT(h)

Execution of the SUT is resumed, after an event or interrupt.

ACCESS_GENREG(h,r/w,buf)
Reads/writes (r/w) the general registers or SP registers of the SUT to/from buf.
ACCESS_SPREG(h,r/w,buf)
ACCESS_MEM(h,v/p,r/w,addr,sz,buf) Reads/writes (r/w) sz bytes from virtual or physical memory (v/p) of the SUT at address
ACCESS_SPMEM(...)
addr to/from the buﬀer buf. Can access memory regularly or as an SP secure region
(accessing the plaintext of encrypted memory).

SUT’s state. This is preferred since (1) new attack penetration methods are frequently discovered after a system
is deployed and often are not foreseen by the designer, (2)
most real attacks result in or can be modeled by the impact
of attacks which we provide in Table 1, and (3) the attack
scripts themselves can be restricted to model speciﬁc penetration methods when testing for a more limited attacker. A
detailed example using this TS Controller API in an attack
script is given in Section 5 and Figure 3.

implemented as a static library which is called by the Attack Scripts.
As a sample security architecture, we implement the SP
architecture, described in Section 4. The Security Hardware
Emulator emulates the SP architecture including its hardware roots of trust, secure memory, and interrupt protection.
We have also implemented a library of protected software for
SP, which is used for a remote key-management application
as described in Section 5. Our Application under test uses
this library to exercise the software, and in turn, the SP
hardware.
Our framework, by using existing virtualization technology, enables reasonable performance while allowing our SUT
to provide a realistic software stack and emulate new hardware. Other virtualization environments, like Xen [4], can
also be used. Other simulation and emulation environments
available, such as Bochs [28] and Qemu [5], could be used
in place of virtualization to implement our framework as
designed and described in this paper. We choose a virtualization environment for performance reasons, because only
parts of the hardware and protected software need to be em-

3.4 Implementation
We implemented our testing framework on VMware’s virtualization platform [2], including all of the components in
Figure 1, and events and attacks at each system layer. The
Security HW Emulator, VMM Event & Attack Module, and
inter-VM communication channel required modifying the
source code of the VMware VMM. The kernel components of
the TS Proxy and TS Controller are implemented as Linux
kernel modules. The TS Proxy application is implemented
as a Linux user process and controls the execution of the
Application under test. The TS Controller application is
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ulated, while the OS and other non-protected software can
run virtualized. VMware provided an excellent development
environment, under the VMAP program.

4.

crypted and hashed before being evicted from on-chip caches
to main memory. This secure data is veriﬁed and decrypted
when it is loaded back into the processor from secure memory. Secure data and code are tracked with tag bits added
to the on-chip caches.
Interrupt Protection: Additionally, the SP hardware intercepts all faults and interrupts that occur while in the
protected mode before the OS gets control of the processor.
SP encrypts the contents of the general registers in place,
and keeps a hash of the registers on-chip; When the TSM is
resumed, the hash is veriﬁed before decryption of the registers.

SP ARCHITECTURE AND EMULATION

We use the Secret Protection (SP) architecture [13, 24] to
demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our framework. SP skips
software layers in the conventional trust chain by using hardware to directly protect an application without trusting the
underlying operating system. SP protects the conﬁdentiality
and integrity of cryptographic keys in its persistent storage
which in turn protect sensitive user data through encryption
and hashing. These security properties provided by SP need
to be validated. Furthermore, it is important to write and
test many secure software applications for SP in a realistic
environment, where a compromised OS can be a powerful
source of attacks.
Our testing framework emulates SP’s hardware features
using modiﬁcations to the VMM. While SP hardware primitives have already undergone a detailed security analysis on
paper, the framework can test the robustness of the design
and its implementation, as well as discover any potential
ﬂaws. Additionally, we modify SP’s secure memory mechanisms and then show how our framework can be used to
demonstrate that these new hardware features are also resilient to attack.
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In the Secret Protection (SP) architecture (See Figure 2),
the hardware primarily protects a Trusted Software Module (TSM), which protects the sensitive or conﬁdential data
of an application. Hence, a TSM plus hardware SP mechanisms form a minimalist trust chain for the application.
Rather than protecting an entire application, only the securitycritical parts are made into a TSM, while the rest of the
application can remain untrusted. Furthermore the operating system is not trusted; the hardware directly protects the
TSM’s execution and data.
Protecting the TSM’s execution requires ensuring the integrity of its code and the conﬁdentiality and integrity of its
intermediate data. Code must be protected from the time
it is stored on disk until execution in the processor. Data
must be protected any time when the operating system or
other software can access it. This includes storage on disk,
in main memory, and in general registers when the TSM is
interrupted. To provide this protection, SP provides new
hardware mechanisms:
Roots of Trust: SP maintains its state using new processor
registers; the threat model of SP assumes the processor chip
to be the security boundary, safe from physical attacks which
are very costly to mount on modern processors. As shown
in Figure 2, SP uses two on-chip roots of trust: the Device
Root Key and the Storage Root Hash.
Code Integrity: The Device Root Key is used to sign a
MAC (a keyed cryptographic hash) of each block of TSM
code on disk. When a TSM is executing, the processor enters
a protected mode called Concealed Execution Mode (CEM).
As the code is loaded into the processor for execution in the
protected mode, the processor hardware veriﬁes the MAC
before executing each instruction.
Data Protection: For the TSM’s intermediate data, while
in protected mode, the TSM can designate certain memory accesses as “secure”, which will cause the data to be en-
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Figure 2: Secret Protection (SP) Architecture. Enlargements show (a) the Concealed Execution Mode
(CEM) hardware, and (b) the application secrets
protected by the TSM.

The TSM protects secret data belonging to the application
in persistent storage. SP allows a TSM (and no other software) to derive new keys from the Device Root Key using a
new hardware instruction, DRK DeriveKey. These derived
keys are used by the TSM to protect the conﬁdentiality of its
persistent data. Furthermore, the TSM is the only software
that can read and write the Storage Root Hash register, using it as the root of a hash tree to protect the integrity of
this persistent secure data.
Hence, to emulate SP hardware we require the following components: new processor registers (including the protected mode and roots of trust); new instructions; hardware
mechanisms for code integrity checking, secure memory and
interrupt protection; and new hardware faults which these
mechanisms generate.

4.2 Emulation of the SP Architecture
Most of the time, code in a VM runs directly on the
physical hardware, and the VMM only emulates components
that are virtualized. It traps on privileged instructions, but
ignores hardware eﬀects that are transparent to software,
such as cache memory. In order to implement and emulate new hardware architecture features, we take advantage

of the VMM’s virtualization methods. For example, the
VMM maintains data structures for the virtual CPU state,
which we expand to store new security registers. The VMM
then emulates accesses that are made to those new registers. Other useful VMM behaviors include: interception of
all hardware interrupts, dynamic binary translation of code,
mapping of virtual memory translations, and virtualization
of hardware devices.
To emulate the SP architecture, the Security Hardware
Emulator Module implements the following:
Protected Mode: SP requires new registers to be added
to the virtual CPU. This includes SP’s two Roots of Trust
and the new interrupt handling registers and mode bits for
its Concealed Execution Mode [24]. New SP instructions
are modeled as hypercalls, where the TSM running in the
SUT is able to directly invoke the emulation module without
going through the guest OS.
Interrupts and SP Faults: The SP architecture changes
the hardware interrupt behavior when in protected mode.
Since the VMM already emulates interrupt behavior, we
simply detect that an interrupt has occurred during the protected mode and emulate the eﬀect on the CPU, which includes suspending the protected mode and encrypting and
hashing the general registers. To detect returning from an
interrupt, the VMM inserts a breakpoint at the current instruction pointer where the interrupt occurs, so that it is invoked to emulate the return-from-interrupt behavior of SP.
Additionally, when the emulated hardware generates a new
fault, it ﬁrst reports to the TS Controller and then translates
the fault into a real x86 fault, such as a general protection
fault, which is raised in the SUT causing the OS to detect
the failure of the TSM.
Secure Memory: We change the SP abstraction of secure
memory, as described in Section 4.3. Further, we use block
sizes of virtual memory pages rather than individual cache
lines, since the VMM does not intercept cache memory accesses. While this limits the ability to model a few low-level
attacks on SP (such as the behavior of cache tags), the majority of the security properties of the hardware and all those
of the software can still be tested.
Code Integrity: The TSM’s code is signed with a keyed
hash over each cache-line of code and the virtual address of
that line, and is checked as each cache line is loaded into
the processor during execution. We model this using the
VMM’s binary translator to execute the TSM code. Veriﬁed instructions are tagged as secure code fragments in the
dynamic binary translator cache.

structures and variables to protect, and which code and
functions are part of a TSM. Second, while a RISC architecture need only supplement a few Load and Store instructions with their secure counterparts, a CISC architecture has
many more instructions which access memory rather than
general registers and need to support secure memory access.
Third, while SP provides conﬁdentiality and integrity for its
secure memory, replay protection is also required to prevent
manipulation of the TSM’s behavior, but was not explicitly
described. Rather, SP assumes a memory integrity tree [38,
14, 9] spanning the entire memory space, requiring signiﬁcant overhead in on-chip storage and performance when only
small amounts of memory need protection.
Secure Areas address these concerns by allowing the TSM
to deﬁne certain regions of memory which are always treated
as secure when accessed by a TSM. The programmer speciﬁes the address range to protect explicitly, allowing the
compiler to use regular memory instructions without modiﬁcation. This is especially useful for our framework since
the new architectural features can be tested during designtime without modifying the existing compilation toolchain.
It also no longer requires duplicating all instructions in the
instruction set which touch memory, a beneﬁt for implementing SP on x86. Finally, it conﬁnes the secure memory
to a few small regions which are more easily protected from
memory replay attacks with less overhead.
Table 3 shows the new instructions added to SP to support
Secure Areas, replacing the Secure Load and Secure Store
instructions. The SP hardware oﬀers a limited number of
Secure Area regions, which the TSM can deﬁne using these
instructions. Each region speciﬁes an address range which
is always treated as secure memory when accessed by the
TSM, and is encrypted when accessed by any other software
or hardware devices.
The on-chip secure cache tag bits (shown in Figure 2) are
no longer needed; instead k ∗ 2 registers are added for deﬁning the start-address and size of k Secure Areas. On-chip
storage is also needed to store hashes for each block within
the region. The block size for hashing can range from one
cache line to one virtual memory page, and is determined
by the hardware implementation. Upon deﬁning a new region, the corresponding on-chip hashes are cleared. As secure data is written, it is tagged as secure in cache; when
it is evicted from cache, the contents are encrypted and a
hash is computed and stored in the on-chip storage for that
block. It must be veriﬁed when the data is read back in
from oﬀ-chip memory. Since the regions can be small relative to total memory (only tens to hundreds of kilobytes
are needed for our prototype TSMs), only small amounts of
on-chip storage are required. Alternatively, other memory
integrity tree methods [14, 20, 38] can be integrated to store
some hashes oﬀ-chip to permit replay protection of larger
regions of secure memory.
While both the original SP Secure Load and Secure Store
instructions and the currently proposed Secure Areas have
their advantages and disadvantages, the latter is easier to
emulate and validate, and requires simpler application software changes.

4.3 Lesson Learned from SP Emulation: Secure Memory
The original SP architecture uses two new instructions for
a TSM to access secure memory: Secure Load and Secure
Store. With these, any virtual address can be accessed as
secure memory, where cache lines are tagged as secure (accessible only to a TSM) and are encrypted and MACed upon
eviction from cache. We introduce a new secure memory
model, called Secure Areas, to replace Secure Load/Store.
There are a few drawbacks to the Secure Load/Store approach. First, while most new SP instructions can be used as
inline-assembly, the compiler must be modiﬁed to emit the
secure memory instructions whenever accessing protected
data structures or the TSM’s stack. This further requires
programmers to annotate their code to indicate which data

4.4 Other Architectures
While this paper focused on testing the hardware and software mechanisms of the SP architecture, our testing framework is by no means limited to this architecture. Although
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Table 3: New SP Instructions for Secure Areas (only available to TSM)
Instruction

Description

SecureArea_Add Rs1,Rs2,num
Rs1 = start addr
Rs2 = size
(must be aligned to block size)
SecureArea_Relocate Rs1,num
Rs1 = start addr

Initialize the speciﬁed Secure Area (region num). On-chip hashes for the region are
cleared. All TSM memory accesses for addr will be treated as secure if: (start addr)
≤ addr < (start addr + size).

SecureArea_Remove num

Disables and clears the speciﬁed Secure Area region. On-chip hashes for the region are
cleared and secure-tagged cache entries in its address range are invalidated, making
any data in the region permanently inaccessible in plaintext.

SecureArea_CheckAddr Rd,num
SecureArea_CheckSize Rd,num

Retrieves the parameters of the speciﬁed Secure Area region. Used to verify whether
or not a region is setup for secure memory and where it is located.

Change the starting address of the speciﬁed Secure Area region. The size remains
unchanged. When TSM code in multiple process contexts share memory containing
a Secure Area, each may access it at a diﬀerent address in their virtual address space;
this is used to relocate the region.

other hardware security architectures such as XOM [25],
AEGIS [39] and Arc3D [18] have somewhat diﬀerent goals
and assumptions from SP, they combine hardware and software in ways that also make them suitable for validation
in our framework. Similarly, TPM [40] adds hardware to
protect all software layers and provide cryptographic services. Rather than utilizing changes to the processor itself,
TPM adds a separate hardware chip that integrates with
the system board. This is still compatible with our testing
framework, simply requiring a diﬀerent set of modiﬁcations
to the VMM to implement a virtual TPM device. In particular, the ability to observe and control the SUT by use of
our components in the framework (TS controller, TS proxy
and VMM modiﬁcations) can be applied to testing security
architectures. Furthermore, software-only security architectures can beneﬁt from analysis under attack in our framework, both during development and for security validation.
Access to existing hardware state provides insight into attack impacts and possible ﬂaws, and provides an additional
vector for injecting attacks.

5.

SP’s Concealed Execution Mode by attempting to modify
registers during an interrupt. A non-TSM application’s registers can be modiﬁed by a corrupted OS without detection,
causing changes in the application’s behavior. However, a
TSM will have its registers encrypted and hashed by the
SP hardware upon any interrupt, such that SP detects the
modiﬁcation when resuming the TSM.
The next section in Table 4 shows generic attacks on a
TSM, which test security properties common to many TSMs
(e.g., control ﬂow, entry points). These attacks consider
that a basic goal of many TSMs (and indeed of the SP architecture) is to provide conﬁdentiality and integrity to any
sensitive information and enforce access control.
We develop tests of the robustness of the TSM against
future unknown vulnerabilities that might arise in the hardware or TSM code. Since the penetration mechanism is
unknown, we instead model the eﬀects of the attack. For
example, the control ﬂow of the TSM could be attacked in
many diﬀerent ways. When the TSM makes branching decisions, the jump targets and the input data for the branch
conditions should be protected. If either is not stored in secure memory, or if secure data can be modiﬁed or replayed,
then arbitrary changes to the TSM’s control ﬂow would be
possible. We verify that a TSM only bases control ﬂow decisions on data in its secure memory, and test how control
ﬂow violations could cause data to leak.
As another example, we consider control ﬂow attacks that
allow arbitrary entry points into a TSM. Since instructions
to enter protected mode (Begin TSM ) are not signed, Begin TSM could be injected into the TSM to create an entry
point. We implement this as an attack script, crafting a case
where the Testing System overwrites instructions and tries
to enter in the middle of a TSM function without detection,
bypassing access control checks.3 To prevent this, we add
a new security requirement to SP that it must distinguish
entry points in TSM code from blocks of code that are not
entry points. This can be achieved by adding an extra bit to
the calculation of the signature of each block of TSM code,
indicating whether or not it is an entry point.
The attack on TSM page mappings demonstrates a system-

TESTING OF SP

We now illustrate how we use the Testing Framework to
validate a hardware-software architecture like SP, by testing
the system’s security properties while it is under attack. We
also validate that the emulation of the SP mechanisms is
correct and secure according to the design, as it forms the
basis for the other tests.
Table 4 lists various attacks on the system’s security properties. Data conﬁdentiality is the primary purpose of the
SP architecture. The attack generally checks to see if any
sensitive data that should be protected by a TSM is ever
leaked. We eavesdrop on the unprotected memory and check
whether any known keys generated by the TSM, in addition
to the Device Root Key (DRK) and any DRK-derived keys,
are found. This is similar to the cold boot attack [19] which
looks for sensitive keys left in physical memory. If the TSM
properly uses secure memory for its intermediate data, and
protects its persistent data, then no keys should ever leak.
The second section in Table 4 sets up a series of attacks
on the basic mechanisms of SP, such as controlling access to
the master secrets (e.g., Device Root Key), code integrity
checking, and encryption of secure data in protected mode.
These tests verify that the emulation is correct and also validate the original security analysis. For example, we attack

3
In some cases, this attack would be detected by SP — if
the injected instruction is not correctly aligned to the start
of a block of signed code, or if later in execution the TSM
jumps back to code before the injection site. A carefully
crafted attack succeeds.
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Table 4: Example Attacks on the SP Architecture Using the Testing Framework
Security Property

Attack

Data Conﬁdentiality

Scan physical memory for leaks of Device Root Key, DRK-derived keys, and TSM’s other sensitive
information.

Securing General Registers
on Interrupts

Attack the general registers during an interrupt of a TSM through eavesdropping, spooﬁng, splicing,
and replay.

Code Integrity

Attack TSM code during execution through spooﬁng and splicing; attack TSM code on disk.

Secure Memory

Attack intermediate data of TSM through eavesdropping, spooﬁng, splicing and replay; attack the use
of secure memory for TSM’s data structures or stack.

Secure Storage

Attack the TSM’s secure storage for persistent data (splicing, spooﬁng & replay).

Control Flow Integrity

Attack TSM’s indirect jump targets that are derived from unprotected memory. Arbitrarily modify
jump targets within the TSM.
Attack the input data for branch conditions in the TSM from unprotected memory. Replay secure
data to cause incorrect branch decisions.
Attack TSM entry points by entering CEM at arbitrary points in the code, skipping access control
checks or initialization of secure memory.

TSM Page Mappings

Remap TSM code pages and data pages, as a means to attack secure memory or control ﬂow.

Key-chain management

Spoof key add/delete message; replay key-add message after it is deleted; corrupt a key-management
message in transit.

Access control on keys

Exceed usage limits/expiration of keys; attempt to use a key that was deleted; attempt to perform a
disallowed operation with a key.

level attack. Rather than attacking the TSM directly, the
OS manipulates the system behavior to indirectly aﬀect how
the TSM executes. The OS can manipulate process scheduling, intercept all I/O operations, and in this case, modify
how virtual addresses map to physical addresses.
The last section in Table 4 shows application-speciﬁc attacks for a particular TSM — in this case our Remote Keymanagement TSM. For remote key-management, we consider a trusted authority which owns multiple SP devices
and wants to distribute sensitive data to them. The authority installs its remote key-management TSM on each device
as well as the protected sensitive data, consisting of secrets
and the cryptographic keys that protect those secrets. It
also stores policies for each key which dictate how it may
be used by the local user. During operation, the TSM will
accept signed and encrypted messages from the authority to
manage its stored keys, policies, and data. It also provides
an interface to the application through which the local user
can request access to data according to the policies attached
to the keys. The TSM must authenticate the user, check the
policy, and then decrypt and display the data as necessary.
This TSM stores cryptographic keys, security policies, and
secure data in its persistent secure storage, which it protects
using SP’s underlying hardware mechanisms. We test the
conﬁdentiality and integrity of the storage itself, the TSM’s
use of the storage to protect keys and key-chains, and its
enforcement of the policies on accesses to data that the keys
protect. We also test the protocols the TSM uses to communicate with a remote authority, managing the keychains.
Our system implements the SP hardware mechanisms, a
full TSM providing an API to the application being tested,
and a suite of attacks that test both the software and hardware components using our new testing framework. This is a
major step towards the complete validation of the design of
the SP architecture together with its applications. Furthermore, we demonstrate that TSMs must be carefully written
to avoid serious security ﬂaws, and that a security architec-

ture can beneﬁt from testing with many diﬀerent applications. Our framework provides a platform for this necessary
testing, signiﬁcantly enhancing our ability to reason about
the security provided.

Testing Example
Figure 3 shows a sample TSM on the left, and a corresponding attack script using the TS Controller API (Table 2) on
the right. This demonstrates the interactions between the
TS and SUT for event detection and modiﬁcation of SUT
state. The TSM derives a new key from a nonce it generates and SP’s Device Root Key (DRK). It then encrypts
a chunk of memory with this new key before sending the
encrypted chunk to the network or to storage. The simple
attack shown here veriﬁes that secure data (here the derived
AES key), placed on the stack by the TSM as a function parameter, is not leaked in physical memory where the OS
could read it. This attack is very eﬃcient, assuming a very
knowledgeable attacker who is speciﬁcally looking for SP derived keys. It demonstrates precise coordination of software
events (injected breakpoints) with access to the hardware
(physical memory state), while the SUT is frozen to prevent
clearing or overwriting of any data in memory. The script
also requires access to the internal state of the SP hardware
from the TS to verify the results of the attack. Less speciﬁc
attacks can be constructed, by waiting for any event considered suspicious, then analyzing the event and examining the
hardware and software state of the frozen SUT.
Attack scripts are typically longer and can involve many
additional steps and interactions, along with a complete
TSM and its corresponding application. The full range of
events and attack mechanisms in Table 1 are available to
the attack scripts, with the TS in full control over the applications, OS, and hardware running in the SUT.

5.1 Lesson Learned: Leaking Data Through
the Stack
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Application with TSM (TSMapp)

Attack Script (pseudocode)

BEGIN CEM

EXECUTE(TSMapp, params)

···

// Wait for key generation
EVENTADD(DRK DeriveKey)
EVT ← WAIT()
// Read the generated key
ACCESS SPREG(r, SPRegs)
SPKey ← SPRegs.CEMBuﬀer

nonce ← Hash(C ENC, KeyID)
Reg1 ← DRK DeriveKey(nonce)
SecureMem.AESkey ← Reg1
// Attack script injects a breakpoint at start of Encrypt
function
Ciphertext ←
Encrypt(SecureMem.AESkey,
&SecureMem.data, sz)
END CEM

// Inject breakpoint for Encrypt()
BREAKPOINT(“&Encrypt”); CONT()
// Wait for interrupt due to breakpoint
EVT ← WAITFOR(Interrupt)
// Scan phys. memory for leaked key
for addr = 0 to 256M − 1 do

// Send encrypted ﬁle on network or store on disk
Network Send(TTP, Ciphertext, sz)
···

ACCESS MEM(PHYS, r, addr, 4096, buf)
if strstr (buf, SPKey) then
return “Derived Key Leaked in Memory”
return “Derived Key Not Found in Memory”

Figure 3: Example Application and Attack Script for Detecting Leaked Keys
In the process of testing how TSMs use SP mechanisms
to protect intermediate and persistent data, we found that
our new secure memory implementation failed to adequately
protect the intermediate data on the stack for a TSM compiled with GCC. Our example TSM in Figure 3 derives a
new key from the Device Root Key and uses it for encryption. The attack script freezes the SUT shortly after the key
is derived and scans physical memory. It ﬁnds that the key
has been leaked via parameter passing on the stack, violating data conﬁdentiality. As a result, we have instrumented
a new software mechanism to swap the TSM’s stack to use
memory in a designated Secure Area. The same attack script
then veriﬁes that this modiﬁed TSM correctly protects the
conﬁdentiality of the key when passed as a parameter. This
demonstrates how a secure hardware mechanism (e.g., for
secure memory) can be used incorrectly by a TSM, often
inadvertently, leading to vulnerabilities.
The framework helped signiﬁcantly in the debugging process, in particular for relocating the TSM’s stack to a Secure
Area. Even a very simple TSM, which only generates a derived key and saves that key in a secured data structure,
manages to leak the key via the stack when using wrapper
functions to access new SP instructions. The framework lets
us interrupt after critical hardware operations to detect data
leaked in plaintext in memory. When we ﬁnd errors in the
way our implementation reassigns stack pointers to use a
Secure Area, we can correct the TSM code and the Secure
Area setup accordingly, to ensure that all stack operations
in a TSM access a valid Secure Area.
Using the framework, we also found a complication when
relocating the stack to a Secure Area on an x86 platform.
When an interrupt occurs in x86, the processor hardware
pushes an exception frame onto the stack, using the stack
pointer register; the operating system reads this frame to
handle the interrupt. If an interrupt occurs while in CEM,
with the stack pointer relocated to a Secure Area, the frame
data will be written in the Secure Area region. If still in
CEM at the time, this data will be protected as secure mem-

ory where the OS will not be able to read it. If CEM has
already been suspended before the frame is written, the data
will be written in plaintext and will overwrite part of the encrypted and hashed Secure Area data. When CEM is later
resumed, the hash check of this region will fail. Therefore,
we have developed a new mechanism to make the SP hardware aware of the stack swapping. The hardware saves the
original stack pointer in an on-chip register when the stack
is relocated. It will automatically restore this original stack
pointer before the exception frame is written, saving the secure stack pointer on-chip. The secure stack pointer is then
swapped back when CEM is resumed.
The lessons learned are that care must be taken in implementing new trusted software while attempting to use
existing software conventions (e.g., for parameter passing
through the stack). Also, our testing framework can be used
eﬀectively to expose and debug subtle interactions between
the trusted and untrusted software and hardware in an implementation.

6. RELATED WORK
One related area of research is the formal veriﬁcation of
both hardware and software, in which mathematical speciﬁcations for computer hardware or software are written,
and proof techniques are used to determine the validity of
such speciﬁcations. The complexity of formal veriﬁcation
problems range from NP-hard to undecidable [22, 34, 23,
21]. The complexity of these formal veriﬁcation mechanisms led to the use of hybrid techniques [7] which use some
formal as well as informal methods. Some formal methods of veriﬁcation include theorem provers (e.g., ACL2 [29],
Isabelle/HOL [30]), model checkers [27], and satisﬁability
solvers [41, 12]. Some informal techniques used in practice
are control circuit exploration, directed functional test generation [15], automatic test program generation [11], fuzz
testing [17], and heuristic-based traversal [8]. The formal
and hybrid techniques try to verify the hardware and software separately, unlike our holistic veriﬁcation of a software-
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hardware system.
The limitation of the formal veriﬁcation techniques is that
they must verify each component piece by piece. This is necessary since the complexity of both speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation explodes exponentially with the addition of more
pieces to be tested. In our approach, we verify the system
in an informal but systematic and eﬃcient way, and consequently we can model both the security critical hardware
and software together; we are thus better able to determine
the security impacts of the interactions of the various components.
Virtual machine introspection [16, 31, 26] techniques, described previously, provide access to VM-state in similar
ways to our framework. However, they focus mostly on observability of software conﬁgurations or low-level operating
system and hardware behavior. Examples include intrusion
detection and virus-scanning from non-vulnerable host systems, preventing execution of malware, and tracing memory
or disk accesses. Instead, we strive to combine observability
of the full-system state with controllability of those same
components, actively during operation, to attack software
thought to be secure. In the past work, the focus is on
techniques for security monitoring of production machines,
rather than design-time testing of new architectures or of
new software systems to evaluate their potential vulnerabilities and ﬂaws. Where some of these techniques provide
improved hooks into the virtual machine monitor [32], the
hooks could be integrated into our framework to make our
attack scripts more robust and more ﬂexible.
Chow et al. [10] use system emulation to passively trace
data leaks in applications. However, our framework also performs active attacks and looks for violation of security properties. Chow’s work also does not consider violations other
than data leaks, while we consider more security properties,
such as data integrity, policy enforcement, and control ﬂow.
Furthermore, we are looking for ﬂaws in trusted code and
hardware mechanisms that are speciﬁcally designed to protect security, unlike Chow where the applications are tested
for properties they were not designed for, therefore leading
to unexpected results.
Micro-architectural simulators like Simplescalar [3] are cycleaccurate and hence can be very useful in estimating performance metrics, but they cannot simulate a realistic software
system with a full commodity OS. Thus it is impossible to
test the security-critical interactions of a software-hardware
security solution with such a simulator.
The eﬀorts by IBM [6], Intel [36] and others [37] provide
the functionality of a virtual TPM device to software, even
when the physical device is not present. In contrast, we
not only emulate the new hardware but also hook into the
virtual device to observe and control its behavior for testing
purposes, and study the interaction with other hardware and
software components.

7.

CONCLUSION

We have designed and implemented a virtualization-based
framework for validation of new security architectures. This
framework can realistically model and test a new system
during the design phase, and draw useful conclusions about
the operation of the new architecture and its software interactions. It also enables testing of various software applications using new security primitives in the hardware or in the
OS kernel.
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Our framework serves as a rapid functional prototyping
vehicle for black-box or white-box testing of security properties. It can utilize and integrate multiple event sources and
attack mechanisms from the hardware and software layers of
the system under test. These mechanisms can test both lowlevel components and high-level application behavior. As a
result, a comprehensive set of attacks are realizable on the
hardware, operating system, and applications.
We implement the SP architecture in our framework and
test its security mechanisms thoroughly, studying the interactions of trusted software with the hardware protection
mechanisms. We also improve the design and implementation of SP’s architecture of both the secure memory and the
way SP handles dynamic data on the stack. Using a suite
of attacks on each layer of the architecture, we thoroughly
test each component of SP’s trust chain to show the eﬀectiveness of our proposed framework for debugging software,
for exposing subtle interactions between existing and new
mechanisms and conventions in an implementation, and for
reasoning about system security properties.
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ABSTRACT

and within the legal boundaries [2]. However, measuring
the resilience of an employee against social engineering in a
physical penetration test is direct and personal. When the
tester enters the facility of the organization and directly interacts with the employees, she either deceives the employee,
trying to obtain more information about the goal, or urges
the employee to help her, by letting the tester inside a secure
area or giving the tester a credential. The absence of any
digital medium in the communication with the employees
makes the interaction between the penetration tester and
the employee intense, especially if the employee is asked to
break company policies.
There are three main consequences from personal interaction between the tester and the employee. First, the employee might be stressed by having to choose between helping a colleague and breaking the company policies. Second,
the tester might not treat the employee respectfully. Finally, when helping the penetration tester to enter a secure
location, the employee loses the trust from the people who
reside in the secure location. For example, employees might
stop trusting the secretary when they ﬁnd out she let an
intruder into their oﬃce. To avoid ethical and legal implications, organizations may avoid physical penetration testing
with social engineering, leaving themselves unaware of attacks where the attacker uses non-digital means to attack
the system.
This paper tackles the problem how to perform a physical
penetration test using social engineering in the most respectful manner, while still getting results that lead to improving
the security of the organization. The contribution of this
paper is two methodologies for physical penetration tests
using social engineering where the goal is to gain possession
of a physical asset from the premises of the organization.
Both methodologies are designed to reduce the impact of
the test on the employees. The methodologies have been
validated by performing 14 live penetration tests over the
last two years, where students tried to gain possession of
marked laptops placed in buildings of two universities in
The Netherlands.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section
2 we present related work and in section 3 we set the requirements for the methodologies. Sections 4 and 5 outline
the methodologies, section 6 provides an evaluation of the
structure of the methodologies and section 7 concludes the
paper.

Penetration tests on IT systems are sometimes coupled with
physical penetration tests and social engineering. In physical penetration tests where social engineering is allowed,
the penetration tester directly interacts with the employees. These interactions are usually based on deception and
if not done properly can upset the employees, violate their
privacy or damage their trust toward the organization and
might lead to law suits and loss of productivity. We propose
two methodologies for performing a physical penetration test
where the goal is to gain an asset using social engineering.
These methodologies aim to reduce the impact of the penetration test on the employees. The methodologies have been
validated by a set of penetration tests performed over a period of two years.
Keywords: penetration testing, physical security, methodology, social engineering, research ethics

1. INTRODUCTION
A penetration test can assess both the IT security and the
security of the facility where the IT systems are located. If
the penetration tester assesses the IT security, the goal is to
obtain or modify marked data located deep in the organizations network. Similarly, in testing the physical security of
the location where the IT system is located, the goal of the
penetration test is to obtain a speciﬁc asset, such as a laptop
or a document. Physical and digital penetration tests can
be complemented with social engineering techniques, where
the tester is allowed to use knowledge and help from the
employees to mount the attack.
In digital penetration tests the resilience of an employee
is measured indirectly, by making phone queries or sending
fake mail that lure the employee to disclose secret information. These tests can be designed in an ethical manner [1]
This research is supported by the Sentinels program of
the Technology Foundation STW, applied science division
of NWO and the technology programme of the Ministry of
Economic Aﬀairs under projects number TIT.7628.
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2. RELATED WORK

Reportable - all actions during the test should be logged
and the outcome of the test should be in a form that permits
a meaningful and actionable documentation of ﬁndings and
recommendations.
These are conﬂicting requirements. For example:

In the computer science literature, there are isolated reports of physical penetration tests using social engineering
[3, 4]. However, these approaches focus completely on the
actions of the penetration tester and do not consider the
impact of the test on the employees.
There are a few methodologies for penetration testing.
The Open-Source Security Testing Methodology Manual (OSSTMM) [5] provides an extensive list of what needs to be
checked during a physical penetration test. However, the
methodology does not state how the testing should be carried out. OSSTMM also does not consider direct interaction
between the penetration tester and the employees. Barret [6]
provides an audit-based methodology for social engineering
using direct interaction between the penetration tester and
an employee. Since this is an audit-based methodology, the
goal is to test all employees. Our methodologies are goalbased and focus on the security of a speciﬁc physical asset. Employees are considered as an additional mechanism
which can be circumvented to achieve the goal, instead of
being the goal. Türpe and Eichler [7] focus on safety precautions while testing production systems. Since a test can
harm the production system, it can cause unforseeable damages to the organization. In our work the penetration test
of the premises of an organization can be seen as a test of a
production system.
In the crime science community, Cornish [8] provides mechanisms how to structure the prosecution of a crime into universal crime scripts and reasons about mechanisms how to
prevent the crime. We adopt a similar reporting format to
present the results from a penetration test. However, instead of using the crime script to structure multiple attacks,
we use the script to identify security mechanisms that continuously fail or succeed in stopping an attack.
In social science research, the Bellman report [9] deﬁnes
the ethical guidelines for the protection of humans in testing.
The ﬁrst guideline in the report states that all participants
should be treated with respect during the test. Finn [10]
provides four justiﬁcations that need to be satisﬁed to use
deception in research. We use the same justiﬁcations to show
that our methodology is ethically sound.

1. In a realistic penetration test, it might be necessary to
deceive an employee, which is not respectful.
2. In a realistic test, arbitrary employees might be social
engineered to achieve the goal, which is unreliable.
3. In a reportable test, all actions of the penetration tester
need to be logged, which is unrealistic.
Orchestrating a penetration test is striking the best balance between the conﬂicting requirements. If the balance
is not achieved, the test might either not fully assess the
security of the organization or might harm the employees.
We propose two methodologies for conducting a penetration test using social engineering. Both methodologies strike
a diﬀerent balance between the R* requirements, and their
usage is for diﬀerent scenarios. Both methodologies assess
the security of an organization by testing how diﬃcult it is
to gain possession of a pre-deﬁned asset.
The methodologies can be used to assess the security of
the organization, by revealing two types of security weaknesses: errors in implementation of procedural and physical
policies by employees and lack of deﬁned security policies
from the management. In the ﬁrst case, the tests should
focus on how well the employees follow the security policies
of the organization and how eﬀective the existing physical
security controls are. In the second case, the primary goal of
the tests is to ﬁnd and exploit gaps in the existing policies
rather than in their implementation. For example, a test
can focus on how well the credential sharing policy is enforced by employees or can focus on exploiting the absence
of a credential sharing policy to obtain the target asset.
In this paper we present the two methodologies which reduce the impact of these tests. The environment-focused
(EF) methodology, measures the security of the environment
where the asset is located. The methodology is suitable for
tests where the custodian (person who controls the asset)
is not subject of social engineering and is aware of the execution of the test. One example of such test is evaluating
the security of the assets residing in the oﬃce of the CEO,
but not the awareness of the CEO herself. The custodianfocused (CF) methodology is more general, and includes the
asset owner in the scope of the test. In this methodology,
the owner is not aware of the test. The CF methodology
is more realistic, but it is less reliable and respectful to the
employees.

3. REQUIREMENTS
A penetration test should satisfy ﬁve requirements to be
useful for the organization. First, the penetration test needs
to be realistic, since it simulates an attack performed by a
real adversary. Second, during the test all employees need
to be treated with respect [9]. The employees should not be
stressed, feel uncomfortable nor be at risk during the penetration test, because they might get disappointed with the
organization, become disgruntled or even start legal action.
Finally, the penetration test should be repeatable, reliable
and reportable [6]. We call these the R* requirements:
Realistic - employees should act normally, as they would
in everyday life.
Respectful - the test is done ethically, by respecting the
employees and the mutual trust between employees.
Reliable - the penetration test does not cause productivity
loss of employees.
Repeatable - the same test can be performed several times
and if the environment does not change, the results should
be the same.

4.

ENVIRONMENT-FOCUSED METHOD

First, we deﬁne the actors in the environment-focused
methodology. Then, we introduce all events that take place
during the setup, execution and aftermath of the penetration test. Finally, we validate the methodology by conducting three penetration tests and present some insights from
the experience.
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Figure 2: Sequence of events in the environment-focused methodology. Each box represents an event which
happens in sequence or parallel with other events. For example, event 3 happens after event 2 and in parallel
with events 1 and 4.

The penetration test involves four diﬀerent actors.
Security oﬃcer - an employee responsible for the security
of the organization. The security oﬃcer orchestrates the
penetration test.
Custodian - an employee in possession of the assets, sets
up and monitors the penetration test.
Penetration tester - an employee or a contractor trying to
gain possession of the asset without being caught.
Employee - person in the organization who has none of
the roles above.
The actors and the relations between them are shown in
Figure 1. The majority of actors treat each other with respect. No respect relation between two actors means either
the actors do not interact during the penetration test (for
example between the tester and the custodian) or do not
have a working relationship (between the penetration tester
and the employee). In this methodology, the tester deceives
the employee during the penetration test, presented in the
ﬁgure with a dashed line.

ees should behave normally (1 in Figure 2).
As in other penetration testing methodologies, before the
start of the test, the security oﬃcer sets the scope, the rules
of engagement and the goal (2 in Figure 2). The goal is
gaining physical possession of a marked asset. The scope of
the testing provides the penetration tester with a set of locations she is allowed to enter, as well as business processes
in the organization she can abuse, such as processes for issuing a new password, or processes for adding/removing an
employee. The rules of engagement restrict the penetration
tester to the tools and means she is allowed to use to reach
the target. These rules, for example, deﬁne if the tester is
allowed to force doors, to break windows or to use social
engineering.
The custodian ﬁrst signs an informed consent form and
then sets up the environment, by marking an asset in her
possession and installing monitoring equipment.
The asset should not be critical for the daily tasks of the
custodian or anyone else, including the organization. Thus,
when the penetration tester gains possession of the asset,
the productivity of the custodian using the asset and the
process ﬂow of the company will not be aﬀected. The custodian leaves the asset in her oﬃce or an area without people
(storage area, closet). If the custodian shares an oﬃce with
other employees, the monitoring equipment should be positioned in such a way that it records only the asset and
not the nearby employees. The custodian knows when the
test takes place, and has suﬃcient time to remove/obscure
all sensitive and private assets in her room and around the
marked asset (3 in Figure 2).
Meanwhile, the penetration tester needs to sign the rules
of engagement (4 in Figure 2). The OSSTMM methodology [5] provides a comprehensive list of rules of engagement.

4.2 Setup

4.3

Figure 2 provides the sequence of events that take place
during the setup, execution and closure of the penetration
test. During all three stages of the penetration test, employ-

The security oﬃcer should choose a trustworthy penetration tester and monitor her actions during the execution
stage.
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Figure 1: Actors in the EF methodology

4.1 Actors
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Execution

Generic Script

Attack trace

Circumvented
mechanisms

Recommendations

Prepare for the attack

Buy a bolt cutter and hide it in a bag.
Scout the building and the oﬃce during
working hours.
Obtain an after working hours access
card.

Access control of the building entrances during working
hours.
Credential sharing policy.

Keep entrance doors to the building locked at all time.
Provide an awareness training
concerning credential sharing.

Enter the building

Enter the building at 7:30 AM, before
working hours.
Hide the face from CCTV at the entrance
using a hat.

CCTV
lance.

surveil-

Increase
the
awareness
of
the security guards during
non-working hours.

Enter the oﬃce

Wait for the cleaning lady. Pretend you
are an employee who forgot the oﬃce key
and ask the cleaning lady to open the ofﬁce for you.

Challenge unknown people
to provide ID.
Credential sharing policy.

Reward employees for discovering intruders.

Identify and get the asset

Search for the speciﬁc laptop. Get the
bolt cutter from the bag and cut the
Kensington lock. Put the laptop and the
bolt cutter in the bag.

Kensington lock.

Get stronger Kensington locks.
Use alternative mechanism for
protecting the laptop.

Leave the building with
the laptop

Leave the building at 8:00, when external
doors automatically unlock for employees.

CCTV surveillance.
Access control of the building entrances during working
hours.

The motion detection of the
CCTV cameras needs to be more
sensitive .

pre-theft

Figure 3: Reporting a successful attempt. The ﬁgure shows an example of a generic script instantiated
with an attack trace. First we deﬁne the generic script, which encompasses the stages of all attacks. In the
example, they are: enter the building, enter the oﬃce, identify and get the asset, and exit the building. For
each step in a trace, we identify both the mechanisms (if any) that were circumvented and mechanisms that
stopped an attack. For failed attacks, the table shows which mechanisms were circumvented up to the failed
action, and the mechanism that successfully stopped the attempt.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Social engineer night pass from an employee.
Enter the building early in the morning.
Social engineer the cleaning lady to access the oﬃce.
Cut any protection on the laptop using a bolt cutter.
Leave the building during oﬃce hours.

The penetration tester needs to install wearable monitoring equipment to log her actions. The logs serve three purposes. First, they ensure that if an employee is treated with
disrespect there is objective evidence. Second, the logs prove
that the penetration tester has followed the attack scenarios, and ﬁnally, the logs provide information how the mechanisms were circumvented, helping the organization repeat
the scenario if needed.

Figure 4: Example of an attack scenario

When the penetration test starts, the tester ﬁrst scouts
the area and proposes a set of attack scenarios (5 in Figure
2). An example of an attack scenario is presented in Figure
4. The proposed attack scenarios need to be approved ﬁrst
by the custodian (6 in Figure 2) and then by the security
oﬃcer (7 in Figure 2). The custodian is directly involved in
the test and can correctly judge the eﬀect of the scenario on
her daily tasks and the tasks of her colleagues. The security
oﬃcer needs to approve the scenarios because she is aware
of the general security of the organization and can better
predict the far-reaching consequences of the actions of the
tester.
If the custodian or the security oﬃcer disapprove an attack
scenario, they need to evaluate the scenario and estimate the
success. The tester puts in the report that the scenario was
proposed, the reasons why the scenario was turned down
and the opinion of all three roles on the success of the scenario. In this way the scenario although not executed, it
is documented including the judgment on the eﬀectiveness
of the attack by the security oﬃcer, the custodian and the
tester.
After approval from the custodian and the security oﬃcer,
the tester starts with the execution of the attack scenarios (8
in Figure 2). The custodian and the security oﬃcer remotely
monitor the execution (9 in Figure 2) through CCTV and
the monitoring equipment installed by the custodian.

4.4

Closure

After the end of the test, the penetration tester prepares
a report containing a list of attack traces. Each attack trace
contains information of successful or unsuccessful attacks
(10 in Figure 2). Based on the report, the security oﬃcer
debriefs both the custodians and any deceived employees
during the test (11 in Figure 2).
Reporting. The attack traces are structured in a report
that emphasizes the weak and the strong security mechanisms encountered during the penetration test, structured
following 25 techniques for situational crime prevention [11].
For diﬀerent domains there are extensive lists of security
mechanisms to enforce the 25 techniques (for example, [12]).
The combination of the attack traces together with the situational crime prevention techniques gives an overview of the
circumvented mechanisms [13] (Figure 3)
Debrieﬁng the employees and the custodian. After ﬁnding
they were deceived by the same organization they work for,
the employees might get disappointed or disgruntled. At
the end of the test the security oﬃcer fully debriefs the custodian and the employees. The debrieﬁng should be done
carefully, to maintain or restore the trust between custodian
and the employees who helped the tester to gain the asset.
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4.5 Validation

we focused on the beneﬁts of the penetration test to the
university and their help setting up the test. After the debrieﬁng, we concluded that we caused more stress to the
guard during the debrieﬁng than the students had caused
during the penetration test.

To test the usability of the physical penetration tests using
social engineering on the employees, we executed a series
of penetration tests following the EF methodology. These
pilots allowed us to gain a clear, ﬁrst-hand picture of each
execution stage of the methodology, and draw observations
from the experience.
To avoid bias in the execution of the tests, we did not
perform the tests ourselves, but recruited three teams of
students who were in their ﬁrst year of master studies to
steal three laptops from the custodian (the ﬁrst author).
We locked the laptops with Kensington locks and hid the
keys in an oﬃce desk. To monitor the laptops, we installed
motion detection web cameras which streamed live feeds to
an Internet server. Since the custodian shares the oﬃce with
four other colleagues, the cameras were positioned in such
a way to preserve the privacy of the colleagues. We told
the colleagues we are doing an experiment, but we did not
reveal the nature nor the goal of the experiment.
Since we knew about the penetration test, we did not
allow the students to gain possession of the laptops in our
presence. During the experiment, we carried on the normal
work, thus the students were forced to carry on the attacks
after working hours or during the lunch break.
The three teams scouted the building and wrote a list of
attack scenarios they want to execute. Eventually, all three
teams successfully obtained the target laptop and wrote the
successful and unsuccessful attempts in the format shown
in Figure 3. After the penetration test, we individually debriefed the security oﬃcer, the security guard, the secretary
and the colleagues.

5.

CUSTODIAN-FOCUSED METHOD

In the EF methodology, the custodian is aware of the penetration test. The knowledge of the penetration test changes
her normal behavior and thus inﬂuences the results of the
test. Since the asset belongs to the custodian, and the asset is in the oﬃce of the custodian, in many environments
it is desirable to include the custodian’s resistance to social
engineering as part of the test.
After performing the ﬁrst series of penetration tests, we
revisited and expanded the environment-focused methodology. The CF methodology can be seen as a reﬁnement of the
EF methodology, based on the experience from the ﬁrst set
of penetration tests. In the CF methodology the custodian
is not aware of the test, making the methodology suitable
for penetration tests where the goal is to check the overall
security of an area including the level of security awareness
of the custodian.

5.1

Actors

There are six actors in the CF methodology.
Security oﬃcer - an employee responsible for the security
of the organization.
Coordinator - an employee or contractor responsible for
the experiment and the behavior of the penetration tester.
The coordinator orchestrates the whole penetration test.
Penetration tester - an employee or contractor who attempts to gain possession of the asset without being caught.
Contact person - an employee who provides logistic support in the organization and a person to be contacted in case
of an emergency.
Custodian - an employee at whose oﬃce the asset resides.
The custodian should not be aware of the penetration test
(1 in Figure 5).
Employee - person in the organization who has none of
the roles above. The employee should not be aware of the
penetration test (2 in Figure 5).

4.6 Lessons learned from the penetration tests
The observations are result of our experience with the
penetration tests using qualitative social research and might
not generalize to other social environments. However, the
observations provide an insight of the issues that arose while
using the methodology in practice.
The attack scenarios should be ﬂexible. Although the students provided scenarios prior to all attacks, in all cases
they were forced to deviate from them, because the target
employee was either not present or was not behaving as expected. Attack scenarios assure the custodian and the security oﬃcer that the actions of the penetration tester are in
the scope of the test, but at the same time there should be
some freedom in adapting the script to the circumstances.
The methodology does not respect the trust relationship
between the custodian and the employees. After the penetration test, the custodian knows which employees were deceived, and the trust relationship between them is disturbed.
For example, if the secretary lets the penetration tester into
the oﬃce of the custodian, the custodian might not be able
to trust her again.
During the penetration test, separating the custodian from
the employees is hard. Whenever the students approached a
colleague from the oﬃce, the ﬁrst reaction of the colleague
was to call the custodian and ask for guidance. This led to
uncomfortable situations where we were forced to shut down
our phones and ignore e-mails while outside the oﬃce.
Debrieﬁng proved to be diﬃcult. After the test, we fully
disclosed the test to all involved employees. Debrieﬁng the
security guard who opened the oﬃce for the penetration
testers three times was the hardest. During the debrieﬁng
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Figure 6: Actors in the CF methodology
Figure 6 shows the actors and the relations between them.
In this methodology, the penetration tester deceives both,
the employees and the custodian. Moreover, the contact
person also needs to deceive the custodian. These relations
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Figure 5: Sequence of events in the custodian-focused methodology
area and proposes attack scenarios (8 in Figure 5). The
coordinator and later the security oﬃcer should agree with
these scenarios before the tester starts executing them (9
and 10 in Figure 5). After approval from both actors, the
tester starts executing the attack scenarios. If a penetration
tester is caught or a termination condition is reached, the
penetration tester immediately informs the contact person.
Thus, if the custodian stored sensitive data in the asset, the
data is not exposed.
When the tester gains possession of the target asset, she
informs the contact person and the coordinator and returns
the asset to the contact person (11 in Figure 5). The contact
person collects the monitoring equipment and informs the
security oﬃcer (12 in Figure 5). If the tester gains possession of the asset without the knowledge of the custodian, the
contact person needs to reach the custodian before the custodian reaches the oﬃce and explain to the custodian that
the test is terminated. The security oﬃcer obtains surveillance videos from the CCTV and access logs and gives them
to the coordinator (13 in Figure 5).

are discussed in greater depth in section 6.

5.2 Setup
At the beginning, similar to the EF methodology, the security oﬃcer initializes the test by deﬁning the target, scope
and the rules of engagement. The security oﬃcer at this
point assigns a coordinator for the penetration test and provides the coordinator with marked assets and equipment for
monitoring the assets (3 in Figure 5). The marked assets
should be similar to the asset of interest for which the security is measured. The monitoring equipment should be
non-intrusive and its purpose is to have additional information on the activities of the penetration tester.
The penetration tester should sign the rules of engagement (Appendix A) before the start of the execution stage
(4 in Figure 5). The coordinator selects a number of contact people and provides them with the marked assets and
the monitoring equipment (5 in Figure 5). Furthermore, the
coordinator provides a cover story which explains why the
custodian is given the asset. The contact person selects a
number of custodians based on the requirements from the
security oﬃcer (random, speciﬁc roles, speciﬁc characteristics) and distributes the marked assets and the monitoring
equipment to the custodians. After giving the monitoring
equipment, the contact person should get a signed informed
consent (Appendix B) from the custodians (6 in Figure 5).
If the asset can store data, the document must clearly state
that the custodian should not store any sensitive nor private data in the asset. Before the penetration test starts,
the coordinator distributes a list of penetration testers to
the security oﬃcer, and a list of asset locations to the penetration tester (7 in Figure 5).

5.4

Closure

After the execution stage, the penetration tester writes
a report of all attempts, both failed and successful, in the
form of attack traces and gives them to the coordinator (14
in Figure 5). The coordinator has two tasks. First, she
collects the marked assets and monitoring equipment from
the contact person (15 in Figure 5) and returns them to the
security oﬃcer. Second, the coordinator debriefs the security
oﬃcer and the custodians and provides the custodian a form
of reward for helping in the assessment (16 in Figure 5).
Not all employees that were social engineered should be
debriefed. Employees who were treated with respect and
to whom the penetration tester did not cause discomfort
during the interaction should not be debriefed, because the
debrieﬁng can cause more stress than the interaction with

5.3 Execution
The ﬁrst steps of the execution stage are similar to the
previous methodology. The penetration tester scouts the
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the penetration tester. The decision which employees need
to be debriefed lies with the security oﬃcer, and is based
on the logs from the penetration tester and the monitoring
equipment. The criteria on which employees need to be
debriefed are presented in greater detail in Section 6.
Debrieﬁng the custodians. All custodians should be debriefed, because they sign an informed consent at the beginning of the test. However, to preserve the trust between
the custodian and the employees, the custodian should not
know which employee contributed to the attack.
Three elements should be considered before the debriefing. First, the custodians were deceived by the organization
they work for (more speciﬁcally, by the contact person). Second, in case of direct interaction, their privacy might be
violated by the logging equipment from the tester. Third,
they might be stressed from the penetration test either directly, through interaction with the penetration tester, or
indirectly, by ﬁnding their asset is gone before the contact
person reaches them.
The debrieﬁng should focus on the contribution of the
custodian in ﬁnding the security vulnerabilities in the organization, and the custodian should be rewarded for the
participation.

Figure 8: Recording from the validation of the CF methodology. The student went to the oﬃce early in the morning,
disguised as an employee who forgot his key. The cleaning
lady let the student in. The student used a bolt cutter to
remove the Kensington lock.

5.5 Validation
We orchestrated eleven penetration tests with the custodianfocused methodology. As targets we used eleven marked laptops that just came out on the market. We selected three
PhD students as contact persons, who chose eleven friends
as custodians (snowball sampling [14]). The custodians were
ten PhD students and one professor spread across two universities, in nine diﬀerent buildings.
We gave the laptops to the custodians for two weeks usage. The cover story was that the universities are interested
in the usability of the new generation of laptops. Thus, we
needed to monitor the behavior of the custodian and measure their satisfaction level. The contact persons explained
that they cannot tell the custodians exactly which behavior
we measure, since it might change the results of the experiment. We instructed the custodians to lock the laptops
with a Kensington lock and to keep them in the oﬃce. To
reduce the risk of data leakage and loss of productivity, we
asked the custodians not to store any private or work data
on the laptops. Later, thirty-three master students in computer security, divided in eleven teams of three, tried to gain
possession of the laptops by using physical and social means.

The students took roles as service desk employees, students that urgently needed a laptop for a few hours or coordinator representatives. The students used mobile phones
and pocket video cameras to record the conversation with
the employees. In one case they took a professional camera
and a cameraman, and told the custodian the recording is
part of a study to measure the service quality of the service
desk.
The resistance of the employees varied. In ﬁve cases, the
employees gave the laptop easily after being showed a fake
email and being promised they will get the laptop back in
a few hours. In two cases the custodian wanted a conﬁrmation from a supervisor or the coordinator. In one case a
colleague of the custodian got suspicious and sent an email
to the campus security. Since only the main security oﬃcer
knew about the penetration test, in few hours the security
guards were all alerted and started searching for suspicious
students.
However, in two cases the students were not able to social
engineer the custodian directly and were forced to look for
alternative approaches. For example, in one of the cases
the students entered the building before working hours. At
this time the cleaning lady cleans the oﬃces, and under the
assumption it is their oﬃce let the students inside. After
entering the oﬃce, the students cut the Kensington lock and
left the building before the custodian arrived.
We debriefed only the custodians through a group presentation, where we explained the penetration test and its
goal.

5.6

Lessons learned from the validation

It should be speciﬁed in advance which information the
penetration tester is allowed to use. For example, the penetration tester should not use knowledge about the cover
story used by the contact person. During the validation,
six penetration testers used knowledge of the cover story to
convince the custodian to hand in the laptop. Thus, these
tests were less realistic.
Panic situations need to be taken into consideration in the
termination conditions. Several times the custodian or an
employee got suspicious and raised an alarm. Since only the
security oﬃcer knew about the experiment, and the other security personnel was excluded, news of people stealing laptops spread in a matter of hours. In these situations the
coordinator should react quickly and explain to the employees that the suspicious activity is a test.

Figure 7:

Recording from the validation of the EF methodology. The student provided to the janitor a fake email stating he needs to collect a laptop from the custodian oﬃce. The
janitor let the student into the oﬃce and helped him ﬁnd the
key from the Kensington lock.
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The penetration test cannot be repeated many times. If
a custodian participated in the penetration test once, she
knows what will happen. The same holds for the employees
she told about the experiments and the employees that were
socially engineered.

6. EVALUATION
In this section we compare both methodologies against the
R* requirements. The satisfaction of the requirements is deﬁned by the rules of engagement, which attack scenarios are
approved for execution, and the structure of the methodologies. Less restrictive rules of engagement and approving
more invasive attack scenarios make the penetration test
more realistic, but make the test less reliable and respectful
to the employees. The evaluation below assumes these two
elements are tuned to the risk appetite of the organization
and focuses only on the structure of the methodologies.
Reliable: In the EF methodology, the penetration tester
gains possession of a non-critical asset which the custodian
is prepared to lose. Thus, the result of the penetration test
will not aﬀect the productivity of the custodian. In the
CF methodology, the productivity of the custodian may be
aﬀected, since the custodian does not know the asset will
be stolen. The informed consent is a mechanism to avoid
productivity loss, since it explicitly states not to use the
marked asset for daily tasks nor store sensitive information
on the asset. In both methodologies, the productivity of
other employees is not aﬀected, since the penetration tester
does not gain possession of any of their belongings without
their approval.
Repeatable: The repeatability of any penetration test using social engineering is questionable, since human behavior
is unpredictable. Checking if a penetration test is repeatable
would require a larger set of tests on a single participant, and
a larger number of participants in the test.
Reportable: The approach used in reporting the results
of the penetration test completely covers all information
needed to perform the attack in a real-life situation and
provides an overview of what should be improved to thwart
such attempts. The logs from the tester and the monitoring
equipment installed by the custodians provide detailed information on all actions taken by the penetration tester, giving
a clear overview of how the mechanisms are circumvented.

Reliable
Repeatable
Reportable
Respectful: actors
Respectful: trust relations
Realistic

EF methodology
+++
+++
++
+

CF methodology
++
+++
+
++
+++

Figure 9: Evaluation of both methodologies
Respectful: Both methodologies should respect all the employees and the trust relationships between them.
In physical penetration testing, the social engineering element is more intense than in digital penetration testing
because the interaction between the penetration tester and
the employee is direct, without using any digital medium.
Baumrind [15] considers deception of subjects in testing as
unethical. The National Commission for the Protection of
Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research,
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also clearly states this in their ﬁrst rule of ethical principles: ”Respect for persons” [9].
However, some tests cannot be executed without deception. Finn [10] deﬁnes four justiﬁcations that need to be met
do make deception acceptable: (1) The assessment cannot
be performed without the use of deception. (2) The knowledge obtained from the assessment has important value. (3)
The test involves no more than minimal risk and does not
violate the rights and the welfare of the individual. Minimal risk is deﬁned as: ”the probability and magnitude of
physical or psychological harm that is normally encountered
in the daily lives” [16]. (4) Where appropriate, the subjects
are provided with relevant information about the assessment
after participating in the test. Physical penetration testing
using social engineering can never be completely respectful
because it is based on deception. However, the deception in
both methodologies presented in this paper is justiﬁable.
The ﬁrst two justiﬁcations are general for penetration testing and its beneﬁts, and have been discussed earlier in the
literature (for example, Barrett [6]). The third justiﬁcation
states that the risk induced by the test should be no greater
than the risks we face in daily lives. In the EF methodology,
the only actor at risk is the employee. The penetration tester
cannot physically harm the employee because of the rules of
engagement, thus only psychological harm is possible. If the
employees help the penetration tester voluntarily, the risk
of psychological harm is minimal. The logging equipment
assures the interaction can be audited in a case of dispute.
In the CF methodology, an additional actor at risk is the
custodian. The only case when the risk is above minimal
for the custodian is if the tester gains possession of the asset
without custodian’s knowledge. When the custodian ﬁnds
the asset missing, her stress level might increase. Therefore
it is crucial for the contact person to reach the custodian
before custodian learns about the theft.
The fourth justiﬁcation states that all actors should be debriefed after the exercise. In both methodologies, all actors
except the employees are either fully aware of the exercise, or
have signed an informed consent and are debriefed after the
exercise. Similarly to Finn and Jakobsson [1], we argue that
there should be selective debrieﬁng of the employees. Debrieﬁng can make the employee upset and disgruntled and is
the only event where the risk is higher then minimal. Thus,
an employee should be debriefed only if the security oﬃcer
constitutes the tester did more than minimal harm.
Besides being respectful toward all the participants, the
methodology needs to maintain the trust relations between
the employees. The EF methodology aﬀects the trust between the custodian and the employees and the employees
and the organization. This is a consequence of the decision
to fully debrief all participants in the test. The CF methodology looks at reducing these impacts. First, the custodians
are not told who contributed to the attack. Only the coordinator and the security oﬃcer have this information, and they
are not related to the custodian. Second, the employees are
not informed about the penetration test unless it deemed
necessary. However, the trust between the custodian and
the contact person is shaken. Therefore, the contact person
and the custodian should not know each other prior to the
test.
In conclusion, the CF methodology is less respectful to
the custodian than the EF methodology, because the custodian is deceived and might get stressed when she ﬁnds out

the asset is gone. The EF methodology does not preserve
any trust between the employees, the organization and the
custodian. The CF methodology preserves the trust bond
between the custodian and the employees and between the
employees and the organization. However, the trust bond
between the custodian and the contact person may be affected.
Realistic: The EF methodology allows testing the resilience
to social engineering of employees in the organization. Since
the custodian knows about the penetration test, she is not
directly involved during the execution of the test, making
this methodology implementable in limited number of situations. In the CF methodology, neither the custodian nor
any of the other employees know about the penetration test,
making the test realistic.
One might argue that if the asset is not critical for the employee, the tests are not realistic. On the other hand, taking
away ”real” assets in the penetration tests will clearly cause
loss of production. In the EF methodology, this issue does
not exist, as the employees who may be social-engineered
are not aware of the importance of the target asset. Therefore, they have no reason to behave diﬀerently toward the
experimental asset than to a ”real” asset. However, in the
CF methodology, the value of the asset as perceived by the
custodian might inﬂuence the result of the tests, as the employee may be more likely to give the asset away if she knows
it is not critical. As future work, we plan to investigate the
eﬀect of the perceived importance of the asset on the results
of such tests.
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7. CONCLUSION
Securing an organization requires penetration testing on
the IT security, the physical security of the location where
the IT systems are situated, as well as evaluating the security awareness of the employees who work with these systems. We presented two methodologies for penetration testing using social engineering. The custodian-focused methodology improves on the environment-focused methodology in
many aspects. However, the environment-focused methodology is more reliable, does not deceive the custodian and
fully debriefs all actors in the test. We provide criteria to
help organizations decide which methodology is more appropriate for their environment. We evaluated both methodologies through analysis of their structure against a set of
requirements and through qualitative research methods by
performing a number of penetration tests ourselves. This
paper shows that physical penetration tests using social engineering can reduce the impact on employees in the organization, and provide meaningful and useful information on
the security posture of the organization.
In the future, we will focus on two topics. First, we want
to investigate the eﬀect of the perceived importance of the
asset on the results of the test. We plan to separate the
custodians in two groups and inform one of the groups that
the laptop contains information critical for the organization.
Second, we want to investigate the aspect of safety for both
the employees and the testers. This research will help penetration testers perform tests in potentially hazardous environment, such as chemical or nuclear laboratories.
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Appendix A:

Appendix B:

Rules of engagement

Informed consent

I,
(name of student) agree to perform pen(name of researcher)
etration tests for

I,
(name of employee) agree to participate in
(name of the research
the study performed by
group).
I understand that the participation of the study is completely voluntary. At any time, I can stop my participation
and obtain the data gathered from the study, have it removed from the database or have it destroyed.
The following points have been explained to me:

I understand that the participation of is completely voluntary. At any time, I can stop my participation.
I fully oblige to the following rules of engagement:
1. I will only execute attacks that are pre-approved by
the researcher and only to an assigned target.

1. The goal of this study is to gather information of laptop usage. Participation in this study will yield more
information concerning the habits people have in using
mobile devices.

2. I am not allowed to cause any physical damage to university property, except for Kensington locks.
3. I am not allowed to physically harm any person as part
of the test.

2. I shall be asked to work for 5 min every day on a
laptop for one month. The laptop will be monitored
and recorded using a keynoter and a web-camera. At
the end of the study, the researcher will explain the
purpose of the study.

4. I will video or audio record all my activities while interacting with people during the penetration test as
a proof that no excessive stress or panic is caused to
anyone.

3. No stress or discomfort should result from participation in this study.

5. If I am caught by a guard of a police oﬃcer, I will not
show any physical resistance.
Signature of researcher:

Date:

Signature of student:

Date:

4. The data obtains from this study will be processed
anonymously and can therefore not be made public in
an individually identiﬁable manner.
5. The researcher will answer all further questions on this
study, now or during the cause of the study.
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Signature of researcher:

Date:

Signature of employee:

Date:

